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PREFACE.

Ix this book we have sought to give an account of a department

of mathematics which is now generally regarded as fundamental.

j
A list of the men to whom the successive advances of the subject

I are due, includes, with few exceptions, the names of the greatest

,f
French and German mathematicians of the century, from Cauchy
and Gauss onward. And in line with these advances lie the chief

fields of mathematical activity at the present day.

The most legitimate extensions of elementary analysis lead so

f directly into the Theory of Functions, that recent writers on Algebra,

Trigonometry, the Calculus, etc., give theories which are indispen-

j sable parts of our subject. But since these theories are not found

I in many current text-books, it appears most convenient for the

generality of readers to make the earlier chapters complete in

' themselves. Thus an account is given in ch. i. of the geometric

representation of elementary operations; and in ch. iii., before the

1 introduction of Weierstrass's theory of the analytic function, the

theory of convergence is discussed at some length.

We have aimed at a full presentation of the standard parts of

lithe subject, with certain exceptions. Of these exceptions, three

must be stated. In ch. ii., the theory of real functions of a real

^variable is given only so far as seems necessary as a basis for what

follows. In the account of Abelian integrals (ch. x.), our object. is

^ to induct the reader as simply and rapidly as possible . into what is

itself a suitable theme for more than one large volume. And we
nave entirely passed over the automorphic functions, since it was

tot possible to give even an introductory sketch within the space at

^ur disposal. However, an account of some of Kronecker's work,

vhich is necessary for the study of Klein's recent developments of

the theory of Abelian functions, is included in ch. vi.
;
and ch. viii.

is devoted to a somewhat condensed treatment of double theta-
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functions, which, goes further than is necessary for our immediate

purpose, for the reason that the subject is not very accessible in the

English language.

Progress is intentionally slow in some places, where what is

required is a formation of certain new concepts, rather than an

enlargement of ideas that pre-exist.

As to the place of the Theory of Functions in the order of those

mathematical studies which appear in all curricula, its more ele-

mentary parts can be attacked with advantage so soon as a sound

knowledge of the Integral Calculus is gained. It will be found

that, though collateral subjects such as the theory of Algebraic

Equations and the analytic theory of Plane Curves are freely

referred to, a previous knowledge of them is rarely necessary for

the understanding of what follows. It may be added that an

acquaintance with the present subject is requisite for the study

of the modern theory of Differential Equations. It is presupposed,

for example, in Dr. Craig's treatise.

The many writers to whom we are indebted for theories or for

elucidations are,, of course, referred to in the text. There has

appeared quite recently the very important treatise of Dr. Forsyth,

unfortunately too late to be included in these references.

A Glossary is added, which gives the principal technical terms

employed by German and French writers, with the adopted equiva-

lents. The page on which these equivalents are defined will be

found by consulting the Index.

To our respective colleagues, Professor C. A. Scott and Professor

E. W. Brown, our hearty thanks are due for valuable assistance

with the proof-sheets.

May, 1893.
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CHAPTER I.

GEOiLETEIC IXTEODUCTIOX.

1. A real number x can be represented by a point on a
straight line, which lies at a distance x units of length from a fixed
point o of the line

; and conversely to every point of the line corre-
sponds a definite number. This representation presupposes a precise
lefiuition of irrational real numbers (see Chapter II.) ; also it
raises the question of the continuity of the system of real numbers.

^

To represent the complex number x + iy, take two lines ox, oy at
ight angles to each other, and measure off distances om along ox,

1 mp parallel to oy, such that om, mp = x, y units of length,
iinber x + iy is considered as attached to the point p. In

bis representation, neighbouring numbers are attached to neigh-
mng points, and there is a (1, 1) correspondence between the

ambers of the complete number system and the points of the plane.

I

Real Axis

Fig. 1

From this point of view the complex number x + iy is attached
B point whose rectangular Cartesian co-ordinates are x, y.

l
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The number x + iy can be replaced by a single symbol z, called the

affix of the point. We shall name the point by its affix, so that

by the point z we shall mean the point to which z or x + iy is

attached. It is understood throughout that x and y are real.

The complex number is constructed out of two elements, each of

which is capable of assuming a singly infinite series of values; this

is the reason that it needs for its representation a doubly infinite

series of points. The plane is chosen as the field on which these

points are to lie
;
and the figure formed by representing points in

this way is referred to as Argand's diagram. Other representations

are possible ; as, for instance, on a sphere. We shall have occasion

;to establish a (1,1) correspondence between the points of a sphere

and the doubly infinite series of values of z, and thus to use the

sphere as the field on which z is represented.

2. Absolute value and amplitude.

Let p,
be the polar co-ordinates of the point z, where ^ < 2 TT.

The quantity p, or + V&2 + y*. is called the absolute value or modu-

lus of z, and is denoted by \z . Thus the absolute value is repre-

sented by the distance of the point from the origin taken positively.

The amplitude of a point z is the angle + 2mir, where m is any

integer, positive or negative. It differs from the absolute value in

not being one-valued. It may be denoted by am(z).*

It is clear that as z describes a continuous curve in the plane of z

(which will henceforth be called the z-plane), z changes contin-

uously. When an amplitude of z has been selected, that of any

point on the curve, which is infinitely near to z, is understood to be

that one which is infinitely near to the selected amplitude. In this

way the amplitude is determined throughout the curve. There is

one exception to the continuity of the amplitude; when z passes

through the origin, there is an abrupt change of TT in the value

of its amplitude. There is an obvious advantage in choosing for

the amplitude, when possible, the least positive turn which will

bring the line Oo; into coincidence with the line Oz
;
this turn, which

we have called , may be called the chief value of the amplitude.

This plan will be generally adopted, and will not need explicit state-

ment. The context will show when it is inapplicable.

3. TJie representation of the point z
l -j-

z2.

We are to construct the point whose affix is the sum of the

affixes of two given points.

* The amplitude ! sometimes called the argument.
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Let z
l
= x

l + iyt
. zs = xs

then Zl + z, = x, + x.2 + i (^ + y2) .

The co-ordinates of the fourth corner z3 of the parallelogram OziZ3z2
lare x

l + x^ y^ + y, ; hence, z3 is the point which represents Zj -f- z*

TJie representation of the point zt + z.2 + z3.

Let z,, z,, z3 be any three points in the plane. The point
gi -4- z + z3 can be found by the following construction : draw lines

zU'-2- 1'sPs parallel and equal to Oz^ OF3. The point p3 has for its affix

zi 4- ^ + 3- And so on for the sum of any number of z's.

4. Subtraction. If zl + zs = z^ then of course z3 z
l
= z* The

construction is as follows : join z
l
to z3,

and draw 0^ parallel and

equal to ZjZ3. The point r2 represents the difference z3 zv

5. Multiplication. To construct the point z^ use polar co-ordi-

nates. and write Zl = Pl (cos 6l + i sin 0j), z.2
= p .2 (cos 2 + i sin 2) . By

ordinary multiplication

Zjz, = P1P2 {cos (0j + 0.,) + i sin (0t -f 0.,) \,

so that the point z^, has polar co-ordinates p,po, X -f 0.,.

We see that the absolute value of the product is equal to the

product of the absolute values, and the amplitude of the product is

3qual to the sum of the amplitudes ;
this has been proved for two

factors, and can be proved at once for any number.

6. Division. Zj/z,
=

Pl (cos ^ + i sin 0^/p, (cos 0.2 + i sin 2 )

=
p./p, {cos (0,

-
0.,) +i sin (Bl

-
2) \.

Thus the absolute value of a quotient is the quotient of the absolute

ralues, and the amplitude is the difference of the amplitudes of thg
mmerator and denominator.

7. So far we have treated z as a quantity attached to a point
rithout assigning any meaning to z itself. But a meaning can be

ssigned to z which is very useful for many applications. To this
re now proceed.

Strokes. When the magnitude and direction, but not the position,
f a quantity are taken into account, the directed quantity is called a
troke or vector. The magnitude is called its absolute value or mod-
ilus

;
the direction of the stroke (i.e. its inclination to some fixed line)

s called its amplitude or argument. A displacement of a point from
he position a to the position b is a stroke, which we denote by ab.
f a rigid body be displaced from one position to another, without
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'rotation, so that a, at are displaced to 6, 6j, the definition implies
that the strokes ab and a^ are equal. The strokes ab, b^ are not

equal, but opposite. Equality of strokes implies two equalities:

equality of absolute values and equality of amplitudes.

In the comparison of strokes it is convenient, in general, to refer

them to the same initial or zero-point, which we shall call the origin,

and denote by 0. From we draw a

directed straight line Ox, which serves as

zero of direction. On this line we take

points a, b equidistant from 0. Then

a x. 60 = Oa. Now by the expression 60 + 06

is meant a displacement from b to 0, fol-

lowed by a displacement from to 6.

The resultant displacement is evidently
Fl'9- 2 zero, or 60 + 06 = 0._Thus 60 = 06, and

Oa = 60
;
therefore 06 = ( 1 ) Oa. In this

equation we may regard 1 as an operator which turns Oa, in the

plane of the paper, through the angle TT. Mark off in the line Oy

perpendicular to Ox points c and d, whose distances from are equal
to that of a or b. Let i be the operator which changes the stroke

Oa into the stroke Oc. Then Oc = i Oa, and we may regard i as a

turn through ?r/2, counter-clockwise, in the plane of the paper.

Now 06 arises from Oc by such a turn, therefore

But 06 = (-l)0a;

hence i
2 Oa = ( 1) Oa.

Since the operators 1 and i
2 have the same effect on Oa, we are

led to represent the operator i by the symbol V 1, and to interpret^

the symbol i by a turn through a right angle. If, in Pig. 2, Oa be ofl

length 1, we denote it merely by 1, and generally by any real

positive quantity x we mean the stroke Ox
;

Oc is i 1, or simply
it being understood that the subject of operation, when not men*

tioned, is the stroke unity. Further, 06 = z
2 = 1, Od = i

3 =
*',

Oa = i* = 1. The stroke iy is the line which joins to a point on

the axis of y, distant y units from the origin, the point being above

or below the line Ox according as y is positive or negative.

To interpret the sum of two real numbers, say 2 + 3, we

suppose the displacement 3 to follow on the displacement 2, so that

the beginning of 3 is the end of 2. Thus in a sum only the
firstj

stroke is drawn from the origin. We define the addition of any,
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two strokes in the same way. Thus, 2 + t'3 shall mean two steps

to the right and 3 upwards ;
the sum is represented by the single

stroke from to the point so obtained. If we write z = x + iy, we

mean that the stroke from the origin to the point whose co-ordinates

aiv .'. y is called z.

We may, then, regard z as a stroke drawn from the origin instead

of (as at first) merely the point which marks the end of the stroke.

And though in general we shall represent z by a point, it is some-

times convenient to fall back on the underlying stroke idea. We
now show that the method of strokes gives interpretations of the

undamental operations which agree with those already given.

8. TJie addition of strokes.

The sum of two strokes z,, z2 is the diagonal of the parallelogram

hose sides are ZD z2, and z
l -f- z2 means that Zj begins at o and z2 at z\

see Fig. 3). To add several strokes, we add the third to the sum of

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

;he first two, giving a new stroke
;
the fourth to this, and so on.

ince the length of the resultant stroke is not greater than the sum
f the lengths of the component strokes, we have the theorem that

;he absolute value of a sum is not greater than the sum of the

ibsolute values of the terms.

9. Subtraction of two strokes.

Let Z! + z2 = z3, then z3 za = zv Hence, to represent the differ-

ence of two strokes z3, z.a let both start from the origin and join the

K>int z2 to the point z3. The stroke z<zs (Fig. 3) represents zs z?

10. Multiplication.

Using polar co-ordinates, x + /?/ = p (cos -f i sin 0) ;
we may

jgard this expression as an operator on the stroke 1, which is
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understood. Then this stroke 1 is to be stretched in the ratio p/1,
and turned through an angle 0.

To multiply z2 by Zi, the operator z
1 is to affect the stroke z.2 in

the same way as it affects unity in order to obtain the stroke

Let p2, 2 be the absolute value and amplitude of z2 ; p1} 1 those of z
lt

Then we must stretch p2 till it becomes p!p2,
and increase the ampli-

tude 2 by 0!. Thus we obtain the same rule as before.*

Geometrically, if the triangle Qz.,z3 be similar to the triangle Olzj,

then z3 represents the product z^z2. When we say that abc and a'b'c'

are similar, it is to be understood that the triangles are congruent,
or of like sign ;

abc is positive when, in describing the perimeter
from a to c by way of b, the area lies on the left. It is further to

be understood that corresponding angles are mentioned in their

proper order, i.e. that the angles at a and a* or at 6 and b' or at c

and c' are equal.

11. Division. Let z3/z2
= z\ ;

therefore zs = z^z2=
Hence, to determine %, we construct a triangle 01^ similar to"

the triangle

12. The interpretation of cos -f- i sin as a turn through
an angle affords an immediate proof of De Moivre's theorem. For

a succession of turns 1? 2, ,
Ok is effected by the operator

(cos 0* + i sin Ok) (cos Qk^ + i sin 0^) (cos X + i sin 0j),

and the single turn
t -f 2 + + Ok by

cos (0X + 2 + . + 4 ) + i sin (0j + 0, + ... + 4).

But the single resultant turn produces the same effect as the

succession (in any order) of component turns, therefore

(cos 0j + i sin 0j) (cos 2 + t sin 2) (cos A 4- i sin A.)

= cos (0! + 2 + + 0*)+ i sin (0! + 2 + + Ok).

An important special case is when 1
=

2
= = Ok == 2 \ir/k.

The formula becomes

(cos 2\7r/k + i sin 2\.ir/k)
k= cos 2A?r + i sin 2\7r = 1.

Hence cos 2\ir/k -\- i sin 2\-n-/k is a fcth root of unity, and the
fcj

distinct roots are obtained by making A = 0, 1, ,
fc 1.

* It is to be observed that zfa ia not the product of two vectors in the Quaternion sense

but the effect of an operator denoted by 2t
on a vector denoted by 22 . For this reason there i

an advantage in replacing the word vector by stroke. [See Clifford's Common Sense of tb<

Exact Sciences, p. 199.]
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13. Powers of z. The positive integral power is included

under the multiplication law. Let the absolute value of 2 be p, the

amplitude 0. Then 2" has, when n is a positive integer, an absolute

value p* and an amplitude nO. To interpret zp/<>
,
where p aud q are

integers, call its absolute value p, its amplitude <f>. By &'* is to be

understood a quantity which, when multiplied by itself q 1 times,

gives z". Therefore pf = p
p
, qtf>

= p9 + 2 Air, where X is any integer.

The absolute value p being positive, there is a real positive value of

ff
/q

,
and this we choose for p'. The amplitude <f>

has q distinct values,

got by giving to A the values 0, 1, 2, -, q 1. Xo two of these are

congruent with regard to 2jr, but any other value of the integer A

gives an angle congruent to one of these q amplitudes. The absolute

values of the q roots are equal to p', and the amplitudes form an

arithmetic progression of q terms, for which the common difference

is 1-jq. If A = and 9 =
,
then fa=p0 /q gives the chief root.

The representative points form a regular <?-gon.

A negative power is the quotient of 1 by a positive power.

14. The Arithmetic Mean of n points zr (r = l, 2, , n) is

the point defined by the equation

z = 1/n .
Sz,.

n

Its co-ordinates are 1/w 2j%, l//i 2#r ; accordingly the point is

the centroid of the n points.

A Geometric Mean of n points zr (r 1, 2, , n) is a point
defined by the equation

z" = z
l
z.,"-zH = U

i

Thus the geometric means are n in number, and form a regular

polygon.
In particular, the geo-

metric means of z
1? z., are

the points z, z', which lie on

the bisectors of the angles

ZiOz.,, z20zi, at a distance

from which is the posi-

tive square root of I

These points are more prop- , Fig. 5

erly the geometric means
with regard to the origin. A geometric mean with regard to any
point z is defined by the equation
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The Harmonic Mean of n points (with regard to the origin) is

the point defined by
n

n/z = 2 l/zr.

The harmonic mean with regard to any point z is defined by

n/(-) = SI/(,-)

The arithmetic mean is peculiar in that it is independent of the

origin.

15. An extension of the Argand representation to points in space is not

consistent with the maintenance of the rules of ordinary algebra.

If such an extension be possible, a point (, 77, f) will have for its affix

+ i~n + jf- The product of two such expressions, (a +-ib + jc)(a. + ip + J7),

must be of the same form. Hence i
2

, ij, j
2 must be linear functions of z, j.

Let i2 = PI + q^i + rj, ij
= ji =p.2 + qj + rj, j'

2 = P3 + q3i + r3j, and let

the product in question be zero. This requires that the constant term and the

coefficients of i, j shall vanish separately. Let the resulting equations be

Dra + Erp + Fry = (r = 1, 2, 3).

These equations can be satisfied by values of a, /3, 7 other than o=/3=7=0,

provided A = 0, where

A E
l

1

Jjn Mt<j J.
A =

D, E, F

Now A is a cubic expression in a, 6, c. If real values be given to b, c, the

equation A = must have one feal root
;
choose this for a. Thus the product

(a + ib + jc) (a + i/3 + jy) can be made to vanish in cases when neither of the

factors vanishes, a result contrary to the laws of ordinary algebra. [See

Konigsberger, Elliptische Functionen, p. 10
; Stolz, Allgeiiieine Arithmetik,

t. ii. ch. 1.]

16. Continuity of one-valued functions.

When to each value of a complex variable z another complex
variable w is assigned, so that when z is given, w can be constructed

uniquely, w is a one-valued function of z. When, for a given z. n

values of w exist, w is an n-valued function ofz.*

A one-valued function /(z) is continuous at a point z = a of a

region if to every positive quantity e, however small, a positive

quantity 8 can be assigned, such that for all points z of the

for which
|
z a

\

< 8,

1/00 -/(<*)!<.

* The idea of a function will be more carefully considered in Chapters II. and III.
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For example, if m b

valued function of z at e

a positive integer, 2" is a continuous one-

r

ery finite point a. For let z a = h
;
then

_ ,, , in(m 1) moi^ ,

2" a" = ma"1"1
/! H ^ '- am ~h- +

1 Ll

'therefore ( 8)

I z* a" I
< m I a

By taking |

h
\

small enough, the series on the right can be made

< any given positive quantity c
;
let 8 be such a value of

j

h
\ ; then,

when
|

z a
|

< 8, 1

2* a*
|
< e, and therefore z" is continuous at

2 = a.

If m be a negative integer, z* is discontinuous at z = 0.

A function is continuous in a region if it be continuous at all

joints of that region.

The sum of two functions, -which are continuous at z= a, is

xmtinuous at z = a. For if, given e, we can assign S] and &j so that

en \z-a\<81, |/,(z) -/i(a) |
< e,

rnd when
|

z - a |< 8* j/2 (z) -/2 (a) |
< c,

hen, when \z a < the smaller of the two ^ and Sj,

<2 e.

Corollary. The same theorem holds for the sum of a finite

number of functions. In particular

w = cm?* + CM-IZ"' + 4- Co,

where m is a positive integer, is a continuous function at every
inite point. Such a function is called an integral rational function,

or shortly, an integral function.

The quotient of two integral functions is called a rational function.

.t may be left to the reader to prove that a rational function is con-

tinuous at a finite point a, unless the denominator is zero at a.

The integral and rational functions are special cases of the alge-

Vaicfunction, which is defined by the algebraic equation F(ic*,z~) =0,
where F(u:

n
,z
m

")
is an integral function of both z and w, of degrees m

n z and 71 in w*

* Definitions similar to those of this article are required in the case of several independent
rariables. In particular, a one-valued function f(Zi, zt , ..., zr) is continuous at a^, a?, ..., aT if to

n arbitrary positive e positive quantities $K can be assigned such that

1/tej. 2 2r) -/(n <h> , OT) < when
|
ZK aK |< SK , where c = 1, 2, .... r.
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17. In the Cartesian geometry of two dimensions we consider

an integral algebraic equation between two variables, F(x, y) = 0.

For graphical purposes x and y must be real, but to maintain the

generality of the algebraic processes employed, imaginary points are

introduced.

(i.) The values x, y, when both real, are the affixes of real

points on two straight lines ox, oy, which are both axes of real

numbers; but besides these real points, there may be imaginary

points on the axes, to which complex numbers are attached.

(ii.) The curve does not represent the values of either x or y

separately, but merely shows to the eye the relation between the

real variable x and the corresponding ?/,
when real.

In the Theory of Functions F(tv, z)
= is an equation in which

both w and z are complex, and in which some or all of the constants

may be complex. To represent z a complete plane is needed. The
values of w which correspond to a given z are represented by as

many points in the w-plane, which may or may not be the same as

the z-plane. When we wish to show to the eye the relation of iv to

z, we seek to draw the paths and
'

1 + (A) mark the regions in the to-plane,

which correspond to assigned paths
and regions in the z-plane.

The origin in the w-plane will be

(B) denoted by 0'.

A most important difference be4
'&' tween the theories of real and

complex variables lies in the face that in the former the routes

from a point a to a point &, are restricted to the straight line aX

(Fig 6, A) ; whereas, in the latter, infinitely many paths apb connect

a and b (Fig. 6, B).

18. The fundamental theorem of algebra.

One of the earliest uses made of the geometric representation
of the complex variable was in the proof that the equation

toa=/(z)=aqr=
o

has n roots. While z ranges over the whole plane, w ranges

part, if not all, of the to-plane. Let us assume that w never readies

0', then there must be some point or points in the z-plane for which

to is at a minimum distance p
1 from 0'. Let the circle whose cent re

is 0' and radius p' be called T. By hypothesis it is impossiM-
w to niove into the interior of T, whatever be the z-path. Wr shall
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disprove this hypothesis by showing that when z -f h describes a

small circle once round z, ic' =f(z -f /*) turns at least once round w.

By the theory of equations,

w' ic=2h'f
r

(z)/rl.

(i.) Let /'(z) = 0, and let w' - w = h {/'(z)+f . When
j

h is

sufficiently small, [ |

becomes less than an arbitrarily assigned
small positive quantity c, by 8; and am (/'(z) + ) tends to the

limit am f'(z). Hence, approximately, ;' v: = hf'(z). Xow am (Ji)

takes all values from to 2-n- and amj'(z) remains constant, while

h describes the small circle. Hence am(v:' w) increases by
2 -. This shows that ic' describes a small closed path once round

w, and penetrates into r, contrary to hypothesis.

(ii.) Let /'(z) = 0. All the coefficients cannot vanish, since the

last coefficient is' a constant. Let /r

(z)/r! be the first of the

coefficients which does not vanish. The approximate equationVw= Jff
r
(z)/r\ shows that ic' turns r times round tc, while z

describes its circle. As before, this leads to a result which is incon-

sistent with the original hypothesis.

It results from this argument that there is a value, say z for

which/(z) = (z Zj)/! (z) . By the same argument /j(z)
= (z z2)/2(z),

and so on. Thus /(z) has as many zeros as dimensions. [See

Argand, Sur une mauiere de representer les quantites imaginaires,

Reprint of 1874; Clifford's Collected Works, p. 528; ChrystaFs

Algebra, t. i., p. 244.]
A result of Cauchy's follows at once. We have

/(z) = a (z
-

z,) (z
-

2)
...

(z
-

z,).

Therefore the amplitude of /(z) is equal to the sum of the am-

plitudes of a, z ZL.Z z* .., z zm . Now let z describe a closed

contour returning to its starting point.
If a root zr be inside the contour, the

amplitude of z zr increases continu-

ously, and the final amplitude is greater
than the initial amplitude by 2 IT (Fig. 7,

A). If zr be outside the contour, the

amplitude returns to the old value

(Fig. 7, B). Hence if s be the number
of roots inside the contour, the change
in the amplitude of z is 2 -n-s.

19. When a function has more than one value for a given z,

each value is called a branch of the function. Each branch is a one-
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valued and continuous function at z, certain critical points being

excluded. Its analytic expression is, in general, only possible by
the aid of infinite series. For example, an algebraic function, given

by F(w
n
,
zm )
= has w branches ( 18); the critical points are

those at which a branch is infinite or equal to another branch.

Except at these points, each branch is evidently one-valued, and

will be proved to be continuous.* (See Chapter IV.)

20. Since, when z is given, x and y are also given, any func-

tion w of the real variables x and y was termed by Cauchy a function

of z. Let iv = u 4- iv, where u, v are real functions of x, y ;
also let

u v _
?
_

?

*.- be continuous functions of x, y, at the point
8x 8y 8x 8y

z. "We propose to find the necessary conditions in order that

(du + idt>)/(dx-i-idy) may be independent of dy/dx. Let x, y, z

receive increments Ax, Ay, Az (= Ax + i\y) ;
then

u(x -f Ax, y + Ay) u(x, y) = Aa?( + & ]+ Ay (

-^ 4- 1&\
\6x J \by J

f&o , >\ , fSvv(x 4- Ax, y 4- Ay) -i- v(x, y) = Ax + 2 + Ay
\ox / \oy

where 1, ^2 ; >?o ^2 tend to zero simultaneously with Ax, Ay. Hence,

/8?i
, f.\ , A?/ f8u ,

I r si 1 H ~ r
A?-t 4- i&v \8x J Ax^oy
Ax 4- t'Ay -i . Ay

Ax

The limit of the expression on the right is

8u . . 8v .
du /8u . . 8v

1_ i
1

i
1- i

Sx 8x dx \8y

1+iSL
ax

The necessary and sufficient condition that this limit be inde-

pendent of dy/dx, i.e. independent of the mode of approach to z, is

. _ -, -

8y 8y~ \8x &

and this condition is equivalent to the two

8u _8v fa _ _8v
8x~ 8y 8y~ 8x

'

*The definition of continuity ansigns no meaning to the phrase
' continuous function' except

when for the region in question the function is one-valued. When the phrase occurs, DIP atten-

tion is fixed on a continuous branch of the function ; and the points where there is confusion of

branches are to be excluded, for the present, from the region considered.
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Analytic expressions, which involve x, y only in the combination

x + iy, satisfy these relations. Cauchy used for such analytic ex-

pressions the term monogenic function. As we shall be concerned

almost exclusively with functions of this kind it is convenient to

omit the adjective. Functions such as x iy, x2
y
2
,
will not be

regarded as functions of z, inasmuch as they are non-monogenic.

The equations (i.) are equivalent to

Bx i 8y

and sufficient conditions in order that a function of x and y may
possess a determinate differential quotient which is independent
of dy/dx, are that SZC/&E, 8w/8y are to be continuous and satisfy

the equation (ii.) throughout a region which encloses z. [See
Harnack's Diff. Calc., trans, by G. L. Cathcart, p. 141.] It will be

seen subsequently that the initial assumptions as to the continuity

of u, v, and of their first derivatives, imply the existence and con-

tinuity of the remaining derivatives. Hence, by ordinary differen-

tiation, it follows from (i.) that u, v satisfy

The equations (iii.) show that u, v are solutions of Laplace's equa-
tions for two dimensions. It is evident from (i.) that the solutions

u and v are related. They are, in fact, the well-known conjugate
functions of Physics. [See Clerk Maxwell's Electricity aud Magnet-

ism, 3d ed., t. i., p. 285; Minchin's Uniplanar Kinematics, p. 226.]

21. A theorem of great importance follows from the fact that

dic/dz does not depend on dz.* Let z, z\, z2 be three near points in

the 2-plane and u:, n:^ v:.2 the corresponding points of a branch w
;
then

lim
(?(.'! w)/(zi

~ z) lim (W2 w)/(z* z)-

Hence, if dw/dz be neither zero nor infinite,

lim (ic w)/(wl zc)
= lim (z, z)/(zl z).

Xow the absolute value of (z2 z)/(zl z) is the ratio of the

two sides of the triangle Zfiz.,, and the amplitude is the included

angle. Therefore the triangles w^cu:^ ZLZZ -> are ultimately similar.

In other words, corresponding figures in the two planes are similar

in their infinitesimal parts, except at points which make dw/dz = 0,

or x. The scale dw/dz depends upon the part selected.

* Riemann (Werke, p. 5) defined a function of 2 as a variable whose differential quotient
i* independent of dz,
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The significance of the equations dw/dz 0, dw/dz = co can be readily dis-

covered in the case of the algebraic function. It will appear from the theory of

series (Chapters III., IV.), which affords a precise basis for a knowledge of func-

tions, that for a finite pair of values w, z the condition dw/dz = co requires that

two or more values of w become equal at 2, so that to cannot be regarded as one-

valued. Similarly it will appear that dw/dz requires that two or more

values of z become equal at w. Accordingly the theorem holds when the corre-

spondence between to, z is (1, 1) at and near the points considered. It is not

implied that near points at which dw/dz is neither zero nor infinite, w must

be one-valued. There may be values of w and z which afford more than one

value of dw/dz. (See Chapter IV.)

If, for a given pair w, z, n values of w and m values of z become equal, the

theory of series will show that an angle in the to-plane is to an angle in the

z-plane in the ratio m/n. As a simple example consider to2 = z3
. Here three

points z correspond to two points to, and when any one of the three 2's describes

a circle, whose centre is 0, with angular velocity w, each to describes a circle

whose centre is 0', with angular velocity 3 w/2.

Transformations which conserve angles are known as isogonal,

or orthomorpliic ; and the one figure is called the conform represen-

tation of the other.

If w = u + iv be a one-valued monogenic function of x + iy, the

systems of orthogonal straight lines x = a, y = b transform into

systems of orthogonal curves in the w-plane. There may be excep-
tion at points given by dw/dz = 0.

We proceed to a brief discussion of some simple cases of ortho-

morphic transformation.

22. I. w = az + b. Let z describe any curve.

The w-curve is obtained from the z-curve by (1) changing the

length of each vector from the origin in the ratio
|

a : 1, (2) turning
the curve about the origin through an angle = am (a), (3) giving
the curve a displacement b. The nature of the curve is evidently
unaltered by these processes.

23. II. w=z\

Let z = p (cos + i sin 0), 10 = p' (cos 0' + i sin 6').

Then p'
= p

2
, 6' = 20.

When 2 describes the line p cos (0 a)= K, w describes the curve

a parabola with focus at the origin 0'. When the line passes through

0, K =
;

and -f- TT give congruent values of 6' ; and the w curve ia
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a line from 0' to infinity, described twice. A semicircle with centre

at gives a circle with centre at 0'.

If z describe a circle, with centre a (which may without loss of generality

be taken on the real axis) and radius c, then

p
2 2 ap cos = c- a2,

and the tc-curve is p' 2 a Vp' cos 6'/ 2 = c 2 a-,

a Cartesian. Since there is a node at. 0' = r, p' = c2 a2, the curve must be a

limaqon with a focus at the origin. [See Salmon, Higher Plane Curves, 3d edi-

tion, p. 252.]

a+o

Fig. 8

To study the relations between the z-path and the ic-path, we observe that,

since both z and z give the same point ?c, the lima^on corresponds not only to the

circle already considered, but equally to another circle, the two forming a figure

symmetric with regard to the origin (Fig. 8). The points of intersection of

these circles give the same tc-point, say n'. If we start from n and describe the

right-hand circle positively, when z is at n, w has returned to ', so that

;he arc n, n of the circle gives a loop of the jr-path. The other arc n, n

jives another loop of the ic-path. The reader will find it interesting to con-

rast the manners in which the nodes arise in this paragraph and in 47.
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24. III. w = zn.

Here p'
= p

n
,

0' = nO. The line p cos 6 = K gives the curve

We then get a well-known group of curves. A fundamental property
of these curves follows from the principle of isogonality. Let

\fr
be

the angle which the 2-line makes with the stroke z
;
then

t/>
is also

the angle which the w-curve makes with the stroke w. Since &'= nO,

and Q-L-\I/
=

ir/2, therefore
\js
=

Tr/2 Q'/n, the property in question.

O
r

Fig. 9

The half-line 0' = /? (mod 2 TT) represents the n equiangular half-

lines =
((3 + 2mir)/n (m = 0, !,, n 1), while the whole line

2 6' = 2(3 represents the 2n equiangular half-lines =
(ft + WITT) /

(m=0, 1, ,
2n 1), which make up n whole lines.

The circle p*-2ap cos 6 + a2 = c2,

gives the curve p'
2/n 2a/>'

1/" cos 0'/n + a2 = c2 .

/flf.
10
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This curve is easily sketched directly from the relation w = z*. Let us, for

nstance, take n = 3 and suppose that the origin o is inside the circle and that

he axis of a; is a diameter. The points whose amplitudes are ir/3 give the

same value of w, i.e. give a node
;
the points whose amplitudes are 2 ir/3 give

another node. As am (2) increases from to ir,
|

z
\ (Fig. 10) decreases, and

herefore, as am(!c) increases from to 3w, w
\

decreases.

25. IV. v: = azp + 6z* where a, b are real.

Let z describe a unit circle with centre ;
let the angular velocity be unity.

motion of v> is the composition of two rotations : (1) a point ic
l
rotates with

angular velocity p in a circle of radius a, centre 0'
; (2) w rotates with angular

'elocity q in a circle of radius b, centre wv The motion is thus epicyclic. The
reduction to trochoidal motion can be effected in two ways.

(1) If we divide the stroke Wj at ?, and draw circles as in Fig. 11, choos-

jng
I so that the arcs Im, In are equal, then 10 is a point fixed in the circle (?,)

Much rolls on the circle (0'). This happens if the radii of the circles be in the

atio (q p) IP, so that the radius of the fixed circle is (q p)a/q, that of the

..; circle pa /q.

(2) We may write our original relation in the form

tc = bz* + OZP ;

'

iterchanging a, b and p, g, the same curve is produced by the rolling of a circle

i radius qb/p on a fixed circle of radius (p 3) b/p, the tracing-point being
* a distance a from the centre of the rolling circle.

The tr-path becomes cycloidal when the tracing-point is on the rolling circle,

e. when pa = qb. A convenient pair of equations for the trochoid is obtained

riting i<f for the complex quantity conjugate to w. Then, since zz 1,

to = az" -f bz*, tc = az ' + bz~i.
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26. V. In III. let n = -l; then p'= 1/p, 0'=-6. If w
be represented on the z-plane, the point w has polar co-ordinates 1/p
and 0, and is therefore the reflexion in the real axis of the

geometric inverse of z with respect to a circle whose radius is unity
and centre 0. This combination of reflexion and inversion is called

by Professor Cayley quasi-inversion.

Since wz = 1, to each value of 2, other than zero, corresponds
one value w, but when z = 0, w = oo . This leads us to consider

infinity as consisting of a single point, not of infinitely many. In

the Theory of Functions, all points at an infinite distance from arej

.supposed to coalesce in a single point z = oo .

27. To make this supposition a natural one Neumann, follow-

ing out one of Kiemann's ideas, chose as the field of the complex
variable a sphere instead of a plane. Let 0, 0' be opposite points ons

a sphere of diameter 1. Take the tangent plane at o as z-plane

Join each point z to 0', and let the joining line cut the sphere at p.

Then the value z is to be attached to p, and we may treat the sphere

as the field on which z assumes all its values. Each point at a

Fig. 12

finite distance in the plane is replaced by a single point on th<

sphere, but all the infinitely distant points of the plane are replacec

by the single point 0'. This process of replacing the plane by th

sphere may be regarded as the converse of stereographic projection

or, again, as the inversion of the z-plane with regard to the extt-rmi

point 0'.

Let the tangent plane at 0' be the w-plane, with 0' as origin, att

the line O'w in which #00' meets this plane as real axis. Let an^le

be measured counter-clockwise for observers standing on the sjihcr
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at and 0', and let the line Op meet the tc-plane at w. Then the

amplitude of ic = (the amplitude of 2). Again, since the triangles

00V. 200' are each similar to OpO',

Hence v:z = 1, or the curve traced out by w is the representa-

ion, for tcz = 1, of the z-curve. "When 2 describes positively a

urve which includes 0, w describes negatively a curve which includes

but otherwise a positive description of the 2-path is accompanied

y a positive description of the re-path.

This transformation v: = 1/2 is of great use, for by its help the

jonsideration of the behaviour of a function of to at w = is sub-

tituted for that of a function of 2 at 2 = oo .

28. The transformation tcz = k gives |
to

| |
z

|

=
|

k
\,

and

un i>: -f am 2 = am k. It is (1) an inversion with respect to a

ircle, centre and radius \k
l/i

\, (2) a reflexion in a line which

jisects the angle xOk. That is, it is a quasi-inversion.

Now any circle remains a circle after inversion and also after

reflexion. Hence, any circle in the 2-plane becomes a circle in the

lo-plane. The following are the special cases :

(1) A circle through the origin in the z-plane becomes a line in

;he ?/>plane (i.e. a circle of infinite radius) ;

(2) A line in the 2-plane becomes a circle through 0';

(3) A line through becomes a line through 0'.

"When ic and 2 are represented in the same plane, all the pairs

points which satisfy wz = k are said to form an involution,

te points -^/k, at which w and 2 coincide, are the double points
-

y

toe points of a pair are said to be conjugate ;
and the point 2 = 0,

whose conjugate is 2 = x, is the centre of the involution.*

29. The most general bilinear transformation is

w= (02 -f- 6)/(c2 -f- d).

[t contains four constants, but only three ratios. "We may there-

ore assume any relation between a, 6, c, d. The most suitable one

8 ad be = 1.

This transformation can be built up out of simpler ones, for

writing wa/c=ic', z+d/c=z', so as to change both origins, we get

ic' = - 1/cV,

*
Generally, if U and V be integral functions of z, of degree n, the points given by

J+ A F"= 0, where A is arbitrary, form an n-ic involution. "When n=1, this gives a relation

>etween two points of the form ZjZj M(I + SI) + * = (>; when ,
=

, z= p, and taking /* a*

ew origin we have a relation of the form in question.
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which is the quasi-inversion. Accordingly, circles change into

circles with the following exceptions :

(1) A line through the z'-origin, that is, a line through d/c in

the z-plane, becomes a line through a/c in the w-plane ;

(2) A circle through d/c becomes a line through a/c;

(3) A line in the z-plane becomes a circle through a/c.

It is to be noticed that when z = d/c, tv = oo, and when
z = oo

,
w = a/c. Hence if we regard a straight line as a circle of

infinite radius, the bilinear transformation transforms circles into

circles, without exception. We shall now show that the transfor-

mation is orthomorphic throughout the plane. We have

dw/dz = l/(cz + cZ)
2
.

The doubtful points are z d/c, w = co
,
and z = GO

,
w = a/c.

To study what happens in the neighbourhood of z = oo ,
write

z = 1/z', aud examine the behaviour of w in the region of the new-

origin z' = 0. We have

dw/dz' = (be
-

ad)/(c + dz')
2
.

Hence when z"= 0, w = a/c, dw/dz'=1/c
2
,
and the transforma-

tion is orthomorphic at z = oo . If the equation

w = (az + b)/(cz + d)

be solved for z and w be put =
I/MJ', we find in the same way that

dz/dw
f
is finite and not zero, when w' = 0. Thus the orthomorphism

exists throughout the plane.

Take four points z
l5

z2, z3, z^ and let the corresponding M?'S be

w1} MX ws,
w4. Then

Hence

Each of these is called an anharmonic ratio of the four points

considered, and we have the theorem that an anharmonic ratio is

unchanged by a bilinear transformation. [This theorem was given by
Mobius : Die Theorie der Kreisverwandtschaft in rein geonietrisclu

Darstellung. Abh. d. Kgl. Sachs. Ges. d. W., t. ii.
;
or Ges. Werke,

ii.]

wr
= (azr + b)/(cz, + d), wa

= (ozs + 6) /(cz, + d),

wr iv, = (ad bc}(zr z,)/(czr + d) (cz, + d).
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Since the relation between to and z involves three arbitrary

ratios, any three points in the ?-plane can be made to correspond to

my three points in the z-plane. Mobius's theorem then gives the

point in the tc-plane, which corresponds to any fourth point in the

s-plane.

30. The anharmonic ratios offour points.

Let z1} Zj, z3, z4 be any four points, and let X, /i, v stand for

fc
- z3) (zl

- zt), (z3
- zO (z,

- z4), (zj
- z2) (Zg

- z4), so that

X + p. + v = 0.

Any one of the six ratios

1v/fj.,
\/v,

an anharmonic ratio of the four points. Let o- be any one of

icse, say p./v. Then X/v = 1 cr, and the six ratios are

-cr), (tr-l)/cr,

r, 1-cr, cr/(or-l).

The number of substitutions which can be formed out of the

suffixes 1, 2, 3, 4, is twenty-four. Six of these leave 4

ichanged ; they are

1; (123); (132); (23); (31); (12) .... (A).

lese change A, /*, v into

/*, v
; fj., v, A ; v, X, p. ; A, v, p. ; v, /i, A ; /i, A, v

;

id therefore change <r into

cr; V(l-cr); (cr-l)/cr; l/<r; <r/(cr-l); 1-cr.

Any substitution of the following set,

1, (23) (14), (31) (24), (12) (34) . ..... (B),

ives each of the six ratios unaltered. All the 24 substitutions of

letters can be compounded out of (A) and (B).
Since the six anharmonic ratios are bilinearly related, it follows

it if we denote by <r a point in a plane, when <r describes a circle, so

the points which denote the other ratios
;
and therefore while <r

Bribes a region bounded by circular arcs, the other points describe

jions bounded by circular arcs. It is possible to choose the

jion (cr) in such a way that the six regions fill the <r-plane without
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overlapping. With centres and 1, describe two circles of radi

1. These intersect at the points v
2
, v, where v =

When a- is confined to the unshaded triangle whose vertices ar<

0, 1/2, v2
, l/o- is confined to a triangle which arises from this

inversion with regard to the circle whose centre is 0, and reflexioi

in the real axis. The point 1/2 becomes 2, becomes <x>
,
and

becomes u; the region (l/o-) is bounded by the arc of the seconc

circle from 2 to v, the part of the imaginary axis from v t<

oo, and the part of the real axis from +00 to 2. Again, the point;

o- and l o- are symmetric with regard to 1/2, and therefor*

their regions are symmetric with regard to 1/2. The region o

1/(1 cr) is the inverse of the region of l o-, and therefore ha;

the vertices 1, 2, v
2

. The region of o-/(<r 1), and that of 1/(1 <r

are symmetric with regard to 1/2 ;
as also are those of l/o- am!

(o- l)/(r. In this way the marking in the figure is seen to !>

correct. When o- describes a shaded region adjacent to
(o-),

the othe'

ratios describe the remaining shaded regions.
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At the point 1/2 draw the normal to the <r-plane, and take a

point on the normal at a distance V3/2 from the point 1/2. Invert

the plane with this point as origin; the points ac
, 1, 0, 1/2, 1, 2

become the vertices of a regular hexagon on a sphere, lying in a

great circle which we will call the equator. The points v2 and

v become the poles of the equator, since they subtend a right

angle at the centre of inversion. The shaded and unshaded regions

of the plane pass into 12 equal regions of the sphere.

The Special Anharmonic Ratios.

Among the six ratios equalities may arise in two ways :

(1) fi/v
=

v/fi
= 1. The lower sign gives A = 0, and involves

coincidence of points. Excluding this, we have /*
= v. When two

of the quantities A, /*, v become equal, the four points are said to be

harmonic.

(2) )1A/v = v/A = (/t + v)/(v + A) = A//x = l1/3
. The real root

gives A =
fj.
= v and involves coincidences. Excluding this, p./v

=
v/A = \/fj.

= v or u2
. In either case the points are equianharmonic.

We shall now study these special arrangements of four points.

31. The Harmonic Quadrangle.
We have said that four points are harmonic when /A

= v, or

(z3
-

zj) (z,
- z4 ) = fo - z,) (z3

- z4) ... (i.),

From the symmetry of this last equation it appears that the

points have paired, z.2 with z3,
and zx with z4. When four points are

harmonic, two points which pair in this way are said to be conjugate;
and either pair is said to be harmonic with the other.
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To obtain the geometric relations of the four points, let us take

the origin at the mean of z2 and zs. Then z2 -f- z3 = 0, and ZjZ4 = z/ = z/.

Hence, given zl5 z2,
z3,

we construct z4 in the following way : let the

Fig. 15

line zfl meet the circle ZjZ-jZg at z/. The image of z/ in that diameter

of the circle which passes through is z4 . Hence the four points

are coneyclic.

Using for an instant the methods of projective geometry, we
seJ

that the lines joining z/ to the four points z2,
z3,

and z1} z4 cut the

line Z20z3 harmonically, so that the pencil whose vertex is any point

of the circle and whose rays pass through the four points is har-

monic. Taking the vertex first at z2 and secondly at z3,
we see that

the tangents at z2,
z3 meet on the line ZjZ4 ;

in other words, the chords

z.,z3 and.ZjZ4 are conjugate chords of the circle.

From equation (i.) we see, by equating absolute values, that the

rectangles of opposite sides are equal, and, by equating amplitudes,

that Z + Z Z3z4z2 = TT,

whence again the points are concyclic.

Given three points z,, z2,
z3,

we have, evidently, three points each

of which forms with the given three a harmonic system. Let these

points be jv , j2, J3 ; z,, ji being harmonic with z.a z3,
etc.
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We can prove that the lines zrjr (r = 1, 2, 3) meet at a point k by Brian-

chon's Theorem, or in the following manner. Let us pay attention not only to

the magnitude and direction of a stroke, but also to the point of application.

For instance, regard z as a force applied at the origin ;
z.

2 z, as a force applied

.at z,, etc. The expression \fz will symbolize a force of magnitude !//> and

inclination 0, applied at the origin. Now equation (i.) may be written

2/(*4
- *i)= !/(*,

- *,)+ 1/0*3
-

*,),

or, writing^ for zv and changing the sign of i,

2/(Ji ~*i) = Vfc -
*i) + 1/&, -?x),

so that the resultant of forces along 0, zv z3 z
l
and inversely proportional

to the lengths of these strokes, lies along j, z
l
and is inversely proportional to

half its length. Similarly for the other vertices
; but, by addition,

hence the three resultants are in equilibrium and therefore meet at a point k.

This point is called the symmedian point of the triangle z^z.fy

32. The Equianharmonic Quadrangle.

We have said that four points zl} z.h Zg, z4 are equianharmonic when

\lk/v
= v or u2. Taking first the case p./v

= v
2
, the relation which con-

jnects the points is

\ 1 3/ \ 2 4/
^

\ 1 z/ \ 3 4/ \ */?

rhich may be written

Z2z3 + 2ri24 + v(z3z1 + z2z4 ) + V2

(z1z2 + z3z4) = (ii.),

id also

ther forms of the relations (i.) and (iii.) are obtained by the use of

the substitutions,

Trom (i.) we have, by equating absolute values,

'2 3
I I

Zl Zl = Z3 Z\
I

22 Z\ I

=
I
*1 *2

I I
*3 *4 I

' *

(
1V

')>

\.e.
the rectangles of the three pairs of opposite sides are equal.

Lgain, equating amplitudes,

Z / _ _ _ /Q^2o^4^3 ZoZ^Z3
~^ ^/ *-^

I

^_ Z3Z4Z| -^ ^_ Z->Z*>Zi
^~* 7T /O V * * \^)x y

Z ZjZ4z2 = Z zIzaz, 7T/3 J

Tow regard Zj, z^ z3 as a given triangle. From (iv.) z4 is given as an

itersection of three circles, each of which passes through a vertex
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and through the points where the bisectors of the angles at that

vertex meet the opposite side. Either of the two intersections of

these circles forms with zlt z2,
23 an equiauharmonic quadrangle.

Call these points h+ , h_, then from (ii.)

and, interchanging v and v2
,

...
(vi.)

h_ = - (z2z3 + v-zfa + vz1z2)/(z1 -f

The equations i., ii., iii., v., refer to h+ . When z4 = /L, we must

change the sign of 7r/3 in the equations v.

33. The Covariants of the Cubic.

Let z z2,
zs be the roots of z* + 3a1z

2 + 3a2 +a3
= 0. We have

proved ( 29) that a bilinear transformation does not change an

anharmonic ratio. The points h+ , h_ are defined by special anhar-

monic ratios and are therefore covariant. Hence if we form the

quadratic whose zeros are h+ , h_ and notice that its coefficients

involve z1} z2,
z3 symmetrically, we see that it is a covariant of order

2, i.e. it is the Hessian of the given cubic U.

With regard to the cubic whose zeros are j1} j.,, js,
which is equally

a covariant, we know that the cubic, each of whose zeros forms witli

those of the given cubic a harmonic system, is the cubicovariant or

Jacobian. [See Salmon's Higher Algebra, 4th ed. p. 183
;
Clifford's

paper, On Jacobians and Polar Opposites, Collected Works, p. 27.]

34. The canonical form of the cubic.

The analytic condition that a triangle be equilateral is, if z/, z2 ,
zs

r

be the points in positive order,

(V -z3')/(zi'
-

*-'')
= cos V3 + * sinV3 = - v*>

or z/ +W + A' = .......
(vii.)

But from (iii.) we have, when h+ is origin,

I/*! + V/Z2 + V2/*3 = 0.

Thus the quasi-inverse of z,, z2,
z3 as to h+ is positively equilateral,

and therefore the inverse triangle itself is negatively equilateral.

The triangle is now reduced to its canonical or equilateral form.l

The inversion has sent one Hessian point to infinity. If we now!

invert with regard to the other, the triangle must remain equilateral.!

Hence this other Hessian point must be the centre of the triangle.!

Taking this point as origin, we may write for the cubic U
Z* = a.
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In the canonical form, ji and Zi are harmonic with z2 and z3.

Hence, jj.,j3 is the counter-triangle, and the figure zJyZ.2JiZj2 is a

regular hexagon.

35. After the Jacobian and Hessian points we consider the

polars or emanants of the triangle. We shall consider, in the first

place, the general case in which there are n points zr given by an

equation /(z) = 0, of the nth order in z.

Introduce the unit y by writing z/y for z, and multiply by y
n so

that the equation takes the homogeneous form /(z, y)=0. Take

any points z/y and z'/y', and let

zr
=

(z + AX)/(1 + Ar)
=

(z

the n quantities Xr are roots of

which, if we write

/(z, y) + AA/(Z, y) + A 2

/(z,

The coefficients of the powers of X are well-known covariants.

We call the n r points, given by Ar

/(z, y) = 0, the rth polar of the

pole z' with regard to the given n points.

The geometric meaning is easily seen. When A*/(z, y} = 0, the

sum of the products of the A's, n s at a time, is zero. But

Ar
= (z-zr)/(zr -z').

Hence the sums of the products of (zr z)/(zr z'), n s at a

time, or of (zr z')/(zr z), s at a time, is zero. For the first polar

2(zr -z')/(zr -z) =

or
zr z

lor n/(z'-z)

so that z' is the harmonic mean of the n points zr with regard to any
first polar point of z'.
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Comparing the two equations for X, we see that A'/(z, y) and

A '""*/(', y') differ only by a numerical factor. Hence if z be an sth

polar point of z', z' is an (n s)th polar point of z.

36. By means of the polars of a group of points it is possible

to frame a geometric definition of the Hessian and Jacobian. Let

us consider the points whose first polars have two coincident points,

or (say) a double point. We have

and if z be a double point,

Hence such double points are given by the equation

8y8z

8y8z

= 0.

The expression H is the Hessian of the given function /.

Again, consider the points whose first polars with regard to /
and H have a common point. We have

z'8f/8z+y'8f/8y = 0,

z'8H/8z + y'8H/8y = 0,

whence such common points are given by the equation

n(n-2) J=
8z

8H
8z

8y

SH
8y

= 0.

The expression J is the Jacobian of the given function.

For a full discussion of the theory of the polars of a binary form,

see Clebsch, Geometrie, t. i., ch. 3.

In the case of two points, say z~ = a, the polar of z' is given by
zz' a, so that the polar point is the conjugate of z' with regard to

the given points.

For the triangle, we use the canonical form

The polar pair of z' is given by

Z Z~ a.
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Hence the polar pair of any point is harmonic with the Hessian
points and oc

; and, in particular, the points which form the polar
pair of a Hessian point coincide with the other Hessian point.

37. We shall now transfer the figure from a plane to a sphere.
This can be done by geometric inversion with regard to an

external point s'. Let the constant of inversion be equal to the
distance from s

1

to the plane, so that the plane and the sphere,
derived from the plane by inversion, touch at a point t.

The fundamental facts of ordinary geometric inversion hold
good, that a circle becomes a circle and that the magnitudes of an
angle and of an anharmonic ratio are unaffected. Hence a harmonic
quadrangle becomes a harmonic quadrangle; an equianharmonic
quadrangle becomes a tetrahedron in which the rectangles formed
by opposite edges are equal, while the inverse of such a tetrahedron
is another of the same kind. In particular, the inverse as to a ver-
tex is an equilateral triangle and the point at infinity in its plane.We wish to choose s' so that the fundamental triangle z^ shall
become an equilateral triangle on the sphere. This will happen
when the tetrahedron s'z^z^ is equianharmonic; that is when, if

AU A* AS denote the lengths of the sides, and 8 8* 83 the distances
from s' to the vertices, SjA, = SJ^ = S^

Each of these equations giving a sphere, we have for the locus
>f *' a circle in a plane perpendicular to the given plane, and meet-
ing that plane at the Hessian points h_, h_.

Choosing any point s' on this circle, let us denote the inverse of
any point z in the plane by z'

; then the triangle zl22z3 becomes an
equilateral triangle z^zj on the sphere, and the points h+, h ., which
are equianharmonic with z* z* become the ends k+ ', hj of the
axis of the small circle Zl'z^3 '. If we choose s

1

so that this circle is
a great circle, we have a simple dihedral configuration. [See Klein's

Ikosaeder.]

Consider the set of great circles through ft'+ , A'_, and the orthogonal
: small circles. These become in the z-plane two sets of coaxial circles

;
ft- h- are the common points of the first set and the limiting points of the
second set.

We have now to consider the plane */,'*,' as the projection of the *-planeom the vertex s'. Let us denote the projection of z by f, of a by o, etc. It is
evident that whenever a circle is projected into a circle, the symmedian point of
n in-triangle becomes the symmedian point of the projected triangle For the
ymmedian point was defined by means of conjugate chords of the circumcircle

;

ijugate chords project into conjugate chords. In an equilateral triangle
ie symmedian point is the centre

; hence the projection of i is
-c, the centre of

ie circle zjzjzj.
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Next let c be the circumcentre of the original triangle. It is the pole of the

line at infinity with regard to the circumcircle
; hence its projection 7 is the pole

of the intersection of the f-plane and the tangent plane at s', with regard to the

circle fif2fs . Hence the chords cV and a/3 (Fig. 16) of the meridian circle

Fig. 16

k'

s'h'+h'- are conjugate, and therefore the chords c'k' and a$ are parallel (see

Fig. 15) ;
this shows that the points c', k 1 are harmonic with h'+ , h'-. Hence c,

are harmonic with h+ , ft_, and further the four points are collinear.

38. The three quadratic involutions determined by four points.

Let z:, z2, z3,
z4 be the zeros of a quartic. The points can be

paired off in three ways :

(23) (14); (31) (24); (12) (34).

Now two pairs of points define a quadratic involution. Let

e
t ,

e2,
e3 be the centres of the three involutions obtained from the

three divisions of the four points into pairs. We have, to deter-

mine Ct

whence

(z2
-

ej) ( 8
- d) = (! - 6,) (z<

- e

e, = (ZaZ,
- z124)/( 2 + z3

-
*i
-

24).

The focus of the parabola which touches the lines joininj

Z2,
z3 to

!,
z4 is

1. For let the line joining z, and zm touch the para
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bola at the point z^, and let / be the focus. Then by the properties

of the geometric mean

-/=

z, -f= V(zu -/)(*-/),

Z3 /= V(Z31 /)(Z34 ^

Z4-/=V(^4~

The amplitudes of points on the parabola, when referred to the

focus and axis, vary continuously from to 2-n-. Let am (-f Vz /)
be 6/2 ;

then

am (+ V(z,M -/) (zla -/)) = (^ + jB)/2.

But geometric considerations show that am (z, /) = the same

quantity. Hence the + sign must be chosen throughout, and

whence / and et coincide.

Accordingly, to construct the point e^ we observe that it lies on

the circuincircle of the triangle formed by any three of the four

lines

[See R. Russell on the Geometry of the Quartic, Lond. Math.

|Soc.,
t. xix., p. 56.]

Let GI, c2
2
,
c3

2 be the constants of the three involutions, and let

eliminate the z's from the six equations,

(z,
-

ej) (zs e,)
=

(*!
-

<?,) (z4
- ej = c

t

2
1

(zs -e2)(zl -e.2 )
= (z,-e.2)(zt -e) = c<? I ..... (i.)

(zj
- e3) (z,

- e3) = (z3
- e3) (z4

- es) = c3
2

j

We have z3 ej = c.,
2

/(zj e,) + e.2 elt

z, - l
= c3

2

/(z1 e,) + e3 !.

Hence

-e3) + e3 -e1 }
. . (ii.)

And, by proceeding similarly with the other pairs of quantities,

we have precisely the same equation for Zj, Zy, z4. Hence every
coefficient of the quadratic (ii.) is zero. Now (ii.) is

2 -
(ea
-

e,) (es
-

ej) } (z,
- es) (z,

-
<?3)
- c2

2
cs

s - c2
2
(e3
- e^ (z!

- es)

-
ci(ea

-
e,) (zl

- es) = 0.
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Hence c:

2 =
(e.2 e^ (e3

and similarly c2
2 = (es e.2

If we regard the points e
l}

e2,
es as given, the constants q2

, c.,~,

c3
2 are also given. We have only three independent equations to

determine the four z's, say

(iii.)

From these follow three equations of the form

(z,
-

e,) (28
-

e,)
=

(e,
-

ej) (es
-

eO,

a result which can be verified directly.

"VVe can state this in words as follows :

Three involutions are determined by any four points ;
the con-

jugates of any point in two of these involutions are themselves

conjugates in the third involution.

From (iii.) we see that one of the points, z4,
is arbitrary ;

and
when it is chosen, the rest are at once constructed from the preced-

ing equations. Corresponding to the values z4 = oo
, e^ es ,

e3 we have

i
=

*i, oo
,
e3>

e2 ;
z2 e.,,

e3, 00,61; z3 = e3,
e.2, e^ co .

39. The Jacobian of the quartic.

The double points of the preceding involution are given by

(z-eA )
2 =cA

2
(\ = 1, 2, 3).

Let

(X, ^, v=l, 2, 3 in any order),

j\ = eA CA = eA V(eA e^) (eA ev ) .

Now when we invert the points of an involution we obtain a

new involution, and the old double points become the new double

points. This is clear because any pair of points is harmonic with

the double points. Accordingly the six points j are covariant.

They are the zeros of a covariant of the sixth degree, the Jacobian '

of the quartic.

40. Any two pairs of Jacobian points are harmonic.

For (fr
-

e,) 0V - e,)
=

(e^ -ev + CM ) (eM -ev
-

<v)

(o _ f V C 2
K K f Vy.
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But c/+ <v = (e^ e,)
2
.

Hence (j^ ev) (j/ <?) = cv
2
,

and JM , jp are harmonic with jv, jv '.

41. The number of quartics which have a common Jacobian is

singly infinite, for we have seen that one of the pointSj z^ is arbitrary.

[Each
of these quartics is determined conveniently by means of its

entroid m, as follows :

We have 4m = z1 + z2 + z3 +zv

jherefore 4(e: m) = \ (zl
z4)

2
(z2 z3)

2

|/(z2 + z3 zl z4),

id 16(e2 m) (es m) = (z2 -f zs zl z4)
2
.

Xow (z2 + z3 Zj z4)/4 is the stroke from m to the centroid of

2 and z3. Hence the centroids of the sides are determined, and the

uartic is at once constructed.

We shall denote the quartic of the system, whose centroid is m,

Let as write the cubic whose zeros are es,

that the origin is the centroid of eL, e& e3, and therefore also of the

facobian.

Regarding this as a quartic with an infinite root, let us calculate

Hessian H . We have

J12Z
2 -

the centroid of this quartic is at the origin, so that Hx = UQ.

Any quartic Um is now

[r
in this last expression the coefficients of z4 and z3 are 1 and

i, so that the centroid is m. It is proved in works on Covariants

lee Burnside and Pauton, 2nd ed., 170
;
or Clebsch, Geometric, t.

I
ch.

iii.) that the Hessian of K U+ \His
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where 4O = 4 *
3

g.2K\
2

gs\
3

;
so that if the Hessian be K'U+ X'B
Sr\ /-)

the ratio of K' to X' is given by K'-^
- + X' =

;
and the geometrii

OK oX

statement of this is that the centroid of the Hessian is the secon(

polar of the centroid of the quartic with regard to the points e
l5 e2,

e
s

Thus the centroid of the Hessian is determined, and the Hessiai

can be constructed.

If the Hessian be given, the first polar of its centroid, witl

regard to e
lt e.2,

e3, consists of two points, which are the centroid!

of the two quartics which have the given Hessian.

42. The anharmonic ratios of the four points.

If the four points zl}
z2,

z3, z of 30 be replaced by e
1} e2, e3, oo, w<

have

/*/"= Oa-

or X/(e2
-

es)
=

p./(e3
-

e,)
= v/(e1

- e2 )
= O -

v)/(e, + es -2 ej.

Now ej + e2 + e3 = 0, e,e3 + e.^ + e.e, = -
g,/4, e^p, = g3/,

(e2
- esY(es

- etf^ - e.)
2 = (g*

- 27g3^/16 = A/16.

Therefore p. v = ke
1; v X = Jce2,

X /x
= kes,

or, since 2X = 0,

and since 3X = Jc(e3 e2),

= A;
6

A/16.

Eliminating k,

_4(S/xv)
3

= ( /A -v)
2

(v-X)
2 (X- /Lt)

2

= 27XVV
9* 27^3

2 A

The meaning of the vanishing of an invariant is evident froi

these equations. If g2
= 0, then 2/xv = 0, and this, combined wit

j

2X = 0, gives either

X =
u/u.
=

v'v, or X = v
2

/u,
= w;

that is, the points are equianharmonic. If
(7.?
= 0, then two of

th,|

quantities X, /x, v are equal and the points are harmonic.
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43. The invariants ofmU^
In works on the theory of covariants it is shown that the invari-

ants of this form are

-3^-74, j'/w,

where H' is the Hessian and J' the Jacobian of the cubic

4m3
g.m gs.

Hence the quartic is equianharmonic when m is a Hessian point

of the triangle e^e^ and harmonic when m is a Jacobian point. In

other words, we have in the quartic involution mUx+Hx two equi-

anharmonic and three harmonic quadrangles; the polar points of

24, with regard to them, are respectively the Hessian points and

Jacobian points of

44. Canonical form of the quartic.

Let one Jacobian point JA be sent to infinity by inversion and let

jY be chosen as origin. Since two pairs of points are harmonic

with JA, jY, the quadrangle becomes a parallelogram, and the quartic

takes the form

The other pairs of Jacobian points, being harmonic with j^ jj and

with one another, form a square.

45. Tlie representation of the quartic on the sphere.

Let the regular octahedron be constructed, of which the above-

I mentioned square contains four vertices, let one of the new vertices

be selected as origin, and let the z-plane be inverted with regard to

this origin. The six Jacobian points become the vertices of a regular

octahedron in a sphere. Let
, ?;,

be the co-ordinates of any point

Ion the sphere, referred to the three diameters of the octahedron as

[rectangular axes. The other points which, with this point, make up

|
a quartic with the given Jacobian, have co-ordinates

& ty ; & TJ, ; & *?>

For evidently any two of the four points are harmonic with

sgard to the points where an axis meets the sphere.
The extremities of those four diameters of the sphere, which are

jrpendicular to the faces of the octahedron, are the vertices of a

3ube inscribed in the sphere ;
the co-ordinates of these vertices are,

the radius of the sphere be 1,

1/V3, 1/V3, 1/V3,
for we have ^ = rf

= ?, and ? + rf + = 1.
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Choosing from the eight points those whose co-ordinates have

an even number of minus signs, we obtain a regular tetrahedron.

The other four, whose co-ordinates have an odd number of minus

signs, form another regular tetrahedron, which we call the counter-

tetrahedron of the former one. These tetrahedrons represent equi-

anharmonic quartics of the involution.

Again, draw the six diameters which are perpendicular to the

edges of the octahedron, and, therefore, also to the edges of the

cube. We thus get twelve points on the sphere whose co-ordinates

are given by the scheme

0, 1/V2, 1/V2,

1/V2, 0, 1/V2,

1/V2. 1/V2, 0.

The four which lie in any co-ordinate plane form a square, which

from the form of the co-ordinates belongs to the involution. Hence

the twelve points represent the three harmonic quartics of the

involution.

[For further information on these subjects the student is referred

to Klein's Ikosaeder, to a memoir by Wedekind published in Math.

Ann., t. ix., and to Beltrami's paper, Ricerche sulla geometria delle

forme binarie cubiche, Accademia di Bologna, 1870.]

46. Examples of many-valued functions.

Example 1. If w be denned by the equation w- = z, there are

for a given z two values of iv. If z = p(cos + i sin 6), these values

are

Wl = Vp (cos 6/2 -f- i sin 6/2) )

w.2 = Vp (cos (0 + 2 ir)/2 + i sin (0 + 2^/2) >

We have always w
l + w2

= 0, and when z = or <x> the two

roots WH w2 become equal. When z describes, in the z-plane, a path
which does not pass near the origin, there corresponds to a small

change in z, a definite small change in either root; in this way it

can be seen that the two points wiy w2 in the w-plane trace out con-

tinuous paths as z moves continuously in the 2-plane from one posi-

tion to another. Moreover, assigning to one of the initial values of

w the name wlt
the final value of Wi is completely determinate.

If z describe a closed curve round the origin, starting from a
'
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point p, 0, the final values of p and are p, + 2 IT, and the final

values of w:B zc, are

w, = Vp {
cos (6/2 + 7r)+i sin (6/2 + TT) } ,

?, = Vp {cos (6/2 + 2 IT) + i sin (0/2 + 2 IT) j
.

Comparing these with equations (i.), we see that ; tcs have

changed into zc2, zcv

If z describe a contour which does not include the origin, the

final values of p, 6 are the same as the initial ones, and the final

values of w^ wa are w^ w%.

Example 2. w2 =
(z a^) (z a.,) (z an ) .

Let C be a contour which contains a1} a*, a, but not aK+l, aK+a,
an . When z, starting from z', describes C, each of the ampli-

tudes 6^ $2, ", 0* of z a i, z a.,, -, z a K increases by 2ir, while

those of z aK+l ,
z a K+2, -,

z an return to their initial values.

Let the initial value of the branch Wj be

Vp!p2
-

Pn {cos (0, + 2 +' - + 6n)/2 + isin (0, + 2 + .

where z aA = pA (cos 6A + i sin 6A). The final value is

This is the same as the initial value of w
l
or w^ according as K is

even or odd.

47. Examples. a^u? + 2 c^w + a2 = z.

By a linear transformation of w the equation becomes

10
2 1 = Z.

Let the branches be u\ and wy We have always

?! + ?2
=

;

when z describes the circle
|

z
\

=
K, the path of either w-point is

given by W-1W + 1 = K

or
pip-2

=

and p2 being the distances of the point from 1. This is the

equation of a Cassinian.

(1) Let K be small. Then Pl or p2 must be small, so that the

curve consists of two small ovals round the points +1, 1
;

ICL must
remain on the one oval, ic.2 on the other.
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(2) Let K grow ;
the ovals grow, but remain distinct until K = 1,

when the circle passes through the point z = 1, and the ovals join

at w = 0.

If z, instead of passing through 1, describe a small semicircle

round it positively, then (Fig. 17) q2 is consecutive to p^ and qr
to

p2. But if z describe a semicircle negatively, q: is consecutive to

Px and q.t to p.2 . The lines Pip2 and g^ are of course at right angles.

Fig. 17

(3) When K > 1, the curve is at first an indented oval, and after-

wards an ordinary oval. As z describes its circle, wt and zo2 together

describe the whole oval, and the final position of either is the initial

position of the other.

CD-

48. TJie relation a^u? + 3 c^w
2 + 3 a 2w

By linear transformation this reduces to

to3 3w z
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in Cardan's solution of the cubic, put

(2),

(3).

If z be given, we have six values of t, namely,

t, vt, v-t, 1/t, v2/t, v/t,

and three values of w, namely,

v/t.

Let t describe the circle
j t\

= K
;
the point z will describe an ellipse whose foci

are z = 2 and whose semi-axes are a = K3 + 1/ir
3
,
=

! K3 1/K
3

, and the three

ic's will describe an ellipse whose foci are 2 and semi-axes a
t
= K + I/K,

ft = K - I/K , whence (oj + ft)/2 = V(a + )/2, (at
-

ft)/2 = V(a - |3)/2.

From either of these equations, and from ai
2

ft
2 = a- /3"

2
, the tc-ellipse is

determined when z is given.

If be the amplitude of t, the eccentric angle of z is 3 0, and those of to,, to,,

tr3 are 0, + 2 ir/3, + 4 *-/3 ;
so that the points to form a maximum triangle

in the wr-ellipse. Therefore, when z is given, the points to are determined. In

this way, if z describe any curve, say a circle with centre z', it is easy to con-

struct the tc-curve. If w/, tr,', ic3', be the points which correspond to z', the

equation of the ip-curve is

|

to to/ | j

to to/ [

ic ic3
' = a constant,

as is evident from the relations

(to to/) (to to/) (to tr3')
= ir3 3 ic z' = z z'.

lTwo of the family of curves should be specially noticed. The points at which

values of w become equal are given by to2 1 = 0, and are z = 2. Thus

to the circles with centre z' through z = 2 correspond w-curves with nodes

at i? = 1. Since for these values of z two values of w become equal, we have,

approximately, near these points

(w I)
2 = c(z 2),

so that the branches of the tr-curve cut at right angles at these points. Fig. 18

shows these two special ic-curves.
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The orthogonal family of curves correspond to z-lines through z'. Their

equations are of the form

6
l + 2 + 3

= a constant,

where 6r is the inclination, measured from the real axis, of the line from the

fixed point wr
' to w. Since z' is any point on the z-line, the fixed points w r

' can

be chosen in infinitely many ways ; they may be conveniently taken to corre-

spond to the point where the 2-line meets the real axis. If the 2-line pass

through a point at which two branches become equal, the equation takes the

form
2 0j + 0.

2
= a constant,

a nodal cubic, which can be very readily constructed.



CHAPTER II.

REAL FUXCTIOXS OF A REAL VARIABLE.

49. One of the most noteworthy features in the history of

lathematical activity during the nineteenth century is the careful

evision to which the fundamental processes and concepts of analysis

ave been subjected. Cauchy, Gauss, and Abel were the first to insist

pon the importance of basing the theories of their day on securer

oundations, and they have been followed by a long line of brilliant

uccessors. B. Bolzano of Prague (1781-1848) worked on the same

nes, but his writings failed to attract the attention they deserved,

intil a comparatively recent date. The discovery that continuous

auctions exist which do not possess differential quotients and that

discontinuous function may possess an integral, the new light

irown upon discontinuous functions by Dirichlet's well-known

memoir on Fourier's series and by Riernamrs masterly researches

n the same subject, have all tended to reveal how little is known of

tie nature of functions in general, and to emphasize the need for

igour in the elements of Analysis.

In the course of this revision it became necessary to place the

Lumber-concepts of Algebra upon a basis independent of, but con-

istent with, Geometry. If a zero-point be selected on a straight

Ine and also a fixed length, measured on this line, be chosen as

tie unit of length, any real number a can be represented by a point
n this line at a distance from the zero-point equal to a units of

ingth. Conversely, each point on the line is at a distance from the

rigin equal to a units of length, where a is a real number. This

heorem may seem evident, but a little reflexion will show that it

annot be true unless the word number is so defined as to make the

mmber-system continuous instead of discrete.

Definitions which will fulfil this requirement have been given by
Veierstrass, G. Cantor, Heine, Dedekind, and others. Much of the

heory of the higher Arithmetic is due to "Weierstrass and was com-

aunicated to the world in University lectures at Berlin. His start-

41
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ing-point is the positive integer, and the number-system is extended,

so as to include, successively, positive fractions, negative, irrational,

and complex numbers. One noticeable element in his theory is the

exclusion of geometric concepts. Certain laws of calculation can

be stated, in general terms, only after the introduction of the newj

numbers, and it is for this reason, and not because of any geometric

representation by extensive magnitudes, that these new numbers,

namely the fractional, the negative, the irrational, and the complex

numbers, are introduced.

50. The irrational numbers.

Three different definitions have been employed, due to Weier-

strass, Dedekind, and G. Cantor. The following account of Cantor's

method is based on a memoir by Heine (Crelle, t. Ixxiv.).

Cantor's method. The starting-point is a sequence a1; ao, a3 ,

of rational numbers. This sequence is determinate when the law

of construction of the general term an is known. A regular sequence
is one for which a finite number p. can be found, such that for all

values of n (> p.) the absolute value of an+p an (p =^ 1, 2, 3, ) is

less than an arbitrarily small positive rational number c. [Through-
out this chapter and the next, c will be used, always, to denote an

arbitrarily small positive number.] When the sequence j, a 2,
as,

is regular and when a rational number a exists which is such that a

finite integer p. can be found which makes a a^+p <c (j->=l, 2, )>

the rational number a is said to be the limit of the sequence. This

statement can be expressed shortly in the form

lim a n
=

a,

or, using a convenient notation, Lan = a. It is not always possible

to find a rational number a. For example, there is no rational limit

of the sequence,

,
= !, a2=l-l/2, a3=l-l/2+ l/3, a-4

= 1-1/2+1/3-1/4, etc.

To the regular sequence a1? a2> %> -"is attached a symbol A, (a),

or
(a,!,

a2,
a3, ), which is associated with the totality of numbers

contained in the sequence. If, after any term aK (K finite), all the

numbers of the regular sequence be equal to a rational number ( '. Id

C be the symbol attached to the sequence. In this way all rational

numbers provide symbols. We use the word symbol advisedly, be-

cause we have not as yet proved that a quantity which possesses

the properties of a number can be defined by a regular sequence.

When the terms equality and greater or less inequality have been
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defined in respect to the symbols, it will be found possible to replace

bhe term symbol by number.

In the regular sequence a^ aa, three cases occur:

(1) A term an can be found such that the values of a,, aH+1}
on_ 2 , all lie, for a sufficiently great value of n, between the arbi-

trarily small rational numbers e, e.

(2) A term an can be found such that the values of an,
an+D

a B_ 2 , are all greater than some definite positive rational number g.

(3) A term aH can be found such that the values of a., ax+1}

a n_ 2 . are all less than some definite negative rational number k.

In case (1) the symbol attached to the sequence is
;
in cases

[2), (3) the symbols attached to the sequences are said to be positive

and negative.

51. Definitions. It is easy to frame definitions of the sum,

difference, product, and quotient of symbols attached to regular

sequences. If A and B be attached to the regular sequences a l5 a*

bi, b.2, 63, -, A B and AB are attached to the sequences

(an &), (A)> or writing the sequences at full length, to

i bi, 03 63, ,
an &, ,

and afix a.2b.2, ,
anbn,

-.

If B be different from 0, A/B is attached to the sequence a^/bi,

<h/b-2, a3/bs, -, an/bn,
. These definitions are consistent with those

of the four fundamental operations in the case of rational numbers.

For example, let A, B be two rational numbers. The symbol
= (A, A, A, ), the symbol B = (B, B, B, ), the symbol A + B

= the symbol A + the symbol B, and the number A -f- B = the

number A + the number B. As we wish all these symbols to be

attached to regular sequences, we must show that the sequences

(^6.), (oA), KAO,
are regular.

I. The sequence (nn bn) is regular ;
for a number ft can be

found such that, when n > /x,

1 +- j

< A 1 &+,-& I
< c/2 O = l, 2, .-);

and from these two inequalities it is an immediate deduction that

I (a n+P b n+p)-(an bn-)\ <e(p = l, 2, ).

II. The sequence a^,, a26o, a^ is regular ;
for

an+p bn ^p
- aA = - (6.-U,

-
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a quantity which is numerically less than (an4. p + 6n)e, which, in

turn, can be made less than any positive rational number, however

small, by a proper choice of e.

III. The sequence av/b^ a2/b2,
as/b$ is regular, if B be not 0.

a ~ a& a l>
~

bn+P bn bnbn+p

a fraction which can be made less than any positive rational num-

ber, however small, by a proper choice of e.

52. Definitions of the terms equality and inequality.

If the symbols A, B be attached to the sequences a
1? a2, a3, ,

bit b2,
63, ,

and if the elements of the sequence % & a., b2,i

as bs, ,
from a definite term onwards, be always greater than

some positive rational number, A is said to be greater than B.

the elements after that term be always less than some negativ
rational number, B is said to be greater than A.

If a number
/*,

can be found such that
|

aH bn < e, (n >
A B = 0, and A is said to be equal to B. This definition agree
with the facts in the case of rational numbers. For, if it can be

proved that the difference of two rational numbers is less than

the numbers must be equal. The two sequences

a a 2 a a a ! a '

a.
' a ' a a

define the same symbol, for a^ a/, a2 a2',, at+1 ai+1 ,
ha

for its symbol 0. IJb is to be noticed that the definitions of equality

and inequality for A, B do not overlap."

Let the sequence a
l} a2, ,

on,
have the rational limit a; th

symbol attached to a\ a, a2 a, a3 a, is 0, since by hypothesis

p can be so determined that
|

a an < c, when n > p..

Hence, (al5 a2, a3, ) (a, a, a, )
=

;

i.e. the symbol attached to the sequence a
1}
a2,

a3 ,
is a, or Lan

Thus, when a rational limit is known to exist, it must be the symbo]
attached to the sequence.*

Example. If an .333-.-, where the figure 3 occurs n times, L (J a,,)
=

Hence \ is the symbol attached to .3, .33, .333, .

* When each number of the sequence is B decimal fraction, differing from the preccdinj
number only by having one additional digit assigned, the necessary and sufficient condition fo

a rational limit is thr.t there must be, sooner or later, a periodic recurrence of the digits. 8t

Stolz, Allgemeine Arithmetik, t. i., p. 100.
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53. Definitions, (i.) The absolute value of (a) is (ja|);

) the symbols A^ A* A& -, A* are said to decrease below every

ignable value, when for every symbol E, except 0, a number /i

can be found such that, when n > p.,
An < E in absolute value.

Consider the regular sequence a x aB,
a 2 a^ 03 aw, ;

we
have

A-a n = (a 1 a n,
a.2 aB, )

= (aBTl
-

a., a tt+2 a., )

When n increases beyond any assignable rational number, the

elements of the sequence decrease below any assignable rational

number, by the definition of a regular sequence. The absolute value

of the symbol attached to the second sequence decreases below any

assignable absolute value
;

therefore A an decreases below any

assignable value, as n increases. Hence we have the theorem that

limit exists for an, namely the symbol A. "When LaH is not a

rational number, we call it an irrational number.

When the limit of a sequence is a rational number, the symbol
ttached to the sequence can be regarded as that rational number.

y the definitions of 52, ail symbols can be arranged in order of

agnitude. Hence, when the limit is not a rational number, the

orresponding symbol can be regarded as of like nature with the

tional numbers, and is called an irrational number. From this

X)int onwards the word symbol can be replaced by number.

The symbols 1/3, 1 attached to the sequences .3, .33, .333, ;

,!,!, are now the ordinary numbers 1/3, 1, and such an in-

quality as

1(1,

1, 1, )<(!, 1.4, 1.41, 1.414,. ..)< (1-5, 1.5, 1.6,...),

here 1, 1.4, 1.41. 1.414. are numbers which occur in the process of

ttracting the square root of 2, shows that the symbol (1, 1.4, 1.41,

414. ) can be regarded as a number intermediate in value between

_ and 1.5.

Cantor (Math. Ann., t. xxi., p. 568) calls attention to the impor-
mce of perceiving that

a theorem and not a definition. The number A was not defined

the limit of an (n = x), for this would presuppose the existence

the limit. A different course was adopted. First, numbers were

fined by regular sequences; next, a meaning was given to the

ementary operations as applied to the new numbers
; thirdly, a

ifinition was given of equality and of greater or less inequality;
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finally, there followed from these definitions and laws of construc-

tion the theorem
A = Lan .

To see that no new numbers are obtained by using a regular

sequence of irrational numbers a 1} a2, a3, -, consider a regular

sequence b
1}
b2, bs, of rational numbers defined in the following

way :

Let ! and bl have the same integral part, a2 and b2 agree to the

first decimal place, a3 and &3 to the second decimal place, and so on.

Form the sequence c^ b1} a2 b2, as bs,
. The elements become

ultimately < c, and the sequence defines 0. That is, the numbers

(a1} a2,
as, ), (61} 62,

63, ) are equal. Rational and irrational

numbers constitute the system of real numbers.

Deductions from the theorem Lan = (Oj, o
2 , 3 , ). By definition

Hence Lan Lbn = Laubn ,

similarly Lan/Lbn = Lan/bn ,
where Lbn =0.

We leave to the reader, as an instructive exercise, the proof that

(ZrOn)* =
-Lrt,,*,

where & is a positive integer, and also the proof that (Lan}
Lbn

=(a,,
6n

), whe
the a's and 6's form regular sequences. If b be irrational and a rational, a6

the number defined by the series

0*1, a\ a\

In this way it is possible to arrive at a definition of such expressions as av

The simplest mode of treatment is obtained from the exponential theorem.

54. The unicursal, or one-one, correspondence between the totality

of real numbers and the points of a straight line.

I. To every point on a straight line corresponds a distance froD

the zero-point, whose ratio to the unit line is a real number.

Let the line which extends from the zero-point to the point i:

question be named B, and let the unit line be A. To fix ideas,

the line B(=ob) be longer than the line A(=oa). Let lines oc

CjCj,, c-jCg, be measured along the straight line so that ocv is the las

multiple of A contained within ob, CjC2 is the last multiple of A/I
contained within cj), C2c3 is the last multiple of A/10

2 contained withi

cj>, and so on. Either the point b is reached after a finite numbe
of divisions, or it is not. In the former case the ratio of B to A i

evidently a rational number. In the latter the points c,, c2, <v

approach 6. The sum of the lines ocj, c^, c.c^ fulls short of B, bu
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the amount by which it falls short can be made less than an arbitra-

rily assigned fractional portion of B. If the ratios of oc^ c^, to

, -4/10,
= ?!, m^ , where Wj, //u are positive integers of the

set 0, 1, 2, -, 9, the ratio of B to A = mj -f ?n2/10 + T^/IO
2

-\
=

the number defined by the regular sequence

%, raz + wi2/10, ?n ! + 7/i2/10 + Ws/10*, .

II. To every real number corresponds a point of the line, as

soon as a unit line has been selected.

There is no difficulty in proving this for rational numbers. If

the number be irrational, let it be defined by a regular sequence
. 3, of rational numbers, in ascending order of magnitude.

Let p. q be two points on the line such that the numbers which cor-

respond to op, oq are respectively less than and greater than (a). A?

the point moves from p to q it must come to a position r such that

for the first time the line or is not less than any of the lines oa^ oa^

o 3 . which represent the rational numbers a,, a^ ag,---. This

position r possesses the property that every line, which starts from

o and does not extend to r, is less than some number a. of the

sequence. The number represented by the line or is equal to that

represented by the number-sequence (ou Oj, ), for it is greater than

every a., but, when diminished by any number however small, is

less than some member of the sequence.

The preceding theorem is capable of the following extension.

The complex number, a + ib, is built up out of the units 1, i. There

is a unicursal correspondence between the system of complex num-

bers and the points of a plane, each system forming a doubly
extended manifoldness. It is, therefore, permissible to use the

word point instead of number. [See Fine's Xuinber-System of

Algebra, 40-42.]

55. Variable quantities. Prior to a consideration of functions

of a real variable, it is advantageous to examine the range of values

of the independent variable x. In some questions x cannot pass

through all the rational and irrational real numbers from GO to

cc . Whether it passes through a finite or infinite number of values

will depend upon circumstances, but in any case there will be an

upper limit for the values, which may be either finite or infinite. If

x take only a finite number of values, the greatest of these will

be the limit and, moreover, this upper limit will be attained.

It is not to be inferred that this will always be the case when x

takes an infinite number of values. For example, if x = 1 1/n,

(n = 1, 2, 3, ), the upper limit 1 is unattainable.
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Theorem. If all the values of x be less than a finite number A>
there is one and only one number G, which is such that no value of

x is greater than G, while at least one value of x is greater than

G e. G is called by Weierstrass the upper limit of the variable.*

To prove this theorem let a l5
a2, as,

--be the values which x can

assume. If c^ be greater than every succeeding term, it is itself the

upper limit
;
but if there should be one or more terms of the

sequence 2, a3 , which are > a
lf

let 62 be the first of these. Either

b2 is greater than all the succeeding a's or it is not. In the former

case 62 is the upper limit, but, in the latter, some subsequent number
63 of the series is greater than 62 . A continuation of this process

leads to the sequence of ascending numbers a
1;

62, &3,
&4 , ;

if the

sequence contain only a finite number of terms, the last of these is

the upper limit, whereas, if it contain an infinite number of terms,

it is regular and defines a number < A. The number so defined is

G. When no number A can be found with the assigned properties,

the upper limit is said to be oo. There is alike theorem with respect

to the existence of a lower limit K.

A variable x is said to be continuous in the interval x < x < x
l}

when it passes through all the rational and irrational numbers of

the interval (a\, and a^ inclusive).

Example. Let the values of x be

1-1/2, -1 + 1/3, 1-1/4, -1+1/5,...

..-, l-l/2n, -1 + l/(2n + !),- (Thomse).

The upper and lower limits, which are unattainable, are + 1 and 1. The
variable is not continuous in the interval.

56. Limiting numbers. In the neighbourhood of a limiting num-

ber there is an infinite accumulation of points. To make the meaning
more precise, let us consider an infinite sequence aj, a2, a3, , a,,,

whose members are finite and distinct. There must be in the neigh-

bourhood of some member H, (A"< //< G), an infinite accumulation

of points. To prove this, divide the finite interval (A'to G) into p
parts, where p is some integer ;

in at least one of these parts, say

(A*i to (?i), there must lie infinitely many points of the sequence.
Divide (A*i to G^) into p parts. In at least one of these parts, say

(7i"2 to G2 ) ,
there must lie infinitely many points. By continuing this

process we arrive at the two sequences

A*i, A-,, AV-.)

* Bolzano was the first mathematician to draw attention to the existence of upper and lower

limits of a variable. See Stolz, B. Bolzano's Bedeutung in der Geschlchte der Infinitesimal-

rpchnung, Math. Ann. t. xviii. Their introduction Into modern analysis is due to Wciercti-ass.
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which are in ascending and descending order. Each member of the

second sequence is greater than every member of the first, and

GK KK can be made less than any assignable number, if n be taken

sufficiently great. The two sequences define one and the same

number H. By the mode of construction of H it follows that, how-

ever small 8 may be, infinitely many values of x exist within the

interval (H^- 8 to H+ 8) . This is what is meant by saying that there

is an infinite accumulation of numbers at H, and that H is a limiting

number. H need not be itself a member of the system a^ a-j, a3, .

A distinction must be drawn between "the upper limit" and a

"limiting number" of a sequence. For example let Oj ^a2<af-<A.
There will be, in all cases, an upper limit for this sequence, but

there cannot be a limiting number when the series contains only a

finite number of elements. Again there can be more than one

limiting number, but only one upper limit.

57. Many of the more serious difficulties in the study of functions are

caused by infinite accumulations of values x in the neighbourhoods of particular

points. Consider, for instance, Riemann's statement of the necessary and

sufficient conditions in order that a function /(z) may be integrable between the

limits jr. = a. x = b. The function /(x) is said to be continuous at the point c of

the interval, if a field (c h to c + h) can be found such that, for all points of this

field, /(a;) /(c) i < e. Otherwise the function is said to be discontinuous at c.

Interpolate between a and 6 the values xv z^, , xn-\, and let X
Y

a = J,,

x
l
=

5.,, x$ x2 = S3, . If /(at) be a discontinuous function of a;, which is

always finite between a and 6, its values within an interval 8 will have an upper
and a lower limit. The difference between these upper and lower limits is

named the oscillation of the function. Riemann's theorem is the following :

If the sum of the intervals in which the oscillations of f(x) are greater than

a given finite number X become, always, infinitely small with the intervals 8,

the series

in which 0,, 0,, -, On are positive proper fractions, will converge to a definite

sum, when every 5 is indefinitely diminished. This sum is called fif(x)dx.*
This definition does not require that the function should be continuous, and

thus there arises the possibility of finite changes in the value of the function for

infinitely small changes of x. Evidently it is important to know where these

changes take place.

58. This illustration has been introduced to show the need for

theory of point-distribution. Two theories of this kind have been

elaborated. One of these is due to Hankel (Math. Ann. t. xx.),

rhile the other has been developed by Cantor in a remarkable series

* For a proof of the convergence of this dim, see Riemann'g memoir Ueber die Darstellbar-

keit einer Function durcb eine trigonometrische Reihe (Werke, pp. 213-253) ; also a paper by
H. J. S. Smith, On the Integration of Discontinuous Functions, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. t. vi.
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of papers published in the Mathematische Annalen and the Acta

Mathematica.

To Hankel we owe the idea of a discrete mass ofpoints. Let the

range from x 8 to x + 8, where S is finite though arbitrarily small,

be called the neighbourhood of x. When a finite or infinite number

of points, lying in an interval (a to b), can all be included in neigh-

bourhoods whose sum < e, the points are said to form a discrete mass.

When such a choice of neighbourhoods is not possible for the interval

(a to 6), or for any arbitrary part of it, the points are said to form

a linear mass throughout (a to b) . This distinction was adopted by
Hankel, with the object of making Eiemann's theory of integration

more precise.*

Cantor's division of masses into species constitutes a farther

reaching theory than that of Hankel, and has led to important

generalizations in the hands of recent writers upon the subject of

essential singularities in the Theory of Functions. [See, for ex-;

ample, Mittag-Leffler's paper in the Acta Mathematica, t. iv.]

Let P be a mass of different points arranged along a line. These

points will, in general, be accumulated in infinitely great numbers at

certain points of the line. The limiting points of these infinite

accumulations form a derived mass of points, which can be represented]

by Pp If P! contain infinitely many points, it will, in turn, give rise

to a new derived mass of points P2,
and so on indefinitely, unless ate

some stage of the process a derived mass Pn is reached, in which.

there is nowhere an infinite accumulation. The process then stops.

Points of P! need not be points of P, for it has been pointed out

that a limiting number of P does not necessarily belong to P. All

the points of P2 must be points of Pp If possible, let a point c ofl

P2 be not included in Pt
. At c there is an infinite accumulation on

Prpoints. Hence at c there is an infinite accumulation of P-points.

This latter statement is tantamount to saying that c is a limiting;

point of P, or that c belongs to Pj. Hence in the process of deriva-

tion new points can be introduced only at the first stage.

Examples. (1) P= (1, 1/2, 1/2
2

, 1/2
8
-.-) ;

we have Pj=(0), the proceJ

stopping with P
t
.

P=(l, 1/2, 1/22, 1/2 + 1/2
2

, 1/2
3

, 1/2 + 1/2% 1/2* + 1/2*,

1/2*, 1/2+1/2*,...),

a series of numbers formed by taking 1, 1/2, 1/2
2

, 1/2
8

,
one at a time,

and 1/2, 1/2'
2

, 1/2
3

, two at a time
;
we have

P,
=

(0, 1/2, 1/22, 1/2%...); P2= (0),

the process stopping with P
a

.

* The nomenclature adopted, and also the examples of this paragraph, are taken from

Harnack (Bulletin des Sc. Math., Ser. 2, t. vi., p. 242; Calculus, 144).
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(3) P=the rational numbers between and 1, these two numbers exclu-

sive ;
we have P

l

= the rational and irrational numbers between and 1, these

two numbers inclusive. The remaining masses, Pv P,, ,
contain the same

points, and the process never terminates.

Example (2) illustrates the difference between HankePs discrete mass and

Cantor's derived masses. The mass P is discrete, despite the circumstance

that it possesses infinitely many places of accumulation. For, drawing from

towards 1 a small interval to 8, the remaining interval S to 1 contains only a

finite number of the points of accumulation, and the sum of the corresponding
fields can be made arbitrarily small, however small 8 may be.

50. Meaning attached to the word Function.

As a clear understanding of what is meant by a function of a

[variable x is essential for the comprehension of modern researches

the Theory of Functions, we shall give here a brief sketch of the

[volution of the modern view of functionality. We shall have

:oasion to speak, from time to time, of the arithmetic expression
a function. By this we shall mean an expression which arises

>m certain quantities by the four fundamental operations of addi-

>n, subtraction, multiplication, and division. As Weierstrass has

anted out,* there are no other known elementary operations.
o new elementary operations are needed for powers, roots, and

ithms, for if the relationship between numbers can be put, in

manner, into an analytic form, in which only the four element-

operations are used, there is no occasion to regard the indicated

iration as elementary. No example is known of an analytic

lexion, which is not reducible to a combination of these funda-

operations.

The three secondary operations arose in the following manner.

ic power is the result of multiplying equal factors. From the

. m a" = b, the two other operations can be found
; namely,

pey are involved in the problems :

{i.) To find o, given nt and b
;

(iL) To find *, given a and 6.

Prior to the introduction of the Infinitesimal Calculus, the func-

jjfcis
used in Analysis were of so simple a type that no special name
needed. The word function was used by Leibnitz (Acta

rum, 1692).

lefinitirm (Bernoulli-Euler). The number y was called a
Inction of x. when it could be constructed from x by prescribed

jmbinations of the four fundamental and the three secondary opera-
If y can be called a function of x only when these conditions

* See Koaaak, Die Eleraente der Arithraetik, p. ,
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are fulfilled, x cannot logically be called a function of y, until a proof
has been given that x can be derived from y by a combination of the

seven operations. Cases were known in which this could not be

effected by a finite number of operations, and no examination was

made as to whether, in such a case, a valid representation could be

afforded by infinitely many of these operations.*

Second definition. Bernoulli also gave this definition: If two

variable magnitudes be so related, the one to the other, that to

every value of the one corresponds a certain number of values of the

other, the first variable is said to be a function of the second, and

the second of the first.

Since the magnitudes considered can always be represented by

numbers, this definition includes the former one. This definition

was intended to apply solely to continuous curves, and to express

the connexion between the ordinate and abscissa of an arbitrarily

drawn continuous curve which had everywhere a tangent. It was

assumed that a continuous function must be expressible by such a

curve
;
that is, that a continuous function must possess a differential

quotient. (See 65.)

Curves drawn arbitrarily on a plane may present peculiarities

which mark them off, at once, as non-algebraic. These curves were

known as 'curvae discontinue seu mixtae seu irregulares
'

(Euler,

Introductio in Analysin infinitorum, t. ii., p. 6), and were regarded

as incapable of arithmetic expression.

A controversy between D'Alembert, Daniel Bernoulli, Euler, and

Lagrange led to a discussion of the question whether every function

represented by a continuous curve (in the then accepted sense of

the term) could be expressed as a trigonometric series. In 18071

Fourier greatly enlarged the concept of a function by proving that!

certain curves which obey different laws in different parts can bal

represented by a single arithmetic expression. Fourier's discovenM

showed that a portion of a curve does not fix the form of the!

complete curve and that some, at least, of the curves hitherto!

excluded resulted from arithmetic expressions. For information!

on Fourier's series we refer the student to Fourier's collected works

and to memoirs by Dirichlet (Crelle. t. iv.), Kiemann (Ges. Werke.l

* John Bernoulli, in n memoir dated 1718. pave thin definition :

" On appclle . . . Fonefll
d'une grandeur variable, tine quantitl composite de qnelqne raaniere que ce soil de cette cnindeu I

variable et de constanteg." Mom. de I'.Vcad. Roy. des Sciences de Paris, 1718, p. 100. Thi I

definition was adopted by Euler in 174 1*
:

" Functio quantitntis varinbilis est expredlll

analytica qnomodocunque coraposita ex ilia quantitate variabili et numeris seu quantitatibn

constantibus."
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p. 213), Sachse (Bulletin des Sciences ^lathematiques, 2e
serie., t.

iv., 1880).

Dirichlet's definition. Dirichlet defined y as a function of x in

the following manner :

Let x take certain values in an interval (XQ to a^) ;
if y possess a

definite value or definite values for each of these, y is said to be a

function of x. It is not necessary that y should be related to x by

any law or arithmetic expression. Moreover, the function may be

defined for certain values only of x within the interval (:r to Xj), e.g.

for all rational numbers
;
but usually it is defined for all the values

within the interval. [Repertorium der Physik, her. v. Dove, t. i.,

p. 152.]

According to this definition the value of y, when x = a, may be

entirely unrelated to the value of y for any other value of x, x = 6.

This definition, in contrast to those used before Dirichlet's time,

errs on the side of excessive generality; for it does not of itself

confer properties on the function. The functions so defined must

be subjected to restrictive conditions before they can be used in

analysis. Nevertheless, this definition forms and must continue to

form the basis for researches upon discontinuous functions of a

real variable.

In Dirichlet's sense f(x) is a function of x throughout an inter-

val when, to every value of x within the interval, belongs a definite

value of f(x). A. value of x which makes the function oc is

excluded.

Ex. 1. Sin 1/x has no definite value at x = 0.

Et. 2. Sin x/\ sin 2z/2 + sin 3 x/3 is, in spite of sudden discon-

tinuities, a function which is definite for all finite values of z.

60. The limit of a function.

Let y be defined for an infinite mass of points, continuous or dis-

3ntinuous, of which a is a limiting point. If, for every c, a positive

number 8 can be assigned such that, when a<x<a + 8, y A\<c,
we call A the limit of y when x tends to a from the right, and write

lira y = A. Similarly if, when a 8<x<a, \y B < e, we call
*=a-0

B the limit of y when x tends to a from the left, and write lim y = B.
T=a0

If, whena<z<a + 8, #>l/e (or< 1/c), lim y= + oo (or oo).

If, when x > 8, y A
\
< e, lim y = A. And so in the remain-

ing cases. It is not implied that y exists when x = a.
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Each of the following five theorems refers to a selected limiting

point and a selected side of that point.

(1) A function cannot have two distinct limits.

(2) Lim(y1 + yz) = lijn y\ + lim
2/2> provided that, if one of these

t\vo limits be + oo, the other is not oo.

(3) Lim
(?/! t/2)

= lim y lim y2, provided that these two limits,

if both infinite, have not the same sign.

(4) Lim (yly2) = lim yl -liwy2, provided that the last expression
is not oo or co 0.

(5) Lim
(2/i/?/2)

= lim t/i/lim y2, provided that the last expression
is not 0/0 or CO/GO.

These are re-statements of familiar theorems of the Calculus. To
deal with the excluded cases, restrictions must be imposed on the

functions. The reader is referred to Stolz, Allgemeiue Arithmetik,
t. i., section ix.

61. Continuous functions. The definition of the continuity of

a function at a point was given in 51. A function is said to be

continuous over an interval (%to #1), when it is continuous at every

point of the interval, and when f(x + h),f(x^ 7i) have the limits

/(#<))> /(#i), as h tends to zero. A function may be continuous on

one side of x = a without being continuous on the other.

It is to be remarked that when a function is continuous at a, the

limit when x tends to a either from the right or left is the value

of the function at a. This may be conveniently expressed by

writing /(a + 0) =/(o - 0) =/(o).
If f(x) be continuous, and =b, at x=a, and if <f>(y) be continuous

at y = b, then <{/(#)} ^s continuous at a? = a. This theorem fol-

lows immediately from the definition.

62. Upper and lower limits of a function.

Theorem. Let f(x) be a function which remains finite for all

values of x between x = XQ and x = #,. The values taken by the

function will have an upper limit O and a lower limit K. For no

value of x in the interval can the function be > G or < K; but

further, however small e may be, there must be at least one value of

x for which f(x) is greater than G c, and at least one value of x

for which /(cc) is less than K+ e.

The finiteness of the values of the function shows that there

must be two finite integers A, B, between which all these values

must lie. Divide the interval (A, B) into the parts

(A,A + 1), (.1 + 1,^1 + 2), .-, (B-1,B).
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Let A' be the last of these numbers which is not greater than all the

values of the function, and let A' + 1 = B'. Divide the interval

(A', B') into 10 parts

(A
1

,
A' + 1/10), (A

1 + 1/10, A' + 2/10), ..., (A
1 + 9/10, JB').

Let A" be the last value which is not greater than all the

functional values, and let B" = A" + 1/10. A continuation of this

process shows that there can be found a value A(n)
,
such that

(i.) B<>-^<><;
(ii.) There exists a value of f(x) which is greater than A(n}

,
and

no value so great as B(n)
.

The ascending sequence A, A', A", ,
and the descending sequence

B, B', B","-, define a number G. This proves that a value of x

can be found for which the value of the function differs infinitely

little from G, but does not prove that there exists a value which

is exactly G. Precisely similar results hold with respect to the

lower limit K.

An example will clear up the preceding reasoning : let y = x for

all values of x in the interval to 1, 1 exclusive, and let y = when
x = 1. The upper limit of the discontinuous function y, namely 1,

is never attained, but a value of y exists which is > 1 e.

When a function is said to be infinite for x = a, it is to be under-

stood that this is only a short mode of expressing the fact that no

finite upper limit exists. The value x= a must then be excluded

from the list of possible values of x. When a function is continu-

ous throughout an interval, it is implied that there is no place of

this kind in the interval.

Example 1. y = l/x is a law which may define values of y for all values of

a; in the interval ( a to a), x = exclusive. As x approaches from either

side, y tends to infinity ;
but if x = be included in the range of values, y is

not defined by this law, but must be otherwise assigned.

Example 2. The function y =(x* a2) /'(x a) has a determinate value,

provided x^a. It is natural to assign to y the value 2 a when x a ;
but that

this is an arbitrary assumption has been pointed out by Darboux. Let 0(z) be

a function, for example a definite integral, which = 1 when x^a, and = A
when x = a. The product <f>(x) (x + a) = (x'

2
a~}/(x a) when x=a ;

but

when x = a, the left-hand side =2Aa.

63. Two theorems v:hich relate to continuous functions.

Theorem I. If the function f(x) be continuous in the interval

(a- to x^ of the real variable, and if it take opposite signs when
x = x and x =

a?,, f(x} must equal zero for one or more values con-

tained between XQ and xt.
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Divide the interval (x , a^) into 10 equal parts. Suppose f(x )

negative, /to) positive. The sequence

/to), /to + to-05o)/10), /to + 2to-a\,)/10),...,

/to + 9to-O/10), /to),

will start with a negative term. If any one of the interpolated

values equal zero, the theorem is established. But if the terms be

all different from zero, Iet/(x ')
be the last which is negative, /to')

the first which is positive. Divide the interval (#', #/) into 10

new intervals, and pick out of the sequence of values

/to'), f(x
' + to'

-
oV)/10), -.., /(a*/ + 9 (*,'

- z ')/10), /(*i
f

),

the last one which is negative, namely /(# "), and the first which is

positive, namely /(a/'/') . The process may stop owing to the occur-

rence of a zero-value for/(#), a result which would at once establish

the theorem. If it do not stop, the two infinite sequences

/(* ), /to'), /to"), -,

/to), /to'), /to"), >

have a common limit /(X), where X is the number defined by the

two sequences

(a? ,
x

,
x

, ) and (a^, x1} xl , ),

where

!-= 10 to'
-

a*') =10
2

to" - a*/')
= 103

to'"
-

an,'")
= -.

;

and f(X) must = 0, for every member of the sequence

/to), /to'), /to"), -

is negative, and every member of the sequence

/to), /to'),

positive. The first rigorous proof of this theorem was given by

Cauchy in his Cours d'Analyse.

Corollary. A function <j>(x) which is continuous between two

values XQ, XD must pass through every value A intermediate to </>(.*),

<to). This can be proved by putting <(#) A =f(x), and apply-

ing the above theorem. Darboux has established the existence of,

discontinuous functions which possess the same property. [Annales
de I'lSc. Norm. Sup., Se*r. 2, t. iv. pp. 51-112; t. viii., pp. 195-201'.]

Theorem II. If f(x) be a function which is finite and continuous

in the interval (xti
to Xj), the function will possess maximum and mini-
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mum values which are equal to the upper and lower limits G, K,
and consequently it will pass through all values between G and K.

The function takes values > G e, and values < K+ e. Does it

actually attain to G and K? Divide (x^, a^) into two equal intervals.

n one at least of these, the upper limit is G. In fact, if the two

upper limits were G1

, G", quantities < G, the function would not

ake, in the interval (x^ a-j), the values comprised between G and

;he greater of the two numbers G'
}
G". Hence one, at least, of the

irnits G', G" = G. Divide that half interval, in which the upper
iinit is G, into two equal parts, and continue the process.

The result is a sequence of sub-intervals, one comprised within

;he other, which tend toward zero as limit. For each of these inter-

rals the upper limit is G. The further extremities of the sub-inter-

vals are constant in position or else approach Xg ;
the nearer extrem-

ties of the sub-intervals are constant in position or else move away
Tom XQ. Let a be the point defined by these sub-intervals. "Within

;he neighbourhood (a h to a-f h) the upper limit of the function is

f. however small h may be. That is, there is a value of z(== a T Bh)

comprised within this interval for which G /(a T (th) < e. On the

other hand we can take h small enough to make f(a^pdh) /(a)j<e,
>ecause the function is continuous at a. Hence the absolute value

of (?-/(a)<2c; therefore =/(a). Similarly for K If a be

one of the points XQ, x a slight modification of the proof is required.

64. If f(x) be continuous at every point of the interval

(a\> to iCi), we know by the definition that, at a point XK,
it is possible

to find a value Az such that f(xlt 6\xK ) f(xK) \

shall be less

ihan c. If c be fixed and xf allowed to vary, two cases may con-

ceivably arise : (i.) it is possible to choose for Aar* a value h which
is independent of xf throughout the interval (x9 to a^) ; (ii.) it is

impossible to find such a value h. In Case (i.) the continuity is

termed uniform, while in Case (ii.) the continuity is non-uniform.

The following theorem shows that Case (ii.) does not arise:

Divide the interval into 2 equal parts, each of these into 2 equal

parts, and so on.

(i.) If, after the operation has been performed a finite number
of times, the oscillation of the function within each of the divisions

of length 8 be < e/2, 8 is the required value of h. To confirm this

statement, let be any one of the points of division, A, + p. two

points within an interval of length 8
;
then

/()-/(-*):< e/2, '/(|)

and therefore
| /(* + /O -/(* - A) ;

< e.
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The difference ( + |u,) ( A) is any real number whose absolute

Talue < 8. Thus 8 is the required value of h.

(ii.)
If possible, let the oscillation within one of the divisions

be > e, however often the operation of division may have been per-

formed. The oscillations within some interval (x
(m
\ a;

1

(m)
), which

decreases indefinitely as ra increases, are always ^> c/2. Now the

sequences (1) (!) (8) ...(> ..
EI? xi ) *i ) *i >

'"
-^i )

rf rfWrf (2) r (3) . . .
~ (m) . .% *0 J ^0 5 ^O t *V )

define a number X. Hence, since the function f(x) is continuous

at the point X, it must be possible to find a number h, such that

for all values of 6 from to 1, inclusive. Let X,, X2 be any two of

the values of Oil. We can deduce, at once, from the two in-

equalities
<c/4,

the further inequality

|/(X+ X2) -/(X- XO I

< c/2,

which implies that the oscillation within the interval (X X: to

X+ X2) < e/2, contrary to supposition. Hence a function of one

variable, which is continuous at every point of an interval, is uni-

formly continuous. Cantor and Heine were the first to enunciate

the above theorem.*

65. The continuous function plays a much more important

part in analysis than the discontinuous, but the study of the latter

throws light on the problems suggested by Fourier's series and simi-

lar questions. Enough has been said to show the necessity for precise

definitions and to emphasize our present ignorance of the discontinui-

ties presented by functions of a highly transcendental character.

The properties which are most commonly associated with a con-

tinuous function are the possession of a differential quotient and

an integral, and expansibility by Taylor's theorem. It is not our

intention to examine these cases for the real variable, but we shall

give an example of Weierstrass's which relates to the existence of a

differential quotient.

Weierstrass's example of a continuous function ivhich has nowhere a

differential quotient.
00

The function f(x) = 26" cos(a
n
#7r), in which x is real, a an odd

o

* Heine, Crelle., t. Ixxiv., p. 188: Thomee, Theorle der analytischen Functionen.
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"positive integer, 6 a positive constant < 1, is a continuous func-
tion, which has nowhere a determinate differential quotient if

1 + 3 a/2. We reproduce Weierstrass's proof :

Let *,,be a definite value of x, and m an arbitrarily chosen posi-
mteger. There is a determinate integer o, for which

-
1/2 <amx -.< 1/2.

Write aWifora-%-0,,
md put *' = (am

Thus x' XQ = (1 + xm+1)/a
m
, x" x = (1x ) fam

md x' <Xo < x". The integer m can be chosen large enough to

jsure

that * x" shall differ from x by as small a quantity L we
)lease. We have

2 -f 6
cos("^)

= C x'-x,, J

-=o

- cos (a

Since

the value of ^^ J
always lies between - 1 and

1, the absolute value of the first part of the expression is less

.

06-1
d therefore < 7r(o6)-/(a6 - 1), if a& > 1.

Further, because a is an odd number,

cos (<*-+"') = cosCa-Co. - l) ff )
= - (- 1)%,
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therefore

2
fr
CT+ncos(a

m+n
a;'7r) cos(a

m+n
a; 7r)

n=0 X 1 X

a&)-
=o +1

All terms of the sum

are positive, and the first term < 2/3, since cos (xm+1ir) is not nega-

tive and 1 + #m+1 lies between 1/2 and 3/2. Accordingly

If(x') -/to) }/(*'
-

a*,)
= (- !)-(&)V2/3 + ^/(ab - 1) ),

where
17

denotes a positive quantity >1, while ^ lies between

1 and + 1.

Similarly

-
1)),

where
77'

is positive and > 1, while
rji

lies between 1 and + 1-

If a, b be so chosen as to make

ab > 1 + 3 7T/2,

that is, 2/3>ir/(a& 1),

the two expressions

f/(z') -/to) }/(x'
- * ), {/() -/to) }/(*

-
a!b),

have always opposite signs, and are both infinitely great when
j

increases without limit. Hence f(x) possesses neither a determi i

nate finite nor a determinate infinite differential quotient. [Weier I

strass, Abh. a. d. Functionenlehre, p. 97.]

A real function is represented graphically by drawing ordinates equal to th.

values of the function and marking the terminal points. The greater the num I

ber of these points, the more closely will the polygon through them resemble
;

continuous curve which admits tangents. This polygon will, in the limit, appeaj
to the eye indistinguishable from the curve, but the polygon may have, in it 1

smallest parts, infinitely many re-entrant angles. This is what actually happenli

in the case of functions which are continuous, without admitting differentiz

quotients.*

* For further Information on the representabllity of functions by curves we refer the readi

to a paper by Klein, Ueber den allgemeinen Punctionsbegrlff, Math. Ann., t. Txii., p. 249, to twf
memoirs by Kopcke in the same journal, tt. ix., xxxiv., and to Pasch's Einleitung in die Diffe

\

entiul und Integralrecbnung.
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66. Functions of two real variables.

Let or,, yj be the centre of a rectangle, whose sides are 2 h, 2k.
Any point within this rectangle has for its co-ordinates xl T OJi,

jh q= OJc, where Ota Q* are proper fractions. Allow 0^ 0* to take, inde-

pendently of each other, all values from to 1. The one-valued
function /(x, y) is said to be continuous at

(ar1? y,), when finite val-
ues h, k exist, for which \f(Xl T OJi, y, T OM)-f(Xl) y,) [< e

, for

every combinatioo (6^ 6.,).

Erroneous statements are sometimes made with regard to the
continuity of a function of two variables.* Let/(jr, y) be a contin-
uous function of y when x is put = x1} and a continuous function of
x when y is put = yx. It is an illegitimate inference that f(x, y) is

continuous at
(Xls y,). For example, let f(x, y) =xy/(x

t

+f). When
a;= 0, this is a continuous function of y, and, when y = 0, a contin-
uous function of x; but the function is not a continuous function of
x, y, conjointly, at (0, 0), as is easily seen by writing y = mx.
Cauchy fell into this error in his Cours d'Analyse. As an example
of the discontinuities which occur in the case of functions of two
variables we may instance sin (tan"

l

y/x), which is continuous at

every point off the axis of x and discontinuous on that axis. That
the discussion of such discontinuities is of more than purely theo-
retic importance will be evident from these examples :

_
Example 1. Let f(x, y) be a function of x, y, which equals

xsin(4tan-
1

y/o;) when ar=jfcO, and equals when a; = 0, whatever
be the value of y.

When

but when x = 0, y = 0,

Sy/SxSy = so, according to the sign of Arc,

and S
2

//Syc = 0,

so that
Sy/SxSy ^ Vf/fyte at (0, 0).

Example 2. Let f(x, y) = f- sin x/y when y ^ 0, and = when
=
0, whatever be the value of y. Then, at (0, 0),

[See F. D'Arcais, Corso di Calcolo Infinitesimale, t. i. Padua, 1891.]
Theorems strictly analogous to those already proved for functions

of one variable exist with regard to upper and lower limits, limiting
values, etc.

* On this subject see a memoir by Schwarz, Abhandlnngen, t. ii., p. 273.
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Dirichlet's definition can be at once extended to functions of two

real variables x and y. The restriction that the function takes only

real values may be removed. Such a definition therefore includes

both monogenic and non-monogenic functions of x + iy. The Theory
of Functions, in the modern sense, discards Dirichlet's definition as

too general and treats only of the monogenic function.

References. Cantor's researches are to be found in memoirs published in the

Mathematische Annalen and the Acta Mathematica. For those of Weierstrass,

see Pincherle, Saggio di una introduzione alia Teorica delle funzione analitiche

secondo i principii del Prof. C. Weierstrass, Giornale di Matematiche, t. xviii.,

1880
;
and Biennann's Analytische Functionen. An important memoir on

Cantor's theory of irrational numbers was published by Heine in Crelle, t. Ixxiv.,

Die Elemente der Functionenlehre. The student who wishes to find a thorough
discussion of many of the more difficult questions connected with the theory

of the real variable should consult Dini's standard work, Fondamenti per la

Teorica delle Funzioni di Variabili Reali. Pisa,. 1878. Also Stolz, Allgemeine

Arithmetik
; Tannery, Introduction a la Theoriedes Fonctions d'une Variable

;

Fine, The Number-System of Algebra ; Thomae, Elementare Theorie der analy-

tischen Functionen einer complexen Veranderlichen. Many references to original

memoirs are given at the end of the German translation of Dini's work, Leipzig,

1892. The student is also referred to the appendix in t. iii., of Jordan's Cours.

d'Analyse ;, to Dedekind's pamphlets (i.) Stetigkeit und irrationale Zahlen.

Brunswick, 1872 (ii.), Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen. Brunswick, 1888
;

to Cathcart's translation of Harnack's Introduction to the Calculus; and to

Du Bois-Reymond's Die Allgemeine Functiouen-theorie. Erster Theil. Tubin-

gen, 1882.



CHAPTER III.

THE THEORY OF IXFIXITE SERIES.

67. We shall begin this chapter with a sketch, in outline,

of the chief properties of infinite series of real terms, referring the

student for a fuller discussion to treatises on Algebra.

Series icith Seal Terms.

oo

An infinite series 2a B contains infinitely many terms, defined by

I a law which permits the calculation of the general term. Let

lif sn tend to a finite limit s, the series is said to converge, and s

Jis called its sum. In all other cases s. either tends to oc, as in

L + l-f----, or oscillates, as in 1 1 + 1 ! + -. Strictly

[speakiug,
an oscillating series is distinct from a divergent series, but

n't is usual to speak of non-convergent series as divergent.

The necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the

series 2 o n is that a number p.* can be found such that

I a+i + an+2 -\ h +, [
< e (n>fi, p= 1, 2, 3, ).

The condition is necessary, for ~L sn+p = Lsn = s, and therefore
n jo

To see that it is sufficient it will be enough to observe that when
s condition holds good, a number p. can be found such that

1 s*+P
- *

!

and
|

sn+9 sn \
< e,

rhen n > /*, whatever positive integral values are assigned to p, q,

id that these relations give L sn+p = L sn+f

Corollary. The condition
|

an+1 1
< e (71 > /*), is necessary, but not

lufficient.

* Here, as elsewhere, f is given in advance, and n depends upon f.

63
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68. Many of the tests of convergence are derived from a

comparison of the series in question with a few standard series.

Such a series is

'a? > - T

By comparing with it a series of positive terms aa + 2 + aa +
we can prove that the latter series converges when an+l/an< K for

all values of n greater than some finite positive integer p., provided K

be a proper fraction. The series also converges if, from some term

aM onwards, an < K" (n > p.) ;
that is, if Van < 1. The cases

Lan+l/an = 1, L-\/an = 1,

require special treatment. A third test is to compare a series

2 an with another series 2 6n,
where Lbn/aH = 1. When the latter

i i

series is convergent, the former is also convergent.

Convergent series of positive terms have the properties of finite

series, for they are subject to the associative, commutative, and dis-

tributive laws. The same is always the case with series in which

the negative terms have finite suffixes
;
but series whose terms are

ultimately both positive and negative present some new features.

Theorem. If the series formed from a given series by the change

of all the negative signs into positive be convergent, the original

series must be convergent.

Let sn be the sum to n terms of the original series and let SH ', t,J

be the sums of the positive and negative terms of sn . If L(sn
' + tn')

be finite, Lsn
' and Ltn

' must be finite, and therefore also L(sn'tn ').

A series is said to converge absolutely when it still converges

after all negative signs have been changed into positive. A series

which converges, but does not converge absolutely, is called semi-

convergent.

TJieorem. If a
t ,

a2,
a3,

be positive numbers arranged in de-

scending order of magnitude and if Lnn= 0, the series

<*i 2 + a3 a4 + converges.

For an+l an+2 + on+3 1- ( 1 )
p~l an+p

hence
1 (- l)

non+i I
>

I
+i
- a-n H K~
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Xow a n_,! can be made less than any assigned positive number c,

when n is taken sufficiently large ;
hence the series

a 1
a 2 + a3 4 + is convergent.

Example. 1 1/2 + 1/3 1/4 + is semi-convergent. The series

will not converge, if ian=0. It may diverge if a 15 a,, a3 , be not in descend-

ing order, even when Lan = 0.

69. It is natural to ask under what circumstances the compo-
nent terms of a convergent series are subject to the associative and

commutative laws.

(i.) The terms of a convergent series can be united into groups,

when this does not affect the arrangement of the terms of the origi-

nal series.

Let sn be the sum of n terms of the original series, sj the sum of

TO terms of the series of groups.

Whatever n may be, ra can always be taken large enough to insure

that sn
' shall contain all the terms of sn . "When this has been done,

sm
' -sn = anil + aR+ , -|

-----
(- an+p,

supposing that sm
' contains n+p terms. But, by the condition of

convergence,

hence L(sm
'

sn )
= 0, or Lsm

' = LsH .

(ii.) In a convergent series such as

(1/2
-

2/3) + (2/3
-

3/4) + (3/4
-

4/5) + .-,

it is not permissible to remove the brackets, without investigation.

n the particular example selected, the series oscillates after the

emoval of the brackets.

In connexion with the commutative law it is convenient to define

unconditional and conditional convergence.
A convergent series which is subject to the commutative law is

said to be unconditionally convergent; otherwise it is said to be

conditionally convergent.

A semi-convergent series is conditionally convergent. To Eiemann

is clue the theorem that it is possible, by suitable derangements, to

nake'a semi-convergent series have for its sum any assigned real

lumber A. To fix ideas suppose A positive.
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Let the positive terms, unchanged in order, be c^ + a2 + as -f

and let the negative terms, unchanged in order, be (&i-f-^+ b3 -\ )

If the first n terms of the original series consist of q positive and r

negative terms, sn = s
q

'

sr", where

When n becomes infinite, q and r also become infinite, and s
q ',

sr
"

tend to the values s', s", where

If the original series be semi-convergent, both the series 2,aK, 2
00 00 11

must be divergent; for, if 2aK ,
26K have finite sums, the series

00 00 11
2a* + 2&K has a finite sum, and the original series is absolutely

convergent; and if only one be divergent, the original series

= s' s" = oo ,
and is divergent. The terms of the semi-convergenl

series can be rearranged in the following way: we write down the

positive terms in order, and stop at the first term which makes

the sum > A ;
next we write down the negative terms, and stop at

the first term which makes the sum < A ;
we continue the process

by adding on further positive terms, stopping at the first term

which makes the sum > A, and so on. The values of the sums

thus obtained oscillate about A, and the range through which the

oscillation takes place diminishes continually, tending to a limit 0.

Hence Kiemann's theorem is proved. Since the value of A is arbi-

trary, a semi-convergent series can be made divergent by suitable

derangements of the terms. [See Dirichlet, Abh. d. Berl. Akad.,
1837

; Riemann, Werke. p. 221.]

Absolute convergence implies unconditional convergence. Let

i + 2+as+ be an absolutely convergent series, and let a/+a
+ a3

' + ..- be a series derived from it by derangements such that

no term an with a finite suffix is displaced to infinity. If sn,
sm

' be

the sums to n and ra terms of these two series, it is always possible

to choose such a value of ra as will make sj contain all the terms

ttj, a2 , ,*, and others besides. If s/ be the first partial sum of this

nature, the sole limitation on ra is that it must be greater than p

Suppose that sm
'

sn = the sum of a certain number of term|

which lie between an and an+A+1 . This sum is certainly less thai

I

an+i
|

+
|

an+2 1
-I h| n+A |>

a quantity which can be made <
tyj

choosing n sufficiently great. Hence

LsJ = Lsn .
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he preceding reasoning breaks down for a semi-convergent series

<LK,
since

[
aw+1 1 + \

an+2 \-\ hi a+x |

is not necessarily less than e.

Series v:ith Complex Terms.

70. Let wm=am -f ipm
- then sn= 2aM +t2y3m. If sn tend to a limit

i i

when n is arbitrarily great, the series is said to be convergent
md its sum is s. Clearly, the necessary and sufficient conditions

oo oo

re that 2om and 2/3,, both converge. In the limit both
| a,, J

and

? =
;

but
|
a,,

|
-f

[
pm |

>
| a. -f ipm | ,

hence L\um \

= Q. A
ries 2(0^4- ?'/?) is said to converge absolutely, when 2[a,.-f ipm \

onverges ;
this definition presupposes that the former series con-

erges simultaneously with the latter, but this is evidently a legiti-

nate assumption, for
[a,,!

and \pm \

are separately less than
[a,, + ipm \.

nconditional convergence has the same meaning as before; it is
oo oo

vident that it can exist only when 2a,,, and 2/J,, are unconditionally
i i

onvergent.

Absolute convergence implies unconditional convergence. Let

-f i(3m = pm (cos 6m 4- i sin #,). The terms pm cos dm, pm sin # are

ess than pm in absolute value, and therefore, if Ip,, be finite, the two
oo oo

eal series 2pw cos0m, 2pm sin0m are absolutely convergent. But

bsolute convergence, in the case of real series, has been shown to

mply unconditional convergence. Therefore

2pM (cos Om + i sin W)

unconditionally convergent.
to

Semi-convergence implies conditional convergence. Because 2;M,,|

Irerges, 2{ | a,. |
+ 1 0. |J

must diverge. This shows that one, at

east, of the series 2
j
a,, |,

2
j /3W I, diverges. Let the former diverge ;

X 11
hen 2 a,, is semi-convergent, and therefore conditionally convergent.

Jut, if the series 2Mm be unconditionally convergent, 20,, must be

nconditionally convergent. Hence the series 2 um is conditionally

onvergent.

Unconditional convergence implies absolute convergence. This is

roved indirectly. We have seen that semi-convergence implies
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conditional convergence ;
hence a semi-convergent series can neve

be unconditionally convergent. Therefore an unconditionally con

vergent series can never be semi-convergent; that is, it must b

absolutely convergent. The terms unconditional and absolute are

as applied to convergence, co-extensive.

71. The sum, or difference, of two series Sw, 2,vn is the serie11
2 (iin -j- VK) ,

or 2 (un !>) .

1 1

The product of two absolutely convergent series. If the absolutel;

convergent series !, %vn converge to sums s, s' the series
i i

n-i -\
-----h UnVi

will converge to ss'.

Let 4-

+\vn \,

then + +
|

w

+
|

Mn
| |

V2

if

it is evident that AnBn > CH,
and that

A nBn < C2n < O2n+l .

Therefore, whether n be of the form 2 K -f- 1, or of the form 2 /

the inequalities

AKBK <Cn<AnBn

must hold good, and LCn = LAn LBn.

Now consider the series

111
and let the sums to n terms be sn , s,/, n . The difference

*' - * = {Ma + ^3^-1 + + vl H-----h wnvn ;
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and the absolute value of this difference is less than

n expression -which is itself = AnBn Cn. When n increases

.definitely, AKBn Ca tends to the limit
;
hence

T I o I _ *
1**

I

SnSH f
I

U
>

>r Ltn =ss'.

Uniform Convergence.
^c

72. Hitherto the term um of the infinite series 2un has been
i

egarded as dependent merely on n. We now allow un to be a func-

ion of z, as well as of n, and suppose that there is a region of the

rplane at all points of which u l} v.^ are one-valued and con-

inuous.

The sum of a finite number of rational algebraic functions is itself

rational algebraic function; it is only when the number of these

unctions is infinite that new properties present themselves. In

act the passage from the algebraic to the transcendental function

s effected by infinite series, whose terms are algebraic functions

f z.

Let /i(z) , fs(z) , fz(z) ,
"-be algebraic or transcendental functions

f z, which are one-valued and continuous within a region A of the

/-plane, and let the series 2/B (z) be convergent at every point of A.

Tor a given value of z, the necessary and sufficient condition for

sonvergence is that a number p can be found such that, when n > /*,

this condition is satisfied, we call the sum of the series F(z).
?he complete system of points, for which the series converges,
overs a region of the z-plane which is known as the region of con-

ergence. This region may consist of one or more separate pieces,

ind the boundary of a piece may consist of discrete masses of points,
>r of linear masses of points. For such functions as we shall con-

ider, each piece will consist of a continuum of points covering a

loubly extended region.
oc

The series 2/m (z) is said to converge uniformly in a part of the

egion of convergence, when a positive integer /i can be found such

hat when n > /*,
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whatever be the position of z in that part. Attention is special!)
called to the fact that p depends on the arbitrarily selected e, bul

can be made independent of z. If, when z approaches a point z ol

the region of convergence, the value of /n tend to oo, the series

said to be non-uniformly convergent in any region which contains z

and the convergence is said to be infinitely slow in the neighbourhood
of z .

Example 1 (Du Bois-Eeymond} . Let

f (
N x nx (n l)x

(nx+ l)(nx-x+ 1) nx + 1 (n
-

l)x + 1

The sum of n terms of the series, when x is real, is ^_
?
an(j the sum tt

nx + 1

infinity, when x^O, is 1. The remainder after n terms is Let x movi
nx + 1

in an interval such that x > a positive number a ; the remainder < e, I

nx + 1 > 1/e, and therefore, a fortiori, if na + I > 1/e. Let /x be a numbe:
which satisfies the inequality na + 1 > 1/e ; then, for all values of n > /x,

l/n+iG*0+/n+2(a;)+ tOco|<e;

but it is independent of x, hence the convergence is uniform. If x be allowed t*

approach the value 0, a becomes smaller and smaller and /x tends to oo. Thi

convergence, when x is infinitely small, is infinitely slow. When x=0,

L nx/(nx +!)=!,

and when x = 0, L nx/(?ix + 1) = ;

=<

hence the non-uniformly convergent series is discontinuous at the point x = o:

the interval of convergence.

Example 2. If x be a real positive number < 1, the series

00

2(1 - x)x-1

i

has for its sum (1 x)/(l x) = 1. This is true no matter how nearly .r maj
approach the value 1

; but, when x = 1, the sum is 0. In this example th

remainder after the nth term is x", and therefore /u,
must be so chosen tha

x^ < e
;
that is, ii > log 1/e -* log 1/x. The more closely x approximates to th<

value 1, the more nearly does the denominator approach and the iriva

becomes the value of /x. The series is non-uniformly convergent in the interva

(x = to x = 1), and the convergence is infinitely slow when 1 x is infinitelj

small.

Example 3 (Peno). Let

+ (nx)
2 e +

When x = 0, L fn(x) = 0,
NBHO

and when x is greater or less than 0,

L/n(x)=l, or-1.
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The series /,(*) + {/,(*) -^(x)} + {/,(x) -/,(*)}+ -

is convergent for all values of a;, but the convergence in an interval which

includes x = is non-uniform.

73. TJieorem. If a series formed of one-valued and continuous

functions /i(z),/2 (z), converge uniformly in a region which con-

tains ZD, then

Km {.() +f,(z) + ..-}
= lim./i(z) + lim/2 (s) + ...

*=* *=* '^O

00

The right-hand side may be written 2/m (z ), for a continuous
i

function attains its limit. Let

*&(*)-*/.()+*/.()

Since the series 2/m (z) is uniformly convergent, there exists a num-
i

ber p. such that, when n > /u,

whatever be the position of z in the region under consideration.

Let z = z -f 7i, and let the absolute value of h be made sufficiently

small to insure that

where n is finite. Hence, if F(z) = 2/m (z), we have when n > /*,

n

1

S|/(*)-/(*)f+

n e/n + e -f e, < 3 e.

This proves that the limit of the sum of /i(z),/2(z),/3 (z), is equal
to the sum of the limits of /i(z), /2 (z), /3 (z), -., when z approaches

This important theorem can be stated as follows :

If a series of one-valued and continuous functions converge uni-

formly throughout a region F of the z-plane, the sum of the series

is a continuous function of z throughout the region.

It is evident from this theorem that a point of the region of convergence at

which the sum of the series is discontinuous is a point in the neighbourhood of

which the series converges non-uniformly. Du Bois-Reymond has proved that
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a series may converge infinitely slowly in the neighbourhood of a point at which
the sum of the series is continuous. Hence a non-uniformly convergent series

may be continuous
;
but no uniformly convergent series can be discontinuous.

Dini (Fondamenti per la teorica delle funzioni di variabili reali, p. 103), and
Darboux (Mcmoire sur les fouctions discontinues, Ann. de PEc. Norm. Sup.
Ser. 2, t. iv., p. 77) adopt a different definition. A series is said by them to be

uniformly convergent when a number
/j. can be found such that

We refer the reader for further information on this matter to Tannery's The'orie

des fonctions d'une variable, pp. 133-4.

Cauchy, in his Cours d'Analyse Algebrique, considered the sum of a series

.2/n(,s), in which all the terms were continuous one-valued functions of the

argument, but did not explicitly recognize the possibility that this sum might
be discontinuous. In 1853 he published a note in the Comptes Rendus, t. xxxvi.,

pp. 456-8, in which he virtually enunciated the theory of uniform convergence.
In connexion with Cauchy's earlier work, Abel gave an example of a non-uni-

formly convergent series, namely sin x sin 2 x/2 + sin 3x/3---, whose sum
is discontinuous when x = (2n + l)ir (Collected Works, t. i., p. 240). The
writers who first cleared up the difficulties associated with this theory were Sir

G. Stokes (On the Critical Values of the Sums of Periodic Series. Math. Papers,
t. i., p. 280), and L. Seidel (Note ueber eine Eigenschaft von Reihen, welche

discontinuirliche Functionen darstelleu. Abh. d. Bayerischen Akademie, 1848).
Thome made use of the doctrine in a memoir published in Crelle's Journal, t.

Ixvi., p. 334, but a considerable amount of time elapsed before the importance
of the distinction between uniform and non-uniform convergence was fully

grasped by writers on the Theory of Functions.

To Heine is due the proof that a discontinuous function can never be repre-

sented as the sum of a uniformly convergent series (Crelle, t. Ixxi.).

Co-existence of uniform and absolute convergence. There is noth-

ing in the definition of uniform convergence which implies that

the series must be absolutely convergent. The following is a simple

test, by the aid of which it is often possible to determine when
the convergence of a series is simultaneously uniform and absolute

( Weierstrass, Abhandlungen aus der Functionenlehre, p. 70). Using
the same notation, if, throughout a region of the 2-plane, all the

terms after a certain term fK be less, in absolute value, than the

terms aK+l) aK+2,
aK+3, of an absolutely convergent series 2an,

the original series 2/n is uniformly and absolutely convergent

throughout the region.

Multiple Series.

74. In the simple series 2wn,
the general term depends on a

single integer; in the multiple series 2 ,.,,,...>
the general term
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depends on several integers r, s, t, ;
these may take, independently

of one another, all values from co to cc, or they may be subjected

o restrictive conditions. We shall, for the sake of simplicity, con-

ine our attention at first to the double series

U r ,
.
=

, ft C, d

where r, s take, independently of each other, all values from 1 to

The extension of theorems on double series to multiple series

of higher orders is, in most cases, immediate. The terms of the

double series form the array

o i 2.2 3***

U
3, 1 U

3, 2 W
3, 3

" *

To give a meaning to the sum of a series formed from such an

array, we must assume that the order of selection from the array
>roceeds according to some definite plan, so that to each term u

ftl

orresponds a single term v*, = r>
and to each term vn a single

Fig. 19

term u ria
. Further, we shall suppose that r, s are finite when n is

Suite. The diagram shows one of the infinitely many ways of

istablishing a (1, 1) correspondence between the members of the

ystern (r, s) and the system of positive integers.

For instance VM. = w.

The double series 2t< r,,,
when converted into a simple series ]

by the method illustrated in the diagram,

=
Mi, 1+ (W2 ,

1+ "l, 2) + (Ms, 1+ *<2, 2+ 1, 3) + (MJ, !+ Mg, 2+ M S , 3-|- Wj, 4) +
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This mode of summation, which we shall call summation by

diagonals, is only one of infinitely many ;
for with each unicursal

correspondence is associated a mode of summation of the series 2 u
r< ,.

Let the numbers of the system (1, 2, 3. ) correspond unicursally
to the members of the systems (?, s) and (', $'). Then 2?v )g

. is

formed from the series 2 u
fi by a commutation of the terms. Three

cases arise :

I. If 2|wr> , converge, 2 Mr,

= 2 ?v, 5
the series 2w

r> , is, in this

case, absolutely and unconditionally convergent.

II. If 2 ur
^
8

1
diverge, while Sw,^.. converges, the latter series is

conditionally convergent.

III. If the series 2wrj8, S >,, etc., be all divergent, no conver-

gent series can be found from the array.

As in the case of simple series, unconditional convergence plays
a more important part than conditional convergence.

From the terms of the array we construct the expression

"2,4 H

1*3,4 +

We have already explained what is meant by summation by

diagonals ;
we shall however adopt a different definition for the

sum of the expression just written down.

Let Sm = MI 1 + 7/1 o 4- - 4- MI

also let S be a finite and determinate number. If, when m, n are

made infinitely great, LSm , n
= S, independently of the order in

which the two numbers tend to oo, we shall speak of S as the suns

of the double series. In this case the necessary and sufficient con-

dition for convergence is that positive numbers
/u,,

v can be found

such that, when m > /A and n > v,

I

Sm+p , n+q
- Sm

,x |
< e (p, q = 0, 1, 2 -..).

The convergence of a double series is not inconsistent with the divergence

of individual rows or columns. For instance, the first row of a semi-convergent

series may be divergent, and the second row the same divergent series with

signs changed. This case does not arise in absolutely convergent double scries.
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Double Series icith Real and Positive Terms.

75. In the convergent series

the horizontal rows evidently converge. Let their sums be s s.2,
s3, ;

we shall prove that 2s< converges to S, where S is the sum of the

double series. For if p1} p2, , pm be the remainders, after n terms,

of the first m rows we have

i + s2 H-----h sm = Sm ,
+ p ! + p-2 -\

-----h p j

but pi + pH-----f-p<c (ni>/, ?i>v),

by the condition of convergence ;
hence

Sl + s2 _l
-----Mm=

1^5,,

and L {! + ., H-----|-<U= L L5n,tn
= 5'.

Tn^^c m=ac n=^c

Similarly, if ^, #2,
ts, ---be the sums of the first, second, third,

columns,
L fi + <8 +- + = L L5= 5.

Also the series summed diagonally, namely

1, 1 1, 2 2, l 1, 3 2, S

has S for its sum. This is evident from the consideration that the

sum of the latter series to K terms is intermediate in value between

S hth and SKtK,
where h is the greatest integer in x/2. Finally, since

the series, summed diagonally, can be written as a single series

2ay>
= 2an ,

where (r, s) take independently all values from 1 to oo,

and since 2cTr>s
= 2a r

.

>s -,
the double series is unconditionally con-

vergent for derangements of the kind mentioned above.

Conversely, simple series can be converted into double series.
x

If the simple series 2a n be converted into the double series 2ar and
i

thence into

1, 1 + !. 2 + 1, 3 + "

+ O, H----

the sums of the simple and double series are equal.
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Absolutely Convergent Double Series with Positive and Negative
Terms.

76. Let sm>a, m>n be the sums of the positive and negative

terms of >Sm> . Let S'm , n be the. sum when all the negative signs in

Smin are replaced by positive ;
then

and, since LS'm> n is finite, the two positive quantities sm> n and t
m<

must tend to finite limits, which we may call s and t. Hence

Absolutely Convergent Double Series with Complex Terms.

Let u
r<
= a

ri s + i{3rt 8,
and let 2a

r> ,
=

p, 2/3r>
= a-.

If 2
1

a
ri , + i'/?r, 8 | converge, 2a

r> s and 2/3r ,
, must both converge ;

for OT,. I

< a
r, s + *'&,. I

and
| r> . < ar , 8 + ij8r , . |.

Hence the series 2(ar)S + t/8ri ,) converges and has for its sum p -f to:

As before, if pK + io-K be the sum of the xth row,

2p = p and 2o-K = <r.

i
K

i

Hence 2wr ,
,
= Sp* 4- iSfr* = p + zo1

.

Similarly the sums by columns and diagonals = p + i<r.

As in the case of simple series, if the series 2w'm
,

be absolutely

convergent, and if L u'm<n |/| wm , n |

= 1, when m, n tend in any man-

ner to oo, the series 2,um<n is itself absolutely convergent.

To come to the more general case
;
we suppose the suffixes r, s

to pass, independently of each other, through all values from oo

to + oo
;
the sum Sm<n may now be taken to represent the sum

m n

2r 2Mr,..
As before, if Sm<n tend to a definite limit, irrespective

7 n

of the order in which m, n tend to oo, the double series is conver-

gent and has for its sum S. Let each pair (r, s) be represented by
a point whose Cartesian co-ordinates are r and s. S

mi
is the sum

of terms included within a rectangle whose centre is at the origin,

and, in the limit, the rectangular contour extends to oo in the direc-

tion of both axes. It is evident that if the system of rectangles be

replaced by another system of contours which extend to co in all
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directions, the sum of an absolutely convergent series will not be

affected. For a contour of the latter system can always be made to

lie entirely within the region bounded by two rectangles of the first

system which extend to oo in all directions simultaneously with

the contour.

In absolutely convergent double series the form of the contour

which extends to oo is immaterial, but this is not the case with con-

ditionally convergent series.

To illustrate some of the points touched upon in the preceding

paragraphs we shall select as an example the series

where the summation extends over all integral values of m^ ra^ from

x to -f- GO, exclusive of the combination m1=wi2=0. We assume

that the ratio (a2/uii is complex.*
On the rim of the parallelogram whose vertices are n(d>l <a2),

there are 8 n points congruent to 0, with respect to o^ and <#% ;
that

is, there are 8 n points of the set m^ + ra-jw* Let p be the abso-

lute value of that point of the rim which is nearest to 0, and let

p = np. For all values of n, p' will be finite and different from
;

therefore the quantities p' must have a lower limit o- > 0. The series

formed by the absolute values of the 8 n terms on the riin

<i/2*

Hence the double series

22'
1

cr* i n*~

This series is convergent when A > 2. Then, when A > 2, the

original doubly infinite series is absolutely convergent.

77. A test of convergence. Cauchy's integral test for the con-

vergence of simple series can be extended to double series. If the

terms a,^,, of 2am<B be all positive and capable of being represented

by a function <J>(x, y), which diminishes continuously as x, y increase

numerically and tends ultimately to the limit 0, then the double

series converges or diverges according as //<(*> y)dxdy, taken over

the part of the plane exterior to a bounding curve C, has or has not

a meaning. We shall reproduce Picard's elegant proof that the

* It will be shown in the chapter on elliptic functions that this assumption is necessary in

order to avoid the occurrence of infinitely email values in the system nt
t
a
l
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necessary and sufficient condition for the absolute convergence of

the double series 22'-- is X>2.

Let o>i
= a + ib, w2

= c + id
;
the series of absolute values is

22'---
;

--
\ (wiia + ra2c)

2
-f (m^ + m^d)-\

A/2

No denominator can vanish, for the combination Wj = ra2
= is

excluded
;
moreover the ratio

ra2c)
2+ (?!& + m2d)

2

}

A/2

is always finite. Hence the series in question will converge simul-

taneously with 22'- ,
but the latter series converges when

(mi + ^2
2

)
A/2

I
|
-?LJi has a meaning ; i.e. when ( (

p
,

is finite for in-
J J

(ojs + yy/a J J p*-i

finite values of p, or, in other words, when \ > 2.*

Infinite Products.

78. Let HI, u2,
us,

be a series of quantities, real or complex,

which are determined uniquely by a known law of construction,

and let Pn

We shall suppose that all the factors, with finite suffixes, are

different from zero. If, when n increases indefinitely, Pn tend to

a finite limit P which is different from zero, the value of the

coresponding infinite product is said to be P. When the value

towards which the infinite product tends is either or co, the product
is called divergent, and, when there is no definite limit, oscillating.

It is often convenient to regard the term divergent as covering all

cases of non-convergence.t

* Picard's Trait d'Analyse, t. i., p. 272. Simple proofs of Eisenstein's theorem that

1

converges when 2\>n, and of allied theorems, will be found In Jordan's Cours d'Analyse, 1. 1.,

p. 162.

t Some writers regard the product as convergent when LPn = 0. The view adopted in the

text ia that of Pringeliuim.
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The necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of

the infinite product is that a number p. can be found such that

\vhen n.fo

where e is an arbitrarily small positive proper fraction, and p takes

all integral values from 1 to x.

We shall first show that this condition is equivalent to the

two conditions :

(i.) However great n may be, Pn is a finite quantity which is

different from 0,

(ii.)
L PnJ_p

= L Pn ,
where p is any positive integer.

Let accents denote absolute values
;
we have

P'
'

/P' 1 P IP 1 !

(
= 1 2 )

and PH+P/PH 1
\

< e; hence, if /* +p = n, Pn/P'li
1 lies between

e and +c. As p increases, n increases; therefore LP'n lies be-

tween (l-e)PV and (l-j-e)PV- Tnus LPn is finite and different

from 0.

We are therefore at liberty to multiply both sides of the in-

equality

by Pn . The resulting inequality shows that

L />+, = L Pn.

n=D n=x

The condition (ii.) shows that the product does not oscillate, and

the condition (i.) shows that the value of the infinite product is

neither nor oo.

Corollary. \

PB+i/P,
- 1

[

< e, therefore L
\

un
\

= 0.

Tico inequalities.

If ab a.j, a3,
be all positive and less than 1, then

II. (l-

The proof of I. is immediate
;
for

(1 + i) (1 f a2)
= 1 + i + 2 4- i 2 > 1 + i
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therefore

and so on. A similar proof can be given for II.
;
for

(1
-

eh) (1 o2) =l-(i + a,) + aM > 1 - (a, + a2);

therefore

(1
- aO (1

- a2) (1
_

03) > {1
-

(0! + a2) } (1- os) > 1- (!+ +os),

and so on. These inequalities can be used to prove the following

important theorem :

The necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of

the products 5(1 + a,,), fi(l an), where the quantities a are real

and positive, is the convergence of 2 n .

i

Let us suppose, in the first place, that the a's are all less than 1.

When 2an is convergent, the second product is finite by the second

inequality ; and, when 2an is divergent, the first product is infinite

by the first inequality. Now if

the expression Qn < l/Pn. For

O > 1 -a< (* = 1, 2, .,).

Hence when lan is convergent, Px is less than a finite quantity

lan is divergent,

It is evident from their composition that

P1<P2<P3<P4 ...,

and Qi>Q2>Q3 >Q*~',

and, therefore, that the sequences (P,, P2,P3, )> (Qi,Q^Qs"-) must

define two numbers which are greater than P and less than Q 1 ;
but

we have just proved that these numbers are distinct from and oo

when, and only when, 2an is convergent. Hence the theorem has

been established for the case in which the a's are all less than 1.

This restriction can be removed; for the presence, in the finite part of

the infinite product, of quantities a which are greater than 1 cannot

affect the state of convergence or divergence of the infinite products.
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TJieorem. The value of the convergent product 5(1 + am), where
Ithe a's are all real and positive, is the same as the value of the sum

1 +
jkP-i,

where P0= l, Pn = 5(l + O(C ).

Because P, = (1 + a.)PK_, = p,_t + a<P<t_ fc

we have Pn = p.,, + ^p^ = p^ +^p^ +^^
= Pn_3 + an-2Pn_3 + a.-iP.^ -f a.P..,, and so on

;

therefore P,, = 1 + ScUf*^.

Therefore n(l + a.) = 1 + Sa-.P.^.

If the product converge, the series must converge; for the
terms P,, Pj, ... are all finite and la, is convergent. But further
the series converges when the general term anPn , is separated

component terms, by multiplying together the factors
ffli) (l + a-,), inasmuch as each component term is
ve. By re-arranging the terms of the resulting series, we can

write it in the form 1 + 2^ +5^ + ...
, where the signs of sum-

mation indicate that nb n ... are to take, independently of one
)ther, all integral values from 1 to oc. This proves that the value

3 product is independent of the order of the factors; for a
product which is formed from 5(1 + a.) by a re-arrangement of
the factors is equal to a series whose value is precisely that of the
double series

When a convergent product is subject to the commutative law, it is
said to be unconditionally convergent.

79. Let MJ, MS, be complex quantities ;
we shall prove that

he infinite product 5(1 + ) converges when 2u'w converges; that
s, when n(l + M '

B ) converges, where accents denote absolute values.
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Let

and let II (1 -f u'n ) be a convergent product. We have

\P
Pn
- 1 = Un+l + W+2 H-----1- Un+p + Un+lUn+2 +

^ <+l + W'+2 H-----H *'+, + u'n+lu'n+2

< P' 1
^j>-T -*->

and therefore,

This inequality establishes the convergence of

When n(l -i-u'n) converges, the infinite product II(l + wn) is
i i

said to be absolutely convergent. Thus
( 78) the absolute conver-

gence of 2wn is a necessary and sufficient condition for the absolute
1

convergence of 11(1 -f- un).

Theorem. If 2wn be absolutely convergent,
i

II (1 -fO = 1 + iwPK_i, where P = 1.
-i i

The proof is similar to that of 78. We have

i

and the series on the right-hand side is absolutely convergent, when

n = oo . For n(l + w'n ) is convergent, and therefore the series

1 + i^P'*..!

is also convergent. This means that the series

1 + i^P^
i

converges absolutely. Hence n can be made infinite in the
ec[\.\Si-

tion 11(1 -j- WK )
= 1 + 2McPK_i. The series on the right-hand side

i i

remains absolutely convergent when the general term uKPK_i is

separated into its components
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for the absolute values of the terms of the resulting series form

an absolutely convergent double series. Hence the terms of the

series may be re-arranged, and

This proves that II (1 + ) is unconditionally convergent, and there-

fore that the absolute convergence of an infinite product implies
unconditional convergence.

To complete the proof that the terms unconditional and absolute

are co-extensive as applied to infinite products, we must show that

the unconditional convergence of an infinite product implies its

absolute convergence. Pringsheim has established this fact by a

purely algebraic method (Math. Ann., t. xxxiii., TJeber die Conver-

genz unendlicher Producte). When the theory of infinite products
is developed from first principles, any proof which depends upon
the use of transcendental functions must obviously be avoided. On
the other hand, by the employment of logarithms, the discussion of

infinite products can be reduced readily to that of infinite sums.

We shall illustrate the method by using it to settle the outstanding

question.

Let 1 -f ?<. = pB (cos 6H+ i sin On), be the nth factor of an uncon-

ditionally convergent product. In order that Pn = 11(1 + M.) may
tend to a definite limit which is neither nor oc

,
it is necessary and

sufficient that the two series

2 log ps, 20., where LPlt
= 1, LO. = 0,

be convergent ;
for

Pn = PI/>* -P, {cos (6l + e,+ ... + m) + 1 sin(^ + Ot+ ... + 0.) }.

For the unconditional convergence of the infinite product it is

necessary that p1p2/33
." and 20m be unconditionally convergent; or,

x x

what amounts to the same thing, that 2 log p*, 20B be uncondition-

ally convergent. The two series just written down cannot be uncon-

ditionally convergent without being also absolutely convergent. We
have to show that the absolute convergence of the two series implies

the absolute convergence of 2MB. Because L(pa
2

l)/logp,,
! = 1,

the absolute convergence of 2 log pm
2
is accompanied by the absolute

i

convergence of 2(pB
2

1). But, if MB = am -f i/3n,
we have
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Hence the series 2(2 an + an
2 + (3n

2

) is absolutely convergent.

But since
|

sin 9n
\

< On ,
and since Lpn = 1, the series 2/?n,

= 2pn sin &n,
is absolutely convergent. Therefore 2/J,,

2
is absolutely

convergent. It follows that 2(2 + an)an must be absolutely conver-

gent, or, since L(2 + an} = 2, 2,a.n must be absolutely convergent.
00 00

Now, if both 2an and 2/3n be absolutely convergent, we know that

2wn is absolutely convergent ;
a result which implies that II (1 + un)

is absolutely convergent. Thus the unconditional convergence of an

infinite product implies its absolute convergence.

80. Uniform convergence of a product.

If /!, f2) /3,

- be functions of z which are finite and one-valued

within a region, throughout which the product 11(1 +fn) converges,
i

the convergence is said to be uniform in that region when, to a

positive number e which may be arbitrarily small, there corresponds
a finite number p. such that, when n > /*,

whatever be the position of z in the region.

In conclusion we state two theorems, which follow without diffi-

culty from those already given.

Theorem I. If ^un be absolutely convergent,

Theorem II. If 11(1 -f-wn) be absolutely convergent, the only

values of z for which II (1 + unz) can vanish are

z = -!/ (n = 1, 2, ..-).

Coriolis seems to have been the first mathematician to state general rules

for the convergence of infinite products. Cauchy gave the first detailed exposi-

tion of the chief properties of infinite products in hisCours d' Analyse Aliroliriqi

Note 9
;
his proofs are simple and rigorous, but lie open to the objection that they

depend upon logarithms. The proofs of 78 are modifications of those used

by Weierstrass in his memoir Ueber die Theorie der analytischen Facultatcn,

Abh. a. d. Functionenlehre. Dini gave the first proof of the theorem that

unconditionally convergent products are, at the same time, absolutely cnnvi

gent. We refer the student for further information to the valuable memoir 1

Pringsheim, referred to on the preceding page.
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81. Doubly infinite products. The discussion of double

roducts is reducible to that of double series. The condition neces-

ary and sufficient in order that n (1 -f- uTt ,) may be absolutely con-

ergent is that 2?/
r> , be absolutely convergent.

In conditionally convergent double products, the value depends

pon the ultimate form of the contour which contains the terms,

'hen r, s tend to oc.

An example of this is the doubly infinite product

H
[l + 1, m , m ' = 0, i 1, 2, ...,

L a -f mu + m'w'J

rhich depends upon the form of the bounding curve. See Cayley's Elliptic

'unctions, 1st ed., p. 303
;
also two papers by Cayley, Collected Works, t. i.,

4. L'J. The classical memoir on these products is that of Eisenstein, Crelle, t.

txxv. , Genaue Untersuchung der unendlichen Doppelprodacte, aus welchen die

iliptischen Functionen als Quotienten zusammengesetzt sindL The student

who wishes further information on double series is referred to a memoir by
tolz, Ueber unendliche Doppelreihen, Math. Ann., t sxiv., and to Chrystal's

dgebra, t. ii.

Integral Series.

82. Tlie domain of a point.

Let the series 2/B (z), whose terms are one-valued and con-
i

inuous functions of z throughout a region F, be uniformly conver-

ent throughout F. If a positive number p can be found such that

he series converges uniformly for all points within a circle whose

.entre is a and radius p, the series is said to converge uniformly in

he neighbourhood of a, or near a. Let R be the greatest value of p
or which this can be said

;
the region bounded by a circle whose

entre is a and radius R is called the domain of a, and R is the

radius of the domain. In the domain of a let a point b be selected,

f the domain of b lie partially outside that of a, the outside portion

selongs to the region of convergence. In this outside portion select

l point c and form its domain. A repetition of this process will lead

a continuum within which the convergence is uniform. This may
>e only one of several separate continua.

Series in many variables. Suppose that zv z*, ,
zn fill continu-

us regions F^ r,, ,
Fn in their respective planes. These n regions

aay be called, for shortness, the region T, and each system of n
ralues zl7 z.,. ,za is called a point z, or place z, of F. There is a

heory of uniform convergence for series 2/^(2,. z.,,
,
ZB) as well

00 K=l

s for series 2/K (z) ;
the terms are supposed to be one-valued and
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continuous functions of 215 z.2 , "-,zn. The series is said to be uni-

formly convergent within the region F when a number
p. can be

found such that for all points within T and for all values of n > ^

!"?/!<, (p = l, 2, 3,...)-
n+l

The definition of neighbourhood can be extended at once to func-

tions of several variables. If z
1;

z2 , ,
zn be n variables represented

upon n planes, a neighbourhood of the system (a^ c< 2, ,
an) is given

by the n inequalities

1

z - K
|

< 8* (K = l, 2, ..-n).

That is, a neighbourhood is formed by the n circular regions

FI> r2, ,
Tn with centres aK and radii 8K (K 1, 2, , ?i). These

circular regions may be called, for shortness, the region T with

centre a and radius 8. If a variable aK be situated at cc, the corre-

sponding quantity ZK aK must be replaced by 1/z* (see 27).

The theory of fiinctions of many variables presents many difficul-

ties, and has not yet been worked out in detail. The foundations

have been laid by Weierstrass (Einige auf die Theorie der analy-

tischen Functionen mehrerer Veranderlichen sich beziehende Satze,

Abh. a. d. Functionenlehre).

83. Integral series in one variable. A special case of great

importance is that in which the nth term is unz
n
,
where un is inde-

pendent of z. The series

V + UjZ + U? + W3Z
3
H (- UnZ

n
-\

is known as an integral series or power series. The usual notation

for such a series is P(z). In the same notation the series

MO + M!(Z c) + i(.2 (z c)
2
+...

is denoted by P(z c) or P(z\c). When the series is known to

begin with the term UK (z c) *, we shall insert a suffix K
; thus,

PK (z
-

c)
=

(z
-

c)
K + uK+l (

_
c)

+1+ ...
,

where K is any positive integer or zero. As P(z) is merely a symbol
for an integral series in general, it may denote several different series

in the same investigation. When other symbols are needed for the

purpose, we shall use Q(z) or PM (z) (A = 1, 2, 3, ).
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Integral series in n variables. Let A.b Aa,---, A, take, indepen-

dently of one another, all integral values from to oc
;
the series

which may be denoted by P(zl) % zw), is an integral series in n vari-

ables. When it is absolutely convergent, the order of the terms is a

matter of no consequence. To fix ideas we shall suppose that the

terms of the *cth order in zl} z.^,"-, ZB follow immediately after those

of the (K l)th order; that the terms of the xth order are arranged

according to the descending powers of z\ that the coefficients of

, zf- 1
, -, Zi, Zj are arranged according to descending powers of

z2 ;
and so on.

TJieorem. If the absolute values at a of the terms of an integral

series be less than a finite positive number /*, then the series con-

verges for all points z, such that
|
ZK

\
<

|
a, |,

K = 1, 2 n.

Let pu pa , pn be the absolute values of Zj, Zj, z.; we have

| WA,, A,, ... , A.o/'a/' a.*" [
< ft,

and therefore

where
| o| =a,c(K = 1, 2, ...n).

Hence
|
2M

Al> x,, ... , A..*/'*/* 2 A
|
< /*

Thus the given series is convergent within a region bounded by
circles. The theorem may be stated for one variable in the follow-

ing way :

TJieorem. If the terms of the series P(z), for the value z =R,
be less in absolute value than a finite number

/*,
the series con-

verges for every point z within the circle, centre 0, and radius R.

This theorem was first stated by Abel (Eemarques sur la serie

Collected Works, ed. Sylow and Lie, t. i., p. 219; Crelle, t. i., p. 311).

Theorem. If P(z) converge for a point z whose absolute value

is R. it will converge for every point z whose absolute value is p,

where p < R.
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For if UK =\UK \(K = Q, 1, 2, ), the terms UKRK have a finite
3C

upper limit M. The terms of the series 2UKp
K are less than those

of the convergent series M^>p
K/RK

;
therefore the integral series is

absolutely convergent for all values of z which make
|

z
\
< R.

If P(Z!, z.2,
' zn) converge for a point a, it will converge for every

point z such that ZK <
|
a

|(ic
= 1, 2, ).

Let ZKC&K = a*. The series

+an

|-an
2

,

converges if the sum of the first p lines, Sp suppose, be finite for

all values of p.

Let $pW be the sum of the first p terms of

l+aK + a/c

2 + aK
3
+...,

then SP <SPVSV:.SP<>.

Since aK < 1, Sp^ is finite for all values of p ;
therefore (1) is

convergent. Multiplying the general term aj
Aia2

A* an
A
by the finite

quantity | u\^ ... A a iAia2
A* a A

|
>
w see that the series whose general

term is
|

it
AlA2 ... A z^z^ zn

An
|

is convergent ;
that is, P(z1} z^"- zn) is

absolutely convergent.

84. The circle of convergence. The theorems just proved estab-

lish the fact that the region of convergence of P(z) lies within a

circle of radius R, where R is the upper limit of the values of

Z, = |z|,which make U , U^Z, U2Z'-,~' finite. For all points out-

side this circle some of the absolute values are greater than any
finite number, however large ;

for such points the series is divergent.

For points on the rim of the circle the question of convergence is

left in doubt (see 89).

We can determine R, which is called the radius of convergence of

the given integral series, when we know ( 58) the upper limit of

the mass derived from the mass

this mass being supposed to lie in a finite interval. For if O be the

upper limit, there is an integer /u.
such that, when n > p,

Therefore ( 68) the series is convergent when (O -f t)Z< 1
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On the other hand, whatever term we take, there are terms

beyond it such that
j Vw, j

> G c, or
j
Vu^2" > (G c) Z, and

therefore the series is divergent when (G e)Z< 1 e'. Since c

and e' are arbitrarily small, the series is convergent when Z< !/?,
and divergent when Z> 1/G ;

and therefore R = 1/C? (see Hada-

mard, Liouville, Ser. 4, t. viii.
; Picard, Traite d'Analyse) .

A rule which suffices in many simple cases is the following : if

i Uf/Uic+i \

have a limit when K = x
,
this limit is 7?. For the series

is convergent or divergent according as L
\ u^^f^ju^f \

'S 1
;
that

[is, according as Z^L \

uK/uf+1 \
.

Examples. (i.) 1 + 2 + 2*72! -fz
3
/3!+

(iv.)

are integral series with radii of convergence oo, 1, 1, 0.

The series (i.)
is not convergent at 2= oo. Such series as (iv.)

do not define functions, and are therefore excluded from the subject.

In the case of n variables, let the absolute values of all terms of

P(ZJ, 22,
...

2,) be finite at a point a. The totality of circles
j

zf |= j

af
\

is called a circle of convergence. It is clear that we cannot always

assign an upper limit of the radius of convergence in any one

plane, until we have assigned radii of convergence in the other

planes.

85. TJieorem. The series P(z) is not only absolutely but

also uniformly convergent within its circle of convergence.
Let the radius of convergence be R, and let \z\=Z<Ri <R.

The term UKRf, where UK = ?< . must be less than some finite

number C, for all values of K. Hence

\< U

< C [Z"
+7^1

-^1 + Z^/Rf** + ... to oo]

^ <__1__ I.
^ 1

( 1 - Z/JRj. )
'

Z/JRj.

therefore
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where Z<p<.Rl . The expression on the right-hand side is now

independent of Z; and, by the properties of the geometric series, a

number p. can be found such that, when n > ft, this expression can

be made < e. As this number
/*.

is finite and independent of z, the

convergence is uniform within a circle of radius R^ and the only
limitation placed upon Rv is R < R.

Corollary. Since the integral series is uniformly convergent
within the circle of convergence, it defines within that circle a con-

tinuous function of z.

In the series P(zl} z2, , .) let z be within a circle of convergence
A. Since the series is absolutely convergent, it may be re-arranged

as an integral series in ZK,
which is convergent in A

;
the coefficients

being integral series in the remaining z's, which are convergent in

A. By the preceding theorem, the series in ZK defines a continuous

function. Therefore the series P(zt ,
z2, ,

zn ) defines, within A, a

function which is continuous with regard to each variable. We
may therefore use the term '

neighbourhood of '
as defined in 82,

for the region interior to a circle of convergence.

Theorem. The series

Ui + 2 u& + 3 w3z
2 + 4 u^ -\

2 u2 + 3 2 w32 + 4 3 uj? + 5 4u^ +

have the same circle of convergence as the original series.

For if M be the greatest term of the set C/i, U2Ri, UsRi
2
, ,

and

if z lie within the original circle of convergence, then

<

this proves that the first series is absolutely convergent within the

circle of radius R. In a similar manner it can be shown that the

other series have the same circle of convergence. These series are

all uniformly convergent within the circle, and represent, accord-

ingly, continuous functions of z, which can be denoted be f'(z),\

/"(z),/"(z), ,
where /(z) = 2w,,z

n
. To justify this notation wej
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proceed to a proof of Cauchy's extension of Taylor's Theorem to

integral series, from which the theorem

ft=0 h

follows as an immediate corollary.

Cauchy's extension of Taylor's Tlieorem.
oo

Let /(z) = 2 B2* have a radius of convergence It, and let
o

-f h < R. Then Cauchy's theorem is

Because
[
z

|
+

|

h
\

< B, the point z + h lies inside the circle of

nvergence, and f(z + h) is equal to the series

MO+ Ul (z + A) + u2 (z + 7i)
2 + MS(Z

t
|

z
|
+

j

A
j
< R, hence

UjZ + uji -f- MaZ
2+ 2 MoZA + t/a/i

2 + MaZ
3+

is absolutely convergent. Re-arranging it according to ascending

powers of h, the value of the sum is unaltered
;
thus

= (MO

for all points z + A, which lie within that circle, centre z, which

touches internally the given circle of convergence.

A similar theorem holds good for integral series in n variables.

If (zl + A
1? Zj + hv , zn + ft,) lie in the neighbourhood of (zv zv .-., zn),

= 2

where the sign of summation indicates that mu m^, , mm take, independently
of one another, all integral values from to oo.

86. Theorem. If /(z) = w + UjZ + v^ H be an integral

series for which u^ = 0, there will always be a circle of finite radius

round as centre, within which the series never vanishes.

Let r be a positive number < R, the radius of convergence ;
let

Cbe a finite number > the absolute value of every term of /(z) on the
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circle with centre and radius r. We have
|

um
\

rm < C, and, if

|

z
|

= Z < r,

|
U]Z + u.j? -\

----
| |

M

< C\ Z/r + Z*/r- + Z 8

/?-
3 + }

<CZ/(r-Z).

However small the positive number w may be, it will always
be possible to find a value z of z so small that

CZ /(r-Z )<

For all points such that Z< Z
,

Thus, within a circle of radius Z
,
the integral series does not

vanish.

Corollary. If the integral series be PK (z) = UKZ
K + M^z*"

1

" 1 + ,

there is a finite circle, with centre 0, within which the series does

not vanish, except at the point 0. Hence if the integral vanish for

infinitely many points of every circle however small, with as a

centre, it cannot begin with a term UKZ, where K is finite. That

is, the series vanishes identically.

The theorem of undetermined coefficients.

If the two integral series P(z) = 2wnz", Q(z) = 2vzn
,
be equal for

infinitely many points z,, z2 ,
z3,

---of a finite neighbourhood of Orj
however small, then wn = vn for all values of n. Suppose, if possible,

that w = v
,
w

t
= v

1} UK_!= -y)C_ 1, UK ^ VK . We have, in consequence
of this supposition,

PK(Z) = (M-V)^+K+J-v/c+1)2'
c+1+ = 0,

for infinitely many values 2^ z2, 3, .-; some of these values must

occur in every neighbourhood, however small, of 0. As this si a mis

in contradiction to the preceding corollary, the supposition UK = VK

must be abandoned.

It results from this theorem that, whenever two integral scries i

P(z c), Q(z c) are equal for infinitely many values within evrry

circle of finite radius, however small, with c as centre, they are

identically equal throughout their common region of convergence.
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87. Theorem. If /(z) be an integral series which does not

vanish identically, it is impossible that/(z), /'(z), /"(2)> shall all

vanish at any point z
{
of the common domain.

For, if zx and Zj + h lie within the circle of convergence,

On the supposition that /(z^, /'(2i)> f"(zi)> " are &U equal to 0,

we deduce /(zx 4 h) = 0, where the only limitation on zx + h is that

the point is to lie within the circle of convergence. As this would

imply that/(z) vanishes identically, the supposition is untenable.

A further theorem follows from the one just proved :

TJieorem. If the integral series P(z) vanish at infinitely many
>oints ZH Zo, within a circle of finite radius contained within the

;ircle of convergence, it must vanish identically.

For, since the area of the circle is finite and the number of zeros *

s infinite, there must be a point of the area at which there is a

nucleus of zeros, that is to say, there is a point within every neigh-
>ourhood of which, however small, infinitely many zeros are accumu-

ated. Let z be such a point, and let /(z) be the integral series,

since z is inside the circle of convergence, /(z + 7i) can be expanded

according to ascending powers of h. The resulting integral series

n h vanishes at infinitely many points of a circle round z
,
however

small, and therefore identically for all points of the circle, centre z

and radius R 'z . Let zx be any point of this circle
;
then for

all points of a circle, centre ZT and radius R \zl \,
the series

vanishes. By a continuation of this process it can be shown that

;he integral series vanishes identically for all points of its circle of

convergence ;
and therefore all its coefficients vanish.

Corollary. If the integral series

+nnz
n
4-

converge within a circle R, and be equal for infinitely many distinct

values Zj, z,, z3, ,
zn,

whose absolute values are less than Rh
where R is a finite radius < R, then the two series are identically

equal. For the series

(o -O + (MI i'i)z 4 (>'-2 v^z* +
of the kind considered in the preceding theorem. An important

consequence flows from this theorem : when a function can be

represented by an integral series P(z), the representation is unique.

* By a zero of P(z) is meant a point at which P(z) vanishes.
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If two integral series P(z z2,
zn\ Q(z1? z2,

zn), convergent in

a neighbourhood F of the point a, be equal at all points within a

region B whose centre is a, they are equal at all points of F. For

let z be a point in B, and let ZK,
one of the variables, change while

the others are constant. We have two integral series in ZK , equal

throughout the region BK ,
and therefore throughout TK . Similarly,

any other variable may assume any position in F.

88. Let there be a function F(iv, Zi, z.2,
- z

tl ), given by an

integral series, which vanishes when w and all the z's are equal to

zero. There will always be infinitely many points within a region

T, formed by a circle w p in the w-plane and by equal circles

|

ZK = p! in the z-planes, which satisfy F=0. Further, when

i,
" =

>
let F(w, 0,

... 0) =F (iv)
= P^(w) ( 83), so that

when the z's = 0, /* values of w=
;
then for assigned values of the

z's, lying within F, there are /* values of w in F such that F= 0.*

Write F(w, z,, z2, zn ) = F(w, 0, 0, 0)
- Fl (w, zlt z* )

= F -F1 ........ (1)

so that Fi0 for every value of to, when the z's are equal to 0. Since

F is not identically 0, there must exist a positive number p such

that, within the circle p, the series PM (zo) does not vanish, except
when w=0 ( 86). Let p be < p, and let the region formed by a ring

of radii p , p in the w-plane and by circles of radius pj in the z-plane

be called F'. As yet no limitation has been imposed upon p^ It

must be possible to choose the finite quantities p, p! sufficiently small

to secure that F(p, zlt z2, ,
zn ) converges for all values of z

} ,
z2 , ,zn

which lie within F'. Inasmuch as JF\ vanishes with the z's and F
is independent of the z's, it must further be possible to choose pi

small enough to make
|

Fl < F
\

for all points of F'.

In the region F' determined as above,

1= _!_ . 5 JjL
F FO -F! A=O

and because |^=^_^,
oiv 8w 8iv

_ ,

810 i 8

* \Veierstras8, Abliaodlungcn aus der Functionenlehre, p. 107. See also a Thesis by M.

Dautlicville : ttude sur lee series entires & phisieurs variables. For the case in which /' van-

ishes Identically, see Welerstrnss, p. 113. Another proof of this important theorem will be found

in 1'lcard'a Truitti d'Analyee, t. ii., fascicule 1.
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The series 2-(F1/J
7
'

)
A is absolutely convergent since, for all

i A

points in F f

,
Fl

\

< F . It may therefore be regarded as an integral

series in w, which is absolutely and uniformly convergent. We may
therefore write

oio ow ow i A

By hypothesis F = PM (zc); therefore

the coefficients in P (w) being absolutely convergent integral series

in z^ Z& ,
ZH ,

which all vanish at the origin, since there Fl
= Q.

Hence, uniting the various powers of w, we get

= P<)(ZI,
z ...

*,,)?,
i A -*

where again each coefficient on the right vanishes at the origin.

Also ^/F,=fi/iD+ P{w).
oic

Therefore, throughout T',

STJT X

g/r-Ffr+p(w)~*pM(ilt +t ....tj*'. (2)

When the z's are all zero, the equation F=Q has p. roots equal
;o zero, and these are the only solutions of the equation within the

to-circle of radius p. When the z's take n assigned positions in F,

let v be the number of roots of F=0, situated within F. We shall

prove that v = p..
In finding v, the supposition is made that a

multiple root is counted as often as is indicated by its order of

multiplicity.

(1) v must be different from zero. For if F^= for any value

of v: throughout V, when z
1? z^ ,

zn take prescribed positions in F,
BF

distinct from 0, 0, ...0, the expression /Fhas no infinity in F for
ow

these values of the z's, and is, consequently, expansible for all values

of v: within the circle (p), as an integral series in the z's. This

disagrees with (2), for the dexter of (2) contains at least one

negative power P./W, and F' is merely a part of F.

(2) Let it'u iff?,'", wv be the v roots of to in F which satisfy

the zc-equation .F= 0, for assigned values of the z's. The difference

iOH
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is a function which is finite at w
1}
w2, ,

w v,
and therefore throughout

F. Hence it can be expanded as an integral series in F. For all

values ofw which make
|

w
\

< p, but greater than
|
%

|
,

|

w.2
\
, ,

|

wv
\ ,

we have

*/F l/(w Wi) l/(w> w2) l/(w? w v )
= P(to),8w

an integral series in w. But

where SK = the sum of the /<th powers of w
1}

iv2, ,
wv.

Hence ?-/F= v/w + P(w} + 5 SK/W
K+I

- - - (3).
ow i

Comparing (2) and (3), we see that /x
= v; and also that s

lt
s2,

ss,

are equal to integral series in z
} ,

z2 , ---,zn which vanish at the origin.

Let the equation whose roots are iv
1}

tv2, , w^ be

then by Newton's theorem for the sums of the powers of the roots

we have

/i = - *i,

and therefore the coefficients/are integral series in z
l}

z2, ,
zn,

wliich

certainly converge when these variables lie within the circles of

radius p1} and which vanish at the origin.

89. Behaviour of a series on the circle of convergence.

We shall next examine the behaviour, when \z =1, of the integral

series 2anz
n

,
in which the coefficients are all real, and the ratio

j

an/an_, can be expanded in a series

where the coefficients are independent of n.

We first suppose cl
= 0. Let

Cj= c2
= =cM_ 1

=
0, (^

We shall show that an = a + 6B/n
M~ 1

,
where a is independent of

and neither zero nor infinite, and bn is finite for all values of n.
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Let aja^ = 1 + A^/UM, so that Lkn = CM .

If we begin with some fixed term, say the pth, such that no sub-
sequent term vanishes, we have

= a _

JT
Since ^.n is always finite, the series

*e , _AL_ 4

is finite, which is the case, since p > 1.

Therefore
( 78) a^ n has a finite, non-zero, limit a when * = x

.Now an
-

_! = A-.a,,.!/^. If for n we write + 1,
... n -f r and

add, we obtain

where

and ^ is not less than the least, and not greater than the greatestthe quantities *
ll+1a li,...*ll+A+_1

. ^ has a finite limit <r when
= x ai therefore ^ r has a limit ^ when r= oo, and this limit is
ute because both kn+r and an+r_, remain finite.

Further, o-n =

i

Therefore a - = 0^n/n^\ where < ^n< 1, or, if^ = _ ft

n

j^here
bn is finite however great n may be.

Xext let Cl ^ 0. The ratio of /'> to a^/Cn - l)s is

r^(i-V) c
'

a -l

= (1 -f c,/n + ...)(!_ Cjn + ...
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therefore n/wCl = a + bn/n,

or an = cmc
i + bnn

e*~l.

It follows at once that the series 2an is absolutely convergent
when G! < 1, and divergent when C! _ 1. Also that the series

2a,,z
n

is absolutely convergent at points of the circle of convergence

other than z = 1, when c^. < 1
;
and divergent when c: ^ 0, since

then L anz
n

\

> 0. The case > ^ ^ 1 remains to be considered.

We have

(1
-

z) 2anz
n = a + S(an - a^X - anz

n+1
.

1

Now Lanz
n+l = 0, and the series on the right hand is convergent

when 71 = co, for

- +
=fl

L

and G! 1 < 1.

00 00

Therefore (1 z)2anz
n

is finite, and therefore 2anz
n

is con-
o o

vergent unless 2 = 1.

Summing up, the series in question, on the circle of convergence,

is absolutely convergent when C! < 1, conditionally convergent
when > G! ^ 1 and 2 = 1, divergent when > Cj. ^ 1 and

z = 1, and divergent when Cj ^ 0.*

Example. Discuss the behaviour of the series 2<z
n
/n

m
,
and of

the expansion of (1 + 2)
1

*, on the circle of convergence; m being;

real.

* This proof is based on that of Weierstrass for the integral series with complex coefficients

(Abhandlungen a. d. Functionenlehre) and on Stolz's treatment of Weierstrnss's theorem (.\llge- i

melne Arithmetik). Pringfthelm has shown that an integral series can be conditionally convert

gent at all points of the circle of convergence (Math. Ann., t. xxv.).
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90. The series /(z) = z/1 z*/2 + z*/3
---- has a radius of

convergence = 1. For the point 2 = 1, the convergence is condi-

tional. Let

<f, (z)
= z/1 + z73 - 2-'/2 + zY5 + z77 - 274 -.

when i z < 1, /(z) = <(z) > but, when z = 1, the values of /(I) and

^(1) are different, showing that one, at least, of the series /(z),

4>(z) must change its value abruptly as z passes along the real axis

from a point inside the circle and very near 1, to the point 1 itself.

The preceding considerations raise the question as to whether /(I)
is the limit of /(#), when x tends to 1. (See 62.) The following

important theorem of Abel's settles the point :

Let f(x) = do + OriX + OyX
2 + be a series with real coefficients,

(which converges within a circle of convergence of radius 1
; further,

Bet a 4-a1 + o2 + a3 + be a convergent series whose sum is s.

IThen

here is a quantity which is real and positive.

Let sn = GO + i + g H

hen f(x) = So -f- (i So) + (s2

If x < 1, the series = (1 x) (s -4- saa; -f s^x? + SgZ
3

-i
----

).

Thus

he series is divided into two parts. The number of the terms in

first part can be taken large enough to make s^^ sn+i) sn+3}

11 > s 8 and < s + e, when 8, e are arbitrarily small. is still

t our disposal. Choose it so as to make L n=0; e.g., make

=
l/?i

2 or 1/n
3

. Then because

s a finite expression for finite values of n,

aust vanish, when tends to 0. The remaining part lies between

(1 )*~
l

(s 8)[1 + (1 ) + (! )
2 + to oo ]

nd (1 )"
+1

(s + c) [the same series] ;
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i.e. between (1 )
n+1

(s S) and (1
-

|)
n+1 + e). Now (1 )

n

lies between 1 and 1 n; hence lim (1 )
n+1 = 1. Thus, ulti-

mately, /(I 0) lies between s 8 and s + e, where 8 and e can be

made arbitrarily small. This proves the theorem.

(i.) The theorem holds when the coefficients are complex, for

then the series can be separated into two parts, one real and the

other purely imaginary. As the theorem holds for each part sepa-

rately, it must hold for the two parts in combination.

(ii.) Next the restriction that the variable is to be real can be

removed.

/{ (1 ) (cos </> + i sin <) }
= a + ^(cos < + i sin <) (1 )

+ a2 (cos 2< + i sin 2 </>)(! )
2 +

can be separated into two parts,

(a + tii cos <(! ) ~t~ a2 cos 2<^(1 )
2+)>

*'((*!
sin <(! ) + a2 sin2<(l )

2 + .).

By what has been already proved, these parts tend, separately, to

the limits a + aj cos < + a2 cos 2 ^> + >

, t(aj sin ^> + a2 sin 2 <f> +
To return to the example with which we started :

The series z/1 z
2

/2 + zy.3 z4/4 H ,

and z/1 + z3/3
- z

2

/2 + z
5

/5 + z
r

/7
- z

4

/4 + . .

.,

are equal when \

z
\
< 1, but unequal when z = 1, in spite of the fact

that both series converge for that value. The following is
th6|

explanation of the paradox. Write z = 1
,
and let be real and

positive ;
the two series are equal for all values of

,
however small,

but the convergence of the second series is infinitely slow in the

neighbourhood of | = 0, and the infinitely slow convergence is

accompanied by discontinuity. The result can be expressed in this

way : when is real,

liraj (1-OA+ (l-*)
8

/3-(l-0 2

/2--} =1-1/2+ 1/3-1/4+ -

* 1+ 1/3-1/2+1/5+1/7-1/4+ .

91. The product of two integral series.

Consider the two integral series 2wmz
m

,
~S,vmz

m
,
with a radius oil

Ii

convergence =1. At a point within this circle the product is

00

2?t'mz
m= v'o 4- (V>! + MM)* H h (u vn + Mjivi H h v )" +
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If 2u
o

m converge absolutely, we know that the expression

just written down converges when z=l. In virtue of Abel's theorem

we can extend this theorem
;
for

lim (2
z= l

m = lim (
x = l

gives 2ttw -2w,= 2wm,
when 2ooo o

,, are convergent.

The theorem 2,um x 2rm = 2zi'm ,
when 2wm and 2vm are uncondi-

tionally convergent, was stated by Cauchy in his Cours d'Analyse

'Algebrique. Mertens proved- that the result still holds, when one

of the two series is conditionally convergent (Crelle, t. Ixxix., 1875).

The theorem which we have just proved is due to Abel (Ueber die

jBinomialreihe, Crelle, t. i.). It will be noticed that Abel's theorem

ives no information as to when 2tt\. is convergent. For informa-

x>n on the product of tico conditionally convergent series we refer

student to a memoir by Priugsheim (Math. Ann., t. xxi., pp.

2-378).

Weierstrass 's Theory of the Analytic Function.

92. Series derived from an integral series.

Let the integral series

o+ up -f ujf 4- uj? +
lave a radius of convergence R. Within the circle (U) it has

roperties analogous to those of integral polynomials, but without

xe circle it is divergent. If

f(z) = M + Mlz

(z) is also equal to an inte-

series in z z for all

oints inside the circle A
irhose centre is ze and radius

^ Zy (87). This series in

z is denoted by P(z z ),

nd is said to be derived di-

ectly from P(z), with respect
the point z^. For all points

1 A,

<et z, be a point interior to

L With centre Zj, describe a Fig. 20
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circle B which touches A and lies entirely inside it. A series can be

derived from P(z) with respect to zt, namely, P(z Zi), and its circle of

convergence will include the whole of the circle B
;
but a series in z

can be derived from P(z \

z ) with respect to z
1} namely, P(z z

\
Zj

and this latter series is convergent in B. The two series are

identically equal in the circle B, for the former = P(z), and the

latter = P(z \

z ), throughout B. There is an obvious extension of

this theorem, namely

P(Z \

Zn)
= P(Z

when z
, Zj, z2, lie inside D

;
z

l5
z2, 3 ,

inside A
;
z2, z3,

inside B
;

and so on.

The importance of the result consists in the circumstance that

a series directly derived from P(z), with respect to a point inside

the circle of convergence, has been shown to be the same integral

series as that obtained by the indirect process described above.

The function defined by the integral series P(z) has a meaning
for all points within the circle of convergence. A method will nowi

be described by which the integral series can be continued beyond]

this circle. It depends on the fact that the circles A, B, of Fig. 20,

are not, in general, the full circles of convergence of the correspond-

ing integral series P(z \

z ), P(z \
z^.

Let the circle of convergence of P(z |

z ) be not A, but A'.

Within A, P(z) = P(z
\

z ). The question is whether the two express

sions are equal in the shaded region. Let a point zv be taken within

A, and let the circle B' be

drawn to touch the nearer of

the two circles D,A'; and the

circle B to touch A. Since

B' lies within the circles

of convergence of P(z) and

P(z z ), the integral scries

P(z
| z,) must be identically

equal to P(z), and P(z |

z
1
m

to P(z |

z ), throughout ff.

But we know that P(z 1

zm

is identically equal to /'(z)

throughout B, a part of -B'.

Hence P(z \ Zj) and P(z
are identically equal throughout B. These two integral series, which

proceed according to powers of z zn must be identically equal for

all points for which either has a meaning ( 86). But we know that

Fig. 21
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the circle of convergence of P (z z
\ z^) extends at least as far as B'.

Hence P(z \
Zj) = P(z \

z
\ zj throughout B'. Therefore P(z) and

P(z ZQ) must be identically equal throughout B'. This proves the

equality of the two series for that portion of the shaded region which

is contained within B'. By adding on this portion to the circular

region bounded by A, and by selecting suitably a new point zv within

the region so extended, the equality can be affirmed for a further

portion of the shaded region, and the process can be continued until

the equality of the two integral series has been established for all

points of the shaded region.

93. Theorems on derived series.

Theorem I. Let P(z z,,), P(z \

z
')
be two integral series which are

derived directly from the

common element P(z),
where Zo, z

f are points in-

terior to D, the circle of

convergence of P(z); and

let A, B be the circles of

convergence of P(z|z ),

P(z I z '). The two series

are identically equal with-

in that region, which is

common to A, B, D. We
have to prove that they are

identically equal within

A

B

Fig. 22
the shaded region. Let us

take a point c, nearD (Fig.

22). Within the circle (not drawn in Fig. 22) which has centre c,

and touches D,
P(z |

z
j c) = P(z |

z '

| c) identically.

As these two series proceed according to powers of z c, and as

P(z z
(,

| c) converges for all points within the circle C of Fig. 22,

the series

P(Z;Z |C), P(Z[Z 'JC),

must be identically equal throughout C. Hence

P(z!z )=P(z[z ')

for that portion of the shaded region which lies within C. Add this

portion to the unshaded region common to A and B. By a suitable

choice of a new point c, within the region so extended, a further

extension can be effected
;
and the process can be continued until
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the equality of the series has been established for all the shaded

region.

TJieorem II. If the series P(z ZQ 1

za ) be derived directly from

P(z | ZQ), the series P(z
\

z
()) can be derived from P(z \

ZQ
\
z).

If the series P( z z Zi) have the point z within its circle of

convergence, we have immediately,

P(Z\Z \Z1 \Z )=P(Z ZQ),

and the theorem is proved by a direct derivation. This will always
be possible if zt ZQ

\
< p/2, where p is the radius of convergence of

P(z | ZQ).
If z be without the circle of convergence of P(z z

\ z^, it is

possible to interpolate, between z and zl5 a series of points % a2, ,
an,

where n is finite, such that at lies inside the circle of convergence of

P(z | ZQ | 3i) ;
a2 inside the circle of convergence of P(z z

\

zt
\

ax ) ;

o3 inside the circle of convergence of P(z \

z
\
Zi

\
a^

\

a2) ;
and

finally, z inside the circle of convergence of P(z (Zol^i! i|--- !)
From this last series can be deduced P(z \z \z1 \a1 \a2 \---\an \z{) ') )

an integral series in z z . As the latter integral series is identi-

cally equal to P(z ZQ) for points within a neighbourhood of z which

is not infinitely small, the two series must be identically equal

throughout the original circle of convergence. Therefore P(z
\

z )

can always be derived indirectly from P(z
\

z
\
Zi), when P(z \

z z,)

is directly derived from P(z \ ZQ) (Pincherle, Gioruale di Mateinatica,

t. xviii., p. 348).

Theorem III. If c be a point of the region common to the two

regions of convergence, A and B, of P(z z ), P(z z
t), and if the

two series derived directly from these, with regard to c, be identically

equal :

(i.) The given series can be derived, indirectly, the one from the

other.

(ii.) The series derived from P(z\z ) } P(z zj, with regard to

any other point common to A, B, are identically equal.

(i.) By supposition, P(z \z \c)= P(z \zl \c).

But P(z |

z ) and P(z \
2,) can be derived indirectly from P(z z,,

| c)

and P(z zl
\ c) ;

hence P(z
\

z ) can be derived, indirectly, from

P(z\z,).

(ii.) Let ct be a point in the maximum circle which can be drawn

from the centre c, without cutting A or B.

With regard to Cj, we can derive the two series

P(z |
ZQ

|

c
| Ci) and P(z \

zl
\

c
\ c,) ;
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and these series are identically equal to P(z \

z c), P(z j

zx
j c) through-

out the maximum circle. But P(z \

z
1 c), P(z \

zl c) are themselves

identically equal throughout, this circle
;
therefore P(z \ZQ\C\CI)

must be identically the same series as P(z|z1 |c|c1). The same
must be the case for the series directly derived with respect to c1}

namely P(z z q), P(z z
\ c^. We can repeat the same reasoning

for a point c^ inside the maximum circle, described from ct as centre

without cutting A, B, and prove that

P(Z Z C2)
= P(z;Z1 ;C2).

By a continuation of the process, the theorem can be established

for every point of the region common to A and B (Pincherle, loc.

cit, p. 349).

94. The analytic function. If P(z) be convergent within a

ircle D, and if from this integral series be derived, directly, the

integral series P(z z ), where z is a point of D, the circle of con-

ergence A of P(z \

z ) will, in general, cut the circle ZX A function

'Inch is equal to P(z) in the circle D; to P(z z ) in the circle A,

being any point in D; to P(z z z
t ) in its circle of convergence,

being any point in A, and so on, is termed by Weierstrass an

nalytic function. The analytic function is defined by an integral

eries, whose radius of convergence is not zero, together with all

K)ssible continuations of that series. Each of the series is called

an element of the function; thus P(z) is an element of the function

t 0, P(z |

z ) an element at z
,
and so on. The value of any one of

e totality of integral series at a point z of its region of convergence
one of the values of the analytic function at z.

In defining the analytic function the choice of the primitive

iement, from amongst the totality of integral series which serve

.o define the function, is perfectly arbitrary ;
for if P(z zx) be

erived from P(z z ), the latter series can be derived from the

ormer. Hence each series of the totality is an element of the

unction. In other words, any series selected from the totality
rill give rise to the other members of the totality, and will, in

onjuuction with them, completely define the analytic function.

95. It must not be inferred from the preceding work that the

nalytic function is necessarily one-valued. Let P(z c) be an inte-

ral series. It may be continued beyond its circle of convergence
ntil it passes into P(z z'). Suppose this effected by the interpola-
.on of ?i points. We have then a chain of n + 2 points, and the
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element at each (the initial point c excepted) is to be directly derived

from the preceding element. We may regard the n points as lying

on a path L from c to z', the path being subjected to the restrictions

that it is not to cut itself, and that each of the n + 1 arcs into which

it is divided by the n points is to lie within the circle of convergence
of the element at the initial point of that arc. By what has been

already proved ( 92) the same final element is obtained when
additional points are interpolated on L. And further the system
of n points can be replaced by another system of ra points on L, pro-

vided that each of the ra + 1 arcs so formed lies within the circle of

convergence at its initial point. For the compound system of n + m
intermediate points leads to the final element P(z \

z'), and we can

regard the n points as interpolated among the new m points, and

suppress them without affecting the final element.

When an analytic function is said to be continued along a path

L, it is understood that L lies wholly within the chain of circles of

convergence. What is proved is that the final element then depends

uniquely on the initial element and the path L. It readily follows

that the reverse path L restores the initial element.

On the other hand another path M from c to z' leads from the

same initial element to a final element Q(z \ z'), which may be dif-

ferent from P(z
\ z')

. When the difference exists, the contour formed

by L from z' to c, and M from c to z', leads from P(z \ z'} to

Q(z z'). This is due to the presence, within the contour, of a

branch-point, at which there is no element of the function. A point

at which there is no element of an analytic function will be called

singular point of that function
;
and the branch-points of a functions

are included among its singular points. We shall return to the

singular points, in connection with the present theory, in 97^;

They are recommended to the reader's attention, inasmuch as the

character of a function is betrayed by its behaviour at these
|

exceptional points.

96. TJie coefficients of an integral series. Consider the series!

f(z) =^unz
n

,
with a radius of convergence R, and let a be a priinit ive

pth root 'of unity. Let z =p<R; then, on the circle (p), if p > m,

\ ?* "tf^T
= . +tW + *W*P* +-

When p= co, the right-hand side reduces to um . To prove this, we|
must show that

lira (um+pp + um+^+un+^" + -.) = 0.
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t>

The proof follows from the fact that 2M nz
n

is an absolutely conver-
o

gent series for z =
p, for we have

(
i+lH-l

_j o x .

and this expression tends to the limit 0, when p increases indefinitely.

Hence
1 p

um = lim - 2< /"(poF) /p"V
t
.

p=x p 1

An important theorem of Cauchy's follows at once from the

equation

Un=
p'

For I tc I = 2 /(pa*) + e, where e vanishes when p oo .

~Pp
m

i

But /(pa*) ^ Gr. where (? is the upper limit of the absolute

values of /(z) along the circle (p).

Hence

Integral series in 1/z. If an integral series P(z) converge within

a circle of convergence of radius R, the series P(l/z), obtained from

P(z) by writing 1/z for z, must converge for all points without a

circle of radius 1/72. Since P\z c) has a circle of convergence of

centre c, it is natural to suppose that P(z oc ) has a circle of con-

vergence, centre oo
; by what has been said P(l/z) has such a circle

of convergence, namely, the region icithout the circle of radius 72.

This agrees with what was said in 82.

In such a series as 2?<
(i
z
n

,
the series of terms formed by the posi-

X

tive values of n has a radius of convergence 72, while the series

formed by the negative values of n, converges without a circle of

radius 72^ Hence, if 72i < 72, the series ^^^.z" converges absolutely

within the ring formed by the two concentric circles of radii 72, 72!.

et the sum be /(z) . If p be intermediate between 72 and 72^ it can

ibe shown, by a proof strictly analogous to that already given, that
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where G is the upper limit of the values of |/(z) I on the circle p.
+ 0) +00

Further, if two series 2<unz
n
, 2vnz

n
,
have the same region of conver-

00 00

gence, and if they be equal for all points of a neighbourhood, how-
ever small, of a point z of this common region of convergence, then

the theorem, of undetermined coefficients holds good and un = vn.

97. Discussion of the singular points. Suppose that we know
that a given integral series P(z) converges for all points z < It,

but that we do not know whether R is or is not the radius of con-

vergence. If a be a point inside the circle (R), and if /(z) be the

analytic function defined by P(z), then

/(a + A) =/(a) +hf'(a) +
|~/"(a)

+ ...,

throughout the circle of convergence of the integral series in h;
that is,

when z a < Ra ,
the radius of convergence of P(z \ a) . Now let

p be the lower limit of all the quantities Ra,
when a is allowed to

take every position within the circle (R) ;
we shall prove the fol-

lowing theorem :

The series P(z) converges within the circle of radius R + p.

Let px be a positive number < p, and let z' lie within the circular

ring of radii R, R + p^ A circle whose centre is z' and whose radius

is p must intersect the circle ( R) . Let a be a point of the region T
common to these two circles

;
since by hypothesis the radius of con-

vergence at a < p, the point z' lies within the circle of convergence of

P(z a), and the analytic function has at z' the value P(z' a). This

value is not dependent on the choice of a. For if b be any other

point of T, and if c = (a + 6)/2, the two series P(z \a\c), P(z \b\c) >

are identical (Theorem I., 93); and therefore the two series P(z a),

P(z b) have the same values throughout their common region of

convergence. In particular

The absolute values of the two series P(a) and P(z' \ a) ar

both finite under the conditions \a\, = A, < R, and
|

z'
|

< R + p

and are less than an assignable finite number O.
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The radius of convergence of P(z
>

| a) > PI; therefore, by the
theorem of the preceding paragraph,

Let
-P(2) be ?iu*'

=o

then f*f,,\ ^ /r ' =.in (W
- 1)"-(-K + lKa"-,

a series whose radius of convergence < R ( 85); therefore, by asecond application of the same theorem,

~~r~ -I w. | ^"(pi/B)
*< G(A/R).

Write K = 0, 1, 2, ..., and add the resulting inequalities ; then

<? Jl
-

<GR/(R-A).

Therefore the series P(z) converges for all values of , such that

and
therefore, since R-A and P - PI are arbitrarily smaU theseries converges within the circle whosefradius is R +/ Thfcirde.the true circle of

convergence; for if the radius

+
of couver^en e

P^f of'

' rr

f^ qUantUieS * Cannot be ^ ^ ^e
this theorem of Weierstrass's we have followed Stolz

Allgemeine Arithmetik, t.
ii., p. 180

tt the true circle of converge must contain at least one^ neighbourhood of the point, however small, p'

,the quantities Ra is zero, hence there must be at
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The points on the rim can be divided into two classes according
as they are or are not singular :

A non-singular point zt lies inside the domain of some point a,

interior to the circle of convergence of P(z) . The value of P(z) at

Zi is P(zl \a Zx) ;
for since P(z) and P(z

\

a z
x ) have a common

region of convergence which includes the point a, the two series are

equal to P(z a) throughout the region common to their circles of

convergence, and in particular at the point z{ . Thus for non-singular

points the limit to which P(z) tends, when z tends to z1} is the value

P(ZI a Zi). The function defined by P(z) can be continued over

the rim at z^ A singular point is one within every neighbourhood
of which, however small, p is infinitely small. These points do not

lie within the circle of convergence of any point a, interior to the

circle of convergence of P(z). As no elements of the function cor-

respond to them, they are the singular points which we have already
defined. By what we have already proved, no singular point of an

analytic function can lie inside a circle of convergence, but there

must be at least one on the rim.

As an example, consider the function . Throughout the
1 z

interior of the circle, centre 0, and radius 1,

but the point 1 is a singular point. If a be any point within the

circle, the derived series with respect to a is

where /() stands for the series. But

and so on.

2!

(1 -a)
1
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The derived series f(z a) is, therefore,

1 z a (z a)
2

(z a)
3

I j- -t \ O I * - x O 1 y - \ ^
I1_ (1-a)

2

(1-a)
3

(l-o)

and the radius of convergence is
[

1 a
[

.

But

1 (z
- a}

1-z ((l-a)-(z-a)) 1-a (1-a)
2

(1-a)
3

throughout the circle, centre a, and radius
[

1 a '

. Thus the inte-

gral series l+z + z2 + z3 + , together with its continuations,

defines the analytic function . In this example, if the suc-
1 z

cessive series be derived with respect to points a: ,
a 2 ,

a3 ~-aK, 0,

each point being within the circle of convergence of the point

immediately preceding it, the final series is the same as the initial

series. The figure is intended to show the way in which a function

can be continued in the neighbourhood of an isolated singular point.

Fig. 23

98. A one-valued analytic function /(z) is said to be regular
a point c, if it can be developed, in the neighbourhood of c, in a

onvergent integral series P(z c).
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If f(z) be infinite at c, while (z c)
m
f(z) is regular at c, m

being a finite positive integer, c is said to be a pole of the function,

and m is said to be the order of multiplicity, or simply the order,

of the pole. If there be no such finite integer m, c is an essential

singularity.*

It is evidently a matter of some importance to determine, from

the integral series which serves to define a function, the positions

of the singular points on the circle of convergence. This problem
is discussed by Hadamard in Liouville, Ser. 4, t. viii. In particular

it appears that if the ratio UK/UK+I have a limit a when K = oo, a is

in general one of the singular points on the circle of convergence ;

that a is on the circle is evident from 84. The idea of determin-

ing a singular point in this simple way is M. Lecornu's. Reference
j

must also be made to Darboux, Sur 1'approximation des fonctions de i

tres-grands nombres, Liouville, Ser. 3, t. iv.

99. When the circle of convergence of P(z) covers the whole

of the z-plane, with the single exception of the point z = oo, the

function defined by the series is nowhere infinite in the finite
parfcj

of the plane, but has an essential singularity at z = oo. The algebraic!

function + up 4- u^
2
-f + UKZ

K is finite throughout the finite

part of the plane, but has a polar discontinuity at oo. The resem-

blance in properties caused Weierstrass to name the integral series

P(z), with an infinite radius of convergence, a transcendental integral

function. As examples of transcendental integral functions we may
instance those defined by the well-known integral series,

z _ z-ys
t + 2/5 _

2,7/7
i + ....

Such functions are necessarily one-valued, since there can bo no

branch-point at a finite distance from the origin. A transcendents

function is a function which is not algebraic. The question of ascer-

taining whether a given integral series defines an algebraic or a

transcendental function was considered by Eisenstein, who prov^
that when an integral series P

l (z), with rational coefficients, dc lines

an algebraic function, the coefficients can be rendered integers by|

the substitution of KZ for z, where K is a suitably chosen integeffl

* The discussion of the singular points of n function resolves itself into that of branch-point*,.

Infinities, and essential singularities. These will be considered in the following chapters. Tb(!

pole is a case of an Infinity.
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[Eisenstein, Monatsberichte der Akademie der Wiss. zu Berlin, 1852 ;

Heine, Kugelfunctionen, Second Edition, t. i., p. 50. For a remark-

ably simple proof by Hermite, see Proc. London Math. Soc., t. vii.,

or Hermite's Cours d'Analyse, Third Edition, p. 174.]

100. The sum of an infinite number of integral series.

Let PM (z)
= u . + u

lt K
z + u^ gZ

2 + (K = 1, 2, , cc ), be the *cth

term of the series 2 P(/c)
(z) . We assume that the component terms,

i

as well as the series itself, converge absolutely and uniformly within

the same circle (-B).

(i.) The infinite series

converges to a definite value wm,
whatever be the positive integer n.

(ii.) For every value of z, within the circle (R), S^z" converges

absolutely and = 2<P( 'c)
(z).

i

Let p be a positive quantity < R. When
[

z =
p, there exists,

by reason of the suppositions made above, a number ft such that

I

P*" (z) 4- P*" f
(z) 4- -f P*" ^p

(z) < c (n

I p being any positive integer. The expression

can be written as an integral series, and in this series the absolute

value of the coefficient of ZA ^ e/p\ Thus

As this is true, however large p may be,

W
A, i + M

A, 2 + to oo

mst be a convergent series. Suppose that its sum is u\. We have,
z =Z< P,

2MA.>.+l + MA,+2+ '

| Z^

The expression ep/(p Z) can be made as small as we please ;

leuce SM/AZ* is absolutely convergent. Let the sum

<.j let pw (z) + p( (z) + =
g(z).
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We have to prove that f(z) = g (z).

Now

a, i + %, 2 H-----h MS, B)z
2

Hence the equality of /(z) and g(z) will be proved if we can

show that

n+l

where pA>n is the value of A , n+1 -f WA) n+2 + to oo, and ! is arbi-

trarily small. But we know that this inequality exists
;
for we have

seen that

also |p("
+1

)(z) + p(+ 2

>(z)+.

is, by the definition of uniform convergence, < c, when w> a suit-^

ably chosen number p. Thus 2pA nz
A and 2PW (z) are, simultane-

n+l

ously, arbitrarily small
j
and part ii. of the theorem has beenj

established.

An application of the theorem. Let P(z), Q(z) be integral series,

with radii of convergence R, R', and let R" be a positive number

<R'. For values of y such that \y\^R", the series Q(y) con-

verges uniformly. In

Q(y) = ^o +^ + v$
z + v,^

8 + ...,

let P(z) be substituted for y ;
the resulting series

converges, provided there is a number p<R, such that for all values

of z which are less than p in absolute value

|P(z)

The expressions

{POO}', l

are integral series, with the same circle of convergence. Under
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these circumstances the series can be changed into an integral series.

A necessary condition is
j

r
[

< R'.

101. The expression of a quotient as an integral series.

Let the quotient be ^ '
. "We have, for sufficiently small values

of

J,

and therefore, if u
t
z + u&- -f- u^P + =

v,

1 1 1 (
1

v
,
Vs >

,-, , .
, J

' 9
"

I

PO(Z) M + y (. M tV )

Hence jp
'

, being the product of two integral series, is itself

*(*)
an integral series. To determine this integral series, let

and, after multiplying both sides by P (
2)j equate coefficients. The

resulting equations determine uniquely the values of Wo, u\, tc.2,

Corollary. The quotient of an integral series P (2)

series PK (2) is z~K
Q (z).

Theorem. If w w' = PK (z 2') ,

Ithen (w - iv')
V =

( M(t )VP, (2
-

2') .

For, if

w w' = UK (Z
-

2')" + tiK+l (z
-

z*)+i + ,

len

inte-

The K values are furnished by the cth roots of UK .
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102. The reversion of an integral series.

Let y = OQ + cijZ + a^
2 + ......... (1),

be an integral series, whose radius of convergence is 1, and whose

coefficient at ^= 0. By a simple transformation any integral series

can be changed into one with radius 1. When (y a ) /a = yl} the

equation becomes

y1==z-A^-A^-A^- ..... (2).

The problem is to find an integral series for z, which has the form

z=2/i+&22/i

2 + &32/i
8 + ........ (3).

If (3) be, in reality, a solution of (2), the relation

2/i
=

(2/1 + Mi2 + &32/i
3 + ) -^2(2/1 4- &22

must be satisfied identically. Equating coefficients of the various

powers of y1}
we find that

t>2 -A 2
= ")

&3 2 A2b2 ^3=0,

6<
- A2 (b2

2 + 2 63) -A3 3b2-Ai
= (4);

equations which determine uniquely b2, 63,
as integral functions of

the A'a.

To determine whether these values of b2,
&3,

make the right-

hand side of (3) convergent within a domain whose radius is not

infinitely small, let us replace, in the relations (4), the quantities A
by their absolute values \A . The (K l)th of the relations (4)

gives, in conjunction with the preceding (K 2) equations, a value

for bK in terms of the As :

bK = an integral expression in A2,
A3, ,

AK ,

whose signs are all positive. Suppose this expression is

The change of the A's into \A 's cannot diminish the absolute

value of the expression. A fortiori the change of all the A's into

G, the maximum value of their absolute values, cannot diminish the

value of
| <f> |

.

Let &2> &a> ) &> )
after these changes, be B& B3, ,

BK,---.

The series
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will certainly converge in a domain of finite dimensions, if

2 = >Ji + B.#? + B&* + B$f -f -

converge in the same domain. As a retracing of the steps by
which the value

was obtained, leads back to

y1
= z

it must follow that

z = y1

arises from

y1
= z-Gzz -Gzi -Gz4 ----

= 2- 2-7(1 -2),

a quadratic equation in 2. The two solutions are

2(1+ G)

each of which can be developed by the Binomial Theorem as an

integral series. The plus sign gives an integral series in yt with a

constant term =
;
but the minus sign gives a series of the form

required. Since this series has a sum, it must be convergent within

a circle of finite radius and, further, it is unique. It must accord-

ingly be the same as

Hence the series last written, and therefore also

yi + tyi
2 + &&?+-,

is convergent within a finite domain.

The case in which a^ = o2
= == _, = 0, am =0, will now be

considered. Putting (y a<?)/am= yi, we get

where (y\)
l/m denotes one of the with roots. But

(l-Am^ lZ-Am^-..-Y"'=l-a2Z-a^-a 1l
Zi

-...,

within a finite domain of 2 = 0. Hence

y*/* = z-a^- as^ ---- .

This series can be reversed in the way already indicated, the only

difference being that y?
/m takes the place of yv. The final result is

2 =

and there are m expansions corresponding to the with roots of y^
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Expansions of this kind play an important part in the theory of

algebraic functions. (See Chapter IV.)

103. Series whose regions of convergence consist of isolated

pieces.

There exist infinite series which represent, in different regions,

different analytic functions of z. This fact seems to have been first

noticed by Seidel (see a memoir by Pringsheim, Math. Ann., t. xxii.),

but the full consequences which follow from it were pointed out by
Weierstrass. The following simple example of such a series is due

to Tannery :

If
|*|<i, L^^i,W=30 J.

*~~
*fr

|s|>l, L _L_ = o,
=* 12"

I

z
|

= 1, L - - is non-existent.
n= 1 Zn

Let % Wx, w2, be a series of integers which increase with ra

above all limits. The series

+... toc8

= 1 or 0,

according as z lies within, or without the circle of convergence of

radius 1. With the aid of this theorem it is easy to construct

a function which shall represent K arbitrary functions
\l/r (z), within

circles whose centres are z^ z2, ,
ZK and radii p1? p2, , pK,

and shall

represent another arbitrary function 1/^+1(2) over the remaining

portion of the plane. It is assumed that the circles do not intersect.

Such a function is

Pi / \ P2

For points within the circle whose centre is zr and radius prt all

the terms except the rth vanish, and it equals i/v(z).
For points out-

side all the K circles,
/ _ \

\l> (
--r

}
= without exception.

V Pr J

* Weleratrass, Abb. a. d. Fuuctionenlehre, p. 102.
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00

A series 2/<(z), whose terms are rational functions of z, may
i

have a region of convergence which consists of several isolated

pieces A, B, C, . The concept of an analytic function is based

upon a totality of integral series, each element of the totality being
a continuation of some preceding element. The circles of con-

vergence, which correspond to the elements of the totality, cover a

continuum of points. The question is whether the analytic mono-

genie functions defined for the isolated continua A, B, C,-~ can be

distinct monogenic functions, and not merely branches of one and

the same monogenic function. The discovery made by Weierstrass

was that the concept of a monogenic function of z is not co-extensive

with the concept of functionality as expressed by an arithmetic

expression, constructed with the help of the four arithmetic opera-

tions. Tannery's example proves conclusively that an arithmetic

expression may represent different analytic functions in separate

regions of the plane.

104. Lacunary Spaces.

In Tannery's example an expression defines the monogenic func-

tion 1 when z
|
< 1, and the monogenic function when i z > 1

;

while both functions exist for all values of z.

But there are functions which have no existence in regions of

the z-plane. For example, consider the integral series 26"z"
m
,

where a is an integer > 1, and b is positive and < 1. The series

~\/UK or 6n/a
"
has the upper limit 1, and therefore the radius of con-

vergence is 1. On the circle of convergence there is certainly one

singular point z
;

if we write z = z' (cos 2fnr/a" + /sin 2 /or/a"),

where
p. and v are integers, all but the first v + 1 terms are unaltered,

and therefore the series in z' has the same circle of convergence and

the same singular point ZQ. Therefore the original series has the

singular point z (cos 2/^r/a" + i sin 2/iir/a"). By a proper choice of

H and v this new singular point may be brought as near as we please
to any assigned point on the circle. The circle is therefore a singular

line; no circle of convergence of an integral series derived from the

series in z can extend beyond this line, and the function defined by
the series has no existence except for points within the circle. The
rest of the plane is said to be a lacunary space of the function.*

* The above example is due to Weierstrass (Abb. a. d. Functionenlehre, p. 90): this proof
Is Hadamard's (Lionville, Fourth Series, t. viii., p. 115). Instances of such functions, defined

by means of integrals, are given by Hermite ( Acta Societatis Fennicae, t. xii.) ; other important
onrces are Mittag-Leffler (Darboux's Bulletin, Second Series, t. v.) and Poincar^ (American
Journal, t. xiv.). Such functions occur naturally in the theory of modular functions. See Klein-

Fricke, Modulfunctionen, t. i., p. 110.
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105. The Exponential Function.

The generalized exponential and circular functions exp z, sin z,

cos z are defined by the integral series

_
23/3

,

whose radii of convergence are infinitely great. By multiplication

of the two integral series and by the use of the Binomial Theorem,
it can be proved without difficulty that

exp z1 x exp z., = exp (zl + z2)

When z = a real quantity x, the series exp (z) becomes

1 + x + x*/2 ! + 073 ! + ... = e
x

.

It is usual to write exp (z)
= e

z
,
when 2 is complex, but the reader

must understand that e
z
is then defined by a series.

From the addition theorem,

exp ! x exp z2 = exp (zt + z2),

the ordinary theorems of trigonometry can be readily deduced. For

instance,

(i.) exp z = exp x exp iy = e
x

exp (iy)

= e*(cos y + i sin y),

since exP
(^)=^l-|^

+^-
(ii.) exp ( + 2 wi) = exp 2 exp (2 Tri)

=1 exp z (cos27r+i sin 2?r)

= exp z.

(iii.) cos 2 + i sin 2 = exp (iz),

cos z i sin z = exp ( iz),

hence cos2
z + sin2

z = 1.

(iv.) The addition theorems for sines and cosines can be proved

by replacing the sines and cosines by their exponential values.

Enough has been said to show how the formulae of Analytic

Trigonometry can be established.*

* The reader will find a full treatment of the subject in Hobeon'e Trigonometry and Chryetal's

Algebra, 1. 11.
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106. The Generalized Logarithm.

The generalized logarithm log z is defined as the inverse func-

tion of exp z. Let z = p(cos + i sin 6) ;
the equations

w= log z, z= exp 10,

express the same relation between w and z. Hence, if w = u -f iv,

p(cos + i sin 0) = e*+<
* = e"(cos v -}- i sin v),

and. therefore, p = e". 6 + 2 mr v. If the real solution of e* = p be

u = log p, we have

log z = log p -f i(0 + 2 /ITT).

At a given point ZQ, one value of log z is log p + i'0, but there are

infinitely many others. If 6 be regarded as capable of unlimited

variation, these infinitely many val-

ues must not be regarded as distinct

functions of z, but as branches of one

and the same function, for after a de-

scription of the curve with initial

point zm z returns to ZQ, but log p + id

changes into log p -j- i (6 + 2 TT) .

If 6 be limited in its range to an

angle 2 TT, as for instance if

Fig. 24

it is possible to separate the infinitely many branches. The chief

branch is log p + id, the nth branch log p + i(d -f 2 mr). If log z,

.log z denote respectively the chief branch and the nth branch, we

have log z = log p + id ( ir < d < TT),

Jog Z = log p + 1(0 + 2 HIT) (-7T<0< 7r).

In particular, log i =
^i ; log( 1) = TTJ

; log( i)
= ^ i.

Each of the components logp, d of a branch is continuous, except
when p = or oo, or when z = a real negative quantity. In the

latter case there is an abrupt change from d= -f TT to 0= TT, as a point
crosses the negative part of the axis from above.
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Tlie series for the chief branch of log (1 + 2).

Let us write

1 + 3 = 6" = ! + ; + w2

/2 !+,
where z < 1, and let us assume the existence of an integral series

Qi(z) = w, in accordance with 102.

Therefore e
w = 1 + z, and e

w
- dw/dz =1 ;

'

or dw/dz = 1/(1 + 2) = 1 z + 22 2
s
H .

This series converges when
|

z
|

< 1, and is the derivative of

Pi(2) = z - z
2

/2 + 273
- 24/4 + ...

.

Hence w = z-z*/2 + z*/3
- 24/4 + ...

.

"Writing 2 1 for 2 we have for log z the series

whose circle of convergence extends as far as the singular point 0.

Let us consider how, without the assumption of any knowledge
of the exponential function, the complete idea of the logarithm can

be deduced from the above element.

We first find the derived series P(z 1
| 2j), where 2X is any point

within the first circle of convergence. From 86,

P(Z | 11*0=^10*1 | 1)+P1'(21
| 1) (z-zJ+PJ'fr | 1X2-2072!+. ",

where accents denote differentiations
;

and P/(2 l) = l-(2-l) + (2-l)
2 ---- =

1/2,

P1"(2|l) = -l/2
2
, etc.,

therefore when we give the name log 2, first to the function so far

as it is defined by the element P^z \ 1), and then to its continuation,

we have

within a second circle whose centre is 2X and which extends to the

point 0.

In the same way when z2 is any point within the second circle

we have a series ofprecisely the same form, which defines log z within

the circle whose centre is z2 and radius z2 \. In this way the

function can be continued over the whole plane.
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Example. Prove that exp P(z 1 z^ = z.

Let C+ C' be a contour which includes the point 0, and let it be
symmetric with regard to

the real axis (Fig. 25) ; c
further let the points d,

<%,', cn of C be such that

c, lies within the circle

whose centre is c<_1 and
radius

[ c_i | , where *c = 1,

2, , 71, and c = 1, and

similarly let c\, c'.,, , c'n

be points of C" such that

c' lies within the circle whose centre is c',^ and radius
[ c'^ | , where

CD = 1-

We propose to show that when 2l is a point on the real axis from
-oo to 0, lying within the circles (cn), (CB '), the values of

and cn')

differ by a constant.

Let us suppose that c' is conjugate to cc (K = 1, 2 ... w) The
elements of the function at c,, c* ..., cn are conjugate to the elements at

c2 , c. ; hence the values at xx of the series P(z 1
[ c,

j

c2 ... c )and P(z 1
1

1 d' ... cn ') must be conjugate. Let us regard the line- x to 0) as a barrier which z is not allowed to cross, having a
tive upper side and a negative lower side

;
then we may write

the two elements at x, as log x, and log ^ and what is proved is
these are conjugate. Let the paths C, C be continued along

fce barrier by means of points x.
2, ^ ..., such that xK+1 lies within

te domain of XK , and xK+l within that of *. Then, as before, log XK
md log XK are conjugate. But

3\ ^2a 2V Xj

rnd log x2 = log x, + the same series.

Therefore

log x2
-

log x2 = log ^ - log x^
nd by the same argument

log Xf log XK = log ! log Xj.

lierefore at opposite points of the barrier the values of the
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function differ by a constant, and further, since the values are con

jugate, this constant is a pure imaginary.
To determine the constant, imagine m 1 points interpolated

between the points 1 and 1, these points lying on a semicircle in

the upper half of the plane, and forming with either of the end

points 1 and 1 the half of a regular 2 m-gon. If these points be

3i> Z2> )
zm-i> we have

~ 1 t~ ~ \ /,, ( ~ \ /~ _
*1 -1-

^*1 *!//*! V 3 *2//*a '")

and when m > 3, each point lies within the circle of convergence of

the preceding point. Therefore if log zt
= Pi(zt 1), we have

and finally log ( 1) == mPl (zi 1).

By taking the integer m large enough, the absolute value oi

m(Zi 1), or the perimeter of the half polygon, is as nearly equal

as we please to the length of the semicircle
;
while the amplitude oi

m(z1 1) is, as nearly as we please, a right angle. That is,

lim m(zl l) = 7ri.

m=

The limit of the ratio of any other term of the series

to the first term is evidently zero; and we obtain

Similarly log ( 1) = vi,

and therefore the constant difference of log x log x, where x is any

negative real number, is 2 iri.

It follows that if we allow z to cross the barrier and return

the point 1 after a positive description of the contour C + C', t!

value of the function at 1 is 2 wi, and the value near 1 is 2 iri+ P^z l
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To remove the restriction that C+ C" must be symmetric with

tregard to the real axis, we shall show that two curves L, M, which

pass from 1 to z', without in-

cluding the point 0, lead to the

same series at z'. For let the

dotted curve be at a finite but

arbitrarily small distance from L.

I

Let Cu Ci lie within the circle whose

centre is 1; c,', c', ca within the

circle (c2) ;
and so on.

Also let the arcs clt_1c'c_1, c'^c'*,

^*CK, cc_ilie within the circle (cc),

(K = 0, 1, 2, : c,, = 1, C
' = 1). Fig. 26

Then P(z [

1
j q) = P(:

= p(Z ;i|c1'|c1'icf i,

land so on, the final equation being

ie interpolation of additional points c on the curve L will not

iffect the final value
;
and the same remark applies to the dotted

jurve. By drawing, in this manner, a succession of dotted curves

re can replace L by 3f, without affecting the value of the element

It zx. That is, the curve L + J/ reproduces the initial element at 1.

?he results at which we have arrived may be summed up as

follows :

When the line from oc to is regarded as a barrier over which

o curve can pass, the branches of \ogz are separate one-valued

iinctions, and the values of any branch which may be selected differ

it opposite points of the barrier by 2 vi. When curves are allowed

o cross the barrier the branches pass continuously into one another
;

'or instance, if a closed curve, which starts from 1, cross the barrier

L times from the positive half-plane to the negative half-plane and

l' times in the reverse direction, the rth branch, whose element at 1 is

>asses into the (t + X X')th branch, whose element at 1 is
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[See Weierstrass, Sur la theorie des fonctions elliptiques, Acta.

Math. t. vi., p. 184
; Thoinae, Tlieorie der analytischen Functionen,

p. 70.]

107. The Generalized Power.

When both a and z are complex, the nth branch of a* is

denned as exp (z-nloga), nloga being the nth branch of log a.

If z = x + iy, a = p exp iO, TT< ^ TT, and if nO denote + Zmr,

exp (z-nlog a) = exp ) (a? + iy) (log p + i- nO) \

= exp (x log p
-

y- nO) {cos (y logp + x> nO) + i sin (y log p + oj.,,0) \
.

The totality of such branches, when n takes all integer values, is

the generalized power a'. The nth branch may be denoted by na* ;

when n = we have the chief branch.

It is evident that na
z

-
na

z ' = na
z+*'

;
but na*-ma*' when n and m are

unequal integers is not equal to any branch of a*+z> . Therefore the

equation a* a*' = az+*'
is inexact.

Example. The equation a* b* = (ab)* holds; but the equation

(a
2
)
2

' = a"' is inexact (Stolz, Allgemeine Arithmetik).

References. On the general subject of this chapter the reader may consult :
j

Biermann, Theorie der analytischen Functionen
; Cauchy, Cours d' Analyse I

algcbrique ; Chrystal, Algebra, t. ii.-
; Hobson, Trigonometry ; Moray, Xouveau

Precis d' Analyse infinitc'simale
; Stolz, Allgemeine Arithmetik

; Tannery,
Theorie des Fonctions d'une Variable

; Thomae, Theorie der analytischen |

Functionen
; Weierstrass, Abhandlungen aus der Functionenlehre.



CHAPTER IV.

ALGEBRAIC FUNCTIONS.

108. In the present chapter we propose to discuss in some

detail the expansions for the branches of an algebraic function, to

j

sketch briefly Cauchy's theory of loops, and to explain Luroth's

system of grouping of the loops, as a preparation for the study of

i
Riemann surfaces for algebraic functions.

Let F(iv
n
, 2") = be an algebraic equation of orders 71 and m in

lie and z. We suppose the polynomial to be irreducible, for if F(w, z)

be expressible as a product of K irreducible polynomials F^w, z),

. z), -, FK (w, z), the reducible equation F(w, z) = can be

[replaced by K irreducible equations Ft
= 0, (i

= 1, 2, ,).
Arranging F=0 according to descending powers of w, the equa-

Ition takes the form

w/oOO + w-l/i() + r-/,(z) +.+/() = 0,

which the functions f (z),fi(z), ,/ (z) are integral polynomials
z of degrees not higher than m. To a given value of z correspond in

11 cases n branches of w, namely, Wj, tc^ , w*, which are, in general,

inite and distinct. Those points of the z-plane at which two or

lore branches are equal, or at which one or more branches are

ifinite, are named critical points. The finite points z, for which two

>r more values of w are equal and finite, are found by eliminating w
rom

The points at which a branch is oo are given by^>(z) = 0. This

juation is to be regarded as of the with degree ;
if it appear to be

|>f
the degree m 1? it has m m

l infinite roots. A value of z which

[atisfies f (z) = 0, but not /i(z) = 0, is a pole ;
a value which makes

only f (z), but also fi(z),f>(z), -}fic(z) is an infinity at which

1 branches are equal.

The nature of the point z = oo can be determined by arranging

equation F= in powers of z and equating to zero the coefficient

127
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of zm . We thus obtain an equation in w which is to be regarded as

of degree n, having n n L infinite roots, when the highest power of

w therein is wA. If this equation have equal roots, or infinite roots,

z = co is a critical point. Evidently z = co is a critical point when
the polynomial F does not contain the term w"zm.

It is worth remarking that the view taken of the equation F=
is different from that to which we are accustomed in Cartesian

Geometry. Here we ask how many w's there are when z is assigned,

and how many z*s when w is assigned ;
in a word, it is the correspond-

ence of w and z which primarily interests us. For example, take the

equation w2z2 -f- w2 + z
2 3 = 0. In Cartesian Geometry it would be

said that this is a curve which is met by any line in four points, and

therefore, when z = 1, the values of w are 1, oo, co. But the

present point of view is that we have a (2, 2) correspondence always,

and that when z = 1 the values of w are 1.

109. Continuity of the branches.

An immediate deduction from Weierstrass's theorem of 88 can

be made by writing n = 1
;
in this way we see that if /A roots of

F(w, z) =0 be equal to & when z= a, the equation has /i roots nearly

equal to b when z is nearly equal to a. For write z = a + z',

w = b + w', and suppress accents
;
when z is put equal to 0,

F(w, 0) = w*-R(w),

where R(w) is an integral polynomial, which may reduce to its

constant term. Hence

= iv
fi

E(w) + (a polynomial in z, w, which vanishes when z=0).

By the reasoning of 88 this equation is satisfied, in the immediate

vicinity of z = 0, by p. values of w which are nearly 0.

Expansions of the branches at ordinary points. In the terminat- !

ing or absolutely convergent infinite double series

F(w, z) = c10z + colw + (c^
2 + 2 cnziv + cmw2

)+,

assume cw = 0. It is evident that F(w, 0) is a series which starts
;

with c01w. Hence
/u.
= 1, and the equation

=
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reduces to w +/! = 0, and, therefore, one and only one of the

branches of w is equal to an integral series in z which has no term

independent of z
;
for fi = s^ and st contains no term independent

of z. This deduction is of great importance, for it establishes the

existence, when c^ =
0, of a single integral series of the form

Hence if a single branch w of the algebraic function given by

F(v:
n

,
z
m
)
= be equal to 6 when z = a, there is only one expansion

the form to b = Pr (z a), (r > 0). If all the n roots b^ b% &

distinct when z = a, there are n integral series

w - bK = Pr
(K\z - a) (r > 0, K = 1, 2, ., n).

110. Discussion of the integral series Pr (z).

(i.) Let r= 1, and let the series be written

tc = a

In the immediate neighbourhood of z = 0, w =a^ approximately;;
md the z-plane near z= is conform with the u%-

plane near w = 0.

(ii. ) Let r > 1. u- = a^!
r + ar+lz

r^ 1

-\
----

;

rheu z describes a small circle round the z-origin, the approximate
nation tc = a^' shows that tu makes r turns round the tc-origin ;

in

)th cases (i. and ii.) the final and initial values of the series are the

une.

111. The behaviour of a fractional series in the neighbourhood
'a branch-point.

Let ic be a function, of which r values at a point z near 2 = are

[efined by the fractional series

^ q^, -, r are integers,

Qi<q-><g3 < ,
a = e

2

^, K = 0,1,2, ...,r-l,

v
is the same for each term, and one at least of the exponents

l/r> Qsfr)
'- is in its lowest terms. When z describes a small circle

wind the origin, zl/r changes into a21/r
,
and the series for u\, w^ ,

wr

liange into the series for w2, wa , w^ Thus the r values ic^ w^ ,
wf
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permute cyclically round 2 = 0. "When the description of a circle

round a critical point permutes some of the branches, we shall call

that critical point a branch-point. When a branch-point permutes

only two branches it will be called a simple branch-point.

112. The theory of algebraic expansions is purely analytic,

depending merely on the nature of F(w, 2) = ;
but the understand-

ing of what follows will be facilitated by the use of the language oi

Cartesian Geometry. By speaking of z and w as co-ordinates, it

becomes possible to demonstrate the parallelism between the expan-

sion-problem in the Theory of Functions and the problem of the

resolution of higher singularities in the Theory of Higher Plane

Curves. It is important, however, that the reader should bear IB

mind that oo is a point in the Theory of Functions, whereas in pro-

jective geometry all points at an infinite distance are regarded as

situate upon a line.

The investigation resolves itself into an examination of the points

of intersection of the curve F(wn
,
z
m

)
= with a line z = a. Wher

this line intersects the curve in n distinct points, which lie withir

the finite part of the plane, the n expansions for the n branches are

all integral. When the line touches the curve or passes through z

multiple point, there are still n expansions which may be integraJ

or fractional according to circumstances. A finite pair of value*

which satisfies both F= and BF/8w = is in the Cartesian theorj

a point such that the line drawn through it parallel to the axis o:

w touches the curve or passes through a multiple point. In th<

parabola w- = z, the critica

point z=0 is a branch-point

for the tangent at (w = 0, z = 0]

has simple con tact. Theexpan
sions 21/2

,
21/2 are terminatinj

fractional series. Inthecurvi

u? = z, the inflexional tan gen

at the origin yields a two-fol<

branch-point with a cyclic sys

tern (WiW2ta,). This two-fol<

branch-point can be resolve*

into two coincident branch

points (see Fig. 27). Mon

generally the tangent to w*+l = z at the origin is vertical am

yields a K-fold branch-point, which can be resolved into K simpl

branch-points. To examine the behaviour of the curve F= at tb

point (2 = a, w = 6), it is customary to transform the origin to tm

/

\

/

zaxis

Fig. 27
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oint (a, b) by writing z = z' -f- a, ic = w' + 6, and thus change

'(?/-, z) = into F'(tv', z')
= 0, an equation free from a constant term,

he problem of tracing the curve F\w', z')
= at the new origin is

quivalent to the examination of those values of tc' which become

nfinitely small with z'. Omitting accents, it is evident that there

no loss of generality in considering the point (0, 0) on the new
urve instead of (a, 6) on the original curve. The passage back to

original form is effected by writing z a, to 6, for z, w.

113. When the form of an algebraic curve near the origin is

o be determined, the usual plan is to arrange the equation in the

orm

(iv, z) l -\-(ic, z) 24 (w, z) 3 + ' =0,

rhere the number of terms on the left-hand side is finite, and (w, z\
enotes the terms of the rth order in tv, z combined. Let the equa-
ion be

1
Ci<>z 4- colw 4 777 (Ca)Z

2 4 2 cnzw 4
2 !

4- (cgoz
3 4 3 c.21z-w 4 3 c^ic

2 4 cMtc*) H ,

?\f~9V( it' y\
o that c

fg
is the value of ^

-
-, when z = w = Q. When the

owest terms are of the order k (k ^ 1), the origin is called a fc-ele-

nent. Preliminary to the discussion of the most general case, we
hall examine the expansions when the origin is a 1-element, or a

2-element with no tangent parallel to the axes.

TJie 1-element.

(i.) Suppose c10, CQ!
= 0. There is, by Weierstrass's theorem, one

md only one expansion of the form tc= PI (z).

(ii.) Xext let c 10
= c.

ffl
= =c

r_li0
= 0, c^, cbi=^0; then there is

still a unique solution in the form of an integral series without a

constant term
;
as the lowest power of z is zr

,
this series is w = Pr(2)>

which gives on reversion z = JP1 (w;
1/r

).

(iii.) Finally, let c10 =0, c i
= c^= = c

0) _! = 0, c^ =
; then,

)y reasoning similar to that just used,

Che geometric interpretations of these three cases are imme-

liate :
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In
(i.)

the origin is an ordinary point with a tangent oblique

to the axes
;
whereas in

(ii.), (iii.),
the tangent meets the curve in r

or h consecutive points, and is parallel to the 2-axis or w?-axis. The

origin yields in case (iii.) an (Ji l)-fold branch-point, which is equiv-

alent to h 1 simple branch-points. In case (ii.) the origin is an

(? l)-fold branch-point when z is regarded as a function of w.

The 2-element.

Here c i
= c10 = 0. The equation of the curve is

= + 2 cnzw + c02w;
2

) -f (w, z) 3 -f

The nature of the singularity is dependent upon the factors of the

DG1 lllS _
^2 i f) p %7/j 4 -. (* 11$

(i.) Let c-joZ
2

-f- 2 cnzio -f- c^iv
2 = c^(w az)(w /Jz),

where c^ a, ft =f= 0. The origin is a node with tangents oblique to

the axes of z and w. When w az is put = WjZ and the equation,

after division by z2
,
is re-arranged according to ascending powers of

w>! and z, the origin becomes a 1-element with a term Wj. Hence,
if w' be the series connected with the factor iv a.z,

and w'=.az + Pr+1 (z). Similarly the factor w (3z contributes an

integral series w" with the first term /3z. Analytically the two series

w', w" at the node are unaffected by the description of a small circle

round the z-origin. Thus the node, with tangents oblique to the

axes, is a critical point at which two roots become equal, but not

branch-point at which two roots permute. Geometrically it may be

regarded as equivalent to a point at which two simple branch-points

unite and destroy each other.*

Fig. 28

(ii.) The simple cusp, with a tangent inclined to the axes.

Let (3
= a ^= ;

and let the factors of (w, z) 8 be

A(w \z)(iv p.z)(w vz) where X a, p. a, v a ^= 0.

* The node may equally be regarded as the union of two branch-points with regard to w
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Fig. 29

transformation w az == w^ leads, after division by z
2
,

to an

jquation in w1} z, with a 1-elenient; the lowest power of z is the first,

ind the lowest power of ?! the second
;
hence

id = P^z
1/2

) and w - az = P,(z
l/

'

2

).

kince zv2 is a two-valued function, two branches of w are represented

Ly this series, and these branches permute, when z describes a small

ircle round the origin. Thus an ordinary cusp yields two fractional

eries in z, which are integral in z1/2
. Analytically the corresponding

ritical point behaves as a combination of a

iode and a branch-point. Geometrically the

imple cusp, with a tangent oblique to the axes,

as for its penultimate form a vanishing loop,

nd the branch-point corresponds to the vertical

ngeut to the loop.

Without stopping to examine the more com-

[licated cases which may arise in the case of

e 2-element, we pass on to some geometric
nsiderations which will be of help in the treatment of the prob-
m of expansions.

The Cartesian Problem.

114. The resolution of a higher singularity of F(iv, z) = into

inple singularities, namely, v nodes, K cusps, T double tangents,

inflexions, where v, K, T, i are integers which' satisfy Plucker's

[nations, was first effected by Professor Cayley (Quarterly Journal

: Mathematics, t. vii.), but the proof, which rested upon the nature

the expansions and the properties of the discriminant, was

rely outlined. Afterwards Nother, Stolz, H. J. S. Smith, Halphen,

ill, and others completed the theory. The determination of these

bers suggests the existence of a penultimate form in which

ese 8 nodes, K cusps, etc., are to be found separate from, but in

nitely close proximity to, one another, the .actual form being
rivable from the penultimate by a continuous deformation. Proc-

s by which this can be effected have been described by Halphen
d Thill (Math. Ann., t. xvi.) ;

see the memoirs by Halphen,
smoire sur les points singuliers des courbes algebriques planes,

xxvi. of the Memoires presentes a 1'Academic des Sciences); and

ither (Math. Ann., t. xxiii.). These we shall not discuss, as all

.t we require is the expansions at the point, as determined from

given equation.
We shall have occasion to discuss two distinct methods for the
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determination of the expansions at a multiple point: one of these

was used by Puiseux, the other by Hamburger and Nother. Th(

principle which underlies Nother's process is the determinatior

of the nature of a higher singularity on a given curve, by tht

employment of a series of Cremona transformations. His inference

was that any higher singularity can be regarded as composed o:

one or more ordinary multiple points at which the tangents are a!

separate, combined usually with branch-points. The transformatioi

used was the special quadric inversion with coincidence of two o:

the principal points, namely w = u\z. This arises from

by writing =
z, -q

=
iv,

= 1,

No loss of generality results from the special form of the trans

formation, for every Cremona transformation is reducible to a sue

cession of quadric inversions. It is not possible to replace, in thi

way, a curve with higher singularities by another with nodes only
but the penultimate form of a higher singularity with k separafc

tangents, not parallel to the axes, is easily conceivable. The singo

larity in question results from the union of -*-

k(k 1) nodes.

The principle that an equation F(w, z) = 0, with higher singa

larities at which the tangents are not separated, can be replaced, b;

means of Cremona transformations, by a new equation which ha

only ordinary multiple points with separated tangents, is useful fo

many purposes of the theory of algebraic functions. The theory o

such transformations is given in Salmon, Higher Plane Curves, an

in Clebsch, Vorlesungen iiber Geometric.

Ndther's Method.

115. We resume the discussion of the expansions in th

neighbourhood of the non-critical and critical points of the algebrJI

function defined by the irreducible equation F(w
n
,
zm)=0. It has bej

explained already that no generality is lost by supposing the poiJDI

(a, b), at which the expansions are required to be the origin; 11

the end w, z can be replaced by w b, za, it being understool

that 2 00, w GO are equivalent to 1/2, 1/w. It has been prove 1

that, when c01 =f= 0, a root w, which vanishes when 2 = 0, can b|

expressed as an integral series
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;he series having a finite region of convergence. The next question
is to determine the coefficients to', to", w'", . These coefficients

are the values of the derived functions dw/dz, cPw/dz*, at (0, 0);

and the problem is merely that of expressing the derived functions

of v:, when given by the implicit equation F(w, z) = 0, in terms of

the partial derived functions. We may substitute for w the infinite

series ic'z + w"z2

/2 ! H---- ,
and equate the coefficients of the powers

of z
;
or we may proceed as follows :

Let w, z be functions of t, and let F=F(ic, z) = 0. If accents

denote differentiations with regard to t,

P = ic' + z'~ = D,F suppose.dw 8z

To find (A*7

) ^e observe that, while SF/Sw and 8F/8z are
C't

functions of w and z, to' and z' are functions of
t, and that now

Let = ;+*& MO &

Then F" =(A + |")AF= (A
2 + A)^,

\ <*J

F'" =(A + |-V
" = AF" + (2AA

F"" = A*7 '" + (3A2A + 3A2 + 3AA + DJF,
= (A4 + 6A2A + -iAA + 3A2 + A)*7

-*

Put t = z; then z' = 1, z ( > =
(K > 1),

and A = 4- + "'
, A = c" . etc.

* The law of these expressions is that in F<r) we first find all positive integral solutions of

hat is, all the unrestricted partitions for r\ and then for each solution we form

r!

a, !,,! ...(,!)"(*, !)"*..A
l
"' ""*

ind add the results.
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In applying these formulae of differentiation to our case, it is

convenient to write w = VjZ, and divide by z, so that F= becomes

= C10 + CQjV! + Z (620 + 2 CuVi + C02V) + ,

or

/ *

g being an integer not greater than m + n 1, and fa being a

polynomial in vt ,
of degree > r. The operator Dl is now v\ -f- ;

fiWi 8z

it may be replaced by v\- \- E, where E is an operator which

changes fa into fa+1 (where if r > g, fa+1 must be zero), for

f

We have now only operations in which z does not occur, and we

may put 2 = before effecting the differentiations. Let z = 0, and

let the values of vi} v\, then become v, v'
}

. The equations
F (r) = become

(A4 + 6A2A + 4AA + 3A2 + A) fa = 0,

g
In these equations E must operate before . The two are not

always commutative
;
for instance,

E~fa = 0, while Efa = ^.

Further,
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rhere s > r -f 1 s, or 2 s > r + 1. We have, accordingly,

I.

It will be useful to write down the analogous results when the

origin is a fc-element; the equation F=Q becomes, after the trans-

formation w = vz,

.
z2

the suffix denoting in each case the degree in v. The equations are

II. <

+ 2 v' + + "^ = 0,

8v

' = 0,

In the system of equations I.,
3a or c01 ^ 0. Hence the equa-
8v

tions give in succession v, v', v", as rational fractional functions

of the c's. The value of v when z is not zero, is
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this series being legitimate near z = 0, since we know that there is

an integral series PA (z) for w or v^z. Finally, since

Z3

w = zvi =. zv + z~v' + -- v" -\ ,

the coefficients in the series for the branch of w are determined.*

116. To return to the expansions at a fc-element, we have now
to discuss in detail the behaviour of the branches at such a point.

If k = 1, and if c10 = 0, COA 3= 0, c i
= C&= = e

0> h-l
== 0, we have

proved that there is an expansion z= PA (w) and have shown how
1 f dhz\ 1 dh+lz

to find the coefficients
[

--
I.

, etc. On reversion,
li\\dwh

) h + lldwl>+1

this series gives a cyclic system of h series,

w = P
1 (a

rz1/A), where a = e
2iri/* and r = 0, 1, 2, ,

h 1.

For instance, if w>
3 = z -f zw, the roots in the neighbourhood of the

origin are

w = az1/3 + -z2/3 - z4/3 ...
,

3 81

a being any cube root of unity. When Jc > 1, all the partial derived

functions of the orders 1, 2, ,
k 1 vanish, and the terms of the

lowest order are

-
, _ or
K I

With each factor of (w, z) k are associated one or more expansions
for w in terms of z. Each factor must be examined in turn.

The simple factors of (w, z} k.

(i.) Let w fiiZ be a simple factor such that /?i=0. Write

w p& = iViZ in the equation to the curve and, after removal of the

factor z", arrange the resulting equation according to ascending

powers of MJ and z. The origin of the new curve is a 1-element, in

which wl occurs to the exponent 1. Hence there exists a single

integral series for w^ of the form Pr (z), (r > 0) ;
i.e.

iv = fa + Wlz = ftz + Pr+l (z) = P,(z).

(ii.) Let w be itself a simple factor; i.e. let c^ = 0, ck_^ j
= 0.

The only difference from the preceding case arises from the circum-

stance that & = 0. Thus iv = Pr (z), (r>l).

*8ee Pliicker, Tbeorie der algebraischen Curven, p. 156. See also Stolz's memoir, Ueber

die singuliiren Punkte der algebraigchen Functionen uncl Curven, Math. Ann., t. viii., p. 415.
(

The quadric transformation w = i\z was first used by Cramer in connexion with the resolution;

of higher singularities (Analyse des Lignus Courbes).
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(iii.) Let z be a simple factor of (ec. z) t ;
i.e. let c^ = 0, Cj, t_! ^t 0.

The transformation to be used in this case is z = z1ic, called by
Xother a transformation of the second kind, the one previously used

being a transformation of the first kind. After division by .-*,
the

resulting equation in z and w has a 1-elernent at the origin, and (z^ v:^
reduces to zt 7)- aw, where a may be zero.

If a=0. z = z
1
?= P2 (*r), and reversion gives v:= P^z

172
). In

this case z is not a factor of (w, z) t+1. But if z be a factor in each

of the groups (w, z) t^, (IT, z) t^, -, (10, z) 1[+9_ l, and not in (w, z) t+9,

then Zi = P9 (;) and z= z
1
?c = P,_ 1 (io). On reversion this gives

'.
= P

1 (z
1/(f+1)

), a cyclic system of 5 + 1 expansions. It will be

noticed that the first power of to, which is not multiplied by z, is

tc*
+ and that the difference between the exponent fc + q and the

order Jc of the element is precisely q ;
also that from the point of

view of the Theory of Functions there is a <?-fold branch-point asso-

ciated with the cyclic system of q + 1 expansions. Combining the

preceding results, we see that to each simple factor w &z of (to, z) k

there corresponds one and only one integral series,

and that to a simple factor z correspond # + 1 series, where q is the

difference between the exponent of the lowest separate power of w
and the order of the element.

TJie Multiple Factors of (w, z)j.

117. We have now to examine the expansions connected with

the multiple factors of (w, z) t. Let (w /^z)' be a multiple factor

of these terms, and for simplicity assume fa ^ 0. Apply the trans-

formation of the first kind tc ^z = u\z, and let the transformed

equation be divided by 2* and arranged according to ascending powers
of i'.\ and z. The lowest power of wv yielded by (w, z) t is tCj

1

,
and

the new equation begins with a fcrelement, where K\ ^ 1. The order

of the new element depends upon the manner in which the factor

ic &Z is involved in the groups (w, z) t+1, (w, z) t+2j > (w>
2)*+w

It is necessary that it should occur in these groups raised to expo-
nents not less than the numbers of the sequence k\ 1, kt 2, -,

1, and that, in one case at least, the exponent should be exactly

equal to the corresponding number of the sequence.

By Xother's reasoning the resolution has been partially effected:

the Ar-element and the Ayelernent contribute ordinary fc-tuple and
Arrtuple points, while the absence of the terms A,
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shows that there are I fcj branch-points. To account for the

presence of the branch-points, all that we need do is to show that at

an ordinary &rtuple point with separate tangents oblique to the axis

of ?!, there are only Tc^ values of Wi which vanish when z = Q, whereas

in the present case there are I values of w^
Let the new equation FI(W^ z)

= be written

(u\, z) ki
+ (; z) ki+l + (WH z) ki+2 + ... = 0.

(i.) If (w?!, z) k
= contain a simple factor w1 (32z, the equation

must be transformed by writing w
l (3.2

z = w.2z. Divide by 2*1 and

arrange according to ascending powers of w2 ,
z. The new origin is

a 1-element, and the reasoning of 113 shows that w2=Pr (z), (r>0),
or w = fijZ+fitfP+P^z), (r>2). The expansion associated with the

pair of factors w fi^z, wx /32z has been found.

(ii.) The necessary modifications when (3i
= or /?2

= 0canbe

easily worked out.

(iii.)
If (tv^ z) k

= contain a multiple factor (wl /?2z)S where

/32 is finite and different from 0, use the same transformation as

before, namely w l (32z = w2z. After division by zk
i,
the equation in

w2 ,
z begins with terms of order k.2 (^li), say (tv2, z) 4 . To each

simple factor w2 /?3z corresponds an integral expansion

w = ftz + &z
2 + /?3z

3 + Pr (z), (r > 3)

and the process terminates. The existence of the A:2-element shows

that the resolution of the higher singularity can be carried a stage

further by combining the Axtuple point, the fcrtuple point, and the

I &! simple branch-points, with an additional A;2-tuple point and

li k2 simple branch-points. The further resolution of the Ayelement

is accomplished by selecting a multiple factor (w2 /?3z)'* and using

the process already described. Assuming the truth of a theorem,

which will be proved below in order not to interfere with the

continuity of the argument, the process must terminate. That is

to say, it is impossible to continue the expansion indefinitely by
means of multiple factors (?o f$\z)

1

, (^1 A^)'!, (tcs /SjSf)
1

*,

Sooner or later this process would lead to an equation Fv(w v, z) =0,
in which the origin is a /^-element, with simple factors wv yS.^z,

and possibly multiple factors in z alone.

All the expansions connected with the linear factors wv (3,,+iZ

are integral, and the process stops, so far as they are concerned, at

this stage. It remains for us to examine the case in which one or

more of the expressions (w, z) k, (w {,z) kl , (w.2,z) k ,--- contain powers
of z as factors. When, at any stage of the process, a power of z
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makes its appearance as a factor, and when the expansions are to be

continued by means of this factor, Nother's second transformation

z=ZiW must be used. The effect of this transformation will be evident

from what has been already said
;
z takes the place of w and w of z.

118. The following is the general process : After mY trans-

formations of the first kind suppose that a factor z is selected, and

that the expansion associated with this factor is to be found. The

part of this expansion due to the m l transformations is

ftz 4 &Z
2 + ftz

3
4- 4- fl.z-. 4- w'z-i.

In the equation which connects to' with z, the terms of the lowest

degree contain a factor z, and the expansion connected with this

factor requires the transformation z = z^c', to be followed by
z

l y2w' = z.2 i.i:',
z.2 y3iv'

= z3ic', and so on. Thus

Z = y2 /2 + yate
13 + yX4

~1
-----h y^'"* + w'V"*,

the series stopping when the lowest terms in zm< and tc' contain a

factor :', and when the expansion is to be continued with regard to

this factor. The next series of transformations is

w'= Wiw", ;/ = Sgtc" 4- ir2V, ?c2
' = &3ic" 4- ics'w", and so on.

The process terminates as soon as the factor to be considered is

linear. For if ?i-
(' +1) Xic(O be a linear factor of the lowest terms in

tc(t+1)
,

?
(O

,
we know that

The system of expansions, when w ^z is the factor selected from

( ". z)^ is the following:

I.

\- y^c""* 4- ?U"M?'",

wv~ ' =
In these expansions some of the constants may = 0.

Because ?6('+1) is expansible as an integral series in IC,(=T), it

follows that w(t
~

l)
,
tc('~2)

,
can be expressed as integral series in T.

Thus
z = a

w = fto^ 4 frji*-*-
1 + fto^"2

4-

* The two series are termed by Weierstrass a "
fnnctionenpaar." See Biermann,

Analytische Functionen, ch. iv., sect. 1. It is understood that r lies within the region
of convergence of both series.
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when A, p, are positive integers and /* ^ A. By reversion of series

and therefore ? = .B^"
7* + JB^+WA + . . .

.

If (w, z) K contain a factor in z, and the corresponding expansion
be required, the system I. must be replaced by

.

} s
-

f- ym2iv'
m

* + w'u)"m
*,

As before, w (t+v> is an integral series in w (t

\ and

Z =a

but now the positive number /* ^ the positive number X. The series

for w in terms of z is again

Returning to the point (iv = 6, z a) the corresponding expan-
sion is

where
/x,

is a positive integer.

If b = co when z = a we write for w QO, 1/tu ;
hence

which gives B w = (z a)
~ U/A

{
1 + Ci (2

-
a)
^+ C2 (z

-
a)

2/A+ }
.

When a = cc, a must be replaced by 1/2.

119. To complete the proof that at (a, b) w b can be ex-

pressed as an integral or fractional series, we have to show

(i.) That after a finite number of Nother's transformations of

the first kind there must result an equation Fv(wv, z)
= in which

the factors are either simple or powers of z.

(ii.)
That t is in all cases finite.

If it be possible to continue the transformations of the first kind

indefinitely, there must exist two or more branches of w which

coincide, near 2 = 0, to any order of approximation. To see that

this is impossible, form the equation <j>(W, )
= 0, whose roots are

the squares of the differences of the n roots of F(w
n
,
z
m
)
= 0.
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Let it be AaWn(*-
-\
-----

\- L,,W+ 3f^ = 0,

where A, B, -, L, 3f, are integral functions of 2, of finite degrees

a, , X, ft,
and 31 is the discriminant, save as to a factor. If two

series for to, near z = a, coincide as far as a term (2 a)* exclusive,

one value of TFis of the form P
2q (z a) ;

and the equation shows

that M
fl
= Pp (z a),

where p is certainly as great as 2 q. Hence 2q^p, and cannot be

infinite. This shows that v is finite.

It must next be proved that t is finite. We know that after a

finite number g of transformations, the process either terminates or

must be continued by a transformation of the second kind. Hence

m,i, =#> is finite. That the order of the element in the (ic'} 2) equa-

tion >fc 1, can be shown by the consideration that, after each

transformation of the first kind, the order of the element is not

increased, while the transformation of the second kind must dimin-

ish the order. For instance, if 2 be a factor of the A^-element of

117, k\ must be less than ?, and I is at most = k. Thus the order

of the element in the (w', z) equation > k 1. Since, after each

change in the character of the transformation, the order of the ele-

ment is diminished by at least 1, the number t must be finite.

120. Sesum6 of the preceding results.

The equation F(u;
n

, 2~) = gives n expansions of to for each

value of z. If the n branches for 2 = a be finite, distinct, and equal
to bi, b.2, ', &, there are n integral expansions

w b>,= P(z a);

but if two or more of the values be equal, say bl=b.2=-" = b
li (
= b),

the corresponding expansions may be all fractional, some fractional

and some integral, or all integral. To a given value 2 = a, there

may belong several separate systems of equal roots, consisting of

!, /u2, members. Geometrically, these cases of equal roots occur

when 2 = a is a vertical line, which is a tangent to the curve at one

or more points, or passes through one or more multiple points. In

the most general case, the p expansions of a system (/u.
<

n), which

correspond to such a point are

ic b = (z a)
1/r
iP((2 a)

1/r
i) r^ expansions,

to b = (z a.y
/r
iP((z a)

I/r
) r^a expansions,

b = (z a)
l/r\P((z a)

1/r
A) r^Sx expansions
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where p. r^ + r2s2 + + rAsA . The rKsK expansions

( lv
-

5)
=

(z
_ a y/"K P( (z

-
a}

l/r

)

form a set, which can be subdivided into SK sub-sets, each forming a

cyclic system of rK expansions. The typical member of such a sub-

set is

w - b = c^a'Cz
-

a)
1/r

|'i + c2 {a*(z
-

a)
1

/'^ + ...,

where a = e27U/r
;

v = 0, 1, 2 r 1,

and one at least of the fractions q^r, q2/r, is in its lowest terms.

In the special cases a = co
,
6 = GO

,
z a and w b are replaced

by 1/z, 1/w.
The preceding treatment of higher singularities is based upon

the memoirs of Hamburger (Zeitschrift fur Mathematik und Physik,
t. xvi.), Nother (Math. Ann., t. ix.), and Stolz (Math. Ann., t. viii.).

121. Resolution of the singularity.

When the branches of an algebraic function at a singular point
are expanded in integral and fractional series in the way now

explained, we are able to determine the number of nodes and of

simple branch-points into which the singularity may be supposed to

be resolved. It is convenient to define the relative order of two
branches WK ,

WA as the least exponent of z in the difference of the

two expansions of these branches. Geometrically speaking, if WK and
WA be equal to integral series, the relative order = the order of

WK W), = the number of intersections of the branches at the origin.

The least exponent of z in the product of all the differences of the

branches, or the sum of all the relative orders, may be called the

total relative order.

Now a simple branch-point, at which there are two expansions

contributes 1/2 to the total relative order; and a node, at which
WK = aKz + P2 (2 )> WA = aAz -f Q2 (z), aK = aA,

contributes 1. Therefore,
if the origin can be resolved into 8 nodes and /3 simple branch-points,
we have

where I is the total relative order. But /? is determinable at once

from the expansions ;
for if r be the least common denominator of

j

the exponents which enter into a cyclic system of expansions, that

cyclic system contributes r 1 simple branch-points. Therefore

/?
= 2(r 1), and then the preceding equation gives 8.
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For example, suppose we have the single cyclic system
w = z4/3 + z5/2 -(- Pr (z

1/6
), r > 15

Here /? = 5, I = 3 x 5/2 + 12 x 4/3 = 23 J, and therefore 8 = 21
The o branch-points indicate that there are in the penultimate form
5 small loops, and therefore the singularity is equivalent to 5 cusps
and 16 nodes.

The number of branch-points at a multiple point ceases to be
equal to the number of cusps if the tt'-axis be parallel to a tangent

;ake the simplest case, while w = z2/3 gives two branch-pointsandone node, w = z
3/2

gives one branch-point and one node. The expla-
nation is given in Fig. 29. If the case occur, we may change the
direction of the *c-axis. It is sufficient to write, in the cyclic systemin question, Zl -f aw for z, where a is arbitrary.

122. Example i. Let ^ -02)* + z
5 + (W -az)V = 0. The

ngm is a 3-element; we wish to determine the expansions of w- 02 = wlZ, and remove the factor z\ The new equation is

= 0,

ind the origin is a 2-element. Since z2 is a factor of the terms of
west degree, use a transformation of the second kind z = zw
Amoving the factor w*, Wl +^ +^ = a The origin ^
Cement, and w, = P,(ZI ). Therefore, reversing the series,

zi = AOt!i
1/2

) and z =
Zjii'i = P3 (ic^\ .

Keversing again,

ad finally, v - _
(

The singularity at the origin is determined by 8= 2 8 = 4-
icrefore the penultimate form consists
: four nodes and two vanishing loops,
id the singularity is equivalent to two
)des and two cusps. Since the equation
of degree 4 in w, and since only three

:pansions have been found, there is one
ot which becomes infinite when z = 0.

) obtain its expansion put w = 1/u. Then

(1 - aZuYu + Z
2
(l - aZllY + zV = 0.

te origin is a 1-element, and u = P2 ( z ).
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Therefore 1/te = P2 (z), and w = =-
a
P (z).

The following two examples have been supplied by Professoi

Charlotte A. Scott of Bryn Mawr College. For explanation oJ

the method by which the penultimate forms are inferred, refer

ence should be made to Professor Scott's paper in the AmericaE

Journal, t. xiv.

axis of x

Fig. 31

Example ii. Instead of w, z use y, x, and let

y
3

3x*y + 2zfi xe
y 2 cc

8 + 9 x7
y = ;

we seek the expansions at the origin, which is a 3-element. Writ*

y = yvx^ x = xt. The new equation is

& - Sa^i + 2x,
3 - xfa - + = 0.

The origin is a 3-element. First consider the simple factor yl

Write yi + 2x1
= x^/2, x1

= x.2. Then yi = x2 (y2 2), and the

equation is

2/2)
2 x2

2
y2 9z2

3

(2
- y2)

= 0,

or ,9?/2 -18a;2
3 = 0.

Therefore y = y^ = x2
2

(y2 2) = cc2
2

( 2+2#2
3+ higher integ

powers of a;2).
Next consider the repeated factor y^ x^. ]

?/! xl
= a;^, ]

= o?2 ;
then yL

= o;2 (l + 1/2)- The resulting equat:
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has for its lowest terms 3(y.? x.?), and the expansions associated

with the two linear factors y2 x2, y2 -f x2 are integral in x* Thus

w ^^
Z/1 i

^~
2 \ ~T~ y** /

= x.,-CL x.> + higher integral powers).

Therefore the expansions are

Here ft
= 0, 8 = 7, and the origin can be resolved into seven nodes.

Fig. 31 shows the ultimate and penultimate forms.

Example iii. Show that the branches of y, given by

are

he ultimate and penultimate forms are given in Fig. 32.

axis of x

Fig. 32

Neitfon's Parallelogram.

123. We shall next describe briefly a method of determining the

xpansions at a point which is historically interesting as emanating
rom Xewton. In the hands of Puiseux it proved to be a potent
strument for the advancement of Cauchy's Theory of Functions.

For Puiseux's important memoirs, see Liouville, ser. 1, tt. xv., xvi.,

r Briot and Bouquet, Fonctions Elliptiques, 2d edition.]

Let us take, as a typical expansion,

v: 6 = Ci(z
-

a)V' + c2 (z
-

a}
11-" + c3 (z a)V' + .-,

i which one, at least, of the integers qv q2 ,
is prime to r, and

< rh<qs'"- I^et ql/r, qz/r, etc., when reduced to their lowest
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terms, be ^ p\ + (*& MI + ^2 +^- The expansion for w b is

obtainable from the series of equations

where u 2?
vanish when z = a. Newton's parallelogram offers

a rapid and direct method for the calculation of the quantities

c
l5 c2 , , /*i, /*2?

For simplicity let a = 6 = 0, and suppose that

A; branches of w = when z = 0. Let the equation be written

^afg
^w3 = 0. Draw two rectangular axes of, og, and represent a

term 0^2%^ by the point p, whose Cartesian co-ordinates are /, g.

Let the points nearest to the origin on og and of be k and I. Assume
w = CjZ

u
i,

and insert this value of w in the equation *Zafgz
fw9 = 0.

The order of the term a
fg
zfw9 in z is ^g +f. Now that line through

p, which makes with og an angle tan" 1

p.lt intercepts on of a length

/*i<7 + f. Therefore all terms of the same order in z lie on a line.

In any approximation we keep the terms of lowest order only, and

of course there must be at least two such terms. Hence w = c^i
will not be a first approximation for to unless it makes at least two

terms give the same minimum intercept on of. To find the admissible

values of
/*,, suppose that pegs are placed at all the points p, and

that a string fog is pulled in the directions of, og, until it is stopped

by some of the pegs. The string has, between I and Jc, the form of

a polygon, convex with

regard to o, each side of

which begins and ends at

a peg, and may be in con-

tact with intermediate

pegs.

(1) The number of

these sides is the number

of values which ^ can take.

(2) The value of ^
for each side is the tangent

of the angle made by that

o ~l / side with og.

(3) The number of

terms to be retained in the approximations which correspond to onq>

of the sides is the number of pegs in contact with the side.

Fig. 33
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(4) The polygon begins at I and ends at k.

Let the pegs in contact with a side be pa,
a = 1. 2, , p.

Let ic = ctz
M
i for this side. We must have

and therefore

= *iAu where KI is prime to X^

We suppose that gl
is the least and gp the greatest ordiuate of the

[/> pegs on the side in question. The equation, after division by
r

r-'r, IS

So^^c/o- -f terms involving z = 0, (<r
= 1, 2, --, p) (i.).

When z is zero, the values of cx are given by

Xeglecting the g l
zero values of cu there are gp g\ values differ-

; from zero, and thus the number of expansions associated with

bhe first side = the difference of the ordinates of the end pegs.

?he total number of expansions is therefore the difference of the

>rdiuates of k and I, which shows that the figure accounts for all

bhe k branches in question.

124. The ^-equation may be written

It is important to notice that ga gl is a multiple of Xb and that

iherefore the equation may be written as an equation in c/i. Owing
o this, the branches of w which belong to the side break up into

yclic systems. Corresponding to each simple root of the equation
n C!

A
I, there is a distinct cyclic system whose typical first term is

i or (c/iz'i)
1
/*!.

Corresponding to each fcrfld. root of c^t there are X^ cyclic sys-

ems with the same first terms. To separate these systems, instead of

rriting v: = c^z 'i write u: = (ct + 1)2'% where Ci arises from the known

j-fold root. When z=0, ^=0; and (i.) becomes an equation involv-

ng integral powers of
t and powers of z whose exponents have

ae denominator X^ Writing z = z/i, we have an integral equation in

and zv The terms independent of zl are obtained by writing

f & instead of cx in the crequation ; and since k
l
values of q are

q_ual, the lowest power of ^ in this equation is j*i. Therefore,
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when z:
= 0, kt values of x are zero. We form a new polygon for

the equation in
1? z^ The branches of x break up into sets, which

belong to the sides of the new polygon, and these sets break up into

cyclic systems.

If ^ = c2z1
'C2//S w= (Ci + CazVVzjz-'iA,

to the second order of approximation. The equation in c/* may
have all its roots distinct, in which case the series arising from the

multiple root of c
t

Ai are all separated, and form cyclic systems of A.jA

elements; or the equation may have multiple roots, in which case a

further transformation must be effected. After a finite number of

such transformations, all the expansions associated with the side oj
the original polygon become distinct.

125.

Fig. 34

Example 1. (w- z)
2 wz2

z
4 = 0.

The diagram shows that /*!= 1/2, and, on

substitution of c:z
1/2 for w, we have

( Cl
2

-l)
2 = 0.

Thus the two roots in c* are equal. To
discriminate between the two expansions for

w, we must proceed to the second terms.

Put to = z1/2 (ca + c2z>*2). Then, remembering
that

fjL.2 > 0, the terms of lowest order that

survive are

Hence

and to the second approximation

w = c,z
1/2 +

:, 4cjC2
2 =l;

'\ ( Cl
2

=l).

The four branches are approximately

the exact values are integral series in z1/4.

Example 2. To see how equal roots of the crequation introduc

a new radical, take the general equation of the form just considere

and first substitute w = c
t
zl/2

. This gives, if

i 4 I 2 i

i
==

"'04^l ~T~ ^*12^1 i" ^20?
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Xow substitute, for Cj, Cj -f c.jp*. Then

<(Cl) + t'^c^ + ^"(cOc*^ +...+ a^z
1 /2 + ...= 0.

When <Kci) = 0, ^'(c^O, we have M,= l/2;

but when <(Cl )
= 0, <'(ci)

= 0, </>"(
ci)^>

we have
/z.,
= 1/4, c2

2 = 2a.21/<f>"(c1).

Enough has been said to show how Puiseux's method applies to

any particular example.

The Theory of Loops.

126. Let w be an algebraic function denned by the equation

F(ic
n

,
z
m
)
= 0. For a given value of z there will usually be n differ-

ent finite values of w, which we denote by tcb w^ -~,u\. Let two

paths iu the z-plane lead from z(0) to . "Will the two paths give

rise to the same or different final values of w at
,
when the same

initial branch is chosen in both cases ?

To make the question a definite one we must first show what is

meant by the values of WK , (K = 1, 2, , n) along a path. For short-

ness we omit the suffix K.

Let z<0)2(1)
,
z(1)z(2)

,
-. be arbitrarily small elements of a path from

2(0) to . Assuming that z(0 ' is not a critical point, each branch is

regular near z(0)
,
and the values of w at z(0)

are all distinct. If we choose an initial

value w(0)
,
the corresponding series w w F'9- 35

= Pr (z z to>

), where r>0, defines uniquely
the value of w at z(1)

,
so long as z(l) lies

within the circle of convergence, and a

fortiori so long as
|

z(1) z(0)
|< p

(0)
,
where p

(0) is the distance from z(0)

to the nearest critical point. This value of tc is the value of the

selected branch at z(1)
. In the same way the value at z (2) is deter-

mined uniquely so long as
|

z(2) z(1)
[
< p

w
,
where p

(1) is the distance

from z (1) to the critical point nearest to it. Xo ambiguity arises so

long as the path of z lies wholly within the chain of circles whose
radii are P<>, pm, .... See 95.

The preceding argument does not apply to the case in which z

passes through a pole or a branch-point, when the pole or branch-

point affects the branch which we are considering. At a pole the

indetermination can be readily removed by the use of the series in

l/ij. But at a branch-point a there is real indetermination. If p
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branches permute at a, when z passes through a, any one of these

branches can, without breach of continuity, move in any one of /*

directions.

To avoid this case, the z-path must be so chosen as not to pass

through a branch-point. When the initial value of a branch is

selected, the final value is now fully determined, for the particular

path.

127. Theorem. If a contour C include no critical point of the

function, and if, starting from a point z (0) with the value WK
W of IVK ,

z

describe the contour, the final value of WK ,
when z returns to z(0)

,
is wK

m
.

Since z (0) is not a critical point, there exists an integral series

WK - w = Pr (z
-

z<>), (r > 0),

which within its circle of convergence defines WK as a one-valued

continuous function of z. Let a circle smaller than but concentric

with the circle of convergence meet C at the points z (1)
,
z(2)

. The
branch WK is one-valued along the contour z (0) z ;1

'z(2)z (0)
;
therefore the

theorem holds for this con-

tour. Let a circle, with

centre z (1) and less than the

circle of convergence whose

centre is z (1)
,
meet the con-

tour zV&*> at z (3> and z<4)
;

then the theorem is true

_^____ for the contour z (W>zwz(l\

~~^*) Fig. 36 It is therefore true for

is, for the contour 2(0)2(3)z(4)z(2)z(0)
. Proceeding in this way with circles

whose centres are z(2)
,
z (3)

, ,
we prove the theorem for the contour C.

Corollary. The paths z<0)z (1) and z (0)z<2) lead to the same final

value of WK ,
the initial values being the same

;
that is, a path may

be deformed in any manner provided it does not pass over a critical

point.

It has appeared in 46 and 48 that a closed path which includes

a branch-point may lead to a final value of w different from the

selected initial value
;
therefore also two paths from z(0) to may

lead to different values of w. As infinitely many paths lead from z(0)

to
,
it is a matter of importance to reduce these to combinations of

certain standard paths. This can be effected by means of the

preceding theorem.
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Let a small circle (c) be described with a critical point c as

centre. Let L be a line from any point z<0)
,
which is not a critical

point, to the circle. The path from z(0)
along L to the circle, round

the circle, and back to z(0)
along L, is called a loop. A loop is sup-

posed neither to cross itself nor any other loop. It is positive or

negative according as (c) is

described positively or nega-

tively ;
but it will be supposed

to be positive unless the con-

trary is stated.

If a contour C contain

several critical points c1} c.>, ,
CA,

the path C which begins and

ends at a point z
(0)

of the con-

tour can be contracted, without

passing over any critical point,

into X loops from z(0) to the

points Cj, C2,"-,cA ;
therefore by

the preceding theorem the path
C has the same effect on the branches of w as the successive X loops.
A loop to an infinity which is not a branch-point will reproduce

the initial value. For near such a point, say c, we have

=Pr(z-c), r>0,
*o

or w,c

so that, when z describes the circle (c), WK does not change its value.

Accordingly, in the present discussion, the loops to infinities which

are not branch-points may be disregarded.

The nature of the changes produced by a loop to a branch-point
a is to be decided from the expansions for w near that point. The
selected value of 10 at z(0) leads by a given path to a definite value

near a. If this value belong to one of the cyclic systems near a, it

is changed by the description of the circle (a) into another, of the

same system, which leads to a definite new value at z(0)
. If r be

the least common denominator of the exponents which enter into

the system of expansions,- r descriptions of the loop will restore the

initial value at z(0)
.

The sphere-representation ( 27) shows that the effect of the

description of a contour C may be determined as well from the

external branch-points as from those inside; if the contour be

described positively, the loops to the external branch-points must
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be negative. In particular, a contour which encloses all the branch-

points in the finite part of the plane will reproduce the initial value

of a branch, or not, according as the point z = oo is not, or is, a

branch-point.

128. The prepared equation.

It has been stated that the theory of quadratic transformations

enables us to replace any given algebraic equation by another in

which the multiple points have no coincident tangents. Further,

if we project to infinity a line t = which is not a tangent, by means

of the linear transformation w' = w/t, z
1 =

z/t, we have an equation
which has no contact with the line co . Lastly, if n be the order of

this equation, a suitable change of axes yields an equation in which

the term wn
occurs, and in which there are, parallel to the w-axis,

only ordinary tangents with finite points of contact. The branch-

points are now all simple and at a finite distance.

When an equation is brought to such a form it will be said to be

prepared. The great advantage of such a form is that at a branch-

point for which z = a, the expansions are all integral in z a,

except two which are integral in (z a)
I/2

.

Since there are no cusps, and since from the point at oo on the

w-axis the tangents are all vertical, (3, the number of branch-points,

= the number of vertical tangents = the class of the curve. From

Plticker's equations (Salmon, Higher Plane Curves, p. 65), if 8 =
the number of nodes and p = the deficiency, we have

and therefore p=2p + 2(n 1).

129. Deformation of loops.

Let F(iv, z) = be an irreducible prepared equation, and let '/3

loops be drawn from z(0) to all the branch-points. Since all the

branch-points are simple, if a loop lead from an initial value WK to

a definite final value WK ; the initial value t<v leads to the final value

WK \
and any other initial value is not affected by the loop. The

negative description of a loop has the same effect as the positive

description.

Beginning with an arbitrary loop, we assign to the branch-points

the names e^, a2, , a,3 in the order in which their loops are met by a

small circle described positively round z(0)
. We denote the corre-

sponding loops by AH A2, , A^ and say that A\ is in advance of

when X < p.
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A loop A), to a branch-point aA can evidently be deformed so

long as it does not pass over a branch-point. On the other hand,

let two loops AH, A^ to the same branch-point a* enclose a single

branch-point aA+I. In Fig. 38, the loop AJ can be deformed into

the broken path without crossing a branch-point, and the broken

path is equivalent to the loops A^i, -4A,
Ax+i in succession.*

Let A*, and A\+l permute the branches \, v and u\. ?/v.

(1) If
i,

t' be different from *, K' the new loop A* still permutes

u\ and u.\-. For, starting with v\. Ax+l leaves it unaltered, A^ changes

it to tot ; A*+ i leaves v unaltered.

(2) If i, t' be the same as K, K the

loop A*.' still permutes u\, MV.

(3) If K' = i,
K = i

1

, A\ permutes v
and icx . For A\+i leaves v unaltered,

A\ changes it to ic
l} A^+i changes wt

to ii: K . ^
Hence, if we denote a loop which \ \ ^ |

J / / /
permutes iv

l} we by (u
f

), we have the

theorem : A loop (u') which retreats "^-^/^ Fig. 38

over a loop (i/c) becomes (I'K).

That is, when adjacent loops affect a common branch, the

deformed loop affects the other two branches.

Example. Show that the retreat of A^ over A*+l) followed by
the retreat of A\+i over A\, does not restore the original situation.

What has been said about the retreat of a loop applies equally to

its advance.

130. We are now in a position to prove some important theo-

rems due to Liiroth and Clebsch. (Luroth. Math. Ann., t. iv.
; Clebsch,

Math. Ann., t. vi.
; Clifford, On the Canonical Form and Dissection

of a Riemann's Surface. Collected Works, p. 241. See also Laurent,

Traite d'Analyse, t. iv.)

We first choose (n 1) fundamental loops in the following man-

ner. However the loops are drawn, there must be at least one loop

which permutes iv with one of the other branches, for otherwise u\

would be one-valued. Call this the first fundamental loop, and let the

roots affected by it be (,v/-*2). There must be a second loop which

permutes either v.\ or , with a third root ic3. for otherwise Wj, w2

could only change into each other, and would form the roots of

an irreducible equation of degree 2 in w. This would imply that

* If we were discussing an unprepared equation, we should have to attend to the point that

the first description of A , j.^
is negative.
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F(iv, z)
= is a reducible equation. Let this second loop be chosen

as the second fundamental loop. In this way (n 1) fundamental

loops can be found : the first connects u\ with tv2, the second w^ or

w?2 with ws,
the third w

l}
w.2, or ws with w^ and so on.

(i.) All the loops (1 2) which interchange w1} iv2 can be placed
in consecutive positions. The following is the way in which this is

done. Let us call one of the loops (12) the first loop, and let the

2d, 3d, , (r l)th loops be different from (12), while the rth

is (12). A retreat of the (r l)th, (r 2)th, --, 2d loops over the

rth will produce no change in the rth loop, for it has remained

stationary. By a continuation of this process, all the loops (12)

can be brought together into one group, which is conveniently repre-

sented by the notation [1 2],

(ii.) All the loops (1 3) can be gathered into a group [1 3] and

placed next to [1 2]. For if m loops intervene between the first

loop (1 3) and the last of the group [1 2], make these m loops

retreat over (1 3), and thus bring the first loop (1 3) next to [1 2] ;

and continue the process until all the loops (1 3) are gathered into

a single group [1 3] placed next to [1 2]. In this process a new

loop (1 2) makes its appearance when a loop (2 3) retreats over a

loop (13). It must be at once added to the group [12] by the

process described above.

By following this plan, we can arrange all the /3 loops in suc-

cessive groups

[1 2], [1 3], .-, [1 n-], [2 3], -., [2 n], ., [_n
-

1, n],

it being understood that members may be missing from the sequence,

(iii.) The groups have the following properties :

(A) Each group contains an even number of loops.

(B) The groups can be placed in any order without altering

their effects.

(C) With the aid of the theory of fundamental loops, it is

possible to make all the groups contain the index 1.

(D) It is possible to make all the groups, except the first,

namely, [1 3], [1 4], ,[! n], consist of two loops each.

A. If the system [1 2] [1 3]...[n 1, 11} be described with

initial value Wi, the final value must also be iv
} ( 127). Now if [12J

contain an odd number of loops, the effect of the group is to change

w^ into iv2,
a value with respect to which the groups [13]---[1 n] are

inoperative. As the remaining groups are inoperative with respect
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to MI, and as the initial value with which they are described is Wy, it

is impossible that they should finally reproduce u\. This proves

that [12] contains an even number of loops, and that, therefore, it

has no effect upon wv Hence the description of [13] begins with

the value wv The same argument as that just used shows that [13]

must contain an even number of loops. Assume the truth of the

theorem for all the groups up to [tic], where t < K. We can prove

by induction that it holds for [IK], and hence for all the following

groups. To prove that it holds for [IK] describe all the loops,

beginning with the first loop of [IK] and with initial value wt .
The

final value must be *ct . If possible, let the number of loops in [IK]

be odd, then the value of w after the last loop of the group is ICK .

The r:maining groups with index i, namely [t, K-f-1], [i. K+2], , [],
are inoperative as regards WK, and, therefore, at the end of these the

value is still ICK . From thence onwards to
[7* 1, w] the loops are

inoperative as regards W L ,
and the value ic

t
at the entrance of [12] is

different from io t . Finally, the passage over the groups [12], [13], -,

up to
[t, K], each with an even number of loops, produces no effect

upon ?<?,.
That is to say, a complete circuit changes WL into zr,.

This is impossible, and accordingly [IK] contains an even number

of loops.

B. The groups may be placed in any order without changing
their effects.

For the whole effect of any group on a root is nil, since it con-

tains an even number of loops ;
and therefore the retreat or advance

of any number of single loops over a whole group produces no effect

upon the single loops.

From this point onwards we assume that the process of collecting

the /3 loops into groups has been completed. At all stages of the

process it is possible to select (n 1) fundamental loops, but a

system which is fundamental at one stage need not be fundamental

at succeeding stages.

C. Let [IK] be a group in which both t and K are greater than 1.

It is a property of the fundamental loops that each of the roots ;.,

tcK is connected by a fundamental loop with a w of lower index.

Call this loop (&), 6<i. Hence the group [0i] certainly exists.

Place it in front of [IK] and let the last of its loops retreat over [IK].

This produces no change in the effect of either the loop (0i) or the

group [IK]. Next let the group [IK] retreat over this single loop (0i).

Each loop of [IK] changes into (OK) and the new group is [#K]. The

original group [OC\ is restored by the double retreat, but instead of

the sequence [0i] [IK], there is now a sequence [0i] [#K], that is, the
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index i of one group has been lowered to 6 without any accompany-

ing change in the other groups. The process can be continued until

each group has an index 1. At various stages of the process it may"
be necessary to change the fundamental loops.

D. If a group contain more than 2 loops, this number can be

diminished by the addition of 2 loops to another group.

This can be proved by observing that the retreat of 2 loops (IK)

over a loop (KX) changes the order (IK), (IK), (K\) into (KX), (iX), (iX).

The retreat of (KX) over the pair (iX), (tX) produces no effect.

Thus, by retreats of loops, the arrangement (IK) (IK) (IK) (KX) can be

changed successively into

(IK) (KX) (iX) (iX), (IK) (tX) (iX) (KX).

Now (IK) (iX) (tX) can, in a similar way (namely, by the retreat

of (IK) over (iX)(iX) followed by the retreat of (tX)(iX) over (IK) ),

be changed, first into (iX) (iX) (IK), and next into (IK)(KX) (KX) ;

hence the arrangement (IK) (IK) (IK) (KX) can be replaced by

(iK)(KX)(KX)(KX).

The table indicates, sufficiently, the successive changes :

IK IK IK KX

IK KX iX tX

IK iX tX KX

iX iX IK KX

IK KX KX KX

It is a consequence of the properties of the fundamental loops
that it is always possible to unite any two loops (IK), (pa-) by a chain

of groups [IK][KX][X/X]"-[/OO-]. It has been proved that two loops

can be removed from [IK] and added to [KX]. These, in turn, can be re-

moved from [KX] and added to
[X/u,],

and so on. Therefore two loops

can be removed from a group which contains more than two, and

added to another. When the process is continued sufficiently long,

the groups [13] [14] [In] can each be reduced to two loops, and

then [12] contains j3 2(n 2) loops, or 2 (p + 1) loops ( 128).

"VVe have proved that the original groups [12][13]"-[n 1, n] can

be replaced by (n 1) groups [12][13]-"[ln]. The same method

shows that they can, equally well, be replaced by any system of

(n 1) groups which satisfy the condition that the (n 1) differ-

ent loops, entering into the system, are capable of forming a funda-

mental system.
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Example. The following scheme shows the process for a system
of 12 loops:

12 (23 14 . 24 34 . 13 - 24) (12) 23 - 24-34-34

12 -12-13 (24)* (14) 34 - 23 (14) (23
- 24) 34 - 34

12 - 12 (13) (12) 24-34 - 23-23 - 24 - 12-34-34

12 - 12 - 12 (23 - 24-34 - 23-23 - 24) (12) 34 - 34

12-12-12-12 - 13 (14)*(34) 13 - 13 - 14 - 34 - 34

12-12-12-12 - 13 - 13 (14) (13 -13) 14-34-34

12-12-12-12 - 13-13 - 13 - 13 (14 - 14) (34
-

34)

12-12-12-12 - 13-13 - 13 (13)*(34 - 34) 14 - 14

12-12-12-12 - 13-13 - 13 (14 - 14)*(13) 14 - 14

12 - 12 - 12 (12) (13 - 13 - 13) (13) (14 - 14 - 14) 14

12-12-12-12 - 12 (12) (13 - 13 - 13) 13 - 14 - 14

12-12-12-12 - 12-12 - 12-12 - 13 - 13 - 14 - 14

The first line gives the original order. The parentheses signify

that the loops in the left-hand parenthesis retreat over those in the

right-hand parenthesis. An asterisk denotes an advance. From the

tenth stage on, use is made of theorem D alone.

This system of loops is used for another purpose in Clebsch and

Gordan's Theorie der Abelschen Functionen, p. 100.

References. For TVeierstrass's treatment of the algebraic function, the

reader is referred to Biermann, Analytische Functionen. Information on the

subjects discussed in this chapter will also be found in Briot and Bouquet's
Fonctions Elliptiques, Chrystal's Algebra, Clebsch' s Geometry, Konigsberger's

Elliptische Functionen, and Salmon's Higher Plane Curves.

The Algebraic Function has been treated from the standpoint of the Theory
of Numbers by Kronecker (Crelle, tt. xci., xcii.), Dedekind and Weber (ib. t.

xcii.), and Hensel (Crelle, t. cix.).



CHAPTER V.

INTEGRATION.

131. The theorems of this chapter will relate to functions

which are one-valued within certain regions of the z-plane, bounded

by simple or complex contours. A region with a complex contour, in

the finite part of the plane, is one which is bounded by non-intersect-

ing closed curves (7, Ci, Cj>, ,
CK ,

where C\, C2,'",CX lie inside C and

outside one another
;
a region with a complex contour, which includes

the point z = oo, is one which lies outside non-intersecting curves

CD >
GK . Unless the contrary is stated, the region will usually

be assumed to lie in the finite part of the plane, but sufficient direc-

tions will be given to enable the student to deal with the other case.

It will assist the reader if we anticipate some of the results of

the chapter, and give here a brief statement of the behaviour of a

function in the neighbourhood of its singular points, omitting all

mention of the more unusual cases, which arise from clusters of

singularities. The singular points are either places near which the

function is one-valued or places near which it is many-valued. If

c be a place of the former kind, in whose neighbourhood there is 110

other singular point, the function can be expressed in the form

z c (z c)
2

where, according as the singular point c is a pole or an essential

singularity, the series of negative powers of z c does or does not

terminate. If c be a place of the latter kind, and if there be no other

singular point in the neighbourhood of c, branches of the function will

be represented, near c, by one or more sets of series with fractional

exponents ;
and c is said to be a branch-point with respect to these

branches. If branches of the function be represented, near c, by a

set of series

iO - c)
?' /r

-t- a2 (z
-

c)V" + a3 (z
-

c)
V' + ...,

160
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where q^q^'"'! r are finite integers and r is positive, the branch-point

is called algebraic. The point is an infinity of the r branches when

ql is negative. In the expansions at x, z c must be replaced

by l/z.

Definitions. If a function be one-valued and continuous, and

possess a derivative, at all points within a region F, it is said to be

holomorphic within F.

Such a function can have no singular points, of either kind,

within r.

If a function be holomorphic within T, except at certain poles,

it is said to be meromorphic within T.

For example, sin z is holomorphic throughout the finite part of

the plane ;
tan z is meromorphic throughout the finite part of the

plane, the poles being the zeros of cos z.

The words "holomorphic" and "meromorphic," introduced by
Briot and Bouquet, are intended to suggest that the functions behave

respectively like the integral polynomial and the rational fraction.

Halphen proposed that the terms be replaced by
"
integral

" and

"fractional." Cauchy's term "synectic" is synonymous with
"
holomorphic."

132. Curvilinear integrals.

The properties of integrals of a real variable, taken over a

curved path, are required as preliminary to the study of the inte-

gral of a function of z.

For our immediate purpose they may be stated very briefly :

Let U(x, y) be a continuous function of two real variables, and

let L be a path defined by the equations x ^^t), y = <f>.2 (t). We
suppose that <i(0i ^(0 are continuous functions of the real variable

t, such that t increases constantly from t to T, as the point (x, y)

describes the path L from z to Z. For instance, t may be the length
of the arc of the curve. While it is supposed that L is an unbroken

path from z to Z, it is not assumed that the various portions of the

path are represented by arcs of one and the same curve. That is to

say, while <f>i(t), $2 (0 are to be continuous along L, they need not

be represented throughout the path by one and the same pair of

arithmetic expressions. We may assume, accordingly, that </()>

'(0 are subject to a finite number of discontinuities of finite

amount.

Suppose (XQ, y ) and (X, Y) to be the terminal points ZQ, Z, and

let (XD y^, (x^, y2), , (x^_^ yn_^ be intermediate points on the
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path L, while t^ t2, ,
tn_i are the corresponding values of t. Let us

construct the sum

r/2) (x.2
-

aji) + - + */(,, 77B) (X- OJB .,),

where (&, ^), , (, ^n) are points on the n arcs which connect

the points (a; , y ), (^ y^, -, (X, F), and TI ,
r2, -, rn are the

corresponding values of t. When the number n is increased, and

each arc diminished indefinitely, this sum tends to a definite limit,

whatever be the mode of interpolation of the points (XK, yK} and

(K, ?*) This limit is the same as that of

or that of WiOi)> < 2 (>i) }{^i'(o) +

where
|

c vanishes with tl t6 \.
This limit, by the properties of

ordinary definite integrals of a single real variable
t,

This is the meaning of the curvilinear integral I Udx. Similarly,

if V(x, y} be a continuous function of x, y, the meaning to be

attached to ( Vdy is I F(</>i, fa^fa'dt; and generally by I UdVis
JL Jt JL

understood
j Udt, where U, V are expressed as functions of t

*/t
g

dt

by means of the equations x = 0i(/), y = <&>()

The conception of the definite integral of a one-valued function
_

of a real variable, as the limit of the sum of infinitely many ele-j

ments, is capable of extension to functions of z. Let /(z) be a

function which is one-valued and continuous along a path L, of 1

finite length I, which leads from z to Z; and let z
1} ,

zn_i be

intermediate points on L.

Further, let 1? ,
> n be points situated on the arcs

(z , z,), ( z,), (z,, z3), .-., (zn_!, Z).

We shall prove that the sum

tends towards a perfectly determinate limit, when the number vk

increases indefinitely and each interval z
/c+1

Z
K
tends to zero. This

limit will be called the integral of /(z) with regard to the path L
f*Z

from z to Z, and will be written f(z)dz. That the absolute value

J+
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of the integral is finite is evident from the consideration that for

all values of n, and all positions of z
1}

z.2, , z,,_l7 u >, , ,

where M is the greatest absolute value of /(z) upon the path L.

When n tends to ao, the coefficient of M becomes the length I of the

path L. This proves that the absolute value of the definite inte-

gral is finite. To show that the sum tends to a limit, let us write

u -f iv for /(z) and x + iy for z. Thus lim 2/(^) (z ^ 1
ZK)

= lim2[u(c, r)K} + iv(,

/ /*= I (udx vdy) -f ?' I

JL JL

an expression whose value does not depend upon the mode of

interpolation of z1? z.^ -,
2n_ t , ,, , ^n.

It is very important to notice that the limit has been proved to

exist, for a given path between z and Z, on the two conditions that

/(z) is one-valued and continuous along that path. If /(z) be a

many-valued function, one of its values must be selected at z
,
and

then the succession of values along the path from z to Z is com-

pletely determined by the principle of continuity, provided the path
does not traverse a singular point at which the selected value

becomes discontinuous or equal to another value.

It follows from the definition that, for one and the same path,

=- r
Jz

since the element, (zK+l 2*)/(), of the first integral is replaced by
Cz

(z< z<+1)/() in the second. As the integral I f(z)dz is reducible

to real curvilinear integrals, the ordinary processes such as inte-

gration by parts, change of the independent variable, and so on, are

still applicable. When z is changed to a new variable z', the path L
in the z-plane must, of course, be replaced by the corresponding

path L' in the z'-plane ;
z' must be so chosen as to be one-valued and

continuous along the path L'.

133. The problem which arises is to find the effect of a

C z

change of path from z to Z upon the value of I /(z)c?z. Cauchy
J*t>

discovered, in this connexion, a theorem which is of vital impor-
tance in the Theory of Functions.
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Cauchy's Theorem. Iff(z) and its derivative/'(z) be one-valued

and continuous on the boundary of and within a region r, the integral

Xf(z)dz
taken in the positive direction over the complete boundary

C is equal to 0.

For simplicity we shall postpone, for the present, the examina-

tion of the case in which the bounding contour is complex.

Many proofs have been given of this fundamental theorem in the

Theory of Functions. The one which we shall give is due to Goursat

(Demonstration du Theoreme de Cauchy. Acta Math., t. iv., p. 197).

This proof is instructive inasmuch as it makes direct use of the

property of monogenic functions that the value of the derivative of

f(z) at Zj is independent of the path along which z approaches Zj.*

Let the region F, with a simple contour, be divided by two

systems of equidistant lines, parallel to two rectangular axes, into

a network of small regions. The interior regions are squares of

area h2

,
while exterior regions are portions of squares. The integral

11

I 11 1

I li 1

\

7

Fig. 39

I /(z)dzis equal to the sum of the integrals taken positively over
Jc
the rim of each region, for the figure shows that each line other than

C is traversed twice, in opposite directions, with the same value of

/(z). We shall first examine the value of an integral taken round

a complete square, such as pqrs, whose contour may be denoted lor

shortness by C,. If zt be any point inside (7t,
we have, for each point

of a,

where
|

e
J
varies along C acquiring a maximum value ct .

* We reserve for Chapter VI. a proof by Riemann of the generalized theorem which relates

to multiply connected surfaces. Rieraann's proof has justly become classical, but it is open to

the objection that it employs double integrals in the proof of an elementary theorem.
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Hence f/(z)f/z = fe(z zt)dz,
c/Ci JC<.

because
j

dz is zero from the definition of an integral, and if

Jd

z- = t,
Czdz = Cdt = Q.

Thus the absolute value of
j f(z)dz

JCi

<: f e (2
_

Zi)dz <
/ct

4A

< 4-y/ 2 et (area of square) (A).

We next examine the value of I /(z)dz, where D, is the contour
J Di

f the incomplete square ~klmn. As before, let zt be a point inside IX,

hen f/(z)cfe= fc(z
zt)dz,

i s f* .

\ f(z z,)dz <el^V2f "z
iUA I /*.

< etAV2 perimeter of complete square + arc kl

< etV2*4 area of complete square}

-f- tAV2 (length of arc kl) (B).

The result of adding up all the right-hand sides of the set of

inequalities A and B is an arbitrarily small quantity, for the sum is

< /uV2|4 sum of all the complete squares Ct,
Dt

+ (the length of C)h\,

when /A is the greatest of the quantities et
. But, if \L become arbi-

rarily small with h, this expression vanishes in the limit. Hence

To complete the proof, it must be shown that a quantity h can

always be found such that /*<an arbitrarily assigned small quantity 17.

By supposition /(z) and/'(z) are one-valued and continuous within

F and upon C; hence a positive number A can be found such that

/(*

provided
;

^L A. Xow if z be within a small square, and 2 + be

on the perimeter, the maximum value of
'

;

is /iV2. Therefore if

be taken < , the absolute values of the expressions e will all be

V2
ess than

?;,
which completes the proof.
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134. Cauchy's theorem can be stated in the following form :

If a path LI from z to zt can be deformed continuously into a path
L2 from z to z

l5
without passing over any singular point of /(z) in the

Xz
1

f(z)dz is the same for both paths.
j

For let L
lt
L2 be represented by z

()
az1 and ZQ&ZJ, and let I(z , a, Zj),

C z
i

I(z , b, Zj) stand for the integral I /(z) dz with regard to these two
tA

paths. We have

7(z , a, ,) + /(i, 6, ZQ)
= 0,

and /(!, 6, z
)
= - I(z , b, z

x);

therefore /(z , > i)
= Az

o> ^ 2i)-

This result, which is of fundamental importance, permits the

reduction of any path from z to z to a path composed of loops

issuing from z
,
and of some standard path from z to ZY .

Theorem. Let g(z~) be holornorphic within a region T bounded

by a simple contour, and let the path of integration lie entirely

within T; then, if y(Zi)= I

l

g(z~)dz, y(z1 ) is a holomorphic function
J*o

which has g(Zi) for its derivative throughout the region F.

In the first place y(z1 ) is one-valued, for its value is independent
of the path from z to z

1? so long as the path lies in T. Let z -+ h

be a point near z
}
and let the path (z ,

xlt ZL + 7i)
lie entirely within

T. Then
/*+* /Z *'Z +A

g(z)dz.

To determine the value of
j

l

g(z)dz, take for the path (Zj to
yz,

Zj + h) the join of the two points. This can be done because the

value of the integral is the same for all paths in T which connect

Zj and z
t + h. If the point z^ + h approach zu the element of the

integral is (g(Zi) + e)c7z, where |

e
|

tends to zero with
|

h
|,
and the

integral itself takes the form

/z,+A /**!+* /*zl

I g(zl}dz+\ f?z = 7^(zj)+
*/2j C/JTj */,

But the absolute value of an integral is less than the sum of the

absolute values of the elements of the integral; therefore the

i

absolute value of cc/z is less than
1 77 \h\, where

| rj
is the

*/*,

greatest value of
|

e
|

on the straight line {zl to zl + li}. Hence,
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where
| ^ |

tends to zero with
|

h . This proves that I g{z)dz is

AO
a holomorphic function of z within T, for it is one-valued, continuous,

and possesses a first derivative g(z).

135. Cauchy's theorem can be extended to functions which

are holomorphic within a region

bounded by more than one closed

contour.* For simplicity, we shall

consider a region bounded by only
two rims; but the argument is

general. In the figure, the shaded

region is bounded by two contours

abc, a'b'c'. Let g(z) be a function

which is holomorphic within the

shaded region, and let the contours

be joined by a cut aa'. Because the
Fig. 40

simple contour abcaa'b'c'a'a bounds a region, we have, by Cauchy's

theorem,

/(a, 6, c, a) -f /(a, a') + 7(a', &', c', a') + 7(a', a) = 0;

and because the function g(z) is holomorphic within the shaded

region

/(a, a') = -J(a',a).

Hence /(a, 6, c, a) + I(ti', b', c', a') = 0.

The contours a&ca, a'b'c'a' are both described positively in the

direction of the arrows, for the moving points have the shaded region

to the left in both cases. As examples of functions holomorphic

within a region with two rims, we may instance

and either branch of V(z aj)(z a2 ), where a 1} a? lie inside a'6'c'.

In a similar manner it is easy to establish the general theorem :

Theorem. If g(z) be holomorphic within a region T, bounded

externally by C, and internally by CD C& , CM the sum of the inte-

grals I g(z)dz, taken over all these contours, in the positive direc-
y

tion with regard to the region bounded by them, is equal to zero,

or Cg(z)dz+ (g(z)dz+ -f C g(z)dz= 0,
Jc /e-j

/CB

where the integrals are taken in the directions of the arrows.

* Throughout this chapter, -when we speak of taking the integral of a function along the

boundary of a region Y, within which the function is holomorphic, it is to be understood that r is

itself part of a larger region within which the function is holomorphic, so that the boundary of F
lies wholly in this larger region.
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Fig. 41

ceivable cases :

Corollary. \ g(z)dz = 2*
\ g(z}dz,Jc i JCK

when the arrows are all drawn in the

same direction.

136. When CK encloses no singular

point, | g(z)dz = 0. Suppose that CKJcK

encloses one and only one singular point,

CK . If the function g(z) be a branch of

a many-valued function, and if z be con-

fined to the region T, there are four con-

(i.) CK is a branch-point of the many-valued function, which is

operative with regard to g(z).

(ii.) CK is a branch-point which is inoperative with regard to g(z).

(iii.) CK is a pole.

(iv.) CK is an essential singularity.

The hypotheses (i.) and (ii.) must be rejected. In the former

case g(z) would change its value after a description of CK ,
and would

not be holomorphic in T
; while, in the latter case, CK is not a singu-

lar point of the branch g(z). In cases (iii.), (iv\), j g(z)dz may or
*/CK

may not be zero. The following theorem supplies a test :

Theorem. The integral of any function /(z) ,
taken round a circle

whose radius is p and centre c, vanishes with p if

lim (z
-

c)/(z) = 0.

Let us in future denote by ( c) a circle with centre c, so small as

to include no singular point other than c. Let /* be the maximum
absolute value of (z c)/(z) on such a circle, whose radius is p.

Then

Therefore

y s, ..old fly i npiQA ^^ C pt> ,
UjAf tOC

ff(z)dz= C(z-c)f(z).iM.
/(c) J(c)

\ Cf(z)dz
\ J(c)

and lim f /(z) dz
< lim 2 TT/X

= 0.

p=0 /() p=0
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Similarly, the limit when p = x of C f(z)dz, where the path of
/(*)

integration is a circle C, with centre 0, so large as to include all

singular points in the finite part of the plane, is zero when

limz/(z) =0.

On the sphere the circle C is a small circle enclosing the point oc .

These theorems remain true when the complete perimeters of

the circles are replaced by arcs.

137. The integral |
-=.

JrZ

Let the contour C contain c. The function is not holo-
z c

morphic within C, and consequently Cauchy's theorem is not immedi-

ately applicable. Draw a circle (c) of radius p. Within the region

bounded by Cand (c), is holomorphic, and therefore
~~ C

fdZ/(z- C ) = f <fe/(z-c),Jc J(e)

where the integrals are taken in the same directions.

Write z c = pe*
9

;
then

f dz/(z-c) = C*idd = 2iri.
J(c) Jo

Therefore f dz/(z-c) = 2 TTI.

The contour C divides the sphere into two parts F and I". Let c

be in F. If C be described positively with regard to F, it is described

negatively with regard to F'. The integral with regard to F' is not

zero although is holomorphic in F'. The reason is that F'
z c

contains the point oo at which lim = 1 ^ 0.* The value of the
z c

integral taken positively round F' is of course equal to the integral
taken negatively round F, or = 2 iri.

The remark is made lest the student should suppose that there

is a peculiar virtue in those singular points of an integral which lie

inside a contour. The contour C merely divides the critical points

*
Generally in considering /CVJKwhere 17 and Fare functions of z, we must attend to the

singular points of Pas much as to those of U, in accordance with the equation Ud V+ VdU=d(UF").
The two sets form the singular points of the integral.
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into two sets, lying in T and T'
;
the value of the integral along C

depends on the values of the integrals round either set of singular

points, and in the problem of determining its value we choose the

more convenient set
;
and the advantage of the region which does

not contain z = co is that the singular points of the integral are the

same as those of the function.

Example. Determine the value of ( zdz/(z a) (z 5) along

any given simple contour, from the consideration of the singular

points of the integral which lie inside, or outside, the contour.

When n is an integer > 1, ( dz/(z c)" = 0, thoughJc

lim (z
-

c)/(z) =jt 0.

This instance shows that the condition of the preceding paragraph,

though sufficient for the vanishing of I f(z)dz, is not necessary.Jc

More generally I y' (z) dz = 0, where C is any contour lying in a
<Jc

C dz
region within which g(z) is holomorphic. If - taken from

) z c

any initial point a along a given path to a point b, be equal to 7, we

can, by making z turn n times round c, give to the integral at b the

value I -\- 2n-n-i; that is, the integral has at 6 infinitely many values

all congruent to the modulus

2-jri. If, however, we draw

any line from c to co and re-

gard this as a barrier which

z must not cross, the value

1 3_ of the integral is fully deter-

9- 42 mined when the value at any

point is given. For instance let c = 1, and let the barrier lie along
the real axis. Let the value of the integral at 2+ be

;
then the

C* dz
value at 2_ is 2 iri, and I = log

|

z 1
1

+ ^o? lg denoting the
c/2+ Z 1

real logarithm, and the acute angle 21 z. Compare 106.

138. An example of Cauchy's treatment of the integral of a

many-valued function.

Though the subject of the integral of a many-valued function

will be treated in detail later by the help of Riemann surfaces,

it seems advisable to give an illustration of the way in which,

when by means of loops such a function has been rendered one-

valued, Cauchy's theorem may be used.
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Let us consider a branch of the two-valued function defined by
vr = 1/(1 z2). The points 1 are both branch-points and infini-

ties. Let tcj be that branch

which = 1, when 2 = 0. As z

moves along Op in the direction

of the arrow, u\ remains posi-

tive. After the description of

the small circle pqr, its value Fig. 43

at r is I/ VI z
1'

,
and

along rO the value is different from that along Op. Within the

region bounded by C and pqr the branch tCi is not holomorphic, and

we are not justified in saying that

I ir^lz^ I

Jc JP

Within the region bounded by the simple rim QabQrqpQ, ?c, is holo-

morphic ;
for Or must now be regarded as distinct from Op, and a

complete circuit round 1 is prevented by the barrier L.

Hence 7(0, a, 6, 0) = 7(0, p, q, r, 0)

* Vl-Z2

r fc
I ----

Jr -l-Z2

since

/. along pqr=
VI z2

and
J Vi -

in the limit, owing to the fact that

lim (z
-

1)
i

More generally, if c^ Cj, , c, be those branch-points of /(z)
which are situated within a closed curve C, and if there be no crit-

ical point in the region T contained between C and the small circles

round c1? c,, -, CB , a branch of the function /(z) need not be one-

valued in the region F, but must be one-valued within the region

bounded by the single rini, composed of C and the n loops from a
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point of C to the branch-points. But, if m poles d\, d2, ,
dm be

contained within T, j f(z)dz [the sum of the integrals taken posi-J m S*

tively over the n loops to the branch-points] = 2 I f(z)dz.
iJ(dK )

It is interesting to observe the way in which Cauchy's theorem

JZ
fig

==. Any path
Vl - z*

from to z can be contracted, without passing over any singular point

of 1/Vl z
2

,
into a path formed by single or repeated descriptions of

loops from to 1, 1 and of a definitely chosen line from to z, as

for instance the join of the two points. Let u, u be the values of

the integral along this latter line when the initial values are wt) w^
A single positive description of the loop to 1 changes wt into w1}

C z

and the corresponding value of the integral I w^dz is ?r u. A de-
Jo

scription of the loop to 1, followed by a description of the loop to 1,

is equivalent to a description of the first loop with the value wl and

of the second with the value wi} the final value being wl}
and there-

fore the corresponding path from to z with initial value wl leads to

the value 2 IT + u of the integral. By a consideration of all possible

combinations of the loops, it is easy to see that I dz/Vl zz has
Jo

infinitely man}' values, which are all included in the formulae

u + 2 WTT, TT U -f 2 WTT,

where n is any integer, positive or negative. The resulting theorems

in Trigonometry are

( s'm(u -f 2 mr) = sin u,

( sm(ir u + 2 n?r)
= sin u.

A similar process of reasoning would establish the double perio-

dicity of the function z = snw, defined by the equation

= f dz

Jo Vl-Z2 -l-

but we shall consider the elliptic functions (chapter vii.) when the

general theory of periodicity has been given in the chapter on

Kiemann surfaces. We refer the reader who wishes for further

information on Cauchy's Theory of Periodicity to the great trea-

tise of Briot and Bouquet, Theorie des Functions Elliptiques ;
to

Clebsch and Gordan, Abelsche Functionen, ch. iv.
;
and to Jordan's

Cours d'Analyse, t. ii.
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139. A second theorem of Caucky's.

Let g(z) be holomorphic within and on the boundary of a region

r, bounded by a simple contour C, and let t be any point within the

region. The function g(z)/(z i) becomes infinite when z = t. The
function g(z)/(z t) is holoniorphic in the region bounded by C and

0). Hence rgM* = r ,(,)*
Jc Z t J(jt) Zt

Now, since g(z) has a derivative within T, \g(z) g(t)\/(z t)

has a finite and determinate limit when z =
t, and therefore is a

holomorphic function throughout T. Cauchy's theorem gives

C
Jit)it) Z t

Cauchy's integral for g(t} is
.

- TTl Jc Z- t

From this result can be deduced expressions for the successive

derivatives. By subtraction, and after division by A, there results

from the two formulae

g(t)= - c-
the third formula o'(0=

But, everywhere on C, z t differs from 0; therefore g(t) has a

single first derivative, and this derivative is holomorphic throughout
F. g'(t) has, in turn, a holomorphic first derivative g"(t), and so

on. Hence when a function is holomorphic in the region F, all its

derivatives are holomorphic in the same region.

140/ Taylor's theorem. Let g(z) be holomorphic in and on a circle

(7; and let c be the centre of the circle, c + t any inside point. We
have
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where

Now

Let

1 c tn+l

n = \g(z)dz
l

-

2 TriJc
v

(z
-

c)
n+1
(z-c-t)

< 1
t

n+1 fl 9^~
27r Jcz-c n+l z-c-

dO.

(z-c)
n+l

(z-c-t)
on C; hence

|(2 C)"
+1

(Z C t)

take its maximum value at the point

t

C-c

n+l

Since < 1, Rn diminishes as n increases, and, when n is

C-e
chosen sufficiently great, can be made less than any assignable

quantity. Thus Taylor's theorem

is established.

When the region T includes 0, we have, putting c = 0, Maclaurin's

+ As this resulttheorem, namely, g(t) = g(Q) + ty'(O) + </"

expresses that every function g(z), which is holomorphic within a

region which includes 0, is expansible as an integral series, it forms

a bridge between the theories of Cauchy and Weierstrass.

These important extensions of Taylor's and Maclaurin's theo-

rems to the field of the complex variable were due to Cauchy

(Memoire sur le Calcul des residus et le Calcul des limites, Turin,

1831. See also the Comptes Rendus, 1846).

When we speak, in what follows, of the whole 2-plane, we shall

imply that z = oo is included, whereas, when we speak of the finite

part of the plane, we shall exclude z = ao, by drawing on the sphere

an infinitely small circle round the point.

Theorem. It is impossible to find a function g(z), which is

holomorphic over the whole plane, and not a constant.

For if it were possible, we should have

finite for every point z on the plane. Let O be the greatest value

which
| g(z) \

can take. By the theorem of 96, the absolute value

of the coefficient of z
n< G/Rn

,
where R(>\z\), can be made as great

as we please. That is, the absolute value of a constant coefficient

is less than a quantity which can be made arbitrarily small. Such
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a constant coefficient must be zero. In this way it can be proved

that if G be finite, all the terms, except the first, in Maclaurin's

expansion for g(z) vanish. This important theorem (due to Liou-

ville), shows that if a function g(z) be holomorphic throughout the

finite part of the plane, and also at x, it must be constant. A
function g(z), which is holomorphic over the finite part of the plane,

is of course no exception. Its property is that it has no infinity

at a finite distance from 0.

141. Laurent's Theorem. Let<jr(z) be holomorphic in the ring

bounded by two concentric circles

C1

, C", with centre c; and let

c + 1 be any point in the ring.

Laurent's theorem states that g(c-\-t)

can be expanded in a convergent

series of the form "S&JT. Describe

a small circle C'" with centre c + t.

Then
(z)dzv '

or, since g(z) is holomorphic in the

shaded region,

=^- C ^ dz
- . -L f ?(*)<**

2riJ<rz c t 2iriJc"Z c

where the integration is performed in the sense of the arrows. On
the circle C', [

z c
' > t,

l 1
,

t . f r_
z c t z c (2 c)

2

(2 c)

and

where

JT-: f
g^ dZ

t
= o

2-rrlJc- z C t
+ ant

n

fl
- .

1 f 9(W* P - .

1 f t
n+l

9(z)dz
2-riJc (Z

- cy+l
'

27riJc (z
- cy+l(z-c-i)

Now it can be proved precisely as in 140, that the limit of

when n = ce, is zero.
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Again, on the circle C", t\> z c\

= 1 z-c (z-c)
2

(z-c)" (z-c)"
+1

t
n

and -

where

but

fl'(C)
,
where is some point on C"

;

-c < 1, lim 72n = 0.therefore, since

Hence

It is clear that this formula is not proved for the case when

c + 1 is on the boundary of a ring-shaped domain within which g(z)

is holomorphic. The coefficients of the various powers of t are

integrals which extend over C' and C", but they might equally

well be taken over concentric circles D', D" which lie within the

former ring and still include the point c -f 1.

142. Integration and differentiation of infinite series.

00

If /(z) = 2/m (z) be a uniformly convergent series within a region

F, and if the path of integration L lie within T, then

5

= 5 fIt/a

For let

then, however small c may be, it will always be possible to choose n

so that throughout the path i /an (z)|<e. If n be so chosen,

but

z)dz=2 Cfm (z)dz+
lya

:
: f

&

Pn (z) \\dz\< C\
I

cfe
|

< c(length of
/a */o
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c*
Hence, when n tends to oc, I pn (z)dz tends to zero, and

/

Cf(z)dz=l f /(*)<&.
*J a 1 /a

An immediate deduction can be made :

If <KZ)
= <MZ) + <M2) + <MZ) + "'

be convergent within a certain region, and if

,/,'(
2) = 4>/(z) + &(z) + 4>3

'

(z) + ...

be uniformly convergent within the same region, then

That Laurent's series is unique can be shown readily by the use

of the above theorem on integration. For if

we must have

3(am
' - am)r = 0.

00

Divide by t
n+l

,
and integrate along any circle, centre c, which

lies within the ring. The integral J
V*~n

~ldt is zero, except when

//?/
= 2tri. Hence, 2iri(an

'

a.) =0,
I

and a,/ = an,
whatever integer n may be.

Laurent's expansion consists of two parts,

Oo -f Ojt -f a-f + / + ,

and a_1r1 + a_ 2r 2 + a_3r 3
+-...

The former has a circle of convergence C1

,
and is convergent for

every point within that circle. In the latter put t~
l = T

;
the series

a^r 1 + a_4~- + _ 3r 3
-f

is convergent for all points within the ring C", C"
;
that is,

is convergent for values T which arise from points near C". But if

the series be convergent for these values of T, it is also convergent
for all values of T with smaller absolute values, that is, for all points
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t outside C". Thus the two parts of Laurent's expansion have

different domains of convergence, namely, the region inside 0" and

the region outside C". The region common to these two domains is

the ring.

Laurent's theorem shows that in the neighbourhood of an isolated

singular point c, a one-valued function /(z) consists of two parts ;
an

integral series in z c and an integral series in -- For z may
z c

be taken nearer to c than the nearest of the other singular points,

and circles C", C", with centre c, can be so drawn as to include z and

no singular points ;
in other words there is a ring round c which con-

tains z, and within which /(z) is holomorphic. Writing z = c -+- t, we

may apply Laurent's expansion. The larger circle C' must stop
short of the nearest of the other singular points.

Functions of Several Variables.

143. Let <(zi, z2) be a function of two independent variables,

which is holomorphic when zl} z2 are confined to regions I\, T2

bounded by contours d, (72 . If c
1?

c2 lie within these regions, we have

IT 4^^,
ZiriJCi ZL CI

*_
( ^

and therefore -_ _*(*.. . = ^ (Cj> C2).

More generally, if

(z,

and

(z2 c2)

_TOI! n,! T tftfa,

SCj-iSCj"! (2 fl-i)

2

q c, (Zi
-

Cj)
B
i
+1

(*j
-

Cj)
B +1

'

This expression for - ^- shows that the order of differentia-

tcfticft

tion is indifferent, and also that each partial derivative of <
(Zj,

z2) is 1
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holomorphic throughout the regions F1} T^ By an easy extension

of the method of proof used in finding Taylor's expansion, we have

l
_

Cl -kK^-t - *2)

&< * t
8<6 . . 1 /S

2^ .3,0 "Y* * *-(, + -(,+-(^ +

144. Some general theorems on holomorphic and meromoi-phic

functions.

A function g(z) which is holomorphic in a region F and con-

stant along a curve of finite length, lying in the region, is constant

throughout F, however small the length may be.

This follows at once from 86 and 140.

Hence it results that two functions which are holomorphic in F
and are equal for infinitely many points of F, are equal throughout F.

This theorem marks off Cauchy's monogenic function (Weierstrass's analytic

function) from the function used by Dirichlet. In the historical account of the

growth of the present views on the nature of functions, we showed that, adopt-

ing Dirichlet's definition, no connexion need exist between the values of a

function for different values of the variable. The monogenic function u + iv of

z is not so general, for it is fettered by the differential equations

Su _ ,
Sv Su__Sv,

dx Sy' 5y 5x'

but the reader must not suppose that these restrictions interfere with the use-

fulness of the Theory of Functions. Without them u + iv would cease to

possess a definite differential quotient, and fundamental results, such as the

expansion by Taylor's theorem, Cauchy's theorem, etc., would fall to the

ground.

By 87, a holomorphic function g(z), which vanishes when z = c

and is not identically zero, is, near c, of the form Pm (z c) ;
that is,

it is equal to (z c)
m x (a holomorphic function which does not

vanish at c). The integer ra is called the order of multiplicity, or

simply the order, of the zero c.

Differentiation shows that

0'() = P-i<* - c), 9"(z) = Pm 2 (z
-

c),

and so on. Since a region containing c can be assigned whose area

is not infinitely small, within which there is no zero of g(z)/(z c)",

it follows that the number of zeros of g(z), which lie in F, is finite

if F lie in the finite part of the plane.
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Next let us consider a function h(z), meromorphic in T. Let c

be a pole ;
then by definition there is a positive integer m, such that

(z c)"7i(2) is holomorphic near c; therefore

and l//i (z) (z c)
mP '

(z c) ,

and c is a zero of l//i(z), of the order m.

Since there is a region containing c, of area not infinitely small,

within which P (z c) is not zero and is not GO, it follows that the

number of poles of h(z) which lie in F is finite, if F lie in the finite

part of the plane, and that a zero and a pole cannot be infinitely near.

At a pole C of order m, the function h(z)

(v A-"*P (v t>\ l
I 2 -i_...-i- _J_ -i. ~P(v r\

v / -* ov2 c ) 7 r^ > ~, \mi ' ' > '*

The importance of this expression lies in the division of h(z)

into a purely algebraic part

^1
^_ r -._L 4i

z c

which accounts for the polar discontinuity, and into a function holo-

morphic at c.

145. Theorem. A function h(z) which has, within a region F
in the finite part of the plane, a finite number of poles, can be ex-

pressed as the sum of a rational fraction and a function holomorphic

throughout I\

For let h(z) have, within F, v poles c1}
c2, ,

cv of orders

>
mv- In the neighbourhood of Cj,

where hi(z) is not infinite at c^ but is infinite at c2, cs, -, cv with

orders m mK . As before, it can be proved that

where 7i2 (2;)
is not infinite at c

1; c-j,
but is infinite at c3,

c4, ,
cv .

Proceeding in this way, we arrive finally at a function hv (z) which

is holomorphic throughout F. Hence
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r Z-C2

+ a function which is holomorphic throughout F.

Theorem. If <?(z) be holomorphic throughout the finite part of

the plane, with a pole at oo of order m, it must be an integral

polynomial of degree m in z.

For the one-valued function g(\ is holomorphie everywhere
\2/

except at the origin, where it has a pole of order m. It must be of

the form % + %=* + ... + J + *(z) ;

zm z
m~ z

but <(z) has no singularity in the plane, and reduces to a constant

a ( 140) ;
hence

g(z) = a -|- ajZ + of? + +amz
m

.

Theorem. If a function h(z) have no infinities in the plane

other than a finite number of poles, it must be a rational fraction.

For h(z) = a rational fraction + a function which is holomorphic

throughout the plane = a rational fraction -f- a constant.

Theorem. Two meromorphic functions A(z) and h^z), which

have the same zeros and the same infinities, with the same or-

ders of multiplicity, are in a constant ratio to each other. For

h
l (z)/h(z) can be infinite at no places other than the infinities of

the numerator and the zeros of the denominator
; but, by hypothesis.

each infinity of the numerator is neutralized by an infinity of the

denominator, and each zero of the denominator by a zero of the

numerator. Hence h l (z)/h(z) is holomorphic throughout the plane,

and must be a constant.

Residues.

146. Let c be an isolated singular point of a one-valued function

/(z) ;
the function can, as has been said, be expanded in positive

and negative powers of z c, when z is near c, by means of Laurent's

theorem. If we integrate round c, the integral of each term is zero,
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excepting the term in Let the coefficient of this term be a;
z c

therefore I /(z) dz = 2 iria.

J(c)

The coefficient a is called (after Cauchy) the residue of /(z) at the

point c.

The integral being taken in the positive direction with regard to

c, we have in the case when c is oo

/

where a' is the coefficient of - in the expansion at oo. There is

accordingly a residue at oo when it is a regular point, while at other

regular points of the function the residue is zero
;
the reason being

that the residue belongs to the integral rather than to the function.

If lim (z c)/(z) be finite, this limit is the residue at c, and if

lim z/(z) be finite, this limit, with sign changed, is the residue

at oo.

If we cannot apply Laurent's theorem at a point c, as may happen
when c belongs to a cluster of essential singularities, we may draw a

contour C including the cluster, and define the residue as

(z)efe.

It is evident, by differentiation, that the only infinities of
/i'(

2)>

in F, are poles of orders m l + 1, ,
rtiv + 1, at c1? ,

cv.

Cauchy's theorem ( 135) may now be stated as follows : If a

function /(z) be holomorphic in a region F, bounded by a simple
contour C, except at isolated singular points Cj, c% , c^, and if the

residues at these points be 0,1, a2, ,
an,

then

f(z)dz =2iri$a~
*> \ /

c " r
For I f(z)dz =2 I f(z)dz,Jc 1 J (CK )

and I f(z)dz = 2 iriaK .

J(cK )

The theorem is true for both the regions into which C divides

the plane, if the conditions apply to both. Therefore, for a func-
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tion holomorphic over the whole plane, except at isolated singular

points, the sum of the residues is zero
;
the residue at infinity being

included.

Example. Verify that the sum of the residues is zero in the

cases :

(2-a)(2-6)(2-c)

When h(z) has a pole of order m at c, g (2)D log h (2) has a residue

; g(z) being any function holomorphic in T, which does not

vanish at c. and D standing for
dz

For ft(z)
= (z-c) P (z-c),

and therefore g (2)D log h (z) = - - + P(z - c) .

Z ~~ C

Similarly at a zero c' of order m' the residue of g(z)Dlogh(z) is

m'g(c'). Therefore, if C be any simple contour lying in T, we have,

by the preceding theorem,

the summations being for all zeros and poles of h (z) which lie in C.

The theorem is equally true if g(z) vanish at any of the points
c or c'.

Corollawj. If
p.' be the number of zeros, and p. the number of

poles, within a region T bounded by a contour C,

provided a zero of order m' is counted as m! zeros and a pole of

order m as m poles.

Example. Show from this formula that the number of zeros of

the integral polynomial 2" + o^z""
1
4- a.^

n ~-
H 1- a n is n.

Essential Singularities.*

147. If a + ap 4- a*z
2
H be a series whose circle of conver-

gence is infinitely great, the series

Oo 4- i/z + 2/2
2
4-

* See 99.
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will represent a function which is holomorphic throughout the plane,

except at the point 0. The singularity at this exceptional point is

of an entirely different nature from that at a pole, or, to state the

matter in another way, the behaviour of

a + a,i/z + a2/z
2 + a3/z

s + to oo,

at z = 0, is entirely different from that of

at the same point. Consider the function ev*. This function is

holomorphic throughout the plane, the point z = excepted, and

If z be near the origin, we may put z = pe
ei

,
where p is small.

The function e1/z becomes ecose/') x e~isin6
/t>, and the absolute value of

ei/z _ gcos 0/Pi rjie vajue of gcose/p depends upon the direction in

which z approaches the origin. If cos 6 be negative, e
co * e/f> =

when p = 0; if cos 6 be positive, e
cos 9/> = oo

,
when p = 0; if cos 6

be zero, e0089/-3 = 1. There is also indetermination as regards the

amplitude sin 0/p. It is easy to show that el/z takes an arbitrarily

prescribed value a + i(3 at infinitely many points within a circle,

whose centre is at the origin, no matter how small the radius may
be

;
for the equation

el/z = a + ifi
= ce*

gives 1/z = log c + i(v + 2 mir), where m is any integer ;

or x + iy = *\./(A + iB) ,
where A = log c, B = v + 2 mir.

Thus x = A/(A
2+B2

), y=-B/(A2 + B2

);

that is, the absolute values of x and y can, by varying m, be made
to take infinitely many values less than assigned positive quantities,

however small. The argument fails when A = GO
;
that is, when

c = or c = co.

Next let us consider the function I/sin (1/2). At a point

z = I/WITT, where m is an integer, the function has a polar infinity,

for the reciprocal function sin 1/z vanishes. This is true however

large the integer m may be
; therefore, however small be the radius

of a circle, centre 0, it is always possible to find an integer /x such

that for m = /x,
and for all greater integers, I/WITT is less than the

radius of the circle. Thus I/sin 1/z has infinitely many poles

accumulated in the neighbourhood of 2 = 0, and the function cannot

be expanded in the neighbourhood of z = 0.
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The singularity of the many-valued function log 2 at 2 = is of

a different nature. Within the circle
j

2 =
p, the absolute value

of log z > log p, and therefore log 2 cannot take all assigned values

within the circle. The origin is here a branch-point at which

infinitely many branches unite.

148. A point c is a pole or ordinary singularity of the one-valued

function, when we can transform the function by multiplying by a

power of 2 c, into one which presents no singularity at 2 = c
;

otherwise 2 = c is an essential singularity. In the reciprocal of a one-

valued function f(z), poles become zeros, but essential singularities

remain essential singularities. When a function has infinitely many
polar and essential singularities scattered over the whole plane, a

complication may arise by the presence of infinite accumulations of

these singularities at special points of the plane. This case has

received treatment in some important memoirs (notably that of

Mittag-Leffler, Acta Math., t. iv.), but the simpler case is that in

which the places of discontinuity in the finite part of the plane are

isolated. It is this latter case which we shall consider.

Transcendental functions can be classified according to the num-

ber of their essential singularities. Those with a finite number are

more nearly allied to rational functions than those with an infinite

number. After Weierstrass, we use the notation G(z) to denote an

integral transcendental function (se Ch. iii., 99). We have used

g(z) for functions holomorphic over the finite plane, or a region of

it; while G(z) is reserved for functions holomorphic throughout the

finite part of the plane. We shall understand by G[
-

)
the

\Z C/
function defined by the series

a *

-|
--^--

1
to oo, where

2 c (z cy
ap + a.-p- -\

---- defines an integral transcendental function.

A theorem of Weierstrass's. A one-valued function f(z) which
has only polar discontinuities in the finite part of the plane, and
which has a single essential singularity at oc, can be represented as

the quotient of two integral functions.

The number of polar infinities may be infinitely great, but only
a finite number of these are supposed to be scattered over the finite

part of the plane. Let the poles be of orders m^, m.^, at points
cu C2i )

such that

If a function G^z) could be constructed with zeros of orders m 1}

m.2 , at GU c*, ", the functions 6^(2) 'f(z) would be finite for all
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finite values of %, and would therefore be an integral function

G3 (z), say. Hence f(z) = ^f\- That the function (?,_() can
tri(z)

always be constructed will be proved presently. In the special case

when 2 -=- is a convergent series, Weierstrass has given the follow-
c\

ing very simple proof :

Write, tentatively,

#!() = (z
- c^(z - Cs)

m
*(z
- c3)

m
3 ...

;

then

fz c\ \M
This product converges when Of -

J converges, where Mis the
\z CA/

greatest of the quantities m. This second product converges with

.

with n /1+ AziM or with 2^=-^- But
\ z cj z CA .

-

-^
:-

converges, and therefore
_ -i

2 = 5- converges when 2

also when 2 converges; for, after a sufficient number of terms',
CA

1

will always be less than some fixed finite number.

149. Statement of the theorems of Weierstrass and Mittag-Leffler.

I. Factors. This example suggests the problem : to represent

as an infinite product any function which is holomorphic throughout
the finite part of the plane, and has infinitely many zeros, of which

only a finite number lie within any finite distance from the origin.

This problem has been completely solved by Weierstrass, who has

proved that such a holomorphic function can be expressed in the

form

0(0) I V ',

where c1? c2,
cg,

> are the zeros of ^(z) arranged in ascending order

of absolute value, and
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The simplest special case of Weierstrass's theorem is offered by
the integral polynomial of degree n, which can be represented as the

product of n simple factors. Another example, which will be proved

later, is afforded by the formula

-* / z\
* *

sin TTZ = TrzlTj 1 -- }e*.

V /

II. Partial fractions. We know that any algebraic fraction of

the form goZ q
'
z_ ' ' ' a" can be converted into partial frac-

& z- + 61z--
1

H-----\-bn

tions, and also that any meromorphic function h(z), with a finite
* / 1 \

number of poles at CD c^, -,
CB in a region F, = i<^[- ]+ a

i V2
- C<J

function g(z) which is holomorphic throughout T, where R(~
\z-cj

represents an integral polynomial in l/(z c). This theorem is

capable of great extension. Mittag-Leffler has shown that a one-

valued function can be constructed with infinitely many polar or

essential singularities of assigned characters at places cl5 Cj, Cy, ,

such that
| Cj j

< e> < c3 ,
L CH

' = OC,

and that the analytic expression for the function is

In this theorem the number of discontinuities is infinite in the

whole plane, but finite in the finite part of the plane. "Weierstrass

in a brilliant memoir (Zur Theorie der eindeutigen analytischen

Functionen) proved the corresponding theorem for the special case

of a finite number of singularities.

It is to be noticed in Weierstrass's and Mittag-Leffler's Theorems

that, when c, is a pole, the series GK (
-

)
ends after a finite num-

\z - c.)
ber of terms, whereas, when CK is an essential singularity, the series

is infinite but convergent throughout every region of the plane which

excludes the c^'s, and GK I-
j
expresses a transcendental function.

\z cxj
Further it must be understood that the points cb Cj, ,

in the finite

part of the plane are at finite distances apart, so that oo is the only

limiting point of the infinite system clf c* .

* The conditions for convergence may or may not require that shall be constant. Laguerre
suggested a classification of integral functions based on this theorem. When s is constant he
called G(z) a function of '

genre
'
5. According to this definition sin z is of '

genre
'
1. Herraite,

Cours d'Analyse.
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Proof of Mittag-Leffler's Theorem.

150. We have to construct a one-valued function /(z) which

has for its singular points cl} c2, c3, ,
and is discontinuous at these

points like #Y 1_Y
(K = !, 2, 3, ...). Expand &J-L-\ by

\z cj \z - cj
Maclauriu's theorem, in the form

n I ri v _L n "7
2 _l_ . . _l_ /i yP _1_ X f (y\ _L_ X ea-jrW/ft if ~T~ W/l K& T^ W/9 K~ T^ '-^'n K ~I~ **n ~~*

I K \ ^ I ~l **-P Ody .
U, IV I A, n. &, n. fj 1* J? fc''*\/ 1 ^7

the circle of convergence extending as far acK . For a given value

of z we can, by taking p large enough, make the remainder Ap as

small as we please. Let e
l5

e2, , ,
be positive quantities forming

a convergent series, and let p be taken so great that

,|<e, where z I <
|

c I.

Consider now the series

Whatever finite value z may have, there is a finite number of

singular points CK which are less than z iu absolute value, and an

infinite number which are greater than z in absolute value. Suppose
cn to be the first singular point, such that z

|

<
The first n 1 terms of the series

r / 1 \ ~|

proving that 2 6?K[-
-

) fK (z) is an unconditionally and uni-

i[_ \z cKJ J
formly convergent series, when z is not situated at one of the

points c.

Now in a part of the plane which contains only the singular

point CK we have assumed that f(z) = GK(- -
)-f-

a function which
\z cKJ

is holomorphic in the domain of CK . Hence, by subtracting the

form a finite series with a finite sum. Removing these terms, we
have a series whose terms are less than

n + en+i H 5
for all values of z

|

<
|

cn |,

since, if
|

z
|

< cn ,
it must, a fortiori, < cn+l |,

etc.

The series c,, + en+1 + en+2 H being, by hypothesis, convergent,

so is the series
t y ^ \
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function GK [
-

)
from /(z), we render the point CK an ordinary

\Z-CKJ /IN.
point. Instead of subtracting GK [ ],

subtract
\z cj

the point CK is equally an ordinary point. Hence

is a function (7 (2), free from singular points in the finite part of

the plane. We have, then, the general expression for every one-

valued function with isolated singularities ; namely,

This theorem of Mittag-Lefflers has been stated in the following
form by Casorati (Aggiunte a recenti lavori dei Sig* Weierstrass e

Mittag-Leffler. Annali di Matematica, serie ii., t. x.):

Given a series of functions of z, which are finitely or infinitely

many-valued, let one value be selected for each when z takes a given
initial value ZQ, and when z describes a path let the function-values

at a neighbouring point to z on the z-path be those which succeed,

by the law of continuity, those already selected. In this way we

single out an infinite series of branches </>i(z), </>2 (z), . Suppose
that these branches can be represented by integral series in z, with

radii of convergence p^ p?, p3, such that

Pi = P2 = P3'"> Lpn
= x;

then, by a suitable choice of the integral polynomials,

oo

the series 2 (<f>x (z) / (z) )

can be made unconditionally and uniformly convergent throughout

every part of the plane from which the singular points of <h(z),

</>,(z), ,
are excluded.

Proof of Weierstrass's Factor- Theorem.

151. Let GX, Cj, c3, ,
differ from one another by finite

amounts, and let
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f Z\
also let GK (z)

= log f
1

,

V cJ

where that branch is selected which

z z
2

z3

CK Z CK O CK

a series whose radius of convergence is
|

CK
\

. Then, by Mittag-

Leffler's Theorem,

can be made to converge unconditionally and uniformly throughout

every part of the plane which contains none of the points c
l5

c2,
c3,

. This series will represent a branch of a many-valued
function of z, for when z describes positively a closed contour

round several of the points CK ,
each of the corresponding terms

increases by 2-n-i. As the various branches of x(z) differ merely

by multiples of 2 wi, ex (z) must be one-valued.

Hence G (z)
= exw = n (l - -

is a one-valued integral transcendental function, which vanishes

exclusively at the points ca ,
c2, . In this way we have formed a

product which is unconditionally and uniformly convergent, and
/ 9 \

whose factors
f
1 - -

]
e~f< (z}

,
called by Weierstrass 'primary factors,'

V CJ
vanish at the assigned points cl5 c2, [Casorati, loc. cit.].

To complete the discussion let us consider a mode of construction

of the functions fK (z), (*
=

1, 2, ). The problem is to determine

integral polynomials fK (z) such that

CK

shall be unconditionally and uniformly convergent. We have

z'

2
"

^ ? 2!

where /.,,(2)=
- +-

2
+ ^ +- + 7-

CK CK CK CK

Thus 2 | +/,.(*) 1 =<s -7^-^
(a-c,, ) CK*(-C)
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and the problem will be solved if this latter series be convergent.

This will be the case for & fixed value of s, if 2^ be absolutely con-
CK

vergent. For many distributions of the points CK it is possible to

find a fixed value for s which will make the series absolutely con-

vergent. That there are distributions for which s must depend upon
K, is shown by the series

(Iog3)
+1+

(log4)'

which is divergent, however great s may be. Let us, then, suppose
s a function of K

; as, for instance, s = K 1. The series of abso-

lute values is now

1 C

and the ratio of the (K -\- l)th to the Kth term is

Thus the series is conver-
K~l

is uniform through-

which is evidently zero when K =
30

gent. That the convergence of 2
i c CK

out every part of the plane, which excludes the points c, is evident

from the consideration that, for each finite value of z, the series can

be decomposed into two parts,

2
i <;

*- l

(Z CK)

such that n is finite and z <
;

cn+1

lC^-^Z CK)'

For all values of z within a

region of the z-plane, which contains none of the points CK,
the lat-

ter series is convergent and expressible as an integral series, and

the former series consists merely of a finite number of terms.

Xow that a satisfactory form has been found for/IC] .(2), namely,

~K ^(C ^K ^K

we write D log (z)
- 2 j

-i_ + /K ,(z)
1 = 6? '(),

(. Z CK )

where G '(z) is holomorphic throughout the finite part of the plane.

Multiply by dz and integrate ;
the resulting equation is

= exp Go -
exp

C (K-
where
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The reader should notice that the expression for a holomorphic
function as an infinite product is fully determined, save as to an expo-
nential factor which nowhere vanishes. Also that when r of the

numbers c are equal, the corresponding primary factor must be

raised to the exponent r, and that when r of the numbers c = 0, the

C* ( z\

preceding reasoning applies to the function -
^-i, so that G(z) now
zr

contains a factor zr.

152. An example of the factor-theorem.

Let G(z) = siuirz/Trz. The zeros of 6r(z), namely 2 = 1, 2,

,
are distributed so that the series111

I
is divergent,

but - - + - - + - - H convergent.

Hence s = 1, and

d-(y\ TT /"I y /f N/jz/c, TT'n yfn\t>*fn\JT \6 I H I 1- *v/ VK 1 c i< 11 I -L ^ / /fc ) t>
,

30

the accent signifying that n is omitted. By combining each

term (1 z/n)e*
/n with the corresponding term (1 + z/ri)e~

z/n
,
we

get

O(z) =n(l-z2

/n
2
),

i

or sin irz = vz(l
- 2

2

/l
2

) (1
- z

2

/2
2

) (1
- 2

/3
2

) ,

or sin z =z(l- Z'/T?} (1
-

z*/2V) (1
- z

2

/3V)

The presence of the exponential in the primary factor ensures

the unconditional convergence of the product. The value of
n

n(l Z/K) depends upon the ratio n/m, when n, m tend to oo.*
m

An Example of Mittag-Leffler's Tlieorem.^

The series 2 (n = 0, 1, 2, -) is divergent, but if by
Z n-rr

2' we denote that n = is not to be included in the summation,

2' j
-^ +} = S' ^

(. Z nir ntr ) UTT(Z nir)

* Cayley, Collected Works, t. 1., p. 156.

f See M. De Presle, Bulletin de la Socie^ Matliumatique, t. xvi.; also Hermlte's Cours

d'Analyee.
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is convergent. Hence cot z 1/z 1.'z/mr(z mr)= a holomorphic
function G(z). If it can be proved that G (z) does not become infinite

as
j

z tends to the limit oo, G(z) must reduce to a constant ( 140).

(i.) Let z = x -f iy, where y^=Q. In the expression

cot x cot iy 1 1 ^ , z

the first two terms do not tend to oc with z, and the third term is

finite.

(ii.) Let y = 0. The first term is infinite only when x=nnr

(m an integer), the second term is infinite only when x= 0, while

the third term tends to oc only for values of x which tend to

mir. To examine the behaviour in the neighbourhood of mir, write

x = x' + mir. The limit of the function

, / , , \ X' -4- miT 1 -i i n
cot (x' -\-mir)

! is
,
when x =0.

1

1 x
This shows that cot x 2' is finite for every

value of x.

(iii.) By combining (i.) and (ii.) we see that G(z) is finite

throughout the plane and reduces to a constant. That this constant

= is evident from the consideration that cot z 1/z 2'

changes sign with z.
n*(z ~ Wr )

Hence cot z = 1/z 4- 5'

Examines. Prove that

1 ,
jXBKf

Z

Z -?ir(z TT)

r=\, 3, 5,

153. TJieorem. In the neighbourhood of an essential singu-

larity c, a one-valued function approaches, as nearly as we please,

every arbitrarily given magnitude (Weierstrass).
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Let A be any arbitrarily assigned magnitude. We have to prove
that within any circle, however small, round c as centre, there must
be infinitely many points such that the value of the function at each

of these differs from A by as small a quantity as we please. If

infinitely many roots of the equation f(z) = A lie within the circle,

the theorem is clearly true. If, on the contrary, the number of roots

be finite, describe round c, as a centre, a circle C in which /(z) is

nowhere = A. The function - has an essential singularity
J(z) A

at z = c, and no pole in the neighbourhood of c. Hence we may use

Laurent's theorem :

throughout the interior of (7, the point c exclusive. The second

series converges throughout the plane. Writing l/(z c)
= x, the

second series becomes an integral series P(x) convergent for every

point within a circle of radius R concentric with C. But, however

great R may be, there are points outside C, at which the absolute

value is greater than an arbitrarily assigned value. Let x be such

a point ;
to it corresponds a point z = c -f- l/.i*, arbitrarily close to c,

at which the series is greater, in absolute value, than any assigned

quantity. Consequently /(z) has values which differ arbitrarily

little from A. See Picard's Cours d'Analyse. x

Picard has further shown that, as in the case of e
z

( 147), near

an essential singularity of a one-valued function there are infinitely

many points at which the function is exactly equal to A, except

possibly for two values of A. Comptes Kendus, t. Ixxxix., p. 745;

Bulletin des Sciences Math., 1880.

The first theorem of 145 can be extended to any one-valued

functions. If /i(z), /2 (z), two one-valued functions with arbitrarily

, many poles and essential singularities, coincide in value along a line

L of length not infinitely small, they must be identically equal.

For fi(z)f.2 (z), = <(z), is zero along L. Let C be a closed

curve which does not include a discontinuity of f\(z), f3 (z), but does

include a portion LI of L. Within C, <(z) is holomorphic ;
but it

= along LI, therefore it must = throughout the interior of C.

Now C may be drawn as close as we please to a pole c: of fi(z) or

/2 (2). The place ct cannot be a pole of <(z), for this would imply

an abrupt change in value from to oo. Assume ct
to be an essen-

tial singularity of each of the functions f\(z) ,/*(*) All the points

inside C and close to ca make <(z) = 0, whereas, near CD </>(z) should
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be completely indeterminate. It follows that ct is not an essential

singularity of <(z). Hence <(z), having neither poles nor essential

singularities, reduces to zero. (This proof is due to Picard. It is

to be found in Hermite's Cours d'Analyse.)

154. An n-valued function of z, which has in the finite part
of the plane only algebraic singularities, is the root of an algebraic

equation whose coefficients are meromorphic functions of z.

Let i/v >.';,,. ', ivn be the n branches. In the preceding chapter it

was shown that near any finite point z = a there exists for each

branch an expansion of the form P(z a)
1/r
/(z a)

A/r where r and

and A. are positive integers. From the behaviour of a cyclic system
at an algebraic singularity a it follows that if /A be an integer the

sum of the /ith powers of all the branches, S^, is unaltered when
z describes the circle (a). Therefore S^ is developable in the form

P(z a)/(z a)", where v is a positive integer; that is, >S> is a

one-valued function, with no finite singularities except poles ;
that

is, Sp is meromorphic.

In the equation

(zc it-i)(to ws) (tv I0B)
= ....

(i.),

the coefficients are expressible as integral functions of

and are therefore also meromorphic functions of z.

If the equation in w be irreducible, a closed path can be found

which leads from a given initial branch u\ to any other branch.

For if it be possible to pass from Wi to tv2,
w3, , '*, K < n, and to

no other branch, what has been said about all the branches applies
to the system w^ iv2, ,

WK) and we have an equation

with meromorphic coefficients. That is, the equation of degree n

admits a factor of the same form but of degree < n, and is, there-

fore, reducible.

If the number of singularities be finite, and if z = oc be also an

algebraic singularity, each coefficient in the equation (i.) has a

finite number of poles, and is ( 145) a rational fraction. In this

case w is an algebraic function of z.
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155. Applications of Cauchy's theorems to definite integrals.

(1) Consider
j

e
iaz

dz/(W + z2), where a and b are real and posi-

tive, and let the contour C be the semicircle and diameter of Fig. 45.

In the first place,

lim (z ib)e
iaz

/(b
2 + z

2

)
= e~ab

/2 ib
;

hence
(
= Tre~

ab
/b.

J(iT>)

Secondly,

\\rnz > e
ia*
/ (tf + z~)

= 0,

since e
iaz =e~ay

,
a quantity finite when y >0.

Therefore, when the radius of the semicircle is oo
,
the integral

along it is zero. There remains the integral along the real axis,

which must be equal to the integral round ib.

Hence Ce^dx/^
2 + x2

)
=^ ab

/b,
\J 00

and, on separation of the real and imaginary parts,

cos axdx/(b
2
-f x

2

) =7re~
ab

/b,

XC

/ 3

Xoo

I sin axdx/(b
2 + x2

)
= 0.

(2) Let

l,=

where a is real and < a< 1.

a

p -* o E

Fig. 46

* In 72 the path of integration passes through the pole #=0 of the integrand. In such

case we define the principal value of the integral J f(z)dz as the limit of

where c', c" are the points in which the path of integration is cut by a small circle with centre

at the pole, when the radius of the circle tends to zero. In the example, 72 is the principal value

of the integral.
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Let the contour C be as in the figure, the breadth of the rec-

tangle being IT, and the length oo . The integral

-O = 0,

since the pole z = is excluded by the semicircle. Over the paths
from p to q and from q to p which are of finite length, the

integrand vanishes, and therefore the integral is zero. The residue

at being lim 2e
<

"7(l e*) or 1, the integral along the semicir-
r=0

cle = Trt'. From q to q, z = x -f id, and therefore the integral is

ef"+viadx/(l + e*) or e**!*

Therefore I2 + iri - e'"^ = 0,

or I2 cos ira /! = 0, ir sin ira Ii = 0,

Or II = TT CSC irtt, I.,= ir COt nCt.

It may be remarked that if we write the last result in the form

c

-dX = 7r(COt 7TOt COt 7T&), < b < 1,s: 1-e*

there is no longer a pole at the origin, and the statement is not

restricted to the principal value.

If we write e*= t, we have

= Tr esc ira

r(t?-
1

t*~
l

)dt/(l = (cot TO cot TT&).

o _ 2
(3) In order to make the function log

^ _
one-valued, we draw

z a

a line from a to /?, and regard this line as a barrier which z must not

cross. Let a and /3 be real, and let a < /3 ;
the barrier may be

drawn along the real axis. Assign a real value of the logarithm
to a point x+ on the positive side of the barrier

;
then at any point

2 the value of the logarithm is

log
1/8-2

i (supplement of angle o2/3).

Consider the integral

B z ,

log
^--

dz,za
where 5LLJ. is a rational fraction ; for
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simplicity we suppose that if n be the degree of ^(2), that of

<(z) <n 1, and that $(z) has n simple zeros z^ z2, ,, none of

which lie on the barrier.

Let C consist of the two sides of the barrier and two small

circles round a and (3. Since the residue at zr is
,

,
we have

r=2^^4iog
^v

Jc ^ (zr) Zr a

Again, the residues at a and ft are zero, therefore I and I are zero
/() J(

and
( may be written
J G

C
P

f(x+)d
s a.

where /(a?)
= log

\l>(x

J[ CA*)

or, since the logarithm loses 2 id in passing from #+ to x_,

,
ete.

Accordingly F*
J.

the formula for the integration of the rational fraction

ÎVX

If by log - S we mean that branch which is real when z is rea
z -

1 either >/3

may be written

2 a

<a, log
Z a Z a

and either > /3 or < a, log
-

"= log cJ + TTZ, and the formuh

for 2^4 = 0.

A'(^r)

(4) In the same way, if f(z) = &-
flogn)\
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= _ 2 .<
X a

X a
i v y

and therefore

Zr -a

Examples. (1) Prove that if a be real and < a < 1,

I sin axdx/x = ?r/2.

/^
i "f ,7^

log ,
taken over the circle

j
z

j

= 1,
_ > 2

//2
prove log cos 0d0 = TT log 2/2.

/o

where a, /3 are real and positive, and a < /?.

156. Differential equations. The following paragraphs give a

succinct account of a method, due to Gauchy, of proving the existence

of integrals of differential equations. The mode of presentation

is taken from Briot and Bouquet's Traite des Fonctions Elliptiques,

second edition, 1875 (Livre V., Fonctions definies par des Equations
Differentielles ) .

It was proved in 143 that, when <(Zi, z2) is holomorphic in the

regions I\, F2 bounded by c^ C& each partial differential quotient can

be expressed as a definite integral. Let <f>(z, w) be a function of the

two variables z, w, which is holomorphic in two circular regions F,

rb of radii p, pl ;
here z, 10 are regarded as independent variables.

The value of ^' ?
u

' at ZQ, ? (the centres of the two circles)r *

isgivenby -
(2 iriyc! o. (z

- z y+\w -

"Write z z = pe
i9

,
to M-O = pie

f\ then

fr+'sh V '
' /*2lr /*

^=7^1) f
dZo oif

-lir-p piJo /o
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and -^- < r! s!-^, where
p. is the greatest absolute value of

6Zy blffo pV
<j)(z, w) for the regions T, I\. For purposes of comparison we shall

need another function,

-,

Z n-i~
the partial differential quotient at z

,
w is

8r+8 I> . . a
n* ] o " "

a quantity which is real and positive ;
and therefore

This inequality plays an important part in what follows. Let

us now consider the differential equation

dw/dz = <f>(tv, z),

where < is the function discussed above. Suppose that, when z = z
,

a value of w is w
;
there will be no loss of generality if we write

z = 0, w = 0, for this merely amounts to a change of both origins.

We have to prove the existence of a solution w = P
1 (z) .

Write tentatively w = -Pi(z), so that w = when z= 0. The coeffi-

cients in PI(Z) must be the values of div/dz, d2

w/dz
2
,

ds

w/dz?, ,

when z = and iv = 0. We have for their determination a system
of equations which are free from negative terms,

C2^
;&,.

-"' f
'

where ^ 1 =8^/8, </>2
= 8^/8w, <j>ra

= Br+'<t>/8z
r
8w'.

The series which is obtained in this way, namely,

has, so far, merely formal significance as an integral. For it has

not been proved that it converges in the neighbourhood of (0, 0), or

that it actually satisfies the differential equation. It will be suffi-

cient if we show that the series is convergent for a finite domain of

(0,0) ;
for it results, from the method of formation of the successive
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differential quotients of w, that
<f>

and ic', together with all their

differential quotients with regard to z, are equal at (0, 0). The

convergence for a finite domain is found by comparing the series

^c = Pt (z), derived from w' = <f>(ic, z),

with the series

TF= Q!(Z), derived from W' = ^(W} z),

where <*>(TF, z) = //(!
-

TF/P,) (1
-

z/P).

The coefficients in Qi(z) are obtained by equations

W =
I

(3),

which are precisely similar to the equations (2) ;
and since $ and

all its partial differential quotients are real and positive at (0, 0),

all these coefficients are real and positive. Further the inequalities

which are derived from (2) show, with the help of the inequalities

(1), that, when z = 0, w = 0, TF= 0,

w

and therefore
[

w (<t)

|
< TF (<t)

, K = 1, 2, 3, ...

It follows that when the series Qi(z) is convergent, the series

PI(Z) is also convergent. It will therefore suffice if we prove the

convergence of Qi(z), or

W 'z + TFoV/2! + TFo'V/3! + .,

for a neighbourhood of z = which is not infinitely small. This

is easily done, for the equation in TF can be solved by the separation
of the variables, one of the ordinary methods of differential equa-
tions. Let W= when z =

;
then the solution is

p

and the two values of TFare found by solving a quadratic.
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That branch of W which vanishes when z = is

Pi \ P;

the radical being supposed to reduce to + 1 when 2 = 0. By
expanding log (1 z/p), and afterwards the radical, as an integral

series, we find that W is equal to an integral series Qj(z) whose

circle of convergence extends to the nearest singular point. This

singular point is the branch-point given by

Pi

that is, z = p(l

For all points within the circle (p
1

), the branch of TFin question

is given by the series Qi(z), whose coefficients are all real and

positive ;
therefore

This last expression increases with z
|

and is equal to p l when

j

z
[

= p. Therefore, for all points within the circle (p
f

), | W\ < pi.

It follows that the series PI(Z) is convergent within the same

circle, and that
|

w
\

< pl within this circle. Hence the solution is

a true one.

Briot and Bouquet prove, by the following considerations, that

the differential equation admits no other solution which vanishes

when z = 0. Suppose that w is the holomorphic integral just found,

and that w + w is a second integral which vanishes when 2 = 0.

Hence dw/dz = <(w + w, 2) <f>(w, 2).

Since the right-hand side vanishes for w = independently of the

value of z, it must contain an integral power of w. Thus

where ^(2) is made a function of z only, by writing for w, w, their

values in terms of z. On separating the variables, this equation can
;

be integrated along a curve (0 to ) and gives

1

Since the integral is finite and o> = 0, the equation is untrue. Then

remains the case K = 1
;
the value of to is then
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Since o^ = 0, o> must vanish identically. Thus the solution of the

kind proposed is not only existent, but also unique.

The analytic function associated with the solution w = P
l (z)

can be found by the method of continuation. To find a value at a

place 2', draw a path from to z' and interpolate points between z

and z' in the manner explained in Chapter III., using each point as

the centre for a circle of convergence. Progress towards z' may
be barred by the presence of singular points in the region to be

traversed.

157. With the aid of the preceding theorem it is possible to

prove the existence and one-valuedness of w as a function of z when

dw/dz = V(w j) ('iv
a 2 ) (zc a3) (w a4 ),

Oj, a.,, o3, 4 being four constants, supposed unequal. Suppose that

v: = // when z = 0, u-

being different from the constants a
lf a._ o3,

o4 .

Also let the sign of the radical be assigned when iv = ztv The

equation has an integral which is holomorphic in the neighbourhood
of z = 0. By the Weierstrassian method of continuation, this ele-

ment defines an analytic function. When a place z is reached, for

which ic is equal to a a.,, a 3,
a 4 , or cc

,
the expression on the right-

hand side of the equation for dw/dz ceases to be holomorphic. That

the integral of the equation is holomorphic in the neighbourhood of

a point 2 , for which w = a t, can be shown by the transformation

ic = ! -f TP. The right-hand side of the resulting equation,

2dW/dz = V(i - a, + IP) (a t
- as + IP) (^ - a4 + TF2),

is holomorphic in the neighbourhood of TP"=0, and therefore TF

and iv are holomorphic in the neighbourhood of this point ZQ.

Similarly the transformations ic = 1/W, z = z + z' enable us to

determine what happens at a point z for which ic = y: . For the

equation

d W/dz' = -V (1
-

a-i IF) (1
-

2 W) (1
- o3 W) (1

- atW),

when coupled with the initial conditions z' = 0, W= 0, has an

integral W which is holomorphic in the neighbourhood of z' = 0, and

z = z is a pole of w. Thus, whatever be the values of iv at a point
2 = ZQ, the integral of the differential equation is one-valued in the

neighbourhood of z = Z&

Picard has pointed out (Bulletin des Sciences mathematiques,
1890

;
Traite d'Analyse, t. ii., fasc. 1) that the above considerations

do not prove that the function w is a one-valued function of z
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throughout the finite part of the z-plaue. It has been assumed that

the value of the integral is determinate at each point of the 2-plane.

He makes the method of continuation apply rigorously to the whole

plane by proving that the continuation can be effected by a circle of

fixed radius p. Bound the points a1}
a2, 3, a^ oo describe circles

(ttj), (a2), (a3 ), (a4 ), (20). Within the region bounded by these

five circles there is a finite radius of convergence at each point, and

therefore a lower limit, which does not vanish, for the radii of con-

vergence. When w lies within (a), the transformation w = a^ + W2

transforms (o^) into a new circle, and so long as W lies within this

new circle, there is a lower limit of the radii of convergence for W.

Similarly for the other points a2,
a3,

a4 ,
oo. The least of these six

lower limits of the radii of convergence of the series which define w
is a number p, different from

;
and when we assign to z, w any

arbitrary values z
,
ww z being finite, w is one-valued and determi-

nable within the circle whose centre is z and whose radius is the

fixed number p. From this the desired conclusion follows.

If we attempt to apply the same argument to the equation

dw/dz =V (w ai) (w a,) (w a2p+2),

we have, when w = 1/TFJ

dW/dz = - V(l - a,W) (1
- aaW)~-(l - a,

and the function on the right is not holomorphic in the neighbour-
hood of W= 0, when p > 1. The inference is that w is not a one-

valued function of z throughout the finite part of the 2-plane ;
in

point of fact, w is an infinitely many-valued function of z, as will

appear later.

References. On the general subject of this chapter, the reader should con-

sult : Briot and Bouquet, Fonctions Elliptiques ; Cauchy's Works
;
Hermite's

Cours d'Analyse ;
Jordan's Cours d' Analyse ;

Laurent's Traite d'Analyse.

Cauchy's fundamental theorem has been extended to double integrals of

functions of two independent complex variables by Poincare (Acta Math., t. ix.).

Algebraic functions of two variables are discussed in Picard's prize memoir

(Liouville, ser. iv., t. v.).



CHAPTER VI.

RIEMAXX SURFACES.

158. Hitherto we have considered the z-plane as a single plane

sheet upon which the variable z is represented. In the Argaml

diagram, to each point z are attached all the corresponding values of

to. As long as w is a one-valued function of z, no difficulty arises
;

for every path from z to z in the Argand diagram leads from the

initial value tcn to the same final value ic. But if to be a many-valued

function, a definitely selected initial value at ZQ does not determine

which of the values is to be chosen at z, since different paths from

z to z may lead to different values of w at z. A familiar instance

is afforded by the algebraic function given by the irreducible equa-

tion jF(?c*, z
1

")
= 0. Here each point z has attached to it n values

v:. When n > 1. two paths from zc to z can always be found which

will lead from the same initial value ic at ZQ to different values at z.

In Eiemann's method of representation one value of ic, and only

one, corresponds to each point of a surface. Before considering the

general problem we shall show how to form a Riemann surface in

some simple special cases.

Let ic = Vz. To one z in the Argand diagram correspond two

values of w, whereas we wish to make two points correspond to two

values of v:. To these two points the same complex variable z should

be attached.

Instead of a single z-plane we take two indefinitely thin sheets,

one of which lies immediately below the other. For convenience of

description we suppose them to be horizontal.* To the one value of

z correspond two places in these sheets, one vertically below the

other. Every place in the upper or lower sheet has one, and only

one, of the two values Vz, Vz, permanently attached to it. If, for

a given z, Vz be attached to the upper sheet, then Vz must be

attached to the lower sheet at the point z
;
but we cannot infer, from

*To avoid confusion we shall speak of a point of a Riemann surface as a place. A pair of

numbers (z, ic) is attached to each place, and serves to name the place; but it is frequently con-

venient to use a single letter for the pair (2, ic). When n sheets are spread over the Argand dia-

gram for z, the vertical line through the point z meets the surface in n places (z, w).

205
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this alone, the value for the upper sheet at a second point z'. When
z = or oo

,
the values of w are equal, and only one place is needed

to represent them
;
hence we regard the sheets as hanging together

at and co . But we require a further connexion between the two

sheets. In the Argand diagram a closed path, which starts from z

and passes once around the origin, leads from Vz to Vz. There-

fore, in the Biemann representation, if the path start from a place

in the upper sheet, to which a value Vz is attached, it must lead to

that place, in the lower sheet, which lies vertically below the initial

place. It follows that either we must give up the idea of having

only one w-value attached to each place of the two sheets, or else we
must make a connexion or bridge between the sheets, over which

every path, which goes once round the origin, must necessarily pass.

If the bridge stretch from to co
,
without intersecting itself, this

condition will be satisfied for any finite path. In this example it

should be noticed that and co are branch-points in the z-plane, and

that the bridge extends from branch-point to branch-point.

Secondly we know that the same path, described twice in the

same direction, leads from Vz to Vz, i.e. from a place of the upper
sheet to the same place of the upper sheet, assuming that the initial

place lies in the upper sheet. The first circuit takes the place into

the lower sheet
;

in order that the second circuit may restore the

place to the upper sheet, it is necessary that it should pass along a

bridge from the lower sheet to the upper. This condition and the

preceding one are satisfied by a double bridge, or branch-cut, which

extends from to GO. Figure 48, a, is a section of the surface made

by a plane perpendicular to the bridge.

a
lX

&'1

v >< X (&)

Cta &2 Cg C/a

/7g. 48

Finally a closed path in the Argand diagram, which includes no

branch-point, restores the initial value of w. It remains then for

us to show that such a path gives a closed path in the Kiemann

surface. There is often an advantage in distinguishing by suffixes

the places in which a vertical line cuts the sheets. In this notut ion

Z! and z2 mean corresponding places z in the first and second sheets.
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A closed path which starts at z
t
must end at zl and not at z*

this notation, Fig. 49 shows that a closed path in the Argand

diagram which does not enclose 0, is a closed path in the Kiemann

surface. For instance, a point which starts at a place al ant

describes the path in Fig. 49, in the direction of the arrow, passes

at b into the lower sheet, at c into the upper sheet, at d into the

Fig. 49

lower sheet, and finally at e into the upper sheet, returning to the

initial place j. The figure also shows that the path q^r-jq^ leads

from g t
to q.2, whereas qir^r^ is closed.

The Kiemann surface for w = Vz is of the form given in Fig. 50.

Looking from to a, the sheet 1 on the left continues along Oa into

the sheet 2 on the right, and the sheet

1 on the right into the sheet 2 on the

left. The branch-cut Oa extends from

to ac, but is not necessarily straight ;

the sheets 1 and 2 are nearly parallel,

infinitely close to one another, and

infinitely extended in two dimensions.

The figure illustrates the way in which

the surface winds round the point 0.

Fig. 60

The displacement of a branch-cut.

The places a 1? b.2 , are consecutive in

Fig. 48, a
;
but o 1? 6lf or 0% &,, are not

consecutive. Thus if the values of the function at ah a^ be

V, continuity requires that the values at b^. b.2 , shall be

V&, A/6; then the values at Cj, c?j, are Vc, Vd, ,
and

so on. The position of the branch-cut or bridge has been defined

only to this extent, that it must pass from to oc, and never cut

itself. Naturally any other branch-cut, subject to these conditions,
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will equally serve our purpose. Let the cut be deformed from V
to V, and consider the same vertical section of the surface as in

Fig. 48. Fig. 48, b, represents the new state of things. A com-

parison of this figure with Fig. 48, a, shows that the points which

have changed sheets (e.g. b^ b2,
which have become b2 ', &/) carry the

values of w with them. For the value at a
lf

in Figs. 48, a, and

48, b, being Va, the value at 62 in Fig. 48, a, is V&, and the value

at &i' in Fig. 48, b, is also V&. Viewing the whole surface, Fig. 50,

when the branch-cut is shifted to V, the part of the lower sheet

between Fand V becomes part of the upper sheet, and vice versd.

These considerations show what is involved in the shifting of a

branch-cut.

Let us next examine the function w = V(z a) (z b). This

function is two-valued
;
we wish to make one value of w correspond

to one place of the Riemann surface, and must therefore have a

two-sheeted surface. The branch-points are a and b. In the Argand

diagram, we know that a circuit round either branch-point, with an

initial value w, leads to a final value w
;
while a circuit which

includes both branch-points restores the initial value. This suggests

that we draw a bridge from a to b. Any path, on meeting the

bridge, has to change from one sheet to another, but the sheets are

unconnected except along the bridge.

159. The Riemann sphere. We have now had two simple
illustrations of a Riemann surface. Before giving other examples
and the general theory, we point out that, as in the case of the

Argand diagram, there is often a great advantage in substituting

for a surface formed of infinite plane sheets a closed surface. Any
surface may be selected which has a (1, 1) correspondence with the

plane surface, the simplest closed surface being the sphere.

Let us suppose, then, the Riemann surface inverted with regard

to an external point 0', which lies vertically below at unit distance.

A two-sheeted Riemann surface becomes two infinitely near spheres,

joined together at the branch-points. These two spheres touch each

other at 0', but by a slight displacement, this connexion can be

destroyed, except when co is a branch-point in the plane surface;

in fact, in the last example, the only connexion is along a line

extending from the branch-point a to the branch-point b, whereas

the Riemann sphere for the function w = Vz has branch-points at

and 0', which are connected by a bridge lying along any line, as

for instance the half of a great circle, from to 0'.

It is now clear that the function Vz is only a case of the more

general function V(z a)(z b). We may regard the sphere, in
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the second case, as stretched, without tearing, until the branch-

points are diametrically opposite, and then developed, by inversion,

upon the tangent plane at either branch-point. It should be noticed

that, in the case of V(z a) (z 6), the method suggested by the

first example, namely, the drawing of branch-cuts from a, b, to co
,

does not differ essentially from that adopted here
;

for co is an

ordinary point on the sphere, and the two cuts, from a, 6, to oo
,

amount merely to a single cut from a to 6.

160. The function tc = z1/". To a given z correspond 71 values

of ?':. We wish to make one value of tc correspond to one place of

the Eiemann surface
;
we must therefore have an ?i-sheeted surface.

Let the n values of ic, for a given z, be IL\ = zv", u-2 = aicl9
v:z = d2 v-\,

*> *>

..., u'n = an~ l

iL\, where a = cos + i sin= The way in which we
71 71

number the sheets is immaterial. Let, then, u-^, ic* -,
wn belong,

initially, to the first, second, ,
nth sheets respectively. In the

Argand diagram, one positive circuit round the origin changes zv "

into azl/a
,

i.e. u\ into v:2. A second circuit changes ic, into iv3, ,
an

nth changes wn into wv
Hence if, with the previous notation, z^ z^, -, zn be n places in

the same vertical line, to all of which z is attached, the first circuit

must lead from z
v to z^ the second from z2 to Zg, ,

the nth from zn

3 ^\^ = 3

4 ^\ ^ 4

5

Fig. 51

to Zj. A bridge must be drawn, as in Fig. 49. A closed path which

passes once round the origin is an open curve in the Kiemann sur-

face. Suppose that this path starts at the point z, and proceeds in

the positive direction. The first description leads from Zj to Zj, the

second from z, to z.,. ,
the 7?th from zn to zv A negative descrip-

tion of the path leads from z
l to zn,

from ZH to zn_!, from zn_ to zn_3,

and so on. By drawing the bridge, it is easy to see that any closed
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path in the Argand diagram, which does not include the branch-

point 0, gives a closed path on the Biemann surface, for such a

path must cross the bridge an even number of times (see Fig. 49 for

the special case n 2) ;
let a, b be two consecutive points where

the path crosses the bridge. If, at a, the point pass from the /cth

to the Ath sheet, it remains in the Xth sheet till it reaches b, and
then passes back to the *th sheet. Thus, on the whole, it returns

to the original sheet, and the path is closed. Fig. 51 represents a

section of the surface made by a plane perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the bridge, and viewed from, the origin.

161. The function w = Vz(l z)(a z)(b z)(c z). The
function is two-valued, with branch-points at 0, 1, a, b, c, oo . The
Eiemann surface must be two-sheeted. It is required to find

the connexions between the sheets. From the theory of loops we
know that a closed curve which surrounds an even number of the

six branch-points (infinity included), or which passes an even

number of times round a single branch-point, will reproduce the

initial value of w\ whereas, if the curve enclose branch-points an
odd number of times, the initial value of w is reproduced with a

change of sign. The branch-cuts in the Eiemann surface must be

so constructed that a path, which is closed in the Argand diagram,
shall lead from z to zl or z2, according as it includes an even or an

odd number of branch-points, where, in estimating the number, we
must count each branch-point as often as the path encircles it.

A figure would show, immediately, that cuts along straight lines

from 0, 1, a, b, c, to oo satisfy these requirements, but a simpler

arrangement is to join to 1, a to b, c to oo
, by branch-cuts. These

branch-cuts must not cross themselves or one another. In Fig. 52

they are represented by straight lines. This figure shows that paths

Fig. 62

which enclose an even number of branch-points in the z-plane are

closed on the Eiemann surface, whereas q^rq^ which encloses three

branch-points, begins in the upper sheet and ends in the lower.

In the same way the Eiemann surface can be found for the square
root of a rational integral function of degree 2 n 1 or 2 n. It
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should be noticed that the former function is a special case of the

latter, created by one branch-point moving off to infinity.

162. Riemann surfaces for irreducible algebraic functions.

We are now in a position to construct a Kieruann surface for the

general algebraic function. Let the function be w-valued. Take n

infinitely thin sheets, lying infinitely near one another. We first

assign to the n sheets the branches which correspond to a given z,

say z = z(0)
,
which is not a critical point. When z describes a path

from 2(0) to a branch-point a, we determine by the principle of con-

tinuity those values into which the several initial values of ic pass ;

by observing those which belong to the cyclic systems near a we

decide the connexion of the sheets at a. Through the sheets to

which one and the same cyclic system of values is attached, a branch-

cut is drawn from a to oc
,
and this is done for each cyclic system at

a
;
the branch-cuts being distinct, though they may interlace (as in

Fig. 53).

a,b

Starting afresh from z(0)
,
we repeat the process for every other

branch-point.

It will be convenient to suppose that neither the paths from

z(0) to the branch-points, nor the branch-cuts from the branch-points
to oo , intersect one another

;
also that none of the paths encounters

a branch-cut. It is clear, as in 159, that a new system of paths

may lead to quite different connexions of the sheets. When the

connexions of the sheets have been ascertained, the branch-cuts can-

not be drawn at random, but must satisfy the requirements of the

cyclic system or systems at oo . That is, a very large circuit which

begins at any place of the surface must produce the same effect as

in the theory of loops ;
this effect being nil when oo is not a branch-

point.

The system of branch-cuts adopted is merely one of infinitely

many which are available when the connexion of the sheets has been

established. For example, the cuts may be drawn to any finite

point instead of to oc
, regard being paid to the requirements of the

cyclic systems at that point and to the branch-point at oo . Sup-
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pose that a non-critical point z is selected in the Argand diagram
and that cuts are made in the z-plane from z to the branch-points
of the function. Let these cuts, Fi, V2, , Vr, be regarded as hav-

ing positive and negative banks, which are met in the order

Vi
+ FI~V2

+ ' Vr
+ V7 on description of a small circle round z . By

superposing n 1 similarly cut sheets, called sheets 2, 3, , n, on

the z-sheet, and by joining the n positive banks of the cuts VK to the

7i negative banks of the same cuts, the n sheets become connected,

and the sheets 1, 2, ,
n pass into the sheets a

1}
a2, , ,

where

(!, 2, , ) is a permutation of (1, 2, , n). Let the resulting

substitutions along the r cuts VK be
j, 2, ,

Sr ;
then if the new

surface is to be a Riemann surface in which it is possible to pass
from any one place to any other by a continuous path, it is necessary
that SlS2 -"Sr be equal to 1. When an ?t-sheeted surface is con-

structed by the process just described, the requisite data, in order

that it may be a Riemann surface, are the positions of z
,
of the

branch-points, and of the lines FK , together with the substitutions

$1, $2> ", Sr, where S1S2 --'Sr
= 'L. See Hurwitz, Riemann'sche

Flachen mit gegebenen Verzweigungspunkten, Math. Ann., t. xxxix.

A branch-point a in Cauchy's theory of loops is on the Riemann
surface one or more branch-places (a, b) with or without ordinary

places (a, c) ;
all these places lying in the same vertical. A loop to

a from z (0)
,
in Cauchy's theory, is a vertical section of the surface,

consisting of n loops on the surface which are closed or unclosed

according as they pass near (a, c) or (a, &) . When a branch-cut has

been drawn from every branch-place to oo
, any path C on the sur-

face which begins and ends at places in the same vertical can be con-

tracted into loops on the surface, precisely as in 127. For there

has arisen nothing to invalidate the theorem of that article. A closed

loop on the surface is of no effect, and may be omitted.

To each place of the surface there corresponds a pair of numbers

(z, w) satisfying the equation F= 0. How many places of the sur-

face correspond to each pair of numbers ? Evidently only those

places which lie in the same vertical, and which also bear the same

value of w. First, when z is near a, let r values of w become nearly

equal to b, and form a cyclic system. As in 160 the r sheets in

which these nearly equal values lie are regarded as hanging together

at one place (a, b), whether or not these sheets are consecutive.

Next, let there be a node at a
;
then not only are two values of w

equal to b when z is equal to a, but also two values of z are equal to

a when w is equal to b. The series near a for these branches are

integral ( 113), and a circuit round a, which starts from a pliu-e
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near (a, 6), must lie wholly in one sheet. There is therefore no

connexion between the two sheets near (a, &). And, in general,

when the pair (a, &) constitute a higher singularity, the sheets to

which are attached those branches which are given, near (a, 6), by

integral series, have no connexion at (a, b) with other sheets.*

We have already had instances in which branch-cuts, instead of

proceeding to the common point <x, are drawn directly from one

branch-place (a, 6) to another (a', b
1

). We have now to examine when

this is possible. Since branch-cuts

are not allowed to cross one another,

the same sheets must hang together

at the two branch-places, and a path

C, which starts in one of these sheets

and encloses these branch-places and

no others, must run entirely in the

one sheet. If, then, on crossing the

original branch-cut a cc
,
C pass from

the *th to the Ath sheet, it must

on crossing the original branch-cut p-tg 54
o'x

, pass back from the Ath to

the Kth sheet. This shows that if the positive loop from z(0) to

a permute the branches in the cyclic order (H-^C, wr), the posi-

tive loop from z(0) to a' must permute the same branches in the

cyclic order (wjjZ'V-V-i w2) ;
that is, the substitutions due to the

branch-cuts at z (0) must be inverse. If not, aa' is not a permissible

branch-cut. When the surface is two-sheeted, the condition is satis-

fied by any pair of branch-points.

163. Examples of Kiemann surfacesfor algebraic functions.

The construction of a Eiemann surface, in the study of the rela-

tion of two complex variables, is an exercise similar to the tracing
of a curve in the field of real variables. The present problem is to

map the to-plane on the z-plane, when a relation F(u:
n
,
zm) = is

assigned. It should be noticed that there is not only an n-sheeted

z-surface, but also an wi-sheeted ?-surface, the places (z, tv) and (ic, z)

on the two surfaces being in (1, 1) correspondence, except possibly
at special points. It is often advisable to construct both surfaces.

The continuity of each branch, and the angular relations near special

points, as summed up in 111, are the most important elements in

the solution of the problem. In determining the path of w in its

* Instead of a penultimate form in the Cartesian sense, we can imagine a horizontal displace-

ment of some of the sheets, which necessitates possibly a stretching of these sheets, until there

lie, in any one vertical, only two equal values of w.
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plane, for a given path of z in its plane, we must attend specially not

only to the branch-points in the z-plane, but also to those points in

the z-plane which correspond to branch-points in the w-plane. Cor-

responding to a simple branch-point b in the w-plane, there is a point

a in the z-plane near which w b = P.2 (z a); so that when z moves

towards a in a given direction, makes a half-turn round a, and pro-

ceeds in the same direction, a branch of w moves towards b in a cer-

tain direction, makes a complete turn round b, and proceeds in the

opposite direction. We shall speak of such a point as a turn-point.

If (a, 6) be any pair of finite values, and if z describe a small circle

round a, w turns round w = b with the same direction of rotation.

We shall suppose that the branches wlt w2, -, iVn, are initially assigned

to the upper, second, ,
lowest sheets.

Initially let z = 0, w?1
= exp (irt'/4), w2

= iwlf ws
= i'w2>

w4
= iws.

The series for w near z = 1 are w = PI(Z -f 1)
1/4

. Therefore Avhen

z, starting from 0, describes positively the circle whose centre is 1,

which by 127 is equivalent to a loop from to 1, the branches

permute in the cyclic order (wjtCgZPgtt^). Similarly, near z = 1, the

series for w are ~L/w = Pj(z 1)
1/4

,
and when z describes positively

a circle whose centre is 1, the branches permute in the order

(w^MjgW^). A four-sheeted surface, with a branch-cut from 1 to 1,

extending through all the sheets, satisfies the requirements. Look-

ing from 1 to 1, the permutations, either at 1 or 1, require that

the right-hand portions of sheets 1, 2, 3, 4 shall pass into the left-

hand portions of sheets 2, 3, 4, 1. This completes the construction

of the surface. A contour on the surface, which encloses both 1 and

1, restores the initial value ( 127).

Ex. (2). w + l/to = 2z.

For a given z there are two values of w, say wl and w2,
connected

by the relation 4V]W2
= 1. Hence the surface has two sheets. The

branch-places are(l, 1) and ( 1, 1).

If 101 describe an arc of a circle from 1 to -f- 1, the other root

w2 describes the remaining arc, and z,
= (wi + w2)/2, describes an arc

from 1 to +i in its own plane (Fig. 55). If wl describe the

circle C, whose centre is and radius 1, so does w2 ;
and z moves

along the real axis from 1 to +1. Let this line be chosen as

the branch-cut. Since the two sheets are joined solely along the

straight line from 1 to -f 1, and since this line maps into the unit
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circle round the re-origin, it follows that to all points of one of the

z-sheets correspond all points inside the circle C in the to-plane, and

to all points of the other

2-sheet, all points outside this

circle. In the case of a circle

in the tc-plane through 1

and 1, to the arc inside C
corresponds an arc in the one

sheet; to the remaining arc

outside C corresponds the

same arc in the other sheet.

To the set of circles in

the wj-plane with limiting

points 1, correspond circles

with limiting points 1, de-

scribed in both sheets of the

z-plane. Again, if u\ = pe
i9

,

we have

v:.,=e-id

/p,2x= 0+1/p) cos 0,

Fig. 55

therefore to circles round the

origin in the to-plane, corre-

spond ellipses with foci 1
;

also to lines through the origin in the to-plane, correspond the con-

focal hyperbolas. The to-plane is a conform representation of the

two-sheeted Eiemann surface.

The reader will find interesting discussions of this and allied

examples in Holzmuller's Theorie der Isogonalen Yerwandtschaften.

Ex. (3). The relation considered here is a form of the relation

air + 2 bic + c + z + 26^c + cO = 0,

which defines the general (2, 1) correspondence. We shall show
that this general relation can be brought, by (1, 1) transformations

of both to and z, to the form v:
1

'

2 = z'.

The branch-points z z2 are given by the equation

(a + iz) (c + Cjz)
= (6 + &!z)

2
.

Let (z Zj)/(z z.,)
= z'

;
in the new equation between ic and z', the

equal values of w are given by z' = and z' = oo
;
and the equation

is of the form
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If then we write (a'w + &')/(a/w + &/) =w', the proposed reduction

is effected.

Without going into details, we can infer at once that in the

general (2, 1) relation, when we choose as branch-cut a circular arc

in the 2-plane, the two sheets of the z-surface map respectively into

the interior and exterior of a circle in the w-plane. By the last

example, any circle in the w-plane maps into the inverse of a conic

in the z-plane (compare 23) ;
and by 47, any circle in the z-plane

maps into a special bicircular quartic in the w-plane, namely the

inverse of a Cassinian. The z-circle is a double circle, lying in both

sheets
;
when it includes one branch-point it is a unipartite curve

and maps into a unipartite quartic ;
but when it includes neither or

both of the branch-points, it is bipartite, and maps into two distinct

ovals.

Ex. (4). ws -3iv = 2z.

Here SF/Siv = gives 3 wz 3 = 0, i.e. w l.

The equal values of w arise from the 2-values 1, 1, oo
;
and the

values of w which correspond to these special z-points are 1, 1,

2
; 1, 1, 2

; co, oo, GO. We have to determine the manner in which

the sheets of the Kiemann surface hang together.

At the origin w = 0, V3, V3. Let these values be attached

in this order to the three sheets. Calling the branches w
l5

^v2,
ws,

it

is clear, from the Theory of Equations, that the following lemmas

hold:-

(1) w1 + ?2 + w8
= 0.

(2) When w is small, an approximate value is iv = 2z/3.

(3) All the roots are real, when z is real and z < 1.

Using a ^(^plane, let z, starting from 0, move along the real axis

to 1
; by lemma 3, wx starting from moves along the real axis,

and, by lemma 2, it moves to the right. In order to maintain the

centroid at (lemma 1), ws, which starts from V3, must remain

to the left of 0. Hence wl and w2 unite when z = 1. In the same

way it can be proved that wt and ws unite when 2 = 1. Accordingly,

in the Riemann surface, sheets 1 and 2 join at 2 = 1, sheets 1 and

3 at 2 = 1. At z = oo all the sheets join.

164. Ex. (5). The (3, 1) correspondence.

Let zU+ V= 0, where ?7and "Fare cubics in w. Any two cubics

when rendered homogeneous by writing w/t for w, may be written

in the forms BQ/Biv, &Q/8t, where Q is a homogeneous quartic in tu
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and t (Salmon, Higher Algebra, Fourth Edition, 217), and the

relation may be written

z8Q/8w + 8Q/8t = 0,

the 7 effective constants of the original relation being reduced to 4

by means of the 3 disposable constants in the (1, 1) transformation

effected on w. In this form z is the third polar of w with regard to

a fixed quartic, and accordingly the correspondence of a point and

its third polar with regard to a quartic is the general (3, 1) corre-

spondence. Let Q be brought to the canonical form w* -f 6 cu?t- -f- 1*

( 44) ;
then the correspondence is defined by

2(ic
3 + 3 c) + 3 cur + 1 = 0.

The turn-points in the re-plane are given by the Hessian of Q
(36), that is by

H=
c(w* -f 1) + (1

- 3 c
2
) ir = 0.

The roots of H being a, a, I/a, I/a, we shall take the case

when one root is real
;

it follows that all the roots are real. Let a

be that root which is positive and < 1.

We have when 2 = 0, iv = V 1/3 c, oo,

and when z is near 0, 18c2

(zt'^ V l/3c) = (1 9c2
)2,

or K* = 3 c/2.

To real values .of 2 correspond real values of
?,
and also the

points of the curve Avhose equation is

ic* + 3 cw _ w,-
3

-+- 3 ao

3cic- + l 3 cur + I

where w and v: are conjugate,

or 3 c(w
a
-H? + 1) + vr + vr + wic (1

- 9 c
2

)
= 0,

or, in polar co-ordinates,

Eegarding a as given, c is determined by

and the two values of c have opposite signs. Selecting the negative
value of c, let w^ iv^ tc3 be the 3 branches of w, and let 1^ be that

branch which is positive when 2 = 0, ic2 that which is oo when 2 = 0,

and ics that which is negative. Also let these values be assigned
to the first, second, and third sheets respectively at 2 = 0.
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When z (Fig. 56), starting from the origin, moves to the right

along the real axis, the approximate values show that wl and ws move
to the right, inasmuch as 1 9 c

2 > ;
while w2 moves to the left.

Also the point at which i^ starts lies between a and I/a. There-

fore, at the first branch-point (3, sheets 1 and 2 join. When z describes

a half-turn round /? and proceeds along the real axis, to, and w2 make

quarter-turns round the point I/a, and then describe the right-hand

oval, meeting again at w = a. Therefore again, at the second branch-

point 1//3, sheets 1 and 2 join. When z, after making a half-turn

round 1//3, proceeds to the right, w2 proceeds to the left to meet ws,

while Wi moves to the right. Therefore, at the branch-point I//?,

sheets 2 and 3 join. When z, after a half-turn round 1//2, moves

to /3,
w2 and ws describe the left-hand oval, and meet again at

w = I/a. Therefore sheets 2 and 3 join at /?.
The branch-cuts

may be drawn from ft to 1//3 in sheets 1 and 2, and from (3 to

I//? in sheets 2 and 3. When they are drawn along the real axis,

the whole of the first sheet corresponds to the interior of the right-

hand oval, the whole of the third sheet to the interior of the left-
,

hand oval, and the whole of the second sheet to the remainder of

the to-plane.

165. Ex. (6). a\wW + l) = (w + zy....... (1).

The branch-points in the z-plane are given by

Z
2 = (a

2z2 -l)(a
2 -z2

),

and are a, a, I/a, I/a, where

a2 + I/a
2 = a2

.

We consider the case in which one, and therefore all branch-

points, are on the real axis, and take a < 1.
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We have, if tct and v:2 be the branches,

(a* -!)(*!+:,) = 2*,:,)
=

2*,)
= 2 -22

. >

"When u\ = !'-,, there follows, on elimination of or, either

ic + z = 0, or wz3 1 = 0.

The case w + z = is extraneous, as it requires a =
;
and there-

fore, the symmetry of (1) being observed, the turn-points in either

plane, corresponding to the branch-points , , l/, I/a in the

)ther plane, are I/a
3
, I/a

3
,

3
,

3
.

"When z = 0, ?': = a, and near 2 = 0, tc = a 2.

When z =x
,

w = I/a.

Since a is real, to a real value of z correspond either two real or

wo conjugate values of ic. Therefore to the real 2-axis corresponds
)art or all of the real w-axis, together with a curve whose equation

|s
obtained by regarding ti\ and w3 as conjugate, and eliminating z

rom (2).

The equation is

4(a
2 + wye,,) (a

2
v:^c.2 + 1) = (i^ + ^to)

2

(l a4

)
2
,

ml the curve is a central bicircular quartic.

Starting from the point to the right, let z describe the whole

f the real axis, making half-turns round all critical points (Fig. 57).

-g -I/a ~1 -c -a*
l/(c-

\

Fig. 57

ie figure shows the path described by the branch whose initial

ilue is a.*

Let the branch-cuts in the z-plane be drawn along the real axis

lorn to
,
and from I/a via oo to l/. A careful consideration

the figure shows that to these parts of the real z-axis correspond

* When z is near - l/j3 > the branch of w in question is not near o; hence to the half-turn

the 2-plane round I/a.
3 corresponds a half-turn in the tc-plane.
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the parts from 1/ via cc to I/a, and from a to a, of the real

w-axis. Let then the two-sheeted w-surface, which represents the

dependence of z on w, have the same branch-cuts as those chosen for

the z-surface
;
whenever (z, w) changes sheets, so does (to, z). In

this case, one surface serves to represent both the dependence of w

on z, and that of z on w
;
and this surface is mapped on itself by the.

relation (1) without alteration of the branch-cuts.

The most general quadri-quadric correspondence between w and z

involves 8 effective constants. The general symmetric correspond-

ence involves 5 effective constants, and can therefore be obtained

from the unsymmetric relation by a (1, 1) transformation of z alone,

inasmuch as the (1, 1) transformation places 3 effective constants
afj

our disposal. The symmetric relation may be written

awV+2 bwz(w+z) + c(>
2+z2+ 4 wz) +2 d(w+z) + c+n(w - z)

2=

where the first five terms are the second polar of w with regard tq

the quartic
az4 + 4 bz* + 6 cz

2 + 4 dz + e
;

and if this quartic be brought to its canonical form

then also, by the same transformation applied to both w and z,
th|

(2, 2) relation becomes

wV + c'(w
2 + z

2 + 4toz) + 1 + )"-'(> z)
2 = 0.

The branch-points are given by
, a . I

, i\ r/^l i f\^,2 i n /9 />' ,,^272 -

f g* -)- c -f- u ) 1 (c + /A jz -f"-'-J
:=:

v P* ) z
?

that is, by T+/*'Q 0,

where If is the Hessian of Q.

[Halphen, Fonctions Elliptiques, t. ii., ch. ix.
; Cayley, EllipiJI

Functions, ch. xiv.]

166. Ex. (7). IV
s 5w = z.

The branch-points, together with the values of w which becoi*

equal at them, are

z = 4, w= 1, 1; z = i4:, w = i,i; z= 4, w = 1, 1;

z = 1'4, to = t,
i

;
z = x, to = ao, oo, oc, oo, oo.

When z = 0, the values of to are and the four fourth roots oft

and the approximate values are

w=z/5, and w 51/4 = z/20.
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51

10 i 4

. rli d

5 sheeted z-plane

\

Fig. 68

ID-plane
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First, we trace the w-curves which correspond to the real z-axis.

These are the real axis and the curve

iv
4
-f iv

4 + ww(w-+ ww + to
2

)
=

5,

where w, w are conjugate. In polar co-ordinates this curve assumes

the form

p
4 = o/(l + 4 cos 0cos 30).

The curve which corresponds to the imaginary axis is obtained

by turning the curve already considered through a right angle.
This may be seen directly, since, for each place (z, w) there is

another place (iz, iw). In Fig. 58 the second curve is dotted. Let

us write a for the positive fourth root of 5. Assign the values w=0,
a, ia, a, ia to the first, second, . .

.,
fifth sheets. When z moves

from to the right, the approximate values show that the branch wl

moves to the left, while the other branches move to the right ; also,

when z moves from into any quadrant, the branch w1 moves, in its

own plane, into the opposite quadrant. As z continues to move
from towards 4, the branch wv continues to move to the left along
the real axis, and the branch w^ whose initial value is a, to the

right along the same axis
; and, when z is near 4, the two branches

in question come near to each other, so that a description of a

circle round z = 4 must lead from the first into the fourth sheetj

We therefore make a branch-cut from 4 to + cc along the real axis.

If z move from to the left, the branches w 1 and tc2 interchange

round z = 4, and a second branch-cut must be drawn to connect

the first and second sheets. Let this extend to GO. Similarly,

branch-cuts from 4i to coi, and from 4i to <xi, connect respec-j

tively the sheets 1, 5 and the sheets 1, 3. Since the complete

w-plane corresponds to all five sheets of the Kiemann surface in

the z-plane, there will correspond to the twenty separate quadrants

twenty separate regions of the to-plane, and to the boundary be-

tween two consecutive quadrants, the corresponding lines in the

to-plane. When two straight lines in the z-plane meet at a branch-

point at which two branches permute, so as to enclose an angle oil

180, the paths in the to-plane of the two branches in
question]

intersect at right angles. Hence, when z describes that side of thai

positive part of the real axis which lies in the fourth quadrant anc^
the first sheet, the corresponding branch w

l
describes that part o^

the line (0 to 1) which lies in the second quadrant; and, when!

describes a small semicircle round 4 in the negative direction, afterl

wards continuing the description of the upper side of the positive

real axis, wl describes a small quadrant round 1 in the negativ*
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direction, afterwards describing the lower half of the curve through
Hence the straight line from to -1, and the lower half of

e curve through -1, form part of the boundary of that portion of
r-plane which corresponds to the first quadrant of the first sheet

the five-sheeted Eiemann surface in the z-plane. Similarly the
einainmg boundaries can be determined. Let a point starting inthe quadrant marked 3 in the first sheet of the z-plane describea large positive circuit five times. Since, when z is lar-e thi

approximate value of w is z^ , describes a large positive Circuitonce m the ;-plane ; and since, whenever z moves from one quadrantto another, must cross one of the curves of the figure, the parts ofthe
^surface

which correspond to the quadrants of the surface are
readily determined. For instance, the region IS, in the zc-plane, lies

.he second quadrant, and has for its boundary two portions ofthe axes and two portions of curves.
It is necessary to test the system of branches by seeing that

they produce the right results for circuits about the point 2 Inthe present instance we have seen that when , is at a great disiance
along the posi ive direction of its real axis, and just above this axis,

hr v seenT? T* (

'*
'^ P"^ "* * Can *^

arl seen that
simultaneously, , is

, {^, , w, is^ . 2
S P (

in th
> > es

the cyclic order Ocy,;
,v ,v,,). A large itiye drcuit

ane should therefore permute the branches in this order, and the
re shows that this is what takes place.

Ex -
(8 )- w* - 3 vcz + z3 = 0.

Let r = tz then z = 3 t/(l + f). The surface for t is also the

To Tb
?

e

t0^^ ( '' '} COrreSP ndS ne *^^ t-
s of become equal, so do two values of * When z = a, (where

=
oo, oc, ;

and near z = 0, f = z/3 or
Finally at z =

,
f = -

1,
- v

,
_ j. The

3t

Let c be a point on the
positive_side

of the real axis near z = 0-
t
t
_ c/3 to sheet 1, ts

=
V3/c to sheet 2, and t3 = - ^nrr. tobeet 3. Now let z move from c to 'a

;
at a sheets 1 and 2 mult hl
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Fig. 69
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t /

1

l
g fr m *' make a^ f 2 */3 ro d

5
t^n

,
f8 turn through - v/3 . Xext, let z move to va We see that *

^
unite at

^Therefore
at , sheets 1 and 3 hang together'

Similarly at ^ sheets 1 and 3 hang together. The branch-JL maybe drawn from the branch-points to oo, as in Fig. 59. It is ne,
that the cut .... pass between and -<, in order that aTa'e"
cuit may be closed, as it should be since oo is not a branc^poin

f all f ^T f^ ""* **^ ioUS^"^
e are determined by observing that to a small circle round , =

r from c, correspond a small circle round t =
starting from

t, and two large negative semicircles.

167. Ex. (9).

Let

then

and the Riemann surface, which represents t as a function of z will
equally serve for ,. The equations F= 0, BF/St = 0, give

t = 0, aa
;
2 = 0, 4 a/5 ;

where a = -f/W/y
= 1.7

, and is any cube root of 1.

The approximate values of t are

(i.) When z is small, t = z or '^zW*.y *y ,

(ii.) When z-4
ct/5 is small, t-aa=

\
-

The equations F= 0, 8^/fe = Q, giYe

2=0, ; t=0, 2;
nd the approximate values of z are

(i- ) When t is small, z = t or ?
4

/32

(ii.) When t - 2 is small, z - =
j
_ 3 (,

_ 2 )/2 | v.
When z= x,tis also oo, and

Nation is 32 z2 =
When *is a small positive quantity, let

t,
= z. t. = 2 ^2~z t5 = if

rf, i and let these values be assigned to the first, sec-

nVh' I ^6etS - Then at the ri?i11 the sl"ets 2, 3, 4 5
hang together, and when z turns round the origin it must

hange from sheet to sheet in the order 2, 3, 4, 5, 2. Iccordin've draw a
Branch-cut

through the sheets from to oc
;
1 tht cte along the negative half of the real axis
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As z moves along the real axis to the right, t
l}

t2 move along the

real axis to the right, the point t2 leading. When z is near 1, it is

t2 which is near 2
;
and

when z makes a posi-

tive half-turn round 1,

t2 makes a positive turn

round 2. Thus, when z

proceeds from 1 to the

right, ta moves to the

left, while t
1} having

made only a half-turn,

continues its motion to

the right. When z is

near 4 a/5, ^ and t., are

near a
;

therefore the

sheets 1 and 2 must be

connected at 4 a/5.

Starting afresh, let;

z make a turn 2?r/3
round 0, and then move]
directly towards t h

ej

point v
; ti makes

an|

equal turn, but the'

other roots in the')

Z-plane make turns Tr/6, j

and therefore ts moves!

after ^ towards thai

point t = va. As bell

fore, sheets 1 and fi

join at z = v. Simal

larly, sheets 1 and
5jj

join at z v
2

. Let the branch-cuts be drawn as in the figure. We
have to see that, these satisfy the requirements at the point z=co.

j

At 0, let the dotted path in the figure be inclined at an infinitoljl

small positive angle to the real axis. When z describes this
dotteJj

path to the position z', the five roots move to the positions tMV

t-2\
'

> ts- F r instance, t.2 turns round 2, returns on its formejl

path towards 0, turns through nearly 90 when near a, and proceecBil

along the curve to t2 '.

It follows that a large circuit in the z-plane ought to lead
froilp

sheet to sheet in the order 135241, since 32z-= V at oo. Th*
requirement is met by the branch-cuts as drawn in the figure. It P

2345

3452

Fig. GO
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to be noticed that the cut from to cc does not pass between the

points 4va/5 and 4ira/5. Other possible systems of branch-cuts

for the same initial assignment of values are shown in figure 61.

Hitherto the equation F(ic*, z
m
)
= has been considered irredu-

cible, and, in this case, it is possible to pass from any one place of

;he z-surface (or ic-surface) to any other place of that surface by a

jontinuous path which lies wholly in that surface ( 154).

Fig. 61

If F(v:
n
,
z
m
)
= be reducible, it can be replaced by two or more

irreducible equations ;
for instance, by two irreducible equations of

degrees K, n K in ic. In this case, the n sheets of the Kiemann
surface T will separate into sets of K and n K sheets which are

unconnected
;
in other words, we have two z-surfaces, one for each

of the irreducible equations.

The important property of tc, namely, its one-valuedness upon
the surface T, is shared with it by all rational algebraic functions

?/'. = R(w, z), of ic and z. For example, tc', = tc
3 + z

2
,
is one-valued at

a place (z, ?'.)
of T. This function v:' will be, in general, w-valued in

z
;
but it may be only n rvalued where n l is a factor of n (1 included).

For example, let ic
6 = z

;
the function w' v?+z is a six-valued

function of z, which is one-valued upon the surface T. The deduced

relation (ic
1

z)
6 = z5 requires the same surface T. But v:' = v? -f- z,

which is also one-valued upon T, leads to a relation
(it-

1

z)
3 =

z,

which requires merely a three-sheeted surface T '. In this case, T
arises by the superposition of T' on T'.

168. TJie transformation of an n-ply connected Riemann sur-

face into a simply connected surface.

The following definitions and propositions are illustrated by
figures in one plane, but are applicable to surfaces in space.

"We consider a continuous surface bounded by one or more closed

rims, the totality of rims constituting the boundary. The surface

is supposed to be two-sided. We thus exclude the unilateral sur-

faces such as that of Mgbius, which is constructed as follows :

Take a rectangular strip of paper abed, and, keeping one end ab
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fixed, turn the other round the axis which bisects ab and cd, through
the angle TT. Now ab and dc are parallel ; bring them into coinci-

dence, and glue them together. The two-sided rectangle has become

a one-sided or unilateral surface, ad and be now forming the rim.*

Let us understand by a cross-cut, a cut which, starting from a

point on the boundary, and ending at a point on the same, runs

entirely within the region. When such a cut is made, its two banks

are to be regarded as forming part of the boundary of the new
surface. A surface is called simi^y connected when every cross-cut

severs the surface. The surfaces contained within a rectangle, a

circle, etc., are simply connected. A surface is called doubly con-

nected when a cross-cut can be made which will change it into

a simply connected surface
;

for instance, the surface contained

between two concentric circles is doubly connected. A surface is

called triply connected when a cross-cut can be made which renders

the surface doubly connected, and so on for surfaces of higher

connexion. The surface contained between two non-intersecting

circles and a circle which encloses them is triply connected
;
when

two cuts are made from the rims of the inner circles to the outer

rim, the surface becomes simply connected. Another example of a

triply connected surface is the anchor-ring after a puncture has]
been made in it

; for, after a cut has been made along a circle of
j

latitude, starting and ending at the puncture, the ring can be

deformed into the surface of a cylinder, while a second cut from '

rim to rim reduces the cylinder to a rectangle.

Different forms of cross-cuts, on a surface with three separate

rims, are shown in Fig. 62.

(1) begins and ends at
the]

same rim.

(2) begins and ends at the!

same point of the same rim.

(3) begins at the boundary
and ends at a. As the cut

proceeds, its two edges becom*

boundary, so that a is on
the]

boundary. The cut terminates I

when it reaches the point a om
the boundary.

Fig. 62

(4) begins and ends at different rims.

The cut (4) reduces the connexion of the surface without clividin

* There is good reason to regard the ordinary plane of projective geometry as nnilatcn

See Klein, Math. Ann., t. vii., p. 549, where it is shown that Kiemann's theory of the conuexii

of surfaces can be effectively employed in the projective field.
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it into 2 separate parts ;
we shall speak of it as a cross-cut of the

second kind. The cuts (5) and (6), if made after the cut (4), must

>e treated as distinct cross-cuts. A unilateral surface is not neces-

arily severed by a cross-cut of the first kind.

The assumption has been made that the surfaces under consider-

tion have rims
;
but there are surfaces, such as the sphere, which

re completely closed. Cut out an infinitely small region of circular

ontour
;
from this puncture the first cross-cuts must start. In the

ase of a sphere one such cross-cut will sever the surface, and accord-

ngly the connexion of the punctured sphere must be simple.

Another example of a closed surface is a Kiemann sphere with n

heets. By puncturing the surface along a small closed curve round

my point, a boundary can be created. If the point be a branch-point

it which r roots permute, the new rim goes r times round the point.

-he order of connexion of the punctured surface will be determined

ater.

Lemma. A simply connected surface is separated by any K cross-

cuts into K + 1 separate simply connected surfaces. This lemma

requires no proof.

TJieorem 1. If a surface, or a system of surfaces, be divided by
K cross-cuts into o- simply connected pieces, and by K' cross-cuts into

^ simply connected pieces, then K a- = K' a'.

Two points are to be clearly noticed in the proof of this theorem.

Che first is the obvious fact that a cut possesses two, and only two,

ends
;
the second is that, by definition, as a cut proceeds its sides

are turned into boundary. A cross-cut is represented geometrically

>y a single line, but this line must be regarded as having two sides
;

hence, if a cross-cut be intersected by a line, at the place of inter-

jection, there are two points of intersection a, b which may be

geometrically undistinguishable. but a belongs to one side, b to the

other, of the cross-cut.

First draw the K cross-cuts, and secondly the '

lines which coin-

iide with the second system of K' cuts. Let the K' lines meet the K

Ines in X points. Each of these X points counts as two boundary

points ;
and also the K' lines meet the original boundary in 2 K' points.

Thus, on the whole, 2 K' + 2 X boundary points have been furnished

ay the K
1

lines. Xow making the second system of cross-cuts along
the

'

lines, we have K' -f X new cross-cuts. These, being applied to or

separate simply connected pieces, give <r + K' + X separate pieces.

But the final result due to the superposed systems of cross-cuts will

Nearly be independent of the order in which we make the K and K'
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cuts. If we make the K' cross-cuts first and then the K cross-cuts,

the number of separate simply connected pieces will be <r' -f- K -f- A.

Hence a -f- K' + A = o-' + K + A, and K o- = K' o-'. The number K o-

is therefore independent of the number of cross-cuts.

The number K rr + 2 may be called the index of the surface or

system of surfaces. *

A simple surface is divided by one cross-cut into two pieces.

Therefore the index is 1 2 + 2 or 1
;
a doubly connected surface

has the index 2, and generally when only one surface is considered,

we may use the term " order of connexion " in place of " index."

The index of a system of o- simple surfaces is 2 o-
;
for here

K = 0.

Theorem 2. Let there be
p. separate surfaces, whose indices are

vi, v2, , v^. The number of cross-cuts necessary to render the ?*th

surface simply connected is vr 1. Hence the number of cross-
M

cuts necessary to render all the surfaces simple is 2(vr 1), or

2vr Hence the index of the system is 2vr 2/u, + 2.

Theorem 3. The index v of a system 2 becomes v
,
when a

cross-cuts have been made. Let a single cross-cut change 2 into

and let K more cross-cuts change 2' into o- simple surfaces. Then
the index of 2' is v' = K o- -f 2, and since * -}- 1 cross-cuts have

changed S into the <r simple surfaces, V = (K + 1) cr + 2. There-

fore v' = v 1, a result which shows that a simple cross-cut reduces

the index by unity. Each further

cross-cut does the same; hence the

theorem.

For example, let T be a quadruply
connected surface (Fig. 03). The

surface can be made simple by three

cross-cuts, and the index of a simple

surface is 1; hence, by the converse

of Theorem 3, the original index was

4. The cross-cut P gives two sur-

faces of indices 1 and 4; by Themvin

2 the index of the system is ,~> 1
; -,

or 3. Again, if in the original surt';ieoFig. 63

T the cut R be made, T separates into two surfaces of indices 2 and

3
;
and again the index of the system is 3.

*In this definition we follow Neumann. Klein (Math. Ann., t. vii.) and Schliifli (Crelle,]

Ixxvl.) define the grund-zahl as K a + 1.
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169. The retrosection. This is a cut which starts from a point

within a surface and returns to that point, without having crossed

itself or met any rim.

TJieorem 4. A retrosection does not alter the index of a system
of surfaces. Let T be the surface in which the retrosection is made,

T' the surface or surfaces arising from T when the retrosection is

made
;
also let v, v be the indices of T, T'. From a point a on the

retrosection draw a cut C to any point of the original boundary.

This cut, together with the retrosection, forms a cross-cut of the

surface T, and therefore reduces v to v 1
;
but C is a cross-cut of T,

and therefore reduces v to v 1. Hence v 1 = v 1, and v = v'.

This proves the theorem. A cut formed by a retrosection and

a cross-cut, as for instance (3) in Fig. 62, is a cross-cut of the

original surface; cuts of this kind are commonly named sigma-

ihaped cross-cuts.

Consider a limiting case of the retrosection, namely, when, at an

ordinary point of a surface T, an infinitely small region is separated.

Che index of this region is of course 1
;
the rest of the surface is

what we termed the punctured surface.

Let v be the index of T, vt that of the punctured surface. "We

lave (by writing /u,
= 2, v.2

= 1 in the formula of Theorem 2) the

quation v' = v t -4- 1 4 + 2, where v' is the index of T'
;
and by the

present theorem v = v'. Therefore v = vt 1
;
and the index of a

punctured surface is greater by unity than that of the original

surface.

Theorem 5. Every cross-cut either increases or diminishes the

number of rims by unity.

For a cross-cut of the second kind, such as (4) in Fig. 62, makes
;wo rims become one, whereas each of the cross-cuts (1), (2), (3),

gives rise to a new rim.

Theorem 6. The number of rims of an -ply connected surface

is either n, or n 2 *, where K is a positive integer.

For let m be the number of rims. Since the surface is n-ply

connected, it can be made simply connected by n 1 cross-cuts.

Let eM denote the 1 added to the number of rims by the cross-cut /A.

Therefore m + 2^ = 1.
i

Let K be the number of positive c's
;
the equation just written

down gives

m + K (M 1 K) = 1, or
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Since the punctured Riemann sphere has one rim, its order of

connexion must be an odd number. We shall now determine this

number.

170. The index of a Riemann surface. Let the surface consist

of n sheets which hang together at s branch-places ar (r = 1 to s) ;

and let ?%, m2, ,
mr, ,

ms be the numbers of sheets which hang

together at these points. Assume, at first, that no two branch-places
lie in the same vertical. The Riemann surfaces under consid-

eration, namely those associated with algebraic functions, are with-

out rims.* We suppose a puncture P made at an ordinary point,

the puncture extending through only one sheet. Through P draw

a cylinder cutting the remaining (n 1) sheets along (n 1) retro-

sections. These retrosections do not alter the index v. Let Q be

an infinitely small closed curve at some ordinary point of the sur-

face, and let the n sheets be cut along n retrosections by a cylin-

der through Q. Project P, Q, and the branch-places on a plane

parallel to each of the sheets. The projection will consist of P, Q,

and the points a1} a.2, ,
as . Draw lines from Pto Q in such a way

that the plane is divided into s compartments, each of which con-

tains one of the points ar . With the walls of these compartments
as bases, construct cylinders, cutting through the n sheets. These

cylinders cut the surface along ns cross-cuts. The surface has now
been divided into simply connected portions. The cylinder P de-

taches n 1 portions of surface
;
the cylinder Q, n portions; but the

cylinder (ar) not n but n mr + 1 portions, since m, sheets are con-

nected at ar. Hence

v = ns \n + (n 1) + 2(n mr + 1) } + 2

= Smr-2w-s + 3.

We have assumed that a 1} a2, , a, have different projections. If,

however, two branch-places lie in the same vertical, the difficulty!

can be evaded by distorting the Riemann surface slightly, and thus

making the two branch-places have distinct projections. Such a

distortion will not alter the index of the surface, and therefore; the

formula holds in this case. This proof, which involves merely con-

siderations of Analysis Situs, is given by Neumann, Abel'sche
Inte-j

grale, p. 168.

* In connexion with fundamental polygons Klein introduced the idea of rimmed Riemann

surfaces, Math. Ann., t. xxi.; in this memoir the student will find important extensions of the

usual modes of liiemann representation.
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In 128 it was shown that in the case of the prepared equation

= 2j> + 2(n-l),

where ft is the number of branch-points. We have just seen that,

ichatever be the nature of the branchings supplied by an algebraic equa-
*

tion, the number of simple branch-points, viz. 2(w, 1), is equal to
r= l

2(n 1) -f- (v 1). Hence, in the case of the prepared equation,

and v = 2p + 1.

Thus the number of cross-cuts required to reduce to simple con-

nexion the Eiemann surface which arises from a prepared equation
is precisely 2p, where p is the deficiency of the Cartesian curve

associated with the equation. Whatever be the nature of the basis-

equation, let p be defined as half the number of cross-cuts required

to reduce the corresponding Eiemann surface to simple connexion.

The numberp was introduced by Eiemann. Its importance in the theory of

curves was pointed out by Clebsch. The above definition applies to basis-curves

with higher singularities. Suppose that the higher singularities of a curve have

aeen resolved into nodes, cusps, double tangents, and inflexions, the numbers of

nodes and cusps being determined as in ch. iv., and the numbers of double tan-

gents and inflexions by considerations of duality. A problem which suggests

itself is to prove Pliicker's equations,

o = (0
-

1)
- 2 2* - 3 2f, = o(a

-
1)
- 2 2r - 3 2,

p = J(a
-

!)(
-

2)
- 2v -2*, p = 1(3

-
l)(/3

-
2)
- 2r - 2,

ajiven that a, 8, are the order and class of a curve and that 2r, 2>c, 2r, 2i are

the numbers supplied by the singularities of the curve. This question belongs
to Higher Plane Curves rather than to the Theory of Functions, but it is

interesting to notice that H. J. S. Smith, in his demonstration of Pliicker's

formulae, makes use of the Riemann definition of p. and is thus able to avail

himself of a theorem (to be proved later on) that p is invariant with regard to

birational transformations, and of Neumann's perfectly general result that the

number of branchings is equal to 2p + 2(n 1). [Smith, On the Higher Singu-
larities of Plane Curves, Loud. Math. Soc., t. vi., p. 161.]

Let us consider Eiemann's form of the equation F(w,z) = Q'
y

namely, /,?/" +fl
ic

n~l

-f- +/B = 0, where the coefficients of the

various powers of w contain z to the exponent m ;
and let us assume

that in the finite part of the plane there are v nodes and K cusps,

but no higher singularities. The line at infinity meets the Cartesian

curve F=Q in an m-point on the ?0-axis, and in an 7i-point on the

2-axis. The formula in Salmon's Higher Plane Curves (3rd ed., 82)
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for the class of a curve applies, since the nodes and cusps are dis-

tinct, and -since at the w-point and w-point the tangents are sepa-
rated. Hence the class of the curve

= (m + n) (w + n 1) n(n 1) m(m 1) 2v OK.

The number of tangents which can be drawn from the m-point is

equal to the class of the curve 2 m. Since each of these tangents

gives a simple branch-point, and since each of the K cusps likewise

gives a simple branch-point, the number of branchings is

{(m + n) (m + n 1) n(n 1) m(m 1) 2v 3/cj 2m + K,

i.e. 2m(n l)-2v 2/c.

But 2p + 2(n 1) = the number of branchings,

therefore p = (m 1) (n 1 ) v K.

[This expression for p was given by Eiemann in his memoir
Abel'sche Functionen, Ges. Werke, p. 106.]

171. TJie canonical dissection of a Riemann surface.

In 130 we proved two theorems due to Ltiroth and Clebsch.

By means of these theorems we found that the n sheets of a

Riemann surface can be connected in such a way that the brunch-

cuts between successive sheets are single links, except between the

first and second sheets. In this exceptional case the number of

branch-cuts is p -\- 1, when p is the deficiency of the algebraic curve

F(w, z) = 0, obtained by treating w and z as Cartesian coordinates
;

it is assumed that the equation is prepared, and therefore con-

tributes merely simple branch-points. There are thus p superfluous
connexions between the first two sheets. We have now to see that

this n-fold sphere can

be transformed, with-

out tearing, into the

surface of a body with

p perforations.

First take the case

of a twofold sphere,

whose two sheets are

connected by a single

bridge. In Fig. i|,

Fig. 64 the bridge is perpen-
dicular to the plane

of the paper, and a is its middle point. Let every point of the

inner sheet be reflected in the diametral plane which contains the
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bridge. Then the two halves of the inner sphere are interchanged,

and the figure changes from A to B. This can be effected by a

process of continuous deformation, the one hemispherical surface

passing through the other, without any severing of the Kiemann

sphere, and the order of connexion is unchanged. To an observer

at e the appearance is that of a sphere with a hole in it. The

inner sphere can now be pulled through the hole, and stretched,

without tearing, into the form of a one-sheeted sphere, or of a

doubly-sheeted flat plate without a hole.

Xext take the case of a two-sheeted sphere with p + 1 bridges;

the surface can be stretched, without tearing, until the bridges lie

along one great circle. Apply to the inner sheet the same process
of reflexion as before

;
then the two spheres are connected along

p -f 1 holes. One of the holes may be stretched, as before, so as

to form the outer rim of a two-sheeted flat plate ;
and in the plate

there remain p holes. The surface has become the surface of a

solid box perforated by p holes.

In the general case the inner sphere, and the one next to it, are

connected by one bridge. The two can be replaced by a single

spherical sheet. This sheet is connected with the third sheet by a

single bridge. Eepeat the process until the first n 1 sheets are

replaced by a single sheet. This single sheet is connected with the

outside sheet by p + 1 bridges ;
and the two can be replaced by

a box with p holes through it. It is thus proved that the general
Eiemann surface arising from an algebraic equation of deficiency p
can be deformed, without tearing, into the surface of a box with p
holes.

The principle of this method is due to Liiroth
;
the form of proof to Clifford

(Collected Papers, on the canonical form and dissection of a Riemann ?
s sur-

face, p. 241). See also Ho'fmann's tract, Methodik der stetigen Deformation
v< n zweiblattrigen Riemann' schen Flachen (Halle, 1888). The flat two-sided

sheet with p + 1 rims is used by Schottky in his important memoir on conform

representation, Crelle, t. Ixxxiii.

The following diagrams will illustrate these processes :

Fig. 65
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Figs, (a), (5), (c) show stages of the passage from the double

Riemann sphere, with one branch-cut (Fig. a), into the double flat

plate (Fig. c). In Fig. 6, the reflexion has changed the bridge into

a hole which connects surface II. with surface I. In Fig. c, the

rim E of the hole has been stretched until it takes the position in

the figure, the hole has disappeared, and the interior sphere II. has

become the upper flat sheet, the exterior sphere I. the lower flat

sheet.

The process of conversion of a thin flat surface with two sheets,

connected by p holes, into a double Riemann sphere, can be illus-

trated in a similar manner. We leave the drawing of the figures to

the reader. Keeping the outer rim E fixed, we can make the two

sheets pass from the flat form into one in which the two sheets

form two infinitely close hemispheres connected along E and along

the p holes. These holes may be regarded as places at which the

outer hemisphere passes into the inner, and E is a -place of like

nature. By a contraction of E into a small circle, these two hemi-

spheres can be made to pass into two infinitely close spheres con-

nected by p + 1 holes, namely, the original holes and the new one

supplied by E. Arrange these p + 1 holes along a great circle, and

employ the reflexion process as described above. Each hole changes

into a bridge, and the final form is a two-sheeted Riemann sphere

with p + 1 bridges.

172. Klein's normal surface.

The box with p holes can be deformed, without tearing, into a

sphere with p handles, a convenient normal form used by Klein.

When p = 0, we have the ordinary sphere ;
when p = 1, the anchor-

ring can be selected as the normal surface, for it can be deformed

into a sphere with one handle.

Fig. 67a is the normal surface for the case p = 2
;
the curves

A, B are latitude and meridian curves respectively. The rim of
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Clifford's box has become the curve E in the plane of the paper,

which can be called the equator.

Dissection of the normal surface. It is to be understood that

throughout what follows the surfaces employed are punctured at a

point ;
otherwise there is no boundary, and the definition of multi-

ple connexion has no meaning.
A surface is said to be dissected when it has been made simply

connected by a system of cross-cuts. Let us consider the mode of

B 3.

Fig. 67

lissection of the anchor-ring (Fig. 66). Let P be the puncture.

jMake the cross-cut Pa' along a meridian curve. The cut surface

jan now be deformed into a cylinder (as in 168). As a second

?ross-cut, take bb'b
;
the cut cylinder can now be deformed into a

[octangular sheet. Thus t\vo cross-cuts, along a meridian curve and

latitude curve, have made the surface simple.
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In exactly the same way, the surface of a sphere with p handles

can be rendered simple by drawing a meridian cut through each

handle, and a latitude cut round each handle. We have p pairs of

cuts AK , B,,(K = 1, 2, , p). To dissect the surface, take a point

sx on either AK or BA , say on B< ;
make cuts CK to the p points SK

from the puncture. The cuts have now become cross-cuts
; p of

these are sigma-shaped, being formed by the combination of CK and

Bt ;
and there are also p cross-cuts AK . In all there are 2p cross-

cuts.

Fig. 67 shows the process in the case p = 2.

After two meridian cuts B
l} B.>, the section along the equator of

the sphere with two handles takes the form represented in Fig.

67 (6). The latitude-cuts, and the joins to P, pass into the heavily

marked lines of the figure. The surface is now dissected
;
for Fig.

67 (c) can be derived from Fig. 67 (6) by pulling out the tubes in

the directions of the arrows, and the cylinder, if cut along the

heavily marked line, is evidently dissected.

In the dissection of the box with p holes, cuts were made along

curves A, B, C, the curves A, B being respectively latitude and.

meridian curves. In dealing with w-valued algebraic functions, it

is often necessary to retain the w-sheeted sphere, and to dissect itl

by 2p cross-cuts.* The easiest way of finding out how this can be

done is to retrace our steps and change the multiply connected,

surface with p holes into the Biemann sphere with n sheets, con-

nected by branch-cuts as in 171.

Now the p cuts A must change into curves round branch-cuts.

Also the branch-cuts round which these curves pass can only be

those connecting the first and second sheets
;
for a cut round the

single branch-cut which connects the first and third sheets would!

sever the third, since the third is linked to the remaining "sheets

merely by this bridge. Thus the cuts A must pass into curves
suchj

as A (Fig. 68). The curves B passed originally through the hole

for which the A's were latitude curves. Hence the J3's, after
the|

change, must traverse the p bridges round which the A*s have been

drawn. This shows how it comes to pass that the (n 2) brides

between the first and third, fourth, ,
nth sheets, are unrepresented

in the diagrams of the cross-cuts. The equator E becomes a branch*

cut over which all the JB's pass.

Clifford's box is deformed by the same process ;
the p holes pas

into p bridges, the rim into a (p + l)th bridge. The meridian

curves can be drawn in many ways from hole to hole
;
the mos

* As before, the equation between w iind z in iu the prepared form.
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natural construction is to

draw each round one hole

and the rim. Returning to

the Riemann sphere, this

gives cross-cuts BI, B.2, -,
Bp,

which all intersect one and

the same bridge, namely, the

thus the cut Br

and /passes over the rth

(jp + l)th bridges

Fig. 68

\ + BI and C.2 + B., being

In a 5-ply connected Rie-

man surface, four cross-cuts

reduce the surface to simple
connexion. In Fig. 68 the

cross-cuts are d + Bl}
A

1} C2 + B2,
A2 ;

sigma-shaped.

By following the arrows in Fig. 68, it is easy to see that the

complete boundary of the dissected Riemann surface can be described

by the continuous motion of a point, the two banks of a cross-cut

being described in opposite directions.

173. Systems of curves ichich delimit regions. The closed curve A^ of

Fig. 68 does not by itself delimit a region of the surface
;
in other words, it is

possible to pass along a continuous curve from a point on ono bank of A
l
to the

point immediately opposite, without cutting the rim or passing out of the sur-

face. B\ is such a curve. Again, A^ B^ in Fig. 68 do not conjointly delimit a

region of the surface. The dissection of the Riemann surface thus raises the

question as to the maximum number of closed curves, which neither singly nor

in sets.delimit a portion of surface. Also it is evident that the cross-cuts are

capable of deformation. To what extent can such deformation be effected ?

In Riemann's memoir on the Abelian functions these questions are discussed

and various theorems are arrived at, which are of importance in the subject

known as Analysis Situs.

These theorems were used

by Riemann as a basis upon
which to build up the theory

of the dissection of a multi-

ply connected surface. In

this chapter we have accom-

plished the dissection by the

use of theorems due to
F'9- 69 Liiroth and Clebsch

;
but as

liemann's theorems are interesting in themselves and throw valuable light upon
effects of cross-cuts, we shall give a brief account of his method.
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I. Instead of a multiply connected Riemann surface with only one rim, we
can employ the multiply connected single sheet of 168 with several rims. The
curve 1 of Fig. 69 does not by itself delimit a region ;

when taken in conjunc-
tion with 4 it delimits a region. It is true that it is impossible to get from one
side of 1 to the other, without crossing the boundary ;

but nevertheless 1 does
not delimit a region. To meet the case of a surface with more than one rim, we
say that a curve does not delimit a region, when it is possible to reach the

boundary from each of two opposite points of the curve.

II. Let w = V(z a)(z 6); the corresponding Riemann surface is two-

sheeted, with a bridge from a to b. Let A be an oval curve round the bridge

a&, and let c, d be opposite points on the outer and inner banks. If the punc-
ture be made at a place e, outside A, it is impossible to connect e with d, except

by a line which crosses A. The curve A delimits a region.
III. If the puncture extend through both sheets, A does not delimit a

region ; if, however, a second curve

A' be drawn vertically below A, it

will no longer be possible to draw a

curve from d to the puncture without

crossing A or A'
;

therefore A, A'

conjointly delimit a region.

IV. The systems (1,4); (1,2,3) ;

(2, 3, 4) delimit regions (Fig. 69).

V. Let K, K (Fig. 70) form the

boundary of a surface. The curves 1,

2 delimit a region, and so do the

curves 3, 4. The four curves divide

the surface into two sets of points :

(1) points in the shaded portions,

which have the property that lines !

which join them to the boundary must
J

Fig. 70
'

meet the four curves in an odd num-
ber of points ;

(2) points in the unshaded portions which have the property that lines which !

join them to the boundary must meet the curves an even number of times, or not 1

at all. Points of the former kind are known as interior points ; points of the I

latter kind as exterior points. The curves 1, 2, 3, 4 taken together separate the]
interior points from the exterior. The collective space filled by interior points!

is said to be '

completely bounded ' or ' delimited '

by the four curves, and the i

curves are said to be delimiting curves. With this convention as to interior and

exterior points, the theorems, which we are about to prove, hold good even when
jj

the curves intersect. However, the reader will find it easier to follow the argu-

ment by drawing a figure in which the curves do not intersect.

Theorem. In any surface T, let A, B, C be systems of circuits. If A and
J5J

be delimiting curves and if A and C be delimiting curves, then B and C are!

delimiting curves. Formal proof is superfluous; the following considerations j

will suffice. Since A can be deformed into B without parsing over the boundaryJj
it must, in the process of deformation, trace out a continuous surface, which lies]

wholly within T. This region of T is delimited by A and B. In the same way ,1
|

and C delimit a region of T. But the two regions, so obtained, adjoin each other
'

J
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region

are two cases :

CASE 1. AI is included amongst these A's.

CASE 2. ^ is not inciu{jed.

In Case 1, ^ wjth some Of C A A^1 ^
2 , ^3 , -., ^4n , delimits a region*v ^nth some of B

lf ^,, ^, ..., Aa , delimits a renonence a system taken from C, ^ ^ ^ .., An delimits a re?!
'

of
. .

But BV A
1 by themselves, or with other A^ dpi,-,-*

e previous theorem, some ofU / mer
^s,

delimit a region. Hence, by
e hypothesis.

"^ '"' An dehmit a re^on, which contradicts

In Case 2, C, with some of A A
, (7. with some of a ^

'
'

"''".'
dehmits a re^on - Hence, /or .

may be replaced by the C's

- -
=

' ' '"' '

cis can

Placing in this way
that ^ !

system of the Cdel'imi ,,
may replace the j s *

*

hv 4
shll d i > &

therefore

system.

riginal

hey d not '

the last theorem, the
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Riemann's theorems on delimiting curves are immediately applicable to a

Riemann surface. If, after a certain number of cross-cuts have been made,

without severing the surface, we can draw a circuit on the surface such that it

is possible to get from the interior to the exterior region without cutting the

boundary, the surface is not yet simple, and more cross-cuts will be needed ;

but if no such circuit can be made, the surface has been dissected by the cross

cuts. Riemann denned the order of connexion of a surface by this maximum

number of cross-cuts, increased by 1. We have seen that on a Riemann surface

of deficiency p, 2p cross-cuts can be drawn, that these 2p curves neither singly

nor collectively delimit a region, and that some of them delimit a region when

taken with any other closed curve. Hence, by Riemann's definition, the order

of connexion of a Riemann surface of deficiency p is 2p + 1
;
a result which

agrees with that of 170. For the 2p curves which serve the part of cross-cuts

can be substituted any other 2p curves, of which neither the whole nor at

part delimits a region. Thus the meridian and latitude curves of the normal

surface can be deformed into new meridian and latitude curves, when the<

new meridian and latitude curves JV, AJ are such that AK ,
AK

> and BK ,
BK'A

(K
= 1, 2, -,#) form 2p delimiting systems.

When a cross-cut has been made in an (n + l)-ply connected surface T,

the new surface T' is, as we know, only n-ply connected. It is interesting t<

show, graphically, that only n - I curves of the type A can be drawn on T'.

Fig. 71

The figure is that of a triply connected and two-sheeted surface, but

argument applies generally. A and B are circuits on the triply connect

surface. Neither separately nor together do they delimit a region ;
for the

'

K connects the points k, k', on opposite sides of B, with the puncture P.

K as a cross-cut, and, when it is made, let the new surface be T'. A is a cl

circuit on T', which does not delimit a region. We wish to prove that v

other circuit A', which does not of itself delimit a region, does so when t;

in conjunction with A. Now A' is a circuit on the uncut surface T. Then

A' A, B delimit a region T on T. We prove, in the first place, that B mus

omitted from the boundary of Tr For if B were part of that boundai

would be impossible to get from one side of B to the other ;
but the figure si

that K does pass on T from k to *'. Hence A, A1 must delimit a regio

that is, there is a region T, on T, from no point of which can a curve be d]

to P, without meeting A' or A. But further, A' and A also delimit a i

T on the surface T' ;
that is, it is impossible to pass from a point of the re

^ to either P or the cross-cut K. For K does not meet either A' or A ;

ne I
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erefore if a curve, starting from a point of Tlf could once get to any point of

", it could be continued* along K to P; but we have already seen that P
innot be reached.

174. Algebraicfunctions on a Riemann surface.

It was proved in Chapter V., 154, that when tc is, throughout
! z-plane, an ?i-valued function of z with a finite number of poles

nd algebraic critical points, and free from essential singularities,

lis function is connected with z by an equation

*c" + r^ic"-
1 + n(z)ic"-

2
-| 1- r.(z) = 0,

here r^z), r2 (z), ,
rn (z) are rational fractions. Let the denomi-

ators be removed and let the resulting equation be _F(?c", z*) =0.
he corresponding Riemann surface T is n-sheeted. If the resulting

urface be connected, it will be possible to pass, by properly chosen

aths, from any value of tq to each of the n 1 associated values

?3, ,
?. That the equation F=Q is, under these circum-

;ances, irreducible can be shown by the following considerations,

.ssume that F(ic. z) = F^ir, z) F.,(ic, z), where Fl (ic, z) is irreducible.

\.t an ordinary point z = a in the Argand diagram there must be some

ranch, say ieb which makes Fl
vanish at a and throughout a region

rhich contains a. In the neighbourhood of z = a the function

z) can be represented as an integral series P(z a), and this

ntegral series vanishes identically throughout its circle of conver-

ence in virtue of the theorem of 87. The method of continua-

lon shows that the analytic function derived from this element is

vervwhere zero
;
but by suitable closed paths of z in the z-plane, irl

an be changed into v.'.2. >/%, , u\. Hence F^it^, z) can be made to

ass into F^u:*, z), FI(IC& z). -, F^w^ z). This proves that when
> vanishes at z = a for i>: = ii.\, it also vanishes for 10%, w%, ,

wn ;

n other words, an equation FI(IC, a) =0, of lower degree than n in

u, is satisfied by 71 values. This being impossible, the original equa-
ion .F= must be irreducible.

It is evident that any rational function of w and z, say JR(ic, z),

s one-valued upon the Riemann surface T for F(v:", z") = ;
we shall

rove the converse theorem that every function one-valued upon T
nd continuous except at certain poles and branch-places, at which
he order of infinity is a finite integer, is of the form R(to, z).

Let the n values of v: which correspond to a given z be v.\, tc,. ,

?; and let the corresponding values of R be J?b R% -, Rn. The

ymmetric combinations

-1 (K 1 ^ . . n}n \
K

-*-> ") )
'< }j
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are one-valued functions of z, for they take the same values at the

?i places attached to z. Now a one-valued function of z which has

only polar discontinuities is a rational function of z. Choosing Xu

Ag> >
An_! s that

*

w/"
1 +W~ 2 + A2?V~

3 + +An_! = (M = 2, 3, -, n) ,

we get

+ - + A-i) = sn -f AA., + - + A-I*I.

The form of the equations in w^ shows that these quantities are the

roots of an equation

but they are known to be the roots of

F(w*, z
m
)/(w w,) = 0;

that is, of (/Ow +/1W"-
1 + +/) /(w - wO = 0,

or of

/o^"-
1 + (/oW! + /i)tc"-

2 + - + (/oWi-
1 + /i>i

w-2 + - + /_i) = ;

hence,

Therefore

Now w?! is any value of w attached to the given 0, and Ri is the corre

spending value of R. We may therefore omit the suffixes and Avrit

the relation between R and w in the form

)

which proves the theorem. [This proof is g
;ven by Briot, Theoriej

des fonctions abeliennes, Appendix B
;
for another proof see PrymJ

Beweis eines Riemann'schen Satzes, Crelle, t. Ixxxiii., p. 251.

Also see Klein's Schrift., p. 57, and Klein-Fricke, ModulfunctionenJ

t. i., p. 499.]

When Wis a rational function R(w, z} of w, z, there correspond*
to a given place (z, w) on the surface T, a single pair (z, W). It is!

not always true, conversely, that to a given pair (z, W) corresponds*
the single place (z, w). Suppose IF to be a function for which the 1
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mverse statement holds; then the surface T will serve for the

airs (z, W) as well as for the pairs (z, to). At an ordinary point

the n associated pairs (z, ic) are distinct. Therefore the n pairs

z. IT) must be distinct. That is, W is an ?i-valued algebraic func-

on of z. Starting with a surface constructed to represent a single

gebraic function w we have shown that from the single n-valued

gebraic function w of z there can be derived a whole system of such

unctions (called by Kieinann like-branched functions). On the sur-

ace T each of these functions W is one-valued, and the surface T
in be constructed by the equation in W, z, in place of F= 0. The

unction w is distinguished among these functions merely by the fact

we began with it
;

it is itself a rational function of z and R,
nasmuch as it is one-valued on the surface T. [For an algebraic

roof of this by means of the process of finding the Highest Common

ivisor, see Dedekind and Weber, Crelle, t. xcii., 13.] The degrees
L w of the equations are all equal to n, but the degrees in z will

aturally be different. When an equation is of degree ra in z, the

unction will be said to be m-placed on the surface
;

it takes any

ssigned value at ra places, distinct or coincident (see 108). When
lj=PK (z a), K of the places at which w = b coincide at z = a

;

at when w b = PK (z a)
1/r

,
the branch-place (a, 6) is still a place

t which K values of to are equal to 6. In fact, at a branch-place at

hich r sheets hang together (z a)
1/r is to be regarded as a quantity

[ the same order as z a at an ordinary place ; or, to use a conven-

ent mode of expression, (z a)
Vr= O1 at z = a. Similarly if, at an

finity, 1/w = PK (z a)
l/r

,
the place (a, oc) counts as K simple poles,

id (2 a)
1/r=x 1 at a.

Integration.

175. We have seen that n sheets can be connected in such a way
hat an n-valued function of z is represented uniquely at each point
f the n-sheeted surface, and that the branch-cuts can be determined

s soon as we know the expansions at the branch-points. We have

urther explained how a Eiemann surface can be reduced to simple
onnexion by the drawing of cross-cuts. The boundary of the

isected surface consists of the banks of the 2p cross-cuts, where
ach cross-cut has two banks

;
also this boundary can be described

y the continuous motion of a point. It remains for us to examine
ic effect of paths of integration upon the dissected and undissected

urfaces.

Suppose that w is an algebraic function of z which satisfies

le equation F(v:
n
, z*) = 0. Then w is an n-valued function of z,
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say w = w(z). The integral I(z)= ( w(z)dz may perfectly wellA
be infinitely many-valued for each point of the Kiemann surface

on which zo is one-valued
;
in fact I(z) is, in general, a functior

with properties distinct from those of w (z). A familiar example

is I dz/z, or log z, which belongs to a class of functions differenl

from that of 1/z. Whereas 1/2! requires only a simple sheet, the

number of sheets required for log z would be infinite. It is ex-

tremely convenient to be able to represent the integral of a*

algebraic function uniquely upon the surface T, which is associated

with that function. Riemann solved this problem by the ingenious
device of the cross-cut. The function of the 2p cross-cuts is t<

reduce the multiply connected surface to simple connexion
; therebj

permitting the application to Riemann surfaces, of Cauchy's theorems

on the integration of functions holomorphic and meromorphic ill

simply connected plane regions. It will be seen presently that i

path of integration which lies entirely within the dissected surfaci

is subject to the same rules as a path in Cauchy's theory ;
but thai

the traversing of a cross-cut generally introduces an abrupt change
into the value of the integral. While the branch-cuts are bridges

between sheets otherwise unconnected, the cross-cuts are barrien

which dissociate adjacent places in the same sheet.

In conformity with the definition of 131, a function is said wl

be holomorphic on a simply connected region of T which includes
nlj

branch-place, when it is one-valued, finite, and continuous within thai

region. We have now to extend Cauchy's theorem ( 133) to 1

region of the Riemann surface. The method used by Riemnnr

depends on the transformation of a double integral into a simple

integral.

176. Cauchy's theorem for a Riemann surface. If C be
tfal|

boundary of a delimited region T on the Riemann surface, and il

<f)(z) be one-valued and continuous in T, we have when each rim il

described positively,

f<t>(z)dz = Q.
Jc

Let <j>(z)
= u + iv. Then

I <j>(z~)dz= I (udx vdy) + i I (vdx + udy}.

Suppose that the surface F is cut by two sets of vertical pis

parallel to the axes of x and y. A strip made by two consecutii

parallel planes may run entirely in one sheet, or it may meet!
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branch-cut and pass for a part of its course into another sheet;

there may be several strips between the same vertical planes (in

which case the strips may be said to be in the same vertical) ;
and

further, the boundary may consist of various rims. But however

Fig. 72

many times strips in the same vertical may meet rims, and however

many times they may change sheets, it will always be true that

-dy = Ua
-

by
U4
- U, t

-

where U is a real function of x, y, which, with its first differential

quotients, is continuous throughout T, and 2t = the number of points
in which the strip meets the boundary.

Hence,

that is, the parts of the integrals
J

I dxdy and I Udx, which

the strip contributes, are equal. Hence for the whole region these

integrals are equal. Similarly,

Hence, by writing U=u, v successively, we get

J <f>(z)dz = i (udx vdy)+ i C(vdx + tidy)

C /Y8M . 8r\
7

, .CCf*u> Su\^= I + \dxdy + i I
[
--- \dxdy.J J\8y SxJ J J\Zx 8yJ

*
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But - = 0, and
* +

8x By 8y 8x

Hence,
j

< (z) clz = 0.

8 TT 8TT
In this proof the restriction that

-,
are to be continuous

8x' 8y

throughout F, may be to some extent removed. For example, if
S> TT <v TT

,
be discontinuous at a finite number of places of F, while U

8x 8y piu
is one-valued and continuous at these points, the integral I ~^~

/iIT
is still = Uz Ui + ?74 U3 + ". To fix ideas, let I dx become

Jo. 8x

infinite for one value x = c between x = a and x = 6.

Then

Ja 8X =0 Jo. 8X ri=0 /C+T)

= lim U(c-c, y)-U(a,
6=0, rj=0

But [/"is one-valued and continuous, therefore

lim U(c t,y)= lim U(c + rj, y),

and the integral = U(b, y) U(a, y}, a quantity independent of c.

[See Kouigsberger's Elliptische Functionen, p. 69.]

177. A function <(z), which is one-valued and continuous at

all places of a Kiemann surface, is a constant. For let the function

take the values <
1?

< 2, ,
< n at the n places which lie in a vertical

line
;
then each of the symmetric combinations

where /c= 1, 2, , w, is a one-valued and continuous function of z,

for all values of z, and is therefore a constant ( 140). Hence the

equation whose roots are < < 2, ,
< has constant coefficients.

Hence the roots are themselves constant for all values of z, and

since they are continuous, they are equal to the same constant.

It follows that an algebraic function of the surface is defined,

except as to a constant factor, when its zeros and poles are assigned.

For if two such functions have the same zeros and poles, with the

same orders of multiplicity, their ratio is everywhere one-valued and

continuous. Compare 145.
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: 5 ire. The theorems which relate to the value of an integral
ffl /( *, where /(2, is a many-valued function, are greatly simpli-

:d by the use of the Eiemann surface for /(*), but the methods
employed by Kiemann are, in essence, identical with those of CauchvThe fundamental theorem in integration is that the value of the

Bgral
Jf(z)dz,

taken
positively over the rims C of a delimited

Jgion r, is zero when/W is continuous in that region.
: ideas let us consider the integral of a function R(w z)

; ":-T-
na

o

in

Trnd
f

2
' -T-- ^^ ****

-0. This integral is called an Akelian Mmnl The
.dvantage which results from this limitation of the field of discussion

4ST
frr the fact that we kn w the nature f*'".and d,scont,nu,t,es in the case of the algebraic function andorder of connexion of the corresponding Eiemann surface.

n Ji(,i; 2, is continuous throughout a region r of finite extent
.pon the surface T, delimited by a system of rims C, the value of

ken
positively (with regard to T) over all the rims (7, is

ippose that the region r is delimited by an exterior rim C" 3 -
orem of 135, the difference being that a rim may pass several

osTSttl
mteri r

.

POmt ***"> *"** to its" initial Po tthat the region in question contains an infinity c-
-

y mUSt HP otif n.if K-^ , n i . J

-4 : ^^ I
8 11 C 'OSed CUrTC 1ibedtime round

ade before h ?
' U^ nUmber f tums that must

the curve can be closed. This curve (c) must be addedthe other rims, and the theorem runs

sr described
positiveiy^ re-d -

When r ,s a simply connected region on T, such that R has no
within r, the value offa* taken over any closed line

the same two places, the value of the
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Fig. 73

integral is unaffected so long as the path does not cross a place at

which R is infinite. To complete the theory, we require some way
of dealing with the discontinuities of R. Let the infinities within

a simply connected region of finite extent delimited by the paths

/, //be GU c2 , "-yC,,.; these places must be cut out from the surface

T. The simply connected region has now
be-j

come a multiply connected one within which

is everywhere continuous. Accordingly,

fRdz = (Rdz + S f Rdz,J J Jll K=lt/(cK )

where the integration is effected in the sense

indicated in Fig. 73.

On the simply connected surface T', which

results from T by the drawing of 2p cross-]

cuts, the integral I Rdz may be finite. This

will be the case when the infinities of R are not infinities of thel

integral. In the most general case, however, the infinities of 11

affect the value of the integral, as has been already explained inj

speaking of Cauchy's theory of Residues. The surface T' must
be]

changed again into a multiply connected surface by cutting out]

those infinities which affect the value of the integral, and this ne~v

multiply connected surface must be reduced to simple connexion!

by fresh cross-cuts. On the surface T" the value of the integral!

|
Rdz is completely independent of the connecting path.

A,

179. When w is replaced by its values in terms of z, let
thl|

expression R(w, z) become the %-valued function <(z). The theorem!

which follow apply also to functions of a more extended character

than R(iv, z) ;
but we shall not have occasion to use these in thig

treatise, and consequently omit them from consideration.

When F is a region of T which lies entirely in one sheet, an|
encloses no branch-place, the same deductions can be made tn>m :

Cauchy's theorem as in Chapter V. Since that branch of the main
valued function <(z) which is represented on T is, throughout F, I

holomorphic function of z, Cauchy's methods are immediately appBJ
cable. For example, if the infinities

be excluded by small closed curves C", C", ,
C(

*\ then

i p^ = 1 jr ^2iriJc zt 2 TTI K=iJ c<
K > z t
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rfiere
*(p

is the value of * at a place ((, ,)
of r. When *(,) ha .

no infinities in r, this equation becomes

ami the same consequences follow from this fonnnla as in ChapterV. The most important of these is that at any place (z ,c fthe region r, #(,) can be represented by an integral
'

erge not iHn-
HtI, V ,

2)> ' are h lomorPhic t^oughout the same domain
.therto the supposition has been that r contains no brandpom , and one of the results arrived at has been that in theTe^h

sies m z - z,. , We now make the supposition that (*, K ) isa Place at which r sheets hang together, and seek to find the ewins.ons in the neighbourhood of this branch-place. Let a circTcpass r fame, round (, ,), so as to limit a region r witWn whicl""

cirdcnto an
'

to an ordiuary circle C, Since the function *(z) reeov-sis initial value after a description of C, the function"(i, +n.*), must recover its value after a description of C, Thtt i

'

( -0
(A = 1,2, 3,...),

and

where '

is a point inside r,. Hence

and

') =P(Z'- zjVr = a(>
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Here the r values of
<f>

attached to the r places of T, which lie

on a vertical line, are associated with a cyclic system of r expan-
sions. The differential quotients of <(z') can be found from the

series. For example, omitting accents,

This result shows that $'(Zi) is infinite when A<r, although the

corresponding value of <(Zj) is finite. The only places at which

<f>'(z) can become infinite are either branch-places or infinities of <f>(z).

Next let (!, it>i)
be an infinity as well as a branch-place, but

otherwise let the suppositions with regard to T and C be the same

as before. By an application of Laurent's theorem to the function

we have

where q is finite, since it is assumed that = is not an essential

singularity. Hence

The expansions at 2 = 00 are found by putting 2=1/2', i.e. by
replacing 2 GO by l/2

f

. If r sheets hang together at oo, r sheets of

the Eiemann surface for
<f>i(z'),

=
<f>(z), must hang together at

2 f = 0. Suppose that z = 00 is not a singular point, so that $1(2')

has no singular points within a finite neighbourhood of the origin.

Then ^ 1 (') = P(2'
1/r

),

where 2' is any point of this neighbourhood. Thus

When 2=00 is an infinity, but not an essential singularity, of

,
the expansion runs

The reader will observe that the results obtained in Chapter IV.

can be derived from Cauchy's theorems. They state that if w !> an

algebraic function of 2, the expansions for B(w, 2) at various points

are of the forms

P(z-a); (2-a)-<P (2-a); P(l/z) ;
zP (l/z) ;

P(z- ay/r
; (z

- a)-/
rP (z

- ay ; P(z~
1 /r

); ^ rP (z~
} /r

);

where q, r are positive integers, and r > 1.

180. Integrals of algebraic functions. So long as the path of

integration is not permitted to pass over a cross-cut of the surface
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T" ( 178) the integral is one-valued. The cross-cuts serve as barriers

which separate the branches of the many-valued integral. But now
it is possible to remove this restriction that the barriers are not to

be passed over. The cross-cuts required to make T simply con-

nected were 2p in number, and further cross-cuts connected the

curves round the infinities of
j
Rdz with the boundary of T'. Xo

curve is to be drawn round any infinity of R which yields no loga-

rithmic term to
J
Rdz. For instance, if (zu tc,) be a place at which

R=(z- zO-'/'PoO*
-

z,)
1

", (q > r),

the integral j
Rdz is logarithmically infinite when, and only when,

P (z z,)
1/r contains a term (z Zj)~

l+t/r
. When this term occurs,

1 C
the value of

| Rdz, taken r times round z^ is called the residue
2 iriJ

at the point ( 146). Thus the residue is r x the coefficient of the

term.

Let T" be the simply connected surface derived from the canoni-

cally dissected surface T', by the drawing of cross-cuts from the

curves C((C)

,
round logarithmic infinities, to the boundary of T'. Let

/**, w

7(z) = I Rdz, where the path between (ZQ, w ), (z, to) can be
*)

*<f

drawn freely on T\ J(z) = the same integral when the path is

restricted to T". Then J(z) is a one-valued and continuous function

on the surface T". Any difference which may exist between 7(z)

and J(z) must arise from passages over cross-cuts. In order to dis-

tinguish the two directions across a cross-cut, an arrow-head is

attached to the cut. The
cut may be regarded as a

stream with right (or nega-

tive) and left (or positive)
banks (Xeumann, Abel'sche

Integrate, ch. vii.). Two
places a, infinitely near but

on opposite banks, can be

distinguished as cu and a_.

Xow in passing from a
to a' (Fig. 74) the values

of dz and of R, at opposite
M *

Fig 74
places of the cut, are equal.

Hence,
J^

~
Rdz, along the right bank, = f

"~
Rdz, along the left

bank
;
or

~

J(a .')
- J(a_) = J(<i+')

- J(a+ ).
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Hence J(a+') <7"(
a-') ^ J(.a+)~ ^(a-) I

that is, the difference between the values of J at opposite banks of

the cross-cut is constant. This constant is called a modulus of

periodicity, or period, of the integral. To each cross-cut there

belongs a period. The full importance of this idea will be seen

later (ch. x.).

To connect J(z) with J(z), suppose that the path is s abs (Fig. 74),

which crosses the cut AK from right to left, and the cut BK from left

to right. Then

f Rdz = C Rdz + f Rdz + C Rdz,

the infinitely small paths a_a+ and b+b_ being neglected ; they con-

tribute nothing to the integral, as R is supposed finite in their

neighbourhood. Each of the three pieces s a_, a+b+ , b_s lies on T".

Therefore

C Rdz = J(a_} ;

/oa-

f Rdz = f Rdz - f Rdz,

where the paths lie on T",

f Rdz=J(s)-J(b_}.
/6_s

Hence /(*) = J(s) + J(b+ )
- J(b_)

- J(a+ ) -f J"(a_),

or, if w, a>' be the periods at the cross-cuts A, B,

So in general, when the path on T crosses over the Kth cross-cut

\ K times positively, i.e. from left to right, and \K
' times negatively,

i.e. from right to left, and when the period attached to this cross-cut

is (i>K,
the value of /(s) is

where the summation extends over all cross-cuts traversed by the

path of integration.

It has been stated that the period along a cross-cut is constant;

but this has only been proved so long as the cut meets no other cut.
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Applying the theorem to the cut AK (Fig. 74) which meets the cut

BK and no other cut, we see that

J(c2)
-

J(o3)
= J(a+)

- J(a_) = J(Cl)
- J(c4) ;

therefore J(c2 ) J(c^ = J(cs) J(c4) ;

that is, the periods of BK,
on both sides of the junction c, are equal.

But also

and J(c3)
- J(c4)

Therefore J(cL)
- J(ds)

=
;

that is, the period across a cut CK is zero.

A path of integration round AK (along either bank), in the

direction of the arrow, leads from the negative to the positive bank

of Bx . This shows that the period round AK is equal to the period

across BK . But a path round BK,
in the direction of the arrow, leads

from the positive to the negative bank of AK,
and the period round

BK = uv, where <aK is the period across AK .

The reader will readily prove that if several cross-cuts start from

a place s of the surface, the sum of the periods across them is zero.

Observing that a change in the direction of a cross-cut changes the

sign of the corresponding period, we have the rule :

The sum of the periods of the streams which flow to a place =
the sum of the periods of the streams which flow from the place.

When the path of integration is drawn on Klein's normal sur-

face, the theorems already enunciated for the plane Eiemann surface

take a form which is readily comprehended. Assuming that I Rdz

has no logarithmic infinities, two contours round the same handle,

or through the same handle, can be deformed continuously into each

other, and the integrals round the contours are equal. On the other

hand, a meridian and a latitude curve are not reconcilable, nor is

a curve of either kind reconcilable with a curve of the same kind,

but belonging to a different handle
; and, in these cases, the integrals

round the two curves may be different. Any curve which can be

contracted continuously until it vanishes gives a zero integral.

Thus the p integrals along p selected closed curves through the

p handles, and the p integrals along p selected closed curves round

the p handles afford 2p periods. The most general path between

two places can be deformed continuously into a closed path which

passes AK times in one direction round the xth handle, and A*'

times in one direction through it, where K = 1, 2, , p, followed
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by some special path, between the two places. Hence the most

general integral is equal to the integral along the special path,
p

together with 2(XKwK + XK '<aK '), where WK ,
a>K

' are the integrals round
K=l

the *th latitude and meridian curves, taken in the assigned directions.

The modifications necessary in the case that
|
Rdz contains one or

more logarithmic infinities are suggested by the theorems of the

preceding articles. For example, if A, A' be two reconcilable cir-

cuits which contain between them /* places Cj, c2, -, c^, at which

the integral is logarithmically infinite, the integrals of R along A,
A' are no longer equal, but

fRdz - CRdz = 2 f Rdz,
*/A J&' =!/(<:)

where the integration is performed in the same sense for all the

curves A, A', (CK).

The reader is referred for further information to Klein's Schrift,

Ueber Riemann's Theorie der Algebraischen Functionen und ihrer

Integrale. Leipzig, 1882.

181. We shall now give some examples of the theory just

explained.

(1) dw = dz/z = dp/p + idQ.

The critical points are z = 0, z = GO
;
and the residues of these

points are 1, 1. Hence both points must be cut out. The sur-

face is now doubly connected. To reduce it to simple connexion,

we make a cut from to oo . Now w is a holomorphic function of z.

Let w = when z = 1. Then

w = u + iv = log p + iO,

log denoting the real logarithm, and

u = log p, v = 0.

Hence half-lines from the origin in the 2-plane map into lines

parallel to the real axis in the w-plane ;
and a circle round the origin

in the 2-plane maps into a part of a line parallel to the imaginary
axis in the w-plane. For if z start always from the positive or left-

hand bank of the cut, ending at the negative bank, the value of

v increases, for any circle, by 2-n-. Hence if we draw the w-path

C+ which corresponds to the positive bank of the cut, the path <7_

which corresponds to the other bank is obtained by displacing C+
through 2-n-i; and therefore the 2-plane passes into an infinite strip
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of the w-plane, of breadth 2 IT. To make the strip straight, we make

the z-cut pass along the real axis, and as in 106, we shall take it

ilong the negative half of this axis, Fig. 75 (a). To map the entire

,0-plane, we require infinitely many sheets in the z-plane, which

n.

z - plane
,

.

I. ()

m

m.

IV.

n.

i.

-TR w - plane

(c)

iang together at and oo, and are joined by a bridge which lies

along the cross-cut. Fig. 75 (c) shows a section of the bridge as it

appears when one looks from to -s. .

(2) dw = dz/(z a)(z 6).

Here the critical points are a, 6. The transformation

will send them to and oo, and we have

= (a b)dic.

Hence the to-plane is mapped on the ^plane as in the preceding

example, while the -plane maps on the z-plane by a quasi-inversion.

Therefore if we take as a cross-cut any arc of a circle from a to 6,
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the z-plane maps on a straight strip of the w-plane, whose breadth

is 27r/|a b . All other such arcs give w-lines parallel to the

edges of the strip. Lines perpendicular to the edges of the strip

correspond to circles whose limiting points are a, 6.

(3) dl=

z, w

The critical points are z = 1, 1, oo. The points 1, 1 have

a zero residue
;
at co the residue is L Let id

2 = 1 z2
,
and let

the z -surface on which iv is one-valued be constructed. Let the

branch-cut lie along the real axis from 1 to 1. When z =
i, let

the value w = -y/2 be assigned to the upper sheet. The places co

being cut out of both sheets, the

cross-cut may be drawn along the

imaginary axis, coinciding with

the positive part of this axis in the

upper sheet and with the negative

part in the lower sheet (Fig. 76).

We must now assign a value to / at

a gi?en place . Let /= at the place

s_, which is infinitely near (0, 1) on

the right of the cut. The value of

I is now everywhere determinate
;

at the place s+ on the left of the

cross-cut, the value is 2?r, as appears

1

Fig. 76

either from the residue at oo or by integrating round the branch-

points as in 138.

If Jbe the value at any place (z, w), the value /' at (z, iv) is

TT - 7. For

Xz,

w

dz/w,
__

/*, w

I 1 = ( dz/w,

f'~
1

da!/-Vr^ + C'^
Jl, Jo, -1

= 7T-7.

In such cases as we have been considering, the z-paths which

correspond to lines parallel to the axes in the 7-plane may be deter- i

mined directly from the differential equation. For instance, in the

case
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let / move parallel to the real axis. Then, equating amplitudes, we

hare

where fa fa r are the amplitudes of the strokes z 1, z + 1, and of

the tangent of z's path. Hence the tangent bisects the angle 1, z,

1
;
and the path is a hyperbola. For developments of this idea, see

Franklin, American Journal, t. xi.

182. (4) Let w- = (z
- aj (z

- a2) (z
-

a^+j) .

The z-plane is in this case covered by two sheets
;
and the points

a* are branch-points. The bridges may be drawn from a^ to Oj, from

Fig. 77

a 5 to a 4,
etc. The cuts AK may pass round a^-i ^^ a*u where

K= 1, 2, , p, and the cuts BK may all pass over the remaining

bridge from a.^^ to a^+z. See Fig. 77, which is drawn for the case

p = 3. "When the cuts CK are drawn, the surface becomes simple.*

* In Fig. 77 the cuts CK are drawn to the cuta AK . This Is convenient in a complicated

figure.
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Consider the integral /= j z^dz/w. It is finite when z = co if

A <p, by 136, and at every branch-point the residue is if A>0.
There are therefore p such integrals which are finite at all places

of the surface, for we may take X = 0, 1, , p 1.

By Kiemann's extension of Cauchy's theorem a cut AK or BK may
be contracted till all its points lie arbitrarily near the lines which

join the included branch-points. The places of the cut pair off (see

Fig. 78) into places a, a' at which the

values of w are arbitrarily nearly ^ ? "
^~\

opposite ; therefore, in the descrip-
^-^ cc

tion of the cut, z^dz/w runs twice
p- jg

through the series of values which it

takes in passing from one branch-point to the other. It follows

that the integral taken from one branch-point to the other is half

the period due to the description of the cut which encloses those

branch-points.

Let the periods across AK be <OK (* = 1, 2, -, p), and those across

BK be CDK '. Then Fig. 77 shows that the periods round A" are to*',

while those round BK are to*.

It follows at once from what has been said that

f
at

dl= \ co/, f'dl=
i

to,,

*/ 2 */a,

etc.

But also we are able to express the value of the integral taken from

any branch-point to any other by means of the periods. For

instance, the path which leads from o2 to 3 in the lower plane

(Fig. 77) is stopped, in returning to 2,
a* *ne place s_

;
it can be

continued, as shown in the figure, to Cg, along the whole of JB2,
and

from c, to s+ ;
from s+ direct to s+ ',

then to c,, round Blt from Cj to

s..
r

,
and finally back to a2. By Cauchy's fundamental theorem the

integral along the whole path is zero
;
and this path is made up of

the integral from 2 to o 3 reckoned twice and of the integrals round

B2 and Bl ;
the integrals along A 2 and A } cancel, each being taken

twice, in opposite directions and in the same sheet.

Therefore 2 f'dl+ to2
-

Wl = 0,
Jat

C"
and I dl= \ (^ <o2).

183. Birational transformations.

The subject of birational transformations of curves dates back to

Kiemann's memoir on the Abelian functions (Werke, 1st ed., p. 111).
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It was first presented in its geometric form by Clebsch in a memoir

on the applications of Abelian functions to Geometry (Crelle, t. Ixiii.).

Let the curve FI( W, Z) = arise from the curve F(w, z) = 0, by
the elimination of tc and z, where W and Z are rational algebraic

functions of ic, z. When, conversely, F(ic, z) arises from F^ W, Z)

by the elimination of ic, z, where to and z are rational algebraic

functions of W, Z, the curves correspond one-to-one, and the trans-

formation is said to be birational. By means of the birational

transformations

W= R(w, z), tc=r( W, Z),

the points of the surface associated with F= correspond one-to-

one with the points of the surface associated with FI = 0. Therefore

the maximum number of retrosections must be the same for the

first surface as for the second
;
this shows that p is the same for

both surfaces. That is, p is an invariant with regard to birational

transformations. It is not true, conversely, that two Riemann sur-

faces, with the same order of connexion, can always be connected

by a birational transformation, except in the special case p = 0.

The number p is an invariant of the surface T not merely with

regard to birational transformations, but also with regard to con-

tinuous deformations. For a description of the possibilities as

regards continuous deformation we refer the reader to two memoirs

by Klein, Math Ann., tt. vii. and ix.
;
and to Klein's Schrift, p. 25.

That two surfaces must have the same p, if they are to correspond

point to point, can be proved as above. Jordan has proved the less

evident theorem that the sufficient condition in order that two

surfaces may be deformable continuously, the one into the other,

is the equality of their p's (C. Jordan, Sur la deformation des

surfaces, Liouville, ser. 2, t. xi., 1866; Dyck, Beitrage zur Analysis
Situs, Math. Ann., tt. xxxii., xxxiii.).

Thus the number p is the only invariant of a surface in the

Geometry of Situation, a theorem of importance in the ulterior

Riemann theory.

Suppose that W and Z are /i-placed and v-placed algebraic
functions of T. By reason of Z=S(ic, z) the surface T can be

represented conformly on an 7irsheeted surface T^ spread over the

Z-plane, so that the points of T and Tx correspond one-to-one. Since

the function W is one-valued on T and oc
1 at /t places, the function

must be one-valued also on T1? and continuous at all places other

than the p. places which correspond to the p. infinities on T. At
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these
fji places it is oo

1
. Hence to a given W correspond p. values of

Z. Similar reasoning shows that to a given Z correspond v values

of W. Accordingly the new equation which connects W, Z must

be-F^Tr", Z
M
)
= 0.*

When this equation is irreducible, all functions which are one-

valued on T! and continuous, except at isolated places at which the

singularities are non-essential, can be represented as rational integral

algebraic functions of zx and w1} and the transformation is birational.

184 Any rational fraction GI(W, z)/G2 (w, z) can be expressed
in the form

?oO) + Ji(z)w + r2(z)iv
2

-\
-----

\- rn_ 1 (z)iv
n-1

,

where the expressions r(z) are rational fractions in z. For

G!(WK , z)

G2 (wK, z)

GS (W!, z) (?8 (>_!, z)Gs(wK+1 , z)
- Ga(wM z) (

,= --
tf^W^X)'

n6r2 (trr, z)
r=L

The denominator contains symmetric combinations of the ?'s,

and therefore reduces to a function of z only. The numerator con-

tains symmetric combinations of w^ , MV-u w +i> >
WB,

and can

be expressed in terms of WK only. Hence, using F(wK
n
, z} = 0,

The n equations formed by giving K the values 1, 2, ,
w can be

replaced by the single equation

4-

The following pages will contain a brief account of Kroneckcr's

methods, as developed in his memoir Ueber die Discriminante :il--f-

braischer Functionen einer Variabeln, Crelle, t. xci., p. 301. (See

also the memoir by Dedekind and Weber, Theorie d. algeb. Funct.

einer Veranderlichen, Crelle, t. xcii., p. 181
;

and Klein-Fricke,

Modulfunctionen, t. ii., p. 486.)

* Owing to the exceptional case mentioned in 167, it may happen that F,(ir, Z) is

reducible. Riemann has proved that in this case F, is of the form [*( Wi, Z*i)]
K

,
wlu-n- ! is

irreducible (Werke, p. 112). The surface T, for F
1
= is then epread <c tiroes over a surface of

nj< sheets.
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"When the irreducible equation F= is in its most general form

it may be written

)tc-
1 + - + gn (z) = 0,

where the quantities g are integral polynomials in z. In what
follows g and r are used for integral polynomials and rational

fractions in z, in much the same way as -P(z) for an integral series

in Chapter III. The functions of the system R(iv, z) are called

algebraic functions of the surface T. That the system is a closed

one is shown by the fact that the functions which result from the

operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,

when applied to members of the system, are themselves members
of the system. Call this closed system ( R) . "\Ve have the theorem

that every function of the system (R) is expressible uniquely in

the form

r (z) + r^io + r2 (z)wr H-----\- rn_,(z)w*~\

and that conversely every function, of the kind just written down,

belongs to (R). Here the members of (R) are expressed linearly
in terms of a system 1, ,-,

tc
2
, -, w*"

1

,
and the coefficients in the

linear expression are rational fractions in z. The n functions,

1, to, w2
, -,

tc*"
1 are said to form a basis of (R). Kronecker has

pointed out that the limitation that all functions are to be expressed
in terms of this basis solely is partly needless, partly injurious.

We can choose any other set ^ 7/2, -, *}*,
which satisfies the equations

rjx
= rf+r^w + - + r.^Wio-

1

(* = 1, 2, ..., n),

where the r's are rational fractions in z, with a determinant which

does not vanish identically; and every function R(w, z) is then

expressible in the form

R(w, Z) = Plrji + p2r).2 + - + pniiv

where the p's are rational fractions in z. The necessary and suffi-

cient condition in order that i^, rj^ , 17,, may form a basis, is that

no combination

is to vanish identically. [See Dedekind and Weber, loc. cit, p. 186.]

185. Integral algebraic functions of the surface T.

TVhen g (z) = 1 in the irreducible equation F=Q, the function

w is said to be an integral algebraic functifm of the surface. The
function w cannot be infinite for any finite value of z; and con-
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versely every algebraic function of the surface, which is finite for

all finite values of z, is an integral algebraic function of T. It can

be proved that the sum, difference, and product of two integral

algebraic functions of T are themselves integral algebraic functions

of T. Calling the system of the integral algebraic functions of T,

for shortness, the system (6r), we have the theorem that an integral

algebraic function of any member of (G) is itself a member of (G).
Thus the system (G) is closed.

Suppose that
1? 2> >

form a basis, the members of this basis

being selected from the system (G). All functions of the system

0i()& + & (2)&H \-9n(z)L,

where the #'s are any integral -polynomials in z, belong to (G). But
it is not true conversely that every member of (G) can be written

in this form. Let us assume that there is a member of (G) which

can be written

01& + &&H \-gJL

(z-c)

where the 0's are not all divisible algebraically by z c. Suppose
that the remainders of g1} ..., gn,

after the division, are a
l5
aa, ..., an ;

then

z c

is an integral algebraic function of the surface. We know that at

least one of the a's is different from zero. Assume ax
= 0. The

n functions
, 2, ..., of the system G, form a basis of (R). Denot-

ing the values of
, K , (K = 1, 2, n,) at n associated places of T by

(1)
,

(2)
, ...,

(n)
,
and ^Kl,^ > *n>

we have, by the theory of determinants,

say

(1)
> t

b J S22) ) 4n2

A (^

(Z-C)

UD ) 4nl

2n> > ton

(Z-C)
!

Here both determinants are integral rational functions of z;

hence the determinant on the left-hand side is of lower order than

the determinant on the right. By proceeding in this way, we can

remove the factors (z c)
2 from A( 15 2> > n) UP to a certain point.
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Then no further factors can be removed. Suppose that /, 2'> >

'

are the
?

s when this stage has been reached. Omitting accents,

these new quantities

i> )

form, in Klein's nomenclature, a minimal basis. [See Dedekind

and Weber, loc. cit., p. 194
; Klein, loc. cit., p. 493.] Since there are

no longer any available denominators z c, every algebraic function

of the surface T can now be expressed in the form

where the gr's are integral polynomials in z
; and, conversely, every

function of this form is a member of (G). The analogy to the

theorem for functions of the system (R) .is evident.

Let us now construct a minimal basis ab initio. We know ( 184)
that every function R(ic, z), which is at the same time an integral

algebraic function of the surface, is expressible in the form

in which all the denominators are factors of D(z), where

F'(wK ) standing for 8F/8wK . In other words, the denominators are

factors of the discriminant of F. Select from the integral algebraic
functions of the set

H-----\-rKw",

that which has the highest denominator in the coefficient of w*.

Let
S + SilO + SoW2 -\

-----hW*

be a function which satisfies this requirement. Suppose this

denominator to be dK+l,
with a corresponding numerator n<+1. As

the expression SK is in its lowest terms, it must be possible to find

integral polynomials pK+l ,
<rK+1,

such that

Pt+in,.^ + o-^c^ = 1.

The integral algebraic function of T,

W -\
-----

1- SKW* + OVtO*,

begins with a term- IC
K

. Call this function K+l.
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Let R(w, z) be an integral algebraic function of the surface.

When it is expressed in the above form, let its order in w be K.'>

The denominator of the coefficient of w" is a factor of d

otherwise,

K+l. For,

is an integral algebraic function of the surface, such that the

denominator of its highest term WK
is of higher order than that of

dK+ i. This is contrary to supposition. We shall prove that the

0's form a minimal basis.

186. The expression for R(w, z) in terms of the O's.

tion R(w, z) is expressible in the form

7 / [w* + terms in to*"
1
. w*~2

, ,
1.

The func-

Hence R(w, z) gx+i(z) K+ i
= an integral algebraic function of the

surface, of order not higher than K 1 in w. This expression in turn

can be changed, by subtraction of gK (z~)0K ,
into an integral algebraic

function of the surface, of order K 2 in w, and so on. Thus,

Let the values of K at n associated places (z, w^, -, (2, wn ) be

0K2> "> &Kn) and form the determinant of the basis, 'viz.,

The square of this determinant is a symmetric function of w
l}

,
wn,

since the determinant itself is an alternating function. Call

the square of this determinant A (z) ;
we suppose that the 0's have

been multiplied previously by such constants as will make the

coefficient of the highest power of z in A (z) equal to unity. The

discriminant D(z) of the equation

F(w
n
,
z
m
)
= 0,

in which the coefficient of wn
is 1 and the coefficients of the remain-

ing powers of w are integral polynomials, is the square of the

determinant
-

w^*... tor
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4- it-

This shows that A = 0. Since it has been proved that the deter-

minant of the O's does not vanish, and that all integral algebraic
M

functions of the surface are expressible in the form ^gK K,
it follows

that the O's constitute a minimal basis.

Let RI, R.2, -, RH be n members of the system (G), and let the

expressions for the R's in terms of the O's be

R* =fA +/*& + - +/A (c = 1, 2,
.

n),

where the /'s are integral rational functions of z. Then, denoting

by RK1} RX2, -, Rxn, the values of BK at n associated places, we have

/U/2-/1,
S
'A(z)

R,

This is a re-statement of the theorem of 185; it shows that the

square of the determinant of the .R's is at lowest cA(z), where c

is a constant. In this case of the minimum determinant the expres-

sions R form a minimal basis, and may replace OH 0% , H.

Let Trbe a rational function of tc, z, which belongs to (G) ;
and

let Bl
= l, R.2 = W, R3 = TF2

, ,
Bn = TF""1

;
the equation connect-

in the determinants becomes

where D1 is the determinant of the system 1, W, TF2
, , TF""1

.

Hence DU as well as D, is divisible by A(z). The expression A(z)
is a divisor of the discriminants of all the irreducible equations
of order n which define functions TF of the system (G). The

expression A(z) is called, by Kronecker, the essential divisor of the

discriminant. The remarkable property of the essential divisor is

that it is unaffected by a birational transformation which transforms

F(i>:
n

, z) = into FI( TF", z) = 0, where the coefficients of wn
, TF* are

1. The remaining part of the discriminant is a complete square ; it

is called the unessential divisor. A factor of A(z) is an essential

factor
;
a factor of the square root of the unessential divisor is an
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unessential factor. The essential divisor is equal, save as to a con-

stant, to the square of the determinant of any minimal basis.

Corollary. The square of the determinant of the coefficients a in

1 = a^ + dsiQi H }- a,A,
w = a!A + a,2 2 H h anA,

is equal to the unessential divisor.

Conversely, the square of the determinant of the coefficients when

Q\i &> '"> Qn are expressed in terms of 1, w, wz
, -,

wn~ l

,
is the recip-

rocal of the unessential divisor. But we know that every integral

algebraic function of the surface is equal to

\9rOr',

hence, there is no integral algebraic function of the surface

r (z) 4- rj(z)w + + rn_ l (z)w
n~l

)
which contains in its denominator

factors distinct from the unessential factors of the discriminant.

187. Kronecker has proved that the essential divisor of the

discriminant of F=0 is the highest common divisor of the dis-

criminants of the integral algebraic functions of T. Let

v = \iOi + A2 2 + + An#n,

where the A's are arbitrary coefficients. The function v satisfies an

irreducible equation of order n
;
and in this equation the coefficients

are integral polynomials in z, except the coefficient of vn
,
which is

unity. The discriminant Dv must be divisible by A(z), and the

remaining part must be a perfect square. Suppose that

where G is an integral polynomial in z and the A's, which contains

no factor independent of the A's. We have to prove that 8(z)

reduces to a constant. Assume, if possible, that 8(z) contains a

factor z c, where c is a constant independent of z and the A's. In

the system (G) there must be a rational function R(v, z) which is

of the form

z c
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Suppose that the lowest order in v for such functions is s, and

that one of these functions of order s is "_-2. Then gt (z) is
c

not divisible by z c. Let t be an undetermined quantity. Since

tv - is an integral algebraic function of T, it may be written
2 c

where the /i's are integral rational functions of 2, Au A^ , A^, and

symmetry shows that its discriminant must be

But the discriminant of tv - is equal to the product

LI < t(va 'Va) r ,

(.
Z C )

'

where
, /8 take all pairs of values, from 1, 2, , n, such that a > /?.

This product is equal to

g..n
(z c) (va vp) )

Equating the two values for the discriminant, we have

The arbitrary quantities A can be chosen so that the two func-

tions G are finite and do not vanish when z = c. Hence the above

equation cannot be true if the second factor be infinite for z = c.

The initial supposition requires, then, that

be finite for z = c, and therefore also for all values of z. Hence

(?) =0 is an equation in t with coefficients which are integral

polynomials in z
;

it defines integral algebraic functions of the sur-

face. It follows that

Z Cr=2 Vi Vr

must be an integral algebraic function of the surface. The follow-

ing considerations prove that this is impossible. The function just
written down is equal to

z c z c r=i v*~vf
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and the term which involves the highest power of vt in this expres-
sion is

This is contrary to the supposition that s is the lowest order in v

for the system of expressions

z-c

hence S(z) must reduce to a constant.

To return to the discriminant D
v

. Choose the arbitrary quantities

X so that G(z, A!, X2, ,
An ) shall not contain any essential factor.

As this is always possible, it follows that the essential divisor A(z)
is the highest common divisor of the discriminants of all the integral

algebraic functions of the surface, which satisfy irreducible equa-
tions of the nth order. The square root of the unessential divisor

\G(z, A!, A2, ,
An)

2
may have, for special values of the A's,

repeated factors
;
or again the unessential factors may be partly the

same as essential factors. Kronecker has proved the highly impor-
tant theorem that it is possible to choose the A's so that G has no

factor in common with A (z) or with 8G/Bz.
When the quantities A are left arbitrary, G has no divisor in

common with SG/Sz. Assume, if possible, that this is not the case.

Let H(z, A!, A2, ,
An) be one of the common irreducible divisors;

and let G = HK. Then the equations

G = HK,

show that TTmust be divisible by //. When G is divided by H2 the

quotient is an integral rational function of z and the A's. Let the

quotient be Q. Since G = H2
Q, it follows that any divisor of G, G'

is also a divisor of 8G/8\K (/c= 1, 2, , ri). But the product-expres-
sion of the discriminant shows that

#Vd(XJ = n{X1 (0la
-

I/3 ) + \2 (0,a
-

6#) + ... +An (0na
-

n/3 ) },

where
, ft are taken from 1, 2, , n, and a > /?; hence one of these

linear factors must be equal to another of these factors, multiplied

by some constant. Suppose that the factor which contains suffixes

, ft is equal to the factor with suffixes y, 8, multiplied by a constant

A
j
and use the equations

C-i
= 1, 6a = a + c^w, 63 = b + biiv + 62tt-

2
, 4

= c -f CjW -f- caw*
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Then Aaw* ic = c^ zc w&,

= C3 (lVy
3

ICi?) + C3 (lCy* U74
8
) + C^Wy Wi),

Since a^ b^ c3, ,
are different from zero, it follows that

H>a + WaU'fi + Wf = Wy + Wy

Eliminating w&, we have the relation

(v:a w
y) (wp zry)

= 0.

This equation is not satisfied in general. Hence the initial

assumption that G and SG/8z have a common divisor is disproved.

Here it is assumed that the X's are arbitrary. Suppose that the X's

are integral polynomials in z with arbitrary orders and coefficients.

The expression which results from, the elimination of z from G, G'

does not vanish identically ;
therefore special values can be found

for the orders and coefficients, such that G and G' have still no

jommon factor. Also values of the X's can be found which ensure

that G shall not contain any of the essential factors. Suppose that

these values are X/, X2
f

, -, X,'. Hence we have found a function,

which belongs to the system (G), and which has a discriminant

whose unessential factors are unrepeated, and distinct from the

essential factors.

188. Kronecker has shown that this separation of the dis-

criminant into two divisors can be applied when the algebraic

function w is not integral.

Let F(w, z") =/M +/1
to-1 +/2?c-2 + ...+/. = 0, where /< /

/ are at most of degree m in z. When two finite values of

to become equal, F'(ic) = 0. Hence if iCi, ?
,
ton be the n branches,

all the branch-points must be included in the equation

say fi)

n
--E(z) = 0. The function E(z) is one-valued because the

roots z
l} ZK ,

zn enter symmetrically. When z is finite, E(z) can

only be made infinite by choosing tf=x. When tc=x,/ = 0;
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but fw is finite, for the coefficient of wn~l

, namely, fw +/15 is zero.

Since fw is finite, the factor fn~2 makes E(z) finite, for when one
of the w's is infinite, that one of the factors Fl

(w) which becomes
infinite cc/ow"-

1
. Let fn~2

E(z) = Q(z). The function Q (2) is one-

valued and finite for all finite values of z. Its degree is at most

m(n 2) -\-rnn or 2m(n 1).

Without loss of generality it may be assumed that fn, / have no
factor in common; for the discriminant is unaffected when w + b is

written for w. Write w' =f w. Then

F^w', z) = w'n + 0X"-
1 + +</ =

defines an integral algebraic function of the surface T associated with

Fl
= 0. Since BF,/8w =f9*-*8F/&D, the discriminant D(z) of Fl

=
satisfies the equation

D(z)=f<--*> .

<2(2).

Kronecker has proved that y^n-Dc*-?) enters into the unessential

divisor of D(z), so that

D()=/o-<- .

|S(2)}
2

. A (2);

hence Q0) = {S(2)}
2

.

A(z).

The expression A (2) is called the essential divisor of Q, and

{S(z) }

2 the unessential divisor.

189. The, geometric aspect of the discriminant. Let (&, 2, 3

(1715 *72> 173) >
be the centres of two pencils of rays

where (!?;)
= 0, (^) = 0, (?) = 0, are the equations of the lines

connecting , t]
with each other and with a third point whose

co-ordinates are ( 1? 2> 4)- If w and z be connected by an equation

F(w, 2) = 0, the intersection of corresponding rays of the two pen-.

cils traces out a plane curve. Starting with any plane curve C of

order a and class /?,
it is possible to associate with it an equation

F(to, 2) = 0. The form of F will depend upon the choice of the

points , t].
Assume that

, 77
have no specialty of position with

regard to (7; this means that
, rj

are not to lie on C, or on any of
j

the singular lines associated with C, understanding by singular lines

(1) the join of two singular points, (2) singular tangents, (3) tan-

gents at singular points, (4) tangents passing through a singular

point. Further, the line (67) is not to touch C, and is not to pass

through a singular point (see Smith, loc. cit., 170). Projecting
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the line (T/) to infinity, we can now treat ?c, z as Cartesian co-ordi-

nates. The order a of F= is also the degree in w, z separately, the

line at infinity meets the curve in a distinct points, and therefore

the multiple points of the curve lie in the finite part of the plane.

It should be especially noticed that when a line z = a touches the

curve, its contact is simple, and that it passes through no multiple

point ;
also that no two multiple points lie on a line z = a. When

the equation f(w, z) = has been put into this special form, it is

easy to assign a meaning to the factors of the discriminant; and

when the geometric significance of these factors has been found, the

extensions to more complicated cases (which arise when the restric-

tions are removed as to tangents z = a having simple contact, tangents
at the multiple points being oblique to the axes, etc.,) are readily
effected. The discriminant Q(z) of F(ic, z) with regard to w is found

by the elimination of w from F= Q and 8F/8iv= 0; that is, the roots

of Q(z)=0 correspond to the points of intersection of F=Q with

the first polar of the point at infinity on the zr-axis. Remembering
that Q(z) contains U(icr tr.)

!
,

it is easy to see what factors are

contributed by those branch-points which are distinct from the

multiple points (i.e. the points of contact of the tangents from to

C), and by the multiple points of the curve.

(i.) If z = a be an ordinary tangent at (z = a, ?c = 5), there are

two series

V:
K -b = P,(z

-
a)

1/2
,
IOA
- b = Q^z - a)

1

/',

and (ICK u\)
2
y: z a.

(ii.) If (a, 6) be a node,

v:K b = Pi(z a), tcA b = Q^z a),

and (WK w?A )
2
oc (z a)

2
,

(iii.) If (a, 6) be a cusp,

?.-& = P3 (z
-

a)
1'2

,
WA
- b = Q3 (z

- a)
1/2

,

and (u\ t0A )
2

x(z a)
3
.

(iv.) If (a, 6) be a multiple point which can be resolved, by the

methods of Chapter IV., into v nodes and K cusps, then the corre-

sponding factor of the product U(n:r ?/-,)

2

cc(z a)
2l^3<c *

(see

Chapter IV., 121).

* The equation F= has been so arranged that no line z = a cuts the curve at more than
two consecutive points; in a more general case, it might happen that a tangent z=a cuts in
r eonsecntive points, the remaining a. r points of intersection being in the finite part of the

plane and distinct. In this case, those terms of the product U(tcT ir,)
5 which correspond to

the point of contact contribute to Q a factor (z a)
r~l

.
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Thus Q(z) can be resolved into two parts. The first part con-

sists of linear factors (z Zj) (z z2) (z z^) which arise from

the ordinary vertical tangents ;
the second part consists of multiple

factors (z-z1 ')

2
"i
+3K

i(z 22')
2
"*+8

t...( z^')
8"^^, where y is the

number of multiple points. Regarding the v nodes and K cusps at

a multiple point z = z' as equivalent to v + K nodes and K branch-

points, a factor (z z')
2v+3< may be subdivided into two parts

(z 2:')

2 "+2 'c and (z z')
K

,
where the former arises from the V + K

nodes, and the latter from the K branch-points. Thus the dis-1

criminant Q(z) can be resolved into a part which arises from the
v

((3 -f- 2 KS) branch-points, and into another part which arises from
s=l

7

the 2 (vs + KS) nodes. It should be observed that the latter part is
6=1

a perfect square ;
also that the two parts have factors in common,

owing to the presence of cusps. The former part determines the

branching of the corresponding Riemann surface.

In the light of these results, let its examine the essential and

unessential divisors as they appear in Kronecker's theory. Starting

with an equation F(w, z) 0, we can, by the use of birational trans-

formations, arrive at an equation F: (W, )
= 0, the square root of]

whose unessential divisor consists of factors which are distinct from
one another and from the essential factors. The deduction is that

the final equation has no singularities higher than nodes.

In the final equation JF\ = 0, the essential divisor is precisely

the same as the essential divisor for ^=0; therefore Kronecker's

transformations do not affect the branching of the surface T.

190. A special kind of Riemann surface. When w and z are

real and connected by an equation J^=0 with real coefficients, this

equation can be represented by a Cartesian curve, whereas the same
''

equation requires for its graphic representation a Riemann surface

in the case that iv and z are complex. Klein has indicated a method;

whereby the Riemann surface can be directly associated with the

curve. Let us consider, for example, the equation

w2

/a
2 + z-/b-

= 1,

where a, b are real numbers
;
the curve is evidently an ellipse. This

ellipse is enveloped by real and imaginary tangents. From every,

external point two real tangents can be drawn, and through every
1

internal point pass two imaginary tangents. If each real tangent be

replaced by its point of contact with the ellipse, and if each imagi-

nary tangent be replaced by the real point through which it passes,

the resulting complex of points will cover doubly the region bounded
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by the ellipse. These points lie on a new kind of Riemann surface

whose form is a flattened ellipsoid which passes through the elliptic

contour iir/a? -+- z-/b-
= 1. As a second example consider a curve of

the third class which consists of two real branches, viz. a tricuspidal

branch lying within an oval. At points without the oval or within

the tricusp the three tangents are real, and therefore the correspond-

ing points of the surface lie on the two branches of the curve. Each

point which lies between the tricusp and the oval has two imaginary

tangents passing through it. Hence the new form of Riemann sur-

face must be two sheeted, one extending from the one branch to the

other, the two sheets being connected by the two branches. By a

continuous deformation it can be changed into the ordinary ring-

surface of deficiency 1. Incidentally this proves that the deficiency
of the curve in question is 1, an illustration of the way in Avhich

Klein's surfaces can be used to prove theorems in higher plane
curves. The general reasoning by which Klein was led to the con-

struction of such surfaces is, briefly, the following: the equation

F(ic, z)
= with coefficients which may be complex can be transformed

into a homogeneous equation f(xi} x.,, #3)=0 in three variables. If

fa, x.,, a%) be tangential co-ordinates, every straight line in the plane
is represented by a set of 3 co-ordinates. To obtain a geometric

representation of the equation /=0 such that to each system of

values
(o-'u a^ xs) corresponds a single point, the line (x^ x.>, a;3) must

be replaced by some point. For those systems which are real and

satisfy /= the point chosen is the point of contact of the line with

the curve, whereas for those systems which are imaginary the point
chosen is the real point through which the corresponding imaginary

tangent passes. In general a real point which belongs to one imagi-

nary tangent will belong to several others. Hence the multiple

covering of the plane. Each portion of the plane is supposed to be

covered with as many sheets as there are imaginary tangents from

any point of it to the curve. This construction ensures, in general,
a one-to-one point representation of the systems (a^, x.^ xs) which

satisfy /(a^, a^ z3) = 0. Usually the coefficients of /= are real,

and then conjugate imaginaries occur in pairs. The covering of the

plane is then effected, in all its portions, by an even number of

sheets, but the number of sheets may vary from part to part of the

plane. That the point of contact of a real tangent with the curve

should be chosen as the representative point for the
(a?,, a^ a^) of the

line is natural, inasmuch as the real intersection of an imaginary tan-

gent with its conjugate tangent becomes, when the two lines coincide

with a real line, the common point of contact.
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Certain special cases need to be considered in order to make the

theory complete. A real doable tangent with real points of contact

has two points attached to it
;
an isolated double tangent and a real

inflexional tangent are represented by the totality of points which lie

upon them, etc. When this surface of Klein's is compared with the

ordinary Riemann surface which arises from the fundamental equa-

tion, it will be noticed that the one-to-one correspondence fails for

those values (x1}
x2,

x3 ~)
which correspond to the real inflexional

tangents and to the isolated real double tangents. For instance, in

the ordinary Eiemann surface an isolated real double tangent is

represented by two points, whereas in Klein's surface it is repre-

sented by a complete line. The two surfaces are not deducible, the

one from the other, by an orthomorphic transformation, for they are

not similar in respect to their smallest parts. For further details

with respect to this interesting theory the student is referred to

memoirs by Klein in the Mathematische Annalen, tt. vii., x., by
Harnack in the same journal, t. ix., and by Haskell, Amer. Jour.,

t. xiii.

References. Eiemann's Werke (particularly the Inaugural Dissertation and

the memoir on Abelian Functions) ; Clebsch, Geometrie, t. L, Sechste Abthei-

lung ; Durege, Theorie der Funktionen
;
Harnack's Calculus

; Klein, Ueber

Riemann' s Theorie der Algebraischen Functionen und ihrer Integrate ;
Klein-

Fricke, Theorie der Elliptischen Modulfunctioneu, t. i.
; Konigsberger, Ellip-

tische Functionen
; Neumann, Abel'sche Integrale, 2d ed.

; Pryin, Neue
Theorie der Ultraelliptischen Functionen

; Thomae, Abriss einer Theorie der

Complexen Functionen, 2d ed.
; Casorati, Teorica delle Funzioni di Variabili

Complesse ; Klein, Ikosaeder.

In this chapter we have considered the Riemann surface as springing from a

basis-equation F(wn
, zm)

= 0. But in the ulterior Riemann theory as contem-

plated by Riemann himself, and developed by Klein, Poincarfi, and many others,

a surface is taken as the starting-point, and functions are defined by the sur-

face. The student who wishes to become acquainted with these results should

consult the Mathematische Annalen, where he will find -many important
memoirs by Klein, Hurwitz, Dyck, etc.

;
in particular we may refer him to

Klein's memoir, Neue Beitrage zur Riemann'schen Theorie, Math. Ann., t. xxi.



CHAPTER VII.

ELLIPTIC FUJTCTIOXS.

191. A one-valued function f(u) of the complex variable u has

a primitive period o>, when, for all finite values of u and for all inte-

gral values of n,

f(u + na>)=/(w);

the equation ceasing to hold for fractional values of n. The quanti-
ties o>, 2to, 3o>, ,

are all of them periods of /(), but it is usual to

single out the ^primitive period <o as the period par excellence.

As an example of a singly periodic function, consider exp
Mark off in the z-plane the series of points u& to <>,

and through them draw any set of parallel lines. The plane is in

this way divided into bands of equal breadths; in each band the

function takes all its values.

Fourier's Theorem. Let f(u) be a function with the period o>,

and let it have no singular points within a strip of the plane bounded

by straight rims which are parallel to the stroke <o. The transforma-

tion z = exp 2 wiu/<a changes the strip into a ring of the -plane,

bounded by circles whose centres are z= (see 181). To each

point of the ring correspond infinitely many points u, but, since

these are congruent to the modulus o>, to each point of the ring
there corresponds only one value of /() Further /(u), regarded
as a function of z, has no singular points in the ring. Hence by
Laurent's Theorem ( 141),

/(u) =1 amz

iri

the integral being taken along a circle concentric with the ring and
within it

;

277
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1 /*Mu+w
or ,= f(ii)du exp ( 2 m-n-iu

/<*>),
C0*/o

where u is any point of the strip.

Therefore, replacing u by a in the integral, we have

1 /*o+w

f(ii) = - 2 I /()dcc exp [2m7rt'(w )/w].
(Om=-=o/

[Jordan, Cours d'Analyse, t.
ii., p. 312.]

192. Double Periodicity. Let f(u) be a one-valued doubly peri-

odic function with primitive periods w
1}

o>2 . This implies that :

(i.) f(u + wijW! + m2&>2)=/(w), whatever integral values be as-

signed to m
l5
m2 ;

(ii.) The above equation must not hold for any fractional values

of ml m

(iii.) If/(w + o)3) =/()> W3 f rms ne f the system m^ + ?n2o>2,

where m
l}
m2 are integral.

The periods include all members of the system m^ + w2w2 ;
but

it is usual to understand by the phrase
' a pair of periods,' not any

two periods, but a primitive pair.

193. Before the discussion of the general theory of double

periodicity, we give two algebraic lemmas upon the possible values of

m1tal + m2o>2 and m^ -f- wigwg + m3w3j where <t>1} w2, w3 are complex num-

bers, and the ra's are integers.

Lemma I. The expression ra^ + w-2w2 can be made arbitrarily

small when o>2/u>i
is real and incommensurable

;
and can be made

= ojj/g, when o)2/(0!
is real and commensurable, q being some posi-

tive integer > 1.

(i.) Let X, = w2/>i, be real and incommensurable. Convert it into

a continued fraction, and let Wi/ 2, w//^' be consecutive convergents.

Then X lies between n l/nz and n//n2 ',
and therefore differs from either

by less than l/ 2?j 2 '. Hence

6

where 6 is a proper fraction, and

0)2 _ 71, __
wj n2 n2n2

-

W2
'

thus
]
H^I n ^

w2 can be made as small as we please.
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(ii.)
Let MO/W! be commensurable and =p/q, where p, q are

integers. Because u*/^ = p/q, the expression

mjo)! -f 77iow2 = wl(m l 4- m.2p/q) = <a
1 (m lq + m.2p)/q.

But p, q are relatively prime, hence it is possible to choose m^ m2 so

as to make mfl + m.p = 1.

Lemma II. If <>!, o>2, 0*3 be any triangle of points, it is always

possible to find integers m^ m^ m3, such that

! mitoi + nijto* 4- ^30)3 < e .

Let <!>!
meet o^^s at MJ. It is evident from the preceding lemma

that a point Ui can be found which divides OM^ in the ratio of two

integers wig, wi,, and which is such that
[

/ M! i < e^ Draw w par-

allel to oMrfg, meeting c^t// at u. Let o^ =A(WI i) ;
then also

[
u = A

|
u^ Ui < Xcj.

Again, a point u' can be found which divides co^' commensurably,

say in the ratio (wi2 -f m^/rn^ and is such that
|

w' M
j
< ej.

Since W 1

' = (w 2w2 + T?J3(03)7(7712 + THg)

and u' = {wiid)! + (m2+7W3)u1'}/(7ni 4- w 2 4- ms),

therefore u' = (m l
<al + ?n 2o>2 4- m3a)3)/(7n1 4- m2 4- ws) ;

and since
|

u' u
\
< ^

and
|
tt

|
< Xeu

therefore \u'\<\e1 -\- e*

Hence
|
miWi 4- m.M.2 4- THgWj |

<
|

m,l 4- wig + w s (^ei 4- C2)>

which proves the lemma, since m^ m^ nig, X are finite. It is assumed

that the zero-point is not on the join of o>2 and a^ ;
if it were, the

preceding lemma would apply.
The first lemma shows that if f(u) be a one-valued doubly periodic

function, with the periods coj, wj, the ratio o^/wi must be complex.
A real commensurable ratio would involve the existence of a period

<i>!/g, contrary to supposition. And a real incommensurable ratio

would involve the existence of arbitrarily small numbers amongst
the numbers m^ 4- wigojj, and therefore also the existence of a one-

valued function /(w). which can be made to assume the same value,

as often as we please, along a line of finite length. Such a function

must reduce to a constant. Hence the ratio o^/Wi is complex.
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Theorem. There cannot be a triply periodic one-valued function

of a single variable.

For, if cou o>2,
w3 be the three periods, which are unconnected by

a homogeneous linear relation, the corresponding points form a tri-

angle. By the second lemma it is possible to choose rab m.2,
ms,

so

as to make m^ + M2cD2 + ra3a>3 arbitrarily small. Thus within any

region of the plane, however small, the function assumes the value

f(u) an infinite number of times. Such a function reduces to a con-

stant. The same conclusion holds for a function with a finite num-

ber of values for each value of the variable. For the behaviour of a

function with an infinite number of values, see a paper by Casorati

(Acta Math., t. viii.). Throughout this chapter we shall consider

solely one-valued doubly periodic functions which have no essential

singularities in the finite part of the plane. It will (lemma I.) always
be supposed that co2/wi is complex. It is an evident consequence of

the theorem, that there can be no one-valued function with more than

two periods.

The inversion problem in Abelian integrals leads to Abelian functions of p
variables, which are one-valued in those variables and 2p-tuply periodic. By a

2p-tuply periodic function /(w,, w.
2 , -, up ~)

is to be understood one which is

unaltered by the addition to
j,
w

2 , ,
up of the simultaneous periods ,,

wK2 ,

, UKP (K 1, 2, , 2p). It can be proved that such a function, if one-valued,

cannot have more than 2p sets of simultaneous periods (Riernann, \Verke,

p. 276). To return to functions of a single variable, some misconceptions on

the subject of multiple periodicity are widely spread. Giulio Vivanti has pointed
out that Prym, Clebsch and Gordan (Theorie der Abelschen Functionen) and

Tychomandritsky (Treatise on the Inversion of the Hyperelliptic Integrals) have

assumed that the points in a region at which a /c-tuply periodic function /(?) takes

a given value fill that region. Let u be one of these points ;
the other points are

given by u + m^ + + mKwK . Now it can be proved that these values of

can be arranged in a determinate order uv w
2 ,
w3 , ,

so that each value of u
occurs once, and only once, with a determinate suffix. Hence although the num-
ber of points MJ, 2 , UM within the region is infinitely great, the known theorem

that the points of the region cannot be numbered in the way just described, shows

that the region contains points which do not belong to the system ,,
u.

t , ?<. .

See Liiroth and Schepp's translation of Dini's work : Grundlagen fiir eine Throne
der Functionen einer veranderlichen reellen Grosse, p. 90. Gopel (Crelle, t.

xxxv.) appears to have been the first to point out that Jacobi's theorem on the

non-existence of triply periodic one-valued functions of a single variable, does

not cover the case of infinitely many-valued functions. To judge by his reply to

Gopel, Jacobi would seem to have denied the possibility of the occurrence of

such functions. Vivanti's paper is in the Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico

di Palermo, Sulle funzioni ad infiniti valori
; there is an accompanying note by

Poincare.
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194. Primitive pairs ofperiods. If (ou o>2) be a primitive pair,

+ m.M is a period, provided m^ m2 be positive or negative inte-

gers. Also all the periods of the function are included in the system

m^i + m^u^ ;
in other words, a primitive pair of periods is one from

which all other periods can be built up by addition or subtraction.

Taking any initial

point WD, mark off in the

w-plane the points w +
7M 1

w1 + m^a^, where m^
m o are integers.

"We shall speak of

the system of points as a

network. All the points

for which ml is constant

lie on a line
;
and all

these lines are parallel.

Similarly, m., = a con-

stant, gives another sys-

tem of parallel lines.

The two systems of par-

allel lines divide the
Fig. 79

plane into an infinite number of equal parallelograms. Any such

parallelogram is called a parallelogram of periods. A point
' =

w -f WiWj + 7/120*2 is said to be congruent to u^ and the equation is

written

w' = o (mod. !, 0)3),

or shortly u 1 =
UQ.

It is evident that the number of primitive pairs of periods is

infinite. For instance, c^ and ^ being one primitive pair, ^ and

<!>! + wo form another primitive pair. But it must not be inferred

that every pair of primitive periods is a primitive pair. For

instance, from t^ + a^ and o^ cog we cannot, by addition and sub-

traction, recover the original pair (o^ o>o). Taking, generally,

(i-)

where the coefficients are integers, the pair (CD/,

tive, if

(ii.) v,
ti)o = V W '

4- VXD.' *

where the coefficients are integers.

will be primi-
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Now, solving the first system of equations for o^ and w2,
and

comparing the results with the second system, we see that

(iii.)

= 1.

This condition is sufficient, as well as necessary; for if we can

recover the original pair (c^, w2), we can form all possible periods

by integral combinations.

The ratio eu2/i is of the form a + i(3, where /3 is not zero. The
ratio Wi/o^ is ( t'/8)/(

2 + /3
2

). The coefficients of i in the two

ratios have opposite signs ;
we shall suppose always that wj and <u2

are so chosen that in wo/wj the coefficient of i is positive. This is

required for the convergence of the series that arise in the theory
of the theta-functions.

Consider the original parallelogram (wlf
w

2) orthogonally projected into a

square. Taking, in the new plane, u as origin, the direction of Wj as that of

the real axis, and the absolute value of w, as the unit of length, the numbers

TO
lf
m.

2
and ?i

1?
n

2
are the rectangular co-ordinates of the projections of u + w/

and MO + &>,/. Equation (iii.) states that the area of the projection of the new

parallelogram (w/, w./) is equal to that of the square. Hence all the primitive

parallelograms of periods are of equal area.

The simplest change from one primitive pair to another is that in which a

period is common to both pairs. The formulae (i. ) are then of the type

By a series of such changes any new parallelogram may be obtained. For

starting with the equations (i.),

Wj'
= m,Wj + TO

2
w

2

let TOJ/M! be converted into a continued fraction. First let the convergent

immediately preceding m^/n^ be m2/n2
. In this case (iii.) is satisfied. Let the

convergents, in reverse order, be

mjnv wij/n-j, mz/n3 , -, mr+i/nr+i,

and the corresponding quotients gn q.r g3 , , qr+i, so that

m
1
=

5,7712

Then / = m^, + m.
2
u.

2
= w*

2 (tfi
w

i + w
a) + w3w,,

For the first transformation let us take
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so that Wj'
= nijWj + mj&jj

We have now smaller numbers to deal with. Proceeding in the same way,

we get, if w4
=

g.2w3 + w
1?

&>
1
' = m3

w
4 +

i i.\ \

and so on. Now, in the last convergent, either the numerator or the denom-

inator is 1.

If nr+ i = 1, mr+ i = qr+ i ;
the final equations in (v.) are mr = qTmT+i +1,

nr = qr,
and the final change of periods is

w/ = mr+ i wr^ 2

Similarly, if m r^i = 1
;
but if m

l
> n17

this case cannot occur.

A simple example will make the process clearer. We wish to change the

periods from u
lt 2, to 67 o^ + 30 w

2 ,
29 Wj + 13 w

2 , by changing only one period

at a time.

Now 67/29 = 2 + --. Here ^=2, #2=4, ?3=3, q=2, w
3
=2w

1+w2,
3 + 4 + 2

w
4
= 4 o;

3 + cj
17
w

5
= 3 u4 + w

3 ,
w
6

2 w
3 + &>

4 , and the pair (w5,
o>

4) is primitive.

Secondly, if m.
2 /n., be not the convergent preceding ml/nv let /*/ be that

convergent. Then the equations

m1
nI m.

1
n

l
=

require that

either m2
= M + wi^, n2

= v + n!^

t being an integer (see Todhunter's Algebra, p. 389). We have, then,

Thus the single change from wp &,,, to
! + to.

2 ,
w

2 , reduces this case to the

preceding one. It may be remarked that in a change of the kind exemplified

by (iv.), the new parallelogram and the old have a side in common, and lie

between the same parallels, so that they are equal in area. Hence we see again

that all fundamental parallelograms are equal in area.

Corresponding to the parallelogram of periods, there is for the 2j>tuply

periodic functions of p variables a parallelepiped of periods in 2j>dimensional

space.

195. A one-valued doubly periodic function, whose only essen-

tial singular point is at x
,
is called an elliptic function. In the

present paragraph we shall build up a fundamental elliptic function.

A primitive pair of periods will be denoted by 2o>u 2<Dj, although in
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the general treatment of periodicity we shall continue to denote a

period by w.

Consider the series

(A),

where w = 2m^ + 2m2w2, u = w, and w1} m2
= 0, 1, 2, ,

the accent signifying, as in Chapter V., that the combination

m: ra2
= is excluded. Here the remark may be made that an

accent attached to 2 or n always signifies the exclusion of an infinite

term or factor.

We shall denote the series obtained from (A) by omitting all

terms in which w < u
\ by <(w), and the series of excluded terms

by i^(w). It is first to be proved that the series <(w) is absolutely

convergent. The general term is - -*
~ nl w

> . Comparing this

r(l
with 2M/w

3
,
we see that <(w) is absolutely convergent if S^w/w

3 be

absolutely convergent, where 5X denotes summation for all values

of w such that
|

w
\

> u . It was proved in 77 that the series

2'2w/w
3
,
of which S^w/w;

3 forms a part, is absolutely convergent.

Hence <(w) is absolutely convergent. The terms in \j/(u) are finite

in number, and yield an ordinary rational function of u. Hence

(A) is absolutely convergent.

Expanding each term of <(), we see that

1 ll = 2u + 3tt
..

(w w)
2 w2 w3 w*

and that the series for <w,

is still absolutely convergent. For if accents denote absolute values,

(2u|

= a convergent series.

Rearranging the series for <(w) according to ascending powers
of w, it is evident that

<(w) = dw -f c2w
8 + c8w

3
-f- -,
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where cn = ^^-^ This equation holds for all values of
|
u

\
less

v:
n~-

than the minimum w in 2^ say <p. Hence <f>(u) + ifr(u)= an

integral series + a rational fraction, when \u\<p. That is, the

series (A) represents an analytic function of u, and the convergence

is uniform, since <j>(u) + \j/(u) does not depend on p. Hence the

differential quotient of the series (A)

Because i^(w) contains only a finite number of terms,

f(u) = a
/

~ 2
.
3,

(w w)
3

where the summation extends over all the values of w, which enter

into ^(M)- Hence

$ (u) + 2.
~ 2

=2'
~

= ,

w tc)
3

(u w)
3

where w takes all possible values, except w = 0. We have proved_ 2
that the series (A) gives on differentiation 2'- ; ;

(w tc)
3

therefore the series

- . . . . (1)2
(u wy

gives (>- -2S^-S
....... (2).

From the composition of ^(M) it is evident that the function has

infinities at all points of the network

2wi1w1 + 2m
:
,a>2 (wj, my =0, 1, 2, ),

and that each infinity is of order two. There are no other infinities
;

further the function is even, because the change of u into u does

not affect the value of the right-hand side. Similarly '(w) is an

odd function of u.

We have in the function ))(), obtained as above, an example of

Mittag-Lefflers theorem ( 150). The series 2'-r is condi-

(u icy

tionally convergent, inasmuch as 2' ; is conditionally convergent.
vr

But the series 2' -I
-:--

a
--

; \ is unconditionally convergent.
( (u wy vr )
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The integral series for 2'
] [ , namely

1

W w

contains only even powers of u, because 5' 5 ;
= 0, the terms can-

to^
celling each other in pairs. To prove the double periodicity of

p(w)> we observe that the right-hand side of (2) is manifestly
unaltered by the substitution of u + 2 <oj, or of u + 2 o>2 for u, since

these substitutions merely interchange the terms of an absolutely

convergent series. Hence

Integration gives

$(u +2<o1)=p(M)+(7.

Write w = o>i ;
therefore

J) (<>i) =P(i) +3
and C = 0. Hence

(W + 2(00= *>O) )
and similarly f-

........ (3).

|j(w 4- 2 ,)=|)()J

Thus
!|)(rt)

is a doubly periodic function, with periods 2o)1} 2o)2.

The relations

|)

f

(w), J)'(M + 2 o2)
= p'(w), ^>'(

M + 2 Wl + 2o,2)
= p'(),

give ^'((oj
= 0, )3'(a>2)

= 0, ^>' (a), + o>2 )
= .

(4) .

The doubly periodic function fy(u) is the simplest doubly periodic

function. Its introduction was due to Weierstrass. While Jacobi's

functions sn(u), cn(u), dn(u) are recognized as valuable for nu-

merical work, it is now generally conceded that Weierstrass's func-

tions (?/) and o-(w) the latter function will be defined later

form the proper basis for the theory of elliptic functions.

It will be noticed that in one sense four infinities 0, 2<al9
2wt,

2w! + 2w2, occur in the parallelogram (2<alt 2o>2), one at each corner,

but three of these must be regarded as belonging to adjacent

parallelograms.
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1%. The best insight into the nature of the properties of

doubly periodic functions, with periods c^, w.,, is probably obtained

by the use of Liouville's methods. Liouville's theorems are referred

to by their author in the Coruptes Rendus, t. xix., and were com-

municated to Borchardt and Joachimsthal in 1847 (see Crelle, t.

Ixxxviii.). Cauchy anticipated Liouville in part. Our account of

this theory is based on Briot and Bouquet.
We denote by A the region bounded by a parallelogram of

periods, whose angular points are U& u + o^ t/ + <>! + ox,, w -f o>
,

and denote by /() a function with the periods <>!, w^ The sides

of the parallelogram need not be straight ;
so that, if required, poles

of f(u) can be removed from the rim by small deformations of the

sides of the parallelogram, which conserve the parallelogram shape.
It is evident that f(n) is fully determined throughout the w-plane,
when its values are known at every point within the parallelogram,
and at every point along two of the sides. It will be shown pres-

ently that fewer conditions than these suffice to fix/(w).

Suppose that c is a pole, whose order of multiplicity is K
; then, in

the neighbourhood of c,

(u c)" (u c)"
* u c

Here c counts as K simple infinities, and K is the residue of
f( u \
J v ' at u = c, since

^V = ^-+P(u-c).
f(u) u c

If c' = c(mod. wj, o>2), the order of multiplicity of the pole c' is

also K. For, if h be sufficiently small,

/(c' + A) = /(c + A) = fc-P (A).

Suppose next that c is a zero, whose order of multiplicity is K;

then, in the neighbourhood of c,

/( M ) =(M -c)P (tt-c),

and K is the residue of f-^ at u = c. Similar reasoning to that
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already used shows that K is the order of multiplicity of the zero at

every point c' congruent to c.

Theorem I. A doubly periodic function, which is holomorphic
in a parallelogram A, reduces to a constant.

For within a parallelogram A in the finite part of the plane, the

absolute value of f(u) is finite
;

therefore within all the con-

gruent parallelograms it is finite. This shows that the function is

finite throughout the plane, and is consequently a constant ( 140).

Thus every one-valued doubly periodic function/() has at least one

pole in the parallelogram A.

Comparison of two doubly periodic functions fi(u),f2 (u), with tin

same periods, whose zeros and poles are common, and occur to the same

orders of multiplicity.

Since -M 2 is a doubly periodic function, and since the zeros anc

poles of the numerator are neutralized by the zeros and poles of the

denominator, the quotient in question must have no infinities (anc

no zeros) in the parallelogram of periods. Therefore, by Theorem I.,

' 2< = a constant. Thus doubly periodic functions can be deter-

mined by their zeros and poles within the parallelogram. Thi

theorem is remarkable as an instance of the determination of a func-

tion when certain properties are given.

Again, if fi(u),fz (u) be two doubly periodic functions with the

same poles and with the same coefficients a
{ ,
a2, ,

aK at the poles

c, then f2(u~)fi(u) is a doubly periodic function, which is every-

where finite, and

Theorem II. The sum of the residues of f(u), with respect to

points inside A, is zero.

Let (f(u)dube taken round the rim of A. Its value is 0, because

the function assumes the same values at congruent points of opposite

sides, while those sides are described in opposite directions. Hence

the sum of the residues is zero. An important inference is that

there are at least two infinities of f(u) in A. We have already

proved that there must be at least one simple pole. If there were

only one simple pole c, we should have f(u) = ai/(u c) -f #(")>

where g(u) is holomorphic in A
;
but we have proved that the sum

of the residues in A is equal to 0, therefore a^ = 0, contrary to

supposition. Hence we have the following theorem :
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Theorem III. If a doubly periodic function f(u) be not a con-
stant, it has at least two poles of order 1, or one pole of order 2,
within the parallelogram of periods.

The function J>(M) is an example of a doubly periodic function,
with one pole of order 2. The number of infinities of /() in A,
or the sum of the orders of multiplicity of the poles, is called the
order of the function f(u). When a pole, situated on a side of A,
s regarded as belonging to A, the congruent pole on the opposite
side must be regarded as belonging to the adjacent parallelogram.
f the pole occur at a vertex and be counted as belonging to A, the

poles at the other vertices must be excluded.
An immediate deduction from the foregoing theorems is that

every doubly periodic function of the second order is expressible in
the form

/() =
u a u

ft

where a, ft are the two poles, and g(u) is holomorphic throughout
A. Hence, if /,(ti), /,() be functions of the second order with the
same poles a, ft, and residues alt a* so that

it follows that !/,() _.!/,() is a donblj periodic function holo-

morphic throughout A ;
it therefore reduces to a constant.

197. Theorem IV. The order of f(u) is equal to the number
) zeros of /(M) - ft, whatever be the value of the constant k.

Since /() = f(u + Wi) = /(w +^ it followg that

/'OO =/'( + a>j) =/'( + o>2).

Hence /'(u)/{/()_*j is a doubly periodic function Bv
heort II., the sum of its residues is 0. But the function

^ lo&!/()-*J; therefore the sum of its residues is equal to

the number of the zeros of /()-* diminished by the number of
infinities of /(w )

- ft (see 146). But each infinity of f(u) - Jc is

infinity of /(). and conversely. Therefore the order of /() is
e number of zeros of /(,<) - ft. The theorem states that a doubly
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periodic function /(M), of order m, takes every value m times within

A. In particular, the number of zeros of f(u) is the same as the

number of infinities.

TJieorem V. If cr
' be a zero and cr an infinity of f(u) ,

both

situated within A,
2cr -Scr

' = 0.

More generally, if dr be one of the points at which the function

takes a given value k,

2cr
- 2dr = 0.

To prove this, we make use of a theorem concerning residues

If g(u) be one-valued throughout the finite part of the plane,

g(u\f'(u)du r g(u)f'(u)duu = 2 C g(u\f'(u)du
j ^

r
J(dr ) fu k J(cr )f(u) k (dr ) f(u) k (cr ) f(u)

(dr)(u

Let g(ii)
= u, and let u be a corner of the parallelogram.

Then fuf'(u)du _ r u
o+a) i

f uf (tt) du (u + a>2)/' (u + a)2) du }

jAf(u)-k~Ju \f(u)~k f(u + (02)-jc j

/-0+-, f (M + ctfO/^M + coQdu _ uf'(u}du )

A I /(w + wO-fc /(w)-A;)'

or, by virtue of the periodicity of f(u),

= - co2 C
Uo+<ai

d log [/(M)
-

/

k f(u )
- k

= 2iri(m.i<al -f m2a)2), where m^ m2 are integers.

Hence 2dr 2cr
= m^ + ra2o>2. This important result may be

restated in the following way :

The sum of the points at which f(u) takes any assigned value

is congruent to a constant.

Theorem VI. If c1? c2 be the poles, in A, of a function f(u) of

the second order,
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To prove this, we observe that the points u^ u^ at which the

ction takes one and the same value, are connected by the relation

M! + U2 = Ci + Ca ;

refore /(w,)=/(d + <*-i)>

ere x can take all values.

From this equation it follows that

Hence, when u = - % the derived function /'(t<) is either
Zi

ro or infinite. The infinities of f'(u) are the points c^ Cj, each

unted twice ( 196). Thus Cl + c*
is a zero. The other zeros

jt

C
t -f C2 -f a>! + ofr

If Ci, Ca coincide, so that f(u) has now a pole of the second order

A, f'(u) becomes a function of the third order, with zeros con-

uent to Cj + ^, 0! + ^, c1 +
"

l +
"*. If the origin be taken at

M Ll
1^

a pole, the zeros are congruent to *^, ^,
<Ul ' M2

. The function

f(u) now bears to r

(w) a constant ratio, if the periods be the same.

The theorem shows that when the centroid of two non-congruent

poles of an elliptic function of the second order is taken as origin,

f(ii) =/( u), and the function is even.

198. Theorem VII. Two doubly periodic functions /u f% whose
networks of periods have a common network, are connected by an

algebraic equation.

Let m^ W&2 be the orders of the functions in the smallest paral-

lelogram formed by a pair of common periods w^ o^ Let

f()= 2 3oVs/tV- .........
(i.)

where ^ fi^ are positive integers at our disposal, and the a's are

constants. The function <f>(u) is doubly periodic, with periods

!, w-2, and with the same poles as those of /1? /,. If it be possible
to choose

/ij, 1*2 so as to make all the infinities disappear, without

reducing all the coefficients a, other than 0^0, to zero, then $(M)
must be a constant, and an algebraic relation connects /t , f^
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Let c be a pole of < (u) ; then, in the neighbourhood of c,

The coefficients XK ,
XK_i, , \i are linear and homogeneous expres-

sions in the coefficients a, as can be seen by substituting in (i.) the

expansions of /, />, in powers of u c. Equating to zero all the!

coefficients X, we get as many equations as there are infinities of

(j>(u) in the parallelogram a)l9 o>2 ;
i.e. p.l

m
l -}- fj^m^. Now tha

number of a's is (^4- 1) (/x,2 + 1), and /*1} /*2 can always be chosea

so as to make
(fll

therefore /t1; /x2 can always be chosen so as to make the number of

the equations in the a's less than the number of the a's.
Thiij

proves that there exist functions <(w) which are nowhere infinite,

and consequently reduce to constants. The number of these alge-

braic equations in fl} /2 is infinite, but the corresponding expressions

must be composed of powers of a single irreducible expression and

of irrelevant factors. In this unique irreducible expression /^ ^ m^
/u.2 =mi- For when /2 is given, u has m2 values, and therefore/! has,

in general, w2 values. But it may happen, for instance, that the %
values of u determine only m2/2 values of /! ;

the degree of the

irreducible equation is then diminished. One or other of thfl

equations
p-i=m2, n2

= m l,

must, however, hold good. [The above proof is Jordan's
;
see his

Cours d'Analyse, t. ii., p. 335.]

Corollary. Let f(u) be a doubly periodic function of order m.

and let/'(w) be its derivative. There exists an irreducible algebraic

relation

between /(w) and/'(tt), whose degrees in/,/' are not greater tha?i

2m, m.

Since /' is an algebraic function of / we must first determim

the number of its branches, and thus discover the highest order to 1

which/' occurs in the equation < 0. Suppose that u = c is a poty

of multiplicity K. Then, in the neighbourhood of c, / and /' are oil

the forms
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tnd all the poles of /*(M) are coincident, in position, with the poles
f /(M). From this it follows that when /is finite, so is /'; whence

he coefficient of the highest power of / in
<f>

must be a constant
;

hat is, /' is an integral algebraic function of/ in the sense of 185.

Corresponding to that infinite value of / which arises from
= e, there are *c expansions for /' in descending powers of fl/K

,

;he initial term being /(<c+ll/<c
. To the Kt + K.Z -\- ,

= m, infinities

)f /() correspond KI + <2 -f- ,
= m, branches of/'. Thus/' occurs

the order m in the equation <f>(f, /') = 0.

To a given value of /() correspond m values of u within A,

;ay M!, w-2, ', m,
and all the remaining values are congruent to

ID W2> '> um- Hence, when /is given, the doubly periodic function

f takes m values f\u\),f'(u^), ",/'() Any symmetric combi-

lation of the m, branches /'(i), -,/'(.,) of ^>(/,/
f

)
= is an

ntegral function of/. Therefore

wiiere SA/'(ttr) means the sum of the products of the m branches,
X at a time, and

gru g*,"-, gm denote polynomials. We have still to

determine the orders of gi(f), &(/), , gm(f) in /
Since, when/= oo,the order of each branch/' of /is of the form

(K + l)//c, ^ 2, >Si/'(Mr) is at most oo
2 when/= oc,

Mr) is at most oc
4 when/= oo,

(M,) is at most oc
2" when/= oc.

Hence the equation <(/ /') = may be written

where g L (f) contains/ at most, to the power/
2
*.

The coefficient gm-i(f) vanishes identically; for

! + M2 -f-
... + = a constant,

herefore du l/df+ dus/df-\ \- dum/df= 0,

>r

so that

199. A special case of great importance is that in which /()
s of the second order. Then the equation (ii.) becomes

/'-'
= a quartic in /.
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The importance of this formula renders a more direct proof desir-

able. Let the poles c,, c2 of /(w) be distinct; and let (ca + c2)/2 = c.j

Consider the expression ^, where

-/(c + Ml + eo2/2)].:

Evidently t//(w) is doubly periodic, with periods <a
1} w,; also the!

poles GI, c2 of / are poles of
ij/,

each of order 4. The four factors!

have zeros u = c, c + wj/2, c + o>2/2, c + (wj + o>2)/2, and each zero is

of order 2, since it is a simple zero of the common derivative /'(M)j

of the four factors. Hence
ty

is an elliptic function with 2 four-}
fold poles and 4 double zeros. The function \f'(u) f

2 has the samel

periods, the same zeros, and the same poles. Hence ^(
is a constant, and therefore /'(i*)}

2 = a quartic in/(w).
When G! and c2 coincide, we consider

and the quartic reduces to a cubic.

200. Let/(u) be an elliptic function of the second order, and
let F(u) be any elliptic function of order m, with the same periods.
Then

where
<f>m) if/m_2, xm are polynomials in / of degrees m, m 2, m.

Let us take as origin the centroid of the two poles of f(u), which
lie in A. Let the poles, in A, of F(u) be c

1}
c2, ,

cm . Let F(u) be

separated into an even and an odd part by means of the equations

The poles of FL (u) are both those of F(u) and those of F( ?/);

hence F^u) is an elliptic function of order 2 m, with poles congruent;
to CK where K = 1, 2, ,

m. From 197, F^u) has also 2m zeros,

say Ci, c2 ', ', cm '- The function

has the same periods, the same poles, and the same zeros as F^
Hence the ratio of these functions is constant, and we can write

*l(*)~ *.</)/*,(/)
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The function F*(u) has the same poles as F^u), and has there-

fore 2m zeros. Four of these are 0, tDj/2, o>2/2, (<o1 + o>2)/2; and

are the zeros of /'(); the remaining 2(m 2) zeros may be written

Ci", c2", ,
cm_2". As before the function

) -AV) }/n{/O) -/(O J

K=l

is in a constant ratio to F.2 ()//"'(), and we can write

Therefore, finally,

F(u) = F!(M) + F,(u) = (<t>m

This theorem of Liouville's has been extended by Weierstrass to one-

valued functions of p variables, which are 2 j>-tuply periodic and have no essen-

tial singularity for finite values of the variables. Weierstrass proves that p + 1

functions of this nature, which have a common parallelepiped of periods, are

connected by an algebraic relation ;
and as a special case, that if /( z, ,up')

and <>(w : , 4 , -, Up) be two such functions, both functions are connected with

/Siti, 7//5M,. -, ff/Sup by algebraic relations, whence $ is a rational function

of /and its^ first derivatives (Crelle, t. Ixxxix.
;
translated by Molk in Bulletin

des Sc. Math., ser. 2, t. vi.).

201. We now recur to the function $u, and the notation

of 195.*

In the neighbourhood of the origin we have

( w)- vr \ wj v? t

Xow the absolutely convergent series 2.' consists of pairs of

opposite terms, and is therefore zero for all positive integers n > 1.

Hence, if s.^ = 2'-, we have from equations (1) and (2) of 195,
ztr"

pu = 1/M
2 + 3s4w

2 + 5s6u
4
H

$'u 2/w
3 + 2 3s4u 4- 4 5s6u

s
-\

Xow if we assume, from 199, the relation

p
eM (4 bfu+ 6 ctfu+ 4 cZpzt+ e) = 0,

and determine the coefficients from equations (5), so that the

relation holds when u = 0, then the equation with these coefficients

*It will be convenient to write vu,V*u, etc., instead of P(M), [p(tt)]
1

, etc., where no ambiguity
arises. This is the custom in the case of such familiar functions as sinx. Further, where only
one argument is in question, we shall on occasion write p for p. The formulae in Weierstrass's

theory are from Schwarz, Formeln und Lehrsatze, and for the proofs we are largely indebted to

Halphen, Fonctious Elliptiques.
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will hold for all values of u. For since the expression on the left-

hand side of the equation is a doubly periodic function, which has

no infinities within the parallelogram of periods, it must reduce to

a constant. This constant must be 0, otherwise the expression
could not vanish for u = 0.

Now
\)'

2u begins with 4/w
6
,
therefore 6 = 1. Equating to zero

the coefficients of 1/w
4
, 1/w

2

,
and the absolute term, we have

6c = 0,

4-32
s4 + 4d + 23

.3-6-4 =0,

4-3-5s6 + e + 24
.5-i'6 = 0,

so that c = 0, 4d = 22
- 3 5s4,

e = 22
- 5 7s6 . Instead of 4d and

e, we shall write g2, gs, so that

These are called the invariants of $u. The relation between f>u and

its derivative is now

(7).

We know that the zeros of ty'u are o^, w2, <DI + ^2. Let the cor-

responding values of tyu be e1? e2, e3. Thus

4 p
3w -

grapM
- & = 4 (pit

- eO (pw
- e2) (pw

- cs) )

r
' v/ 5

where ^(^i) = e\, p(f)
= e25 Kwi + w^)

= e3

and, by comparing the two sides of the equation, we get

ei + e2 + e3 = 0,

e2e3 + 636! + eie2 = -
gr2/4,

......... (9).

By the use of the series (5) we can express any coefficient in

terms of gz, gs. From the relation

'2 _ 4 ^ _ g^ _ g^

we derive, by differentiation,
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This last relation is the best for our purpose. We have

M= 1/w
2 + 3 s4u

2 + + (2 ?i l)sa,'M
2"~2 + '>

\>'u
= - 2/u

3 + 2-3 s,u + ... + (2 n
- l)(2n - 2)s,n?r"~

3 + ...
,

9
'u= - 24/w

5 + 2.3.4.5 s6u + ... + (2 M - 4) (2 n
-

3)(2 n
-

2)

(2n l) a,tt*
t-5 + ..

Hence, substituting in p'"= 12 pp' and equating coefficients,

+ (2 n - 2) (2 n - 1)%. + 3(2 n - 6) (2 n
-

5)*4aa,_4 +
= 12(2 n- 4) {(2 11-1)^+3(2 n-5)*A_l +.. .

|-

Therefore

(n-3)(2n-l)(2n + l)*4l
= 3{3(2n-,

[The right-hand expression is written in this form to avoid separate
statements for n odd and n even.]

From this formula it is at once evident that all the expressions
s8,

s10,
are rational functions of s4, s6,

and therefore, by (6), of g2

and g3.

Homogeneity. If by the notations \>(u \ u^, o>2) and $(u; g% g3)

we call attention to the periods and invariants, then from (1) and

(6)
1 fli <a CD \ 1 fu

TV 1} 2/ f\ ) i/25 y3) a r I ) I 9" I ) r a
p.* V/X|/i /*/ M V

For, from its definition, (!<!>!, o),) is a homogeneous function of

degree 2 in u, w
1; w2 ( 195). Also, by equation (6), g and g3 are

homogeneous in <oi, coo, and of degrees 4, 6. Hence the equation

shows that $
n

is homogeneous and of degree 6 in u, o^ w^ so that

)' is homogeneous and of degree 3 in u, w^ o^. This was to be

expected from equation (2), 195.

If in the expression of s.2n by means of
gr2, g3, a term gfg/ enter,

we have
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so that 2 a + 3 ft
= n. This shows at once what terms can enter.

In particular, when n is even, /3 must be even
;
and when n is a mul-

tiple of 3, so also is a. The series for
\>u begins

= 1/u
2 + g2u

2

/2
2 5 + #3w

4

/2
2

. 7 + &V/24
. 3 . 52

-5.7.11 + ....... (10).

The vanishing of an invariant. There are special values of w
2/wi

one of the invariants vanishes.

When the parallelogram of periods is a square, w
2
= i<ar Hence, if w be a

period, iw, w, iw are also periods. When n is odd, --1

-- is zero,w2n
(iw)

2n

and all the series 84^+2 vanish. In particular s6 ,
and therefore g3 , is zero. The

relation of homogeneity gives, on putting /* = z,

oY
/

or p(u)= )>({)

Next let o>2 = wi, where v is an imaginary cube root of unity. The periods

can be arranged in triads w, vw, v2w. The sum

vanishes, if n be not a multiple of 3. Thus S6m 2 is zero. In particular s
4 ,
and

therefore g%, is zero. The relation of homogeneity gives, putting p.
= v,

or p(im)= vp(w).

This is the simplest case of complex multiplication of the argument.

202. The addition theorem.

Suppose that the relation

p'tt
=

a])u + & ......... (11)

holds when a and & are constants. We derive, from the differential

equation (7), the relation

which gives three values for pw. Each of these will give two values
j

of u in the parallelogram of periods, but of the six values
so|

obtained only three satisfy (11). We shall find the sum of these

three values, by using a theorem which is a very special case ofl

Abel's Theorem.
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Let /(p) = 4 p
3 -

g.$
-

gs
-

(a$ + b)
' = 0,

and let the roots of this equation be fa fa fa the corresponding
values of u being u

1} u^, w3. When a, b undergo variations, the

quantities WD MJ, t/3 and the roots fa fa fa also vary. Let da, db,

dfa dur (r= 1, 2, 3) be the corresponding variations. Then

f db) = 0,

or "*-'r = - *>""
_j_

Now, generally, if /(p) be a polynomial of degree n, with zeros

5u p& > $n> and if <Hp) be another polynomial of degree TO,

]NIultiplying by )j
and then making p infinite, we have

== lim H'0>)

/(P)

so that 2 ^>W =0
/'(Pr)

when ra + 1< n. In the case under consideration 71 = 3, and

therefore 2 = 0,
a))r + 6

or 2,di( r
= 0,

2 r
= a constant.

Suppose that initially a = 6 = 0, and therefore that

We can take for the corresponding values of u

M! = <!>!, 7, = 0)2, U3
=

<>! + 0)2,

or any values congruent to these. Therefore the constant reduces
to a period, and
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Eliminating a, b between the relations

to/ = ap r + &, (r = l, 2, 3)

we get
:

=
(12).

1 P2 P2
'

P3 P3
'

(p2
f

Ps')/(p2 Ps)
=

5
and since

pi + p2 + Ps
=

(p2
'

p/)
2

/

Again,

we get

or, writing u2 u, us v, u^ = (u + v), and noticing that pw is

an even function,

(13).

The relation (13) is known as the addition theorem of bw.

Changing the sign of v, we have

tt + to

4 \ bt* v

The addition of this to the previous equation gives

(14).

but

hence

pw)
- 2

gr3,

+ **

Again, the subtraction of (14) from (13) gives

The equations (15) and (16) give

(15).

(16).

Notation of periods. To give symmetry to our formulae we shall

usually denote by 2(alf 2o>2, 2<a3 three periods whose sum is zero,

and which are such that one of the three pairs is a primitive pair.
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It follows at once that all three pairs are primitive pairs. "We shall

use A, ft.,
v to denote the numbers 1, 2, 3 in any order. "We have

always
"A + ^ + U^O.*

203. In (13) put v = o>A.

Then $v = eu $v = 0,

u +O =
\(*'^ e

Y~ *>
u ~ e^and

or, since p'
2

* = 4(pw 6j) (pw e2) (pw e3),

(jw e )(jw er)
tfii 4- oO = -^-^-- tow e,

Therefore

M" + "A)-eAHpu-eA !
= (^-eA)(e,,-eA) -

(18).

Again, in (13), let v = u.

Then . 2u + 2)u = lim
f|< - >t>

therefore

Now if we regard 4 p
3

gr2p gs as a quartic in p whose leading
coefficient is zero, so that one zero is at infinity and the others at

u e 63, the invariants of this quartic are g^ gs ( 42). Also the

Hessian is ( 41)

#= ~
(P

4 +to2 + 2flr,D + TVf72
2
);

hence fi"= p2*<
. ^>u ......... (19).

* When it is desirable to specify a primitive pair, we shall select 2ult 2w., In conformity
with our previous notation. As Weierstrass selects 2<oi, 2>9l the formulee will occasionally

diverge from) those in the Formeln und Lehrsatie.
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It is now proper to see how the Jacobian J is expressed in terms

of p. Writing, for an instant, the quartic as a homogeneous func-

tion of two variables p, q, we have

T. Ua

or, since and

up u
Hn H

In our case U =
\>

a
u, Up = -j-(4:f- g$ -ga)

Sip

dp

hence J= (20).

The well-known relation (Salmon, Higher Algebra, 4th ed., 204)

J2 = - 4Hs + g,HU
2 -

gsU3
,

which connects the invariants and covariants of the quartic, follows

at once from the identity

The zeros of the Jacobian.

Formula (20) shows that the Jacobian vanishes when 2u is half

a primitive period ;
i.e. when u = a^/2, 3w

1/2, wi/2 + <o2, 3^/2 + o)2 ,

0)2/2, 3 0>2/2, <2/2+ <"!, 3 0>2/2 -f O)!, ( WJL+W2) /2, 3 ( Wi+ 0)2) /2, (3 W!+ ().,) /2,

(!+ 3 <oj)/2. The corresponding six values of p are obtained

at once from (18), and are all included in the single formula

eA V(eAt
eA ) (ev eA ), which agrees with 39. We may add that

the comparison of (18) with equations (Hi.) of 38 shows that to

the points u, u + WA ,
where X = 1, 2, 3, corresponds a quartic of the

form mU+ H in the p-plane, and that the comparison of (19) with

41 shows that the centroid of the quartic is p 2 u.

204. The function {u.

The integration of the general term in (1) gives

!/( w) u/w*.
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The series composed of these terms becomes unconditionally

convergent for every value of w(^zi'), upon the addition of the

constant 1/ic to the general term. For

1/(M
_

u')
= - (1/w + u/iir + M'/ic

8+),
so that

2'{l/(?
-

?) + I/to + M/to
8

}

is unconditionally convergent.

Adding the term I/M in order to make the origin an infinity, we
have an odd function (i<) or (M |

o>1} w^) :

(u) = 1/M + S'(l/(w
-

to) + l/io + w

= 1/w + f
U

(1/u
2 -

yu) dti, (21)
/0

and c^() /^w = pu.

/

By (1/u- pt)<2u is to be understood
/o

i.e. ft*

22 -53 22 -75 24 -3.52 7

a series with a finite circle of convergence ;
within that circle

The first of the formulae included in (21) defines (u) for the

whole w-plane as a one-valued function of u, which is oo
1 at the points

w and nowhere else. The second of the formulae gives an element

of (0 Vu
5
tne extension to external points u can be effected by

the addition theorem for (u).

From the equation $(u + 2<oA ) = pit, we deduce

and, therefore, (u 4- 2o>A) ^u = a constant.

"Write n = wA ;
therefore the constant = 2 o>v If o>A be

denoted by IJM

(22).
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Equation (16), when integrated with respect to u, gives

(w + v) (u v) = p'v/(pw

To determine the constant, put w = 0, pu = oo. Then the left-

hand side becomes

& ( v ) or 2y.
Hence

(u + v)-(u-v)-2v = -'p'v/('pu-<pv) -

(23).

The interchange of u and v gives

C(w + v) (w
-

u)
- 2 w = $'u/($v

-
pw) .

Hence, by addition, we arrive at the addition theorem

Example. Writing M t + w2 + us
= 0, we may put the addition

theorem in the form

205. The expression of an elliptic function /(w), of order m, in

terms of the function .

Let 2ft)!, 2o)2 be the periods of f(u). Let CK be a pole of order

mK ;
in the neighbourhood of CK

also ( 196) SajW = 0.

Now ^w has only one pole in the parallelogram, namely w = 0;

and since u = 1/u + P(w), the residue at this pole is 1. Hence

(w
~~ c )' '(

M ~ c
-c) '> ^""""^(M C

K ) are infinite at CK ,
like

The function

)
~

[ai
(<t)

C(
-O - a,W (u

-
c.)

has therefore no pole at CK ,
but it is not an elliptic function, since

(w
"~ c

ic)
^s no* elliptic. B-.t if we remove in this way all the
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.rreducible poles of f(u) (i.e. all the poles within the parallelogram
)f periods), we arrive at the expression

f(u) 2a1
(lc)

(w cj + 2o2
(lt)

'(
M cj ,

K K

vhich is an elliptic function; for '(u CK), "(w cj, ,
are

illiptic functions, and 2a 1
(/t)

(w CK ) is also an elliptic function,

>ecause

2a1
(<c)

(w CK + 2 WA )
= 2rt!

U) {(

vhere X = 1, 2.

Further, it has no infinities within the parallelogram of periods ;

lence it is a constant. Therefore

f(u) = a + 2a 1
( )

(it cj 2a2
u)

'( cj +

Instead of ^', ", -, we can of course write
j>, p',

-. This

iheorem is assigned by Briot and Bouquet to Hermite. [Fonctions

Slliptiques, p. 257
; Halphen, t. L, p. 461.]

206. The function <ru.

The general term in (21) gives, on integration,

log (1 u/w) + u/tc + w*/2w
2
,

The series just written down is convergent if
|

u
\
<

|
to . Now

lowever large be the finite quantity u, it only needs the exclusion

)f a finite number of values of ic, to secure that, for every remaining
ralue of w, the condition of convergence is satisfied. Hence the

;omplete series 2'
f log (1 u/w) + u/w + i<

2

/2 vr\ is convergent.

5y the use of exponentials, and by the introduction of u, we get the

'unction <r(u):

...... (25),

rhere w = 2w
1
w

1 + 2m2a>2 (m^ w2 = 0, 1, 2, .-.).

The function o-(u | MI, *), or shortly <rw, is connected with the

unctions
( Wl , c^), ))( Wl,

a>2 ), by the relations

d i ii
log <ru = a-'u/a-u = tu

du

tf ,

(26).
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The function au can be defined ab initio by means of formula

(25), which affords an example of the theorem of 151. The
unconditional convergence of the product on the right-hand side of

(25) follows from the theorem referred to.

The factor exp (w/w + w2

/2w;
2

) removes from the series fou

log (1 u/iv) the coefficients 2 1/w and 2 1/w
2
, which are no^J

unconditionally convergent.

The function <ru, defined in this way, is the one from which.

Weierstrass evolves the theory of elliptic functions. It is thM

simplest transcendental integral function with simple zeros situated

at all points of the network. The most general function of thef

same nature, with the same zeros, is of the form e c(u) -o-w. See

151. The reader will at once notice the resemblance of formula!

(25) to

sin u = wll'(l u/KTr)e
u/lf1T

,

which was proved in 152.

In obtaining the function a-u by successive integrations of thflj

function tyu,
we have followed Halphen. From the point of view'

of the elliptic integral, it seems that the function fu is the one which

presents itself most naturally.

207. From the relation

C( + 2t*}-.iB-*fe
we deduce

log <r(u + 2 WA) /a-u = 2 >/Aw + C,

To find e
c
,
write u = o>A ;

therefore e-2r)A"A+c> =
1,

and o-(w + 2o)A )
= -e2"A(+<-AW ..... (27).

Take a triad of periods 2wx,
2a)

M ,
2w

y ,
such that

WA + % + <*
v
= 0.

By a repeated use of (27) we get

<r(u + 2<oA + 2<o^,
. + 2<v) = -

'

or a-u =
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Hence 17* 4-^ + ^ =

(a relation which can also be deduced from 204) ;

and = (2r-l)iri/2
- (28),

when r is an integer as yet undetermined (see p. 320).

Again, from (27),

Therefore, if >= m^ 4- WM% and
1}
=

O-(M 4- 2) = (

.... (29).

From (23), by integration with regard to v,

log <r(u 4- v) 4- log O-(M v) 2 log <ru = log (pw ^)t>) 4- const,

so that

o-( 4- v)o-(u v)/a*v= c($v $u),

where c is independent of v.

Let v tend to zero
;
the principal value of <ru is v (formula 25),

and that of tov is (formula 1).
Vs

Hence <r(ii)/v
i = c/v

2
,
c = o3u,

<r(u 4-
/

y)o-(u v
and w >u = -^ ' >-'

a formula of cardinal importance in Elliptic Functions.

As a special case we have, when v = u,

M = -p' .......... (31).

Integral seriesfor <ru.

From the formula

22 -53

combined with fw = log <ru. it can easily be shown that <r = P (w
2
).

du
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The actual values of the coefficients are best determined by the differentia

equation

^~.-> '3 M I 7> V 2 <.
"

CT&wV(tt ; <72 , <73).

[Other forms of this differential equation are given in a paper by Forsyth,

Quar. Jour. t. xxii., p. 1, Halphen, t. L, p. 299 ; the formula is given in Schwarz's

Formeln und Lehrsatze, p. 6. ]

The series for <ru is

ffu=u l__60,_ft-..,.. (32).
I 2-5f

y3
7! 4* 2

9! 11! /

This series is convergent throughout the finite part of the plane.

-73

For <r2 u = a*u'o'u = <r*u - log <ru
du?

= ff
su<r'"u 3<r2wo-'?w"M + 2<rw<r'3M.

Assume that the series for <ru converges throughout a circle (5), centre

and radius 5. Since <ru is, by the above formula, an integral function of a-

u
and its derivatives, and since a and its derivatives can be expressed as integral

series throughout the domain given by - < 5, it follows that tru can be ex-
2

pressed as an integral series within a circle of radius 25. By continued

repetitions of this process it can be shown that the radius oi convergence is

infinitely great.

208. TJie functions cr^u.

In o-(u + 2o)A) =

write u for u + WA ;
the resulting formula is

a-(u + WA)
= e^xV(t*

- <OA),

whence e~iAV(w + wA )
= e1

'AV(wA w).

Dividing by ero)A ,
we arrive at an even function o-^u, allied to vu,

which is defined by

_ e-^AV(u -f- o,A) e^V(o)A -M)

The zeros of o-Aw are of the first order, and are situated at all tin-

points congruent to toA . The value of o-A (0) is 1, whereas <r'(0)= 1.
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From (29) it follows that

his equation when expressed in terms of o-A is

\(M + 2o>) = ( l)"W|
-m

i+ 'lf

i0-A e
2i(+)+2(ix-"'A) .

(34).

be factor e^-A-^ is, from (28), (1)* when A = l, ( l)*i

rhen X = 2, and ( l)
m

i
+m when A. = 3.

In (30), write r=a>A .

m, O-(M + G)A)CT(M WA ) /V,?AThen tow eA = --- AJi = (_*_
1

. . . (35).crcrwA V ""/

Writing - = ^A,
we have from (35) the differential equations

(Tiv

( A/du) = (^ + eA -eM)(^ + cA-O - (36).*

Also from (35), <r
l?<rv

2

=(ev e
ll)o

i
,

->

( M-O'x'+ (r-OV+ (CA-M)^'=O i

'

Multiplying together the three equations of the set (35), we have

In talcing the sqiiare root, the sign is determined by supposing
small. The principal values of p'u, <ru, o-Aw, being 2/w

3
, tt, 1,

tie value of y'u must be

Jj'tf
= 2

rhich, on comparison with (31), gives

209. The property of the <r-function that it has one irreducible

ero and no infinity, combined with its one-valuedness, makes it a
uitable element for the construction of the general elliptic function.

far instance,

* These equations form a means of passage from Weieratrass's function pu to Jacobi's

motions snu, cnu, dnu. "We find

p - eA = (ev
- eA)/sn'(vel,

- eAu, ) ,

here *=
(e^

- eA)/(e,,
-

A) ;

> that if eA> eu , ev be real and
e^

lie between eA and
e,,, <!. The reader is referred to

Teierinrass-Schwarz, p. 30.
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exp (39)

2 (CK
'

CK )
=

2(/x 1
<o1 + /^a)* an(i

/*i> ^2 are integers,where

is the most general form for an elliptic function of the rath ordei

with zeros CK
' and poles CK .

For from formula (27), when u becomesu+ 2 <aM a-(ucK')/a-(u cK

acquires the factor exp 2r;A (cK CK ') ;
therefore /(M) acquires th

factor exp [2^ (CK
- CK ') +

or exp [4^ (T?IWA

or 1, by formula (28).

J

77^2) ]

We can now generalize formula (30) as follows :

Let An denote the determinant of n rows

1, ^ px-- ("~2

where M
I;
w2, ,

wn lie within the parallelogram of periods A. Thi

expression, regarded as a function of u^ is doubly periodic, am
infinite at u = in the same way as ^

(n
"
2}
U!; that is, in the same wa;

as ( )
n
(n l)!/M!

n
. There are no other poles within A, and thert

fore An is an elliptic function of u
lf
of the order n. Therefore i

has n zeros whose sum = the sum of the poles, = 0. The determi

nant vanishes when u
t
= UK ;

and therefore the zeros are w2,
w3, ,

u
t

and (u2+ w3 + + wn ). Accordingly we can write

= -\

where k is independent of u^ Applying the same reasoning to th

other arguments, we can write

where i,

ments.

= l, 2, -, n, L<K, and A',, is independent of all the argi
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To determine kn let both sides of this equation be multiplied by

n", and then let un = 0. The effect on the right side is to change n

into w 1, while the left side becomes ( )"(n 1)! A^/A;,., where

An_! is the determinant obtained by changing n into n 1. We
have therefore

or kH
=

( )"( 1) !frB_i.

Therefore *,.
= (-) +-+-+( _

1) !
(
M _ 2) !

. . - 2 ! k*

From formula (30) k2
= 1

;
therefore

Example. Deduce the theorem (12) from this result.

210. The addition of half-periods to the arguments.

Write, in Vpw ev = _l_, w = to
;

(41).

From the expressions for Ve^ <?A and VeK eA we derive, by

multiplication,

Ve^ eA ev eA = e~^(<a^+<av )

/a
2
(a^
= gi^A/o

2
^.

There is no ambiguity of signs, because all functions such as

<rvu/<ru are one-valued. The formulae for the addition of a half-

period are

a-(u + o)A )
= e

When u is replaced by u in these formulae, o- changes into o-

and <rA is unaffected. Hence

\ ^- A/ " ^ A A J

o-A (w WA )
= T V(e eA)(ev eJ-e^xV^tru, j-

-
(42).
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From these, by division,

<rA (w-o>A )

these formulae are equivalent to special cases of (34), namely,

o- 1 (w + 2cO = -es
''

(43).

We see from these equations and (27) that o-Aw/crw and
a-^u/cr^u

are doubly periodic functions, and that 2wA, 4(0^,
4wK are primitive

periods. These facts can be also deduced from (35).

Example. Prove that

211. Addition theorems.

Starting from the algebraic identity

introduce the o-functions by means of the addition-theorem. If the

common denominator be suppressed, there remains the remarkable.
"
Equation with three terms "

:

This equation, with the condition o-'O = 1, is in itself sufficient

to define <m. This remark was made by Weierstrass (Sitzungs-

berichte der Berl. Akad., 1882) and verified by Delisle (^lath.

Ann., t. xxx.). See also Halphen, t. i., p. 188.

We proceed to some important transformations, given in Weier-

strass-Schwarz, 38. The results were discovered by Jacobi, as

relations between theta-functions. The reader is referred to Enneper-

Muller, 19.

Write

u + u.>= a', u u2
=

b', us + ?<!
=

c', u3 u
1
= d',

u + us
= a", u iis

= b", Wj + MO = c", n t u., d",
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so that

-d, c=
_d, d"=J-

= $(a"-b"+c"-d")
(46),

and

(47),

and also

= a

The equation (45) becomes

(48).

For a, 6 write a + o>A,
6 + <DA (X = 1, 2, 3) ;

after the removal of

the factor e2l
>A
u o5^ there remains

Write in (48), a + a>A,
6 W

M ,
c <ay for a, 6, c, where X, /*, v are

1, 2, 3 in any order. After the removal of a factor there remains

o-Aa' <TM&' a,,c' <rd' + o-xa" a-^6"
a-vc" <rd" = 0.

Write in (48) ,
a

w^,
6

w^, c -f w,,, cZ <a
v
for a, 6, c, d.

After the removal of a factor, there remains

a-^aa-^bo-yCa-yd a-a'a-b'a-^c'tr^d' + (e eJo^aV^&'WW = 0.

Write in (48), a -f- a>A + 2 uv,
b -\- w^, c + w^, cZ <DA for a, 6, c, d.

After removal of a factor, there remains

" = 0.
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Lastly, write in (48), a + <OA , b + o>A,
c + <DA,

d COA for a, b, c, d.

After removal of the factor e2r>A
a
"cr

4
a)A,

there remains

o-AacrA&o-AccrAd o-Aa'o-A6'o-Ac'o-Ad' + (eA O (ex e,,Wa"o-&"o-c"<rd" = 0.AAAA A A AA ' \ A ft./ \ A V/

Collecting these, we have the table

(48),

.

(49),

(50),

-o-
M
a'o-

M6'o-/o-vd'+ (e^ e,)o-Aa"<rA&"<rc"crd"=0 (51),

=0 (52),

If in these we put

a = 0, 6=0, c = u + v, d =u v,

so that a' = u, b' = u, c' =v, d' = v,

a" = v, 6" = v, c" = u, d" = u,

then we have

Again, if we put

a" = 0, b" = 0, c" = u + v, d" = u v,

so that a = u, b = u, c =v, d = v,

a' = v, b' = v, c' = u, d' u,

we obtain only one new formula, from (51),

If we put a = 0, b = u + v, c = u v, d = 0,

so that a' = u, b' =v, c' = v, d' = u,

a" = M, 6" = v, c" =-v, d" = - u,

we obtain only one new formula, again from (51),
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We have, then, the special table :

<r(u -f t')cr(w v) = asu<r
i?v a2Va-^u ...... (54)>

o'*VtrJu
.....

(55),

-
(eA
- e

M ) (eA
- e

l,)(r
a
u<T2v (56),

(57 )>

(58),

(59),

(60),

(61),

(62) .

Here (59) is obtained from (58) by an interchange of u and v;

and (61) is obtained from (60) by writing v for v.

212. Multiplication of the arguments ofyu, vu.

It is evident, a priori, that pn, where n is an integer, is a rational

algebraic function of fu. For since $nu is an elliptic function with

the same periods as $u, it is rationally expressible in terms of ipu

and ty'u.
And it cannot contain p' to odd powers, since pnu is an

even function. Hence fnu is rationally expressible in $u alone.

It is easy to express aim in terms of <ru, &2u, a-3u. o-4. In

the equation with three terms, put u = 0, t< 1
= u, u.2 = mu, ?/3

= nu,

where m and n are integers. Then

o-(m + n)ua-(m 7i)u<r
2w cr(n + l)u<r(n l)uo*mu

+ o-(w-f l)Mo-(m l)uo-
2mi = .......

(63).

Let m = n + 1. Then

Keplace m, n by n + 1, n 1. Then

o-2/ ()/rr2<T2M= (rnw{o-(n+2)H (r2(7i-l)-o-(n-2)ucr(7i+ l)M} (65).

These equations give a-ou, &7 u, -, and o-6, o-8w, ,
in terms

of a-u, o-2 u, (r3u, o-4 u. "We have already proved that

<T 2 U = 2 CTO
-

1Or2O'3.

Write -y = M in (57), and use e
v e

fi

=
(o-^

2
o-v

2

)/a* ;
the result-

ing equation is

C<V
-

<V)crA 2 tt = (crA
2 -

<r,
2

)cr^ + (r
- rA

2

)<r/.
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Therefore <rA 2 u = - <T
MV + o-.V + <rAV-

In (54), write 2u, u for u, v. Then

a-3 W cr =

M r

therefore

0-3 U = o-(<r2(T3 + 0-30-! + o-!0-2) ( cr2T3 + 0-3^ + cr^) (o-2
fr3

(0"23 + OgO-j

The formula for o-4?* in terms of o-, o-j, o-2,
(T3 can be obtained

from o-4w = 2a-2ucr1 2ii(T2 2u(r3 2u.

Example, Prove that, if TA = o-x 2 w,

O- 3 W = T(T2T3 + TsT! + TjTg),

<TA 3 M = CTA (
-

T^T,, + T,,TA + TAT^) .

To express tynu in terms of
^jw,

we have

o-(n + I)M o-(n l)w
a'nu

If we write i/v
=

o-ru/a-
r\

.then ^M-^t = -^"+1
^
n- 1 .......

(66).
T

Again, the equation (63) becomes

tn+ntm-n = ^m+l^m-l^
~ ^n+l^-l^,

the factor O^+^+D dividing out.

Noting that ^ = 1, we infer, as on the preceding page, that

We have now to express fa, fa, fa in terms of p.

We have already fa p', from (31).

Again, p 2

and from (19) p2

therefore fa

= 3 p
4

3- rt-h
2 3 ~ft
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If in formula (16) we replace u and v by 2u and u, we obtain

KQ i>'2tt-to'M
to 3 u "ou = --*- ^--

s

The left-hand expression is ^'/^/, and the right-hand one is

/p
B
/^s

a
j
bv formula (20). Hence

The equations determine
\}/H,

when n > 4, in terms of
\j/l} ^ Aa> ^4

(Halphen, t. i., p. 100).

213. Expression of <ru as a singly infinite product.

The doubly infinite product in (25) is absolutely convergent, and
the factors may be taken in any order. The factors for which
m2
= give

exp (u/2 Wjo)! -f- w
2

/8 mj
2^2

), wij = 1, 2, .

00

Now IT (1 X//A) exp (#//i)
= (sin TTX)/ITX ;

therefore II'(1 tt/2 WiWj) exp (u/2m^) = ^-^ sin
;

7T 2(l)i

Hence the selected factors give

2 WJ/TT- sin Trtt/20)!. exp (7^^/24 Wl
2

)
. . .

(A).

Take next all the factors for which wi2 has a given value other
than zero. These give

exp 2

expw^^^ + Tn^)] (B).
00

Now 2

so that 2
h=-<

Thus (B) begins with the factor

exp {TrV/SV-csc

We can bring the remaining factors of (B) into the domain of
the sine-formula, by writing

1 - u/2 (
1 -f wi^
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and by introducing, for each factor of the form (1 -f- x/m^), the

exponential exp ( #/Wi). Thus we write

{1 u/
f

2l (m l
^l + ra2to2 ) I exp \u/2(m^i + ra2o>2) f

__ f
1 + (2m2 o2-M)/2m1

(o
1 | exp |

-
exp

This being done for all values of m1} except 0, we have for the

factor series in (B)

/ /0 N sin7r(2raoWo w)/
(1 w/2m2w2) exp(M/2m 2o)2)

-"7
7r(2 ?yi2w2 M) /2

f 5f f
!

exp -S'--

But

-|
-1 \

-J

therefore S' - -=

The expression (C) is

sin TT (2m2o)2 u)/2<alf ^
f TTM

sin 7rm.2w2/(j)1
1 2 (D!

By compounding (A) and (B) we get

! W ^
to! /J

Xn'2 2 2(t)

'avp cot 7rm2 )2 1
"["

sin 7i-m2to2/toi 1 2 MI o^ j J

or pairing off opposite values of m2,
and using the elementary!

formula
sin (x + y) sin (x y) = sirfx sin 2

y,

ir

n TTU
8111 9T

(68),'

where ^ = -^(1+ 2 csc2 irm2w2M
Jtoi \O 1 /

The constant rji
is the same as that introduced in 204.

For the relation

cr(u
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which is immediately declucible from (68), gives by logarithmic
differentiation

In the formula

derived from (68) by logarithmic differentiation, write u = <a*

Hence

T/jO).,
7T ITdh IT r (2 ?,,-}- 1)^2 (2 TO,

(O
AV I "I \_ HII o ~j~" -L ) CiK>

<Um CJU1770 tu-vni = 11111 UUtTT K
" =

,oj,
= -

1, when the imaginary part of is +
Wi

= ^ i, when the imaginary part of is
-

<!>!

The former assumption will be made (see 194).

This formula is the Weierstrassian analogue to Legendre's rela-

tion EK1

-f E'K KK' = J (Cayley's Elliptic Functions, p. 49).

The formula (68) can be written in a form which is better

adapted for applications. Let w.,/^ = CD, m.2= m. Then

(Til =

. / rt \
sin mw ^ TT

=2_^ sin^ e^n -X *2L.e-

Sin TOO)

n v

Sin irWlw

M

Writing
*

e^'"/
2 "! =

2, e"110 =
q, we get

v

sin TT/no)
2m 1

* Weierstrass ises h for Jacobi's q, and Klein uses r for
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2 M! . ITU ,
* " 1 q

2mz~2 1 o2mz2
Hence <ru = -

1 sm 5- e
1^ H * n -

w 2o>!
l
m= i l q-

n
m=l l q

tat

q-

Logarithmic differentiation gives

2m 7rU

7TU U
. 2 7T

*
Wj= 7r

- COt ^ h 7/1 + -
w Oj ^ (Oj (Oj - cos

The series on the right-hand side can be put into a more useful

shape. We have when x < 1,

1/(1 )
= !+ x + x*-\-----\-x

n
-\
----

.

Let x = r(cos6 isin6), and subtract the two series thus ob-

tained. The result is that when
|

r
\
< 1

2 r sin

This is an identity which holds for complex values of r as well

as for real values. Let r = q
2m

,
where \q < 1

;
then

oo />2m Sill x an

q
2 sinnO.*i

i 1 2 q
2m cos 6 + g

4"1
n=i ,=!

The condition
| g |

< 1 implies that the imaginary part of <a2/o) }
is

positive. Now let the summation be performed for m, and we have

the result

^5

\ 1 5"

mi 7T . 7T?/- Wl^ ^ 7T fB O . 747TW . ., t
a

Thus ^M== o 2 1~ ^ S
1 _ ,,

sm . (72).^

Differentiating with regard to u, we have

nirU
no cos

2 .. 27T2ao CD (7^
Vii/ pop2_ V^ V 1_ V ' "/'
r* /i 2^^ o 2 *

i
4: a>i / (DI (Oj (>i i 1 5

Expand in powers of u : we have
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The development of esc2

ini/2 ^ to the first few powers can be

found by the following considerations : Let o^ = ?r/2, and let w2 be

a pure imaginary whose absolute value is oo. Then q becomes 0,

frit = e
v'/6 sin u,

M = n/3 + cot u,

tyu
= 1/3 + esc2 u,

Hence, from the expansion for

and the right-hand side of (73) becomes

_ + 1
_!_ jrV + 2 7T

4 4

2
( TrV 3 15 4 toj

2 27 7 16 a^
4

7T
2nV

,
7T

4 V )-
J-
-- . V

2 (Oj
2 4 ! W

t

4
)

^ --- J- -,'

(U! (Of 1 1 9
2"

(

Equating the coefficients of the powers of u, we have

.
Tr

2 2^ -
nq*- --- ~~

Many other formula of this kind will be found in Halphen, t. i.,

ch. xiii.

214. Expression of o-Aw as a singly infin ite product.
From formula (71),

-,2m,,2

n
- -

2i i 1 i 1

From this can be readily deduced analogous expressions for the

allied functions a^i, a-2n, a-3u. \Yhen u changes into u + <uj, z be-

comes iz, and the exponent 11^/2^ becomes
rjlu-/2w1 -f rjiii + ^i/io)!.

When w changes into M + w,, z becomes q
l/2

z, and T/^r/2 ^ becomes

l + rnw(u + o>2/2) = 1^/2^ + (7/2 + W/2W!) (M + o>2/2)
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When u changes into u + o>3,
z becomes iq~

1/2
z, and

becomes

C0 /2) = Vtflf/2 CUj + (773 Trt

or
ifiW Wl + ifew ww/2 w! + 1

7730)3 + i

Hence
te

Put u = 0, and therefore 2 = 1. Then

7T

Hence

o-coi 2 i (l+q-
m
)

Again

2 to! ^!+^+^2<o.! 0*2-0-%-' (1- - e* . , . H i

Putting w = 0, 2=1,

Therefore

_ , _ ^

Lastly,

Sq-iflz + qWz *\

\ ~2~ jx
*\ (1 + g

i"'+ 12-2
) (1 + g

2"1

"

(1 4. 9
a-'g-) (1

-

(1-g
2
-)
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u = 0, 2 = 1,

,

1 (I-?
2

)
2 '

cro>3

If we write II (1 g-

2

)
= Q

w=l

nl + g
2

") =Q 1

ve have, from what precedes,

_

Comparing these with 210, we have

323

(80),

(81).

Let the discriminant of the cubic 4p
3

g$ g3 be A ;
that is, let

A =g* - 11 g* = 16 (ea
-

3)\e3
-

6l)
2

(ei
- e2)

2
-

From the preceding equations

But = Q .
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(82).

In this formula take the logarithms of both sides and differ-

entiate with regard to q. This gives

_2 - *"-1

-- ^o 4_
T
- -- 4 ^

-
5 >

dq q m=i 1 jjr"

or mq2m

dlogq

Comparing with (74), we have*

7T
2 d log

2i dlogg
'

or, since log g = 7rto>,

(Aw/
2

) ,
ftox

If o>2 vary, while ^ is constant, this gives

Trt 8 log A

"=-24^
If Ave had interchanged t^ and to2, rji

and ^ throughout, we should

have obtained the equation

(85).

Substituting these values of ^ and ^ in the relation

we obtain ttl + o,2
- = _ 12

,

OWj 8o>2

which can be written down at once from the fact that A is a form

of degree 12 in ial9 o>2 .

For a full discussion of the relations between the quantities

w
i> *>, rji, ?;2, #2, 3, log A, we refer the reader to Halphen, t. i., ch. 9

and Klein-Fricke, Modulfunctionen, t. i., pp. 116-123.

* For other proofs of this formula, see Halpben, t. i., pp. 259, 321.
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215. The q-series for <ru and o-Aw.

Let $.(*) =J3 (1 + q*"-
1

*) (1 +

= a + ^(s + s-1

) + ..

rhere a. = g**-"
_

9-.

For s write s. Then

1 + q

Multiplying up, and equating in the two series the coefficients

f SP+ 1

,
we have

M = m+1
-

t _ j,

j_
_ Q**

khence -i = a. =

rj

(i

When w is made infinitely great, and m ^ an assigned integer K,

lim am = 5
mVQ ;

md when m > K, the absolute value of the denominator lies between

ixed finite limits, namely, the least and greatest terms of the

sequence

|i-<A |i-<ri|i-</
4

1,-.

Therefore

where
J 6,+,. |

also lies between fixed finite limits.

The series 2<?
ml

(s
m + s~ 11%

) is absolutely convergent, for it sepa-

mtes into two absolutely convergent series
;
hence the right-hand
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side of the last equation can be made as small as we please

taking K large enough. Therefore

Q n(l + g
2m-1

s)(l + 9
2'- 1s-1

)
= l + 25

m!
(
sm + s~m) (861

ro=l m=l

This important algebraic identity appears in Gauss's Works,

t. iii., p. 434 ;
and in Jacobi's Fundamenta Nova, 63, 64. Cayley'i

statement of Jacobi's proof will be found in his Elliptic Functions!

385. See also Briot and Bouquet, p. 315
; Clifford, Works, p. 459

The above method is due to Biehler, Sur les Fonctions doublemenl

periodiques considerees comme des limites de fonctions entierea

Crelle, t. Ixxxviii. See Enneper-Mtiller, pp. 97, 113; Jordan'!

Cours d'Analyse, t. i., p. 148.

Let s = z
2 = evi "'/'a

i
;
the right-hand side of the above identity

becomes

or, in Jacobi's notation, 3 .

20)!

Therefore, from (79),

When u = 0, this equation becomes

<m2 =03 (o),
and therefore

(87)

If in the preceding work we write iz instead of z, and therefore

u + Wi instead of w, we obtain in the same way

= e^2
>0 !-/0(0) ...... (88)

where 6v= 1 2700327; + 2^
4 cos4 /u

Again, in (86) let s = gz
2
.

Then

~2

)
m=l

or

Q (z

cos + cos
2(0!
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The series in brackets is Jacobi's function 62
-

JtOj

From (77)

whence it follows that

(0)
...... (89).

If in the preceding work we write iz instead of z, we obtain

from (71)

where 0& = 2ql/i sinv 2 g
9/4 sin 3 v + 2 q*/* sin 5 v ----

,

an odd function of v, which vanishes when v = 0.

Let 0,'v stand for ^-^
: after differentiation with respect to

&y
'

let u =
;
then since o-'(O)

= 1,

and <ro = V^01 1'(0)
.....

(90).
IT \2 (tijf

Examples. Prove Jacobi's relations

There is considerable diversity of notation for Jacobi's ^-func-

tions. The above notation follows Jacobi's final usage, except that

Jacobi writes A (u, q) for Av, where X = 1, 2, 3; and Q(v, q) for Ov.

Weierstrass writes O^v or 6k (v, q) for what in the above notation

would be OI(ITV), and writes 6 v instead of 0(irv). Halphen (t. i., p.

253) follows Weierstrass. Cayley, in his Elliptic Functions, adopts
Jacobi's earlier notation, that of the Fundamenta Nova. The

subject of g-series has been very fully entered into, from the stand-

point of the real variable, by Glaisher in papers which have appeared
in the Quarterly Journal, the Proceedings of the London Mathe-

matical Society, and the Messenger of Mathematics.
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The Elliptic Integrals.

216. If y be connected with x by an irreducible algebraic

equation F(x, 2/)
= 0, of deficiency p, \ R(x, y)dx, when R is a

rational function of x and y, is the general Abelian integral. When
F(x, y) = takes the simpler form y-=c (x a

1 ) (x a2)---(x a^.i),
or y

2 =c (x a
l)(x a.2)-'-(x a.2p+ .

2), the integral is the general

hyperelliptic integral of order p. When p = 1, the Abelian integral

becomes elliptic, the general elliptic integral being

I R(x, Va quartic in x)dx;

when p = 2, the Abelian integral becomes hyperelliptic of order 1,

but when p > 2, the hyperelliptic integrals form only a portion of

the complete system of Abelian integrals. The values (x, y) which

belong to F(x, y) = 0, and all rational functions R(x, y), form what

is termed by Weierstrass the algebraic formation or configuration

('Gebilde'). The properties of the Abelian integral and of every
function of the integral must be ultimately dependent upon the

properties of the algebraic configuration. The method which we
have adopted in this chapter starts with the elliptic functions and

leaves out of account the connexion with the configuration. In the

next few paragraphs we shall follow another order, and endeavour

to indicate the connexion of the elliptic function with the elliptic

integral.

217. If F(x, y) = be of deficiency 1, the corresponding Rie-

mann surface is triply connected and is reducible to simple connexion

by two cross-cuts. Is the equation reducible in all cases, by bira-

tional transformations, to one of the form

f = c (x
- aO (a? 2) (a?

as) (x a4)?

In other words, can there be found transformations x
l
= R1 (x, y),

>f l
= R2 (x, y}, which give x=R l'(x l , y} ), y = RJ(xl , y,), and trans-

form F(x, 2/)
= into y^ = a quartic in x

l
? Before showing that

this can be done we must explain briefly how the theory of the

algebraic Riemann surface can be connected with the theory of the

algebraic plane curve.

Among the rational functions on the surface, we are entitled to

select two, x and y, such that the equation between x and y, when

regarded as a plane curve, presents no other multiple points than

simple nodes ( 189). We can further assume that the nodes and
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ranch-points lie at a finite distance. This curve will be called the

asis-curve. , / x

Let any rational function of x and y be ^
'

,
where fa and fa

re rational polynomials. Instead of the places on the surface at

vhich this function takes an assigned value ic, we can speak of the

oints on the curve F, which are cut out by the curve fa icfa = 0.

Vhen w varies, we obtain different groups of points, in which the

urve F is cut by the curves of the pencil fa icfa = 0. Any two

f these groups of points are said to be equivalent or coresidual.

through any point of the curve F there passes generally but one

urve of the pencil, and the rational function has a unique value.

Jut when a basis-point of the pencil is on the curve F, fa/fa takes

t this point the form 0/0 ;
and its true value must be determined

s the limit of the values of fa/fa at adjacent points of F. That is,

t a basis-point on F, the value of fa/fa is obtained by taking that

urve of the pencil which touches F at the point. When a basis-

K>int coincides with a node of F, there will be two curves of the

encil which touch F at the node, and two distinct values of fa/'fa.

Particular importance attaches to those pencils of curves which

>ass through all the nodes of F. These are called adjoint curves.

It will be noticed that we are not concerned with the pencil

!>! icfa = as a whole, but only with its intersections with F;
hese alone correspond to places on the Riemann surface. And also

hat imaginary intersections are to be included as much as real ones.

It must not be supposed by readers acquainted with the theory of

curves that the connexion with the theory of Riemann surfaces is

olely in the interest of the latter
;
the curve is by far the greater

;ainer.

218. Let the curve F(x, #) = be of order K and deficiency 1.

The number of nodes is 4- K(K 3); and the number of points through
which a curve of order K 2 can be drawn is ^(K 2)(ic-f- 1).

Jence, since ^( 2) (K -f 1)
1
K(K 3) = K 1, a pencil of adjoint

urves <i icfa = can be drawn through the nodes and through
2 other assigned points of F. Each curve of the pencil has,

with F, K( 2) K(K 3) (\-^2) remaining intersections.

Therefore the function w or fa/fa takes an assigned value twice
;

;hat is, we have a function which is one-valued and two-placed on
;he Riemann surface which represents y as a function of x. Let
ihis surface have ra sheets

;
as y is to be rational in x and w, it is

lecessary that to the in places in a vertical line be attached m dis-

inct values of ic. Thus the equation between w and x must be of
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order m in w; and it is of order 2 in x. Let it be F^x
2

,
wm)

= 0.

The following considerations show that y is now a rational function

of x, w. Given a pair of values x, w, there is only one correspond-

ing y. Hence the two equations w =
, F(x, y) = 0, when treated

$2
as equations in y only, have a single common root. They therefore

give on elimination y as a rational function of the coefficients, i.e. y
as a rational function of x and w. Thus the necessary condition for

passing birationally from F(x,y) = Q to Fi(x,io) = Q is also the

sufficient condition.

The new equation F^x
2

,
wm

)
= can be transformed, in a similar

manner, into F.,(z
2
,

iv
2

)
= 0, by the use of a function z which is two-

placed on the surface which represents a; as a one-valued function-

of w. The new equation is

where f , fl} f2 are polynomials in z of orders 2, and leads to

/o

where Q is a quartic in z. Let yi = ~VQ, x1
= z; then the equation i

between w and z passes into

Here the last transformation is birational, for yl satisfies the

necessary and sufficient condition
; namely, it takes two values when

z is given.

This equation, which is the standard form for the case p = 1"

can be written

2/1
~~

^0\*^l ^l/ \*^l
~"

^2) \*^l
~"~

^3/ \*^1
~~

^4/ J

and this can be brought into the form used by Weierstrass by the

birational transformations

the new branch-points in the zrplane are e ly
e2 ,

es, oo, where

A
-

4
= - !/A A = 1, 2, 3

;

and the new equation is

- CX2 = C (Z,
-

<?0 (Zl
-

2) (!
-

63)7616263,

or, if 4 c
2 =

60/6^263,

Wi
2 = 4 (!

-
6j) (2j

- es) (z,
-

e.,).
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"We can suppose the origin in the urplane transferred to the cen-

roid of the points e^, so that e^ + 62 + es = 0.

The transformations of a\ and zt have been bilinear. Hence if

s quartic Q(XI) be

Co#i
4 + 4 c^3 + 6 c&* + 4 CgO?! + CH

rhose invariants are

9-2
= <"<A 1 cxc3 + 3 c2

2
,

Oo - (. (jC-/C^ ~j~ ^ CjCoCNj
~~*

C^jC g
^~~

^-
4^- 1

~~~
^2 y

invariants of the transformed expression will be of the forms

=
/A'

2
</o, g3

' =
/i

3
/3. But in the transformed expression c

' = 0,

,'
= 1, Co' = 0, and therefore

</.,'
= 4c3 ', ^3

' = c4
f

.

Hence the new equation is

rhere
gr2

' =
p-g.,. </...'

=

r, if we replace 2 by pz, and w? by

The conclusion of this paragraph is that the values of x and y
which satisfy an equation of deficiency 1 can be expressed rationally
n terms of z and V4 z3 g.:z g& and therefore also they can be ex-

messed rationally in terms of pw and "p'u. [Klein, Einleitung in die

xeometrische Funktionentheorie, pp. 208, 209; see also Thomae,
\.briss einer Theorie der Funktionen, p. 122; Eiemaun, Werke,
). Ill

;
Clebsch and Gordan, 20

; Salmon, Higher Plane Curves,
366 and 195.]

219. Elliptic Integrals.

The consideration of integrals of the form
| R(x, y)dx, where x

nd y belong to the elliptic configuration, is now reduced to the con-

ideration of
| R(z, ic)dz, where

,/- = 4 z3
tj.z g.3.

The simplest integral, setting aside those which are expressible
f*clz

& rational functions of z and w, is u =
j

If we suppose that

= when z=x, we have, as implied in the last paragraph,

Z =

w =
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Hence I R(z, w)dz=. \f(u)du}

where f(u)= R^u, fi'u)\>'u.

Since this last expression is an elliptic function of u, the elliptic

integral is also the integral of an elliptic function with regard to the

argument.
In 205, any elliptic function was expressed by means of

(u CK ) and its derivatives, where CK was a pole of the function.

Therefore in the integral of such a function there will occur :

(1) a term a u
;

(2) the terms 2 I
(K)

log a-(u CK);
K

(3) terms of the form (u CK), that is, by the addition theorem

of 204, of the form (w)+ an elliptic function of u;

(4) elliptic functions of u, which arise from the higher deriva-

tives of (M CK ).

Since ( 205) 2a 1
(/c) = 0, the terms in (2) can be written

2c.fr> log
" (C'- U

\
K.

in which a constant taken from the constant of integration is!

incorporated.

Accordingly,

<T(CK
- u)

f(u)du = a u -f Set/** log

where fi(u) is an elliptic function with the same periods as/(w).

The integral u or I dz/w is an integral of the first kind. It:

distinguishing characteristic is that on the surface T, which represent:

w as a one-valued function of z, it is everywhere finite. The func//*, "

budu takes on the surface T the form -f 1 zdz/uJ
and is an elementary integral of the second kind. It has the Bind

infinity z = oo, and if we write z = 1/t
2

,
it behaves near t = lik

-l/t.

By 204, we have
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On integration,

.

log
(c u)' r* to'w-f to'c

+ c = I -^- du
J 2(tow toe)

= p
dz

2(z-Zo) ic'

in integral which is finite on T except at (z,
w ) and at oo

;
near

lese places it behaves like log (z z ) and log z1/2 respectively.

uch an integral is an elementary integral of the third kind.

Hence any elliptic integral can be expressed by means of an

ntegral of the first kind, an elementary integral of the second kind,

finite number of elementary integrals of the third kind, and a

ational function of z and w. [Weierstrass-Schwarz, 56. The

esoiution of the general elliptic integral into integrals of the three

rinds was effected by Legendre, Fonctions Elliptiques, t. i., ch. 4.]

220. We shall now show how some properties of the func-

lon z = tow can be deduced from the consideration of the integral

= I dz/w on the surface T. This surface is constructed from the

quation wa = 4(z el )(z e^)(z e3).

The branch-points are e^ e^, e%, oo.

Let the branch-cuts be along the straight lines e1 *"ea, e^-cc.
jet the dissected surface T' be formed from T by drawing a cross-

cut A round e1} & and a cross-

cut B round e^, * (Fig. 80 a).
In accordance with the nota-

tion of this chapter, let 2^
and 2 wo be the periods across

A and B ( 180).

The integral u = ( dz/w is

one-valued on T', and more-

over it is everywhere finite

( 182).' From 182 it fol-

lows further that

Wj.

C'9

J*

I dz/w =
/j

Let the value = be

assigned to the point z = x .

Then the values of u at et , e ,

e3,
are w^ 02, wj + tuj.
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Let s and s be any two places of the surface T' which lie in the

same vertical. The relation between u(s) and u(s) can be written

readily. Consider two paths which start from oo and lie always
in the same vertical. The integrands at s and s are dz/w and

dz/w ;
therefore

This equation must be modified when either path of integration

crosses a cut. For instance, at points near es,
within both A and JB,

the equation becomes

u(s) + w(s) = 2 wj + 2 w2.

To map the z-surface on the u-plane.

From 157, 2 is a one-valued function of u, and it has just been

seen that at two places of T' which have the same z, the values ofl

u are in general different. Therefore to a given u corresponds only!

one place of T', and therefore only one sheet is required in the v^

plane. In general du/dz, = 1/w, is neither nor oo, and there isi

isogonality. But near eA we have du/dz = p (yg _ e \
f

:_ Vz - eA

X = 1, 2, 3, and therefore u WA
= P

l (~vz eA ), where a>3
=

a>j + to2 ;

whence it follows that while z turns round eA,
u turns half as fast,

in the same sense, round o>A . Near z = oo, w = Pj(l/z
1/2

), and again
the isogonality breaks down.

The region of the w-plane into which the surface T' maps is

bounded by that curve into which the boundary of T' maps. Lett

(z, w) start from the junction at c3 and describe the positive bank*

of A upstream ;
and let L+ be the corresponding path of u. When

(z, w) continues from c
t along the negative bank of B downstream,

let M_ be the path of u. While (z, w) describes the negative bank

of A downstream, u describes a path L_, which is obtained by dis-

placing L+ through 2 o^ ;
and while (2, w) describes the positive!

bank of B upstream, u describes a path M+ ,
which is obtained byl

displacing M_ through 2 w,. Since (2, w) has now reached its starting-

place, the whole w-path is closed. Thus the boundary of T' maps
into a curvilinear parallelogram.

Since u is finite for all values of z, the whole of the surface T' is

mapped on the interior of the parallelogram.

By giving a suitable form to the cross-cuts, the parallelogram

can be made rectilinear. It is convenient to suppose that the

bridge from e^ to e3 is shifted with the cross-cut A, so as to remain

within it.
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Xow let us remove the restriction that 2 is not to cross A or B.

uppose that z crosses A positively; then the integral has a new

ange of values, which are obtained by increasing the old range of

alues by 2 o^. To represent these we require a new parallelogram

the M-plane, obtained by shifting the old parallelogram through

CD,. In this way we require, to represent all possible values of the

tegral on T, a network of parallelograms, which cover the w-plane

jmpletely and without overlapping. A path on T which starts

om a place (ZQ,
tc ) with a value u^ and returns to this place after

rossing A m+ times positively and ra_ times negatively, and B m+
mes positively and m_' times negatively, gives as the final value of

le interal

here m+ m_ = m, m+
' mj = m'

;

nd therefore the pair (ZQ, w ) is represented by infinitely many
icints of the w-plane, all congruent to UQ. Thus z and w are one-

alued, doubly-periodic functions of w. When (z, tc) is restricted to

", the correspondence of u and (z, re) is (1, 1), and the correspon-
ence of z and w is (3, 2); therefore the correspondence of u and z

(2, 1), and that of u and w is (3, 1). In other words, the orders

f the elliptic functions z and w are respectively 2 and 3.

In passing, it should be pointed out that a new idea makes its

ppearance here. Since u is an infinitely many-valued function of

the ordinary Kiemann surface which represents u as a function of

would cover infinitely many sheets of the z-plane ;
but the infinitely

lany parallelograms serve equally well to show the connexion be-

ween z and u. The importance of this idea, which consists in the

eplacing of sheets lying^one below the other, by regions of a plane
rhich lie side by side and cover the plane without gaps, has been

hown by Klein in his memoirs on Modular Functions in the Mathe-

latische Annalen. See Klein-Fricke, Modulfunctionen, passim, and
oincare's papers on Fuchsian and Kleinian Functions in the Acta

Eathematica,

In this paragraph it has been assumed that the ratio o^/*^ is

omplex. This fact follows from a general theorem on the periods
f Abelian Integrals, which will be proved in Chapter X. It will

ppear, in the same chapter, that on a surface of deficiency p there

re /> linearly independent integrals of the first kind
;
whence it

ill follow that in the present case every integral of the first kind
i of the form au -f b.
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221. It follows from the equation

du = dz/2V (z ei) (z e2) (z es),

as in 181, that to straight lines in the w-plane there correspond in

the z-plane curves which obey the relation

T ^ 2< A
= constant,

where T is the inclination of the tangent at any point z, and < A is

the amplitude of z eA . These are the curves along which the

cross-cuts must be drawn, when the parallelograms in the w-planeJ

are to be rectilinear. In general, these curves are transcendental,!

but they contain a system of algebraic curves when g2 and gs are real.

In this case, either the branch-points e1} e2) es are all real, or one?

is real and two are complex and conjugate.

When the discriminant > 0, the branch-points are real. Let

e2 < es < 61. The integral
| dz/2V (z ej (z e2) (z e3), when|

taken along the real axis from oo to e2 ,
is imaginary, and the

integral from e2 to es is real
;
therefore o>2 is imaginary and coi is real,

so that the parallelogram of periods is a rectangle.

Let u describe a line parallel to the axis of imaginaries; the;

equation of such a line is, in circular co-ordinates,

u -+- u = 2 a,

where u and u are conjugate, and a is real.

Since g2 and g3 are real, the series for z, or ptt, given in formul

(10), 201, has real coefficients, and therefore pw is conjugate t

pw. Let z = \>u, and let y = !p
2 a. The relation between z, z, y whicl

results from u + u = 2 a is obtained symmetrically as follows :

From 202, z, z, y are roots of

or 4p
3-^-23 -(ap + &)

2

Therefore z-\-z + y = a2

/4,

zz + y (z + z) = - (2 ab + #

Eliminating a and b, we get

{zz + y(z + z) + g2/]* = 4(2 + z + y) (yzz
-

The equation is that of a Cartesian
;
and from the theory o

curves, the single foci are el}
C2,

es,
and the triple focus is 7. As th
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Dmplete curve depends on the single constant y or p2 a, it includes

representations of four lines in the rectangle; namely, those

hich meet the real axis at the points a, t^ ,
2 wj . To the first

id fourth lines correspond the outer oval in both sheets of the

iemann surface
;
to the second and third lines, the inner oval in

oih sheets.

It may be remarked that the leading properties of fhe Cartesian,
hich are given in Salmon's Plane Curves and Williamson's Dif-

srential Calculus, are direct interpretations of standard formulae

>r the functions p and o-. Thus formula (18), coupled with the

nnmetry of the curve about the real axis, states that the curve is

s own inverse with regard to any focus.

Again, a focal distance pA can be expressed as follows : Let
= + v

;
then

,
from formula (35),

PA
= A( + i'Vx( v)/<r(a + v)<r( v) .

imilarly, V A
= <rA (2 a) /<r (2 a) ,

here A is the distance from the triple focus to a single focus.

gain, if p be the distance from the point whose parameter is v to.

triple focus,

,
from (30),

= <r(3 -f v)<r(3 a v)/<r(a + v)<r( v)<r* 2 a.

In 211, let

a, b, c, d = 2 a, 0, 3 + v, 3 a v
;

ien a', 6', c', d' = 4
,

2 a, a + v, v a,

id a", 6", c", d" = a + v, a - v, 4 a,
- 2 a.

Then (49) gives

2 o-(3 + v)tr(3 a v) <rA 4o-A 2 <r(a + v)a(a v)

o-A(a + v)o-A (a v)o-4ao-2a = 0;

j .. j

terefore o
2= -

', since cr 2 / = 2 a-u^

{
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and <rA 2 u = cr^uvfu -f a-^uo-^u + o-^ua-

P' = 2 V/^pA + <V<A + A M
-

^

that iS, V<X2 3/1 23 = V 3 ip2 3 i
= Vi 2/33

Very similar treatment applies to the orthogonal system of Ca

tesians, with the same foci, which correspond to lines parallel to th

real axis in the w-plane.

Example. When the discriminant is negative, and el} e.z are coi

jugate, show that cj
1? o>2 are conjugate, and that lines parallel to th

axes map into unipartite Cartesians.

222. Reduction to the canonical form.

Let f(z) be a quartic ;
the integral u =

j

'

cfe/V/(z) is r

JOO

^g
^===^^== by the formula

V4 s
3

g. g3

_

where ax
2a

v

2
is the second polar of y with regard to f(x) ; namely,

/() = c a;
4 + 4 dai

3 + 6 c.#? + 4 c3a; + c4,

cL,(a;
2 + 4 a# + r) + 2 c3 (x + y) + c4.

The following proof of this theorem of Weierstrass's is

to Professor Klein, and is reproduced by his courteous permissi

from a manuscript course of lectures.

Introduce homogeneous co-ordinates by writing Z]/z2 for z, ar

.let :(x y) stand for y^x2 y^.
fx,</jx (zdz)

Given u = I >
the functions

tyu, yu belong to tt

Jit, Sjft V/(Zi, Z2)

algebraic configuration ;
i.e. are rational on the Riemann surfac

Let us consider the parallelograms in the w-plane which are maps
the cut Kieraann surface. Starting with the definition

we know that tyu is a one-valued analytic function of u througho

the finite part of the w-plane, and therefore also over the who

of the surface T. The function tyu must consequently be rationa
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on T, and must therefore be a rational function of x,

Since tyu assumes a given value twice in the parallelo-

am of periods, it also takes an assumed value twice on the surface

But the number of constants contained in a rational function

ich repeats its value twice on T is 2. Therefore the most general
ue of such a function is

fyu -f- c'.

We have to find the most general rational function of x, V/(x),
which is x 2 at (y, V/0/)) only.

Let ' ^' be the function. Since this function is to be oo
2 for

assume

The denominator is cc
2 for (x, -\/f(x)) = (y, V/(y)), as well

for (x, V/( x) )
=

(#, V/#). Therefore the numerator must be

Now

Therefore

>,2
is O2

,
when

. f i.u*- is of the form cbw + c'.

Now the functions
J>?<, ty'u

are covariants with regard to a^, a?2 and

y2, of weights 2 and 3. This covariantive character can be proved
follows : let u be transformed by means of

icre
p.

d let g2 ', gs
' be the invariants of fi(z).

Then p('; g, #3') = p(z<//x; p.
4
g<>,

Thus ty
' are also covariants with regard to the two sets of

riables x
1}
x2 and yl; y2. They are of orders 0, 0, and of weights
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2, 3. It will be remarked that u itself has equally a
covariantiv]

character, and is of weight 1.

Since the expressions V/W v/(y ) + ax <*
y

,, <nu, are covariants d

weight 2, c and c' must be invariants of weights 0, 2. When / 1

written in Weierstrass's normal form

(zdz)u 5> '-

we have V/(#) = 0, // == 2 x^.

Hence
2 a^ax, _ #1 , f

^
c (- c .

a?2 oja

Therefore c = 2, c' = 0, and these are the values in the generl

case, since c and c' are invariant.

Therefore

For other proofs of this formula see Halphen, t. ii., p. 358 1

Enneper-Miiller, p. 27
; Klein, Math. Ann., t. xxvii., p. 455.
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object is the theory of elliptic functions we may mention those of Bobek, Cayl

Durege, Konigsberger, Thomae (Theorie der Functionen einer complcxi -n vm
derlichen Grosse), and Weber. Cayley's work has been translated into Ital

by Brioschi. Reference must also be made to the great originators of the subj(

Euler (Institutiones Calculi Integralis), Legendre (Fonctions Elliptique

Abel (Works), Jacobi (Works), and Gauss (Works); to whom we may n

add Hermite and Weierstraas. For information on the early history of the s

ject the reader may consult Konigsberger's valuable work, Zur Geschichte*

Theorie der Elliptischen Transcendenten in den Jahren 1826-9, and Ennej
Miiller's book already mentioned.



CHAPTER VIII.

DOUBLE THETA-FUNCTIOXS.

223. Consider the double series

+T.22 (n.2+g.2/2y
2

+2(n1+gl/2)(v1+h1/2)

(v.2+h,/2)l .......
(1),

icre
grb g.,,

h
l} h., are integers, and MJ, n.2 are supposed to take all

;egral values from to cc independently of each other. This

ies converges absolutely when the quantities rn,
ar, + iftri, are

asen so that

For the absolute value of the general term. is

p
-

ir[&i(i + 0i/2)
2 + 2 &,(! -f srj/2) (w s + g,/2

+ 2 yi (i + flTi/2) + 2 y2 ( 2 + gr2/2)],

icre ^/!, /y2 are the imaginary parts of v^ v.2. When Wj (or w2) be-

mes infinitely great, the terms

2 + 2^(7^ + 9l/2) (n, + g,/2) + (3(n 2 +^/2)
2

id to +oc; and since their sum is arbitrarily great as compared
th the remaining terms in the brackets, the absolute value of the

neral term tends to the limit 0. Since

iere t is a real positive quantity, it follows that the sum of the

ries composed of the absolute values of the terms of (1) is less

an that of the series

341
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It can be proved that this series is convergent when K>1, bj

the extension of Cauchy's integral test which was employed in 73

The terms of the series are the ordinates of the surface

at the points of a network formed by unit squares in the plane j
The ordinate 3 is infinite only at points in the plane j 2 which li

on a conic
;
and the condition /?]/ < PuP ensures that this conic

j

an ellipse. When this ellipse is referred to its axes, the surfafl

takes the form

4 = (yii^i
2+ 722V2

2 + yo)
~K

>

where yu and y^ have the same sign.

Let a contour be drawn in the plane ^2,
which encloses til

ellipse, and conceive a cylinder drawn through the contour, paralM
to the axis of 8. The volume contained between the surface an

the plane, exterior to the cylinder, is

or if Vyn^i = />
cos 0, Vy^a = p sin 0,

V= C C
J~

V is finite if the integral remain finite when p = oo
;
that is, if *

Now the sum of the ordinates is equally the sum of parallel

pipeds whose bases are the unit squares of the network
;
and

we assign to each square that ordinate which is furthest from tl

origin, these parallelepipeds lie within the volume V\ and the

sum is convergent when V is finite. Within the cylinder there]

only a finite number of squares, and therefore when those ordinat

are excluded which stand on the ellipse, the sum of all the ordinat

is convergent. In the case when the ellipse is imaginary, tl

cylinder may be dispensed with.

The excluded ordinates'annul the real part of the exponent

(1), but do not affect its convergence. Accordingly, the series
(!

is absolutely convergent.

[Picard, Traite d'Analyse, t. i., p. 265
; Riemann, Werke, p. 45

Jordan, Cours d'Analyse, first edition, t. i., p. 169.]
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224, Subject to the inequalities already stated, the series (1)

jfines a function of vlt V*, which is one-valued and continuous for

1 finite values of the variables. This function is called a Double

Fheta-Function, and is written in one or other of the forms

A,

vi> O; Ofdi 9t~\(v

LA /U
ie latter form indicates that the moduli, or parameters, are TU, T^,

The symbol
*

is called the mark, or characteristic, of

ie function
;
and the quantities g^ g, h^ h$ are called the constit-

tents, or elements, of the mark. We shall often write the theta-

unction more shortly

"'9r

hr

225. Differential equations. When the general term in (1)

s differentiated twice with regard to v^ it is multiplied by a factor

~iri(nr -\-gr/2')\^\ and when it is differentiated once with regard to

T . it is multiplied by iri(nr -+- ^r/2)
2
. The ratio of these factors is

iri, and is therefore independent of n^ n* Hence

/&. 2 A $/) /^ / ~\ O\
'Ol'r

- = 4 TTlOV/OTrr, (?
= 1, ^) ;

nd similarly,

226. TJie addition of even integers to the constituents of a mark.

n the series (1) replace gY by gv 2. The effect is the same as that

>roduced by writing /^ 1 for n^ But ! 1, like n^ takes all

ntegral values from x to +x. Hence the series is not altered,
nd we have the theorem that

0~0i 2 ga ~\( i-i, va)
=

Similarly. r/.2 may be increased or diminished by 2, without affect-

ng the value of the function. Next replace ^ by ^ 2. The
eneral term of (1) now acquires a factor exp 2iri(n l +gl/2),
rhose value is ( l)i. Similarly, when h., is replaced by ^2,
be general term acquires the factor ( 1)**. By a combination of

he preceding results, it results immediately that

gr (vr)
....

(2).
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With the help of this formula it is always possible to replace
the integers gr, lir by or 1

;
this leaves the original theta-functionj

unchanged, except perhaps as to sign. The general formula foil

such a reduction shows, for example, that

4 15 lo iF""
!) '

( vr)
is

227. Even and odd functions. Changing the signs of t'1; <,,

the general term in
hr

exp 7rt[(TU, TUS, TO,) (Wi+ft/2, w2+#2/2)
z+^ 2 (nr+grr/Z) (-vr

-

r=l

This may be written

exp 7ri[(ru, T^, T22)( Mj 0i/2, 7l2 2/2)
2

+2S(- r-0r/2)(<v+V2) + 2

.

Now exp TTI 2 (2w,7ir + gv/ir)
=

( l)
2
^^, and the remaining facto

r=l

differs from the general term of (1) only as regards the signs oa|

ni + 01/2, w2 + 02/2. But (nr + r/2) runs through the same sefl!

of values as nr + gr/2, of course in the reverse order. Hence we have

6 fjr

K
This theorem shows that a theta-function is even or odd, accord

2

ing as 20A- ig even or odd; it leads to the division of marks int<

even or odd, according as the corresponding functions are evei

or odd.

228. The, theory of marks* The symbol P1
'

<Jp

~\
[hi 7*2 /i

pj

posed of the 2p real numbers gr,
7ir,

is the mark associated with ;

j?-tuple theta-function. We shall be concerned solely with mark!

whose constituents are integers. When the constituents of OIK

mark differ from those of another mark by multiples of 2, the mark)

are said to be congruent to each other. Thus

l~0i' &' 0/1

Lv v-vJ

*
Clifford, Mathematical Papers, p. 356.
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en gr
=

gr
'

(mod 2), and h r
= hr

'

(mod 2),

r=l, 2, ..-,!>.

Every mark is congruent to a reduced mark, whose constituents

,re 0, 1. The mark is said to be even or odd, according as 2^A is

ven or odd.

The number of even and odd marks. The number of reduced

narks which can be formed with 2p integers is evidently 2*. Let

5p be the number of even marks, Fp the number of odd marks. The
irst column is (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), or (1, 1). The first three,

vhen placed before a given mark, leave its character (as even or

dd) unaltered
;
the fourth alters the character. Hence

Therefore

?p-Fp=:2(Ep_l-Fp_l)= =2'(Ep_r -Fp_r)=

hat is, EP -FP
= 2'. But Ep + Fp = 2*

ience E 2rp
~^

-f- 2p~l F =2*p ~ l _ 2

In this chapter we consider the case p = 2. The number of

educed marks is 16, and of these 6 are odd. These 16 marks may
>e arranged in the order

oo 10 01 11

oo oo oo oo

00) (12) (56) (34)

00 10 01 11

10 10 10 10

(23) (13) (14) (24)

00 10 01 11

01 01 01 01

(45) (36) (46) (35)

00 10 01 11

11 11 11 11 . (A),

(16) (26) (15) (25)

ind, for this arrangement of marks, 0\ (v^ i-2) can be replaced,

n what is called the current-number notation, by 5 (ui, v2), and simi-

arly for the other functions. It will be observed that 66, ft $u, 0^,

#io are the 6 odd functions. The meaning of the third row in

table will be seen in the next paragraph.

229. The sum or difference of two marks is found by adding
>r subtracting the corresponding constituents. Thus

62 L86J OO
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Let us denote the reduced odd marks, namely,

11 01 01 10 10 11

01 01 11 11 10 10'

^ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6),

00
and the even mark by (0). From the definitions

and therefore (1) + (2) + (3) + (4) + (5) + (6)
=

(0).

This shows that the sum of any odd marks = the sum of th

remaining odd marks. Further, (1) + (3) =(5), (2) + (4)
=

(6), et<

Excluding (0), the other 15 marks are congruent to the sums o

the 6 odd marks two at a time. We have just proved this for thA
odd marks, and have only to show that, of the 15 duads formed froni

the 6 marks, no two can give congruent marks. First (1) -f (2) can!

not be congruent to (1) + (3), since (2) ^ (3); and, secondly, (1) + (2J|
cannot be congruent to (3) + (4);

for (6)^(6),

and (1) + (2) + (5)= (3) + (4) + (6);

therefore (l) + (2)=(3) + (4).

Example. Prove that any even mark is congruent to the sum of !

three odd marks, in exactly two ways.
We shall name each of the fifteen reduced marks, (0) excluded,

by that duad to which it is congruent. For example, since

o o Li i

ri<

LI i

we shall denote by (3 4) . The corresponding theta-functioTJ

will then be Os4 (vr); and the excluded function will be written # ,,(,.)

It may be remarked that for an even mark, (0 0) excepted, the sunJ

of the numbers in the duad is odd, and for an odd mark the sum is

even. The table (A) of the preceding paragraph gives the connexior

between the marks and the duads.

As in the case of the single thetas, the notations used for the

double thetas are numerous. Tables for comparison are given in

Cayley's memoir (Phil. Trans., t. 171, 1880), in Forsyth's mrmoii

(ib.,
t. 173, 1882), and in Krause, Die Transformation der Hyper*i
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elliptischen Funktionen erster Ordnung (1886). Cayley's current

number notation is from to 15, instead of from 1 to 16
;
and he

uses the letters A, B, C, D, E, F instead of 1, 2, "-,6 in forming the

duads. The notation of duads employed here is based on Cayley's,

and agrees with that of Staude if we replace 6 by in the duads

(Staude, Math. Ann., t. xxiv.).

230. The periods.

Keferring to (1), the change of vr into vr + /*, is equivalent to

the change of hr into 7^ + 2/1,; and, therefore, if 2/nr be an integer,

9r

From (2) and (3), if
/*,.

be an integer,

(3).

b 9,

Let /A!
= 1, /i.,

= 0. When gl
= (mod 2),

r

fc.

= 6

and we say that 1, are a pair of periods of the function
; but, when

= 1 (mod 2), 2 and are a pair of periods. Another pair of

periods is 0, 1 when g.2 = (mod 2) ; 0, 2 when 2
= 1 (mod 2).

Write for shortness

Then the typical term in (1) is

tv+V2)].

Consider the effect of changing nr + gr/2 into n r + gr/2
The expression in square brackets is increased by

i, As) + 22Ar (i-r

and therefore it becomes

rr +V2)-
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The theta-function accordingly becomes

g,

h
r

i, A2).

**

where < =

But, as the change contemplated was merely the change of gr ink

gr + 2Ar, the function also becomes

on the supposition that 2Xr is an integer. Therefore

ft,

exp !, A2)

If A,, be an integer, the function reproduces itself except as to!

1 8d>
an exponential factor. When X1

= 1, A2
= 0,

- - becomes r]r, and]2 8\r

we have one pair of quasi-periods, rn and T^ ;
when Aj = 0, A2

= 1,1

1 Sd>- 22 becomes rr2, and we have another pair, T& and T22- All other
2 8Ar

periods and quasi-periods are compounded from the two pairs ofl

quasi-periods and the two pairs of periods by addition and sub-l

traction, the general form being

~~ ' '

where e^ and 0, c2 are pairs of periods. Where there is no danger
of misapprehension, we shall use the term periods for both the

true periods and the quasi-periods.

231. The theta-function satisfies the relations

6

6

hr

r
k

(vr) exp TTi (2v,+ TU

(vr) exp TT i(2v2-f T22
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md also satisfies three differential equations. Conversely, every
r

(O only
*

>y a factor which is independent of the variables and moduli. The

following is the proof generally given for this important theorem

,
for instance, Krause, Die Transformation der Hyperelliptischen

?unktionen, p. 5):

Assume, for simplicity, g = g.2
= h

l
= h.2 = Q; and let f(v^ i?2) be

i function which obeys the above equations. Because f(vi, v2) is

limply periodic as regards v^ v2 separately, it must be expressible
is a sum of exponentials

The third condition,

/Oi + TII} v2 + Tl2) =/(v,, v2) exp -7rt'(2 vl + TU),

jives 2 2a
iBj exp 2 TTI [n^ + TU) + n2 (v.2 + Tl2) ]

= 2 2a
njB exp 2 vifavi + n2v2 1\ iru).

By equating the corresponding terms on the two sides, we get

,-!, n2 exp Trt [ (2 OTl
-

ind repeated use of this relation gives

a^n,
=

o, exp ?

By similar reasoning based on the fourth condition, it is easy to

jhow that

Therefore

f(i\, t'2)
= OOQ 2 2 exp TTzXruTii

2 + 2 r^Tjjria + T
ffl
n2

2+ 2 Ti^ + 2 n2v2)

The quantity o^ is independent of the parameters, in virtue of

;he differential equations. For

that is,

therefore ^ = 0, which shows that a^ is independent of TU . Simi-
. P

larly. ,
is independent of T^, 722-
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232. General formula for the addition of periods and half-
periods.

From (3) and (4),

9r

(vr)
. exp - TTI [>+ 2 2A/yr+ 2Ar (hr+ 2

/*,) ].

If Ar and /x,r be integers, this is

9r

K
the formula for the addition of periods.

exp -

Let m =
;
then for 2(^r)

u.r + hj r) the symbol

m is used.

If Ar and
fir be multiples of 1/2, write Ar/2, nr/2, in place of

Ar, /v Then
'

9r

l>
r

r

'r + Mr

the formula for the addition of half-periods. If, in this equation,
r

be a reduced mark, and if Ar, /u.r receive only the values 0, 1, the
/if

reduced form of the new mark is

since each constituent is now or 1
;
and the formula becomes *

(vr) exp - vi

* Ills easy to remove the restriction on Ar , nr in (7), but the result is seldom needed. Most
writers on multiple 0-funci.ions leave the marks in the general formula unreduced.
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Example.

9r\ , 9r

9r+ *r

K + P-r

K).exp[-^/2].

From formula (7) it is clear that each of the 16 theta-functions can

e changed into any of the other 15, save as to an exponential factor,

r the addition of some pair of half-periods ;
the number of pairs of

alues of A,, fi^ given by Ar
= 0, 1 and /^ = 0, 1 being just 15, when

le case AX = X> = ^ = /^ = is excluded.

In the current number notation the result of adding two marks

not immediately evident, but the case is otherwise with the nota-

on by means of duads. After the addition of half-periods the

uffix of a theta-function is altered. To obtain the new suffix from

ic old, when any half-periods are added, let (), (/?), (y), (8), (e),

;), be the six odd marks (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), in any order,

nd observe that we may regard
'

as a mark. Let it be
P-i Ma

xpressed in the form () + (/?) or (/J). Four cases arise: accord-

9r
igas is of the form (y8), ( y), (aft), (00),

is of the form (a) + (ft) + (y) + (8),

) + (?),

id therefore = (), (fty), (00), (aft). We can express this

lortly by the symbolic equations

Xo attention is here paid to the exponential factor, which is

iadily filled in from formula (6). As an illustration of the above,

I
,

= These two marks are (36), (56);

ence the new theta-function is #35 ;
also the multiplier is

Hence

+ r12/2, v2 + T;;2/2) = a (Vl, vs) exp - -f vs +1/2).
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233. It is well to notice that the symbol m
|

m of 232 = 1

or (mod 2), according as m and m do or do not contain a common
letter. To prove this, we write the odd marks as follows :

11 01 10
1, 3, 5

2,4,6

01'

01

01'

11'

10

11'

10'

11

10'

and observe that if m and m be different marks, selected from the

same row, m
|

m = 1
;

if m, m be selected from different rows,

m
|

m =
0, while m ra =. 0. Now

a+a ft+a\y + ft yaft
| ay = a

= a

either a, ft, y are all from the same row, or two of them are from

the same row. In either case,

a|0 + ay + /8|y
= l.

Again, aft\y8 = a y + |S + /3|y + /3|8;

if y, 8 be from the same row, a
\ y + a

\

8 = 0, and ft \ y + ft 8 = 0;

but if
y, 8 be from different rows, a

\ y + a
\

8 = 1, and ft \ y + ft \

8 = 1.

In either case

aft | yS
= 0.

Lastly, it is evident that 00
| aft = 0.

It will be useful in the sequel to remark that, given m = (/?),
there are eight marks m such that m

\

m =0; and that, since m
|

m =0
implies (m + m ) |

m =
0, these eight arrange themselves in four

pairs :

00

y8

aft

(B);

and that, similarly, when m
|

m = 1, there are eight marks m which

may be arranged in the four pairs

ay

at

mm
a

& (B').
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Since the mark w can be chosen in 15 ways, (00) being ex-

cluded, there are 30 such sets of four pairs, into which fall the

16 15/2, or 120, pairs which can be formed from the 16 marks.

234. The Rosenhain hexads.

The six odd marks form a Kosenhain hexad, or, simply, a hexad
;

and any six marks obtained from the odd ones, by the addition of

the same pair of half-periods, also form a hexad. Thus there are 16

ihexads, as follows :
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and are obtained from the original hexad by the addition of an even

mark. Any pair of functions belongs to two hexads. Thus
a/3 ,

O
yS, belong to the two triangular hexads

(aft*, yS) and (#, ySe).

The functions #
a/3 ,

O
ay belong to the pentagonal system () and

to the triangular system (afty, Se). The functions 0^, aj8
, belong

to the two pentagonal systems a and ft. The name of each hexad

is inferred from the marks in it very simply. In the triangular

hexad (afty, Se) the figures in each triad are all like (all odd or all

even), or two are like and one unlike. If all are like, the hexad is

(00); if not, the two unlike ones name the hexad. For instance,

the two unlike ones in (126, 345), which are 1 and 4, name the

hexad (14). The hexad is, in point of fact, derived from (246, 135)

by the interchange of 1 and 4. In the pentagonal hexad (a) the

hexad is named by the two figures congruent to a; for instance, we

speak of the hexad (35) instead of the hexad (1).

235. The Gopel tetrads.

Any two marks belong to two hexads
;
a third mark can be chosen

in six ways, so that the three do not belong to any hexad. If the two i

be, for instance, 00 and aft, the third is chosen from yS e, ye 8,

y 8e; for it must belong to neither of the pentagonal hexads (),

(ft). Taking any of these six marks, say y8, the marks 00, aft, y8 do

not belong to any hexad, and further, 110 three of the four marks

00, aft, y8, e belong to any hexad.

Such a system of four marks or functions is called a Gopel
tetrad. It is evident that a Gopel tetrad may be constructed by

taking any two of a set of four pairs ( 233). From the 30 sets

of pairs, two of a set can be chosen in 30 x 6 ways ;
and since a

tetrad is compounded of pairs in three ways, as 00 aft, y8 e
;
00 yS,

aft ;
00 -& aft y8, the total number of Gopel tetrads is 30 x 6/3

or 60. There are 15 of the type 00 aft
-

y8 e, and 45 of the type

/ fty 8 ft8.

236. The zeros.

It is evident that an odd ^-function vanishes when vl
and

vanish. We express this by saying that 0, are a common pair

of zeros of the first hexad. The second hexad is obtained by the

addition of the half-periods, which have the mark (12), to r,. /,;

that is, by writing vr + rlr/2 for <or Therefore Tl,/2, rM/2 are a

common pair of zeros for the second hexad
;
and so on. Thus sis
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pairs of zeros, which are incongruent as regards the periods, are

determined for each function. For instance, referring to the posi-

tion of #00 in the columns of the table of hexads, we see that Om
vanishes, when v^ v^ are equal to the half-periods (13), (35), (15),

(24), (46), (26) ;
that is, when

vi = (1 + TU)/2, (ru + Tl2)/2, (1 + TM)/2, (1 + TU + rM)/2,

(

, (T12 + Ta)/2, (1 + Ta)/2,

237. Approximate values of the functions.

In the double series (1) consider the lowest powers of exp TI'TH, exp TI'TIS,

exp TIT;.*. If 0! = 0, 0o = 0, the lowest power occurs when ni = n2 = 0, and is

then merely 1. If gi = 1, </2 = 0, the lowest power occurs when m = n2 = and
when MI = 1, n% = ; and, combining these, it is

2 cos T(VI + rti/2) exp 1 xiru .

Similarly, if <7i
= 0, g.2

= 1, the lowest power is

2 cos ir ( 2 + A2/2) exp J rir^.

If 01 = 1, g2 = 1, the lowest powers are contributed by

ni, n* = 0, 0; -
1, ; 0,

- 1
;
-

1,
-

1,
and are

2 cos T hh\ exp ^ (Tll

+ 2 cos n -
2 + -= exp (ru -

These values are sometimes useful for the verification of formulae. If we
put vi = v-2 = 0, we obtain approximate values of ^(0, 0) for small values of

exp TI'TH, exp TiV12 , exp rir^.

When (/3) is any even mark, the value of 0,^(0, 0) will be

denoted by c^.

238. Eiemann's theta-formula.

Let a b +

(L).
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Solving these equations for ar,
br,

c
r ,
dr, we find that the equa-

tions (i.) are still true when unaccented letters are replaced by
accented, and accented by unaccented. Hence accented and unac-

cented letters may be interchanged in any equations we may deduce.

1 8d>When ar becomes ar -f p.r + - -2, A, = 0, 1
; p.r

= 0, 1,

a'' + l'+ lii'

and the same change is made in br ',
cr ',

dr '. By such additions of

periods and half periods, Omar becomes, from formula (5),

Omar exp iri [< + 2 2\rar + m
\

m ],

and 6m.ar'0m.br'0m.cr'0m.dr
'

becomes, from formula (7),

exp iri [< + 2A,(r' + 6/ + c/ -f dr') + an even integer],

where m' = m" =

or ^or
'

tfm~6r
' ew~cr

f

tfm..dr
'

exp - vi($ + 2 2Arar).

Now when m' runs through all the 16 possible values, m" does

the same.

HPTIPP Sf ~l} m]m'f) a'-fi b '
f) c''B d '

*\ "/ "**> '*> ''m'^r ^m'^rj

summed for all reduced marks, obeys the fundamental relations of

231, when regarded as a function of a r ;
that is, it reproduces

itself, save as to the exponential factor exp Tri [< -f 2 2Ara r -j- m
|

TO

Therefore it differs from Omar only by a factor independent of a,.;

Similar reasoning holds for br, cr, d^ so that

2(_ l)
m

*
m
'0m.ar

'
. ^6/ ^m cr

'
. m.dr

' = fctfmar OJ)r Omcr . Mr (8),

where ft is independent of a
rt 6

rt
cr,

f7r,
and therefore either a numeri-

cal constant or a function of the moduli TU ,
T12? T22-

There is a more general form of the theta-formula which has

been used by Prym and Krazer as a basis for their researches on

the theta-functions. This extended formula, in the case p = 2, can

be found by changing br, cr, dr into
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where V-fV'+V"=/V+/V'+/V"=0, and <> means 4>(Xi
(<t)

, X,^).

For then ar
'

is unchanged, by (L), and & crt dr are changed by pre-

cisely the same amounts as b,', cr '. dr '. By these additions of half-

periods any mark m is changed into mm 1}
mm 9, mms,

where

m, = V

and the marks mmi} mm^, mms are unreduced. The right-hand side

of the formula (8), already obtained, changes by a three-fold use

of formula (6) into

A + \r"cr + \ r'"dr)exp - TT^I (<*' + 4>" + *

+ i

On the left-hand side of j(8) there enters the same exponential, since

VV + A/'c/ + A,.'"^' = AA + Ar"cr + V'dr-

Hence, S(- l)'^ r
'

- fl^V fl^c,' ^^ d/

=Wmar .Omm br -Omm cr .0mm d, .... (9),

fe being the same as before.

239. Changing dr
' into - dr',

write as in 211,

2a r
'= a r+&r+cr+dr

2br

' = ar+br cr dr

2cr
'= a r 6r -f-cr d

r

2dr'=-a r+br+cr-dr

2a/'= a r

'+ br

'+cr

'+dr

' 2a r
= a r"+br"+cr"+dr

"

26r
"=

r'-cr'-dr

' 2b
r
= a r"+br"-cr"-dr

"

2c
r

" = a
r'-br'+cr'-dr''.2cr

= ar"-br"+cr"-clr

"

2dr
" = -a r'+br'+cr'-dr

' 2dr
=-a r

"+ br"+cr"-dr ".

The formula (8) is now

^Omar
- Ombr

- Omcr 6mdr
= 2 (

-
1)

-
'

-^.a/ . M/ On-cr
'

. 6m.(- dr') ;

and similarly, by virtue of the remark about interchange of accents,

Wma r

"
- OJ> . emcr

"
. em(- d) = 2(- l)-:-'^/ O/ ^V - M/.

m'

Let m be any odd mark. Then, if we write

Xm
M for mar

M $J>M . emC
M . mdTM,

we have, after subtraction,

where the summation applies to all odd marks,
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It has been stated (in 233) that when m, m' are like odd marks,

m|m'=l; when m, m' are unlike, m m'=0; and when m, m' are

identical, m m'=0. Therefore, putting for example m= (13), the

last equation becomes

or fc(XM + XV) + 4V = 2(V + X
15

' +V - X
24

' _
X,,'

-
X/).

Similarly, fc(X15 + X^") + 4 X15
' = the same expression. Therefore

&(Xis + V) + 4V =
(*is + V) + 4 *15 '.

The same is true for any interchange of accents, so that

*(XB + V) + 4 XB =
fc(XM + Xu ') + 4 XM

Therefore by subtraction

(k
-

4) (V - V') = (*
-

4) (XM
' - X

15"),

an equation which cannot be true for all values of ar',
ar", etc., except

when fc = 4. For instance, if ar
' = ar

" = the half period (15),

and X^" vanish, while the other terms need not. Therefore for

certain values of the variables k = 4, and since Jc is independent of

the variables, its value is- always 4. Writing \j/m for Xm + Xm
'

-j-XTO",

we have
2 $13

X

and therefore

where m and m' are different odd marks.

240. Dealing similarly with the general formula (9), we
have

4 ema

Case i. Let mm3 be an odd mark. Then, by subtraction,

where Xm<*> now denotes Omar
M OmmJ)r

M 9mmfr
M Ommtdr

(K\ and m'm3

is any odd mark. Let, for example, m3
= (12). Then, because

raw3 and m'm3 are odd marks, m and m' belong to the hexad

14, 16, 23, 25, 35, 46,

derived from the hexad of odd marks by the operation (12), as

in 234.
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The symbol m m' = 1, when ra and m' have one common figure.

To fix ideas, suppose m = (1-4); then

u + ^ll")
= *-U + A

16 + A
46

A
23

A
25

A
35 j

or, if *m =?<~
M

,

9,1, Y ' _i_ Y ' _i_ Y ' Y' Y' Y '

T14
AU ~T A 16 ~T A

46
A

ffi
A
25

A
35 )

and therefore ^m + ( l)
mm

'^m- = ........ (H)>

where m and m' belong to the hexad (12). And similarly for any
hexad.

241. Case ii. Adding the same equations, we have

where m'm3 is any even mark, mm 3 any odd mark. Interchanging
the accents, we have in all three such equations, which give on

addition

To reduce this equation, which contains ten terms, let us take

two different values of m. First let these be of the form (/J), (78),

as for instance (12) and (34). These belong to two hexads, (23) and

(14). If both values of m make m?n 3 odd, m3 must be (23) or

(14). Selecting the value m3
= (23), m' is any mark not contained

in the hexad (23), since m'm3 is even. That is, m' is obtained from

any even mark
ij by the addition of (23). The even marks are

00, 12, 14, 16, 23, 25, 34, 36, 45, 56,

and therefore m' is one of

23, 13, 56, 45, 00, 35, 24, 26, 16, 14.

When m takes in succession the values (12) and (34), 2( l)*'*'^w-

becomes respectively

and
1^23 l^jjj -f- l^g {j/jz -f- I^Qo if/g- 1^24 -f- 1^26 ~l~ ^16 ^14 =: 0.

Therefore, by subtraction,

But this equation may be obtained directly from the considera-

tion of the ten even marks
;
for

therefore m
\

m' = m
\ TJ + m \ (23) ,
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and consequently 2( l)
m

lri^m - = 0. Writing out 5( l)
m|^ when

ra= (12) and (34), we may combine the expressions, and replace
each

17
that remains by the corresponding m'. Thus, from the even

marks 00, 12, 14, 16, 23, 25, 34, 36, 45, 56, m=.(12
) gives the

sequence Voo + >Ai2 <Ai4 "Aie t-x ^ +^ + fe + $* + tx 5

m = (34) gives

<A(X) + <Al2 <Al4 + <Al6 >

the half-difference is

(12),

and, when (23) is added to each mark, there results as before the

equation

The other value for ms is (14). This, in the second method of

reduction, has only to be added to each mark in formula (12), giving

The argument is clearly independent of the choice of (,8), (yS),

when both are even
;
and it is left to the reader to verify that,

whatever be the marks m, provided their form is (/?), (yS), the

reduced equation is

Next let the marks m be (/?), (y). For the sake of definiteiiess

suppose them to be (12) and (13). The values of ms are the names

of the hexads in which (12) and (13) occur, namely (35) and (25).

When ra= (12), 2( l)"
1

'^ is, as before,

<Al4 "Al6 ^23 <Aa5

when m = (13) it is

<AoO Al2 <Al4 <Al6 <A23 + <A25

The half-difference is

^12 <A25 + ^34 + "Aa

Therefore, when m3
= (35),

and, when w3
= (25),
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This proves that for two marks of the form (a/3), (ay), of which

one is even and the other odd, we have results of the forms

Aoo
=

<AoS 4-

and it is left to the reader to show, by working out a typical case,

that the results hold for any pair of the form (aft), (ay).

Lastly let the marks m be (a/3), (00) ; say (12), (00). Then

ms (35) or (46) and S( 1)*
!

V, is

fa + >Al2 4- "Al4 + <Al6 4- ^25 4- ^25 + ^34 + ^36 + fa + <As6>

The half-difference is

<Al4 4- Al6

Therefore, when m3= (35) ,

= 0,

and, when w3
= (46),

^16 4- Ai4 4- <Ai5 4- 1^13
= 0.

This proves that for the form (aft), (00), when (a/3) is even, we

have results of the form

<AaY 4- <AaS 4- l^ae 4" </X= ^
>

and the same result holds when (aft) is odd.

Combining these facts, we have the result :

Of the ten marks which are not in the hexad wig, four are in any
other hexad. If this other hexad be triangular, then according as the

four marks are of the form
, ft, ye, 8c or

fty, e, 8, 8c, there is the

relation

/X 4- fo{= I^

But if the other hexad be pentagonal, then according as the system
of four marks does or does not contain (00), there is the relation

^00
=

"AaS 4- <Aae

or $ay + <^aS + <Aae 4-^= 0.

All these come under the formula

fc.
= S(-l)-:'fc, ......

(13),

where m is any one of the four marks, m' is in turn the other three.
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When the four marks are given, ms is determined as follows.

To the hexad belong two other marks, which appear in the hexad

(m3).
For instance, let the four be 12 34 45 53, belonging to the

hexad (14). The remaining marks 16 26 also belong to (24).

And (24), when combined with any of the four, gives an even mark.

242. Formula for the reduction of the marks in
ij/m.

Let ml and m.2 be reduced marks
;
we shall determine the formula

which will enable us to reduce the marks in such a product as

e e ^ e ^ em m-\-fn\ m-t-jn^ m m

By 232, is reduced by the factor

Similarly for m + m2 ;
and for m m l m 2 we have

exp ^2(/.r
' + fr")(gr +V + V)-=

The last mark will be reduced by a factor of the form

where /cr=0 when

hr + ft/ + fir
" = or 1,

and =1 when

these are all the permissible values of hr + /xr
' + p.r", inasmuch as m,

m
lf m2 are reduced.

The conditions are satisfied by /cr
= hr (p.r

' + /nr") + /ur'/xp
"

;
the

reducing factor for m mj ?ji2 is

exp TTI S(srP + A/ + A/') (K, + Mr
' + /xr"),

and the whole reducing factor is

exp rf 2 [2 jrAG*/ + /*,") + 7ir (Ar '/xr
' + VV + V'V/")

or, omitting a factor which is independent of m,

This result is not altered by writing A/", /xr
'" for Ar

f

, /xr
' or for

\ ff .. nAr ) pr
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243. Addition theorems.

I. When ?;i'w3 is odd, let us put

art &,, crt
dr =vr + vr', 0, 0, vr -vr'.

Then a/, V, c/, dr

' = r
rt v/, r/, wrt

" " " " 'r i- ?
r L r ;

t-r> vr> r> r

Let m = (13), m' = (15). We seek to express the relations

between K (v v'), Ou (v v') and ^-functions of v, v', using for

that purpose formula (11),

in which mm^, m'm3 are odd marks.

Since mwijj and m'm3 are odd,

w3=(00) or (35).

Taking ?n3=(35), we have

m.,= (35).

Xow in order that the functions 6m,
9m.,

with the arguments
v, vr', may not disappear, it is necessary that the marks

ml + (13), m l + (15) ,
m2 + (13), TO, + (15)

be even. Therefore m 1 and wi2 must be selected from (12), (14),

(16), (24), (26), (46). The condition m 1 + ma=(35) further

restricts m^ m? to the three pairs

12, 46
; 14, 26

; 16, 24.

Take m, = (12) = 10

00
,
m a
= (46) = 01

01

The reducing factor of 242 is ( I)'*; that is, + 1 for m = (13),
1 for m' = (15). Therefore, from formula (11), since

m, mwiu mnia, mm3
= (13), (23), (25), (15),

and m', wi'wi,, m'm* m'm,= (ld), (25), (23), (13),

2 ^13^23 3s 0iS -\-2 Oft $23025015 = 0,

where the arguments of are v^ v^, and those of & are v/, v2
r
.
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II. In the second case, when m'm3 is even, we use formula (13),

^*S(-l)-'"4^

Let ar, br, cr, dr
= vr + vr ',

vr vr',0, 0;

then a/, br ',
cr ',

dr
' =vr, vr,

vr ',
vr ';

and ar", br", cr", dr
" = vr, vrt vr ',

vr '.

Let two of the four marks be (13), (15), and m 1
= (35). That

QIS(VV') and Oi5(vv') may not disappear, we may choose

ra2
= (12), ra3 = (46). From either of the two hexads which contain

(13) and (15) two other marks must now be selected. But, in order

that for these Om (v v') may not enter, we impose the condition

that mm2 be odd. This restricts the choice to (14), (16) from the

hexad (35), or to (35), (46) from the hexad (00). Choosing

m = (13), (15), (14), (16),

we have wm^ (15), (13), (26), (24),

mm2=(23), (25), (24), (26),

mm3=(25), (23), (16), (14),

and the reducing factor = 1, 1, 1, 1
;

the reducing factor of 242 being, as before, (1)^.

The equation

becomes

c\ f\ f\ f\ t f\ f _ C) f\ A A \ f\ t i O \ A ,

or c23C25 {^13 (u + v')015 (v v') 15 (v + v')613 (v v') \

Similarly, if we replace

ar,
ba cr, dr by 0, vr + vr ',

vr vr ', 0,

the rest of the work being unaltered, we have

cucl6 \6^('o + v')0.x (v v') O.x (v + v')6.24 (v v') \

. *) A A IA ',9 2 ft '/9
' ^ ()

From the two equations already obtained for 13 (v + v')du (v v')

and u (v + v')0u(v w'), it is evident that each of these quantities

can be expressed in terms of ^-functions of v and v'.
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Example. Prove

365

f/j f _i_ o /) /j /j r/i f _ A
&12 ~T " Vtlsf'Vf'35 "46 "

244. Relations between the squares of four theta-functions of a

hexad.

Let a
rt

& c,, tfr =wf,vr,0, 0;

then a/, 6/, c/, c7r
' = vrt vrt 0, 0,

and ar", 6r",cr", dr
" = Vr,vr,0,0.

Further let 7% = (00) . Then since ml + ma + m^= 0, m2 = ras ;

and i^m takes the form

Here the reducing factor is ( l)
2^1

"'", when mms is reduced.

Hence, dropping the factor 3, we may put

in formula (13). We thus have a linear relation between the

squares of any four functions of a hexad.

For example, let m3
= (00). Then we have the six independent

relations

= Ci2~Vi2~ -f- CU~VH~

(15),

and nine others which are readily deduced from these by subtrac-

10
tion. Again, if Wg = (13) =

10
,
and

= (13), (12), (14), (16),

10

10

10

00

01

10

00

11
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we have, attending to the factor ( l)
2^/" or

( 1)^1,

Similarly, -OM-6M+OM+ 6x
a
cM

a
=0, w3

= (35),
2

=0, m3=(15),
2

=0, m3=(24),

>=0, m3=(46),

The total number of such relations is the number of sets of four

which can be chosen from the hexads
; namely, 6 5 16 or 240.

Example. Prove the relation

2,, 22
s>

2
2 C14

2f 2 _ fi 2/> 2
C12

00 ^12 T

s

C
2
C

2 +
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Interpreted in this way, the table

f
1-32

2 / 2 /T)\
\ J-'J

2

affords a compendium of the relations in question. It may be

observed that the sign is minus when the figures in the suffix are

displaced from their natural order.

246. Relations beticeen the squares ofJive theta-functions.

Excluding M,
take any five functions

1} 2, 3, #4, 5, no four of

which belong to a hexad. Eeferring to the table of hexads ( 234),

we see that in any case two triads,

61, 0... 63 and
1} 0^ 5,

can be chosen, which belong to different hexads. The two hexads

have &i and some other function 6 in common.

Therefore Of, O,
2
, 3-, 0* and 0*, Of, Of, 6?,

are linearly related. Eli minating Of, we have a linear relation between

Of, 6.?, 0;?, Of. Of. There cannot be two such independent relations.

For if there be a second linear relation between Of, 6.?, Of, Of, Of,

there is a linear relation between Of, 0.?, 0$, Of, of which three belong
to a hexad, and therefore have a common pair of half-periods as

zeros. If then

0[. 6... 3 vanish for values which do not make 4 vanish, and conse-
3

inently k\ = 0. The relation reduces to 2 kK6K
2 =

;
but Ol and Ot

c=i

belong to some other hexad, and therefore have a common pair of

half-periods as zeros, which are not zeros of 3. Therefore k3
= 0,

and kfif + fc.0./ = 0, a relation which is impossible, since all the pairs
of zeros of Of, 6.? are not the same.

If one of the originally selected functions be &&, the addition of

suitable half-periods gives five functions not including ^5 and from
the relation between these five follows a similar relation between
the original five.

There is then a linear relation between the squares of any five

functions, no four of which belong to a hexad.

The proof supposes that there is no linear relation between four

squares which do not belong to a hexad. This is evident if any
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three belong to a hexad, and the only outstanding case is that of a

Gopel tetrad. Suppose that

then, when vr
= 0,

12 I9 ~l 34 34
^~

)

and when vr
=

/Ar/2 + 1- 8</SAr, and

it follows from (7) that

A r
= (56) = 01

Pr

7 2 i 7 2 /~i

"^12^34 ~T~ iJ4^12
=~ ^*

Therefore, either &12
=

34
= 0, or

The former supposition is impossible, because it would imply a

linear relation between two squared theta-functions; the latter suppo-

sition is untenable, because there are three independent parameters,

TU, T^, Taa, of which the c's are functions, and the approximate values

for the c's in terms of the T'S disprove the equations

-V

Cj2 = 34 f

The total number of sets of five is - -

;
the num-

ber of sets of which all are in a hexad is 6 16, and the number of

6 5
sets of which four are in a hexad is - 10 16. Hence the num-

ber of linear relations between five squares is 1872.

The general theorem at which we have arrived is the following:

Four squared theta-functions are connected by linear equations

when, and only when, their marks belong to a Rosenhain hexad
;

but there is always a linear relation between five squared theta-

functions, no four of which belong to a hexad.

Hence every 6? is linearly expressible in terms of four selected

squares, if these four do not belong to a hexad. For instance, the

four theta-functions may form a Gopel tetrad.

247. Product theorems.

Let ar,
br,

cr, dr
= vr, 0, ;

then a/, b,', c,', d,' = vr, vr, 0, 0,
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Therefore fm = 3 Pm 6mmicmmfmm;il

and, from 241,

he summation being for any three marks m' which, like m itself,

jive an even mark when combined with m 3 .

Now
\f/m exists only when mm* and mms are even, and since,

egarding m., and ms as given, there are six values of m for which

n/n.2 is odd, six values for which inm3 is odd, and two values

or which both mm.2 and mm3 are odd, there must be six different

ralues for which both mm.2 and mm 3 are even. But mm lm.2=m,mz,

,tntfn3= m/ 2,
since m t + m.2 + m3

= 0. Therefore, if m be one of the
r

alues, mm-! is another; and corresponding to any two marks m.2 . m 3.

there are three products of pairs of functions, 6mOmmi,
between which

;here is a linear relation. The number of such relations is the

number of ways in which m.2 and m3 can be chosen
;
that is,

16 - 15 or 120.

Since mm* and mmz are even,

and, by addition, m m 2 -+- m z 3 + 2A/W' + 2VVr'"=0,

;herefore m m
1
is given. This shows that the three linearly related

aairs belong to one of the 30 sets of four pairs of 233. Four

relations can be formed from each set by leaving out each pair in

turn, the total number of relations being 4 x 30 = ll'".

Taking the set determined by W! = (12), m \
7^ = 0, we see that,

since m = 10 , it must be

00
00,12; 34,56; 35,46; 36,45

The determination of m^ ms is effected by the consideration that

7H, + >, + ( 12) =0,

therefore m* m3=00, 12; 34, 56; 35, 46; 36, 45.

The reducing factors are respectively

1,1, (-!),, (-1)",
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Therefore, taking

m = (00), m' = (34), (35), (36),

and observing that g.2
= 0, 1, 1, respectively, we have from

when TO,, m.2,
m s=12, 00, 12,

0W01-00C 1:>
= ^M^.56Ca4C56 +

m1; m2,
ra3=12, 34, 56,

l5 m2,
w? 3=12, 35, 46,

0M0seP*Cx M.;CooCi2

j, w2,
ra3=12, 36, 45,

(19).

Example. Eliminating from these four equations the four

quantities

"m^l'2) 034^56? ^35^4GJ ^3C^45>

we have a determinant in the c's. Verify from the relations of the

c's that this determinant vanishes.

248. TJie number of independent relations.

The relations between theta-functions of the same variables,

which can be derived by the preceding processes, are very numerous,
but they are all reducible to thirteen independent relations, of

course in very many ways. For instance, the equations (15)

express all the other even functions in terms of four, say of

#00? #i2> #34> #56 1
then equations (16) express the odd functions in

terms of these four, and finally the first of equations (19) connects

these four. If the sixteen functions be selected as co-ordinates of

a point in space of fifteen dimensions, the thirteen independent
relations amongst the 0's show that the point belongs to a two-

.dimensional locus in this space.

Between any four theta-functions there is a relation. We have

seen of what nature this relation is, when the functions belong to a

hexad; we proceed to examine the nature of the relation when the

four functions belong to a Gopel tetrad.

249. GopeVs biquadratic relation.

To determine the relation between a Gopel tetrad, say $&, i6, :!8,

$4.-,,
selected from the pairs

00-12; 34-56; 35-46; 36-45,
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let us connect && with the tetrad. To do this we observe that

34 45 35 belong to the hexad (345 -

126), and 56 36 35 to

^356 124) . The remaining mark common to the hexads is 12.

3ence the relations

= 0,

i ,. 2d 2 ,,2/32_ AT C52 u$l t-16 735 V,

are easily written down by the method already explained. Elimi-

nating 0j2
2
,

4 + c16
4

) 0^ = cuV^ + -CuV**' - C3,
2
c16

2V + CuV^2= CT (say) .

To express 0^ by means of the tetrad, we add the half-periods

(12) to each argument, and obtain

+ o16
4

)
2 = CMV^2 + CMV^ ~^V^2 + o16

2
c52V= F (say) .

Also, from formula (19),

CooCiA046 = tV&M* + ewCiA&s= TT (say).

Eliminating ffi, 0^, we have a relation of the fourth order

Between the functions of the tetrad,

In this equation, when expanded, the coefficients of

ft
*

fi
4 _ /)4 /)4

''Si ) ^56 > "36 > ^54

are equal. But also the coefficients of 6^dx
2 and Qg?0& are equal and

opposite : for these coefficients are

Coo
2
Ci2

2

(c14
4
c5o

4 + C32
4
c16

4
)
- <WV(C14

4 + c16
4
)
2

and ^^(CuV + c^V) - cM
2
cM

2

(cM
4 + cJ6

4
)*,

and their sum is

CooV(cM
4 + c16

4
) (C;2

4 + c52
4
)
-

(ewV + cV) (V + c16
4
)
2
,

which vanishes, since

CJB* + ^2
4 = Cu

4 + c16
4 from (17),

and cn*ca
*= cM

8
c

2 + c^c^
2 from (19), when vr

= 0.

Similarly the coefficients of 0^0^ and O^K, and those of O^B^
and ^ge

2^2 are equal. Accordingly the biquadratic relation is of the

(20>
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250. Hummer s W-nodal quartic surface.

Regarding the four functions as homogeneous co-ordinates, the

equation is that of a quartic surface
;
and the abridged form shows

that the intersections of the quadrics U, V, W are nodes. But U,

V, W vanish when 0& and ft^ vanish; that is, when v^ v2
= 0, 0, and

when v i>2
= the half-periods (12). Hence the points 34, c^, C&, c^

and CM, 034, c54 , C& are nodes.

The symmetry of the expanded equation shows that it is

unaltered by the interchange of 3 and 5, or 4 and 6
;
that is, by the

addition to u of the half-periods (35) or (46). Hence also

are also nodes. Further the equation is unaltered when the signs

of two of the co-ordinates are changed.
Hence there are 16 nodes, the scheme of which is

V56 i ^56) i ^34? i ^46) i ^54>

$36
=

Cgg, 054, Cft, 634,

$54 == i C54> i C36> C345 i C56>

where one of the signs in each column of ambiguous signs is to be

+ . The surface has therefore the maximum number of nodes

(Salmon, Geometry of Three Dimensions, 573).

The connexion between the double theta-functions and Rummer's

surface was first pointed out by Cayley, Crelle, t. Ixxxiii., p. 210,

who was followed by Borchardt (ib., t. Ixxxiii.) and Weber (ib., t.

Ixxxiv.). Other important memoirs in this connexion are Kohn,
Math. Ann., t. xv., in which the subject of quadratic transformations

is taken up ;
and Klein, Math. Ann., t. xxvii. A detailed account of

the subject is given by Keichardt, Ueber die Darstellung der Kura-

mer'schen Fliiche durch hyperelliptische Functionen, Halle, 1887.

251. The p-tuple theta-functions.

The series

V/2) (n. + g./2) + 2 i(n, + gr/2) (v, + hr/2)
r=l >=l

where rn = rer) and gr,
hr are integers, is absolutely convergent wlu

the coefficient of i in 22rr.w r j, is expressible as the sum of p positn
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squares. This can be proved by an extension of the method of

223, and we refer the reader to the authorities quoted in that

paragraph. Under the condition stated, the series defines a function

which is one-valued for all values of the p arguments vr The func-

tion is called a p-tuple theta-function, and is denoted by 6
"r

or Omvr. The function is even or odd according as Hg,Ji r
= or 1

r=l

(see 228), and its properties as regards periods are precisely

analogous to those of the double theta-function.

Formula (9), 238, takes the form

where in equations (i.) ? = !, 2, -, p, and where m 1
is any mark

9r
,
m is a given mark

,
and m

\

m 1 = 2(grA' + 2A)-
-:

References. The following books deal with the theory of theta-functions

from the algebraic standpoint : Krause, Die Transformation der Hyperellip-
tLschen Funktionen erster Ordnung ; Krazer, Theorie der zweifach unendlichen

Thetareihen auf Gmnd der Riemann'schen Thetaformel
;
Krazer and Prym,

Xeue Grundlagen einer Theorie der allgemeinen Thetafunctionen
; Pryrn, Un-

tersuchungen ueber die Riemann'sche Thetaforrael. All these works are pub-
lished by Teubner.

The theta-functions form an essential part of Riemann's theory of Abelian

Integrals, and therein lies their present importance. Works on Riemann's

theory contain more or less of the Algebra of the theta-functions ; accordingly
to the above references can be added those at the end of Chapter X.

The founders of the theory of this chapter were Gopel (Theorise transcenden-

tium Abelianarum prinii ordinis adumbratio levis. Crelle, t. xxxv.) and Rosen-

hain (Memoire sur les fonctions de deux variables et a quatre periodes. Mem.
pres. a 1'Academie des Sciences de Paris, t. xi.). A bibliography will be found

in Krause's book
;
but special mention ought to be made here of a memoir by

Weber (Math. Ann., t. xiv.) and of Cayley's memoir in the Phil. Trans. (1880).
The method used in 239 and following paragraphs for the. discussion of formula

(9) ,
which is due to Prym, appears to be new.



CHAPTER IX.

DIKICHLET'S PROBLEM.

252. Hitherto the parts of a function /(z), = u -f- iv, have been

considered in the combination w + iv, and x, y in the combination!'

x + iy. Let the functions u, v be one-valued and continuous, as also
|

their first differential quotients, throughout a connected region oj

finite dimensions which includes the point z; in other words,

throughout some neighbourhood of z. By 20 of Chapter I., /(z)
has at this point z a differential quotient f f

(z} which is independent
of dz. Conversely, in order that u -f- iv may admit a continuous

differential quotient /'() at a point z, within whose neighbourhood!

u, v are continuous, the real functions u(x, y), v(x, y) must give rise

to continuous partial differential quotients of the first order. For,

by supposition
A (u + iv)/Az = A (M +

A (u + iy)/Az =. A (w +

and, when Az tends to zero, the left-hand side tends to/'(z); hence

the right-hand sides must tend to

8u/8x -f i8v/8x and i8u/8y + 8v/8y ;

i.e. 8u/8x = 8v/8y, 8u/8y = -8v/8x .....
(1).

But/'(z) is continuous by supposition, therefore the components
of the right-hand sides must be continuous

,-
hence the condition

imposed upon/(z) that it is to have a continuous differential quo-
tient implies the continuity of 8u/8x, 8u/8y, 8v/8x, 8v/8y in the

neighbourhood of *z.

The differential equations (1) might have been selected as a

starting-point for a theory of functions of a complex variable.*

From them it is possible to deduce Cauchy's theorem
( f(z)dz = 0.
J c

where C is a closed curve contained within a region T, throughout
which u, v, and the first partial differential quotients are one-valued

* This is the plan adopted by Picard in his Traite d'Analyse.

374
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and continuous. As a consequence of this theorem it follows that

all the higher differential quotients of u, v exist within r, and are

finite and continuous
;
also that /(z) at a point z of the region can

be expressed as an integral series P(z z), the circle of convergence

extending at. least to the rim of I\

Since the higher partial differential quotients of u, v exist and

are one-valued and continuous in r, it follows that

The discussion of the properties of an analytic function might be

carried out, ab initio, with the initial assumptions that in the neigh-

bourhood of a non-singular point (x, y) the functions u, &u/&x,

&u/8y, fPu/Bx
2
, 8-w/%

2 are continuous, and that 6-u/dx
2
, tru/oy'

2
satisfy

the equation
= 0.

The equation (2) is a special case of Laplace's equation

tfu/Stf + tfu/Sy
2 + S

2

/&r'
= ......

(3),

which plays so important a part in Mathematical Physics.

In many branches of Mathematical Physics a problem which is

constantly arising is to determine u throughout a region of space,

given the values of u on the boundary of the region, and given that

u satisfies the equation (3) throughout the region in question. The

problem which we propose to discuss in this chapter belongs to this

class. On the general subject of the partial differential equations
which occur in Mathematical Physics we refer the reader to an im-

portant memoir by Poincare", Amer. Jour, of Math., t. xii., p. 211
;

this memoir contains among other things a most original discussion

of Dirichlet's problem for three dimensions.

Kiemann's special mode of treatment of functions, with Laplace's

equation as a basis for the theory, was undoubtedly suggested by

physical considerations immediately connected with the Potential

theory ; although his theorems are couched in the language of pure

analysis.* The most novel feature of Eiemann's work was pre-

cisely his attempt to define a function u + iv of x + iy within a

region by its discontinuities in that region and .by certain boundary
conditions, in preference to the use of an arithmetic expression as a

basis. The dithVulties presented by such a method must of necessity

* Attention is called to the physical aspects of Riemann's work by Klein in his valuable

pamphlet Ueber Riemanu's Theorie Uer Algebraischen Functionen und ihrer Integrate.
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be formidable, for little is known as yet of the nature of the proper-
ties of functions in general; so that when certain properties are

postulated of a function it is essential that some proof be given of

the existence of a function with these. properties. Despite the diffi-

culties associated with it, Riemann's method has proved of immense
service in the study of Abelian integrals and automorphic functions.

In view of the yearly increasing importance of the mathematical investiga-

tions which have been carried out on Riemann's lines, rigorous proofs of exist-

ence theorems are of the highest value, even though the analysis be too indirect

and laborious to serve as a method for the calculation of the functions whose

existence it establishes. To a student of applied mathematics these proofs may
appear unnecessarily long and tedious

;
the more so as in certain applications the

existence of the potential function is indisputable. For his benefit we may be

permitted to quote a passage from the memoir of Poincare's, to which reference

was made above :
" Neanmoins toutes les fois que je le pourrai, je viserai a la

rigueur absolue et cela pour deux raisons
;
en premier lieu, il est toujours dur

pour un geometre d'aborder un probleme sans le resoudre completement ;
en

second lieu, les Equations que j'etudierai sont susceptibles, non seulement d 1

ap-

plications physiques, mais encore d' applications analytiques. C'est sur la possi-

bilite du probleme de Dirichlet que Riemann a fond6 sa magnifique thfiorie des

fonctions abeliennes. Depuis d'autres geometres out fait d'importantes appli-

cations de ce mgine principe aux parties les plus fondamentales de 1'Analyse

pure. Est il encore permis de se contenter d'une deini-rigueur ? Et qui nous

dit que les autres problemes de la Physique Mathematique ne seront pas un jour,

comme 1'a deja etc le plus simple d'entre eux, appeles a jouer en Analyse un

role considerable ?
' '

The basis for Kiemann's work is a famous proposition known

among continental mathematicians as Dirichlet's Principle, or

Problem.

253. Dirichlet's problem for two dimensions. To find a function

u(x, y) which, together with its differential quotients of the first

two orders, shall be one-valued and continuous in a region T, which

shall satisfy Laplace's equation and shall take assigned values upon
the boundary of the region.

In the problem just enunciated we must pay attention to the

order of connexion of the region, to the character of the rim or

rims, and to the manner -in which the values are assigned along the

rim or rims. In the simplest form of the problem, the region T is

simply connected and bounded by a simple contour such as the

circle or ellipse ;
also the values on the rim are continuous. In the

most general form of the problem, the region r is w-ply connected

and bounded by an exterior simple contour <7 and by n 1 interior

simple contours Cu C2, ,
Cn 1} which are exterior to one another.
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We shall denote the collective boundary by C, and shall speak
of points within the region as points in F, and of points on the

boundary as points on C. The curves which constitute C are sup-

posed to have tangents whose directions vary continuously, except

at a finite number of points at which there is an abrupt change of

direction
;

a case which would arise, for instance, were the rim

a polygon composed of a finite number of circular arcs. The values

assigned to the riin will be continuous except at a finite number of

places. Any real function u (x, y) which, together with its differ-

ential quotients of the first two orders, is one-valued and continuous

in r, and satisfies Laplace's equation for two dimensions, is called

harmonic (Neumann, Abel'sche Integrale, 2d ed., p. 390). Dirichlet's

problem can be re-stated as follows : to find a function u(x, y) which

shall be harmonic in F, and which shall take assigned values on C,

these values being supposed to be continuous along C except pos-

sibly at a finite number of points. It should be remarked that the

boundary value at a point s on C is to be identical with the limit

to which u(x,y) tends along a path in T which leads to s, this

limit being assumed to be the same, however the path may be chosen.*

Green was the first mathematician who enunciated the general problem

(" An Essay on Electricity and Magnetism," 1828, 5), but his proof was
based on purely physical considerations. For a treatment of the problem from

the physical point of view, the student is referred to Gauss, Ges. Werke, t. v.
,

Allgemeine Lehrsatze in Beziehung auf die im verkehrten Verhaltnisse des

Quadrats der Entfernung wirkenden Auziebuiigs- und Abstossungskrafte, Art.

31 to 34; Lord Kelvin (Thomson), Reprint of Papers on Electrostatics and

Magnetism, Art. xxviii., and Natural Philosophy, t. i., Appendix A (d);

Riemann, Schwere, Elektricitat und Maguetismus, p. 144
;
Lamb's Hydro-

dynamics, pp. 38 et seq. Weierstrass has pointed out that Riemann's proof,

and in fact all those which make use of the Calculation of Variations, are open
to grave objections. On this point the reader should consult Picard, Traite

d' Analyse, t. ii., fasc. L, p. 38.

25-4. If the problem be solvable, the assigned values on C
must be, in general, continuous. The following two theorems which
relate to the continuity of the rim values were published by
M. Painleve in his thesis, Sur les Lignes Singulieres des Fonctions

Aualytiques, Paris, 1887. They involve the conception of a passage

* Schwarz has discussed in a very lucid and thorough manner the suppositions which must
be made in solving Dirichlet's problem, and the consequences which follow from them. See his

memoir Zur Integration der partiellen Differentialgleichung A = 0, Ges. Werke, t. ii. For

instance, he points out that an assumption of the continuity of &ti/X,&ii/&yon C is not legitimate,
since such an assumption would imply that the rim values are not merely continuous, but also

have a differential quotient with respect to the arc.
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with uniform continuity to the values on the rim. By this it is

implied that to an arbitrarily small number
e, given in advance,

there corresponds, for every point s on C, a region of finite dimensions

which penetrates into T, and is bounded partly by an arc of C which
contains s, partly by a line interior to T

;
the distinctive property

of this region being that the difference of any two values of. u, in

the interior or on the rim of this region, is equal to or less than e

in absolute value.

In what follows, we shall use the letter s for a point on C, and

also for the variable which determines the position of the point
on C.

Theorem I. Let a point s describe a part D of C, and let there

be associated with s a patli cs for the,function u(x, y), cs varying

continuously with s and leading from the interior point c to s. Then

if, along D, u tend uniformly to the value U(s*) which is assigned toi

s, the function U(s} must be a continuous function of s, and u(x, y)
'

tends to U(s), tchatever be the interior path cs which leads to s.

Theorem II. On the other hand, if u(x, y) tend to U(s), what-

ever be the path cs, U(s) must be a continuous function of s, and

u(x, y) must tend uniformly to U(s) along D.

The following remarks may help to show the raison d'etre of these theorems.

To fix ideas let the region r be a circle of centre and radius R, and let the

approach of a variable interior point (x, y} to a point s of the rim C take place

along the radius from to s. Given e in advance, a positive quantity 5/can be

assigned such that, for all points (x, ?/) on the radius from to s at a distance

from s less than 5d ,

Let 5, be the largest value consistent with this inequality. As s moves
round the circle C1

,
5 varies

; suppose that the lower limit of the quantities <5 S is

8, where 8 is different from zero. Then, for the assigned method of (i/i/>rncfi to

the points of (7, the values u(x, y) tend uniformly to the values U(s). A qm s-

tion which suggests itself is whether the values u(x, y) would tend to the same

limiting values 7(s) when there is a change in the curves of approach t<> the

points s
;
and whether, if there be no change in the limiting values, the passa

to the rim values is still effected with uniform continuity. There are, so to

speak, two degrees of freedom in the question ;
the infinitely many paths to an

assigned point of D, and the infinitely many points of D. That a variety of

paths to an assigned point of D may lead to one and the same limit can be illus-

trated, by analogy, from Chapter III. Suppose that in 00 the approach to;

the point 1 is along a straight line xl which does not coincide with a radius
;

then the limiting value is the same for this path as for the radial path to
1|

(Stolz, Schlomilch's Zeitschrift, t. xxix., p. 127.)
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I. To an arbitrarily small positive number e, given in advance,

there corresponds, by the conditions of Theorem I., a length r\
such

that when an arc sc' of length rj
is measured off on sc, we have

for all positions of (x, y) on sc'. Let st be the point s -}- 8s
;
and let

the path at st which corresponds to the path sc', be saCj', the length of

this arc being T/.
The points c', ct ', trace out a continuous line L.

Since u(x. y) is continuous along L, and since the path sc varies

continuously as s moves along D, there must exist an interval

(s h to s + h) such that for all points s + 8s in this interval,

But, by the conditions of Theorem I.,

\U(s)-H e
. <c,

| U(s + 8s)
-

ri
.

; < e.

Hence
| U(s + 8s)

-
U(s) j

< 3 C.

This proves the continuity of U(s).

Xext, let (x, y) be any point interior to the curvilinear quadri-
lateral bounded by D, L, and those two curves of the set sc which

pass through s /*, s + h. By the conditions imposed initially,

(x, y) must lie on some curve of the system sc; suppose that it lies"

on the curve through s + 8s. Hence,

| u(x, y) U(s + 8s) < c.

But

\u(x,y)-U(s) <| M (a?,y)-CT(a + Sa)|+ U(s + 8s)
-

U(s) | ,

i.e. \u(x,y)-U(s)\< f.

This shows that a circle can be drawn with s as centre, and with

a radius sufficiently small to ensure that for every point (ar, y) inte-

rior to the circle, the above inequality shall be satisfied. Hence
v. ( .<. y) tends to U(s) at s, whatever be the path of approach to that

point.

II. In the second theorem the data show that each point s of the

arc D has a domain, say of radius p, such that for those points (x, y)
of r which lie in the domain of s,
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for otherwise there would be paths sc' such that u(x, y) U(s) > e

for points of sc' arbitrarily close to s, contrary to supposition.
Measure off two arcs ss', ss" of lengths p, and let a point (x, y} of the

domain of s tend to a point s + 8s of s's". By supposition u(x, y)
tends to U(s + 8s) . But throughout the domain of s,

\u(x, y) U(s) <^t.

Hence
| U(s + 8s)

-
U(s) ^ c.

This establishes the continuity of U(s) .

If Sj
1

, Sj" denote the middle points of ss', ss", there corresponds
to every point s + Ss of the arc s/s/' a circular region A, of centre

s + 8s and radius >/>/2, such that for every point (x, y) common
to T and A,

u(x,y)- U(s+8s) <2e.

By reasoning about s/, s/' in the same way as about s, and by a

continuation of the process, we must arrive finally at the extremities

of D, unless the radius p tends to a limit 0, when the centres s tend

to some point s . To see that this is an impossible case, observe

that there corresponds to s a circular region A
, say of radius p ,

such that when (x, y} lies inside A
,

\u(x,y) U(s) > e/2,

and therefore to the points s near s there correspond domains of radii

at least equal to p /2. These considerations show that we can find

a length such that for points inside a circle of radius and centre s,

whatever be the position of s on D. Thus u(x, y) passes with uniform

continuity to the rim values U(s).

We shall prove, in the next paragraph, some theorems which

will be of use at a later stage of the discussion. These theo-

rems embody well-known results in the ordinary theory of the

potential.

255. Green's theorem for functions of two variables.

Let UK u2 be two functions which are harmonic within T', and let

F be a region which is completely enclosed by T 1

. The functions

u^ u2, together with their partial differential quotients of the first

two orders, are continuous in T and on its boundary C. From the

remark of Schwarz quoted in the foot-note to p. 377 it appears that
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it is not permissible to assume in all cases the existence of partial

differential quotients on the boundary of I"
;
this is why T is chosen.

Green's theorem is

C CfBuiBu, , 8n,8tt,\, CC fe
2

i , 8XN i , C BU,,H--l- = }dxdy = I I MO r- l + l
\dxdy I u,

l dsJJ \Bx8x By Syj JJ \Bx* By
2
} J "

8n

9
, B-u?"

Here the differentiation is with regard to a normal drawn into

r and the direction of integration over a rim is positive when that

rim is regarded as an independent curve. Since dx/dn = dy/ds,

dy/dn = dx/ds, we have

Siii _ _ 6V, rty 8! dx
f

8n 8x ds 8y ds'

and there is a similar formula for Wj. Integration by parts shows
that

CC*ui*u*i 7 C Bu*
j CC 8

2
2 , ,

^Pdxdy t^dyl I ?/! fdxdy,J JT 8x Bx Jc l

Bx J Jr gx2

where the first integral is a curvilinear integral taken positively over

C. Similarly,

//"8tt 1 sw2 , ,

-5- -s- dxdy=J Jr 6y 3y

By addition we have

i Oico i Otto _ OWo _ - T > f.io *. .

owt - ay -\- T-" oat = *-HIS on (7, and ^
~

-\
= = in F.

ox
"

ou on oar 6wL

Similarly

Su,
*

f w,w,
,
^MjSu,) , r Su, .

<- -^ -
ff.rc/v = I t<. rfs (6).

r I 6x da; by 6y ) J c
-
o?i
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An important result can be derived from (6) by "writing u^u^u ;

C C f f&w\* ,

/SwV ) , c 8u
y

namely, + ( I [dxdy = I u^-ds (7).J J I \8scJ I \8yJ j Jc 8n

This formula shows that there cannot be two harmonic functions

which take an assigned system of values on C. For suppose that

Ui, u2
' are two such functions. Replacing u^ ua

'

by u, we have
rs

u = on C. Hence, if we assume - to be finite along C, the for-
OM

mula (7) becomes

C C f
I 1J J (

That is, a sum whose elements cannot be negative vanishes.

This can only happen when every element vanishes. Hence

8u/8x = 0, 8u/8y = 0,

and H! u2 =a, constant throughout F. This constant must be zero
;

for otherwise there would be a discontinuity in passing to the rim.

Thus, if the problem, of Dirichlet admit a solution, that solution is-'

unique.

Picard has pointed out the limitations to this proof. Besides the necessity

of assuming, in general, that does not become infinite, there is the further
dn

limitation that the integrals, as also their differential quotients of the first order,

are to remain continuous in r and on C. (Traite d'Analyse, t. ii., fasc. i.,p. 23.)

Theorem. I ds = 0, when u is harmonic within a region I"
J c8n

which encloses P.

The formula which results from the combination of (5) and (0) is

f.V8U
2 OM-! \

i^ u2

i

)ds
= Q (8).on bn '

Replacing u
1}
u2 by w, 1, we have

TJieorem. Let T be enclosed as before in r f

,
and let r be the dis-

tance of a point (x, y) from a fixed internal point (a, &), then

- - .

(10).
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With centre (a, b) describe a small circle Cl
of radius p. Let

2= log r, Mj = u : then by (8), if the normal to Ct be drawn towards

*)>

J'C,
8< Slogr} 7 r (, 8t Slogr) ,

- log r u - - rfs= I -'

log r- u &- v t?s

c (. 8n on ) ./Ci (. on 8n )

c 8 "
7 ,

* r= log pi ^r c/s -f-
- I uas

/ Cj an p*Jc\

= - Cuds by (9).
P c/Ci

Since the left-hand side is independent of p, the expression
L C

uds must be independent of p.

Oc/C,

When p tends to zero, we know that an approximate value of

1 /' 1 C
I >/<i$ is u(a, b)

-
I f?s, *'.e., 2*w(o, 6). Since this value is inde-

Jc/C, P^c
l

pendent of p, it must be the exact value, and the theorem is estab-

lished.

The result thus obtained is of high importance, because it

expresses the value of u at an internal point in term of values along
a certain boundary. In the course of the proof, we have established

incidentally a theorem which has important consequences in the

theory of the potential. This theorem will now be stated explicitly.

Theorem. A harmonic function u cannot have a maximum or

minimum in F.

If p be the radius of a circle C with centre (a, 6),

- fuds= f*"u(P, 0)dO -

(11),
pjc /o

in polar co-ordinates. Let p be made sufficiently small; then if

u('.i. !>)
be greater than all the values within, or on the circum-

ference of the circle (p),

1 C
2wtt(o, &)<- I u(a, b)ds,

pJc
i.e.. 27rw(a, 6)<27rt<(a, &).

This shows that u(a, b) cannot be a maximum. Similarly it

can be shown that it cannot be a minimum. The same result might
be deduced from (9).

This theorem extended to three dimensions amounts to the statement that

the gravitation potential of an attracting mass has neither a maximum nor a

minimum value in empty space. It was discovered by Gauss.
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Theorem. If u(x,y) be a function which is harmonic in any
region F, and continuous on the boundary C, the value of u at every

point in F is intermediate in value between the greatest and least

values on C. Here we assume that there are no points on (7 at

which the function u is discontinuous, and that u is not a constant.

The values of u on C have a finite upper limit G, and a finite

lower limit K; and the values in F and on C have a finite upper
limit O' and a finite lower limit A"'. At no points of F can the

limits G', K 1 be attained. Let us assume, if possible, that u attains

the value G' at an interior point (a, &). The formula (11) shows

that on the rim of every circle interior to (7, with (a, 6) as centre,

the value of u = G'
;
for if some of the values be less than G', others

must be greater than this quantity, and this is contrary to suppo-
sition. Hence at all points of a circular region of centre (a, 6),

which lies wholly inside F and extends to C, u is constant. By
choosing a new point (a, &) in this circular region and drawing a

new circle, it follows that u is constant throughout the new region.

In this way it can be proved that the value of u in F is everywhere

equal to G'. This is contrary to hypothesis ;
hence there is no

point of F at which u attains the value G'. But we know that the;-

continuous function u attains its upper limit at some point ( 63).

This point must lie on C. As the upper limit on C is G, G' must

be equal to G; and similar reasoning shows that K' must be equal

to K.

Corollary. A harmonic function which is constant on C has the

same constant value in F.

256. Schwarz's existence-theorem for a circular region F of radius

1. [Schwarz, Werke, t. ii., p. 185.]

Let /() be a real function of a, which is continuous and one-

valued upon the circumference, and which resumes its value when

a increases by 2-n-; no other restrictions are imposed upon /().
There exists always one and only one function u which possesses

the following properties:

(1) u is continuous in F and on C;

(2) 8u/8x, Su/Sy, &-u/8x
2
,
8
2

u/8y
2 are one-valued and continuous

in F and on C, and 8%/&c
2 + 8

2

u/8y
2 =

;

(3) the values on the rim are equal to /() at all points of C.

The proof is based upon a consideration of the integral

/ =
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where
?-, 6 are the co-ordinates of a point on the rim of a circle

whose centre is and radius r(< 1). This integral has a perfectly

determinate meaning for all points within the circle, and equals the

series
'"

i f*/(*) cos n(a - 0)dO r*.

=i/o

This latter series is convergent in r. On C it assumes the form

of Fourier's series. Schwarz proves that

(i.) is harmonic in F
;

(ii.) takes the contour value /(#).

The proof of (i.) is effected in a very natural and simple manner.

We know by the properties of monogenic functions that when <f>(z)

is holomorphic in T, the real part of <(z) is harmonic in r. Hence
the real part of

is harmonic in r. But this real part is precisely Poisson's integral

(*, )=<=ij;vw 1 _ 2rco

1

s7Jl (,)+ /"'.

To prove (ii.), Schwarz examines the difference /(0), where
is arbitrary, and shows that as (x, y) tends along radii to the

various points (1, 0) of C, u(x, y) tends uniformly to the limit /(0).
To simplify the denominator of the integral write -f 6 for a; this

involves no change of limits, since /() is periodic. At any stage
of the following proof the limits can be replaced by new limits y,

7r + y, where y is any positive or negative quantity. The new
form of the integral is

J^ r 3r
(l i

s
)f(tt

2 ITJo 1 2r coscosrt -f-r
2

or

This ma be written

_L C
27rJ-

.

r
l-2rcos + r2 2- -* l-2r cos
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For all values of r less than 1,

(I-?-
2
) da =

1 2r cos

f27r/-7Hence t. + (1
- .-W( + )-/(*)

1 2 r cos a + 7^

We have now to show that when c is an arbitrarily small

.quantity given in advance, it is possible to find a number
17

such

that for all values of 1 r I
,
and for all values of 9,

1 2 r cos a + r'
2

This inequality is required in order that the passage to the

contour values may be effected with uniform continuity. It will be

observed that the paths of approach to the contour are along radii,

but this limitation may be removed by means of Painleve's theorems.

After replacing the limits by 8, 2 TT 8, let the integral be sepa-

rated into the two parts

i|- + l
j*

2TrJ-s 2-irJ+S2TrJ-s 2-TrJ+s 1 2rcosa-\-rs

where 8 is a small positive quantity. Let g be the upper limit of

f(a _|_ 0) f(6) in the interval (8, 8). The absolute value of the

former integral is

!_ C(\-r-)\f(a+ B}-f(6}\da < ^_ /"+

2-7rJ-3 1 2rcos+r2
2-n- J-s 1 2rcos+r2

The absolute value of the latter

G r f
<

TT Js 1 2 r cos a + r2
'

where G is the upper limit of the absolute values of /() in the

interval (8, 27r-S). But

l-.r2

1 2rcosa + r* r(l cos 8)'

for since the expression cos cos 8 is negative in the interval in

question, the denominator 1 2r cos a + r > 2 r(l cos 8). What-
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ever be the value of the small quantity 8(^0), it is possible to

choose 1 r so small that

r(l
- cos 8)

Hence, when r tends to 1, the integral

1 2r cos a

tends to the limit 0, and tends to limiting values identical with

the contour values /(0).

257. The solution of the problem for a circle of radius R
is very similar to that for the circle of radius 1. It is

u(x iA =
V ' J) o R- - 2 Rp cos (a

-
0) + p

-

where p is the distance from the origin of a point c, or (x, y),

situated in T. The formula can be written

C s

where
|

c s
|

is the distance from c to a point s of C, and ?7(s) is

the value of u at s. When c coincides with 0, this formula becomes

or the mean of the values LT(s) on the rim of (7 is equal to the value

of u at the centre.

By a known formula in Trigonometry

'

=1 + 22 f^-Y cos n( -6), (p<R).v> or,- 2 Rp cos (
-

6) + p
2

Hence when x = p cos 0, y = p sin 0,

y) =/(p, ^); =- f~"f(u)da + - 2
/ 7T*/0 7T n=l

+ I /(a) sin nada sin w^ r
( -^ J

= + 2 (aB cos n0 + 6n sin nO)f.
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This expansion has been proved on the supposition p<R.
Suppose that u(x, y) is continuous, together with its partial differ-

ential quotients of the first two orders, in a circle of radius Rl > R.

Is the expansion true when p = R ? We know that the limit to

which Poisson's integral tends, when p tends to R, is u(x, y), or

f(R, 0), where x = Rcos &, y = .8 sin 0; but it is not evident that

the integral series in -- tends to the limit
R

^ + 2 (an cos nO + bn sin n&).
2 n=l

That this is what actually happens has been proved by Paraf.

As soon as it can be shown that the series just written down is

convergent, Abel's theorem on integral series ( 90) enables us to

say that this series is the limit of the series in p/R.

Parafs proof of convergence. [Thesis, sur le Probleme de

Dirichlet et son extension au cas de 1'equation lineaire generale du

second ordre, p. 56.]

The coefficients an,
bn are continuous functions of R, which

satisfy the relations
|

an \,
bn < h/n

2
,
where h is a constant which

depends only on the values of f(R, ) and not on R^. For, after a

double integration by parts,

1 /2n-
-[

/2n-

an = - f(R, a) cos nada, bn = - f(R, a) smnada,
TrJo TTc/0

give

1 1 C Zn 1 1 C Zlt

an = I f"(R, ) cos nada, bn = -I f"(R, ) si" nada.
7T We/ 7T n\)

Hence
|

an \

and
|

bn
\

< h/n
2
,
where h is twice the upper limit

of the values
| f"(R, ) |.

This shows that the series

^ + 2 (an cos nO + bn sin nO)
2 n=l

is absolutely and uniformly convergent. Hence when p tends to

the limit R,

f(p> 0} = 7r + S ^V( cos nO + bn sin nO}

gives u(x, y) =f(R, 0) =
f

^+ 2 ( cos nO + bn sin n0).
2 n=l
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258. We have arrived at a series for u(x, y), namely

Cin
x

u(x, y) = -^ -f 2 (aH cos nO + & sin n#),
-j =i

in which the coefficients are definite integrals. Let us now make a

fresh start with the equations

&u _ ?>v 8u _ 8v

8x by 8y 8x

or with the corresponding equations in polar co-ordinates

where the pole is at a point (a, 6), and (r, 6) are the co-ordinates of

an arbitrary point of that circular region of centre (a, 6) and radius

R which extends to the boundary of F. Here T is the region of the

2-plane for which the functions u, v and their first differential quo-

tients are one-valued and continuous, these differential quotients

being subject to the above equations.

Since
8 (M + iv) and

8 (
M + "7 ) are finite when r = 0, we must

&c by

have for all values of 0,

86

On a circle of radius r (< R) we have by Fourier's series

u(r, 6) = -o<, + 2 (an cos nO -f & sin nO),
2 n=l

1
v(r, 0) = -c<)+ 2 (cn cos nO -f dn sin n^),

where a = -
f^u^r, tf)<W, c =- f'^Cr, 0)d&,

TTc/O 7T/e

1 /* 2)r 1 C-*
an = = u (r, 6) cos nOdO, bn = - u (r, 6) sin n6dd,

7T/0 7T/0

cn = - f *v(r, fl) cos nOdO, dn = -
f~*v(r, 0)sin n6dO.

Jo irJo
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From the differential equations

Su 1 Sv ...

rSO

Sv ~LSu

we can derive at once equations such as

C^ Sii f* 2* &
r I sin nBdO - I - sin nOdO = . -

(iii) .

Jo Sr Jo 88

The second integral, when integrated by parts, gives

/2irj. /* 2T
- sin w0d0 = \ vcosn6dO = Q.

Jo 86 Jo

Since is a continuous function of both r and 0.
Sr

(lit Su
^si

Jo Sr

Hence, when n > 1,

SJ /2-
(

SrJo

Similarly, multiplication by cos w0 gives

From equation (ii) we can derive^ in a similar manner, the two

differential equations

8(4.)r - nan = 0,
Sr

Sr

The equations

r*?*-! r
Jo Sr r Jo SO

fZirfa, -I /2n- ,,

r^-*-- I ^^='Jo Sr rJo SO

give
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therefore cto, c are constants. To find bn we must integrate the

equation
8
2
6_ 85. OT Ar - 4- r ?

tro,. = 0.
Sj-

2
6>-

Hence bn = \ ni* + A,//-~" ;

but knowing that Su/Sr is to be finite for r = 0, it is evident that A,'

must vanish. Corresponding to bn=\nr
n we have the three equations

c = Anr", a = /V", d,,= /v".
Hence

u + iv = (a + ic ) -\-~S.(fj.n i\n) (cos ?*0 + i sin ?i0) >

where z = a -f- 16, z z = re9''. This is the Cauchy-Taylor theorem.

[Haruack, Fundamentalsatze der Functionentheorie, Math. Ann., t.

xxi., p. 305-3

259. In the generalized problem for a simply connected region

r the values U(s) on C are in general continuous, but suffer discon-

tinuities at a finite number of points a t , a,, ,
as, ,

am. The dis-

continuity at a point a is of a special kind. One condition is that

for the region common to T and to a small circle of centre a all the

values of u are to be finite
;
but further the values U(s) are to tend

to limits (7( + 0) or 6r
(aj 0), when s tends to a^ in the positive

or negative sense, where

U(ah + 0)
- U(ah

-
0) = /* (

= 1,2,..., m)

(see Chapter II., 61). Let the angles made by the tangents at

the points ah be A ,
where ah differs from TT when there is a sudden

change in the direction of the tangent. For simplicity assume that

the 's are different from zero. The coefficient of i in

5a.log (a -oj,

where the branch of each logarithm is fixed by assigning its value

for some point in F, is the harmonic function

xv yh being the co-ordinates of ah. This sum of inverse tangents
suffers a discontinuity /^4 in passing through a point av Hence, by
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the employment of a method analogous to that used in the proof of

Mittag-Leffler's theorem (Chapter V., 150), the function u can

be deprived of its discontinuities by the subtraction of S tan~ 1 ^~-^ft

.

* x~ **

The resulting function w(x, y) is one with assigned values along C,

and when (x, y) tends along C to a point a,

oa_o ^oa+o
= 0.

At the point a itself let the value be assigned to w. The

generalized problem has thus been resolved into the simpler problem
of finding a function w(x, y) which is continuous on C, continuous

and harmonic in F. Thus whenever a solution is known for the

ordinary Dirichlet problem in the case of a simply connected region

F, a solution can be found for the generalized problem.
The solution found in this way is unique. [See M. Jules

Kiemann's memoir Sur le Probleme de Dirichlet, Annales de l'3c.,

Norm. Sup., Ser. 3, t. v., 1888.]

We omit the proof of the uniqueness of the solution. The plan to be fol-

lowed in a proof of this theorem is to establish the fact primarily for a circle and

afterwards for every region which can be represented conformly on a circle.

Suppose that a point (x, y) in T tends to a point a of C along
a path interior to F'and such that the tangent to the path at a drawn

inwards makes angles <j> 1} (f>2 with the two tangents atlt at2 to apl9 ap.2,

where p2apl is a part of C described in the direct sense. The limit

to which u tends is

In the generalized problem, as in the ordinary problem, the

values of u in T lie between the upper limit G and the lower limit

K of the values U(s) on C.

M. Jules Riemann has treated the case of a multiply connected region in a

very similar manner. By the use of the properties of logarithms he shows that

it is possible to solve the generalized problem whenever the ordinary problem can

be solved. If, in the generalized problem for a simply connected surface, the

restriction be removed that the function is to have a finite absolute value in the

neighbourhood of its discontinuities, the theorem of the uniqueness of solution

ceases to hold. Picard has given a very simple example of a harmonic function
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which vanishes at all points save one of a circle (7, is continuous within T, and

yet is not identically zero. The circle C is x + a(x
2 + y-) = 0, where a is a con-

stant, and the function is a + 35/(x'
2+y2

). The explanation is to be sought in

the fact that the function is infinite at the origin. [Picard, Traitfi d'Analyse,
t. ii., fasc. L, p. 46.]

Confoi-m Representation.

260. A problem which is very closely allied with that of

Dirichlet is the problem of the conform representation of an assigned
surface I\ upon another assigned surface F2. We shall confine our

attention to simply connected regions. A simplification can be

introduced, for if it be possible to map a region I\ on F3 by means
of z3 = < 1 (z1 ), and F3 upon F2 by z2 =< 2 (z3), then z2 = <>$! (^i) will

map Fj upon F2. Hence if it be possible to represent two regions

conformly on one and the same circle (or half-plane), it is also

possible to represent them conformly on each other. In this way
the problem reduces itself to the discovery of that function z' =/(z)
which maps a simply connected region F on a circle, or on the

positive half-plane of z. This problem is related to Dirichlet's by
reason of the circumstance that the latter problem can be solved for

a simply connected region F^ whenever it can be solved for a simply
connected region T

t upon which F2 can be represented conformly.
Now a solution of Dirichlet's problem can be found for a circle, or

the positive half-plane. Hence a proof that every simply connected

region can be mapped on a circle is also a proof that Dirichlet's

problem can be solved for every simply connected region, and con-

versely. Since the transformation (z,
az "*"

),
where a, b, c, d are

V cz + dj
real and ad be positive, transforms a point with a positive ordinate

into another point with a positive ordinate, there are at least oo
3
ways

of representing the positive half-plane conformly upon itself. It will

be proved ( 269) that the most general problem of the conform repre-
sentation of one simply connected region Fj upon another F2 becomes

perfectly definite as soon as a point in Fj and a point on Cl are

made to correspond to a point in F2 and a point on C? Thus

the transformation (z,
az ~*~

}
is the most general one for the con-

V cz + dj
form representation of the positive half-plane upon itself. The

problem of the conform representation of a simply connected region
F upon the positive half-plane becomes perfectly definite as soon as

three assigned points on C are made to pass into three assigned

points on the real axis of the half-plane ; or, what will do equally
well, as soon as an assigned point in F is made to correspond to an
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assigned point in the positive half-plane, and an assigned point on

C to an assigned point on the real axis.

Statement of the problem. Given two simply connected regions

I\ and F2 traced out by z and z', to find a one-valued function

z'=f(z) which effects the conform representation of one of the

regions upon the other, so that the points interior to T
1} F2 corre-

spond one-to-one, as also the points on d, (72.

Let z'
,
z be any two corresponding points in I\, F2 ;

then in the

neighbourhoods of z
,
z

' we must have

and, by reversion of series,

z -z = P1 (z'-2 ');

for these relations make dz'/dz, dz/dz' different from in the neigh-

bourhoods of z and z
',
and therefore permit the conform represen-

tation of the neighbourhoods of z, z' upon each other. Since the

one-valued function /(z) may take the same value at several different

points of a region, there is no necessity to restrict the problem of

conform, representation to a region which covers the plane simply.

Simple examples of conform representation. [Schwarz, Werke,
t. ii., p. 148.]

(1) A region bounded by two arcs of circles through the points

z1}
z2 in the z-plaue, can be mapped upon half of the z'-plane by the

function

z'=\(z-z1)/(z-z.2)l^)

where ATT is the angle at which the arcs intersect.

(2) A region bounded by three arcs of circles which intersect at

angles ir/2, 7r/2, ATT, is transformed by

into a semicircle, when z^ z.2 are the two points of intersection oi

those two arcs which include the angle ATT, and A ^ 0. A special

case of the above region is the sector of a circle. Here z2= oc
,
and

the transformation is replaced by

(3) If in the preceding example A be made to vanish, the trans-

formations which convert the curvilinear triangle into a sector are
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of a different character. Let z be the' point at which the two arcs

touch
;
the remaining arc will pass, when produced, through 0. De-

noting by ATT the angle which the real axis makes with the tangent

at Zn the transformation
z' = e*-*/ (2

-
2,)

is equivalent to a turn of the tangent through an angle ATT (so as to

become parallel to the axis) followed by a quasi-inversion with

regard to zv The resulting region is bounded by two lines parallel

to the real axis in the z'-plane, and by part of a line parallel to the

axis of iinaginaries. The further transformation

z" = e-*

changes the two parallel straight lines into two straight lines which

pass through a point, and the remaining straight line into an arc of

a circle with this point as centre. The resulting region is a circular

sector.

(4) The transformation z' = (z i)/(z -(-') represents the posi-

tive half of the z-plane conformly on a circle in the z'-plane whose

centre is at the origin and whose radius is unity.

We have indicated above the existence of a connexion between

Dirichlet's Problem and that of conform representation. We shall

now prove that this is the case. By supposition there is some

transformation zt
=

<f>(z.2) which maps I\ upon T* Let z
l
= x

v + iy^

^>(z2)
=

^(x-y, y2)-(- iX(#2> y2)- Let u(xi. yt) be a harmonic function

with assigned rim values C/i on dj let the values U2 assigned to

the rim C2 be equal to the values t/i at the corresponding points of d-

The function U(XD X),= u'(x^ y2),

satisfies the equation -\ =
;

8*j 8fa

fQT _ J _, t_ - .

Also when (x.* y2) tends to a point s2 of C.2 , u'. = u, tends to the

assigned rim value CTi(!),= U2 (s2), where Sj corresponds to s2 .

% 261. TJie conform representation of a simply connected region T,

bon ruled by an n-sided rectilinear polygon, upon the positive half-plane.

Arrange n + 1 real numbers a^,, a1} 0% -, a, in ascending order of

magnitude, and let z' be denned by

z' =
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where the A's are positive, and ^ \K
= n 2. The function z'(z) is

holomorphic throughout the positive half-plane, since the critical

points ax , a^ >
are all situated on the real axis. Let z move in

the positive half-plane, and let &i, &>,,& be the points in the

z'-plane which correspond to alt a2, ,
an.

The differential equation

dz'/dz
= (ax

-
z)

Ai~1

(a2 -2)V ]

...(a,
- z)^-

1

defines a holomorphic function z(z') at all points in whose neigh-
bourhoods the expression on the right-hand side is holomorphic

(Chapter V., 156).

Let z describe the real axis except near the points aa ,
a2, ,

an,

round which it describes infinitely small semicircles situated in the

positive half-plane, and let it start from a point a to the left of at .

As z moves towards a^ z' is real
;
near z = a1)

so that after the negative description of the semicircle round a^
the amplitude of z' becomes Tr(\i 1); and as z continues its path
from ! to 2, the point z' moves along a straight line b^, which

makes with the direction bjb an angle TrX^ When z describes the

small semicircle round a2 and moves along the straight line <M/
;; ,

the z'-path changes from the straight line bfa to the straight line

b.2bs,
where &2&3 makes with &2&i an angle 7rA2 ;

and so on for the

remaining sides. Since 2XX
= n 2, the point z' describes the closed

polygon bjb-2
- bnb t ,

when z describes the complete axis of x. Further-

more, as z moves upwards from the real axis, z' moves into the interior

of the polygonal region ;
and when z' is once inside, it remains inside

as long as z remains above the real axis, since an exit from the region

would mean a passage of z' over one of the sides, and therefore a

passage of z over the real axis into the negative half-plane.

Conversely, while z' remains in the polygonal region, z must

remain in the positive half-plane. By the transformation z"=uz'+fi,
one of the corners bK can be made to coincide with an angular point
c of an assigned polygon c^ cncv,

so that one of the sides shall

coincide in direction with bKbK+l ]
and the constants a, A can be

chosen so as to make all the sides of the two polygons coincide.

The determination of these constants is a matter of considerable

difficulty.
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The form of this solution is due to Christoffel and Schwarz. Schlafli has

ilaborated a method for solving the equations which involve the constants in

memoir Zur Theorie der conformen Abbildung, Crelle, t. Ixxviii. Objections

iave been urged by J. Riemann against Schlafli's proof of the possibility of the

3onforin representation of any rectilinear polygon whatsoever upon a circle, while

the validity of Schlafli's work has been upheld by Phragmen (Acta Mathematica,

b. xiv.). However this may be, there can be no question as to the fact that

every rectilinear polygon can be mapped on a circle
;
and when this is granted,

Schlafli's method provides a definite process for the determination of the con-

stants. On the problem of the conform representation, the reader should consult

Riemann's Werke, The Inaugural Dissertation
;
the many important memoirs

on this subject contained in the second volume of Schwarz's Werke
; Darboux's

Lemons sur la Thfiorie Generate des Surfaces, t. i., chapter iv.; Harnack, Die

Grundlagen der Theorie des logarithmischen Potentiales. 1887
;
Picard's Traite

i'Analyse, t. ii., Fascicule 1
; Laurent's Traitfi d'Analyse, t. vi., chapter vii.

He should also consult M. Jules Riemann's valuable commentary on Schwarz's

memoirs, Sur le Probleme de Dirichlet, Ann. Sc. de l'cole Norm. Sup., Ser. 3,

t. v., 1888
; Schottky, Ueber die conforme Abbildung mehrfach zusammen-

h&ngender ebener Flachen, Crelle, t. Ixxxiii.
; Christoffel, Sul problema delle

temperature stazionarie e la rappresentazione di una data superficie, Annali di

Matematica, Ser. 2, t. i., Sopra un problema proposte da Dirichlet, ib., t. iv.,

Ceber die Integration von zwei partiellen Differentialgleichungen, Gottingen

Nachrichten, nr. 18, 1871.

By the use of inversion (a special case of orthomorphic transformation),
Dirichlet's problem for a region which encloses the point ao can be made to

depend upon the simpler problem for a region in the finite part of the plane.

Suppose that two regions F, FI can be represented conformly on each other by
x + iy = <t>(xi + i>ji) ;

then the harmonic function M(Z, y) in. T transforms

into the harmonic function 1*1(2:1, y{) in FI. In particular suppose that x + iy

is inverted with respect to a point c of F
;
then the region bounded by the

curves Co, Ci, -, Cn-\ of 253 changes into a region exterior to the curves

C' which are the inverses of the C's, and the point c passes to 00 . The value

assumed by u\ at oo must be finite and determinate, and this value is determined

by the rim values of MI(XI, yi). Dirichlet's problem for a region which extends

to x can be stated in the following manner :

The exterior problem. Given a region F which is formed by the part of

the plane exterior to n curves Co, Ci, C, , Cn_i, which are themselves exterior

to one another, to find a function u(z, y) which shall be harmonic in F, which
shall take assigned values on C, and finally which shall tend to a perfectly

definite value x when a:, y tend to oo
,
this value so being determined by the

rim values C
T
(s).

Some theorems with regard to the solution of + = are useful. In
Sx2

Sy'
2

the neighbourhood of an ordinary point it can be proved by Fourier's series that

X
= a + A log r + 2 {cos K&(ajr* + &*) + sin K0(cKr -f ^r-")}-

* IC=1
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Suppose that the function u is zero at cc, then AO = 0, ax = 0, CK = ; thus,

for the region F exterior to a circle C with arbitrarily great radius,

00 / 1\ K

u S
(

-
) {bK cos K0 + dK sin K&,}

and
fc

ud0 = 0. This result implies one or other of two things. Either u =
(in C and throughout the exterior plane, or some values of u on C are negative.
In the latter case the value at <x> is neither a maximum nor a minimum, and
the extreme values for the region lie on the boundary C. [See Harnack,

Grundlagen, p. 48. Further theorems relating to the point oo are to be found

in 27 of the same work.]

262. Schwarz's method for solving Dirichlet's Problem employs
theorems from the theory of conform representation relative to

regions bounded by regular arcs of analytic lines. After showing
that a simply connected region bounded by regular arcs of analytic
lines can be mapped upon a circle of assigned radius, Schwarz

employs his alternating process and proves the existence theorem of

the harmonic function for simply and multiply connected regions
with rims of highly arbitrary shapes.*

Regular arcs of analytic lines. Let P(t ), Q(t 1 ), where t

is real, be two integral series with real coefficients. These series

can be continued along the real axis, by the method explained in

Chapter III., until further progress is debarred by the presence of:

singular points. In this way two functions fi(t),f2 (t) are defined

for two portions of the real axis which contain t . Let these por-

tions overlap along a stroke t^t^, and let this stroke be shortened by
making Z/, 2 ',

move towards t until they attain positions t
1} t2 such

that, within the interval tfa, inclusive of the terminal points, //(<)

and //(O are nowhere simultaneously zero. As t moves along the

real axis from t to t2) the point (x, y) defined by

traces out a regular arc of an analytic line.

An important property of a regular arc of an analytic line is that

it always maps into an arc of the same character. For let z' = <(z
where z = x + iy=f1 (t)+if2 (t)=f(t). Suppose that z' traces out

an arc a'b' when z traces out the regular arc ab. For each point of

db, <(/(0) is expressible as an integral series in t; and since

* Although the methods of Schwarz and Neumann leave some outstanding cases unconsidered,

their proofs are of so general a character that they leave no doubt as to the truth of the exist-

ence theorem for harmonic functions u in a continuous region of the plane with assigned

continuous rim values.
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dz'
/'(<), it follows that does not vanish on a'b'

;
i.e.

,

~y~ are not simultaneously zero. Hence z' traces out a regular
(It dt

ire of an analytic line. We are now in a position to prove an

mportant theorem due to Schwarz :

If a harmonic function be an analytic function of t along a regular

ire ab of an analytic line, it can be continued beyond the boundary ab.

The problem can be simplified by reducing the general case of a

urvilinear arc ab to the easier case of a straight line. We have to

ihow that it is possible to enclose the arc ab in a simply connected

egion Fj, which can be represented conformly on another simply
onnected region F2 , so that ab passes into a straight line within F^
The simplest plan is to use the equations

x= Xn

wliich exist in the neighbourhood of a point (a^, y ) of 06, and thence

:orm the equation

z -
(a? + fy )

= (i + i) (t
- 1 ) + (a, -1- 16,) (t

- t )
2 + ....

Now let t receive complex values. Because a
t + ffij

= 0, this

;ransformation establishes a conform representation of a region of

;he z-plane, which includes z (
= x -f- iy ), upon the circle of conver-

gence of the integral series in t f .

By giving t various positions between ft and t.2 it is possible to

represent a region which contains the arc ab conformly upon a com-

posite region constructed out of a system of circles of convergence
with centres at the various points t^, so that the interior arc ab

jecomes the interior straight line t^ ( 264). It is sufficient there-

:ore if we prove Schwarz's theorem for the case when ab forms part
the real axis of x.

(1) Let a function u be harmonic in a simply connected region
t
1 whose contour C consists partly of a curvilinear arc D drawn
:rom a to b in the positive half-plane, and partly of the straight line

;
and let the values U(s) along 06 be zero. Let D, z be the

reflexions in the real axis of the curve D and the point z. On the

axis ab take any point XQ and describe a semicircle C' with centre

so as to lie wholly within the region T. Suppose that u takes

values U(s) along C', and assign to the remaining semicircle, re-
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quired to complete the circle, the values 7(S) = U(s). Use Pois-

son's formula

T= C
2" (R

2 -p2

\f(<*)da

27rjo E'2 2EpGos (a- 6}2 RP cos (
-

0) + P
2

for the function which is harmonic in the complete circle and has

the rim values U(s), U(s); the equation /"() = U(s) shows that

f(a~) = f(2-7r a), and that / takes, consequently, the values on

that part of the real axis which lies within the circle. Since u and

are harmonic functions with the same riin values, they must be

identically equal. But I has a meaning for the complete circle
;

therefore we have proved that wean be continued beyond the real

axis into the negative half-plane.

(2) Next let the values along ab of the harmonic function u be

given by an analytic function of x. Near x let the value of u be

/~f I ft ( /% ^^ rf* \ I rt ( w rp \- 1

u>o -f- Ui\Jj u/
; -p u^^.c J.Q) "T~

Replacing the real variable x by a complex variable z, the result-

ing series is an integral series in z x whose real part u'(x, y) is

harmonic and takes the same values as u(x, y) upon the real axis

in the neighbourhood of x . Hence u(x, y) u'(x, y) is a function

which is harmonic in the positive half of the circular region and

takes zero values on that diameter which lies along the real axis.

The function is of precisely the same kind as that considered in (1).

Hence u(x, y) can be continued into the negative half-plane.

[Schwarz, Werke, t. ii., p. 144, Ueber die Integration der partiellen

Differentialgleichung . &
2

u/8x* + S
2

w/%
2 = 0, unter vorgeschriebenen

Grenz- und Unstetigkeitsbedingungen.]

263. Suppose that it is known that a series wt + u 2 -J- w, +
whose individual terms are harmonic in F and continuous on C, con-

verges uniformly throughout F
;

it will follow that the series con-

verges uniformly on C. For, by supposition,

I

un+l + un+2 H H +,!< (>/*)

for every interior point (x, y); hence, when the point (#, y) tends

to a point s of C,
|

un+l -f- un+2 + +un+p
\ tends to a limit which

cannot be greater than e. We proceed to the proof of two important
theorems due to Harnack.

00

Theorem L Let the component terms of the series 2 UK be har-

monic in F and continuous on (7, and let UK (X, y) tend to UK (s)

when the point (x, y) in F tends to a point s of C by any route
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vhatsoever in F. Then if the series u = 2 UK be uniformly conver-

ent for the points of (7, it must also be uniformly convergent

hroughout F, and u(x, y) tends to U(s) = 2 UK (s), whatever be the

Cute in F from (x, y) to s.

This theorem is the converse of that just established. To prove
t we must show that

oo

i.) 2 UK is continuous in F,

00

ii.) 2 UK is harmonic in F.

i.) Let Sn = Ui + U2 -\ + Un,

pRn = Un+l + U*+S H h Un+f>

Rn = Un +_i + U~n+ <> -\- to QO,

pPn
=

M.,4.1 + M.+8 H h Un+p,

If e be given in advance, we can find a number
//.
such that

or all points of C. But ppn is harmonic in F, and tends to pRn ,

rhen the interior point (a;, y) tends to a point s of C. Hence
|^ < e

ihroughout F. Thus the series 2?^ is uniformly convergent in F
;

nd the sum u of this series must consequently be continuous in F.

(ii.) Next we have to prove that u is harmonic in F. To prove

;his, select any point c of F, and describe round c as centre a circle

7j of radius R, such that the enclosed region FI lies wholly within

Let a function u' be -constructed which has the same values as u

ipon Ci and is harmonic throughout F^ For the points st of Ci the

eries

.s uniformly convergent; let it be integrated term by term after

Multiplication by (R
2 r2)da/(R- 2Rr cos ( 0) 4-r

2

). Hence

- f *"'(*!>
1>

R ~*~ -- -
9da = u^x, y) +Mj(ar, y) +

JTTC/O R- 2 Rr cos a 6 + rRr cos (a

C
2"

Pn(R; a)
irJ o

^
2- 2 Rr cos ( 0) + r

vhere r, are the polar co-ordinates of a point (x, y) in F^ and

.R, ) is the value of pn (x, y) at (R, a).
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Since
| Pn \

< upon d, it follows that

lim*$-i?Z5J&5^
but the expression on the right-hand side defines a function which

is harmonic in I\. Therefore the expression on the left-hand side,

namely u, is harmonic in I\. By varying the point c it can be

shown that u is harmonic in r.

Let s be any point of O. From s as centre describe a sma.

circle of radius 8. A value of 3 can be found such that, for all

points (x, y) of T which lie inside this circle,

\

Sn (s)
- (rn (x, y} |

<e,

for, since <rn (as, y) is a continuous function of
(a;, y) in T, <rn tends to,

the rim value SM when (, y )
tends to s on C. Hence

<
I

o-n (x, y}
- Sn (s) + Pn (x,

<3e.

Theorem II. Let the terms of iw, be harmonic, and all positive,

throughout a region T. If this series be convergent at any point of.

T, it is uniformly convergent at all points of T.

(i.)
Let C be a circle of radius R and centre ;

and let f(o

be a function which is harmonic in T and everywhere positive.

Then at a point c, or (x, y), inside this circle,

where F(s) is the rim value of / at s, and c-s\ denotes the

distance from c to s. Now F(a)jnaintahw
one sign on C, a

^ " '
l

c
I is intermediate between

Let a circle of radius R', where R' < R, be constructed with th(

centre 0. Then if c, c', or (x, y), (x', y'), be two points interio

T', and if UK
' be the values on C' of UK ,

we have
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R'- c r UK 'ds' ^ R' + \c\ r UJds'
R' + c

R'-\c' U'ds'

Hence,

R' 4- c R' + | c' I

u,(x. y) < .
^ A j, /v n'\*>!ft^Xi_ c M,_ t

,
uK {x,y).

Therefore, if c remain within a circle of radius R"(< R'),

Hence

where A is a finite quantity whose value is independent of the

position of (x, y). Suppose that 2uf (x, y) is convergent at
(*', y').

Then throughout the circle (R"), 2uK (x, y) is uniformly convergent;
and R" can be made to differ from R by an arbitrarily small quantity.

(ii.) Let T be any connected region; and let the series 2uK be

convergent at an interior point c'. Let a finite number of circles
Ci, Ca, -, Ck be constructed in r, such that C, cuts Cta C3 cuts
C_. , Ch cuts C+.-U the circles being so selected that c', c lie in d,
Ck . Since 2uK is convergent in C\, it must be convergent in Co,
C3, -.., Ck ;

also the convergence is uniform. By Harnack's first

theorem, the function defined by the series is harmonic.

264. Schwarz's solution of the problem of Dirichlet is effected
by the employment partly of the method of conform representation,
partly of a process known as the alternating process. The object of
the latter process is to effect the solution for a composite regionA + r, - T', supposing that the solution is known for ttco component
parts r

1} T2, which overlap along a region r".

Schwarz first establishes an important lemma. Suppose that
the contours of I\, T, (which are taken to be simple) intersect at
wo points a

;
and that r, is divided into arcs Ci, C3 and T, into arcs

C. C'4 ; the arcs C3, C^ bounding r'.

(i.) Let Wl be a function which is harmonic in I\ and which
iakes values 1, on Ci, C, The values of u, in I\ must be all
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positive and less than 1. Upon C4 there must be an upper limit for

thP values of u, say 6. This number cannot be greater than 1, <

all the values^ Jin r, He L the interval (0, 1). It cannot

inside the region I\; nor can it be 1 at a point a where the line C,

meets the rim of I\, for this would imply that the line C4 touches C,

Hence is a proper fraction.

(ii ) Let values with an upper limit G be assigned along C

such that there exists in I\ a harmonic function u2 with these value;

on ft and the value on C, Then Gu t + u2 is upon C. is nowhere

negative on C and therefore nowhere negative inside I\.

along C4 are consequently positive.. Writing

tnd noticing that 'the second term is nowhere positive on C4,
it

follows that 00 + u, is nowhere negative on 0, Similarly, from

the function Gu, - u2,
it follows that GB-u2 is nowhere negatr

on <74. Hence, at each point of C4,

With the aid of this preliminary proposition,
Schwarz establishes

his method of combination. Let values tf be assigned for the lines

C* C and let G, K be the upper and lower limits of these rim

values Tor the surface I\ there can be constructed a function t

j

which takes the prescribed
values Uon C, and the value A

This can be done since the generalized problem can
alwaj

315 to the

o-na^o^.
As the Kne<%

jvalues i
(4) along C 4 must be ^ 11, aim = v

harmonic function u2 is constructed which satisfies analogous con- ,

ditions ; namely, it takes along C2 the values U, along C4 the values

u <> Since the line Cs lies in T2, the values W3) along C, mus

> K. Hence u.-u, must be positive in r'; for on C4
it vanishes

a^d on C3 it equals u,^ -<3) = (a positive quantity which i

to or greater than K) - K. Thus u,
- u, is positive throughout

Next, two new functions u 4 are constructed for T,, T2.

1, u, takes the values C7; along C3 it takes the values , .

^ - T
->,t the values Of

reasoning similar to that already used, w3 ^ uv

u along C4 be w< 4)
. Along C2. M4 takes the values C7; along G 4 ,

u.

lakes the valuesV> ;
therefore ,4 ^ , Along C3 call the values

of 4, V3)
. By proceeding in this way, two series arise,

_ M ,\4- . .

(^1),
MI 4- (% ^i) + (,Ws

ws;

/ ^ j u f ?/... Ho._9) + (")'
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whose terms are all positive. Along C^ two terms of the same

rank in (-4), (B) are equal, while along C3 a term of rank K in (A)
is equal to the term of rank K 1 in (B). The convergence of the

series can be established by proving the existence of lim u.2n+l, lim u.2n .

The existence of the former limit for I\ follows from the fact

that u u3, it3,
are in ascending order of magnitude and all less

than Or-, hence, if lim .,_,_!= w', the sum of the series (A) is /'.

Similarly, the sum of (B) is u", where u" = lim u.^. From the fact

that all the terms of (A) and (B) are positive, it follows that u',

u" are harmonic ( 263).

The series under consideration are uniformly convergent. For

consider, in the first place, the term us u4. As this term vanishes

on C\ and is less than G K(= D) on Cg, it must be less than D
throughout I\. In particular

where 6Y is a proper fraction. Hence in

In particular M4
(3) w2

(3) < O&D, where 6.2 is a proper fraction.

The term u5 n.3 vanishes on d, and takes along <73 the value

w4
(3) M2

(3)
. Hence in I\,

A continuation of this process of reasoning leads to the results

~1 in To.

These results prove that the series w', u1 ' are uniformly con-

vergent. Since the above inequalities apply also to rim values, it

follows that the two series

converge to sums U', U", where C7' = lim U^+\ and f7" = liui ?72n .

The functions n\ u" are equal throughout T' and are both harmonic.

The function U' takes the values U along d ;
and the function U"

the values U along C.2 . Along <73 and (74 the values of U', U" are

equal, since at a point in these lines lim t/^o = lim C4i+s> by
hypothesis.
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The following reasoning shows that the limiting values to which

u', u" tend, when they approach a point a at which Ct,
Cs meet by

some path interior to r", are equal. Let the path in question make

angles fa, fa with C71? C3,
and angles fa, fa with (72, (74. Then the

limiting values to which u', u" tend at a are

v =

But

Hence, using fa + fa = IT, fa -f fa = IT,

>3 +04 03 + fa

V" = the same expression.

Thus the functions u\ u 11 are harmonic in T', take the same

values on (73, C^ and must be supposed equal even at the corners a,

since the limits to which w f

, un tend along any path to a interior to

T' are equal. Thus u\ u" are identical in T'. A function u, which

is equal to u' in F, and to u" in F2,
solves Dirichlet's problem for the

combined region T
} + T2 r'. [See M. Jules Riemann's memoir,

Sur le probleme de Dirichlet, Ann. Sc. d. l'c. Norm. Sup., 1SSS, j>.

334; Harnack, Die Grundlagen der Theorie des Logarithmischen ;

Potentiales, pp. 109-113. The original proof is to be found in

Schwarz's Werke, t. ii.. pp. 15&-160.]

265. Solution of Dirichlefs problem for a simply connected region

r bounded by a polygon whose sides are regular arcs of analytic lines.

All that portion of T which does not lie in immediate proximity to

the rim can be covered by circles
;
the part which is in proximity to

the rim can be enclosed within regions for which solutions of the

problem are known. By employing Schwarz's alternating process-

the solution can be obtained for T. We have, then, to study the
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parts close to the rim C. Let ab, a regular arc of an analytic line,

form part of the boundary C, and suppose that the consecutive arcs

do not touch ab. We know that ab can be enclosed within a region

Fj, which can be mapped on a region Fa so that the arc a& becomes a

straight line a'b' in Fj. Join a', 6' by an arc D' of a circle, and let

D be that regular arc (from a to b) of an analytic line which maps
into D' when a'b' maps into ab. The region contained between D
and ab can be mapped on a circle, for the segment made by D' and

a'b' can be mapped on a circle. Thus, when there are no points at

which two consecutive arcs of C touch, there exists a harmonic

function for those parts of F which are close to C.

In this way Schwarz has solved Dirichlet's problem for all sim-

ply connected surfaces bounded by regular arcs of analytic lines

which intersect at angles different from zero; he has also solved

the problem for certain cases in which consecutive arcs touch each

other. But his solution (as given in the memoir Ueber die Integra-

tion der partiellen Differentialgleichung, loc. cit., pp. 144-171) does

not cover the case in which the arcs are not regular analytic arcs.

With the help of the alternating process the problem may be

regarded as solved for any composite simply connected region

which can be formed by the combination of simply connected

regions with boundaries composed of regular analytic arcs.

266. In a letter to Klein, written in February, 1882, and

published in the Mathematische Annalen, t. xxi., Schwarz has

shown that his alternating process can be used, in the case of a

multiply connected surface, to prove the existence of a potential

function u which takes assigned values on the boundary, and

suffers constant discontinuities in passing over cross-cuts. The proof
bears a close resemblance to that already used for simply connected

regions.

Suppose that F is a doubly connected region, and let Q^ Q2 be

two cross-cuts each of which would separately reduce the region
to simple connexion, and which do not intersect. For the sake of

definiteness suppose that F is bounded by an exterior oval curve

Cl + C/ and an interior oval curve C, + C2
'

;
where d, d are con-

tained between Q.,~ (the negative side of Q2) and Qf~ (the positive

side of Qj), and C/, d' are the remaining parts of the two rims.

Let FU F2 be the two simply connected regions created by Q1? Q*.

A harmonic function which vanishes on the complete rim of F
1}

and is equal to 1 on the two banks of Qi, must be less than 1

throughout the interior of F^ As the line Q2 lies within Fu the

values along Q2 must have a maximum value 2(<1). Similarly,
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a harmonic function which vanishes on the rim of T2, and which
is equal to 1 on the two banks of Q2,

must be less than 1 along Qlt

Let #!(<!) be its maximum value along Qv The general problem
reduces in the present case to the proof of the existence of a har-

monic function u with given values on the rims GI + C\ }
C2 + CV of

F, and such that u+ u~~ = A along Q^
A series of harmonic functions u

i}
u.

i} u5, ,

can be found for 1^, T2 with the following properties :

(i.) % has on the rim of T 'prescribed values U(s), and the

values on Qf
1
"

are greater than those on Q{~ by A ;

(ii.) u2 has on the rims <7/, C2

'

the values U(s), on the riras

Ci, C2 the values U(s) A, and on QJ+, Q^, the same values as ulf

u^ A;

(iii.) u3 has on the rim of T the values U(s), along Qj~ the

values of us,
u2 are equal, and along Qi

+ the values of u3 are equal to

those of u2 + A; and so on for u4,
u5,

. Consider the two series

MI + (us MI) + (u5 ?<3) H---- ,

By the use of Harnack's theorem these series can be shown to

be uniformly convergent. For if the maximum value of \u l ;!
j

on Qi be O, the maximum value of the same expression on Q2
< G02.

On both banks of Q2, u\ us
= u2 UA . Therefore

|

u2 UA is a

function which equals on the rim of T, and <! G62 on Q2 . Its

value on Qlt a line interior to T2,
must therefore < GO^. Similarly,

|

us u5 ^ GOfi,, \u4 u6
< GOrf/, etc. The uniform convergence

of the series can be established by exactly the same method as

before, and the suins be proved equal to lim u2n+l ,
lirn u2n. On the

rim Qr + d + Q2
+ + C2 of T', u' = u" + j"phence in"the interior of

T' the same equation holds. On the rim of T T', u' = u"
;
there-

fore in T 1', u 1 = u".

The function u' is precisely the solution required by the con-

ditions of the problem for I\. For let u = u' throughout T, ;
the

analytic continuation of u over the line Qi is ^t", which equals
u' A. The function u defined by u' and its continuation u" is the

required solution.

267. Green's function. l>t (x, ?/) be a point in a region T,

or on the contour C, whose distance from an interior point (a, b),
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or c, is r. We shall prove presently that there exists a function

g(x, y) which is equal to log 1/r for all points (x, y) on C, and

which is harmonic in T. This function is often called Green's

function, but Klein has pointed out that this name is more suitably

given to that one-valued potential function which is infinite at

(a, 6) like log r for r = 0, and is continuous elsewhere in T, the

rim values being zero. Green's function G(x, y) is therefore

(/(./:. v) log 1/r. To avoid confusion we shall speak of g as the

gr-lunction ;
also for the sake of simplicity we shall suppose the

region r to be simply connected.

Assuming the existence of g(x, y) for the region T, we proceed
to the proof of some of the properties which make it specially
suitable as an auxiliary potential function in the investigation of

Dirichlet's problem. Since G(x, y) is upon C, and a very large

negative quantity near c, the function must be negative throughout
r. Formally the proof runs as follows : Describe a small circle C'

round c
;
then the function G is zero on C, negative on C1

,
and har-

monic throughout the region between C and O. The function

must therefore be constantly negative within this region. Changing
from. Green's function to the gr-function, the theorem states that

throughout T the value of g is less than that of log 1/r.

Theorem. Let c^ c2 be two points in F, and let g^ g2 be the cor-

responding gr-functions ;
then the value of

grt
at c2 is equal to the

value of
g.,

at cv

Let C" be a curve, interior to C and arbitrarily close to C, upon
which Green's function GI (relative to cx) takes the constant nega-
tive value . Ultimately, a will be made to tend to zero. Apply
Green's theorem

C C (8(0i

JJ \ I
m,

, 8(6?!- ) 8GV)
,

/ 8(7,,^r jft**=-J &-)-**
where G2 is Green's function relative to c* to that region of T which
is bounded by C', and two small circles of radii pb p2 round c^ c.2 as

centres. The simple integral is taken positively over the outer rim
and negatively over the inner rims with respect to the region, and
the normal is drawn inwards. The part relative to C' vanishes;
the remaining two parts contribute

-
a)
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Now let p1} p2 tend to
;
the expression reduces to

a)av, or ^(Crj

Hence, when a becomes zero,

"Y ^ffl J/~Y /-|r

^"i our2 oCri OLT-.)

a; 8* Sy 8y

Symmetry shows that the right-hand side can also be written

Hence, ( 6?!) c
=

(G2 } c ,

and (flOc =(</:>) c >

a result of great importance.

The next property to be proved is that when c2 tends to a point 1

s on the rim, g2 at GI tends to log I/?-,
where r is the distance of a

point ct of F from s. Let c2 lie on a curve for which g { logl/r^ a,

where rt is the distance of a point of the curve from CD and is a

negative constant which is arbitrarily small. Since the value of g&
at G! is equal to the value of gt at c2 ,

it follows that the value of g.2 at

GI is log I/ 1
C; c2 + ,

where
|
GJ c2 represents the distance apart of cj

and c2. When c2 tends to s, a tends to and the function g.2 tends to]

log 1/| Cj s|, i.e. logl/r. Let F' be the region which remains aftea

the removal of a small region which contains s and c2 ;
the passage

of g.2 to the rim values log 1/r for the region F' is uniformly conti

uous. For g2 Iogl/r2,
where r2 is the distance from c2 of any point

in F', or on its rim, is equal to the small negative quantity a at GJ, is

harmonic in F', and negative or zero on the rim of F'. Hence, at

any interior point g2 Iogl/r2 is equal to the product of a by a

finite quantity (see 263). When c2 tends to s, a tends to anc|

the function g2 in F' tends with uniform continuity to logl/r.

Further, all the partial derivatives at Cj of the harmonic func-

tion (r = #2 log l/r2 tend to when c2 tends to s. For at eacli

point p, 6 of a circle with c, as centre and R as radius, we have

( 258)

f**G>J-n
.

dp irRn^i \RJ [_
J-n J-K

G' s\i\ nOdd
p OV 7Tjfti=l \RJ J-n J-IT

whore G' stands for the values on the rim of the circle. [Harnacm
Existenzbeweise zur Theorie des Potentiales, Math. Ann., t. xxxv.]
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The absolute value of each integral in the brackets is increased

3y the suppression of the factors cos nO, sin nO in the integrands. But

J*-f-JT

G'cW = 2 -n-Go, where (? is the value
--

f G at the centre of the circle; and the new series converge.

lence, throughout the circle (-B), j &G/&p , | 8(2/80 are equal to G
nultiplied by finite quantities. Therefore, when G tends to 0, the

xpressions 8G/8p and 8G/p&6 tend with uniform continuity to for

ill points of the circle (R). By selecting a point in (R) as centre

'or a new circle, it can be shown that the same theorem holds for the

lew circle, and so on until the whole region F has been accounted

'or. Similarly, every partial derivative of G tends to under the

ibove conditions.

Harnack's Method.

268. Suppose that the solution can be found for Dirichlet's

>roblem in the case of any simply connected region bounded by a

ectilinear polygon. Harnack has shown that the gr-function can

;hen be found for any region whatsoever in the plane of x, y, and

;hence that Dirichlet's problem can be solved with complete gener-

ility. The theorem may be proved for simply connected regions
ind the passage to multiply connected regions effected by the alter-

lating process in the manner described above.*

Regard the region F as the limit of a series of regions F
1? F2, ,

>ouuded by rectilinear polygons which are subject to the following
ionditions :

(i.) Each polygon is supposed to be interior to F;

(ii.) The rim of FB_! lies wholly within the rim of F^ whatever

>e the value of n
;

(iii.) As n tends to oc, the rim of Fn tends to coincidence

frith C.

One method for satisfying (iii.) is to select a sequence of de-

scending real positive numbers (j. .,, ) which defines (see

50), and then let CH lie entirely within that region of F which is

jovered by a circle of radius , when its centre describes the com-
Dlete boundary C. Construct for each of these polygons the g-

nction with respect to a point c of F; and let these g-iunctions be

* Harnack defines a simply connected continuum in the finite part of the (x, y) plane by
neans of masses of points. See Die Grundlagen der Theorie des Logarithmischen Potentiales,
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9n 9v " Upon the rim of T
t , g l

= log 1/r and g2 < log 1/r, where r

is the distance of a point of the rim from c. Therefore throughout Fj

9i>9-2>9s>-'--

The same reasoning shows that within the larger region T
p,

whatever be the value of the positive integer p. Harnack's theo-

rems with regard to series of harmonic functions show that

9 = lira 9n = 9i + (9-2
-

is convergent. For each of the quantities gn is greater than log l//v
where /*

is the maximum distance of c from (7, therefore lini

exists and is finite
;
and further the terms in brackets are harmoni

and all negative. Thus by Theorem II. of 263, the function g i

harmonic in F. It must be proved that g takes on C the proper rii

values, viz. log 1/r.

To simplify the proof Harnack introduced in the place of g th

new function < defined by <f>
= re3 . The harmonic function

<f>
i

equal to 1 on C and has the value at c
;

its values at points inte

rior to F and other than c are all included between and 1. Con

sider the curve e = k, where k is a proper fraction. This curv

cannot be a closed curve which excludes c, for it would follow tha

log <f>
is constant on the perimeter of a closed curve and harmoni

inside, and therefore, also, constant throughout F. That the curv

must be a closed curve can be proved from the properties of harmoni

functions
;
for a point at which the curve stops abruptly would be

point at which log < is a maximum or minimum. As the value

changes from to 1, the curves of level expand from an infinite!

small curve round c to the complete boundary. Let F be contains

wholly within a region F' bounded by a rectilinear polygon C', an

let one of the sides of C" pass through a point of C. Suppose tha

g' is the g-function for F' relative to the point c, and that
\j/

re9

We have to prove that < = ! at each point s of C. Let F' be s

selected that s is the point common to C' and C. Then, when (.<-. v

approaches s along any path (interior to F) Avhich ends at s, th

values of
\f/} <j>

are always subject to the inequalities

For, throughout F,' i/^< <j>n,
for all orders of n however great.

But when the point (aj, y) tends to
.s,

the function
\j/ tends, b;

the definition of the gr-function, to 1. Hence the limit of < is also 1*

* This modification of Harnuck's proof is due to M. Jules Riemann.
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The existence of the gr-function has been established for a simply
jnnected region whose rim is subject to the sole restrictions that it

i not to intersect itself and that it is to be a continuous line. The

im may suffer infinitely many abrupt changes of direction; it is

ot even in fact necessary that it should have a determinate direction

t any of its points, or an element of length. The existence of the

function for a multiply connected region in the plane of x, y,

)llows by the use of Schwarz's method for creating a multiply
jnnected surface by combinations of simply connected surfaces.

269. With the help of Green's function it is possible to repre-

mt any simply connected region F in the finite part of the plane,

raformly upon a circle of radius unity. Let Green's function

'(./;. y) = g(x, y) log 1/r be constructed with respect to an interior

oint (a, 6) of F. Draw a line from (a, 6) to the rim C, and let

surface T be called T' when this line is treated as a barrier.

iet H(x, y) be conjugate to G(x, y), so that

The values of H(x, y) are determined (to a constant term) in I*'

nd differ on opposite banks of the barrier by 2-. When (x, y)

escribes a line G = constant, the equation &H/Ss = BG/8n shows

lat H increases constantly ;
therefore G + iH takes an assigned

alue only once in T. Consider now the function

z' = e
G+iB= re?+ia.

The values of this function in T are all less than 1, and on C the

bsolute value is precisely 1. The point (a, &) passes into the

rigin 0' of the z'-plane and the points of T correspond one-to-one

rith the points of a region T' in the z'-plane, bounded by a circle C"

f centre 0' and radius unity. It will be remembered that H con-

ained an undetermined constant; hence, assuming that the points
f C. C" are related one-to-one by the above transformation, the

imply connected region F can be mapped upon the circular region
"
so that the arbitrarily selected interior point (a, 6) becomes 0',

nd an arbitrarily selected point ef C becomes an assigned point of

Harnack has called attention to this assumption. Writing

z' = ze*+ai
,

vhen z tends to a point 2 of C, z' tends to C", but it is not evident

hat it tends to a definite point of C'. Painleve has removed this
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obstacle to a complete proof for the case which we have been Con-

sidering, namely, that of a rim with continuous curvature except at

a finite number of points at which there is an abrupt change of

direction. [Sur la theorie de la representation conforme, Comptesl

Eendus, t. cxii., p. 653, 1891.]
In this proof we have had occasion to make use of the function

If(x, y) conjugate to G(x, y}. It is worth while to call the reader's

attention to the fact that when u is harmonic in an w-ply connect' -d

surface, the conjugate function

7 ,

ay-- ax
8y

has periods at some of n 1 barriers ( 168).

270. It is now possible to complete the solution of DirichletS

problem for a simply connected region F, whose rim C has an inte-fj

grable element ds and suffers only a finite number of abrupt changed
of direction. Here, as elsewhere, we assume that at a point s wlii-re

there is such a change of direction the two parts of the curve C
which meet at s do not touch. Harnack assumes the existence of a

function u which is harmonic in F and has assigned rim values U(*),

and arrives at a formula which gives the value at any interior point
j

c whatsoever. The values u in r are to pass Avith uniform continuity
into the values ?7(s) on the rim.

First, then, we assume the existence of a function u with the]

given values ?7(s) on the rim. In order to arrive at the formula

referred to above, let us suppose that F is contained in a slightly'

larger region F'. This supposition is made in order to avoid dillicnl-

ties as to integration over a natural boundary ( 104). At a point

c of F whose co-ordinates are x, y, u is given by

,
I CU, -, / ,

ds -
\ logl/r-tfe (1),!

2,7? Jc bn

where r is the distance of a point s of C from c. Now, although we

have proved the existence in F of the gr-function relative to r, we

know nothing about the nature of $g/8n along (7. For this i .

let us consider, in place of C, a curve C' which is interior and very

close to (7; and let us form, relatively to C", the equation

i r 11 '

8n'

where accents denote that the values are those taken by U,

on C', and where Sg'/8n' is constructed with respect to an ini
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normal. When C' approaches indefinitely near to C, g' tends to

1/r and 8U'/8n' to 8U/8n (for u is supposed to exist in a region

rhieh extends beyond F). Hence lim I g' &U'/8n' ds' exists and
s* C'=cJ /

quals IgSCT/Sn-da; and therefore also lim I U'&g'/Sn' -ds' exists
J c-=cJ

nd equals the same quantity. Subtracting (2) from (1), we have

6n

This is the formula to which reference was made above. We
hall now consider the expression

-Aiim (V|
27TC'=C'*/ 6/i

n its own merits, without reference to what precedes. The prob-

em is to show that this egression defines a function u v:hich is har-

nonic in T and takes the rim values U(s). Consider separately the

wo parts of which it is composed.

I. The integral fu 8logl/r ds.
J 6>i

The form of this integral shows that some restriction must be

>laced upon the rim C, since an integration is to be effected with regard
;o an arc ds. The rim must possess an integrable arc ds. Harnack, to

simplify the work as far as possible, imposes the further restrictions

hat the rim. C is to have, in general, a definite tangent whose direc-

tion alters continuously along C; and that cos^, where
if/

is the

nclination of the tangent to the axis of x (an arbitrary line), is not

;o take the same value at infinitely many points of C, unless it

>e along a rectilinear portion of C. The geometric significance of

ihese restrictions can be found without difficulty. The curve C is

issumed to have only a finite number of points at which the tangent
liters abruptly. Suppose, if possible, that the axis of x meets the

:urve in infinitely many points; between two consecutive points
bhere must be a point at which the tangent is parallel to the axis of

c, or else a point at which the tangent changes abruptly. But the

.atter points are finite in number
;
hence the number of points at

which cos
i/'
= is infinite, contrary to hypothesis. Thus no straight

line (not included in C) can intersect C in infinitely many points.
1 1 /

A. simple meaning can be assigned to the expression
^ > ds.
811

Whatever be the position of the interior point c, let 6 stand for the
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angle between the normal dn (drawn inwards) and the line from ds

to c. Then

Slogl/r a ,a--*- = cos 0/r.
on

and the expression

'-^ds = the angle subtended by ds at c
on

= (ds) c ,
in Neumann's notation.

(Neumann, Abel'sche Integrate, . 2d ed., p. 403.) The element

(ds) c (i.e. the apparent magnitude of ds as viewed from c) is to be

treated as positive or negative according as the inner or outer side

of ds is turned towards c.

. Suppose that the point c tends to a point t of the rim C. The
rim C can be separated into two parts C 0.2,

the former of which
contains t

;
we suppose that d is small. Call wx ,

u2 the two parts oi

the integral which correspond to d> C-> respectively. When c moves
to t, the integrand of 2 remains finite and continuous. In the limit,

when the extremities of (72 tend to t, let u2 tend to I U(ds),

whatever be the position of the interior point c. Since the length
of Ci is at our disposal, and since the values U(s) are continuous

near
t, d can be chosen so short that for every point of its arc we

shall have, in virtue of the continuity of U,

\U-Ut \<c,

where c is arbitrarily small and 7 is any value of the function U(s)

upon d Then

When c moves up to t, \ (ds^),. becomes that angle between the

two lines from t to the extremities of Ci which does not contain c

Let Ci shrink indefinitely; then
j (dsi) c tends to a limit 2?r a

where a is the angle between the two tangents at t measured vitl

T, this angle .being ordinarily equal to IT. In the limit when (7,

shrinks up to t and c moves to t,

lim H! = -rrUt ,
or (2?r a) Ut ,

and - lim (u, + w,), or Hm
2-n- 2-n-
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3cording as the point t is, or is not, a point at which the tangent

xatiges its direction abruptly.

II. TJie integral lim funds'.'

We have to prove that the value of this integral is

In the first place the value of the integral must be defined more

recisely, for the values V at the points of C" are not known. Let

ie values V assigned to the points of C* be equal to the values

at corresponding points of C, the correspondence between the

oints of C and O being in general one-to-one. The method by
hich Harnack effects this is to separate the curve C into parts
hich are concave and into parts which are convex to the axis of x.

he former parts are translated through an arbitrarily small distance

parallel to the axis of y downwards, and the other parts through
ie same distance upwards. It is clear that a point s' of the new
iirve C" will correspond to that point s of the original curve C, which
at a distance 8 from s': As the curve C" is to be wholly comprised
ithin C, the above method has to be modified near points of C, at

hich the tangent is vertical or suffers an abrupt change of direc-

on. Consider the case in which a tangent, parallel to the axis of

touches C externally ;
near the point of contact there must be a

ertical chord which passes through two points of C at a distance

8 apart. The translation-process brings these two points together,
a point p say ;

these two points and all the points between the

hord and the tangent are to be represented by p. It is true that

lere is a discontinuity in the values of U at p, but this discontinuity
in be made arbitrarily small by making 8 tend to 0. The case in

hich a vertical tangent touches C internally differs very slightly

om the preceding. The point of contact changes into two points,

nd there is a gap in the curve C". This gap can be filled up by

>nnecting the two extremities of the separate arcs by an arbitrarily

lort arc interior to C. Let all the points of this arc correspond to

ie single point of contact on (7; thus the value of U' on this short

re is constant.
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271. Having assigned in this way a definite meaning to thfl

U' of I U'~-ds', let us now consider the function
2irJ W

where g' is the value on C" of the (/-function for r relative to a poinf
80'

c, and - - is the derivative with regard to a normal of C" drawl
on'

inwards, U replacing U'.

Let (x', y') be a point on C', and let (a, 6) be the point c.
Con]

struct the functions g(x, y; a, b) and g(x, y; x', y') relative t(

(a, 6) and (x', y').

Then g(x', y' ; a, b) = g(a, 6; x', y').

But in the neighbourhood of (a, &) the function on the right

hand side can be expressed by a Fourier series, when (a, &) is chosei

as the origin for polar co-ordinates. The coefficients in this expan
sion can be expressed, in the neighbourhood of (a, &), as dciinit

integrals, which can in turn be expressed as integral series in x', 31

throughout the neighbourhood of (x', y'). In this way it can

proved that all the composite derivatives of g with regard to a,

x', y' are harmonic in the neighbourhoods of (a, Z>), (x'} y').

S
2

/;
,

S
2
y 1 CTT oW ,

SV\ , ,

Therefore + = - -

)
UJ^ +^W = 0.

Sa2 86
2

2-jrJ 8n\8a
2 8b2

J

This proves that v is harmonic in F. Now when c tends to

So'

point t of (7, g' and 2K. pass with iiniform continuity into log 1
on

and log 1/r. where r stands for the distance of t from the poin
8n'

of C". Hence when c tends to the point t on C, v tends to a val
1

'

/* 8
V' which is the same as the value of -

I U : log 1/r ds'. As
2 TrJ on

tends to C, the values of the harmonic function v and the rim vnlu

y alter. We have to determine the exact value of the limit V
which V tends. As before, separate C into two parts, one beil

an arbitrarily short arc Sj on which t is situated. On s
l
the valu

of the continuous function U differ by less than e. Through t!

extremities of Sj draw vertical lines to cut C" in an arc s/ parallel

s1 ;
denote the remainders of C, C' by s2,

s2 '. Now let the parts

the integral which are associated with s/ and s2
' be
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and

When 8 tends to 0, the curve C' tends to C and the values of r

in B pass with uniform continuity into the lengths of the radii from

t to points of s*. Therefore

the passage to the limit being accomplished with uniform continuity
for all points t of the rim.

To find lim A, denote as before the value of U at t by Ut
. The

values of U on the arc s/ can be made to differ from Ut by an

arbitrarily small amount by diminishing the length of the arc. Thus
the equation

yields the inequality

But \ (dst
1

.),
= (the angle which s/ subtends at t)

=

where the negative sign is used because it is the outer side of cZs/

which is turned towards t. As <7 moves up to its limiting position
C. ft' tends to the value ft, where (3 is the angle between the two
lines from t to the extremities of s^ When the arc Si is made to

shrink indefinitely, ft tends to the limit TT or a, where a has the same

meaning as before, and we have

lim .4 = - 1 Ut
or - U

t ,
lim B=- lim Cu(dsa),

= Cu(ds) t ;" j. A^ 7T j=0 c/ 77 y

m = -l^+-l ff7(d)M^ JTT*/

It remains to be shown that the passage of F/ to the limit Fr is

effected with uniform continuity for all positions of t; in other

words, that the.re is always a position of C" such that the values of v
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relative to C" differ from Vt by less than an arbitrarily small posi-

tive number
rj.

To prove this, observe that

Here r, r' are the distances of t from corresponding points of C,

C'. In considering Vt Vt ,
we have to examine ^ e2, /3' /8, and

f ^r> log 1/r
'

ds/ ~f fJs' on ZirJe'i

The absolute value of the first of these can be made less than

17/8 by choosing Si sufficiently small
;
the difference between /3 and

/?' can be made less than rj/3 by making C" approach sufficiently

near to C, i.e. by making 8 less than some number 8X ; finally the

third expression can be made less than rj/3 by making 8 less than

some number S2,
for r' can be made to differ arbitrarily little from

r by making 8 sufficiently small. Here 8^ 82 are determined for all

points t of C.

Now let (8
f

, 8", 8'", ) be a regular sequence which defines 0,

the members of the sequence being positive numbers arranged in

descending order of magnitude. Let the harmonic functions v which

correspond to the values 8', 8", 8'", ,
of 8 be v r

, v", v"', -, and let

the values of these functions at t be Fi, F"2,,, Vs<t >
" We have

just seen that the sequence (FM , F2 , t , F%( , ) defines a value V, ;

that is, rM,4-(rM -Fi,,>'+(.-^t)+--^ Bv 263 the

defines a function v which is harmonic in F and continuous on (7;

and the value of this function at the point t is V
t

.

The combination of the two integrals

8n'

is a function u which is harmonic in F and passes with uniform

continuity into the assigned rim values U. Thus Dirichlet's problem
has been solved and solved uniquely.

272. Before passing on to the discussion of potential functions

with discontinuities we shall establish a proposition which relates

to Dirichlet's problem for the circle. Suppose that u is the harinouio
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Unction which takes assigned values U(s) on a circle of radius R,
nd let a concentric circle be described whose radius p is less than R.

The difference between a value u on the circle (p) and the value u9

,t the centre is

1 C~* ,., .

0. p(p R cos a)da

TT/O
'

R- 2 L

SID a

The expression sin~'[-
p

)

has for its maximum
ralue sm~ l

p/R.
\^/R- - 2 Rp cos a + p-J

Suppose that as a increases from to 2 TT this maximum is first

.ttained when =
<f>. Then, between the limits a = 0, = *, the

ixpression under consideration increases, while a increases up to
<f>,

jid then decreases to 0. Hence the absolute value of each of the

>artial integrals

;^-i psin \
* d=<f> /^ d= ,7 /* flL=2jT d

'

I
'

)
'1=0 J^=!> /a=jr

5 less than G sin^p/R, and

2-2RP cosa+p
2

u un

vhere G is the upper limit of the values u on the circle (R).

Suppose that K is the lower limit of the same values. Then the

unction u' = u (K+ G )/2

las, for its upper limit on J?,

he value (G-K)/2, or

9/2, where D is the oscilla-

;ion on the circle (R)>
Hence

u'- M f

,
<#--sin- 1

p/#,~

ind the absolute value of

;he difference of any two

'alues of u' on the circle

(p) is less than

^ 4
Fig. 82

[Schwarz, Werke, t. ii., p. 359
; Harnack, Grundlagen der Theorie

les Logarithmischen Potentiales, 19.]
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A closer limit has been found by Neumann, Abel'sche Integrale,

p. 412. Let p, q (Fig. 82) be points on the circle of radius p, the

radius of the outer circle being E. The values up,
u

q
are ( 257)

and - fl A log l/r2
-

1/2R I Uds-,
irJ (.on )

that is, up = -
(V(cfo)p

- - - Cuds,
7T */ Z 7T-KJ

Thus u
f
-u

q
=- Cu{ (ds)p

-
(ds),\

= - f
TrJ irJ

where
\{/
= the angle Ips, \f/'

= the angle Iqs, % = the angle qsp.

Similarly, the function u (K+ ^)/2 gives

Let the angles gap, pbq be y19 y2 respectively, and let the integral

be taken over the four parts I to a, a to m, m to b, b to I. The

absolute value of each of the first two parts is less than

-\G
7T

that is, less than Dy l/2 v ;
and the absolute value of each of the

remaining two parts is less than Dy2/2ir. Thus

|

up - u
g < D(y: + y2)/7r < 4 D (angle cab) fir.

But tan cab = p/R ;

therefore
|

up u
q \

< -D tan-1p/J?. Here the multiplier
- tan" 1

p/R,
7T 7T

or 6, is a proper fraction whose value depends solely on p, R.
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273. Discontinuities. Hitherto the solution u of

ias been supposed to be continuous in F. Let us now extend the

reatment of the potential function for a multiply connected region
1

of the plane so as to include partially the discontinuities of the

:ind met with in the discussion of Abelian integrals on a Eiemann

urface. These two kinds of discontinuity are of the following

pecies :

(1) In the region F the function u(x, y) is infinite at a point

, y ) like the real part f(x, y) of

"$(aK + i^K}/(z Zo)" + ( + #0 log (z z ),

rhile u f(x, y) is one-valued, continuous, and satisfies Laplace's

Aquation in the neighbourhood of (x^, y ), that point included;

(2) In the simply connected region F', which arises from F by
;he drawing of cross-cuts, the function u(x, y) is one-valued and

continuous, and its values along the cross-cuts differ by constant

quantities (the real parts of the periods associated with these cross-

juts).

The boundary values are supposed to be assigned arbitrarily,

jxcept that they are subject to the usual restrictions as to continuity.

Suppose that a potential function u takes assigned values U(s) on

bhe rim of F, and that in F it is continuous except at a point c, at

which it is infinite like log r. The existence theorem for this case

follows at once from the existence theorem for the ^/-function. For

et a' be that harmonic function which takes the values U(s) on (7,

and is everywhere one-valued and continuous in F, and let ge be the

p-function relative to F and c. Then u' + g log 1/r is the required
imction. For g log (1/r) is zero on C and infinite at c in the

required manner, and u' + g log 1/r has the values Uon C and is

nfinite in the required manner.

The case of a purely algebraic discontinuity can' be dealt with

equally easily. For let f(x, y) be the real part of

and let the values of/ on C be F. Construct the harmonic function

u', which takes the values U(s) F on C, and is everywhere one-

valued and continuous in F. Then u = u 1

-\-f is the potential func-

ion with the assigned discontinuity and the assigned values on the

rim.
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Next, suppose that there is a solution / of the differential equa-
tion which is one-valued and continuous in a region F, except along j

1 C2 " Sf
lines or at points such that the integrals / ds, taken over!

2 irJo on

curves round the separate lines or points, all vanish. Harnack,!

following Schwarz and Neumann, has proved that there exists a]

potential function <, which is one-valued and continuous at
allj

points (oo inclusive) of the plane other than the places of discon-}

tinuity of/, and which is discontinuous like /at the above-mentioned}
lines and points (i.e. <f>f is harmonic throughout F). [HarnaekJ

Grundlagen der Theorie des Logarithinischen Potentiales, 45
;

Neumann, Abel'sche Integrale, 2d ed., pp. 445, 461
; Schwarz, WerkeJ,

t. ii., pp. 163, 166.]

274. Take a circular region ;
call this region Tj, and let its rim

be d- Let C2 be a concentric circle of smaller radius, such that'

all the places of discontinuity of / are situated within the circular*

region bounded by C2. Let the region exterior to Ca be called T2.j

Along the rim of any circle with centre and radius intermediate
tcj

the radii of C\, C2,

1 C2 "

fdd = a constant A
;

2-rrJo

or, replacing/ A by /,

Apply Schwarz's alternating process to the two regions T,, TJ
Construct for T2 a harmonic function % with the values F2 on CjJ.

where F2 stands for the values of / on (72 ;
for Tx a harmonic func-

tion u2 with the values u^ F
l
on Ci, where w

t
(1) stands for the!'

values of % on d; for T2 a harmonic function ?^3 with the values*

w2
(2) + F2 on C2 ;

for T! a harmonic function with the values %(1) F*
on d', and so'on indefinitely. Since the upper limit of the values!

F2 on C2 is finite, the absolute value of wx
(I) F

1
is everywhere

Unite on C> Also we know that on d,

/ 2ir /

| w/ I)^ = 0, I

/o t/a

therefore, from the equation u.2
w = u^ Flt

f *Jd$ = 0, and f
2

"u. ( :VW = 0.
/0 /0
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The latter equation shows that the value of u.2 at the centre of C2

Applying the theorem of 272, the absolute value* and the

illation of u.2 on C2 are less than QD, where D is the greatest oscil-

lon of the rim values u^ Fl} and is a proper fraction which

>ends solely upon the radii of C1} CV

Since ^t3 takes on C2 the values u2
(2)

-f- F.*, we have

/ 2ff / 2n-

j 3
<2>d0 =

j
U *d0 = 0.

/0 /0

Since M3
(2) V

2> =
_>

|2)
,
the absolute value and the oscillation of

?<! on Co are less than OD. Again, the equations

C
S

'u>dO = C
2

\3Wdd = 0,
Jo Jo

ow that the absolute value and the oscillation of u4
(l) M2

(1) are less

an 6D, and therefore that the absolute value and the oscillation of

J) u2
(2) are less than 6?D. The two systems

( MI, M3,
M5, ,

re such that in T2

uz MI < OD, 5 MS < GrD, -,

d in T! u4 u., < 9D, >/.,- 4 < 6?I), -.

Hence, the two series

MI + (MS u
i) + (MS MS) -| ,

M 2 + (4 "2) + ("s M4) H ,

fine harmonic functions u', ^^", which are the limits of u-^+n u.ln ,

hen n tends to oo. On the two rims of the region T', common to

and Toj we have

erefore u" +f takes the same values as u' throughout T', and

+/ serves for the prolongation of u' over the boundary of T!. It

ould be noticed that the region formed by the combination of Tt,

is a closed region, a result of importance in view of the fact that

Riemann surface mav be closed.

* When the value at the centre is 0, the lower limit is or negative. Therefore the absolute

ne on the rim must be equal to or less than the oscillation.
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References. Neumann and Schwarz share the honour of being the first math-

ematicians to give a satisfactory proof of Dirichlet's Principle. Those memoirs

of the latter which relate to this problem are to be found in his Werke, t. ii.
;

while Neumann's researches have been incorporated largely in his treatise

the Abelian Functions. Riemann's original investigations were published i

his Inaugural Dissertation. Picard has given an admirably lucid account of th

methods of Schwarz, Neumann, and Poincare hi his Traite d'Analyse, t. ii., fasc

1. Hamack's method is expounded in -his work, Grundlagen der Theorie de

Logarithmischen Potentiales, a contribution of high value to the Potential- theory

Two important memoirs on the methods of Schwarz and Poincare have appeare

within recent years ;
one by M. Jules Riemann, Sur le Probleme de Dirichlet

Ann. de 1'Ec. Norm. Sup., ser. 3, t. v., the other by M. Paraf, Sur le Problem

de Dirichlet, Paris, 1892. The reader should consult Klein's memoir, Beitrag

zur Riemann'schen Functionentheorie, Math. Ann., t. xxi., Klein's Schrift, an

Klein-Fricke, Modulfunctionen, t. i., pp. 504 et seq. For the history of the sub

ject he is referred to the notes at the end of Schwarz' s collected works. Th

discussion of the potentials which are associated with Abelian integrals will tx

taken up again at the end of the next chapter.



CHAPTER X.

ABELIAX INTEGRALS.

275. Riemann's classical memoir on the Abelian Functions

'heorie der Abelscheii Functionen) was published in the 54th vol-

ne of Crelle's Journal in 1857. His treatment of the subject was

sed on the brilliant conception that a theory could be constructed

om the definition of Abelian integrals by certain characteristic

operties on a Riemann surface. To establish the existence of

motions with the assigned properties he used Dirichlet's principle ;

t it has been pointed out (in Chapter IX.) that Dirichlet's prob-
m has not been solved satisfactorily by methods drawn from the

alculus of Variations. To secure solid foundations for Riemann's

pel-structure, recourse must be had to the existence-theorems of

eumann and Schwarz. In the chapter on Riemann surfaces every-

ing was referred back to a basis-equation F(u:. z) = 0, the number
sheets of T in the z-plane and the distribution of the branch-

being determined by the equation ;
but it was indicated

190) that the process might be reversed. One of the distin-

ishing features of Riemann's method is that he starts with a sur-

ce given independently of an equation F= ( 162), and passes
enee to algebraic functions of the surface. In this way the sur-

ce becomes associated with a whole system of equations which

iss into one another by birational transformations, and no one of

ese equations can claim precedence over the others. The surface

ing spread over the z-plane, it is often convenient to single out

om the algebraic functions of the surface the particular function

and to express the other algebraic functions in terms of z ( 154).

ronecker's theory of the discriminant shows that amongst these

nctions ? there is one which gives rise to an equation F(w, z) =
th no higher singularities than nodes; in this equation the branch-

iiits arise solely from vertical tangents. (See Xother, Rationale

isfuhrung der Operationen in der Theorie der Algebraischen Func-

men. Math. Ann., t. xxiii.) There is no loss of generality in selec-

ig for a basis-curve one with no singularities higher than nodes.*

* Using the language of Higher Plane Curves, the Cramer-Xother transformations of Chapter
, are one-to-one transformations of the plane of co-ordinates xlt x,, x3 , while the transforma-

427
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The plan of this chapter is (1) to find what discontinuities

arise when there is a basis equation F(tv
n
,
z
m
)
=

; (2) to find wh
theorems follow from an assumption of the truth of the existenc

theorems for integrals of the three kinds on a surface T given ind

pendently of a basis-equation; (3) to work out results, using th

Clebsch-Gordan form of equation fn (xl9 x.2,
a;3)
= 0, or F(w, z,)

=
in which the branch-points are simple and situated in the finite pai
of the plane, and the multiple points are not higher than nodes

(4) to show that the existence-theorems for Abelian integrals on th

surface T follow from the theorems of Chapter IX. In justificatic

of this plan we may observe that the theorems of Chapter IX. inc

cate the existence of the Abelian integrals on T; also that wlie

these existence-theorems are known to hold for the most geriei

case, there is no advantage to be gained by selecting a basis-equatic

with complicated expansions, since the character of Kiemann
results can be appreciated adequately by using one which gives sin

pie branch-points.

276. Let us start, in the first place, with an irreducible equatio

F(wn
,
z
m
)
= of deficiency p ;

and let T, T
' have their ordinar

meanings. An examination of the nature of the discontinuities o

the Abelian integral j R(w, z)dz will lead to a classification

/*0' W

Abelian integrals.

Near each place s of the surface T, R can be expanded in a seri(

of ascending powers of (z c)
l/r

,
where r is a positive integer and

is the value of z at s. The first exponent q^/r may be negative, bi

cannot be infinite. If qt < 0, the place s is an infinity, and if r >
it is also a branch-place at which r sheets hang together. Sine

near s

the value of ( Rdz is

C( Z _ c)'i
/r

f
a + at (z

-
c)

1^ + a2 (z
-

c)
2/r + \dz,

= &( - cyi*"" + &,(- C)<I
+H-IV

-f

Case /. If Q! + r > 0,
|

TJrfz = P
q^ r (z c)

v
". Here s is a brano

place, or an ordinary place, according as r^ 1.

tions of Kronecker are one-to-one transformations of a curve in the plane. The former tran

formations separate coincident tangents, but do not resolve a multiple point with distinct la

gents into its component nodes.
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Case IT. If Qi + r<: 0, let & + r = - 1
;
then

Rdz=b<>(z
- C)-*

/r
+6,(z - cy

l-t >'r+ +bl log (z
-

c) + P(z - c)
1".

Here s is both a branch-place and an infinity. The nature of the

nity depends on the values of the coefficients. When

6 = 6, = &2
= = &,_i = 0,

infinity is purely logarithmic. On the other hand, if b
t
= 0, the

nity is purely algebraic ;
but if 6 = 61 = b.2

= = &, = 0, we fall

k on Case I. For every other system of values the infinity is

rarithmic-algebraic .

Case II. shows that the integral is infinite at an infinity of R,

ept when that infinity is a branch-place on T such that ql + r > 0.

e have established the fact that the integral has only a finite num-

of infinities which are algebraic, logarithmic, or logarithmic-

ebraic; and that no other infinities can occur. An integral is

d to be of the first kind when it has no infinity on T, of the

ond kind when its infinities are algebraic solely, and of the third

id when it has *

logarithmic or logarithmic-algebraic infinities,

e simplest integral of the second kind is that which has only one

mity on T, that infinity being a pole s of the first order; the

;egral of the second kind is then said to be elementary. The

iplest integral of the third kind is that which is infinite at two

ices of T like + log (z Cj) and log (z c2), and is elsewhere

ite
;
the integral of the third kind is then said to be elementary.

e shall denote elementary integrals of the second and third kinds

Z and Q, and shall indicate by suffixes the places at which the

iegrals are infinite. Thus in the present notation Z, is an ele-

ntary integral of the second kind, Q,1J one of the third.* We
ve had instances in 219.

The integrals of the three kinds are continuous functions of the

ice on T, but are not one-valued. When the upper limit of an

>elian integral describes a closed path on T, the final value of the

iegral may differ from the initial value by multiples of periods f

B to the cross-cuts or to the logarithmic discontinuities.

It should therefore be borne in mind that the integral of the

it kind may become infinite by the addition of infinitely many
riods.

* In cases where no ambiguity will arise we shall say that an integral is x at a place s like

)"' or log ( ), where what is meant is that it is ao like (z z(s~))~
l or log ( (*)),

being the point of the z-plane at which * lies.

fTbe word period is used for shortness. It would be more correct to use modulus of

odicity and reserve period for the Abelian functions which arise from the inversion problem.
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In Case II., writing 2 c = z{, we have

CRdz = b^r
( + ^i1" + " + r6

<
loS 2i + P( Zl>'

If the path of integration be a small closed curve round the plal

s, this gives

C Rdz = 2irirbt
.

J()

The coefficient rb
t
is called the residue at the point in questi

( 180). Round an ordinary point, and round a critical point :

that in the expansion of R no term (z
-

c)~
l
enters,

f Rdz - 0.

Jo
c

Let Sl,
s2, -, SK be the logarithmic infinities of

J
tftfe

surface T. The surface T can be reduced by the ordinary crfl

cuts A, B, C to T'. As in 180, all the logarithmic infinities mi

be cut out; the surface is now (* + l)-ply connected,

reduced to a simply connected surface T" by K further cuts,

the integral has no logarithmic infinities; hence taken port

round the complete boundary of T" it vanishes. The parts

boundary which are traversed twice in opposite directions contr

nothing to the sum-total, since each element Rdz is cancelled by

element -Rdz. The only parts which are not of this categ-

the small closed curves round the places s; these contribute

(the sum of the residues). Hence the important theorem t

sum of the residues of CRdz on T is zero.

In the proof of this theorem we have integrated round

boundary of a dissected surface. This method is used const;

in Eiemann's theory. It seems desirable therefore to point

explicitly that elements on opposite banks of a cross-cut

bined with each other,* and that the cross-cuts C play a subs

part, the period across a C being zero (see 180). The theorenv

regard to the residues shows why an integral with two I

infinities is chosen as the elementary integral ;
for an into

only one logarithmic infinity is non-existent.

In practice use is made of a special equation, and

are open to objections on the score of incomplete generality,

meet these objections it is necessary to place the Kiemann

face T in the fore-front of the theory, and to prove

Integration round the rim of a dis.ectcd .urf.ee 1. analogous to Integration
roun.J

th

aralleWram of period* in the caae of a doubly periodic function. See Cbapte, VII.,
of a parallelogram of periods i
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tegrals of the three kinds exist upon it. It is assumed that this

irfuoe is spread over the z-plane in a finite number of sheets (say

I. that its order of connexion is 2p + 1, and that the sum of the

ders of its branchings is 2p + 2 n 2. To avoid interrupting the

scussion of properties, we shall assume the truth of certain exist-

nce theorems, and give the proofs at a later stage. Strictly we

light not to speak of Abelian integrals of the first three kinds for

ich a surface, but rather of functions of the place of the first

iree kinds, since there is, at first, no basis-equation. But no con-

ision will be caused inasmuch as the functions prove to be of the

>rm I It(ii:, z)dz. where ic is an algebraic function of T which is

mnected with z by an algebraic equation.

_'77. The existence theorem for integrals of the first kind

stablishes the fact that there exists upon T a function W with the

blowing properties :

(1) TFis continuous on T
;

(2) TF has constant periods a.K + i(3K ,
aK+f + iftK+f,

at the cross-

its AK ,
BK,

where the a's are assigned arbitrarily.

That the name Abelian integral is bestowed appropriately on the

mction can be shown by the following considerations. On oppo-
te banks of a cross-cut the difference between W+ and TF_ is con-

;ant. Hence
dW+/dz = dW_/dz,

id the function dW/dz is continuous except at the branch-points,
here it may have algebraic discontinuities. Such a function is

ecessarily a rational function E(w, z) of w and z, where F(w*, z) =0
an irreducible equation associated with the surface. Thus W is

i Abelian integral. The property (1) shows that it is an Abelian

itegral of the first kind.

Suppose, to take a more general case, that there exists on T a
mction / which has the following three properties :

(1) It is continuous on T except at isolated places ;

(2) Its discontinuity at each place of discontinuity is algebraic,

)garithmic, or logarithmic-algebraic ;

(3) The value at any place of T is altered merely by an addi-

ve constant after the description of a closed path on T.

The derivative dl/dz is continuous except at certain places
here the discontinuities are algebraic ;

for the logarithmic infinities

re converted by differentiation into algebraic infinities, and dl/dz
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has no periods at the cross-cuts which change T into T". Thus
function dl/dz is of the form 7?(w, z), and / is an Abelian integral.

A special case of Green's theorem. Let W be an integral of tl

first kind; let IF= U+ iV, where U, Fare real. The only place

on T '

at which the first derivatives of U, V can become infinite ai

the branch-places of T. Let these be cut out from T '

by small clo

curves. By an application of Green's theorem

by
CudV= C(-J J

r f=
IJ J \xj \8yJ

since &
2

U/8x* + ?>
2

U/8y
2 = 0. The single integral is taken round tl

boundary of T ' and round the small curves which enclose the brauc

points. The integrals round the branch-points become infinite

small when the curves become infinitely small
;
therefore we ha\

the theorem that

fDBr=ftt(r\'+(pJr JJlfa8
where the single integral is taken round the rim of T'. [See

IX., 255, and Ch. VI., 176.]

By integrating round the lines A, B, C, we get, since U+ U..

equal to aK along AK and to aK+p along BK ,

=\ aK CdV+ aK
=i ( JA

for each cross-cut is traversed twice in opposite directions anil

dF+=<ZF_. The integrals on the right-hand side are equal tj

(3K+P, (3K ;
hence the expression

P. ft.

= a positive quantity, or

In particular, W reduces to a constant when all the 's or all tfl

/3's vanish. That is, an integral of the first kind with periods all rca'i

or an integral with periods all purely imaginary, is a constant, lie

ferring to what was said at the beginning of this paragraph, w
can now see that the conditions imposed upon W determine it t

a constant term. For let W be an integral of the first kind whos

a's are the same as those of W. The function IF W is an inte

gral of the first kind which has purely imaginary periods at tb
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oss-cuts
; therefore, by the theorem which we have just proved,

W is a constant. If the ratios of the periods be all real, the

iriods themselves are of the form kuK ,
kaK,p , where k may be corn-

ex
; W/k is now a function whose periods are all real, and there-

re W/k and W are constant.

Example. An integral whose periods at the curves AK (or BK)

e all zero, is a constant.

278. It is of great importance to determine how many integrals

can be linearly independent. Let there be q linearly independent

tegrals TFA, (A.
= 1, 2, , q) ;

and consider the expression

iere the coefficients k\ are constants. The expression is continuous
i i

T and has constant differences 2 k^^, 2 frAwA K+ at the cross-
x=i

'

A=I

ts A
f ,
BK . where w^, <o

Ailt+p
are the periods of TFA at these cross-cuts.

is therefore an integral of the first kind. Denote it by TFand its

riods by taK , w^^; also let K , w^, &A be resolved into their real

d imaginary parts aK + i(3K, a^ + i(3^, /IA + ?VA. We have the

stem of 2p equations

(3),

A 1

= 1, 2, -, p. By equating the real parts, we get 2p equations,
om which the 2q quantities /IA. VA can be eliminated, provided

;_/>; and there remain relations between the quantities a^, /J^,

r^p' P\, K+P' a
? "K+P- Choosing a set of values for aK which do not

y these relations, we have an integral of the first kind which is

)t linearly related to the TFA's. If q + 1 </>, we can by the same

gurnent obtain q + 2 linearly independent TPs, and so on until p
reached. Hence there are not less than p linearly independent

tegrals of the first kind. Suppose that TFi, IF* ,
Wp are p

icarly independent integrals of the first kind; then every other

tegral W of the first kind is expressible in the form

(4),

theorem of fundamental importance. In proof of this theorem
>serve that whatever be the real parts of the periods of W it is
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always possible to assign such values to
//.A,

VA as will make the real
p

parts of the periods of the linear combination 2 A'ATF"A identical with
A=l

the real parts of the periods of W. And when this has been done,

W 2&ATFA is an integral of the first kind whose periods are all
A=l

purely imaginary, and is therefore, a constant.

The theorem which has just been enunciated cannot be regarded as prov
until it is shown that the determinant formed by the coefficients of the qua in it iej

oAx , etc., in the equations for aK and aK+p ,
does not vanish. Neumann shows bl

considerations drawn from determinants that the vanishing of this determinant

is inconsistent with the linear independence of Wv W%, , Wp . Neumann
Abel'sche Integrale, 2d ed.

, p. 243.

Corollary. When p = 0, there is no integral of the first kind.

The theorems of this and the preceding paragraph are the onl
referred to at the end of 220.

279. The bilinear relations for integrals of the first kind. T

integral I W^dW^, taken over the complete boundary of 1', is zerdi

The cross-cut AK is described twice in opposite directions, and

C
J&K.

Similarly,

V.,+; see Fig. 74, 180.

Also, fJcK

Therefore, after addition,

p

2
K=l

= (5,

In the most general case when /, /' are two Abelian integrals on
'

Cldl'=i
Jr i
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here o>. w' stand for periods of /. /'
;
and each side of the equation

equal to the integral round the infinities of both I and /'. This

iay be called the general bilinear relation.*

Theorem. The determinant

)rmed by the p? periods of the p linearly independent integrals

I' at the cross-cuts AK,
cannot vanish.

For if A = 0, the theory of determinants enables us to assign

onstants JcM not all zeros, such that

The integral 2frATFA has now no periods at the cross-cuts, and is

herefore a constant. Hence the TFA's are not linearly independent,

ontrary to hypothesis.

280. Normal integrals of the first 'kind. An integral W may
lave the period 1 at the cross-cut A^ and the period at all the

>ther cross-cuts AK. For the equations

letermine the p quantities A\ without ambiguity. Hence W is com-

detely determinate, save as to an added constant.

Such an integral is called a normal integral of the first kind. We
shall denote it by w

t
and its period at BK by T^. Corresponding to the^

juts AK there are p such integrals, whose periods form the scheme

"l

It,
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The p normal integrals are linearly independent. For, if possible!

let fc + 2fc
t
w

t
= 0.

Then at AK JcK 1 = 0,

and the vanishing of the coefficients implies that there is no linea

relation.

The bilinear relation becomes, in the case of the normal int

grals,

or

1 r
t

TK

T r~~, T'
JCl

'
IK*

= 0,

In virtue of this relation the array formed by the T'S is syn
metric. The simple character of the properties of the p norms

integrals %, u2 ,

-

,
up makes them specially suitable for use as thi

elements in terms of which all integrals W are expressed linearly.

In 277 it was proved that

A<p+K

If we apply this result to the integral

where n1} n2, --, np are real, we have, if T
I(C
= a

tx
. -f

= 0,

a K = na

and therefore

that is,

S
C=1 1=1

+'-+ pnn* ^ 0.

The sign of equality obtains only when the integral 2 w
l
w

l
is con-

t=i

stant, a case which implies the vanishing of n
l5
n2, ,

np .

281. The functions 3>. The derivative, dW/dz, of an integral o\

the first kind belongs to a system of algebraic functions on th

surface which is of paramount importance. We shall denote sncl
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function by 4>. Thus
J
$dz is always an integral of the first kind.

These functions are (2p +2n 2) -placed. For near a place s at

aich z = c let

-
c)

1/r + a2 (2
-

c)
2/r + .

If a^O, * = bl(z-c)W+>~,
id $> is x r~ 1 at s.

Therefore 3> is /3-placed, "where

= 2( -
1) = 2j> + 2(7i

-
1), ( 170).

Of the 2p + 2(n 1) zeros of $ we can at once account for 2n.

or by supposition there is no branching at oc, and accordingly,

hen c = x .

Therefore each of the n places at co is a zero of the second

rder. There remain 2p 2 zeros, which are said to be moveable,

lasmuch as they are different for different 3>'s. That this is the

ise will appear in 288.

It has been assumed in the proof that a^ and therefore b^ does

ot vanish. When r = 1, the vanishing of a x evidently means that

ic place s is itself a zero of
<t>, and in this way also we account for

ie vanishing of aj when r > 1, by saying that then a zero of the <

i question happens to be at a branch-point. And similarly when
i the expansions at oc the coefficient of 1/z in the series for W is

lissing, one of the moveable zeros happens to coincide with a

xed zero.

This proof is from Klein-Fricke, t. i., p. 544.

The ratio of two functions $ is evidently, at most, (2p 2)-placed.

There can be chosen p functions 3> between which there is no

omogeneous linear relation
;
but between these and every other 3>

lere must be a homogeneous linear relation. This is proved at

nee by differentiating (4). From this again it follows that half

ie moveable zeros of a $ can be assigned arbitrarily. For, if su

Sp_i be the assigned zeros, the constants k can be chosen so as

o satisfy the p 1 equations.

rhere * = 1. 2, .p
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t

that is, we can make 2fcA<I\, which is the general expression of a

vanish at the p 1 places.

It appears at first sight as if the p l assigned zeros determiul

the other p 1 zeros
;
but this is not necessarily the case, for to

above p 1 equations need not be independent. For example, whe!

the surface is two-sheeted the basis-equation can be written

2p+2
- = H(z aK),

we can take ( 182) for the p independent 4>'s z*/w, X = 0, 1, , p '.

and for any $, ^k^/w. The 2p 2 moveable zeros form p
pairs of places, say ss, each pair having the same z. Now pn
vided that among the assigned zeros there are no pairs, the remaiij

ing zeros are all determined, for they are i
1?

s2, )
sp_l

'

)
but whe]

among the assigned zeros there are L pairs, and therefore p 1 2

unpaired places, of the remaining zeros p 1 2 1 are determined

and 2 1 form pairs unspecified in position.

The case of a two-sheeted Eiemann surface, or surface which cai

be rendered two-sheeted, is called the hyperelliptic case.

The surface depends on the 2p 4- 2 branch-points, which we
caj

regard as arbitrary points of the 2-plane. By a bilinear transform^

tion, 3 of these can be made to take assigned positions. Therefor

the number of independent co-ordinates of such a surface is 2p 1.

An important property of the functions < is that the ratio of two
sucj

functions is an invariant with regard to birational transformations. This arise

from the fact that in such transformations an integral of the first kind remain*

an integral of the first kind. See Weber, Abelsche Functionen vom Geschleel

3; and Klein-Fricke, t. i., p. 546.

282. Integrals of the second kind. It is a consequence of ta

existence-theorems that on the arbitrary Eiemann surface T therl

is a function Zs ,
which has the following properties :

(1) It is continuous on T except at a single place s;

(2) It is infinite at s like l/(z c);*

(3) It has constant periods at the cuts AK ,
BK,

whose real
partj

are assigned arbitrarily.

Such a function must be an Abelian integral. For dZ,/dz i|

everywhere continuous except at s, and possibly certain branch

places. At the places at which it is discontinuous, it is algebraical^

* If S be a hraoch-placc at which r sheets hang together, Z, is infinite like l/(z c)
1
/"".
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finite. It is therefore an algebraic function of the surface, and is
'

the form R(u\ z). The conditions (1), (2), (3) determine the

tegral to a constant term. For if Z,, Z,' be two functions with

lese conditions, Z, Zt

'

is nowhere infinite, and has at the cross-

its purely imaginary periods. Accordingly Z, Z,' is a constant.

*e shall denote the period of Z, at AK by 17,,
and that at BK by

,K . The expression

itisfies the conditions (1). (2), (3); and since the p constants A\

in be so chosen as to make the real parts of the periods of Z,(0) take

ssigned real values, while c is at our disposal, Z.
(0) is the most

eneral elementary integral of the second kind.

The normal integrals of the second kind. Let A.\
= the period

f Z.
(0> at the cross-cut A (X = l, 2, ,p). This choice of the

>nstants makes all the periods of Z.(0) at the curves AK equal to

Denote the integral so defined by and call it the normal

tegral of the second kind v:ith an infinity at s. To obtain the periods

:
,
at the cross-cut J3A ,

observe that the integral ( tdu. must be
r Jv

qual to
j i^fluA (178).

Xow. f .dux = i f ,duA + 1 f ^MJr K=IJAK <c=it/j?
lt

= 0+2

le integral being taken once along BK and in the positive direction.

5 r 7= ^^J duA .

=i JsK

But I c?MA
= or 1 according as K ^ X or = X.

%JBK

Hence

On the other hand, we have in the neighbourhood of s (which we
issume to be an ordinary place)

,= l/(z-c) + P(z-c),
ind therefore,

C <, C <, d"\ A? A\ C dz
I /Z"A = | 4 ~dz=(~-^\Jw Jo dz \dzJ.JMz-c
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Hence
rjp+K

= -2
dz J.

Let du^/dz be denoted by $A . Then the scheme of periods

-2

283. Algebraic functions on a Riemann surface. We are nc

in a position to prove that upon an arbitrary Kiemann surface

there exist algebraic functions which have simple poles at /x distinc

but otherwise arbitrary places, whenever
fj. > p.

Let Sj, s.2) , s^
be any /JL places on T which are subject to tl

restrictions that no two coincide in the same sheet or lie in the sar

vertical; and assume that there is an algebraic function w of

which is infinite like ^\/(z cx ) at the place SA , (A = 1, 2,

Construct the integrals , and call them, for shortness, A. Tl

expression M
w - 2 &AA

A=l

is a function of z which is continuous on T. It is therefore an int(

gral of the first kind. As w and the A's experience no discontin

ities at the cross-cuts AK,
such a function, if existent, must reduce

a constant. Hence, the form of w is

It remains for us to find out when the last expression is a

algebraic function on the surface. The necessary and sufficient co

dition is that it has no periods at the cross-cuts BK . This conditio

is expressed by the p equations

These equations may or may not be linearly independent
When the former is the case, p of the constants &A are determined us

linear functions of the other p. p. Thus there remain, including

Jc
, fjip + 1 arbitrary constants in w. But if the equations be

no^
all linearly independent, there will be a certain number T of linearly

independent relations

= l, 2,
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this case the places s^ s.>, , s^
are said to be r-ply tied, aud there

main p. p + r 4- 1 arbitrary constants which enter linearly. The

equations in E show that T is the number of linearly independent
P

>rabinations 2 bK3>K which vanish at the places s. This theorem
K=l

as given by Koch (Crelle, t. Ixiv.) as the extension of a result of

iemann's, and is known as the llieinann-Roch theorem.

It is clear that if p.>p, there is a solution of the p equations
hich is distinct from k\ A', = = A-

M
= 0; that is, there is an

gebraic function of z which is infinite only at the ft places or (if

me of the &A's be zero) at some of these places. When to is

finite at /^ of the p. places, it is a /zrplaced function of z and

itisfies an algebraic equation F(v:
n

, zi) = 0. In this way the exist-

ice of an algebraic function of the arbitrary Eiemann surface T
Hows from the existence theorems for the Abelian integrals. It

especially worthy of note that in Eiemann's theory the integrals

>me first and algebraic functions second.

From the Eiemann-Roch theorem we can infer that the poles of

gebraic functions are necessarily tied when /&</> + !. For when
< p + 1, T is necessarily greater than 1, unless the function is

self a constant. A function whose poles are tied is called a special

motion, and thus any function for which p. < p 4- 1 is a special
inction. Further, the theorem is the basis of our knowledge of

hat values of
p. are permissible. Kieinann proved in his memoir

VYerke, p. 101) that in general /i<p-f-l, but for particular
irfaces smaller values of p. may occur; for instance, the hyper-

liptic case is characterized by the presence of two-placed functions.

Teierstrass has proved that there is no function which is oc'1 at a

ngle arbitrary place when p. <p -\- 1. At a finite number of special
.aces there may be exception.
See Klein-Fricke, t. i., p. 554

;
Brill and Mother, Math. Ann., t.

ii. : Xother, Crelle, t. xcii., p. 301.

284. The class-moduli.

When p. > 2p 2, the function cannot be special, as there are

ily 2_p 2 moveable zeros of a 3>
( 281). Let the p. poles be

oveable; then there are on the whole p. + p. p + l independent
mstants, or oc

2
>1 ~-p+1 functions with p. poles. Each of these maps

le surface T into a /i-sheeted surface T
M, so that the correspond-

ice of T and T^ is (1,1). Let there be oc p transformations of T
ind therefore of T^) into itself. Then the number of surfaces

is x ;V-^ 1-p
. These are all in a (1, 1) correspondence. Let

= 2/>-f 2/t 2, then ( 128) /? is the number of branch-places
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(supposed simple). When the branch-points are assigned, there is

only a finite number of possible surfaces, for the number of way!
in which the sheets can hang together at these points is finite. Thud
there are coP yu,-sheeted surfaces; and on each of them algebraic]

functions exist. These considerations show that the number on

essentially distinct surfaces is cc^~2>i+p
~l+l> or oo ?p'3fp

.

Hence the number of characteristic constants of a surface
is]

3p 3 + p. These must all be equal for two surfaces which cara

be mapped on each other.

These characteristic constants are called by Biemann the cZassl

moduli.

When j?
= 0, we can take for the surface the z-plane itself, ancH

the birational transformation is bilinear, say w = (az + V)/(cz -+ d).

There are therefore three quantities at our disposal when we seek,

to transform the plane into itself, and p = 3. Hence there is noli

modulus.

It can be proved that when p = 1, p = 1
;
and that when p > ll]

p = 0. Hence when p = 1, there is one modulus, and this can be! I

taken as the absolute invariant gl/g* of the quartic which occural

when the surface is reduced to the standard form ( 218). AYlu-nJ

p > 1, there are 3p 3 moduli. In the hyperelliptic case we found!

that there are 2p 1 characteristic constants ( 281). Xowi

3p 3>2p 1 when p>2. Hence when p>2, there must bej
relations between the moduli when the surface can be brought tdj
the two-sheeted form. In this paragraph we have followed Klein's f

tract Ueber Eiemann's Theorie, to which (pp. 64-72) the reader ill

referred for more information. The proof is similar to the onfli

given by Riemann (Werke, p. 113). Proofs drawn from the theory!
of curves are given in Clebsch, t. iii., ch. 1, and by Cayley, MathJ

Ann., t. viii. On the relation of the hyperelliptic case to the geoff
eral one, when p > 2, see Klein-Fricke, t. i., p. 571.

285. The integrals of the third kind. The most general Abeli

integral has logarithmic infinities which may be c^ c2, ,
CK . I

simplicity, assume c1; c.2, ,
CK to be ordinary places of the surface

After cutting out these points we must render the surface simply

connected by a further cut D which extends from Cj to c,, from

to c3, -, and finally from CK to some point of the boundary, as fo

instance the point where A
l9 BI meet. When this cut has been made

the surface may be named T". Let aA be the residue at c

(A = l, 2, , K). The part DK which extends from CK to th

boundary furnishes no period, for the integral along a path on Ti

H
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lich encloses all the points c^ C*, ,
CK ,

and leads from one side of

to the other, is equal to 2 iri2oA . = 0. Hence there is no discon-

auity at DK , which behaves in this respect like the cuts CK . That

rt 2)K_i of D which leads from c
/t
_1 to CK furnishes a period 2iriaK ,

e part DK _ 2 a period 2Tri(a K + aK_ l ), and so on. This may be

ustrated by I d log R, where R is a /^-placed function of the sur-

ce. If CA be the zeros, CA
' the poles of R, where X = 1, 2, ,/*, the

t D may be drawn from c/ to CL. from ct to c2 ',
from c2

' to Cj, and

on. Across a cut from CA
'

to CA there is a period 2 iri, and across

cut from CA to c'A+1 there is no period.

Let us assume that there exists on the arbitrary Eiemann surface

a function which

(1) is continuous on T except at two arbitrary places c1? c2 ;

(2) is infinite at c
t
like log (z Cj) and at c2 like log (z c,) ;

(3) has constant periods at the cross-cuts of T", with arbitrary

al parts.

By the same reasoning as before we can prove that the function

question is an Abelian integral.

Denote it by Qce . If there be a second function with the same

operties and whose periods have the same real parts as those of

reasoning similar to that already used shows that the two func-

ons differ merely by a constant. As an elementary integral of the

ird kind remains of the same kind after the addition of any inte-

al of the first kind, the most general elementary integral of the

ird kind is

r the A's can be so chosen as to ensure that the real parts of the

riods of this expression take values which are assigned arbitrarily,

y a proper choice of the A:A's we can make the periods at the

oss-cuts Ax all vanish. The resulting integral is the normal

tegral of the third kind with the prescribed logarithmic infinities,

id may be denoted by IIC e .

The remaining periods of IIe v In the general bilinear relation

rite I=W, J'=QCiV

id denote the periods by the scheme

3, B, .-Bn

TF
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We have

J(Cl
WdQ.

where the path, as in Fig. 77, describes both sides of a line D
which runs on T' from a place near cl to a place near c2,

and describ

small circles (c^, (c2) round the places c
1}

c2. Now the integral

I WdQ ,
taken along both sides of D, is zero, since W has no difl<

JD
continuity across D. Near cly

az z

W=W(c1)+Pl(z-c1);

and therefore
*s (cl

Similarly,
x (2

Therefore

It is now an easy matter to find the periods of the normal integra

ncc at the cross-cuts BK , (
= !, 2, -,J9). In the bilinear relatio;

just established, let W and Qc e be replaced by the normal integral

WA and nc c . Then WK
= when K=\, and WA

= 1
;

also eK
= (

(K = 1, 2, ,p). The bilinear relation becomes

"P+\

or
C e

\= 2 ffi I dMA.

XC2

Hence the scheme of periods of n c c is

! A2 -.AP

...
/"

c
i /* c

i /* r
i

i I dtti 27rt I dw2
.. 27Ti I

c/c, /c. yc.

where the path of integration from ^ to c2 lies on T'.
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For two elementary integrals of the third kind Qeiet
and

bilinear relation takes the form

integral being taken along a closed curve which surrounds the

nities c1} c?, c/, (%'. By contraction the path of integration can

replaced by two double loops (cx) + D + (<%), (c/) -+- D'

. the integral becomes

f+f +f + f+ f + fJV J^) J(^) Jo J (ei) J(tt

The first of these is zero since Q^e,= Q"^ ;
the second is

'Qe ,et (Ci')>
an(i tne tni r(i is 2fl-i'Qeiej (Cj8

f

). The integrand in the

laming terms may be changed to QeietdQeift, since for a closed

;h on T" the product Q^-^Q^e, is one-valued. The values of the

; three integrals are now obtained in the same way as those of

former three, and we have

^J TTZ

.

When the relation

satisfied, the equation becomes

=

in words, the interchange of limits and parameters is permissible.

particular this is the case for normal integrals for which

l
= c2 = = ep

= 0, and / = e2
' = = ep

'

0.

In the case of U
eiet

the theorem may be stated in the form

in a notation often convenient,
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The difference of two elementary integrals of the third kind
\vitj

the same infinities is an integral of the first kind. Hence i

particular

Q^ = n:^-fSfcA-

The differential quotient of QC1C2
with regard to c2 is infinite 1

c2 like l/(z c2), and is elsewhere finite. It is therefore an fit

mentary integral of the second kind. When Q is replaced by E

the integral of the second kind is normal.

286. The most general Abelian integral. By 276 the moji

general Abeliari integral /derived from the basis-equation F(w, z) =Ji

has infinities which are logarithmic or algebraic, and has peridfl

due to the cross-cuts on T and to the logarithmic infinities. It ca

be found by addition from

(1) Integrals w
l9

u.2, ,
up,

which are everywhere finite;

(2) Integrals Q^ with two logarithmic infinities
;

(3) Integrals Zs, dZs/dz ,
d~Zs/dz -,--', which are oo at s like

(z
- z )

- 1

, (z b)
~ 2

,
2 ! (z z )

-3
,

.
-, where z = ().

For suppose that / is infinite like

i log (z C,), a.2 log (z c2), ,
aK log (z cj,

where ai + a2 H-----\-aK = (276).
Then /! = /- [aiQClC + a2QC2C + + aQejtC],

where c is any place whatsoever on the surface, is an integral whi

is nowhere logarithmically infinite. The integral / has been robb

of its logarithmic infinities at Cj, c2, ,
C
K , by the sxibtraction

the expression in brackets, and no new infinity has been introduo]
K

at c because 2 a
t
= 0. The algebraic infinities can be removed I

the subtraction of integrals of the second kind and of their different

quotients. Suppose, for example, that /j is infinite at a place s

which z = z like

(z-z )^[6 + 6
1 (z-z )-h&2(2-z )

2+-+&A_i(^- 2;o)
A- 1

],

and that accents denote differentiations with regard to z
;
then

is an integral which has no algebraic infinity at s. By proceed!]

in this way we can remove from 7 every infinity ;
what is left mi

be an integral which is everywhere finite on T, and is therefore

linear combination of the w's, plus a constant.
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287. In Chapters IV. and VI. the general equation F(ic, z) =
as simplified by various processes of transformation. To avoid

fficulties connected with the presence of higher singularities,

ebsch and Gordan use throughout their treatise one of these

mplified forms for their basis-equation ;
their results are therefore

eking in complete generality. Let f(xlt X& o%) = 0, or shortly
<>. be a curve of order n derived from F= by considering to, z

parameters of two pencils of rays (Chapter VI., 189); and let

= be a curve ichich has no singularities higher than nodes*

We shall assume (as in 189) that the centres of the two pencils

ive no specialty of position with regard to the curve /= 0. Hav-

g indicated the consequences of the existence-theorems, we shall

mplify our work by using a curve/= with no singularities other

an nodes, and an equation F = 0, all of whose branch-points are

rnple and situated in the finite part of the plane ;
F or / will be

ed as occasion demands.

Since /= is homogeneous, we have by Euler's theorem

ir f i /. f i rf f n f ft
"ijl T *'i/2 I

f:3.'3 "J "j

here fK denotes the partial derivative with regard to XK ;
and also

e have

fldxl +f2dxi +fjlx3
= 0.

Hence

here the numerator stands for the determinant

Cg 3

t
*2 X,

c^ c3 being arbitrary constants which can be regarded as the

-ordinates of an arbitrary point. It is customary to replace the

pression

l + Ca/2 + 3/3

*Clebsch and Gordan allow/=0 to have cusps, but this is an unnecessary complication (see

89). It may be added that the work of Chapter IV. shows that multiple points with separated
gents cause no difficulties as regards algebraic expansions.

t This differential expression du> is called by Cayley the displacement of the current point
the curve/=0. See Cayley's memoir on the Abelian and Tbeta Functions, Am. Jour., t. v

,

133.
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The general Abelian integral is now I ^cZw, where x * s a homol

geneous form in a^, x2, xs,
the degree of whose numerator mus

exceed that of its denominator by n 3, in order that the integral

may not be altered when x
1}
x2, x3 become kxt,

Jcx2,
kx3 .

Clebsch and Gordan assume that w and z in F(w, z) = are thl

parameters of two pencils

= 0, z
\ b^x^ \

+ [a^g = 0,w

where the constants are the coefficients in the homographic trans4

formation defined by the equations

XXi = a^t -f- frjZ + CjW "1

Xx2
= a%t + b2z + c2iv I

Xx3
= a st + bsz + csw J

which connect a^, x2)
xs,

with t, z, w, and which change F(w, z, I]

into Xn
f(Xi, x2,

x3). To pass to the non-homogeneous form of an

Abelian integral, use the relations

A"/^ x2, a?8)
= F(w, z, t),

X" (a^,
x2, x3) n_s

= (w, z, t) n_3,

c3/3
= XZf/Sw = -^A

X2

1

then the Abelian integral

C(
I \J

passes, when t = 1, into

'-"SF/Sw

Here it should be observed that F=Q is of order n in th

quantities to, z combined. This is Clebsch and Gordan's F, and

Kiemann's.

The process used by Clebsch and Gordan for the classification of Abelia

integrals is purely algebraic. (See their treatise, pp. 5 to 8.) The result
j

which they arrive is that every Abelian integral is expressible linearly in tern

of the following kinds of integrals :

(1) Integrals of rational functions of 2
;

(2) Integrals of the form f
Hdg

,
where H is an integral polynomial i

./ SF/dw
order n 3 in w, ;
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'3) Integrals of the form \
, where H is an integral polynomial

i - *s \Z QiQJ? I QICwder n 2 in >r, z
;

J '

[4) Integrals which are derived from (3) by differentiations with regard to a.

They then proceed to an examination of the nature of the discontinuities of

se integrals, and to a discussion of the integrals of the first, second, and
d kinds.

288. The adjoint curves < n_3. The integral C Hdz
, where HJ 8F/6ic

i polynomial of order w 3 in ?c, z, can be finite for all values of

f. To see that this is the case, observe that the integral can

:ome infinite (if at all) only when 8F/aic = ;
that is, at the

rich-points and nodes of F= 0.

(1) Xear a branch-point (a, 6)

i the integrand is

Hdz H<h
Pl(z -ay/- (z-ay*

ice the integral is PK (z a)
1/2

. where x^.1. This proves that

: integral is finite at a branch-point.

(2) Near a node (a, 6),

v: b = P\(z a),
I the integrand is

z a

ice the integral is infinite, like log (z a), except when H= at

node.

It appears that the integral (

z
cannot be everywhere finite

/ or/aw
ess H=Q passes through all the 8 double points. When this

)pens, the number of arbitrary constants in H is

That is, the number of linearly independent integrals which are

te for all values of z is equal to the deficiency of the basis-curve.

ese p integrals are Abelian integrals of the first kind. As H is

order n 3, n is at least equal to 3. If p = 0, there is no curve
= which passes through all the double points. But in this case

nd z can be expressed as rational functions of a parameter t
;
and

ry Abelian integral becomes the integral of a rational function
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In the homogeneous form the integral becomes

where < n_3=0 is an adjoint curve of order n 3, i.e. a curve m
order n 3 which passes through all the double points of /= 0. I

<f>n_ s
= were not an adjoint curve, the nodes would make f^ /^B

vanish, but not < a_3 ; they would therefore be infinities of tin

integral. The only other points of /= at which the integrli

could possibly become infinite are the points at which tangents fran

(cj, c2 ,
cs ) touch/= 0. These points are points of intersections o

/= with the first polar of c. The integral must be finite at
thelj

points, for its value does not depend on Cj, c2,
c3,

and consequent*
the position of its infinities cannot be dependent in any way on ta

position of the point c.

The curve < n_3
= is to pass through the 8 double points 1

f= ;
the number of the remaining intersections with /= m

n(n 3) 28, or 2p 2
;

i.e. the curve < = has 2p 2 moveaffl

points of intersection with /= 0. Since there are p arbitrary coil

stants in a curve < n _ 3
= 0, it can be made to pass through pM

arbitrary points ;
in general p 1 of the intersections of a curfl

(f)
= with/= determine the remaining points of intersection. .

8FA function H/ whose integral is always finite is evidenM
ow

identical with a function $ of 281. And the 2p 2 moveal

zeros of a 3> are, on the curve, the intersections of an adjoint curl

<t>n-a with /= 0. More generally the points at which
4>/<I>'

takes

given value A are, on the curve, the moveable points at which
t|

adjoint curve < A<' = cuts /= 0. There are 2p 2 such poinj

unless < = and <j>'
= intersect on the curve.

Let any rational function R(w, 2) become, in homogeneoj
co-ordinates, M(xlt x2, xs)/N(x1,

x2, xs). The points at which tl

function takes the value A are the points in which the cvJ

M \N= cuts the curve /= 0, exclusive of the common inti

sections of M= 0, N 0, /= 0. At such a point the value of M/.
is easily seen to be A', if M A'JV= be that curve of the pen!
which touches /=0 at the point ( 217).

Of the moveable points how many are arbitrary ? The questil

is answered by the theorem of Eiemann and Koch. Namely, if thei

be p. moveable points, and if through them r independent ad
j
oil

curves
<f>n_3 can be drawn, there are /* p + r + 1 arbitrary c(j

stants in the expression of a function which is nowhere infini

except at these p. points. If MJN be such a function, the /M poiil
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those intersections of N= with /= which are not double

nts or basis-points of the pencil ;
and the most general function is

ere the a's are arbitrary constants.

For example, let p = 4, and let the curve be a quintic with two

les
;
the curves

<j>
are conies through the nodes. Let p.

= 2.

rough the two points and the two nodes we can draw oc
1

ics. of which two are linearly independent. Therefore T = 2
;

> + T + 1 = 1
;
and the function reduces to a constant, which

not be co at the two points. This does not stultify the theorem,

ich refers to functions which are not infinite at other than the

>oints without asserting that they are infinite at the /i points.

xt let p.
= 3. The 3 points and the 2 nodes determine a conic

;

:refore T = 1, //. /> + T + 1 = 1. There is no algebraic function

ich is cc at the 3 points. But if the 3 points be in a line

nth a node, the conic becomes this line and any line L 1

through
other node. Xow T = 2, /A p + T + 1 = 2; and there exists a

iction of the form (<, JV-j- iJ/i) /N, which is cc at the three points,

1 there only. We can take as N the line L itself, and as J/i any
er line through the same node. Lastly, let /i

= 4. Here T = 0,

> + T + 1 = 2, and the function required is still of the form

X+ a^M^/N. Let JVbe an adjoint cubic through the 4 points;'

cubic cuts/= again at 7 points, and we take for J/i an adjoint
)ic through the 7 points.

The reader is referred for an exhaustive account of Riemann
1 Roch's theorem to Clebsch, t. iii., Chapter 1, 2.

The system of points on the curve or on the Riemann surface,

which an algebraic function takes a given value, is said to be

esidual * or equivalent with the system of points at which the

iction takes any other given value ( 217).

Before leaving the subject of the adjoint curves < n_3,
it should

mentioned that they are' employed by Clebsch (t. iii., ch. 1, 3) in

problem of selecting, from the class of curves which arise from

iven curve by biratioual transformations, that of the lowest order,

e result is that when p > 2 a curve of deficiency p can be trans-

med into a normal curve of order pir + 2, where p = Sir, Sir + 1,

3- + 2. For p= 0, 1, 2 the normal curves are respectively a

*The word coresidual has the same meaning as in the theory of residnation, explained in

ion's Higher Plane Curves, Chapter V. The theorem of Riemann and Roch i fundamental
lis theory.
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line, a non-singular cubic, and a nodal quartic. [Clebsch and

Gordan, 3; Salmon's Higher Plane Curves, 365; Brill and

Mother, Math. Ann., t. vii., p. 287; Poincare, Acta Math., t. vii.]

289. Homogeneous form of Q* Consider the integral

du>.J
Its possible infinities are those points of/= at which

(1) /!, /2, /3 vanish simultaneously. These are double points of

/=0, and make the integral infinite unless ^=0 passes through them ;

(2) cji 4- c2/2 + c3/3 = 0, without /ls /2,/3 being all separately

equal to 0. These are branch-points and do not contribute infinities

to the integral ;

(3) !&*! + 2^2 + a$xz 0. The number of intersections of this

straight line with/= is n; at each of these n points the integral

will be infinite unless ^ = happens to pass through the point.

To get rid of the infinities due to double points, make \j/n_2
=

pass through the double points. The curve
\(/n_ 2

= cannot be made
to pass through more than n 2 points of intersection of

with /= 0, except when
ij/n_2

= degenerates into the straight line

and an adjoint curve < M _3=0 of order n 3. In this exceptional case;

C "An-2 C
aco = I < nJ a^ + a<fc2 -f 03X3 J

that is, the integral is of the first kind. Kuling out this case, thd

number of infinities of I

l n--z ^ -

g ^w an(^ these arqJ a^ -f- CC.&2 + asx3

due to those two points of intersections of a^ + a^K.2 -f a3x3
=

with/=0, through which ^n_2 = does not pass.

To determine shortly the nature of these two infinities, we have

in the non-homogeneous form

aw + ftz -f y 8F/8w

Let o, w be one of the infinities
;
then

aw +^ + y = 0,

and iv w = P^z 2 ),

the point being assumed to be an ordinary point.

* Clebsch and Gordan, p. 17.
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Hence aw + (3z + y = a (to ? ) + fi(z Zy)
= P! (z z ),

while ^n_2 and 8F/8w are both finite.

Therefore the integral is of the form

dz

and is oc like fclog(z z ), where A: is a constant.

Hence the integral is an elementary integral of the third kind,

multiplied by a constant factor.

290. The adjoint curves i/r^_2
- The elementary integral of the

second kind can be derived from the integral of the third kind by

letting the infinities coincide, so that the line a^ -1- c^x2 + #3^3 *s

now the tangent of the curve / at the one infinity. The nature

of the infinity can be seen from the fact that now dw/dz at the place

, >/: is the same for the line aw + y3z-f- y = and the curve /= ;

whence it follows that

a(v: tt- ) + /3(z z )
= P2 (z z,,) ;

and the integral is, near the point, of the form

r dz

k
that is, it is co like

Z

The adjoint curve i/^o which appears in the numerator in Clebsch

and Gordan's form of an integral of the second kind meets the curve

at the nodes and at the points where the tangent at the infinity

meets the curve again.* It therefore contains

arbitrary constants. It meets the curve /again at

n (n
_

2)
-

( n - 2)
- 2 8, or '2p

moveable points.

The p ratios of constants of the adjoint curve
i/rn_2 are sufficient

to enable the 2p moveable points in which it meets / to coincide in

pairs. In point of fact the problem admits of 2^ solutions. The
curve

\{/
has then j^-tuple contact with /, and is spoken of as a

* These points will be meant when mention is made of the residuals of the infinity.
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contact curve. For the complete discussion of this problem, which

is of great importance in the sequel (see 299), we refer to Clebsch

and Gordan, and to Clebsch's Geome'trie. The points of contact will

be denoted by a1} a2, ,
ap.

291. Abel's theorem, for integrals of the first kind. Let

M(w, z) be a //.-placed function of the surface T whose zeros are 1

x, and poles ys (s
= 1, 2, , /t). Let us apply the extension of

Cauchy's theorem to the integral

f WdR/R,JT

where W is any integral of the first kind. We have

f WdR/R = S f WdR/R + S f WdR/R.JT i=iJ(xs ) *=iJ(yJ
Near

.,

R^P^z-z,),

dR/R= dz/(z zs) +dzP (z zs),

and therefore

C WdR/R = 2,riW(xt ),
/()

C x

where W(xs} is an abbreviated expression for an integral I Wdz
J*e

whose path of integration lies wholly on T'. Similarly,

P WdR/R = -2TriW(y,y.
J(Us)

On the other hand, precisely as in 279,

f WdR/R = , f dR/R = 2 TrivK<*K ,JAK J^K

where 2irivK is the increment of log It due to the description of AK .

Here VK must be an integer. In the same way it can be shown that

where VK+P is some integer. Collecting these facts, we have

^ \W(x.)
- W(y.) \

=
^(y^ + v.+/B(C+,).

The places x, y have been defined as zeros and poles of a func-

tion R(w, z) ;
it might therefore appear, at first sight, that a dis-
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tinction is to be made between 0, oc ,
and ordinary constant values

k, k'. That no such distinction is inherent in the nature of the case

will be apparent from the consideration that we have, if

R' = k, A-' when R = 0, oc.

The places x,, y, are characterized adequately by affirming that

they are the points of T at which the /^-placed function R' takes

given values k, k'. Two such systems of places have been called

equivalent systems ( 217). As R' changes continuously from A;'

to A',
we may regard the system y, as changing continuously into

the system x,, and may say that the ^ paths are equivalent. The

paths are supposed subject to the restrictions that no path passes

through a branch-place, and that no two paths intersect. Suppose
that in the above equation the system x, shifts into the equivalent

system y, + dys . On the supposition that none of the places con-

cerned lie near a cross-cut, the equation holds equally for the new

system ;
and therefore, by subtraction,

or

Integrating from the system yt to the system x,, we have

f- /**

2 I

*

d W(x,)= a constant,
=i/ir,

where the paths of integration are equivalent paths. So long as no

path crosses a cross-cut, the constant is zero
;
but each time that the

path crosses a cross-cut, the constant must include the period at that

cross-cut. Generally the constant may be written

where VK,
VK+P are the numbers of positive crossings of AK ,

BK ,
less

the number of negative crossings. Comparing this result with the

equation of 285, we infer that the value of log R taken round a

cross-cut is to be obtained by considering the points at which that

cross-cut is crossed by a system of equivalent paths which lead from

the poles to the zeros of R
;
in fact, :

I d log R is the excess of
2irl/

the number of these positive crossings over the number of negative

crossings. [Xeurnann, ch. si.]
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292. Abel's theorem for normal integrals of the third kind. Let

~n.fr
be a normal integral of the third kind. Cut out from the sur-

face a dumb-bell-shaped double loop formed by two small circles

(), (>;) round and
77
and by a connecting line D whose direction

is from to
rj ;

to reduce the resulting surface to simple connexion

a second line D' must be drawn from c2 to the boundary of T". Let

R have the same zeros and infinities as before and let these 2/u,

places be cut out from the surface by 2/x, small circles and by

connecting lines L12, L^, , i^-i, 2^ 5
the ^as^ circle can be connected

with the boundary of T' by a line D". On the simply connected sur-

face T" which results from these various cuts, D' and D" play a part

similar to that played by the C"s
; they may therefore be neglected.*

By applying the extension of Cauchy's theorem to the integral

f UfrdR/R,
/T"

we find that

f n^dR/R = 2 f Ut
ndR/R + S f U^dR/BJf" >=lJ(xt ) .=l/(y<0

-f C
/(

The last integral can be transformed into

- f log R
J()+D+(r))

because n^ log R is one-valued on the surface T"
;
the value of

the integral is 27ri{log R() log R(rj)\, since dH+ = dn~ and

dR+ = dR~ along the cut D. The reduction of the other integrals

can be effected as in the preceding paragraph ;
and there results

where VK,
VK+P have the same meanings as before and fK ,

fK+p are the

periods of Q^ at AK ,
BK . If we substitute for R the function

which takes the value k' at the points WA and the value k at
R-k'
the points XM the formula becomes

* The lines D, L are supposed not to cross themselves, each other, or the cross-cuts A, B, C
It must be borne in mind that the cross-cuts A, li, C admit of deformation.
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293. These proofs of Abel's theorems for integrals of the first

and third kinds are taken from Neumann's Abel'sche Integrale,

Chapter XI. We shall next give Eiemann's proof.

Let :?!, x.2 , , x^, yl} y.2, ,yli
have the same meanings as before;

namely, let them be places at which a rational function R takes

values 0, oo. By means of the /i-placed function R, map the sur-

face T which is spread in n sheets over the z-plane, upon a surface

T^ which is spread in p. sheets over the .ft-plane. The p. places

(z, R) on T at which R takes an assigned value map into
p.

places x in the same vertical line on
T^. We have to connect the p.

places x with the p, places y in a determinate manner. To do this,

draw in the surface TM a path for which the initial value of R is

and the final value x>, this path being supposed not to pass through

any branch-place of T^. Call the initial place x^ and the final place

Through this path draw a vertical section of the surface T and
thus cut out

p.
1 other paths ;

let the initial and final places for

these paths be (#2, y.2 ), (xs, ys), , (ZM , yj. Keturning to the surface

T on the z-plane, these p. paths map into paths on T which connect

the two systems of places x^ x^ -, x^ and y^ y^ -, y^.

Suppose that I is an Abelian integral on T, we have to form the

sum

where the paths from y, to x,, (s = l, 2, -,/*), are those just
described. Change to the new variable R

;
hence we have to find

the value of

7D-
> dR,

clR,

where
(

--
)

is the value of on that path which starts from the
\clRJ* dR

place x, in T
M

. The sum of the p. values obtained by making s pass

from 1 to
p. is equal to the sum of the

p. values - which lie in a
Ci .itCt .it

vertical line on T
M,
and is therefore a rational function of R. Hence

11 C** C i21 dl= I {a rational function of R
\
dR

=!/, c/fia

= a combination of logarithmic and algebraic terms.

For supposing that the indefinite integral on the right-hand side

becomes

r(R) + log r'(R) -f a constant,
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where r and r' denote rational functions, the above equation becomes

This is 7*e general form of Abel's theorem. It is evident that if

we keep the limits fixed but vary the paths from the lower to the

upper limits, periods may be added to the right-hand side of the

equation; again, if x
lt

x.2, , x^ be associated with y^ y2, , y^ i

new order, periods may be added.

Suppose that / is an integral W of the first kind
;
when lower

limits y, are assigned, it is impossible to find an equivalent system x,

which will make the sum of the p. integrals infinite. Therefore the

expression in R on the right-hand side cannot become infinite for

any value of Rt. This requires that r(R), r'(R) shall reduce to con-

stants. In the simplified equation

C
I

*Jy,

*

dW= a constant,

the constant must be zero, for when the equivalent systems tend to

coincidence, the paths which connect xs , ys vanish. This proof was

given originally by Riemann in his memoir on the Abelian functions

as already pointed out, but the mode of presentation is that of Klein-

Fricke (Modulfunctionen, t. ii., pp. 481 to 484). We have not given
a separate statement of Abel's theorem for normal integrals of the

second kind; remembering that
f is derived from Hj,, by diffentia-

tion with respect to
,
the theorem for the normal integrals of the

second kind can be derived at once from the theorem for normal

integrals of the third kind.

The following remarks may assist the reader in arriving at a clear

understanding of what is involved in these statements of Abel's

theorem
;
for simplicity we shall take a normal integral MA of the

first kind and consider the theorem

(A).

(1) Attention must be paid to the number ^ to the composition
of the integrand, and to the situation of the places on T, or points

on/=0, which are associated with the limits.

(2) By giving to X the values 1, 2, --^p we can derive p equa-
tions

;
the equation for an integral W is derivable from these by

linear composition.
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(3) In order that the right-hand side of (A) may be 0, the sys-

tems of places (ar), (y) must be equivalent ;
also attention must be

paid to the paths.

(4) For arbitrary paths between the limits the sign of equality
in (A) must be replaced by a sign of congruence.

(5) The number p. is determined by a /n-placed function R (w, z)

and not by the integrand.

On the subject of Abel's theorem see Abel's Works, p. 145, Mfimoire sur

une propriety generate d'une classe gtendue de fonctions transcendantes
;

Riemann, 14 of the memoir on Abelian Functions
;
Clebsch and Gordan,

Abelsche Functionen, Chapter II., also pp. 124 to 127
; Cayley, a memoir on

the Abelian and Theta Functions, Amer. Journ. of Math., tt. v., vii.
; Rowe, a

memoir on Abel's Theorem, Phil. Trans. R. Soc., 1881.

294. Properties of special p-tuple theta-functions. Let

0(fctfe ,*,)
be the theta-function

n1=+x p=22 2 exp TT [(*) (a* w
, i^

ro o oi

LO o-oj
with the mark

| I
and the moduli TU, T^, ,

-rm. Write

v =11 e A = 1 2 p

where WA is a normal integral ( 280), and eA is constant
;
and let the

coefficients of (*) (;i l5 n.^, ,
?

J) )
2 be the T'S of the M'S. The functions

are special theta-functions, since the number of moduli T is greater
than the number of class-moduli of the surface T. The T'S are

admissible as moduli of the theta-function, since they satisfy the

conditions for convergence of the theta-series ( 280). The theorems

which will be proved in the next few paragraphs will be needed in

the discussion of the Inversion Problem.

Theorem I. Q(VD v2, ,
vp ) is a one-valued function which admits

p zeros on T'.

1 CThe integral
-

:
I d Iog0, taken over the boundary of T' is

&m\J

equal to the number of zeros of upon T f
. The value is found by

considering each line A, B, C in turn, and by noticing that each

of these lines is traversed twice in opposite directions. Along a

cross-cut AK ,
WA

+ WA
~ = or 1, according as K is or is not equal to A,
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and along a cross-cut BK we have WA
+ WA

~ = TKA . Hence, along AK,

0(vA
+
)
= 0(vA~), and, along BK , 0(v^

+
)
=

0(v^~" + rxA) ;
or more shortly,

6+ = 0_ along AK ; + = exp 2iri(vK
~ + T

K/c/2) 6_ along K.*

Hence d log 6+ = d log 0_ along ^4..,

d log ^+ = 2 TriduK + cZ log ^_ along BK .

Also d log + d log ^_ along CK .

In the second formula duK means, indifferently, duK
+

,
or du~.

These relations show that the lines A, C contribute nothing to the
i r

integral I d log ;
there remain the lines B. The part of the

2-n-iJ

integral which is contributed by BK is

this expression = the period across AK , namely 1.

Thus on the whole

Now ^ cannot become infinite on T' : therefore - -
I d log =

2iriJ
the number of zeros of & in T', and we have the theorem that has

p zeros on T'.

Let the p places on T' at which O^u^ e^ u2 e^'",up e^)

vanishes be named x
lt x2, -, xp. In what follows the determination

of suitable lower limits for the integrals which make their appearance
is of great importance. Clebsch and Gordan allow different lower

limits for the same integral ;
for instance,

ri
Cx

* CXP
duK ,

I duK , .-., I duK.

/Cj /Cp

Kiemann uses, for a definite U
K ,

one and the same lower limit

whatever be the upper limit
; while, for different values of K, the

lower limits may be different. This difference of notation should

be borne in mind in comparing the results of Kiemann with those

* Hers use is made of a theorem for the addition of periods to the arguments of a p-tuple

theta-function. This theorem is stated in formula (5), 232, when r is allowed to mean any of

the integers 1, 2, ...,p', and the proof is precisely analogous to the one there given.
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>f Clebsch and Gordan. When the lower limit is not specified for

I duK ,
where K has a definite value, it is to be understood that this

ower limit is the same however x may vary.

295. Theorem II. The p zeros x
v, x^ -,

xp satisfy the relations

' + &TAP(A = 1, 2, ...,p),

vhere the quantities g, h are integers and where A stands for a

quantity independent of the g's, h's, x's, and e's.

When the lower limits of the p normal integrals of the first kind

ire left undetermined, these p quantities are determined on T' save

is to additive constants. By making a suitable choice of these

ower limits it is possible to simplify the work. Let definite lower

imits be assigned to u^ u 2, ,
up, and, in accordance with Eiemann's

Cx

notation, let I duK have the same lower limit, for a definite A, what-
+J u,

sver be the upper limit x.

The theorem which has been enunciated above can be proved by
means of the integral

(A = l, 2,.-.,p),

taken over the boundary of T'. Knowing that WA is everywhere
finite on T' and that log is finite except at the p places x^ x2, '",xp
at which it is simply infinite with residues 1, we derive at once the

equation
1 C

-
.

I it^d log = the sum of the residues of the integrand,
2i TTl*/

The integral on the left-hand side of the equation can be treated

as the sum of 2p integrals over the 2p lines AK ,
BK , each line being

described twice in opposite directions. Along AK ,
BK we have, as

before, d log (0+/0_) = 0, A
+ MA

~ = or 1, according as \ = K or

= K
;
d log (0+/e.) = -2*iditu WA

+ = u~ + T.X.

A line ^ contributes the part . ( (MA
+ MA~)dlogd+; the

2 7rt'/

1 /*
value of this part is when A =

*c,
and

)
d log when A = K.

2 Trt" /^K

But I cZlog# = log (0+/QJ), where the signs refer to BM and we
cAiA

know from the values of 6 along BA that

log (0+/0_) = 2 irf {uA(Cl).-eA + W2
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?iA (cj)_ being the value of %A at the point Cj.
of T' (see Fig. 74, p. 254)

Thus the p lines A contribute a part

The sum of the p integrals over the lines BK

= o-^2 f
Z7rlK=i*/JsK

To find the value of this sum, consider separately the integrals

r duK ,

The first of these is equal to log (0_/0+) along AK ;
that is, its

value is gK 2-jri. The second integral is equal to UK

~
UK
+
along AK

that is, its value is 1. The third integral may be written

frf [(v + wA-)-(V-^JBK

C T= i I (u\
+ + u\~)duK

^
| du.

Thus the sum of the 2p integrals over the lines AK,
BK is

-W2+ 7TT.A

is BK

l K=l

+ 7TI

Hence,

-i-. f MAcZ log ^ = eA
- uA ( Cl) _ + A A

- rAA/2 + I [gr.T^
-

^TTli/T' =1

and

2 WA (as,)
= eA + fcA -f ^A + 9iT^ + 9sra\ H

-----^ ft.
T^ '

(A) >

e=l

where

*A - - UA (C!).
- rAA/2 a f- T.A/2 + J f (V + Wx-)^"|

-![_
c/*-c J
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Theorem III. The lower limits of 11^ %, )
up can be so chosen

.s to make all the quantities fcA vanish, and then

^ H

Riemann proves this by the following argument :

The fact that WA possesses at A^ the period 1 and at the other

ross-cuts A the periods 0, determines t A only to an additive con-

tant. Let definite values be assigned to the quantities v^, u.,, ,up)
,nd let us still use Riemann's lower limits for these integrals. A
imultaueous increase of WA, eA (A = 1, 2, -,!>), by aA leaves the func-

ion O(KI I, u.2 e?,-",up e^) unaffected and produces, accord-

ugly. no change in the positions of x^, x*,-", xp,
or in the values of

The left-hand side of the equation (^4) increases by pa^ the

ight-hand side by aA + the increment of &A. Hence the increment

)f A is (p l)aA. Choose aA so as to make the new &A= 0. This

vill be effected if the increment of fcA be JcM that is, if

When the lower limits of the integrals are changed by the inclu-

ion of the constants A just defined, the quantities e^ e.,, ,
ep must

>e congruent to

I |
/

vith respect to the array of periods

1 0-0 '" r
lp

1 Tja Ta .-

O-llr,, T*~'T^

296. The function 0(tii ely u.2 e^--',up ep) differs from

)y an exponential factor. Owing to the length of the p arguments it

s usual to print only one of them, and in order to show more clearly
he exact character of these arguments and the position of the p
;eros, Clebsch and Gordan, Weber, and others write the theta-

unction in the form
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where c, c^ c2, ,
cf are fixed places which are assigned arbitrarily on!

T'. Owing to the arbitrariness of the lower limits, an expression!

&A must be reintroduced. Denoting by x
1} x2, '--,xp arbitrary places]

on T', it is possible to determine the quantities k
i} k% ,

Jcp, inde-\

pendently of x, x
1} x2, '",xp,

so that the theta-function shall vanish!

at the p places xl}
x.2, ,

xp. It should be observed expressly thata

we have assumed that the theta-function, considered as a function]
of the co-ordinates z, w of x does not vanish identically. See

300.]

297. Having established those properties of the theta-function

which will be needed in the sequel, we shall now prove the converse

of Abel's theorem for integrals of the first kind. Suppose that

Xi, x2, , x^ and y^ y2, , y^ are two systems of places on T a'

which a /x-placed function R(w, z} takes two assigned values; then

by Abel's theorem

f
Jy.

= (A = 1, 2,

where the sign of congruence means that the right-hand sides are

of the form

the ^'s and h's being integers.

TJie converse of Abel's theorem. Suppose that the p congruences

u{& + MAV -\
-----

1- M/MV =

are satisfied, and that a function R(w, z) takes one and the same

value .Ro at the p places y^ y2,
.

y^.
Then R must take one and

the same value R at the
/x, places a^, x^ -, x^.

To prove the theorem we shall construct a function R(w, z)

which is Go
1 at the places y^ y2 ,

. y^ and O1 at the places x^ xz, ,

The method for constructing such a function has been described

by Weber, Zur Theorie der Umkehrung der Abelschen Integrale,

Crelle, t. Ixx.

The building up of algebraic functions on T, with assigned zeros

and assigned infinities, can be effected, whenever the problem
admits of solution, by the use of methods closely analogous to those

employed in the construction of the general elliptic function with

the o--function as element. In the latter case a-u is one-valued and

continuous throughout the w-plane, has one zero and no infinity

within the parallelogram of periods, and is quasi-periodic (see Ch.

VII., 206). When the quotient of suitably chosen cr-products was
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lultiplied by a suitably chosen exponential, the one-valuedness

?mained, the quasi-periodicity was converted into the periodicity
f the whole function, and the zeros and infinities of the function

ere the zeros of the elements in the numerator and denominator

?spectively. In the present case the p-tuple theta-function and the

irface T' take the place of the o--function and the parallelogram of

eriods, while the single zero of a <r-function is replaced by the p
?ros of a theta-function. These p zeros are denoted by the upper
mits XH x?, ,

xp of the arguments

A 1 A P A A I A \ 9 )

r, (as they are often written for shortness)

r* /-i /, r*r
I
-

I -I I
*

/C i/Ci C/C, c/<j,

ere it is to be understood that &A is supposed to be related to the

rwer limits in such a way that the zeros shall be arl5 x^ -, xp,
and

[so that these p zeros are not so situated as to make the theta-

mction vanish identically.

Suppose that p. is an exact multiple of p, say /*
= sp. If the

umber of integrals be not an exact multiple of p, add on the

jquired number of integrals with coincident limits. It is required
) construct a quotient Q of theta-functions which shall be Ol at sp

laces a?!, x.z ,
xv,

and oc
1 at sp places yl} y^ -, yv. Separate the sp

laces a?!, x.2, ,
xv into s sets of p, (x as

-, a:,), (x^ x^*, ,
x.
2p),

', ((.-Dp-!-i> %(.-i)p+2> > ^); and the sp places y1} y, ,y^ into s sets

The factors of the numerator of the quotient Q are

P'P "I P**A+ *A! (r=l, 2, .,a),
|/ c/Cj c/c, /<;_ J

rhere the places c, c^ c^ , c^,
are arbitrary but fixed. The factors

f the denominator are obtained from those of the numerator by
jplacing x's by y's.

The theta-functions in question are discontinuous at the cross-

uts B and continuous at the cross-cuts A. At Bx ,

0(V -
CA)
= (MA~ ~ x) exp - 2 ^'(u,-

- eK + r^/2),

(~ J) (*Xr tp /*j/r ~\

Q+ = Q_ exp 2 Tri 2 dw, 2 dit L

|^r=l i/c^
r=l c/ Cr-

here r' is the remainder after r is divided by p.

ence
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*P (*
xr

Thus Q+ = Q_ exp 2-n-i 2 duK .

r=\Jyr

Now, by supposition,

sp /*xr

2 duK
=

r=l/JV

therefore Q+ = Q_ exp 2 TTZ (w^ + n2r2K -\
-----

\- nprKP) .

/ f*x /* /^x

Let P= exp 2 TTt /! I dwj+WaJ dw2 H---- + np I c?w );

y A Jc Jc

then along a cross-cut AK we have P+ = P_
;
while along ^

P+ = P_ exp 2iri (%rlK + 2r2< + . + W,T,).

Hence Q/P is a function of the place x on T, which is not affecte

with a discontinuity by a passage over any of the lines AK ,
BK ,

an

which possesses the same zeros and infinities as Q. This provei
that Q/P is one-valued throughout T and continuous at the cross*

cuts, therefore Q/P is a function R(w, z). Thus we have proved
the converse of Abel's theorem by constructing synthetically tb.4

algebraic function R(iv, z), which is O 1 at the upper limits and oo
1
ai

the lower limits. It may appear, at first sight, as if too much had

been proved ;
for the theorem appears to imply that the numbel

and position of the infinities y being assigned arbitrarily, there existii

an algebraic function R(w, z} which is infinite at these places an<

nowhere else. The proof, however, ceases to be valid if some of th

theta-functions in Q vanish identically. This is a case which alway
arises when p.^.p. [Weber, loc. cit., p. 317.]

The identical vanishing o/a theta-Junction. We have seen that

vanishes at the places xh x2 , ,
xp,

when the constants 7c are prop

erly chosen. Make the place x coincide with xp ; then, noticing tha

the the ta-function is even,

must vanish identically whatever be the positions of the place

x
i> X2i )

XP-\- We shall return later on to this question of th

identical vanishing of a theta-function
;
but for full information w

must refer the reader to the memoirs of Riemann, and the treatis

of Clebsch and Gordan.
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298. Weber has shown how to deal with the case p<p, when

the congruence
u vi + u.v* ^ 1- w,W = (A = 1, 2, -,p)A 'A * A V 7 7 7JT /

is satisfied by the tico systems x, y.

It is always possible to give such a position to xl that

_ p_ p f'v,+O

shall not vanish for all values of x, t,, t^ -, tp ;
for the^> arguments

of this theta-function can be made congruent to an arbitrarily

assigned system of periods by a proper choice of x and the fs. In

proof of this statement, observe that the p normal integrals of the

first kind are linearly independent, and that therefore the p argu-

ments can be made to receive arbitrarily assigned increments when

the p places x, t.2,
t3 , '~,tp are subjected to independent translations

on T. In the fraction

/! /lr /f,(
r) /**J>^

r'

f -f 'I fJc Jc^ J^ Jcp

it is possible to arrange the quantities t so that the theta-functions

in the numerator and denominator shall not vanish identically.

This being done, the fs in the numerator neutralize those in the

denominator; there are left p zeros xl}
x.2, , x^,

and /* infinities

y\- y* j 2V Multiplying Q. as before, by an exponential factor P,

and assuming the existence of the p congruences, we have an algebraic

function Q/P with the upper and lower limits of the /* integrals as

zeros and infinities.

299. When we replace the lower limits cv c2, ,
cp ,

which have

not been specialized as yet, by the places 1? cu, , p, which made

their appearance in Clebsch and Gordan's theory as the points of

contact of a contact-curve, we can determine the values of the added

constants frA very conveniently. When we pass to the non-homo-

geneous form, let the integral of the second kind become

\l/dz

Here \f//(aw -f bz + c) is x 2 at one place a of the surface, at

which aw + bz + c = O2
,
and O 1 at the p places . Let any integral
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of the first kind be (
*? *

,
where < = is what the equation of an

J of/oiv

adjoint curve
<f>n 3 becomes in the non-homogeneous form. Then

is O1 at 2p 2 places. Hence R, = -^
^S-, has 2p zeros,

among which is counted twice, and 2p poles, namely, the places aK

each counted twice.

/ / P f*
X
K \

Given that
(

2 du^ + &A (A)
\Ja K=lJaK )

vanishes at x
1}
x

2) ,
xp ,

we have, mating a; coincide with x{,

for all positions of x2,
xs, ,

xp. Now let < = O1 at x2,
x3, , a^; and

let the remaining zeros be x'2,
x's, ,

x'p . Abel's theorem gives,

when applied to the equivalent systems a, a, x.2, ,
x
p,

x'2,---,x'p

and cci, a,, <>, , , o, , am,

/a
1

%/Oj

Thus

Hence, on inserting this value in the expression (A), we find

that

vanishes identically. Since the p 1 points x2,
xs, ,

xp_l Avere

chosen perfectly arbitrarily, the p 1 residuals x'2, x'3, ,
x'
p_^ must

be perfectly arbitrary. We may therefore suppress the accents

in (B). When this has been done, we have two theta-functions

/ /* p f*

(
I - 2 I

Vc/a K=lJaK

p
- 2

which vanish at the same places Xi, x2, ,
xp. But this means that

the arguments are congruent. Hence the differences of the argu-

ments must be congruent to 0, or

9 Z- 91* 91- A** "/
l5 * n/2} '") 4

f^p
= V

This gives fci
= 7^/2 + giru/2 -f- gzr^/2 -f (- gpT}p/2,

g2r2p/2
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ivhere g< and h* are integers. That is, the constants A are a system
)f half-periods of the theta-function. Allowing x^ x.^ ,

xp to

joincide with a^ a.,, ,
ap,

we find that

vanishes in general at the p places a1} a?, ,
ap,

and only at these

places. If the function vanish when a; is at a, then

and the mark
"

is odd. But this occurs only when one of the

places u ->, ,
a
p coincides with . Now recurring to the theory

of 290, a contact curve
\f>n_2 passes through the n 2 residuals of

the point ,
and if, in addition, it touch the basis-curve at

,
it has

more than n 2 intersections with the tangent at a. Therefore it

breaks up into this tangent, and an adjoint curve <_ 3 which touches

the curve at p 1 points. Thus, of the 2-" non-congruent marks,
we are led to associate the 2^ 1

(2* 1) odd marks ( 229) with

improper contact curves, formed of the tangent at a and an adjoint
curve < n_3; and the 2P

~ 1

(2
7 + 1) even marks with proper contact

curves
</rn_2- When p = 3, the normal curve is a non-singular

quartic, and the improper contact curves are an arbitrary tangent
and the 28 double tangents. [See Clebsch, Geometric, t. iii., Chap-
ter I., 9.]

The method followed is that of Weber in his memoir on the

Inversion Problem to which reference has already been made. In

a different form, it is to be found in Clebsch and Gordan. To these

authors, and to Fuchs, Crelle, t. Ixxiii., the reader is referred. In

Weber's memoir will be found the proof that to each system of half-

periods there corresponds a system of lower limits 1? cu, , a,,

(points of contact of a contact curve), when the theta-function has

the prescribed zeros x^ x.2, ,
x
f

.

We shall suppose, for the rest of the chapter, that such a

canonical dissection of the surface has been selected that all the

constants A:A are zero.

300. TJie identical vanishing of a theta-function.

The theta-function whose arguments are

rp fxK

dux -2 I <?MA (1)
K=l*/aK
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vanishes at all places x when the function

Of- pX-
P

2 PX") (2),
^ */Op K=l*/aK J

whose arguments are obtained by allowing x to coincide with xp,

vanishes for an arbitrary choice of the p 1 places x
1} x2, -, xp_v

Let the p places x
1} x2, ,xp be tied by a function <, and let the

remaining moveable zeros of < be xp+1 ,
xp+2, ,

x
2p
_ 2. Then Abel's

theorem when applied to the function R of 299 gives

P (*XK P~^ f*Xp+K /"*
a /*

2J **X"hiJ **A+J ^A+J <K = -

Therefore the arguments (1) are congruent to

Xx
p-2 S*Xp+K s*a

dui + 2 diti + I at*.A ' I A'l A
p 1 K=l */ aK i/ap.

As is an even function, the sign of each argument can be

changed, and we then have arguments of the form in (2), in which
x and x

p+1}
xp+2, ,

x
2p_2 can be chosen arbitrarily.

Hence we have the important theorem : when thep zeros, which

must have, are tied by a function
</>,

& vanishes identically. [Clebsch]
and Gordan, p. 211

; Clebsch, Geometric, t. iii., ch. i., 8
; Eiemann, !

Crelle, t. Ixvi., or Werke, p. 198.]

With the aid of 283, this may be stated as follows : all the

zeros of an algebraic function of the surface cannot be included

among the zeros of a theta-function unless the theta-function

vanishes identically.

Jacob's Inversion Problem.

301. Introductory remarks. The importance of the inversion

problem in such simple cases as

C* dx
v = I

-
c/o -x/1

and^=' dx

V(l - of) (1
-

is well known. It permits the passage from many-valued integrals

to one-valued functions. In 193 we indicated that the problem
is altered as soon as the quantity under the radical is assumed to be

of higher order than 4
;
for when we pass from elliptic to hyper-

elliptic integrals x becomes a function of y with more than two inde-

pendent periods, and therefore cannot be a one-valued or a finitely

many-valued function of v. The essential distinction between the

function of one variable with two distinct periods and the function
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f one variable with more than two distinct periods is to be sought
n the theorem that m^i -f- m2a>2 cannot, and w^ + m.2<a2 + -f- inq<aq

an, be made less than any assigned quantity. Jacobi pointed out

Q his memoirs (Crelle, tt. ix., xiii.) that one-valuedness could be

ecured by introducing functions ofp variables in the place of func-

ioiis of one variable.

A theta-function affords an illustration of a one-valued function

f p variables. Expressions involving 6 can be constructed, on a

)lan analogous to that of 297, which reproduce themselves exactly
vhen the variables v are altered as in the scheme (B) below; they
ire then 2/>-tuply periodic in the strict sense, whereas 6 itself is

juasi-periodic. [It should be recalled that 2p is the maximum
lumber of independent systems of periods of a one-valued function

>f p variables ( 193).] The expressions in question arise in the

olution of Jacobi's inversion problem. This problem is always sol-

able, and in general the solution is unique. It consists in finding

he system of p places x
1} x^ ,

xp from the p equations

rdi + I ~du! -\
---- + (

du
l
= v1 ,

*/Cj */<>

X
1
! fZ

t C **

du.2 -f I ~dit.2 + -f I du.2 = r2 ,

/Cj ,'<j>

C*\ Cx
* C **

dup + I dup H---- + 1 du
p
= vp ,

J^ Jcy Jep

(A),

where the lower limits are any fixed places, and the v's are arbitrary

variables.

The paths in any one column are supposed to be the same. "\Ve

nay. if we like, suppose initially that all the paths are drawn on

then, removing the restriction that the paths are not to pass
ver cross-cuts, we have for the most general values of the right-

land sides in (A), the system

v 2
= r, i, + h, .

+ 9i

i
' -

(B).

J

The difficulty which arises in the case of functions of one variable with
more than two periods does not present itself when we consider a function of

p variables, r
15

t?
2 , , vp with 2p independent periods. It can be proved by
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algebraic work that, when the p differences v'K VK are resolved into their real

and imaginary parts, 2p 1 of the 2p resulting expressions can be made

arbitrarily small by a proper choice of the integers g, h
;
but when this has

been done, the remaining expression is not infinitely small. The algebraic lemma |

upon which this theorem is based, will be found in Clebsch and Gordan (pp.

130 etseq.).

In passing from one-valued functions of one variable to one-valued functions

of many variables, a new phenomenon presents itself. The one-valued function !

x ~ y is completely indeterminate when x = 0, y 0, its value depending on
x2 + y'

2

the mode of approach of x, y to 0, 0. More generally the one-valuedness of a i

function of p variables which belong to a p-dimensional space is not necessarily

affected by the circumstance that it may take infinitely many values in a space

of p 2 dimensions (Clebsch and Gordan, p. 186).

Definition of Abelian functions. Let R be any algebraic function

of T. Construct the symmetric products of B(xi) ) -R(x2), -, R(xp}
r at a time, and let it equal ( l)

rMr. Then the functions M^
M2,--,MP ,

when considered in virtue of the equations (A) asj
functions of the v's, are said to be Abelian functions of v^

V2,-;Vp .

This definition of Abelian functions is based on that in Clebsch.

and Gordan (p. 139). Biemann's definition is altogether different.

See Riemann, Werke, 1st ed., p. 457
; Clebsch, Geometrie, t. iii., p.

222.

Inasmuch as for the same system of upper limits, the right-hand

sides of the equations (A) are capable of the values given by the

scheme (B), the Abelian functions are unaltered when vu vz , '>vp
\

are changed, as in (B), by simultaneous periods compounded from

the scheme

I

1

Ti3
"'

r12 T22

<)'

0...1

and are therefore 2p-tuply periodic.

Among the many memoirs dealing with Jacobi's inversion problem
we shall only mention those of Weierstrass (Crelle, t. xlvii.), H.

Stahl (Crelle, t. Ixxxix.), and Nother (Math. Ann., t. xxviii.).* For

the inversion problem when the number of integrals in each of the

* The history of the problem is given in the introductory part of Casorati's valuable work,

Teorica delle Fuiizioni di Variabili Complesse, Pavia, 1868.
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equations (A) is other than j9, as well as for Jacobi's problem, see

[Klein-Fricke,
t. ii.

302. Clebsch and Gordan solve Jacobi's Inversion Problem
with the help of integrals of the third kind. We shall state their

solution in terms of the Eiemann surface as is done by Weber

(Crelle, t. Ixx.) and Neumann.
Let the equations be

uf
Vi + u

ltv*+... + uVr=i v
lt

......
(1),

K = l, 2, >-;p.

The quantities VK are assigned arbitrarily, and therefore the

lower limits c1} c^ ,
cp can be taken and will be taken at the places

aL, .* ,
ap of 290. It is assumed that the places x1} x.% ~-,xp are

not tied by a function <
;
and the problem is to express these places,

or symmetric combinations of them, as functions of v^ v*, ,
vp.

Take any algebraic function of the surface, say 7?. Let it be

/t-placed, and let and
r/t ,

where t = 1, 2, , ft,
be equivalent systems

of places. Let them be associated in pairs so that when ^ moves
into the position x, r)2

moves to 2, and so on
;
and further let none

of the
fj. equivalent paths, which begin at ^t

and end at
t, pass over

a cut .BA .

By Abel's theorem for integrals of the third kind we have

For simplicity let the places rjK be poles of R
;
then the right-

hand expression is

Using the law of interchange of parameters and arguments, we
have

-
(2).

The paths of integration in this equation are assigned to suit

Abel's theorem ( 291). The path of the integral f^du^ which
/a

occurs in (1) has not been assigned, and will be taken to be the

same as^in (2). This may require the addition of periods to the

arbitrary quantities VK in (1), but it will be proved later that

the periods so added will disappear from the final formula.
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In equation (2) we let A. = 1, 2, -, p; there results, if we add the

p equations and take the exponentials of both sides,

A=I
*

=1 A=I
(3

The problem is reduced to the finding of an expression for th

right-hand side, in terms of v^ v2, ,vp .

Let

du
p /*- S i

=l/a_

I

/*
ZA C%

Eemembering ( 285) that I cZEL
,
or I dnx , regarded as

/<*A S>J
J-rt

function of
,
is infinite at #A like + log ( #*) an(l a^ "A like -

( A) ,
it follows that the exponential of this integral is O 1 at OJA

and is co
1 at A. Therefore K() is O1 at xi} x.,,---,xp and oo

1
at

!, 25 }
fV The function -ff(^) has the same zeros and poles

The functions have no discontinuities at a cut AM while at opposit

places of a cut 5A each of the ratios H( +*)/H(_) and

C X
K

is equal to exp 2riS I du^. (See 297.)

Hence the ratio H()/K() is one-valued and continuous every-
where on T; that is, it is a constant.

Thus,
D S*X\

*n*.,. (4).

Ax^ af
\

dwA
- VA
-^

A=I

and from (3),

\'

/
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When the product of the numerators on the left is multiplied out,

he coefficients of the powers of R() are Abelian functions of

-,. .' .

,
xp j

and by giving^; different values to R() we get sufficient

quations to determine these Abelian functions in terms of the pp.

)laces ^ and the quantities VA.

The algebraic function R is at our disposal. Xeumann points out

hat the simplest supposition, namely R = z, is sufficient and con-

enient. The equivalent system ,
is then of course a system of

>laces in the same vertical, and p. is the number of sheets.

It remains to show that the expression on the right hand of (5)

s not altered by the addition of periods to VA.

Let the periods added be given by (B), 301.

Then the expression in question acquires the factor

II exp 2 iri 2/i
c=l A=l

nexp27rz'AA 2

Inasmuch as no path of integration has been allowed to cross a

:ut BK,
Abel's theorem shows that the factor is 1.

303. The case p = 2. It will be well to indicate how some

)f the preceding general theory can be brought to bear in the case

p = 2, which is next in order to the elliptic case already considered.

following Clebsch and Gordau's method, we take as normal curve a

lodal quartic /. An adjoint curve < n_3 is a line through the node
;

50 that to places x, x in the same vertical on the surface T ( 281)
ihere correspond points x, x collinear with the node on the curve /.

Dm the node 6 tangents can be drawn
;
their points of contact cor-

respond to the coincident tied places ;
that is, to the branch-points.

We call these points a t , 02, ,
a6 .

An adjoint curve
\j/n_2 is one of a system of conies through the

lode and the points where the tangent at a meets / again. The

emaining 4 points in which a conic of the system meets f are

joresidual with , , x, x
;
and the points 1? 03 of 290 are the

xnnts of contact of a conic, of the system, which touches f twice.

Dlebsch and Gordan's theory shows that there are 2* such bitangent

eonics, corresponding to the 16 non-congruent pairs of half-periods.

)f these 6 are improper, and consist of the tangent at and one of

the 6 tangents from the node
;
these can be shown to correspond to

the 6 odd pairs of half-periods.
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For the sake of simplicity, let coincide with a branch-point a

Then the bitangent conic passes twice through the node, and become

a pair of tangents from the node. Hence a1} a2 are also brana

points, say a
t
and aK . The arguments of 0^ are now

/** f*
x
i C x

^

I <fuA
- I <fyA

-
I du

/*_ c/a /It K.

and the zeros are x and a?2 . Let s = o^ ;
then

=

for all values of 072, and in particular, letting x2 coincide in tun

with a
t
and aK,

We can determine i and /c as follows :

In the canonically dissected surface (Fig. 68), let a2 be tha

branch-point which lies within A and B1}
and let a2, a3,

a4,
as ,

a6,

lie in negative order, so that for example as and a6 lie within A2,

and a2 within At.*

The periods across the cross-cuts are given by the scheme

A, A B

u2
|

and the integrals from each branch-point to the next are found, a

in 182, to be

a
af*a. fa. s*

f I /t/<L -' a i *s an ^"

1 1/2 |-TM/2| r]2)/2|-l/2
-

1/2 |

- r22/2 | 1/2 | (r12 + T!2)/2 |

0.

On the other hand, the pairs of half-periods which make
vanish are given in 236, and, on comparison with the

scheme, prove to be congruent with

P p, p p p p
y<*j *-^a3 *^g *y a2 *s<*i *^ a

6

* Any other arrangement of names for the branch-points would suit our immediate purpose

but the selected arrangement is in harmony with the notation of Ohapter VIII.
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Among these the arguments I

l

and I

*
are to appear. There-

c/Oj ** a
\

e i, K = 3, 5
;
and finally the arguments of 0& can be written

f <*MA
- (A ~ f

f

/<! /S */as

We see that, corresponding to the selected canonical system of

us, #00 is associated with the separation of the six branch-points
o the two triads (oj, 0$ as) and (o^ a^, a$).

The arguments of the other theta-functions are now readily de-

rmined by the addition of half-periods ( 232). For example, the

If-periods I

a

duA are (ru -\- T^) /2, (1 + TIS -{- T2)/2; from 232
''* 11

e mark of the new function is
,
or (35); hence the arguments

#85 are obtained by adding I

*

to the arguments of Q^ and are
^"3

r-r-r-/ l %/aj ^^

In this way the duad notation, which in Chapter VIII. appeared

erely as an algebraic artifice, begins to acquire a vital significance
its connexion with the surface.

Each of the ten even theta-functions is associated with one of the

n pairs of triads into which the branch-points can be separated ;

;h of the six odd functions is associated with a branch-point.

304. We shall proceed to show in the case p = 2 that a theta-

mction, with arguments I t?ux, where x and y are arbitrary, can

expressed in terms of algebraic functions of x and y, and of a

Qgle integral of the third kind.

Let

en equation (4) of 302 gives
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Here
, 77,

x1}
x2 are arbitrary places. If we replace x

t ,
x2 by

2/2
and divide, we have

/ /*i rx2\ f /") ri cyz\

I I J r( I ~J ~~l ) r*

Ja^ / 3
/a

s / Wi ^ 3 ^a5 / _ pXT, v I

r, n rsN/-7- r, rM P 4

/f / x
l

Let I d?^A
= I dwA

/*l ^a3

r/^yiiwA = dwx
v 3

where A = 1, 2.

Let s denote as before the place in the same vertical with s
;

calling that I +1 = 0, we see that the conditions just impo
t/Oj /<*i

make j, x^ x2 and rj, y1} y2 coresidual with a
lf 3,

as .

Now let E(s) be ( 2 qi) (
z ~ as) (g

-
g) . the fundamen

7"

equation being e

R(s) is O1 at oj, OB, as and oo
1 at a2 , a4,

a6 ;
and (291) must ta

the same values at j, x1}
x2 (or at

rj, yi} y2). Therefore by Abel'

theorem

_
s

snce

Thus while the left side of (6) has become , \4\> tne

<1)
irlp has become

J

Therefore, finally,

4 j
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If /! and/2 be the two cubics

z ct'i z as z a5,

ihe algebraic factor in the result is

For other even thetas we have merely to substitute the appropri-

ate cubics into which the sextic divides ( 303).

The important theorem of this paragraph is taken from Klein's

first memoir on Hyperelliptic Sigma-Functions (Math. Anu.,t.xxvii.).

305. For an odd 6, with which is associated a single branch-

point a, or a determinate division of the sextic into a linear factor

j a and a quintic, we replace each of the lower limits of the argu-

ments of on the left of equation by a.

Let
Cz

f*zi Cx
t

|

rf A
= I du^ + I

,/a /o /o

c* t**i r**
dM A

= (?MA + I

%J a ya c/a

x being very near to
,
and y to

?/.

Then x, ar1? 2 an(l 2/> #1? y* are coresidual to a, a, a. There is no

algebraic function of T which is
s at o and not zero at all other

places ; but we can satisfy the above equations by letting a^= t/2
= a

>

\ = x, yl
= y; the algebraic function -R(s) which is O2 at a is simply

z a, a function which takes the same value at x, x (or at y, y).

We have then by Abel's theorem

r* r*

+S y */
y R(x)-R(r,)

or if the values of z at
, rj, x, y be z, z', z + dz, z' + dz',

= log.
>*'

Therefore

crxn
CfXT)

(z + dz - z') (z' + dz' z)
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whence 6?

Let the value of - ^, when v, = v2
= 0, be denoted by <

/ s+z \ dl(/

Thpn 0[ I dux ]= 2c(A) -dz,
\J*+dz

A

y dz

and therefore the required limit is

Now the normal integrals u u2 are linear combinations of the
;

two integrals fzdz/w, fdz/w
( 281), and therefore the required!

limit can be written
cz + c' cz' + c

w(z) w(z')
'

where c and c' are constants.

Lastly, as we know that ef
j^\

has its two zeros at the point a,

j

we obtain ca + c' = 0. Therefore

2c 2Vw(*)' w O?)

a factor 2 being introduced to make the denominator on the right

agree with that in (6).

The connexion of the thetas with the surface is not completed

until the constants which appear on the left of equations (6) anc

(7) are expressed in terms of the sextic. This has been done

Thomse (Schlomilch's Zeitschrift, t. xi., p. 427) for the present cai

But, while it is beyond our purpose to go further into the ma'

we can recognise the determinability of these constants ;
and

* The general problem, a. stated by Rlemann (Werke, p. ?S1), to to determine

log'*(0 0,
..' 0) in terms of the 3p-3 class-moduli ( 284). The problem ,. reduced to one

Sntegra ion by Thoma in Crelle, t. Ixvi., and the integration is effected, the

^ner.^
elliptic case, by the same writer in Crelle, t. ixxi. ^*^^^%M
results a, Thoma, more simply by the use of the system of lower limits in roc ced

^
Cleb.

and Gordan. Klein (Abel'sche Functionen, Math. Ann., t. sxxvi p. 68 con , ,d

^
c

"^
p, 3, using the coefficients of the normal curve (the plane non-singular quartic

Where*! previous writers oa the problem have assumed a knowledge of the branch-pl.ee,,
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>und that when they are incorporated with the thetas, there results

same advantage as was gained when Jacobi's thetas (Chapter

II.) were replaced by Weierstrass's sigma-functions. In fact, the

ift sides of equations (6) and (7) are sigma-functions in the

ise p = 2
;
but they are not yet in their final form, for which the

?ader is referred to Klein's memoirs, already cited.

The introduction of the higher sigma-functions was due to TVeier-

;rass. See Schottky's Abriss einer Theorie der Abel'schen Func-

onen dreier Variabeln; Staude, Math. Annalen, t. xxiv. The
bove definition of a sigma-function agrees with that of Staude.

306. Existence theorems for the Biemann surface T. It is

ssuuied that the surface is spread in a finite number of sheets

say n) over the z-plane, that the sum of the orders of its branchings
; 2p+2 n2, and that its order of connexion is 2p+ 1 (see 275).

potential function of the first kind is everywhere continuous on T
nd its values at any point differ merely by periods due to the

escription of periodic paths on the surface T. "We have stated in

277 the properties of Abelian integrals on T
;
let each integral be

xpressed in the form -|- IT/,
where

, 17
are real functions of x, y..

'he functions
, 77

are called potential functions of the first, second,,

r third kinds, according as they arise from integrals of the first,

econd, or third kinds. The potentials , 77
are conjugate ;

when
j given, ?/

is determined save as to an additive constant which arises

rom the description of periodic paths.

The following simple example shows how
, 17 behave at a discontinuity.

legarding as a velocity-potential for a fluid motion in the plane of ar, y, the

quations = a constant, t\
= a.constant give lines of level and lines of flow.

Vhen the combination %+ITJ=A log (z c), where A is real and z e=pexpi'0,

he lines of level are circles with centre c. and the lines of flow are straight lines

rhich radiate from c. The motion is due to a source of strength 2 irA. The
unction ij is many-valued. When A is purely imaginary and equal to iB,

,nd the motion is that of a liquid whirling round a point c in concentric circles,

'or a general discussion of the potentials which arise from logarithmic and

Igebraic discontinuities, see Klein's Schrift, Section I.

A potential of the second kind is continuous on T, except at a finite

lumber r of places zf at which it is infinite like the real part of a

unction
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and possesses the usual periodic properties at the cross-cuts. In
the case of an elementary potential of the second kind, r and A equal 1

[Klein-Fricke, p. 506].

A similar definition applies to potentials and to elementary potenM

tials of the third kind.*

The materials for establishing the existence on T of potentials of the firs

kind, and of elementary potentials of the second and third kinds, lie ready to

hand. For instance, we have explained in Chapter IX. Schwarz's solution for

a doubly connected region when the discontinuity along a cross-cut was an arbi-

trarily assigned real period. By an extension of this method there exists a funol
tion on a (2p + l)-ply connected Riemann surface with a puncture at a pointj
which has arbitrarily assigned periods at the 2p cross-cuts which reduce T ti

simple connexion, and has an assigned value at the puncture. In this waji
Schwarz's solution of 266 establishes the existence-theorem for potentials of thej

first kind. The proofs in the text are those given in Klein-Fricke, t. i., p. 50'

et seq.

Proof of the existence on T of one-valued elementary potentials ofth(

second kind. Let T be a circular region on any sheet of T, and Ie1

it contain no branch-place of T in its interior or on its rim. Th

investigation of 271 shows that there exists on T a function whicl

is harmonic in the interior, and which takes an assigned system oi

values on the rim
;
and by 273 there exists on r a potential functioi

. which has all the usual properties of the harmonic function except

that at one place of the interior it is infinite like the real part oJ

a /(z c). The exclusion of a branch-place is not necessary ;
for a

branch-place at which r sheets hang together can be enclosed by a

region bounded by an r-fold circle, without affecting the solvability of

Dirichlet's problem ( 260). Recalling the fact that the method of

combination leads to the solution of Dirichlet's problem for composite,

regions, it is easy to prove the existence on T of .. For the surface

T can be covered, without leaving any gaps, by afinite number of over4

lapping regions with boundaries which are 1-fold or r-fold circles.

In the process of construction of the composite region there arc t.\vo

stages. During the first stage the initial region is continued over T?!

without including c, and the corresponding potential function is

continuous throughout the interior of the composite region. The

second stage begins with the inclusion of c, and the potential func-

tion has now the added property that it is discontinuous at c in the

assigned manner.

* Attention must of course be paid to the additional periods due to the logarithmic disconti-

nuities of the integral of the third kind.
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To derive general existence-theorems for potentials of the kind

et with in considering the integrals of algebraic functions, we car/

56 two principles : the principle of superposition and the principle

: juxtaposition. The latter of these is due to Klein (Math. Ann.,
xxi., pp. 161, 162, and Klein-Fricke, pp. 518-522). The principle

: superposition can be explained immediately. Let . be infinite at

like the real part of l/(z c); then d e/dc,dr c/dcr, ,
are oo

2
,
x 3

,

c. The potential function

here the Vs are constants, is a potential function with an algebraic

ifinity of order r at the place c. We proceed to show how Klein

erives potentials of the first and third kinds from e .

Let be a one-valued elementary potential of the second kind

hich is infinite at ze like the real part of c<t/(z
z ). Multiply c by

n arbitrarily small real number cfc, and let the result be the stroke

There exists on T a one-valued elementary potential of the

icond kind
f>
which is infinite at z like dz /(z z ) ;

to this Klein

pplies a process which amounts to integration. Let z move from

place a to a place b along a chain of strokes dz^, and to each stroke

t there be attached the corresponding potential ^ ;
the potential

hich arises from the juxtaposition of these potentials is

>
= 4,6 (say).

As regards its discontinuities g^ b must behave like the real

art of

*/* z-b

Preserving the chain of strokes from a to b. construct for each

;roke dz an elementary potential
'

z which is one-valued and contin-

ous and which behaves at z like the real part of Mz /(z z ). Write

*V

Regarding the chain of strokes as a barrier on T, the function ^
one-valued and continuous on the surface which results when a

at is made along the barrier. The values on opposite sides of the

arrier differ by 1, for
'

a& behaves along the barrier like the real

art of

1 C z<i=J> M?n i-, z a
, = log- .

= z z 2 IT z &
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When the restriction is removed that the barrier is not to bli

crossed, ',, ranges itself as one branch of the system g'ab ml

where m=l, 2, 3, .

Suppose that the chain of strokes begins and ends at z = a, ana

that the corresponding cut does not sever the surface.

The potential ab loses its discontinuities on T and has no periodsH

therefore it degenerates into a constant; but '

o5 passes into ii

potential which is one-valued and continuous on the surface T after

a retrosection has been drawn along the chain of strokes, and whiclj'

has a period 1 along this retrosection.

Let us now consider the surface T and construct with reference tm{

the cross-cuts Al}
A 2, ,

A
p , B^ B2 , ,

Bp , 2p normal potentials oW

the first kind, t/i, U2, ,
U2p

which have the property that 01

(UK+P )
has the period 1 at AK (BK) where /c = l, 2, --^p, and thl

period at the remaining 2p 1 cross-cuts. These potentials are

determined completely save as to additive constants
;
since the

co-existence of two distinct potentials of the first kind UK , U'K witB

the period 1 at the xth cross-cut and the periods at the remaining
cross-cuts involves the existence of a potential 7 of the first kind

which is one-valued and continuous throughout T, i.e. the difference

UK U'K is a constant. From the 2p potentials UK it is possible tc|

construct the most general real potential of the first kind. For the'

expression

...... (i

in which the X's are supposed real, is one-valued and continuous OB

T' and has the real periods A,,, XK+P at AK ,
BK which can be assigneq

perfectly arbitrarily ;
and by the preceding reasoning the periodi

determine the function, a potential of the first kind, save as t< > ar

additive constant. To see that the potentials t/i, U& , U^must b(

themselves linearly independent, assume a relation

(i

Since the non-vanishing periods of a,KUK ,
aK+pUK+p are a^ aKA

it follows that the expression on the left-hand side of (ii.) has

periods aK ,
ctK+p ;

therefore the equation (ii.) requires that all thl

coefficients aK ,
aK+p shall vanish, and consequently the potential;

^i> U% -, Usp cannot be connected by a linear relation.

By associating with each of the potentials C/j, C/"2, ,
U2p

its con

jugate potential, we can construct a system of 2,p integrals of thi

first kind
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the preceding work shows that every integral of the first kind

be expressed in one -way, and in one way only, as a linear

nbinatian

th real coefficients \. [Klein-Fricke, t. i., p. 526.]

When combinations with complex coefficients are admitted it is

ssible to express all integrals TFof the first kind as linear com-

lations of p linearly independent integrals. That it is impossible

express all integrals W= U+iV, in terms of fewer than p
egrals, follows from the consideration that this would involve the

iorem, that all potentials [7 of the first kind can be expressed as

ear combinations of fewer than 2p selected potentials of the first

nd. It is possible to express all integrals W in terms of more

integrals of the first kind, but the representation will then

no longer unique ;
for assuming such a representation, each

;egral of the first kind can be resolved into its real and imaginary

rts, and as a necessary consequence there results the erroneous

:orein that every potential 7 can be expressed uniquely in terms

more than 2p potentials. [Klein-Fricke, t, i., p. 527.]

Enough has been said to indicate Klein's mode of passage from

! theorems of Chapter IX. to the Riemann surface.

307. The existence-theorem for the general Abelian integral

the Blemann surface T can be proved by synthesis from the

tentials whose existence on T has been established, use being
ade of conjugate potentials and of differentiation with regard to

rameters. It can also be established on Schwarz's lines (Schwarz,
. Werke, t. ii., p. 163). Suppose that the integral is + irj and

at is to be infinite, like the real part g of a sum of algebraic

notions

suppose further that has assigned periods at the cross-cuts AK , BK ,

and at the further cross-cuts made necessary by the excision of the

places with logarithmic discontinuities. The function $
'

is free

from discontinuities on T" other than the periods due to the cross-cuts,

and is therefore one-valued and continuous on T" (for the meaning
of T" see 285). The unique existence of a function with these

properties has been established
;
hence also the existence of . By

combining with its conjugate rj,
we get the Abelian integral + irj.
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This brief sketch of the existence-theorems of Schwarz and Neumann is, mi

hope, sufficient to show the bearing of the theorems of Chapter IX. on RiemanriB

theory of the Abelian integrals. It must not be supposed that this is the sol
(I

application which can be made of existence-theorems.

In verification of this remark the reader may consult a memoir by Hitter of

automorphic functions (Math. Ann., t. xli.). The discussion of Abelian Integra*

on an n-sheeted (2j?+l)-ply connected closed surface spread over a plane forcM

but a small part of the programme drawn up by Riemann and elaborated bl

Klein, Poincare', and others.

Mention may be made of two directions in which extensions have beell

sought. Without altering the surface T it is possible to establish the existence

upon it of functions which have properties different from those of Abelian inte-

grals or algebraic functions
; examples of this kind are Appell's Fonctin,,* a

multiplicateurs, Acta Mathematica, t. xiii.* The other extension consists

removing the restriction that a Riemann surface is to be a surface spread cet.

a plane; passing to the sphere with p handles, Klein has discussed the properties

of the associated potentials and has indicated under what conditions a doubly

extended manifoldness in hyper-space can be used as a Riemann surface.

References. The materials for this chapter have been drawn mainly iroim

the memoirs of Riemann, and from the treatises of Clebsch and Gordan, Friekejf

and Neumann.
The importance of Riemann' s work in the field of Abelian functions canno*

readily be overestimated, but unfortunately it is expressed in too concise a form

to be easily intelligible without the use of commentaries. The works of Neumann.

and Prym (Neue Theorie d. ult. Funct.), mentioned below, will be found useful

helps to the acquisition of a working knowledge of Riemann's methods. Th
standard treatise on Abelian functions is that of Clebsch and Gordan.

Books on hyperelliptic and Abelian functions. Abel's Works, p. 14pl
M&moire sur une propri6t& gen&rale d'une classe tres-etendue de fonctioifl

transcendantes
; Briot, Fonctions ab&liennes

; Clebsch and Gordan, Abel'sdie

Functionen; JacobPs Works; Klein, Ueber Riemann's Theorie der Alp in a-

ischen Functionen Klein-Fricke, Modulfunctionen
; Konigsberger, Ueber die

Theorie der Hyperelliptischen Integrale ; Neumann, Abel'sche Integrale; Prym,
Neue Theorie der ultraelliptischen Functionen, 2d ed., and Zur Theorie der

Functionen in einer zweiblattrigen Flache
; Schottky, Abriss einer Theorie der

Abel'schen Functionen vom Geschlecht 3; Weber, Theorie der Abel'selieii

Functionen vom Geschlecht 3.

Memoirs. The memoir-literature on Abelian integrals and functions ifl

very extensive. The following short list is added solely with the view of direct-

ing the reader's attention to a few of the numerous developments of the

subject :

(1) Memoirs based on Weierstrass's work.

. Weierstrass, Zur Theorie der Abel'schen Functionen, Crelle, tt. xlvii., lii.
]

Henoch, De Abelianarum fnnctionum periodis (Berlin dissertation, 1867). I

Forsyth, On Abel's Theorem and Abelian Functions. Phil. Trans., 1882. 1

*Prym stated in his memoir (Crelle, t. Ixx.) the existence of functions of the class discussed

by Appell ; the values of these functions on opposite banks of a cross-cut are connected by liueo-

Uiiear relations.
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2) Transformation.

Hermite, Sur la thfiorie de latransformationdesfonctions abfiliennes, Comptes
Rendus, t. xl. Paris, 1855.

Konigsberger, Ueber die Transformation der Abel'schen Functionen erster

Orduuug, Crelle, t. Ixiv. This memoir is written on Weierstrass's lines.

3) Memoirs based on Klein's work.

Klein, Ueber hyperelliptische Sigmafunctionen, Math. Ann., tt. xxvii., xxxii.

Burkhardt, Beitragen zur Theorie der hyperelliptischen Sigmafunctionen,
Math. Ann., t. xxxii.

Klein, Abel'sche Functionen, Math. Ann., t. xxxvi.

Thompson (H. 1).), Hyperelliptische Schnittsysteme und Zusammenordnung
der algebraischeu und transcendentalen Thetacharacteristiken.

4) Memoirs on special systems of points on a basis-curve, class-moduli, ex-

ceptional cases in the theory of Abelian Functions, reality considera-

tions, etc.

Brill and Nother, Math. Ann., t. vii.

Schwarz, Ueber diejenigen algebraischen Gleichungen zwischen zwei veran-

derlichen Grossen, welche eine Schaar rationaler eindeutig umkehrbarer

Transformationen in sich selbst zulassen, Crelle, t. Ixxxvii., p. 140.

Poincare, Sur un thgoreme de M. Fuchs, Acta Math., t. vii.

Painlevfi, Sur les equations difffirentielles du premier ordre, Ann. Sc. de 1'Ec.

Xorm. Sup., Ser. 3, t. viii., p. 103.

Weber, Ueber gewisse in der Theorie der Abel'schen Functionen auftretende

Ausnahmefalle, Math. Ann., t. xiii.

Kother, Ueber die invariante Darstellung algebraischer Functionen, Math.

Ann., t. xvii.

Pick, Zur Theorie der Abel'schen Functionen, Math. Ann., t. xxix.

Hurwitz, Ueber Riemann'sche Flachen mit gegebenen Verzweigungspunkten,
Math. Ann., t. xxxix.

Klein, Ueber Realitatsverhaltnisse bei der einem beliebigen Geschlechte

zugehorigen Normalcurve der 0, Math. Ann., t. xlii.



EXAMPLES.

(1) Prove that z + ^/z
2 -c* + z- Vz2 -c2

|

=
\z + c\ + \z-c\.

(2) The condition of similarity of two triangles abc, xyz is

111 = 0. [10.]

y

(3) Given a triangle abc, points x, y can be found such that the

triangles axy, ybx} xyc, abc are similar.

(4) In the preceding question, the triangles abc, ayoo have the

same Hessian points. [ 33.]

(5) In 25, show that when a and b are complex the question

is reduced to the one considered by proper rotations of the two real

axes.

(6) If w = 2z + z
2
, prove that the circle \z\= 1 corresponds to a

cardioid in the w-plane, and that an equilateral triangle in the cir-

cle corresponds to the points of contact of parallel tangents of the

cardioid.

(7) The three points of contact of parallel tangents of a fixed

cardioid have one fixed Hessian point.

(8) Prove that the Brocard points of a triangle zpfa are the

Hessian points of the triangle h+h_k. [ 31, 33.]

(9) The middle points of the strokes ZJK (K = 1, 2, 3) of 31

have the same Hessian points as the triangles z
lt

z2, zs and j^ j2, j3 .

(10) Prove that the polar pair of the point oo with regard to a

triangle are the foci of the maximum inscribed ellipse. [ 35. See

Quarterly Journal, June, 1891.]

(11) Show how to invert a triangle and its centroid into a tri-

angle and its centroid. [Ib.]
488
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(12) A convenient way of introducing homogeneity is to name

ay point x by the ratio a^/o^ of the strokes to it from two fixed

oints of the plane. Show that the point (xi + \yi) / (x., + \y.2 )

ivides the stroke from x to y in the ratio A/1. Here A may be

Dmplex. [ 35.]

(13) The points ZL. za z3, z^ are concyclic if, a, /?, y being real,111
a /8 y =0. (Beltrami.)

(14) Through any three of four points z^ z*, z3,
z4 a circle is

rawn. Prove that an anharmonic ratio of the inverses of any fifth

oint with regard to the four circles is equal to the corresponding

nharmonic ratio of zb z^ z3,
z4.

(15) Let a f ,
bK (K = 1 to 4) be quadrangles having a common

acobian. Prove that, when the points are suitably paired,

21/(a< -6(t )
= 0. [39.]

K

(16) The four points whose first polars with regard to a quartic

7 have a double point are the zeros of

rhere H is the Hessian of U. [ 36. See Clebsch, Geometrie, t. L,

h. 3, sec. 5.]

(17) In the preceding question, the first polar points which do

iot coincide are given by

The quartic having the same Hessian as U is

(18) The intersections of three mutually orthogonal circles are

he Jacobian points of a system of quartics. [ 40.]

(19) Show how to invert a harmonic quadrangle into a square.

VLaisant, Theorie des fiquipollences.]

(20) If u -f ie be a one-valued function of z, and if normals be

drawn to the z-plane at each point z, of lengths u and v, the two

surfaces so formed have the same curvature at points on the same

normal. [ 17. See Briot et Bouquet, Fonctions Elliptiques, 10.]
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(21) A convex polygon which includes all the zeros of a rational

polynomial f(z) must also include the zeros of the derived poly-J

nomial /'(z). [This generalization of Rolle's Theorem in the TheorJ
of Equations was given by F. Lucas, Journal de 1'Ecole PolytecJ

nique, 1879.]

(22) Discuss the amount of truth in Siebeck's paradox, thai

when y=f(x), to an arbitrary curve in the cc-plane corresponds^
curve in the y-plane with fixed foci, namely the finite branch-points!

[Siebeck, Crelle, t. lv., p. 236.]

(23) The series 2a"2"
2

,
where a is positive and < 1, is converge

o

in and on the circle
|

z
\

= 1
;
and the same is true of the seriem

formed by the 7-th derivatives of the terms. But the function

defined by the series cannot be extended beyond the circle. [ 1041

See Freedholm, Comptes Eendus, 1890.]

(24) The deficiency of the equation up + z
5 5 wz- = is> =

2|

[Raffy. In his thesis, Recherches algebriques sur les integraleJ

abeliennes, ch. 3, M. Raffy shows how to find the number p byl

means of divisions and eliminations, without the solution oa

algebra equations.]

(25) The terms of a series 2/B (z),= F(z), are holoinorphic ia

any region T and are continuous on its boundary C, and the series

F(z) converges uniformly on (7. Prove that

(i) The series F(z) converges in every region r" which lies

wholly within T (i.e. which has no point in common with C);

(ii) The series formed by the successive derivatives of the termJ

fn (z) converge uniformly in r" and represent the successive deriva-

tives of F(z). [See Painleve, sur les lignes singulieres des fonctionJ

analytiques, p. 11.]

(26) The integral~ C^^ dz
is equal to g(t) or according aJ

2i Trie/ c z t

t is within or without the contour C. Hence, write an expression
which is equal to g^t) within (7,, to g2 (t) within Co,, and to ^(0
within CK ,

where the contours C,, <72, --, CK lie exterior to one another.

[ 139. Compare 103. An important theory, based on this method;
of introducing lines of discontinuity is given in Hermite's Cours.]

j

(27) Let axt + 2hxy + by'
2 + 2gx + 2fy + c = V.

If x describe an ellipse whose foci are the branch-points in the

ic-plane, the two points y describe ellipses whose foci are the branch-!

points in the y-plane.
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(28) Let F(x, y) = be an algebraic equation, and let the planes
of x and y be covered with the Rieinann surfaces which belong to

the equation. On either surface a non-critical place, at which

y/djcr
= 0, is such that to a line through it corresponds on the other

surface a curve with an inflexion at the corresponding place.

Also a non-critical place at which the Schwarzian Derivative

vanishes (that is,

where accents denote differentiations for x) is such that to a line or

circle through it corresponds a curve which has maximum or mini-

mum curvature at the corresponding place.

(29) The necessary and sufficient condition that the region
bounded by two confocal ellipses can be mapped on a circular ring
is that the sums of the axes of the ellipses are proportional to the

diameters of the circles. [Schottky, Crelle, t. Ixxxiii.]

(30) Let F(x, y) become
\<j>(x, y)\* by means of a transforma-

tion x=Ri(x,y), y=R.2 (x,y). When the deficiency of F=the
deficiency of

<f>, >1, then K = 1. [ 183. See Weber, Crelle, t. Ixxvi.]

(31) The expression dxA I 'is transformed by meansof z= H/U
into ^-dz/V-lz

3
g.z </3 , where H is the Hessian, g.,

and g3 the

invariants, of the quartic U. [ 203. This theorem, which brings
the elliptic integral into Weierstrass's form, is due to Hermite.

See Halphen, t. ii., p. 360.]

(32) If M + v + te = 0,

then <ru<TSvo-2w + vgUTVa^w + a-au<riVaw = 0. [ 211.]

(33) If

then

=
(e.2 e3) (e3 ex) (e l

e2) aao-bo-cad. [Cayley.]

(34) With the notation of 212,

<p
... po-

1)
. [Weierstrass.]

"
p" -..p

(r)
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(35) If /(if)
=

cr(?< u^)<r(u Uz)
'

cr(u %),

g(u) = v(u Ul)cr(u V.2)--- (r(u Vn),

and

then

n n

[Frobenius and Stickelberger, Crelle, t. Ixxxviii.]

,4 dp
2w

<r(3 w) {(3 u) -3u\ = <r
s

u$'
s
ti. [Ib.]

/0_ x T3 TTi 8 log A Tri SlogA r .

(37) Prove that ^ =~ *
,
w, = -^ *

[ 214]/4
O7^L)

^4:
OT/l

(38) The Jacobian of g2, g3 with regard to wj, o>2 is

|^4 =-~ [214. See Klein-Fricke, t.
i., p. 120.]

6(0^,0)2) OTTl

_
8(01!, C02) 12'

(40)
8(^ logA) .M. [Klein-Fricke, t. L, p. 120.]
6(0)!, 0)2 ) TTl

(41) = .
t [Ib n9>]

o(a>i, w2 ) Tri

(42) The Hessian of log A with regard to wj, o>2 is

48^2/7r
2

. [Ib. p. 123.]

(43) The Hessian of logA with regard to
771, 772

is

(44) In 219, show that

/*
" z-\-w dz Cz

o>
w
o zn + wn dz

, i \-- I ---- = ulf, cc,u + (2 n + 1 ) TTI .

2(zn w ) w J 2(z w) w

[Weierstrass-Schwarz, p. St).]

(45) In 221, show that the lines which bisect opposite edges
of the rectangle of periods in the ?/-plane map into circles in the

z-plane. [Weierstrass-Schwarz, p. 75.]
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(46) Let w be an analytic function of z, such that lines parallel

o a it-axis are mapped into algebraic curves in the z-plane. Then

ither

(1) w is an algebraic function of 2;

(2) file is the logarithm of an algebraic function of z, where p. is

either real or pure imaginary; or

C* <Jt

(3) U.IL- = I . where k is real, and t is an
Jo --

ilgebraic function of z. [Schwarz, Ueber ebene algebraische

sothermen, Werke, t. ii., p. 260.]

(47) The orthogonal trajectory of the system of algebraic curves

)f the preceding example is also algebraic. [Ib.]

(48) With the notation of 222,

[Klein, Math. Ann., t. xxvii., p. 455.]

(49) When two functions ttj, ?< are harmonic in regions which

have a common two-dimensional simply connected region T, and

joincide throughout a portion of F, however small, they coincide

;hroughout T, and their continuations beyond F coincide. [Schwarz.

Werke, p. 202.]

(50) In the case of the equation x* + y*= 1, we can take as the

inearly independent integrals of the first kind

Cdx/y
2

,

These integrals are elliptic. [ 280. See Amstein, Bulletin de la

Societe Yaudoise, 1888, where this case is fully worked out as an

example of Weber's memoir on Abelian functions of deficiency 3.]

(51) Given the equation

F(w, z) = 2 ie - 5 ic
2 - z(az

2 + 2bz + c)
2 = 0,

where c, b- ac are different from 0, prove that

/\
(az- + 2 bz + c) + 2 Bicz + Cic*+ 2

gic^,
}/~4 i/'tC ^^ H

is an integral of the first kind, whatever be the values of X, B, C, E.

[Raffy.]
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(52) The number of linearly independent integrals of the first

kind may be >p when the basis-equation is reducible.
[Christoffel.J

(53) Prove that Q?ft + Q?fi + Q^
is an integral of the first kind. [ 285. See Clebsch and Gordan^

p. 22 et seg.]

(54) The number of three-sheeted surfaces with /? assigned

branch-points is ^(3^~
L<

1). [ 284. See Kasten, Zur Theorie deJ

dreiblattrigen Kiemann'schen Flache; Hurwitz, Math. Ann., t. xxxix.J

(55) The comparison drawn in 297 between the function a in

the case p = 1, and the function 6 in the general case, is not
exact]

inasmuch as in the former case the surface T' has been mapped byj

means of an integral u of the first kind on the w-plane. Show
that]

in the general case, the surface T' is mapped by means of an integral

of the first kind into p parallelograms which lie one over another,

and which hang together at 2p 2 branch-places. By a properj
choice of the cross-cuts of T', the parallelograms become rectilinear.!

[Biemann, Werke, 1st ed., p. 114.]

(56) In 303, when the sextic contains only even powers of z

(a form into which a sextic can be inverted when the roots are inj

involution), prove that > -

'

ja
= I-

If the sextic be of the form z6 -f a
6
,
then

rn = r,2 = 2 i/ V3, r12
= - ifV3.

[A discussion of the values of r
a|3

,
for sextics which can be

linearly transformed into themselves, is given in section iii. of

Bolza's paper, American Journal, t. x.]

(57) Between four odd double sigma-functions there is the

square relation * -, -
i = n

aa being the branch-point associated with <ra.
[ 305. Compare

244.]

(58) Prove the four product-relations

1

a2

=0,

where o-
a/3
=

a/3/caj3
for any even mark. [ 304. Compare 247.]
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Lbelian functions, defined, 472.

Lbelian integral, defined, 249
;

discontinuities of, 428 ;

general, how built up from elementary
integrals, 44<> :

of first kind, defined by properties,

431; how many linearly indepen-

dent, 433;
of second kind, defined by properties,

of third kind, defined by properties,
443 : in Clebsch and (Jordan's nota-

tion. 452 : when of first, second, or

third kinds, 42!;
when elementary, 429 ;

when of first, second, or third kind, 429.

Abel's theorem, converse of, for integrals
of first kind, 4T>4:

for integrals of first kind, 454 :

for normal integrals of third kind, 456 ;

remarks on, 458 ;

Riemann's proof of general form of,

457.

Absolute convergence, 64, 67.

Addition theorem for double theta-func-

tions, 363;
for function <ru, 312 et seq.;
for function pw, 300;
for function u, 304.

Adjoint curve of order n 3, 449 ;

of order n-2, 453.

fix. 2.

Algebraic configuration, definition of, 328 ;

equation, when prepared, 154:

functions, 9
; series for, 252 ;

*

function of (or on) an arbitrary Rie-

mann surface, 440; defined by zeros

and poles.
in terms of theta-functions, 464

;

when integral, 263:

Uternating process, 403 et seq.;
extension to doubly connected region,

407;
limit of series at corners in, 406 :

series of harmonic functions in, are
;

uniformly convergent, 405.

Analytic lines, regular arcs of, 398.

Anharmonic ratios, 20, 21 :

connected with invariants, 34.

Argand diagram, 2 ;

representation for space, impossibility
of, 8.

Arithmetic'mean of n points, 7.

Basis curve, 329.

Basis equation, 233.

Basis of system of algebraic functions,
definition of, 263.

Bicircnlar qnartic, 216, 219.

Bilinear, used in the sense of lineo-linear,
19.

Bilinear relations of periods of Abelian

integrals, 4341

Box, Clifford's, 235.

Branch, defined, 11.

Branch-cut. 206.

Branches of algebraic function, continu-

ity of, 128;

expansions for, 128 et seq.

Branch-place, 212.

Branch-points, definition of, 106
;

in the theory of curves, 130
;

number of, 154 :

when manifold, 130, 139;
'

when simple, 130.

Bridge, see branch-cut.

Canonical dissection of a Riemann sur-

face, 234.

Canonical forms, of cubic, 26:

of quartic, 35.

Cartesian, focal properties of, 336.

Cartesian theory, 10, 130.

Cassinian, 37.

Cauchy's fundamental theorem on inte-

gration round a contour, and con-

sequences of, 164 to 170 ;

Riemann's extension of, 246.

second theorem on integration round
a contour, 173 ;

theorem on number of roots in con-

tour, 11.

495
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Circle of convergence, 88
;

for 71 variables, 89
;

Abel's theorem on approach to, 99;
behaviour on, 96.

Circle, r-fold, 249.

Class-moduli. 441.

Clebsch and Gordan, lower limits of Abe-
lian integrals selected by, 463;

method of, for Abelian integrals, 447

et seq.
Conditional convergence, 65.

Conform representation, 14;

connexion with Dirichlet's problem,
393;

examples of, in connexion with Dirich-

let's problem, 393;
of polygonal region on half-plane, 395

;

references on subject of, 397
;

simple examples of, 14 to 18, 36 to

39;
statement of problem of, 394.

Conjugate potential functions, equations

for, 12
;

in multiply connected region, 414.

Connexion of surface, when multiple, 228
;

theorems on, 229 et seq.

Constituents of a mark, 343.

Contact curves, defined, 454
;

proper and improper, 469.

Continuation of a function, 105.

Continuity of function of one variable,

when uniform, 57;
of one-valued functions of one or more

variables, 8
;

passage of potential function to rim
values with uniform, 378.

Contours, simple and complex, 160.

Convergence of infinite real series, when
absolute, 64

;
when conditional, 65

;

when semi-, 64
;

of infinite complex series, when abso-

lute, 67; when conditional, 67;
when infinitely slow, 70; when
uniform, 69, 72

;

of infinite products, 78 et seq.; when
absolute, 82; when unconditional,
81

;
when uniform, 84;

region of, 69; can consist of isolated

pieces, 118.

Coresidual, 329, 451.

Correspondence, (1, 1) between numbers
and points of Argand diagram, 1

;

(1, 1) between real numbers and points
of a straight line, 46

;

of w and z, (2, 1), 215; (3, 1), 216;

(2,2), 220.

Covariants of cubic, 26, 27
;

of quartic, 32 to 34.

Critical points, 127.

Cross-cut, banks of, 253;

Cross-cut (continued).
definition of, 228.

forms of, 228
;

use of, in integration, 246.

Cyclic permutation, 130.

Decomposition into simple elements, ox-

ample of, 305 ;

Deficiency one, reduction to standard;
form of equation of, 329;

invariance of, with regard to bira-j
tional transformations, 233;

Riemann's definition of, 233.

Definite real integrals, 1!MJ.

Deformation of surfaces, remarks
on,|

261.

Delimiting curves, 239.

Derived mass of points, 50.

Derived series, theorems on, 103.

Diagram, Argand, 2.

Differential equations, 199;

existence of integral of, 199.

Dirichlet's problem for region which
in-J

eludes , 397;

generalized form of, 391
;

Harnack's treatment of, 411 et scq., .

and completion of Harnack's soluJ

tion, 414;
Schwarz's alternating process applied!

to, 403
;

solution of for simple region bounded

by analytic lines, 406;
statement of, 376

;

uniqueness of solution of, 382.

Discontinuities of functions of one
real]

variable, 49, 55
;

of functions of two real variables, 61.

Discrete mass of points, 50.

Discriminant, geometric aspect of, '2~'2 ;

Kronecker's theory of, 262.

Divisors of discriminant, essential and;

unessential, 267.

Domain, defined, 85.

Double theta-functions, addition of peri-

ods and half-periods to arguments

of, 350
;

differential equations satisfied by, 343fl

discussion of convergence of series for,;

341;
marks of, 343

;

moduli of, 343;

periods of, 347
;

product theorems of, 368;

quasi-periods of, 348
;

relations of four squares of, 365
;

relations of five squares of, 367;

relations which define, 348;

series for, 341 ;

with zero arguments, relations of, 366;

zeros of, 354.
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onble theta-functions on Riemann sur-

face, 47> :

expressed in terms of configuration,
when even, 477 : when odd, 47'.' :

how associated with branch-points,477.

lement in Xuther's theory of multiple

points, 131
;

of a mark, 343;

of an analytic function, 105;
resolution of K-, 131.

Uiptic configuration, 331
;

expression of elliptic function in terms

of, 338;
members of, can be expressed ration-

ally in terms of p< and p'w, 331.

lliptic functions, -

connexion between two, 291 ;

connexion of an elliptic function with

its derivative, 292 :

construction of the fundamental, 2*4
;

definition of.

expressed by means of <nt, 310;

order of, 289;
ratio of periods of, must be complex,

279;

Weierstrass's treatment of, 306.

lliptic integral, three kinds of , 32&et seq.;

is integral of elliptic function, 332;
three kinds of, 332.

Iquation with three terms, "Weierstrass's,

312.

iquianharmonic ratio, 23.

Iquivalent, see coresidual ;

paths, 455;

systems of points, 329.

Issential singularity, 112, 183;
nature of one-valued function near, 193.

Ixistence theorem for general Abelian

integral. 485
;

Schwarz's, for harmonic function in

circular region, 384;
theorems for Riemann surface, 481 et

seq.

factor-theorem, Weierstrass's statement

of, 186 ;

proof of, 189 ;

example of, 192.

formation, algebraic, see algebraic con-

figuration.
Courier's theorem, 52, 277.

function, Abelian, 280, 472;

algebraic, 9
;

analytic, definition of, 105; element

of, 106; Weierstrass's theory of,

101 et seq.;
when regular, 111 ;

continuous, 54, 60 ;

Function (continued).

continuous, without differential quo-
tient, 58;

differential equations for real and

imaginary parts of, 12, 374
;

everywhere holomorphic is constant,
174:

exponential, 120;

history of word, 51 ;

integral algebraic, of a surface, 263 ;

integral rational, 9 ;

limit of, 53, 54
;

m-placed , 245 :

n-valned, 8 ; when algebraic, 195 ;

of one variable, one-valued and triply

periodic, cannot exist, 280;
of two variables, 61

; continuity of, 61 ;

rational, 9;

one-valued, when expressible as a

quotient of transcendental integral

functions, 185
;

Riemann's discussion of, by means of

potentials, 375;

theory of, from the stand-point of

Differential Equations, 391
;

theta-, Jacobi's, 326;
transcendental integral, 185;

upper and lower limits of, 54
;

when infinite, 55 ;

when integrable, 49 ;

when holomorphic, 161 ;

when meromorphic, 161 ;

when monogenic, 13;

when transcendental, 112; when tran-

scendental integral, 112
;

pu, addition theorem of, 298
;
invari-

ants of, 296; expressed by means
of elliptic configuration ; Riemann
surface of deficiency one-mapped by
means of, 333; theory of, 295 et seq.

au, g-series for, 325; theory of, 305

et seq.;
ffA , ^-series for, 325

; theory of, 308

et seq.;

f, elliptic function expressed by
means of, 304

; theory of, 302 et seq.;

<p, definition of, 436 ; number of zeros

of, 437.

Fundamental theorem of Algebra, 10.

Geometric mean of n points, 7.

Gopel, biquadratic relation of, 370
;

tetrads, definition of, 354.

Graphic representation, of equation, re-

quires two planes, 10.

Green's function and the g-tunction, 408;
connexion of, with conform repre-

sentation, 413; theorems on, 409.

Green's theorem, 380;

application of, 432.
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Handles, Klein's sphere with, 236.

Harmonic function defined, 377
;

continuation of, 399
;

properties of, 382 et seq.

Harmonic mean of n points, 7.

Harnack's theorems on series of harmonic

functions, 400.

Hessian of binary form, 28;
of cubic, 33

;

of quartic, 33, 301.

Holomorphic function, 161.

Hyperelliptic case, 438;

integral, 259, 328.

Index of a system of surfaces, 228
;

of Riemaun surface, 232; and con-

nexion with deficiency, 233.

Infinity of algebraic function, 127;

of Abelian integral, 428 et seq.

Integral, Abelian, 249;
effect produced on, by passage over

cross-cut, 254
;

when independent of path, 249.

curvilinear, 101
;

elliptic, 328 et seq;

hyperelliptic, 328
;

of many-valued function, Cauchy's
treatment of, 170;

series, Cauchy's theorem on coeffi-

cients of, 100
; quotient of, 115

;
re-

version of, 116
;
sums of, 113.

Integration on Riemann surface, 245
;

simple examples of, 256 et seq;
on the normal surface, 255

;

round dissected Riemann surface, 430 ;

use of cross-cut in, 246.

Interchange of limits and parameters in

Abelian integral of third kind,
445.

Invariant of quartic, 34, 35.

Inversion, 18, 29.

Inversion of elliptic integral, 203
;

of hyperelliptic integral, 203.

Inversion Problem, Jacobi's, 470 et seq ;

solution of, 471
;

statement of, 471.

Involution, 19.

Involutions determined by four points,
30.

Lsogonality, 14.

Jacobi's elliptic functions, 309.

Jacobian of binary form, 28;
of cubic, '2C>

;

of quartic, 32, 301
;
zeros of, 302.

Kronecker's theory of the discriminant,

262;
extended to non-integral algebraic

function, 271.

itj

256,

Rummer's surface, in connexion v

double theta-functions, ;>72
;

the co-ordinates of nodes of, 372.

Lacunary spaces, 119.

Laplace's equation, 13, 375.

Laurent's theorem, 175.

Legendre's bilinear relation of period

elliptic function, 319.

Like-branched functions, form a syst
245.

Lima9on, 15.

Limit of a sequence, 42, 44.

Linear mass of points, 50.

Liouville's theory of double periodic
287 et seq.

Logarithm, 121
;

chief branch of, 122
;

defined by integral, 256.

Logarithmic singularity, nature of ,
1KI

Loops, deformation of, 154
;

on Riemann surface, 212
;

theorems of Luroth and Clebsch on, '.

et seq. ;

theory of, 151.

Lower limit, 48.

Many-valued functions, examples of,

to 39.

Marks, theory of, 344.

Means, arithmetic, geometric, 7
;

harmonic, 8.

Meromorphic function, 161
;

consists of fractional part and 1m

morphic part, 180;
determined by zeros and infinities M

Minimal basis, definition of, 265.

Mittatr-Leffler's theorem, statement o|

187;

example of, 192
;

proof of, 188.

Mobins's theorem, 20.

Monogenic function, 13.

Multiple factors in lowest terms of ar

algebraic equation, 1 .'!'..

Multiplication of argument of p. -"'15

a-u, 315.

Neighbourhood, 50, 85.

Non-uniform convergence, 70.

Normal curve, 451.

Normal Abelian integrals of first kind,

linear independence of, !:!.">;

of second kind, -i:>9: periods of, -HO ;

of third kind, 443; periods of, 444.

Normal surface, 2:ui :

dissection of, 237.

Numbers, limiting, 48;

real, definition of, 46;

irrational, 42; definition of, 45.

Number-system, 41.

k>
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perations, fundamental and secondary,
51.

scillation, 49.

ainleve, theorems by, on rim values,

377.

arallelogram, Newton's, 147;

examples on, 150.

ammeters of a theta-funetion, 334.

atb, deformation of, 152.

eriod of Abelian integral, introduction

of, 254.

eriods of elliptic function, change from
one primitive pair to another, 282

;

and invariants of, relations between,
321 to 324

;

primitive, 277 :

primitive pairs of, 281
;

round branch-cut compared with peri-

ods across branch-cut, 255.

'eriodicity, lemmas on, 278;
moduli of, see period ;

single, 277; double, 278; multiple, 280,

472.

'lace, defined, 205.

'liicker's equations, 233.

'oint , 18.

'oints and numbers, correspondence of,

1, 41, 4t>.

'oints, derived mass of, 50.

discrete mass of, 49;
distribution of, 50;
linear mass of, 50.

'oisson's integral, 388;
Paraf's proof of convergence for series

in connexion with, 388.

'olars of a point with regard to a cubic,

28;
with regard to a binary form, 27.

'ole, definition of, 112:

order of, 112.

'otentials, juxtaposition of, 483
;

of first kind, on Riemann surface, 481 ;

linear independence of, 484
;

of second kind, 481
;
existence of one-

valued elementary ;

of third kind. 4>J:

Schwarz's upper limit of oscillation of,

in case of circle, 421
;
Neumann's

closer limit, 424;

superposition of, 483
;

theorems on, 382
;

upper limits of, along paths in region,
404:

with discontinuities, theorems on, 424.

ower. complex, 12i>.

repared equation, 154.

Primitive pair of periods, 281; period,
277.

Principal value of an integral, 196.

Product, doubly infinite, 85
;

singly infinite, 77 et seq.; expression
of ffu as, 317; expression of <T

AU as,
321.

Product theorems for double theta-func-

tions, 308.

Punctured Riemann surface, 229.

Quadrangle, harmonic, 23;

equianharmonic, 25.

Quasi-inversion, see inversion.

Radius of convergence, 88.

Rational function, 9.

Reduced mark, 345.

Residues of integral of one-valued func-

tion, 181
;

of Abelian integral, 253;
sum of, when zero, 182, 430.

Retresection, 231.

Riemann, lower limits of Abelian inte-

grals selected by, 460
;

treatment of functions by, peculiari-
ties of, 427.

Riemann-Roch theorem, 441
;

application of, 450.

Riemann sphere, 208.

Riemann surface, algebraic functions on,
243:

canonical dissection of, 234
;

examples of, 213
;

for algebraic function, construction

of 211
;

functions one-valued on, 227
;

integration on, 245 ;

Klein's new kind of, 274;

loops on, 212.

Riemann's theta-formula, 335 ;

deductions from, 357 et seq.;

Prym's extension of, 356.

Rosenhain hexads, definition of, 353.

when pentagonal, 353
;

when triangular, 353.

Semi-convergence, 64.

Sequence, 42 :

regular, 4

Series derived from P(z), when derived

directly, 101
;

when derived in-

directly, 102
;

integral, 85 et seq.; defines continuous

function, 90; in one variable, 86;
in n variables, 87; in 1/2, 107;

product of, 100
;

double complex, absolute convergence
of, 76. 77 :

double real, 75
;

integration of, 176 ;

multiple. 72 :

with real terms, 63 et seq.
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Sigma functions, double, 481.

Singularities of algebraic functions, ex-

amples on resolution of, 145.

Singularity of algebraic curve, resolution

of, 133.

Singular line, 119.

Singular points, definition of, 106
;

of analytic function, discussion of,

108.

Special algebraic functions, defined, 441;

expressed by means of theta-functions,
467.

Sphere, representation on, 18;
of cubic, 29

;

of quartic, 35.

Stroke, 3
;

elementary operations with, 5, 6.

Surface, unilateral, Mobius's example of,

227.

when simply, doubly, etc., connected,
228.

Symbols, equality and inequality of num-
ber-.

Symmedian point, 25, 29.

Taylor's theorem, Cauchy's extension of

91, 173
;

for two variables, 178.

Theta-functions, p-tuple, 372
;

when even or odd, 373.

Theta-function on Riemann surface, arbi-

trary constants in, expressed as

half-periods, 468;
differences of notation of, 4CO

;

has p zeros, 459
;

identical vanishing of, 466, 469
;

relations between zeros of, 461.

Transcendental function, 112;

integral function, 112.

Transformation, bilinear, 19;

birational, 260;

Cremona, 134
;

orthomorphic, 14
;

Turn-point, defined, 214.

Undetermined coefficients, theorem
of,|

for one variable, 92
;

for n variables, 94.

Upper limit, 48.

Variable, continuity of, 48;

upper and lower limit of, 48.

Weierstrass's theorem, preliminary to]

study of functions of n variables,!

94;

theory of the analytic function, 101:

et seq.;

theory of elliptic functions, 295 et seq.\

Zero, definition of, 93
;

order of, 179.



GLOSSAET.

Ibbildung, conforme, conform represen-
tation.

Ibtceichung, amplitude.
Lbsolute value, module, absoluter Be-

trag, p. 2.

ibsoluter Betrag, absolute value.

Ugebraic configuration (or fonnation),

algebraisches Gebilde, p. 328.

Mgebraische* Gebilde, algebraic config-

uration.

Amplitude, argument, Abiceichung, p. 2.

Analysis Situs, topology, geometry of sit-

uation (H. J. S. Smith), geometry
of position (Clerk Maxwell), p. 232.

irgumfnt, amplitude.
Aussenresentlicher singuterer Punkt,

non-essential singularity, pole.

Jank (of a cross-cut) , Ufer.

terrier, coupure (Hennite) ;
see cross-

cut.

lereich, region.

Jetrag, absoluter, absolute value.

Jilinear transformation, Kreisvencand-

schaft.
Jirational transformation, correspon-

dence, transformation birationelle,

correspondance uniforme ou bi-

rationelle, eindeutige Transforma-
tion.

ranch, Ziceig.

ranch-cut, cross-line (Clifford), Verzwei-

gungschnitt.

Branch-place, ferzweigungsstelle. See

branch-point.

Branch-point, spire, spiral point (Smith) ,

point singulier d'embranchement,
point de ramification, Verzwei-

gungspunkt, Windungspunkt.

Charakteristik, mark.

Circuit, used by Briot and Bouquet in the

sense of a closed path which en-

closes all the loops drawn from
some point to the branch-points,

vottstandiger Umgang.

Class-moduli, Moduln einer Klasse (Rie-

mann), p. 441.

Conform representation, orthomorphic
transformation, representation con-

forme, conforme Abbildung, p. 14.

Connexion, Zusammenhang.
Continuation, extension analytique, Fort-

setzung.
Contour elementaire (Pniseux), loop.

Convergenz in gleichem Grade, uniform

convergence.
Correspondance uniforme, birational cor-

respondence.

Coupure (Hermite), cross-cut, barrier.

Critical points, p. 12, p. 127.

Cross-cut, section (sometimes cot/pure),

Querschnitt.

Deficiency, rank, genus (H. J. S. Smith),
Geschlecht, Rang.

Delimited, vollstandig begranzt.
Discontinuitat erster Gattung, non-essen-

tial singularity, pole, infinity.

Domain, domaine, L'mgebung. Some-
times used hi other senses.

Doppelflache, unilateral surface.

Einandrig, one-valued (not in common
use).

Eindeutig, one-valued.

Eindeutige Transformation, birational

transformation.

Einfach zusammenhangend, simply con-

nected.

Equivalent paths, simultane Bahnen der

'tipunkte (Neumann).
Essential singularity, point singulier

essentiel, utsentlicher singularer
Punkt.

Extension analytique, continuation.

Facteur primaire, primary factor.

Fonction entiere, holomorphic function,

integral function.

fractionnaire, meromorphic function,
fractional function.
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Fonction (continued).

holomorphe, holomorphic function.

meromorphe, meromorphic function.

monogene, function, raouogenic func-

tion.

synectique, holomorphic function.

Fortsetzung, continuation.

Functionenpaar, p. 141.

Ganze alyepraische Function, integral

algebraic function.

Ganze eindeutige Function, or ganze
Function, holomorphic throughout
finite part of plane.

Gebiet, region.

Genre, deficiency. Used by Laguerre in

another sense, p. 187.

Geometry of situation, see Analysis Situs.

Geschlecht, deficiency.

Gleichmdssiy convergent, uniformly con-

vergent.

Gleichverzweigt, like-branched.

Grenzpunkte, limiting points.

Grundzahl, index.

Harmonic function, harmonisch. The
term is used in a special sense in

the chapter on Dirichlet's problem,
p. 377.

Holomorphic function, fonction holomor-

phe, entiere (Halphen), synectique.

(Cauchy), ganze eindeutige Func-
tion, ganze Function, (holomorphic
throughout finite part of plane, p.

161).

Index of a surface (or system of sur-

faces), order of connexion (for a

single surface), ordre adelphique
(Laurent), Grundzahl.

Infinitely slow (convergence), unendlich

verzb'fjerte.

Infinity, infini, Unstctigkeitspunkt. See
non-essential singularity.

Integral algebraic function of a Riemann
surface (p. 263), ganze algebraische
Function.

Integral function, whether rational (p. 9)
or transcendental (p. 112), function
entiere, ganze Function.

Integral series, power-series, serin entiere,
serie de puissances, Potenzreihe.

Isogonal transformation, isoyonale Ver-

wandtschaft.

Kreisverwandtschaft, bilinear transfor-

mation.

Kreuzunyspunkt, turn-point.

Lur-i't, loop.

Like-branched, gleichverzweigt, p. 245.

Limiting points, Grenzpunkte.
Loop, lacet, contour ^e'mentatre(Puiseux),

Kchleife.

Many-placed, mehrwerthig.
Many-valued, multiforme, plurirnquc,

polytrope, mehrdeutig, sometimes

mehrwerthig.
Mark, Characteristik.

Mass of points, masse, Punktmenge.
Mehrdeutig, many-valued.
Mehrfach zusammenhdngend, multiplai

connected.

Mehrwerthig, many-placed (sometimes)
many-valued) .

Meromorphic function, Fonction me'roJ

morphe, Fouctiou fractionnairJ

(Halphen).

Module, absolute value.

Moduln einer Klasse, class-moduli.

Moduli of a theta-function, Theta-moduln t \

p. 343.

Monadelphe, simply connected.

Monodrome, one-valued.

Monogenic function, function, fonction

monogene, monogene Function.

Monotrope, one-valued.

Multiforme, many-valued.
Multiply connected (region), aire

multiple connection, polyadelphe
mehrfach zusammenhdngend.

Nahe, neighbourhood.
Neighbourhood, voisinage, Nahe.
Non-essential singularity, pole, ausser-

wesentlicher singuldrer Punk
Discontinuitdt erster Gattung, Po

One-valued, uniforme, univoque, mono
drome, monotrope, eindeutig, ein

werthig, eindndrig.
Order of connexion, see index.

Ordre adelplii'/uc, index.

Orthomorphic transformation (Cayley)
see conform representation.

Place, Stelle.

Point de ramification, branch-point ;

fingulier d'embranchement, branch-

point ;

sinr/ulier essentiel, essential singular

ity.

Pole, see non-essential singularity.

.I'o/ifin/i'/ji/ii', multiply connected.

J'n/1/tro/ir, many-valued.
Potenzn /'//, integral series.

Power-seriet, integral series.

Primary f.actor, facteur primaire, Prim-

factor, p. 190.
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Prim-factor, primary factor.

Punktmenge, mass of points.

;

tnitt, cross-cat.

nt de, branch-point,

deficiency.

Region, L t
;

of continuity. atetiykeitsberei':h.

Regular sequence, regulare Folye.

Kftrosectiou, retroseetion, Riickkehr-

<itt.

Riickkehrschnitt, retrosectiou.

op.
. cross-cut.

iwi.nces, integral series;

e, integral series.

Simply connected (region), (aire) a
: ooitfl ;

te, ein-

nuanunenhangend.
/ Xiveaupunkte,

equivalent paths.

Spire, see branch-point.
i > lace.

titrecJee, stroke.

Stroke, xtrn-k>:.

. holomorphic.

Tied. : rki>ui>ft, p. 441.

Transcendental integral function, tran-

Fiui':ti<jn., p. 11^'.

Tarn-point, Kn-u tungspmtt.

>:iuk (of a cross-cut).

Ultraelliptic functions, hyperelliptic func-

tions in the case p = "2. This term
is falling into disuse.

, circuit.

Umgebung, domain.

Uribedingt convergent, unconditionally

convergent.

Unconditionally convergent, unbedinyt
comoergeat.

Unendlich verzoyerte (Convergeuz), infi-

nitely slow (convergence).
Uinff>rme, one-valued.

Uniform (convergence) , gleichmds&ig, in

Unilateral surface, one-sided, Dappel-
flache.

Unstvtiykeit$punkt, discontinuity, often

infinity.

Verknilpft, tied.

iyungschnitt, branch-c-ut.

Ferzweiyunyspunkt, branch-point.

Voisinage, neighbourhood.
Follstandig begrtinzt, delimited.

Werthigkeit, number of times that a func-

tion takes any assigned-value.

[An m-placed function has '

Werthiy-
keit' HJ.]

Wesentlicher singularer Punkt, essential

singularity.
Wesentliche singulare Steile, essential

singularity.

Windungsflache, winding-surface; ex-

ample on p. 207.

Windunyxpunkt, branch-point.

Zusammenhang, connexion.

rnenhdngend, dnfach, simply con-

nected.

mehrfach, multiply connected.

Zweig, branch.
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